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I.

INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to the Tribunal’s order, Claimants submit this first Post-Hearing Brief (“PHB”), which is
composed of the following chapters:
1. This introduction
2. The Contract and the law
3. GUPC S.A.’s entitlements with respect to concrete aggregate production
4. GUPC S.A.’s entitlements with respect to foundation conditions
5. GUPC S.A.’s entitlements with respect to concrete mix design
6. GUPC S.A.’s entitlements with respect to on-Site laboratories
7. In the alternative, ACP has a duty to maintain and restore the contractual equilibrium
8. ACP’s failure to determine fairly GUPC S.A.’s entitlements
9. Quantum of GUPC S.A.’s entitlements
10. Claimants 2-4’s entitlements
11. Request for relief
In addition, as requested by the Tribunal, Claimants provide, with the relevant chapters, a number of
timelines of the events relevant to the Project as a whole and to the specific entitlements pursued by
Claimants in this arbitration. The general timeline setting out key events is enclosed as Appendix INT-1.
Before turning to the rest of this PHB, Claimants wish to make three important introductory points.
ACP’s mischaracterization of the evidence and of Claimants’ position. Unfortunately, it became
apparent during the Hearing (if it was not already from the written submissions) that ACP and its counsel
do not hesitate to mischaracterize, sometimes repeatedly, the evidence in this arbitration. This compelled
counsel for Claimants to raise numerous objections, for instance when undeniably incorrect factual
statements were put by ACP’s counsel to witnesses and experts as if they were true or accepted (which
even prompted counsel for ACP formally to apologize on one occasion). The same applies in ACP’s
written pleadings, which are riddled with incorrect factual allegations, and for instance routinely represent
as “admissions” matters that are in fact, and have consistently been, directly contested by GUPC. ACP and
its counsel also mischaracterize Claimants’ case. For instance, ACP would have the Tribunal believe that
GUPC seeks to ‘disregard’ the Parties’ ‘carefully negotiated’ agreement – when the evidence shows that
there never was any ‘negotiation’ of specific contractual terms, and when, in any event, GUPC has
repeatedly demonstrated that its entitlements in this arbitration arise primarily under the express terms of
the Contract. Claimants do not wish to start a controversy here. They urge, however, the Tribunal always
to check the underlying evidence (full documents or testimonies) relied upon by the Parties, including the
actual words of the Contract, which very often simply do not say what ACP claims they do – especially
when it comes to the purported exculpatory clauses on which ACP’s defense rests.
Relevance and assessment of technical evidence. Much time was spent at the Hearing discussing highly
technical matters, such as material properties, rock behavior, concrete short and long term properties, and
so on. The volume of technical information provided (which consistently supports GUPC’s case) may
have, at times, overwhelmed the Tribunal. In truth, much of this information had to be introduced only
because of the erroneous defenses raised by ACP. The natural urge to understand a particular technical or
factual issue should not, however, distract the members of this Tribunal from the heart of GUPC’s case,
which is based on straightforward, indeed often uncontested facts. For instance, it does not matter to
GUPC’s case (and it should therefore not matter to this Tribunal) why the sound basalt excavated from the
Pacific Locks Excavation (PLE) degraded and did not behave as indicated by ACP – it only matters that it
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did. Similarly, it does not matter why ACP’s interpretation of certain foundation conditions was wrong – it
only matters that it was.
Prudent Industry Practices. Much time was also spent at the Hearing discussing what GUPC (and the
other tenderers) did or should have done at tender stage. ACP repeatedly suggested that GUPC should not
have relied on information that ACP provided (irrespective of ACP’s assurances as to that information’s
reliability). ACP tries to suggest that during the tender period GUPC should have effectively carried out
again the studies and investigations that ACP and its consultants had themselves carried out over almost a
decade. ACP also suggested that GUPC should have raised questions about particular wording introduced
by ACP in the Contract, when that wording made grammatical sense and was not ambiguous on its face.
All of this, ACP claims, would have been Prudent Industry Practice. The Contract defines Prudent Industry
Practices as “using the standards, practices, methods and procedures, complying with Laws and exercising
the degree of prudence and foresight which would be expected from a properly skilled and experienced
international market leading EPC contractor in the international civil engineering and infrastructure sector.”
It can be difficult to ascertain whether a particular conduct was “prudent” and consistent with what “a
properly skilled and experienced international market leading EPC contractor” would do. But this issue
does not arise here. In this particular case, and this is quite uncommon, the Tribunal knows what “properly
skilled and experienced international market leading EPC contractors” actually did on this particular
Project. The Tribunal has access not only to GUPC’s Technical Proposal (which received the highest
score), but also to the detailed technical proposals of two other consortia formed of some of the largest and
best-known EPC contractors in the world, including U.S. company Bechtel, Japanese companies Taisei and
Mitsubishi, Spanish companies FCC and ACS-Dragados and German company Hochtief (just to cite the
main ones). In the present case, the way these companies behaved and what they did at tender stage in fact
represents, by definition, Prudent Industry Practice. And none of them did what ACP now claims GUPC
should have done. This, Claimants submit, is the proper way to judge GUPC’s actions at tender stage.
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KEY EVENTS RELEVANT TO GUPC’S CLAIMS
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II.

THE CONTRACT AND THE LAW
A.

INTRODUCTION

Much discussion took place at the Hearing regarding the legal regime applicable to the Contract and the
contents of Panamanian law as relevant to the dispute between the Parties.
The primary grounds for entitlement for the claims brought forward by GUPC S.A. in this arbitration
regarding ACP’s breaches and/or Variations in relation to the production of concrete aggregates, the
foundation conditions within the basalt reach of the Pacific Locks Excavation (“PLE”), the concrete mix
design and the on-Site laboratories, are contractual, i.e., they are based on specific provisions of the Contract.
However, the Contract does not exist in a vacuum. The Parties agreed, under SC 1.4 [Language and Law]
of the Conditions of Contract, that the Contract shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of Panama.
SC 1.1.6.25 of the Conditions of Contract specifically provides that such “Laws” include ACP’s Acquisition
Regulation (the “Regulation”). This too is part of the Parties’ agreement that this Tribunal must give effect
to.
Panamanian law is therefore relevant to:
 The interpretation of the relevant provisions of the Contract.
 The determination of legal duties that ACP has under its own Regulation and Panamanian law, including
mandatory duties, on which GUPC S.A. is basing alternative causes of action.
 The assessment of the legal defences put forward by ACP, which primarily rely on purported exclusions
of liability and/or “risk allocation” clauses and therefore raise questions of contractual interpretation and
of limitations to the enforceability of such clauses, which must also be resolved in light of, and under,
Panamanian law
This chapter also addresses questions that the Tribunal asked on the burden of proof and the assessment of
the evidence, which involve considerations of Panamanian. As requested by the Tribunal, Claimants also
provide below a short timeline of the evolution of the main exculpatory clauses and amendments to its
Regulation, on which ACP is seeking to rely and the scope and effects of which are disputed by the Parties.
Finally, this chapter addresses the issue of adverse inferences, as also requested by the Tribunal.
B.

THE TRIBUNAL MUST DECIDE THE DISPUTE AS A PANAMANIAN JUDGE WOULD

The first paragraph of SC 1.4 [Law and Language] of the Conditions of Contract provides that “[t]he Contract
shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of Panama”.1 The fact that the Contract (and the Parties’
obligations) must be governed, interpreted and applied in accordance with Panamanian law is therefore one
important aspect of the Parties’ agreement. Accordingly, under the Contract the Tribunal must decide the
issues that are before it, including the various issues of administrative and civil law which are disputed by
the Parties, as would a Panamanian judge applying Panamanian law.2
Claimants and Respondents have both submitted legal opinions dealing with the Panamanian legal issues
relevant to this dispute. Claimants have submitted reports by Dr Hoyos, a former President of the Supreme
Court and Justice for 15 years of the Third Chamber dealing with administrative matters (including
administrative contracts), and Mr Troyano, a former President and Justice of the First Chamber of the
Supreme Court dealing with civil matters. These are two highly authoritative Panamanian legal experts, who
have first-hand knowledge of how a Panamanian court would address the issues in dispute in this arbitration.
By contrast, Respondent submitted various legal opinions by Prof Del Moral, a civil law professor and
practitioner with, by his own admission, limited experience with administrative law and no experience sitting
as a Panamanian judge.3 It is puzzling that Respondent made a decision not to present any expert on
1
2

3

{C-0001/27}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 27 [p. 14].
Under Panamanian law, a judge incurs liability if he fails to rule on an issue on the pretext of silence, obscurity or
insufficiency of the law {C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 1, Art. 2.
In fact, Prof Del Moral’s application to the Supreme Court was rejected because his understanding of the Panamanian
civil law rules was considered outdated - see {R-1016/20}, Contractor's First Post-Hearing Brief in Cofferdam
Arbitration, p. 20 [p. 12], ¶ 64. This is not insignificant, because under Panamanian law, a judge must assess the
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Panamanian administrative law, in particular on the legal regime applicable to public works, given the
significance of these issues.
In deciding the dispute before it, the Tribunal must, as would any Panamanian judge, consider primarily
Panamanian sources of law. The Parties agree that the main sources of law in the Panamanian legal order
include the Constitution, laws, decrees and regulations.4 There is no dispute between the Parties that although
there is no established doctrine of precedent under Panamanian law, the decisions of Panamanian courts, in
particular the Supreme Court, bear a significant role in the interpretation and application of statutory and
regulatory law.5 Further, in the event that the applicable provisions of Panamanian law do not address a
specific issue, Art. 13 of the Civil Code (“CC”) requires that the Tribunal consider other sources of law
(including relevant provisions applicable by analogy) and relevant principles of law.6
A Panamanian judge would also, pursuant to Art. 9 CC,7 refer to foreign sources of law as the historic
predecessors of the Panamanian legislation, especially where a specific legal issue is not well developed in
the Panamanian legal system. Dr Hoyos and Justice Troyano have confirmed, based on their personal
experience as former Panamanian judges, that this is standard practice for Panamanian courts.8 In particular,
it is undisputed that to interpret Panamanian legal provisions, Spanish and Colombian jurisprudence and
doctrine interpreting and applying the relevant predecessors of specific Panamanian civil and administrative
laws, are especially relevant.9 Dr Hoyos has thus provided evidence of the substantial reliance placed by the
Supreme Court on Spanish jurisprudence and doctrine in contractual matters and Colombian jurisprudence
and doctrine in administrative law matters.10 Dr Hoyos confirmed during the Hearing that decisions of the
Supreme Tribunal of Spain are material sources of law, which means that they are regarded as authoritative
by the Panamanian Supreme Court.11 Respondent’s legal expert Prof Del Moral also recognized the
relevance of Spanish jurisprudence and doctrine for the interpretation of the articles of the Panamanian CC
that are identical to their Spanish equivalent, and he cited a substantial number of legal authorities, including
Spanish doctrine, jurisprudence and commentaries to the Spanish Civil Code on all issues relevant to this
arbitration.12

4

5

6
7
8

9

10
11
12

probative value of expert evidence based, inter alia, on the expert’s competence (see Judicial Code, Art. 980).
{C-EX-6/8}, Hoyos IV, p. 8 [pp. 5-6], ¶ 21; {SOD/51}, p. 51 [Ch. 2, pp. 10-11], ¶ 3.5; {R-EX-5/7}, Del Moral II, p. 7,
¶¶ 26-27.
{SOD/52}, p. 52 [Ch. 2, p. 11] ¶ 3.7; {C-EX-6/8}, Hoyos IV, p. 8 [pp. 5-6], ¶¶ 21-22; {R-EX-5/7}, Del Moral II, p. 7
[pp. 7- 8], ¶¶ 28, 31.
{C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 1, Art. 13.
{C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 1, Art. 9.
{Day1/275:1}, [275:1-12] (Hoyos Pres.); {Day2/21:9}, [21:9-22:4] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions); {C-P-0004/3}, Troyano
Pres., p. 3; {Day2/99:14}, [99:14-100:2] (Troyano Pres.). The Parties have substantially agreed on the amendments to
the Days 2 and 5 and 7 transcripts (including a revised translation of the testimonies provided in Spanish, that is, by
Justice Troyano and Prof Morales Moreno on Day 2 and Ms Baz and Mr Corbella on Day 5, in light of the deficiencies
of the Spanish simultaneous translation at the Hearing), as incorporated in the provisional Days 2 and 5 transcripts used
in this submission but not issued by Opus. The only remaining points of disagreement concern the language in the
following excerpts of the provisional transcripts, which the Parties hope to resolve shortly: {Day2/125:12}, [125:12];
[131:16]; {Day5/47:16}, [47:16]; [111:9]; [112:12]. Claimants submit a preliminary revised version of the Days 2 and
5 transcripts, reflecting the Parties’ agreed revisions, pending final agreement and revision by Opus2.
{Day1/205:9}, [205:9-20] (ACP’s Opening on the Law). See {R-EX-5/6}, Del Moral II, p. 6, ¶¶ 23-24, 36. Further,
ACP’s legal expert acknowledged at the Hearing that “foreign jurisprudence, and case law or - - or a scholar opinion”
have persuasive effect. {Day2/238:2}, [238:2-8] (Del Moral Direct).
{C-EX-19.AnnA}, Hoyos V, Ann. A; {C-EX-19.AnnB}, Hoyos V, Ann. B.
{Day2/21:9}, [21:9-22:4] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions).
Prof Del Moral thus produced Spanish jurisprudence and doctrine dealing with the rules of contractual interpretation
(Arts. 1132 to 1140 of the Panamanian CC) (See {R-LA-0078/28}, p. 28; {R-LA-0031/12}, p. 12; {R-LA-0142/10}, p.
10; {R-LA-0024/20}, p. 20; {R-LA-0166/22}, p. 22; {R-LA-0078/27}, p. 27 [pp. 27, 28]; {R-LA-0205/6}, p. 6); the
principle of integration (Art. 1109 CC) (See {R-LA-0033/7}, p. 7; {R-LA-0109/6}, p. 6; {R-LA-0111/6}, p. 6; {R-LA0166/26}, p. 26); the duty to inform (Arts. 1109 CC) (See {R-LA-0037/4}, p. 4 [pp. 4-5]; {R-LA-0043/10}, p. 10; {RLA-0032/6}, p. 6 [pp. 6, 7]; {R-LA-0074/1}, p. 1]; good faith (Arts. 1109 CC) [See {R-LA-0087/23}, p. 23 [pp.23, 24];
{R-LA-0078/27}, p. 27; {R-LA-0119/10}, p. 10; {R-LA-0097/11}, p. 11; (Arts. 1109 and 986 CC)); Allocation of Risks
(See {R-LA-0007/7}, p. 7; {R-LA-0072/5}, p. 5; {R-LA-0166/7}, p. 7 [pp. 7, 21, 26]); increase of works (Art. 1345 CC)
(See {R-LA-0197/8}, p. 8; {R-LA-0173/9}, p. 9); causation and damages (Arts. 986 and 991 CC), (See {R-LA0078/34}, p. 34; {R-LA-0077/33}, p. 33; {R-LA-0115/8}, p. 8 [p. 2]]; guarantees (Arts. 1512-1544 CC) (See {R-LA-
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It is also necessary and pertinent to rely on Colombian law for administrative matters and Spanish law for
civil matters because the Parties are in disagreement regarding the scope, meaning and interpretation of many
of the statutory and regulatory provisions that are relevant to this dispute, and in some instances, Panamanian
jurisprudence does not address these issues in detail. For instance, the Parties disagree over the application
of several provisions of the Panamanian CC which are identical to provisions of the Spanish Civil Code.13
Given that there is no specific jurisprudence and doctrine in Panama in relation to a number of issues related
to such provisions, the use of Spanish jurisprudence and Spanish doctrine is appropriate for the Tribunal to
decide how to apply and interpret them.
To assist the Tribunal in determining the correct scope of these CC provisions, Claimants have also produced
a legal opinion on Spanish law prepared by Prof Morales Moreno,14 who not only is an eminent authority
(including on some of the legal issues disputed in this arbitration) with impressive credentials in Spain and
numerous Latin American countries,15 but whose works have also been relied upon by the Panamanian
Supreme Court.16 By contrast, Respondent chose not to produce any legal analysis by a Spanish law expert,
despite its expert’s significant reliance on Spanish law authorities.
Instead of engaging with Prof Morales Moreno’s analysis of Spanish law on issues relevant to this arbitration,
Respondent has attempted to undermine the relevance of Prof Morales Moreno’s legal opinion on the basis
that his analysis is allegedly largely based on “modern” Spanish law. This criticism is irrelevant and
incorrect. As Prof Morales Moreno confirmed during the Hearing, the analysis of Spanish jurisprudence
contained in his report and cited by Dr Hoyos and Justice Troyano, for instance on legitimate reliance,17 is
based on settled Spanish jurisprudence applying the Spanish Civil Code, even dating back to early 1900’s.18
Prof Morales Moreno clarified both in his report19 and at the Hearing that the Spanish “modern” law of
obligations simply follows the trend already established many years ago by the Supreme Tribunal of Spain
regarding liability for legitimate reliance.20 Similarly, Prof Morales Moreno’s work on the allocation of risk
for deficient information cited by Dr Hoyos dates back to the 1980’s21 and has been endorsed by Spanish

13

14

15

16
17
18

19
20
21

0042/12}, p. 12 [pp. 12, 15]; {R-LA-0169/7}, p. 7; {R-LA-0201/8}, p. 8 [pp. 8, 9]; {R-LA-0195/14}, p. 14); penalty
clauses (Arts. 1039 to 1042 CC) (See {R-LA-0178/8}, p. 8; {R-LA-0209/1}, p. 1 [pp. 118-119]; {R-LA-0210}; {R-LA0211}; {R-LA-0212}; {R-LA-0213}; {R-LA-0214}; {R-LA-0215}; {R-LA-0216}); others: [{R-LA-0016/5}, p. 5 [p. 1];
{R-LA-0058/7}, p. 7 [pp. 7, 9]; {R-LA-0065/5}, p. 5; {R-LA-0081/12}, p. 12; {R-LA-0014/6}, p. 6 [pp. 6, 8].
In particular, Arts. 1109 and 986 CC, which are exact copies of Arts. 1.258 and 1.101 of the Spanish Civil Code,
Art. 1345 CC dealing with an increase in the agreed works, which is an exact copy of Art. 1.593 of the Spanish Civil
Code, and Arts. 1132 to 1140 CC dealing with contract interpretation, which are exact copies of Arts. 1.281 to 1.289 of
the Spanish Civil Code.
Prof Morales Moreno was assisted in the preparation of his report by Prof Beatriz Gregoraci, a professor of civil law at
the Autonomous University of Madrid (“UAM”). Prof Gregoraci holds a PhD in civil law and has published over
20 publication in civil law, some in collaboration with former Spanish Supreme Court judges of the Civil and
Constitutional Chambers.
Prof Morales Moreno is a Member of the Spanish Royal Academy of Jurisprudence and Legislation, Professor of law at
the Universidad Autonoma de Madrid since 1986, former Dean of the Law School and a Permanent Member of the
General Codification Commission of the Ministry of Justice of since 1994. He authored several publications on civil
law, including commentaries to the Spanish Civil Code edited by Albaladejo (regularly relied upon by the Panamanian
Supreme Court) – see {C-LA-0289}). Prof Morales Moreno is also Doctor Scientiae et Honoris Causa of the Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Valparaíso (Chile); has acted as legal expert in various Latin American countries, including
Panama, Chile and Venezuela, and has been involved in the drafting of the Latin American Principles of Contract Law,
referred to by Prof Del Moral. See {R-EX-5/96}, Del Moral II, p. 96, ¶ 281.
{C-LA-0289/1}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 20 Oct 1995, p. 1.
{C-EX-19/31}, Hoyos V, p. 31 [p. 29], ¶ 162; {C-EX-28/21}, Troyano I, p. 21 [pp. 21-22], ¶ 89.
{Day2/224 :14}, [224:14-225:24] (Morales Moreno Tribunal Questions). See decisions from the Supreme Tribunal of
Spain (“SCD” or STS”) pre-dating the Modernization Proposal, {MoralesMoreno(I)-43}, SCD EDJ/1982/93, dated 4
Jan 1982; {Morales Moreno(I)-47}, SCD of 20 Jan 1964; {C-EX-22/24}, Morales Moreno I, p. 24, ¶ 66, SCD of Dec
1919 and SCD of Apr 11, 1911. See also decisions cited by Dr Hoyos at {C-EX-6/68}, Hoyos IV, p. 68 [p. 71], ¶ 227;
{C-LA-0257}, SCD dated 27 Oct 1964 (RA 1964, 4735); {C-LA-0258}, STS, 10 Apr 1965 (RA 1965, 3744); Others
prior to the 2009 Spanish law Modernization Proposal include: {MoralesMoreno(I)-45}, SCD 113/1994, dated 18 Feb
1994 and {Morales Moreno(I)-51}. See also {Morales Moreno(I)-50} relying on SCD of Jul. 26, 2000; Apr 30 and Jul
12 of 2002; Jan 25, 2003, Feb, 2005 and May 22 and Jul 17, 2006.
{C-EX-22/27}, Morales Moreno I, p. 27, ¶ 77.
{Day2/224:14}, [224:14-225:24] (Morales Moreno Tribunal Questions).
{C-LA-0254}, Antonio Manuel Morales Moreno. El Error en los Contratos. Editorial Ceura. Madrid. 1988.
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Scholar Diez Picazo22 – one of the Spanish scholars most commonly cited by the Supreme Court of Panama
and frequently relied upon by Respondent’s own expert. As confirmed in the Hearing, the works of other
prominent Spanish jurists on liability for legitimate reliance cited by Prof Morales Moreno, such as Federico
De Castro, even go back to the early 1970s.23
It is also to be noted that unlike the Claimants’, Respondent’s external legal team does not include a single
Panamanian lawyer (which is particularly surprising given that ACP is a public entity, which should have no
difficulty finding legal representation in its own country). Instead, the only Latin American lawyer on
Respondent’s legal defence team comes from Chile. And indeed, Respondent has sought to rely, in relation
to a number of legal issues relevant to the determination of the dispute, on Chilean doctrine. However, as
Dr Hoyos explained, and as may be concluded from a review of Panamanian jurisprudence,24 Chilean law
and doctrine differ from and have little to no influence on Panamanian law.
C.

THE CONTRACT IS AN ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACT GOVERNED BY PANAMANIAN
ADMINISTRATIVE AND CIVIL LAW

The Contract, taken in its entirety, constitutes the agreement between the Parties
The Contract between GUPC and ACP is consists of the Conditions of Contract and all the documents listed
in SC 1.5 [Priority of Documents] of the Conditions of Contract.25 While SC 1.5 provides for an order of
priority between those documents, all of them form part of the Parties’ agreement and must be considered to
understand its precise contents, as confirmed by Section 2 of the Contract Agreement.26
In particular, SC 1.5 provides that the Contract includes (i) the Employer’s Requirements (“ER”), which
includes all the documents incorporated in Volume II of the Contract, and (ii) GUPC’s Technical and Price
Proposals, which describe how the Works are to be executed and were accepted by ACP. In particular, and
as further explained below, taken together, the ER and GUPC’s Technical Proposal spell out how the concrete
aggregates for the Project were to be produced.
In this regard, Paragraph 2 of SC 7.1 [Manner of Execution] of the Conditions of Contract provides that “the
Contractor shall carry out the manufacture of Plant, the production and manufacture of Materials, and all
other execution of the Works: (a) in the manner (if any) specified in the Contract…”27 This is important
because, in particular, the manner in which the Works will be carried out as regards the production of concrete
aggregates is specified and agreed both in the ER and in GUPC’s Technical Proposal which contains a
strategy for planning and logistics. As such, a significant departure from the Parties’ agreement would result
in a completely different project.
The manner in which the Works will be carried out as regards the production of concrete aggregates being
specified in the Contract also forms part of the scope of Works covered by the Contract Price agreed between
the Parties. While there is no dispute that the Contract is a lump-sum contract,28 the Contract itself and
Panamanian law (the application of which also forms part of the Parties’ agreement, as explained above)
contains mechanisms dealing with the payment of additional works not included in the Parties’ original
agreement. In particular, as explained below, Art. 1345 CC provides for the contractor’s right to a price
adjustment, particularly in case of necessary changes to the scope of the works, including their methodology,
authorized and/or accepted (expressly or implicitly) by the employer, which lead to an increase in the
performed works and their agreed price.29

22
23

24

25
26
27
28

29

{C-LA-0092/3}, Luis Diez Picazo, Fundamentos de Derecho Patrimonial I, p. 3 [pp. 217-218].
{Day2/225:20}, [225:20-24] (Morales Moreno Tribunal Questions); {Morales Moreno(I)-42}, Federico de Castro El
negocio jurídico, 1971.
{Day1/275:16}, [275:16-276:12] (Hoyos Pres.); {C-EX-19.AnnA}, Hoyos V, Ann. A; {C-EX-19.AnnB}, Hoyos V,
Ann. B.
{C-0001/28}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 28 [p. 15], SC 1.5.
{C-0069/1}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 Aug 2009, p. 1.
{C-0001/78}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 78 [p. 65].
{Day1/146:8}, [146:8-11] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law); {Day1/215:4}, [215:4-8] (ACP’s Opening on the Law); {CEX-19/40}, Hoyos V, p. 40 [pp. 38, 41], ¶¶ 209, 224; {R-EX-19/88}, Del Moral III, p. 88, ¶ 309.
{C-LA-0001}, Civil Code of Panama. {Day1/146:8}, [146:8-25] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law).
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As foreshadowed above, another important and integral part of the Parties’ agreement is the agreed governing
law, i.e., Panamanian law. The choice of law clause under SC 1.4 of the Conditions of Contract designates
“the laws of the Republic of Panama”.30 “Laws” is in turn defined under SC 1.1.6.25 as “all national (or
state) legislation, statutes, ordinances and other laws, and regulations and by-laws of any legally constituted
public authority including the Acquisition Regulations of the Employer.”31 The Parties therefore agreed that
all sources of law applicable to the Contract under the Panamanian legal system, without restriction and
including the statutory and regulatory regime applicable to public works contracts entered into by ACP,
would effectively govern their contractual relationship.
This is quite significant because, as explained below, Respondent and its legal expert Prof Del Moral attempt
not only to set aside Panamanian law applicable to public works other than ACP’s own Regulation, but also
attempt to deny any practical significance to the Regulation itself (which is expressly mentioned in SC
1.1.6.25) through their own incorrect interpretation of ACP’s legal framework and Arts. 1B and 6D of ACP’s
Regulation. Such attempts seek to flout the Parties’ agreement on the legal regime applicable to the Contract
and must fail.
The Contract is an administrative contract under Panamanian law, which therefore must
be construed in light of applicable administrative law
(a) Under Panamanian law, the Contract qualifies as an administrative contract subject
to the principle of strict legality
The Parties agree that the Contract is a public works contract concluded by a public entity, which qualifies
as an administrative contract under Panamanian law.32 The JSG, as an accessory contract to the Contract
between ACP and GUPC S.A., also qualifies as an administrative contract.33 As explained by Claimants in
their written submissions and at the Hearing,34 as an administrative contract, the Contract does not exist in a
vacuum. It is fully integrated within the Panamanian legal system and in particular the statutory and
regulatory regime applicable to administrative / public works contracts.
In particular, Dr Hoyos (former member of the Third (administrative) Chamber of the Panamanian Supreme
Court) explained that administrative contracts are subject to the principle of strict legality set out in Arts. 17
and 18 of the Constitution.35 Under this principle, which is one of the cornerstones of administrative law in
Panama and in other civil law jurisdictions, the Constitution requires that administrative acts be carried out
in strict adherence to the law and prohibits any act that is not expressly permitted by the law.36 As a result,
as explained by Claimants’ legal experts, public entities such as ACP are not allowed to contract out of their
legal duties and/or imperative law.37 This was recognized by Respondent’s counsel at the Hearing.38
As recognized by the Supreme Court of Panama,39 the principle of strict legality is of great importance for
the proper construction of the terms of the Contract, because the Tribunal must consider the norms and
limitations applicable to ACP and the contracts it enters into. Such norms represent the legal framework
30
31
32

33

34

35

36
37

38
39

{C-0001/27}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 27 [p. 14].
{C-0001/25}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 25 [p. 12].
{Day1/129:2}, [129:2-6] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law); {Day1/276:22}, [276:22-277:1] (Hoyos Pres.); {Day2/74:14},
[74:14-75:8] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions); {Day1/215:4}, [215:4-8] (ACP’s Opening on the Law); {SOD/50}, p. 50 [Ch.
2, p. 9], ¶ 2.13.
As confirmed by Dr Hoyos and Justice Troyano, in a case with several legal instruments, the (administrative or civil)
nature of the instruments depends on the (administrative or civil) nature of the main contract. {Day1/280:24}, [280:24281:3] (Hoyos Pres.); {Day2/108:10}, [108:10-14] (Troyano Pres.); {C-EX-28/36}, Troyano I, p. 36, ¶¶161-162.
{Day1/116:9}, [116:9-117:1] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law); {Day1/280:6}, [280:6-10] (Hoyos Pres.). {SOC/68}, p.
68 [Ch. 2, p. 62], ¶ 205.
{C-LA-0171}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama, Arts. 17 and 18. Other countries may call this principle the
“principle of legality,” however Panamanian law has expressly named it the “principle of strict legality”; see, e.g., {CLA-0142/13}, Law 38 of 2000, p. 13, Art. 34. {Day2/73:11}, [73:11-20] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions).
{C-LA-0171/26}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama, p. 26, Arts. 17 and 18.
{Day1/276:16}, [276:16-21, 278:18-279:2] (Hoyos Pres.), {Day1/122:19}, [122:19-21; 129:22-130:3] (GUPC’s
Opening on the Law).
{Day1/215:12}, [215:12-16] (ACP’s Opening on the Law).
{C-LA-0439/4}, Supreme Court Decision, Martáns & Martáns, dated 12 Feb 2001, p. 4 [p. 1].
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which the tenderers legitimately expected would govern their relationship with ACP during the tender period
and, in respect of the selected tenderer, after the signature of the Contract.
This reasoning is especially applicable to ACP considering that its contracting is primarily bound by, inter
alia, its regulations which are issued by ACP itself. Thus, ACP’s Regulation constitutes a unilateral and selfimposed set of obligations, which is an assurance and guarantee to tenderers and contractors that ACP’s
conduct during the tender process and the performance of the contract will comply with this regulatory
regime, within the broader framework of applicable statutory law.
The principle of legality/strict legality is not unique to Panama; it is widespread in many civil law countries
and similarly binds public authorities to comply with the law.40
On various occasions in its written pleadings and again at the Hearing, Respondent has sought to rely on an
alleged “international” character of the Contract to suggest that Panamanian laws would play a lesser role in
its interpretation and performance. This argument, which ignores the fact that ACP expressly informed all
tenderers (through SC 1.4) that the Contact would be governed by Panamanian law, is baseless and incorrect.
The Contract is a public works contract between Panamanian parties (GUPC S.A. and ACP), to be performed
in Panama and expressly governed by Panamanian law. As a result, it is considered, under Panamanian law,
a non-international contract.41 Further and in any event, as confirmed by Dr Hoyos at the Hearing,
Panamanian administrative law does not distinguish between contracts containing an “international element”
and others that do not.42 All public works contracts, irrespective of any alleged “international” character, fall
under the same legal (statutory and regulatory) regime.43
(b) Pursuant to the principle of integration arising from Arts. 30 and 1109 CC, positive
duties of conduct arising from mandatory law are integrated into the Contract and the
JSG
Having established that the Contract is an administrative contract subject to the principle of strict legality, the
Parties disagree as to the effect of the applicable legal norms on the Contract. Notably, Claimants’ position
is that the Parties’ legal duties are incorporated into the Contract and the JSG once they are signed, so that
their breach gives rise to contractual liability.44 By contrast, Respondent disputes that any integration of legal
norms occurs.45 As explained below, Claimants’ position is correct.
Claimants have demonstrated that, pursuant to the principle of integration enshrined in Arts. 30 and 1109 of
the Civil Code of Panama, the Contract integrates applicable norms of Panamanian law. Art. 30 CC thus
provides that “[i]n every contract the laws in force at the time of its execution are deemed to be
incorporated.”46 Art. 1109, moreover, provides that contracts under Panamanian law bind “not only to the
compliance of their express provisions, but also to all consequences that, according to their nature, are in
accordance with good faith, custom, and the law.”47
Thus, pursuant to Arts. 30 and 1109 CC, the Contract and the JSG integrate (i) mandatory obligations under
imperative law – i.e., positive duties of conduct, including those derived from good faith, and (ii) suppletive
laws which complement the parties’ agreement in case of a vacuum (or if there arises a need to interpret the
parties’ agreement). This scope and application of the principle of integration under Arts. 30 and 1109 CC
40

41
42
43

It is to be noted in this regard that all of GUPC’s shareholders come from countries (Spain, Italy, Belgium and Panama)
where this principle frames the actions of the administration. All of them could therefore legitimately expect that ACP,
like any other public entity in Panama and similar jurisdictions, would be fully subject to the legal norms applicable to
it (first administrative law rules and principles, but also applicable civil law rules and principles).
{SOR/42}, p. 42 [Ch. 3, pp. 8-10], ¶¶ 36-43.
{Day2/74:14}, [74:14-75:8] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions).
{Day2/74:12}, [74:12-75:8] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions).

44

{SOR/48}, p. 48 [Ch. 3, p. 14], ¶¶ 83-84; {Day1/30}, [116:14-120:9] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law); {Day1/280:2}, [280:2-10] (Hoyos Pres.);
{Day2/19:5}, [19:5-19] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions); {Day2/107:11}, [107:11-108:17] (Troyano Pres.).

45

{Day1/213:16}, [213:16-214:4] (ACP’s Opening on the Law), {Day2/275:24}, [275:24-278:7] (Del Moral Cross).
{C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 1, Art. 30. [Emphasis added].
{C-LA-0001/5}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 5, Art. 1109 [Emphasis added]; {SOC/668}, p. 668 [Ch. 2, p. 68], ¶ 204;
{SOR/47}, p. 47 [Ch. 2, p. 13], ¶ 50; {C-EX-6/18}, Hoyos IV, p. 18 [p. 15], ¶ 52; {C-EX-28/34}, Troyano I, p. 34
[p. 34], ¶ 154.

46
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has been confirmed by the Panamanian Supreme Court,48 Panamanian doctrine49 as well as Claimants’
Panamanian legal experts.50
Dr Hoyos thus confirmed that, pursuant to the principle of integration under Arts. 30 and 1109 CC, the
Contract integrates imperative rules of Panamanian law and the duty of good faith. In particular, Dr Hoyos
explained that the principle of integration “provides that written clauses do not exhaust the content of a
contract. In Panama’s codified legal system, the contract is always integrated with the law (imperative law)
and also with good faith and its corollaries.”51 Contrary to Respondent’s allegations, the Contract does not
exist alone and cannot be segregated from the legal (statutory and regulatory) regime applicable to it; and
ACP therefore cannot escape its obligation to abide by applicable mandatory norms. The Contract, as
Dr Hoyos confirmed, “exists within the framework of the Panamanian legal system and, in particular, of
mandatory provisions of law.”52 Thus, as Dr Hoyos concluded, imperative rules and duties applicable to
ACP are integrated into the Contract to properly delimit and interpret the Contract consistent with Arts. 30
and 1109 CC.53
Further, as explained above, the JSG, like the Contract, is an administrative contract between the
Shareholders (guarantors) and ACP, which pursuant to Arts. 30 and 1109 CC, creates obligations for both
contracting Parties, not just the Shareholders.54 Justice Troyano thus explained that guarantee agreements,
as well as any other agreement executed by ACP, carries the administration’s duties related to the
performance of the contract, such as those provided for in ACP’s Regulation.55
In its written pleadings and at the Hearing, Respondent sought to deny that Art. 30 CC provides for the rule
of contract integration, and argued that this provision only deals with the temporal application of the law, and
that the only purpose of Art. 30 is to ensure that “the contract is governed until its extinction by the rules in
force at the time of the execution.”56 While it is true that part of Art. 30 CC does deal with the temporal
application of the law, the Panamanian Supreme Court has also confirmed that legal norms applicable to a
contractual relationship are incorporated into the contract by virtue of Art. 30 CC. Thus, in the Martáns &
Martáns v. INTEL decision, similarly involving a public entity and a private party, the Supreme Court held
that a contract’s content “is composed not only of the clauses that comprise it, but also the legal norms in
force at the time of its conclusion, [such] norms that are understood to be incorporated, such as part of the
contract, to the contractual text. Said principle emanates from Article 30 of the [CC].”57 Respondent and its
expert have failed to provide in their written pleadings or at the Hearing any reason for the Tribunal to
disregard this decision by the Supreme Court.58
Integration also takes place in cases of unilateral contracts like the JSG. The Supreme Court of Panama
found in Markela v. Banco General that a guarantor legitimately brought a claim against a creditor when the
48
49

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

58

{C-LA-0439}, Supreme Court Decision, Martáns & Martáns, dated 12 Feb 2001.
Panamanian Scholar Narciso Arellano confirms that “there should be no doubt that obligations that arise from a contract
are not limited to the express agreement of the parties.” He adds that obligations also arise from the law, pursuant to the
contract’s nature and object. {C-LA-0227/2}, Narciso Arellano, Reglas Generales de los Contratos, Panama, 2003.
{C-EX-19/27}, Hoyos V, p. 27 [pp. 25-26, 41], ¶¶ 136-137, 221; {Day2/107:11}, [107:11-108:17] (Troyano Pres.).
{C-EX-6/18}, Hoyos IV, p. 18 [p. 15], ¶¶ 52-53.
{C-EX-6/18}, Hoyos IV, p. 18 [p. 15], ¶¶ 52-53.
{C-P-0003/17}, Hoyos Pres., p. 17.
{C-EX-28/35}, Troyano I, p. 35 [pp. 35-36], ¶¶ 160-166.
{C-EX-28/34}, Troyano I, p. 34 [pp. 34-35], ¶¶ 155-157.
{Day1/213:16}, [213:16-24] (ACP’s Opening on the Law); see also {Rejoinder/52}, p. 52 [Ch. 2, p. 14], ¶ 3.40.
{C-LA-0439/4}, Supreme Court Decision, Martáns & Martáns, dated 12 Feb 2001, p. 4 [p. 1] [Emphasis added]. In this
decision, the Supreme Court of Panama held that imperative law provisions applicable to a public entity (INTEL) were
incorporated into a contract between the public entity and private party. As such, the Court, in order to determine the
scope and effect of the parties’ obligations, had to analyse the laws that applied to the public entity, in addition to the
specific clauses of the contract. The Court also confirmed that the content of the contract was composed not only of its
clauses but also of the “legal norms that are applicable to it,” pursuant to the principle of integration of Art. 30 CC.
In fact, when confronted with this decision at the Hearing, Prof Del Moral simply replied that he disagreed with the
Supreme Court of Panama ({Day2/275:24}, [275:24-278:7] (Del Moral Cross)). Yet, Prof Del Moral failed to provide
an alternative Panamanian legal authority to support his position and chose instead to rely upon irrelevant Chilean legal
authorities, which hold a view contrary to that of the Supreme Court of Panama. Still, Prof Del Moral could not deny
that Martáns & Martáns v. INTEL is still good law in Panama.
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creditor wrongfully required the performance of the guarantee (even though such right was not expressly
provided for in the guarantee instrument, which only provided for rights of the creditor. As Justice Troyano
confirmed, in Markela the court ruled that even under unilateral contracts, the parties are bound to comply
with their legal obligations and the obligee cannot exercise his or her rights in violation of the law or contrary
to the demands of good faith.59 As Justice Troyano and Dr Hoyos confirmed, the principles in Markela apply
to the relationship between ACP and Claimants 2-4. The significance of this case is that in unilateral
contracts, obligations between the guarantor and the creditor may give rise to compensation due for the
wrongful call of a guarantee.60
With respect to Art. 1109 CC, while Respondent does not dispute that it constitutes a “rule of integration,” it
argues that such integration “only allows to integrate into the contract certain matters that correspond to its
nature, and only in the presence of a vacuum, where the rule is useful to fill that vacuum and compatible with
the framework of ACP”, i.e., that Art. 1109 merely integrates dispositive duties.61 According to Respondent,
the function of imperative norms is merely to invalidate any contractual provisions contrary to them, and
their breach would give rise to extracontractual liability.62 This position, which is not supported by any
Panamanian legal authority, is mistaken.
Art. 1109 makes no reference to any “vacuum,” or any vacuum-filling purpose, or any “complementary” role
to the applicable mandatory rules of law. Instead, Art. 1109 unconditionally provides that the parties to a
contract are bound not only by the express terms of that contract, but also by “all consequences” attached to
it by the duty of good faith, custom, and the “law” (without distinction). Art. 1109 thus mandates that ACP
is bound by, and cannot waive for itself, the mandatory rules of law which govern the Contract.63
Claimants’ legal experts have submitted both Panamanian and Spanish legal authorities, which confirm that
mandatory legal provisions are integrated into contracts pursuant to Art. 1109 CC.64 Notably, in Scott v.
Cooperativa de Ahorros, the Supreme Court, relying upon Art. 1109 CC, held that “in contractual matters…
there are natural elements that are attached to the legal business by their nature, although the parties do not
agree [them] expressly” and that this article mandated the fulfilment of the duties “that by the nature of the
legal relation are in accordance with good faith and the Law”.65
In light of the above, it cannot seriously be contested that, under Panamanian law, imperative norms
applicable to ACP and its contracts that create positive duties of conduct – e.g., duties of diligence arising
from the Regulation and good faith – are integrated into the Contract. Since the Contract is an administrative
contract, this means that all the administrative law rules and principles applicable to ACP, which are
mandatory because they arise from the statutory and regulatory regime applicable to public works, are
integrated in the Contract. This is the true meaning and consequence of SC 1.4 [Law and Language] of the
Conditions of Contract.

59

60
61
62

63
64

65

{C-EX-28/35}, Troyano I, p. 35, ¶ 159; {Day2/113:12}, [113:12-114:11] (Troyano Pres.); {C-P-0004/28}, Troyano
Pres., p. 28.
{C-EX-19/68}, Hoyos V, p. 68 [p. 66], ¶ 345.
{R-P-0002/22}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 22; see also {Rejoinder/53}, p. 53 [Ch. 2, p. 15], ¶ 3.41.
{Day1/215:19}, [215:19-24]; [217:4-13] (ACP’s Opening on the Law); {R-EX-5/79}, Del Moral II, p. 79, ¶ 231. “Precontractual duties are related with extra contractual liability. They are extinguished when the contract is made by the
parties, from which moment on the contract becomes prevalent” [Emphasis added]; {R-EX-19/127}, Del Moral III, p.
127, ¶ 455.
{C-LA-0001/5}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 5, Art. 1109.
{C-P-0002/13}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law, p. 13. For instance, Panamanian Scholar Narciso Arellano, also
relied upon by Respondent, has stated that a contract is also composed of “the legal obligations that arise by express
mandate of the law, as well as those that arise from the nature of the contract, as a consequence of good faith, the custom
and the law, that is, they are mandatory with independence of the will of the parties.” {C-LA-0227/2}, Narciso Arellano,
Reglas Generales de los Contratos, Panama, 2003, p. 2). Spanish doctrine {C-LA-0226}, J. Roca Guillamon,
Comentarios al Código Civil, Tomo XVII Vol. 1-A. Artículos 1254 a 1260 Código Civil, 2005, Edersa Madrid, V.Lex262375. {C-LA-0312}, Luis Diez Picazo and Antonio Gullón, Sistema de Derecho Civil, Volume II, Sixth Edition,
Tecnos; {C-LA-0438}, Carlos Ignacio Jaramillo J., Derecho Privado, Derecho de Contratos, Tomo III, Volumen 2, Parte
General (Universidad Javeriana y Editorial Ibanez), 2014.
{C-LA-0419}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 23 Aug 2012 (Scott vs. Cooperativa San Cristóbal) [Emphasis
added]; {C-P-0002/9}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law, p. 9.
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(c) Legal framework applicable to the Contract
As discussed above, pursuant to SC 1.4 of the Condition of Contract, the Parties agreed that the Contract
“shall be governed” by “the laws of the Republic of Panama”, without distinction; and SC 1.1.6.25 of the
Conditions of Contract expressly defines “Laws” as “all national (or state) legislation, statutes, ordinances
and other laws, and regulations and by-laws of any legally constituted public authority including the
Acquisition Regulations of the Employer.”
The Parties agree that in principle, the main sources of law applicable to ACP’s contracts include: (i) ACP’s
Organic Law (Law 19), (ii) its Regulation, which is expressly mentioned in SC 1.1.6.25, and (iii) relevant
provisions of the CC. However, the Parties disagree as to which other sources of law apply to the Contract.
Claimants’ position throughout this arbitration has been that in addition to the Regulation and Law 19, ACP
and the contracts it enters into are governed by mandatory provisions of Panamanian administrative and civil
law applicable to them, as well as other relevant provisions of Panamanian law whenever there is a vacuum
in the Regulation.66 By contrast, Respondent relies on the alleged “special legal framework” granted to it by
the Constitution to argue that in principle, only Law 19 and the Regulation apply to it, and only in exceptional
circumstances can another law apply to fill a vacuum in the Regulation, always subject to the condition that
such other law does not invade the scope of competence exclusively attributed to ACP’s Board of Directors.67
In particular, much discussion took place in the Parties’ written pleadings and during the Hearing regarding
whether Law 22, the General Public Contracting Law, may apply to ACP. Claimants argue that this law,
like any other law, may apply in a suppletory manner in case of a legal vacuum in the Regulation,68 whereas
Respondent alleges that this law may never apply to it and its contracts, even in case of a vacuum in the
Regulation.69
In fact, Respondent attempted to further reduce the sources of duties applicable to it by arguing that even if
it is subject to certain duties under the Regulation, Arts. 1B and 6D of the Regulation provide that the
contractor may not rely on these duties.70
In effect, ACP seeks to negate any impact of Panamanian law, including in particular the statutory and
regulatory regime applicable to public works. Therefore, ACP effectively attempts to deny the agreement of
the Parties and the effects of the choice of law provision, which provides for the application of Panamanian
law without restriction, including ACP’s own Regulation. As explained below, Claimants’ position prevails
on all of these issues.
ACP’s legal framework and regulatory authority does not exclude the application of other
laws, except where there is a conflict with the Regulation
The Parties agree that ACP is a public law entity created under Art. 315 of the Constitution.71 It is exclusively
in charge of the operation and modernization of the Panama Canal “in accordance with the constitutional and
legal rules in force”;72 and, as a public entity and as explained above, it is subject to the principle of strict
legality, which means that it must act within a given statutory and regulatory framework and can only do
what the law permits.73 The Parties also agree that ACP’s Board of Directors has been granted authority to
66

67

68

69
70

71

72
73

{SOR/40}, p. 40 [Ch. 3, pp. 6, 11], ¶¶ 44, 70; {C-P-0002/83}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law, p. 83; {C-EX19/18}, Hoyos V, p. 18 [pp. 16-17], ¶¶ 84-89; {C-EX-28/18}, Troyano I, p. 18; ¶¶ 72-74; {Day2/41:25}, [41:25-42:3]
(Hoyos Cross).
{R-P-0002/7}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 7, [pp. 7-14]; {Day2/240:15}, [240:15-242:4] (Del Moral Direct);
{Day2/289:16}, [289:16-290:10]; [293:21-294:6] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions); {R-EX-5/25}, Del Moral II, p. 25
[pp. 25, 35-36], ¶¶ 79, 111-112, 114-115; {R-EX-19/18}, Del Moral III, p. 18 [pp. 18, 20, 29], ¶¶ 64 (e), 75, 105, 106.
{SOR/45}, p. 45 [Ch. 3, pp. 11-12], ¶¶ 68-70; {Day1/155:10}, [155:10-157:3] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law); {C-P0002/62}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law, p. 62 [pp. 62-69]; {Day1/277:2}, p. 71 [277:2-278:1] (Hoyos Pres.).
{Rejoinder/48}, p. 48 [Ch. 2, p. 10-11], ¶ 3.22; {Day1/220:7}, [220:7-24] (ACP’s Opening on the Law).
{R-P-0002/15}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 15 [pp. 15-16]; {R-EX-5/46}, Del Moral II, p. 46 [pp. 46, 83]
¶¶ 135, 237.
{R-P-0002/9}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening. p. 9; {Rejoinder/42}, p. 42 [Ch 2, p. 4], ¶ 3.1; {SOR/41}, p. 41 [Ch. 3,
p. 7], ¶ 50.
{C-LA-0171/2}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama, p. 2, Art. 81.
{C-LA-0171/1}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama, p. 1, Arts. 17 and 18; {Day2/73:11}, [73:11-20] (Hoyos
Tribunal Questions); {C-P-0003/8}, Hoyos Pres., p. 8.
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issue regulations developing the framework established in Law 19 of 1997 (ACP’s “Organic Law”),
including regarding ACP’s contracting.74
The Parties, however, disagree on the practical consequences of ACP’s legal framework as regards the norms
actually applicable to ACP. Thus, Claimants explained that while the Constitution provides that laws
implementing the constitutional regime of ACP may only do so by way of general rules to be further regulated
by ACP’s Board of Directors, this does not grant ACP’s Board the power to exclude the application of other
Panamanian legislation altogether. On the contrary, ACP remains fully subject to the Panamanian legal
order, which means that legislation and regulation other than Law 19 and the Regulation can apply to it
except when there is a conflict between those various sources of law, in which case Law 19 and the
Regulation take precedence.75 By contrast, Respondent argues that the regulatory authority granted to ACP’s
Board of Directors means that “the Constitution redefines a new hierarchy of laws applicable to ACP,”76 to
the exclusion of other sources of law; and “unless expressly provided for in the Regulations themselves, laws
other than or exceeding the framework law” cannot apply to ACP’s contracts because they would invade the
area of competence reserved to the Board of Directors.77 Respondent’s allegations, which seek to avoid the
established priority of legal norms, are incorrect.
In contractual matters, Art. 134 of Law 19 establishes a rule of conflict between ACP’s Organic Law and
regulations, and other Panamanian laws. According to this rule, if there is a conflict between ACP’s
Regulation and/or Law 19, on the one hand, and other sources of law, on the other hand, the former prevail.
Art. 134 of Law 19 thus provides:
“Whenever there is a conflict between the provisions of this Law or in the Regulations
issued to implement it, and any law, legal provision, or regulation or contract-law for a
concession or of any other type in which the State is a party or holds an interest, either
directly or through any of its entities or enterprises, other than the Authority, whether of a
general or special nature, national or municipal, the organic Law of the Authority and its
Regulations will take precedence.”78
This rule of precedence, as explained by Claimants’ legal expert,79 is further reinforced in Art. 131 of the
Regulation, which states that other laws apply to ACP in a suppletory manner – i.e. if there is a legal vacuum
in Law 19 or the Regulation or if the specific contents of provisions in the Regulation need to be construed:
“Contracts entered into by the Panama Canal Authority shall be subject to and performed
pursuant to Panama Canal Authority regulations and supplemented by the provisions of
Panamanian law.”80
Given that the purpose of the Regulation, as its name suggests, is to regulate ACP’s contracting activities,81
the suppletory application of other laws foreseen by Art. 131 of the Regulation primarily relates to laws
applicable to contractual matters. Notably, under Panamanian administrative law, the rules on contracts
applicable to all public entities are included in the General Public Contracting Law (Law 22), whereas the
civil law rules applicable to contracts entered into by both private parties and public entities are mainly
contained in the CC.
74

75
76

77

78
79

80
81

{Rejoinder/47} p. 47 [Ch 2, p. 9], ¶ 3.16; {R-EX-19/20}, Del Moral III, p. 20, ¶ 74; {SOR/42}, p. 42 [Ch. 3, p. 8],
¶ 55; {C-EX-19/11}, Hoyos V, p. 11 [p. 9], ¶¶ 47-52.
{C-LA-0163/3}, Law 19 of 1997 dated 11 June 1997, p. 3; {Day1/284:4}, [284:4-14] (Hoyos Pres.).
{Day2/241:8}, [241:8-24] (Del Moral Direct); {R-P-0002/14}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 14; {R-EX-5/28},
Del Moral II, p. 28, ¶¶ 92-94.
{Day2/240:22}, [240:22-241:6] (Del Moral Direct); {Day2/289:16}, [289:16-290:10]. (Del Moral Tribunal Questions);
{R-EX-5/17}, Del Moral II, p. 17, ¶¶ 57-58.
{C-LA-0163/3}, Law 19 of 1997 dated 11 June 1997, p. 3. [Emphasis added].
{Day1/277:4}, [277:4-11] (Hoyos Pres.); See also {R-EX-5} Del Moral II, par. 109: “Therefore, in order for a rule
different from the Regulation (or Law 19) to apply in respect of a contract entered into by the ACP, it is necessary that:
• A legal vacuum exists in Law 19 and in the Regulation; • The envisaged “suppletory” provision fills the legal vacuum,
and • The envisaged “suppletory” provision does not contradict any other provisions or principles of Law 19 and the
Regulation.”
{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45.
{C-LA-0021/4}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 4 [pp. 4-5], Art. 1.
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Respondent’s position that no other law can apply to the contracts it enters into is in direct conflict with the
rule of precedence contained in Law 19 and ACP’s own Regulation, which Respondent’s interpretation seeks
to render ineffective. Indeed, why would Law 19 and the Regulation contain such a rule if no other law could
ever apply to ACP’s contracting as infringing on the ACP Board’s exclusive authority?
As regards the “new hierarchy of laws” allegedly created by the Constitution in respect of ACP, which
according to Respondent would somehow allow ACP’s Board of Directors to exclude the application of other
laws regulating the same subject-matters as those covered by its regulations, Dr Hoyos explained at the
Hearing that ACP’s Board of Directors only holds regulatory authority to issue regulations that implement
the enabling law (i.e., Law 19),82 as opposed to a broader authority to issue constitutional regulations which
develop and apply directly the Constitution.83 This means that the Board’s authority is subordinated to the
limitations imposed by the Executive and Legislative Branches. Prof Del Moral acknowledged this at the
Hearing.84
This was also confirmed by the 2009 Supreme Court decision produced by Respondent which recognizes
that: (i) ACP’s autonomy consists in a de-bureaucratization of the State85 (i.e., a decentralisation of
administrative powers, not a delegation of legislative authority), (ii) ACP’s Board only holds the authority to
issue regulations that implement enabling laws – similar to the President’s authority under the Constitution86
– and, more importantly, (iii) ACP is subject to all the laws of Panama and to the limitations imposed by its
own law (Law 19).87 Such are the true powers of ACP’s Board, which confirms that the Regulation does not
have the hierarchy of legislation, and the Board cannot exclude other sources of law applicable to ACP’s
contracts, unless such exclusion is expressly authorized by Law 19. This approach by the Supreme Court of
Panama is fully consistent with the established hierarchy of legal norms, according to which a mere regulation
cannot displace legislation and other norms of higher standing.
In this respect, Dr Hoyos explained at the Hearing that Law 19 expressly specifies when a set of general
sources of law are not applicable to ACP. Such exception is only recognized for ACP’s labour regime under
82

83

84

85

86

87

{Day1/282:19}, [282:19-283:4] (Hoyos Pres.); {Day2/35:5}, [35:5-13] (Hoyos Cross); {Day2/70:10}, [70:10-71:11]
(Hoyos Tribunal Questions); {R-LA-0092}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 27 Apr 2009.
{Day1/282:19}, [282:19-283:4] (Hoyos Pres.). {Day2/35:7}, [35:7-19] (Hoyos Cross). The Panamanian Supreme Court
has held that the President and the Comptroller have the authority to issue both regulations than implement the law and
constitutional regulations. See {C-LA-0293}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 8 Feb 1993; ({C-EX-19/11}, Hoyos
V, p. 11 [p. 9], ¶¶ 47-52).
“MR VON WOBESER: But let me -- let me ask you right there. And that’s the very point you’re touching on. It’ s
precisely if the regulation of the ACP, of the Board of Directors of the ACP, cannot go beyond the law which is law
there will be always - - there will be always a coherence between that law and the regulation, because it was issued in
order to develop the general rules of the law. A. Okay. MR VON WOBESER: So -- and if there is a conflict with a
different law - - and the Constitution is very clear, I totally agree with you. If there is a conflict with the different law,
then the law will apply. … A. What? Which law? MR VON WOBESER: The law -- the law of 19 – A. Yes.”
{Day2/288:18}, [288:18-289:8] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions) [Emphasis added].
“The characteristic that the Political Constitution grants to the Authority of the Panama Canal to be an autonomous
entity, is not foreign to the modern law that seeks to de-bureaucratize the State apparatus through the creation of entities
with greater autonomy for the proper fulfilment of the ends of the State, which assumes greater importance in a matter
of public order of national and international character as it is the efficient, continuous, expeditious, safe and profitable
operation of the Panama Canal.” ({R-LA-0092}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 27 Apr 2009) [Emphasis added]. As
confirmed by Dr Hoyos, the de-centralization of the administrative function also stems from Art. 1 of the Constitution,
which provides that Panama is a unitary legal system and thus, ACP’s constitutional regime does not segregate it from
the rest of the Panamanian legal system. {Day1/282:4}, [282:4-18] (Hoyos Pres.); {C-EX-6/7}, Hoyos IV, p. 7 [p. 4],
¶¶ 19-20. {C-EX-19/12}, Hoyos V, p. 12 [p. 10], ¶ 55.
“To consider the issue of regulatory authority in Panama it is necessary to start from the content of paragraph 14 of
Article 178 of the Constitution, which states as attribution of the President or of the President of the Republic with the
participation of the respective Minister, the regulation of the laws that require it for better compliance with them, without
departing in any case from their text, not from their spirit … According to the jurisprudence of the Court, the exercise
of that power of issuing regulations is based on the autonomy enjoyed by the autonomous public entities and can only
be exercised within the specific framework of the services and benefits they provide.” {R-LA-0092}, Decision of the
Supreme Court, 27 Apr 2009) [Emphasis added]; {Day1/282:19}, [282:19-283:4] (Hoyos Pres.).
“[T]his does not mean that autonomy is independence and that [such entities] become a separate republic. The autonomy
of an institution is subject to all the laws of the country and it is subject to the control of the General Comptroller of the
Republic and the Courts of the Nation and to the limitation and exceptions imposed by their own law” ({R-LA-0092},
Decision of the Supreme Court, 27 Apr 2009) [Emphasis added]; {Day1/282:13}, [282:13-18] (Hoyos Pres.).
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Art. 81 of Law 19, which excludes the application of the Labour Code, the Administrative Code and all other
Panamanian labour laws.88 For all other matters, including contracting, Art. 134 of Law 19 provides for a
rule of precedence, which excludes other sources only in the case of a specific conflict with the Regulation.
This is consistent with the interpretation of Art. 134 of Law 19 given by the President of the National
Assembly’s Canal Affairs Commission, confirming that this provision does not create a new hierarchy of
rules or provides for the supremacy of the Regulation over Panamanian law.89 Consequently, as
acknowledged by both Parties’ legal experts, Art. 134 of Law 19 simply reflects the principle that special
rules prevail over general rules provided by Art. 14 CC.90 This was also confirmed by the Attorney General
of the Public Administration and endorsed by the Supreme Court.91
At the Hearing, Respondent’s expert Prof Del Moral ultimately acknowledged that (i) ACP’s constitutional
regime in fact does not change the general hierarchy of legal norms, (ii) the Regulation does not have the
status of legislation but has the status of rules like all other regulations issued in Panama (except regulations
implementing the Constitution i.e., independent or constitutional regulations), and (iii) that the sole “special
characteristic” of the Regulation is that if there is a contradiction with other laws, the Regulation prevails (as
per Art. 134 of Law 19).92 This has been Claimants’ position throughout these proceedings and has now
been confirmed by Respondent’s legal expert.
Finally, in addition to the suppletory application of laws expressly provided for by Law 19 and the Regulation
themselves, Arts. 2 and 13 CC allow Panamanian judges (and therefore arbitrators applying Panamanian
law) to apply other laws by analogy whenever Law 19 and the Regulation are silent on a specific point.93
Respondent and Prof Del Moral do not dispute this.
Law 22 applies to ACP and the Contract in a suppletory manner and is relevant to interpret
ACP’s Regulation
Having established that Law 19 and the Regulation call for the suppletory application of other legal norms
to ACP and its contracts, the Parties disagree as to whether Law 22, the General Public Contracting Law, can
apply to ACP. In particular, the debate between the Parties focused mainly on whether the Tribunal can rely
on Art. 19 of Law 22, which spells out and develops the duties arising out of the principle of economy
expressly mandated by Art. 130 of ACP’s Regulation, either in a suppletory manner or by analogy.
To recall, Art. 130 of the Regulation reads:
“Contracts are entered into and formalized primarily because this allows for a closer
concerted effort between the parties and permits greater administrative efficiency.
Notwithstanding the preceding purpose, the contract shall also strive to guarantee the rights
and interests of the parties. All actions taken by those persons who participate in the
procurement shall be based upon principles of transparency, economy and responsibility, in
accordance with the rules that govern administrative functions, as well as the rules of ethics
88
89

90
91

92

93

{C-LA-0163}, Law 19 of 1997 dated 11 June 1997.
“We want to make very clear how we interpret this Article 134, and we interpreted that the precedence referred in Article
134 is limited to the Organic Law of ACP and the regulations adopted by it …. Consequently, it is not the intention of
this provision to establish a legal superiority of the Organic Law of the Canal Authority or its regulations over the
remainder of the legal order of the Republic …”. {C-LA-0471/3}, Legislative Assembly Minutes, 14 May 1997, p. 3.
{C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 1, Art. 14.
“On the other hand, he [the Attorney General] notes that in terms of article 16 of the Law 56 of 1995, this is not applicable
to the present case because the Panama Canal Authority’s contracts are regulated by its own Public Procurement
Regulation, so as there is a special rule that regulates the procedure, it takes precedence over the general. … this Chamber
considers that the Attorney General is right …”. [Emphasis added]. {R-LA-0093/11}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 3
Dec 2009, p. 11 [pp. 3, 8].
“MR VON WOBESER: So where do you see the exception that the regulations are law? … [Prof Del Moral].
Regulations are not law. MR VON WOBESER: Okay. A. Regulations are rules. MR VON WOBESER: Okay. So, we
agree. Okay, because we agree that the regulations - - then I agree with you. I agree that regulations of ACP are - - is not
a law -A. It is not a formal law. It’s not a formal law. It’s not a formal law but it has a special characteristic. MR VON
WOBESER: Okay. A. And one of those characteristics is that a formal law cannot be applicable to the ACP if it
contradicts a disposition of the regulations.” {Day2/293:3}, [293:3-17] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions).
{C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 1, Arts. 2 and 13.
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and conduct that apply to the Authority, the rules of contract interpretation, and those general
principles of law and specific provisions contained in administrative regulations.”94
It is not disputed that Art. 130 of the Regulation mandates ACP’s compliance with the principles of economy,
transparency and responsibility, but the Regulation or Law 19 do not define or develop the exact contents of
such principles. This is precisely a case of legal vacuum, which requires the Tribunal to resort to other laws.
Notably, these principles are fully developed in Arts. 18, 19 and 20 of Law 22, which therefore can and
should apply either in a suppletory manner or by analogy in order to determine the specific duties to which
ACP is subject pursuant to Art. 130 of its Regulation.95 Dr Hoyos and Justice Troyano both confirmed that
those articles do apply to ACP in a suppletory manner consistent with Art. 134 of Law 19 and Art. 131 of
the Regulation itself.96
On this issue, Dr Hoyos explained that the application of the principle of economy is mandatory because it
is a codified norm expressly established in Art. 130 of the Regulation.97 Dr Hoyos also explained that under
the principle of legality, as well as Art. 34 of Law 38 of 2000 on administrative procedure, public entities are
required to abide by the rules of economy that extend to administrative contracts.98 Therefore, the lack of a
specific definition of the duties arising from the principle of economy in the Regulation amounts to a lacuna
that has to be addressed through either the application of suppletory law or analogy.99 Otherwise, this would
mean that those principles, although expressly provided for in the Regulation, are de facto devoid of any
significance, which would run afoul the very wording of Art. 130 of the Regulation (“All actions … shall be
based upon principles of transparency, economy and responsibility”).
Respondent contends that simply because Law 22 covers the same subject matter as the Regulation (i.e.,
public contracting, albeit Law 22 applies to all public entities and not just ACP), the provisions of Law 22
can never apply to ACP, even if there is a legal vacuum in the Regulation and there is no conflict between
the relevant provisions of Law 22 and the Regulation. ACP goes so far as to argue that Law 22 cannot even
apply to develop the principles of economy, transparency and responsibility mandated by Art. 130 of the
Regulation.100 This position is incorrect and contrary to the express provisions of Law 19 and the Regulation,
as demonstrated below.
Art. 130 of the Regulation provides that ACP must comply with the principles of economy, transparency and
responsibility “in accordance with the rules that govern administrative functions”.101 As Dr Hoyos confirmed
during the Hearing, in matters of public contracting, “the rules that govern administrative functions” are
precisely found in Law 22.102 The Regulation itself therefore does not exclude, but instead calls for, the very
application of Law 22 that Respondent seeks to avoid.
In addition, even if the Tribunal were to find (which it should not) that Law 22 cannot apply in its entirety to
ACP, even in a suppletory manner, in the absence of a specific provision that develops the principle of
economy in the Regulation, the Tribunal should consider Art. 19 of Law 22 by analogy to determine the
content of the principle of economy, in accordance with Art. 13 CC.103
In its written pleadings and at the Hearing, Respondent sought to rely on two decisions of the Supreme Court
of Panama rejecting the application to ACP’s contracting of two specific provisions of the former
procurement law (Law 56), i.e., the predecessor of Law 22, to contend that the Supreme Court confirmed
that Law 22, in its entirety, does not apply to ACP’s contracting.104 However, at the Hearing, Dr Hoyos
94
95
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99
100
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104

{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45, Art. 130. [Emphasis added].
{C-LA-0145/6}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006, p. 6, Art. 19.8.
{Day1/277:2}, [277:2-11]; [278:23-279:2]; [284:13-17] (Hoyos Pres.); {Day2/149:5}, [149:5-9] (Troyano Cross).
{Day1/278:2}, p. 71 [278:2-4] (Hoyos Pres.). {C-LA-0021}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, Art. 130.
{Day1/277:9}, [277:9-278:1]; [279:3-17] (Hoyos Pres.). {Day2/77 :11}, [77:11-78:7] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions).
{Day1/288:6}, [288:6-17]; [284:13-17] (Hoyos Pres.).
{R-P-0002/27}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 27; {Day1/220:7}, [220:7-24]. {Day2/242:17}, [242:17-243:3]
(Del Moral Direct); {Day2/289:16}, [289:16-290:10]; [293:18-294:6] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions).
{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45, Art. 130. [Emphasis added].
{Day2/77:12}, [77:12-24] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions).
{C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 1, Art. 13.
{SOD/66}, p. 66 [Ch. 2, pp. 25-26] ¶¶ 3.73-3.75. {Rejoinder/50}, p. 50 [Ch. 2, pp. 12-30], ¶¶ 3.28-3.29; {R-P-0002/29},
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clarified that the Supreme Court decisions cited by ACP excluded the application of only two articles of Law
56 dealing with specific matters (unrelated to the definition of the principles of public procurement), either
because there was a direct conflict between the relevant article of Law 56 and a specific provision of Law 19
or the Regulation105 or because the rules relied upon by the claimant were already covered by the Regulation
so that there was no need to resort to Law 56.106 This is fully consistent with the proper interpretation of the
rule of priority established in Arts. 134 of Law 19 and 131 of the Regulation discussed above. This does not
mean, however, that these two decisions have the far-reaching consequence of excluding the application of
Law 22 entirely, as alleged by Respondent.
In fact, during the Hearing, ACP’s expert Prof Del Moral confirmed GUPC’s position on the interpretation
of these two Supreme Court decisions and acknowledged that in these cases the Court did not apply the
former procurement law to ACP’s contracting simply because the Regulation already contained specific and
detailed provisions regulating the relevant issue.107
In addition, Respondent and its expert’s reasoning to justify the wholesale exclusion of Law 22 to ACP’s
contracting is contradictory. Thus, Prof Del Moral agreed that the provisions of the Panamanian Civil Code
could apply to ACP’s contracts if they passed the “filter” of Art. 131 of the Regulation requiring the existence
of a legal vacuum in the Regulation or Law 19.108 In particular, Prof Del Moral agreed that the reference in
Art. 130 of the Regulation to the “rules of contract interpretation” allowed for the application of the Civil
Code provisions on contractual interpretation on the basis that such rules cannot be found anywhere else.109
Yet, Prof Del Moral adopted the opposite position on Law 22, the only General Procurement Law in Panama,
and argued that it can never apply in a suppletory manner to develop the principles expressly adopted under
the Regulations – even though those principles are not defined anywhere else under Panamanian law. The
double standard applied by Prof Del Moral finds no justification under either Panamanian law or basic logic:
the Civil Code, just like Law 22, contains rules applicable to the contracts entered into by all public entities,
and it is difficult to understand how or why the former could apply to ACP’s contracts in a suppletory manner
or by analogy, but not the latter.
In this regard, when Prof Del Moral was asked to explain how the Tribunal should understand what the
principle of economy means and entails, he made the extraordinary proposition that since principles are not
rules, they should be defined by reference to doctrine or scholarly work rather than express provisions of
Panamanian law.110 Prof Del Moral’s position is in blatant conflict with the express terms of Art. 130, which
require ACP to conduct its contracting based on the “principles of transparency, economy and responsibility,
in accordance with the rules that govern administrative function”,111 which can only refer to the rules of
public contracting established, primarily, under Law 22. Moreover, Art. 131 of the Regulation requires the
application of Panamanian law – not doctrine – as suppletory law, and Art. 13 CC provides that statutes –
again, not doctrine – are the main source of law. Further, and in any event, Prof Del Moral failed to explain
how doctrine or scholarly work define the principle of economy or why any such definition would be
different from that found in Art. 19 of Law 22.
Finally, Prof Del Moral alleged at the Hearing that the Regulation was inspired by the U.S. Federal
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ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 29.
{R-LA-0057}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 19 Dec 2001 [Emphasis added]; {Day1/284:18}, [284:18-287:12] (Hoyos
Pres.); {C-P-0003/29}, Hoyos Pres., p. 29; {C-P-0002/72}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law, p. 72.
{Day2/40:7}, [40:7-42:3] (Hoyos Cross); {C-P-0003/30}, Hoyos Pres., [pp. 30-32]; {C-P-0002/73}, GUPC’s Opening
on Panamanian Law, p. 73 [pp. 73-76]; {R-LA-0093/11}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 3 Dec 2009, p. 11 [pp. 3-4].
This judgment specifically discusses the prevalence of Arts. 44-46 of ACP’s Regulation related to the “procedures” for
contract award by the contracting officer over the “procedures of public contracting established in Law 56”. In this case,
there was no legal vacuum and the Court rejected the application of Art. 16 of Law 56 regarding deviation of power
because this was already covered by the Regulation, and the Court and the Attorney General considered that since “there
is a special rule that regulates the procedure, it takes precedence over the general”. [Emphasis added].
“[MR VON WOBESER]: -- a regulation will prevail over another law. And the two cases that have been discussed
today, and which I read in detail, clearly -- those decisions of the Supreme Court where it says law 22 -- the law – sorry,
the law of the ACP prevailed over 22 because it governed or it regulated specific issues.
[PROF DEL MORAL]: Correct.” {Day2/289:9}, [289:9-15] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions).
{Day2/291:3}, [291:3-17] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions).
{Day2/297:25}, [297:25-298:9] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions).
{Day2/294:7}, [294:7-24]; [296:17-297:9] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions).
{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45, Art. 130. [Emphasis added]
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Acquisition Regulation (“F.A.R”.), and, as such, is incompatible with the principles set out in Law 22, which
he says was inspired by Colombian law and allegedly has “a different philosophy”.112 First, this allegation
is incorrect, because the public contracting principles established under Art. 130 of the Regulation are a copy
of those set out in Law 56, the predecessor of Law 22.113 Second, Respondent and Prof Del Moral have also
taken the contradictory (but convenient) position that U.S. case law interpreting and applying the F.A.R. (and
contradicting ACP’s position in this arbitration) is irrelevant to the interpretation of ACP’s Regulation.114
ACP cannot have it both ways and hide behind the F.A.R. in an effort to escape the undisputable applicability
of Law 22, but then disclaim the established case law applying the F.A.R. when it does not support ACP’s
arguments.
Arts. 1B and 6D of the Regulation do not operate to exclude ACP’s mandatory duties under
the Regulation
As explained above, the correct position under Panamanian law is that pursuant to the principle of integration
stemming from Arts. 30 and 1109 CC, ACP is bound, in addition to the terms of the Contract, by the
mandatory provisions of administrative law applicable to it, in particular those included in its Regulation,
and by any applicable suppletive norm not expressly excluded under the Contract.
In order to try to avoid this conclusion, Respondent has relied on its own (incorrect) interpretation of Arts.
1B and 6D of its Regulation – which it introduced during the tender period115 – to argue that even if ACP is
subject to certain duties under the Regulation, (i) Arts. 1B and 6D grant it a very wide freedom of contract
only limited by public interest (defined, in ACP’s case, as its own interest),116 (ii) pursuant to Art. 1B, a
contractor can have no right under the Regulation unless such right is expressly provided for under the
relevant contract, and (iii) as a result of these provisions, the Contract would take precedence, without
limitation, over the content of the Regulation as well as other provisions of Panamanian law, such that ACP
would have the power to exclude the mandatory rights and duties arising from the Regulation.117 ACP’s
interpretation of Arts. 1B and 6D does not stand legal scrutiny and contravenes basic concepts of Panamanian
law such as the principle of strict legality, the rule that mandatory obligations cannot be contracted-out of,
and the duty of good faith.
To recall, Art. 1B of the Regulation provides:118
“Nothing in this Regulation shall be applied or interpreted in the sense of granting to any
contractor rights or benefits that exceed those stipulated in the contract it entered into with
the Authority.”
Art. 6D of the Regulation provides:119
“In the tender document and in the contracts whose celebration had been preceded by the
prequalification process established in Section Two of CHAPTER VII of this Regulation,
112

113

114
115
116
117
118
119

{Day2/243:6}, [243:6-12] (Del Moral Direct); {Day2/293:18}, [293:18-294:6] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions). Further,
Prof Del Moral’s reference to the undeveloped transportation infrastructure of Colombia being due to its contracting law
imposing an “excessive burden” on the State and evidencing the different philosophy between the Regulations and Law
22 (whose provisions come from Colombia) are completely unsubstantiated and irrelevant.
{C-LA-0300/14}, Law 56 of 1996, p. 14 [pp. 24-25] reads in Spanish. “Articulo 15. … Las actuaciones de quienes
intervengan en la contratación pública se desarrollarán con fundamento en los principios de transparencia, economía
y responsabilidad, de conformidad con los postulados que rigen la función administrativa. Igualmente, les serán
aplicable las normas que regulan la conducta de los servidores públicos, las reglas de interpretación de la contratación,
los principios generales del derecho y los particulares del derecho administrativo”. English: “Article 15. … The actions
of those who intervene in public contracting shall be based in the principles of transparency, economy and responsibility,
in accordance with the postulates that regulate the administrative function. Likewise, it shall be applicable the norms
that regulate the conduct of the public servants, the rules of interpretation of contracts, the general principles of law and
the particular of administrative law”.
{R-EX-19/7}, Del Moral III, p. 7 [pp. 7-8], ¶ 26; {Rejoinder/112}, p. 112 [Ch. 2, pp 74-79], ¶¶ 9.1-9.30.
The circumstances in which these provisions were added to the Regulation during the tender process are analyzed below.
{R-EX-5/50}, Del Moral II, p. 50, ¶¶ 152, 154, 158, 206.
{R-EX-5/46}, Del Moral II, p. 46, ¶¶ 135, 237.
{C-LA-0021/5}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 5, Art. 1B.
{C-LA-0021/7}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 7, Art. 6D.
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the Authority may include terms and conditions which, in the Authority’s opinion, protect
more effectively its interests than the provisions contained in this Regulation or that were
not mentioned in it, may be, in the Authority’s opinion, necessary or convenient to better
protect its interests. Such terms and conditions shall prevail between the contracting parties
in relation to the matters they refer to.”
As explained by Dr Hoyos (former Justice of the Third Chamber of the Supreme Court, dealing with
administrative matters), Arts. 1B and 6D do not have the far-reaching effect alleged by Respondent. Instead,
they are nothing more than a restatement of the pacta sunt servanda principle defined in Art. 976 CC,
according to which contracts must be complied with.120 This interpretation is also supported by ACP’s Board
of Directors Resolution No. 165 (which created Art. 1B in August 2008), which indicates that Art. 1B restates
the pacta sunt servanda principle,121 and was confirmed by Respondent’s own legal expert, Prof Del
Moral.122
As for Art. 6D, while this article does grant some freedom of contract to ACP, Dr Hoyos explained at the
Hearing that such freedom does not exceed that granted to other public entities by Art. 75 of Law 22, which
subjects the public entities’ discretion in contracting to the limits of imperative law.123 Prof Del Moral agreed
with GUPC’s legal expert, Dr Hoyos’s conclusion that ACP freedom of contract is the same as that of other
public institutions.124 This is consistent with Art. 34 of Law 38 of 2000, which provides that for all the acts
it adopts (regulations and contracts), ACP, like other public entities, is subject to the principles of strict
legality and the rules of economy.
As explained above, ACP’s regulations do not have the status of law and can only implement the framework
laws enacted by the Panamanian legislature, within the limits of these framework laws. Accordingly, unless
authorized to do so through a general law implementing Title XIV of the Constitution, ACP’s Board of
Directors does not have the power to exclude the application of its statutory duties from its contracts, even
when those duties arise from its own Regulation. Further, it is undisputed that Law 19 in no way authorizes
ACP’s Board to exclude the application of statutory and regulatory obligations to contracts entered into by
ACP.
Accordingly, contrary to Respondent’s allegations, Arts. 1B and 6D can only be construed as allowing ACP
to contract in better terms than those provided in the Regulation with respect to suppletive or dispositive law
but not in respect of imperative rules. Such imperative rules include ACP’s statutory duties and the duty of
good faith provided under Art. 130 of the Regulation, which are integrated into the Contract as explained
above, and therefore cannot be excluded on the basis of Arts. 1B and 6D.125 Any interpretation to the contrary
would lead to the illogical result that ACP’s Regulation would provide that ACP must comply with specific
duties, but at the same time that such duties are optional.
Prof Del Moral also confirmed during the Hearing that contractual provisions are limited by imperative rules
pursuant to Art. 1106 CC126 and that this limitation extends to imperative provisions of law applicable to
ACP in a suppletory manner pursuant to Art. 131 of the Regulation.127
120
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{C-LA-0001/3}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 3, Art. 976 CC.
{C-1500/2}, Agreement No. 165 of ACP's Board of Directors, dated 26 Aug 2008, p. 2: “It is deemed necessary, for the
sake of the legal-contractual security and the protection of the best interests of the Authority, pursuant to the principles
that obligations arising from contracts have the force of law between the parties and must be applied in accordance with
their content, and that covenants shall be fulfilled, to include in the Acquisition Regulation of the Authority, a rule that
shall be of general application to all contracts it enters into.” [Emphasis added].
{R-EX-5/46}, Del Moral II, p. 46 [pp. 46, 114], ¶¶133, 342; {R-EX-19/38}, Del Moral III, p. 38 [pp. 38, 41, 43],
¶¶ 138, 149, 156. {R-P-0002/16}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 16; See also {Day1/211:11}, [211:11-25] (ACP’s
Opening on the Law).
{Day2/95 :18}, [95:18- 96:16] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions).
{Day2/282 :5}, [282:5-14] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions).
To recall, Claimants do not argue that Arts. 1B and 6D themselves were adopted in breach of ACP’s mandatory duties,
such that they are unenforceable per se. Claimants’ position has always been that these articles cannot be relied upon
by ACP to exclude its mandatory duties arising from the Regulation, in which case they would be unenforceable against
GUPC.
{Day2/247:4}, [247:4-14] (Del Moral Cross).
{Day2/269:5}, [269:5-17] (Del Moral Cross).
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Even if Arts. 1B and 6D had the far-reaching impact that ACP seeks to give to them, ACP would be barred
from relying on these provisions to attempt to circumvent its legal obligations. Indeed, under Arts. 34 and
36 of Law 38,128 ACP cannot perform an administrative act (e.g., an amendment to the Regulation) in
violation of a legal provision, such as Art. 130 of the Regulation which provides that ACP shall carry out its
contracting in accordance with the principles of transparency, economy and responsibility, as well as general
principles of law, such as good faith and equity under Art. 1109 CC and 90 of the Regulation, respectively.129
As also explained by Dr Hoyos, the Supreme Court of Panama130 has confirmed that the duty of good faith
extends to all public entities in the performance of administrative acts, i.e., including the Contract and the
approval of Arts. 1B and 6D. This duty prevents public entities from performing acts or adopting a
misleading conduct to later circumvent their obligations. Consequently, ACP is barred from attempting to
extend the scope of these provisions to negate its statutory and regulatory obligations, as well as the choice
of law provision under SC 1.4 of the Conditions of Contract.
Under Panamanian law, a breach by ACP of its duties during the tender period gives rise to
contractual liability once a contract is concluded
During the Hearing, Claimants’ Panamanian law expert confirmed that a breach of pre-contractual duties
gives rise to contractual liability, once a contract is concluded.131 The Supreme Court of Panama thus held in
Scott v. Cooperativa de Ahorros that a breach of the pre-contractual duty to inform under Art. 1109 gives
rise to contractual liability.132 This decision deals with a claim by a member of a cooperative who entered
into a loan agreement with the cooperative. As part of the loan agreement, the cooperative provided a
disability insurance to cover a default in such case. However, although the borrower disclosed its physical
condition before signing the loan agreement, the cooperative failed to inform its member that the insurance
carrier had declined the coverage before signing the loan. The Supreme Court held the cooperative liable for
damages because it had breached its duties under the good faith principle and the law pursuant to
Art. 1109 CC and such breach was deemed contractual.133
In his last report, Prof Del Moral attempted to contradict the ruling of the Supreme Court in Scott v.
Cooperativa de Ahorros by stating that “Panamanian jurisprudence” has confirmed that pre-contractual
liability gives rise to extra-contractual liability when the contract is concluded. However, in support of this
allegation Prof Del Moral referred to his previous report, in which he in fact relied on French author René
Chapus and Chilean doctrine, not on Panamanian jurisprudence as he alleged in his last report.134 However,
the views of Chilean doctrine on the extra-contractual nature of pre-contractual liability of course cannot
justify disregarding the holdings of the Panamanian Supreme Court.
It should be noted that the breach of pre-contractual duties only leads to contractual liability if the contract
between the parties was indeed entered into (as is the case here). Dr Hoyos confirmed this at the Hearing
when he was questioned about the Supreme Court’s decision in Rosa Navarro v. Caja del Seguro Social, a
case dealing with pre-contractual liability in the context of a public bid.135 As confirmed by Claimant’s legal
128
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{C-LA-0142}, Law 38 of 2000.
{C-LA-0021/37}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 37 [pp. 37, 45].
{C-LA-0236/7}, Third Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama ruling, dated 9 Sep 2008, p. 7.
{Day2/19:5}, [19:5-19]; [25:5-16]; [26:5-14] (Hoyos Cross); {Day2/107:17}, [107:17-108:9] (Troyano Pres.).
“That is why this contractual omission, derived from the mandate conferred by the applicant to the Cooperative to process
the attainment of an insurance to cover the loan agreement subscribed, makes it liable for the damages caused …” {CLA-0419}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 23 Aug 2012 (Scott vs. Cooperativa San Cristóbal). [Emphasis added].
“In studying this case, it can be seen that the plaintiff had clearly and accurately reported her physical situation, prior to
the subscription of the loan … it was the duty of the Cooperative to inform the plaintiff of the exclusion that the policy
would indicate for its special case, with the purpose that the plaintiff decided if it continued with the processing of the
loan … the Superior Court ignored the content of article 1109 of the Civil Code that imposed on the Cooperative the
fulfilment of the duties that by the nature of the legal relationship, in accordance with good faith and the law.” {C-LA0419}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 23 Aug 2012 (Scott vs. Cooperativa San Cristóbal). [Emphasis added].
{R-EX-19/127}, Del Moral III, p. 127, ¶ 455 (footnote 716), which refers to {R-EX-5/79}, Del Moral II, p. 79, ¶ 231
citing {R-LA-0055/6}, R. Chapus, “Droit administratif general”, Paris: Montchrestien,14th ed., Vol. I, 2000, p. 6 and
{R-LA-0028/11}, P. Terneyre, “La Responsabilité contractuelle des personnes publiques en droit administratif”, Paris,
Economica, 1989, p. 11. See also {R-LA-0079_1}, Barros Bourie, Enrique, Tratado de responsabilidad
extracontractual. Santiago, Editorial Jurídica, 2007.
{Day2/27:5}, [27:5-31:14] (Hoyos Cross); {C-LA-0239}, Third Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama, Judgment
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expert, the reason why the liability was deemed extra-contractual in that case is that the relevant contract was
not concluded.136
(d) Obligations of the Parties under the Contract and Panamanian law
The duties to which each of the Parties is bound are explained in detail in the SOC and SOR,137 and
summarized below.
Under administrative law, ACP had a legal duty diligently to prepare the tender documents
(duty to plan) and a duty to inform the tenderers under Arts. 130 and 131 of the Regulation
Claimants have explained in their written submissions and again at the Hearing that ACP had a duty to plan
under the principle of economy provided for in Art. 130 of the Regulation138 and Art. 34 of Law 38.139
Art. 19(8) of Law 22, which, as explained above, applies in a suppletory manner or by analogy to spell out
the duties arising from the principle of economy, requires that public entities (including ACP) “[w]ith
sufficient time before the opening of the process of selecting the contractor, prepare the studies, designs and
projects required, as well as the terms of reference and specifications, assuring that its preparation is not done
in an incomplete, ambiguous or confusing manner.”140
During the Hearing, Dr Hoyos (former President of the Supreme Court and Justice at the Third Chamber
dealing with administrative matters) confirmed that the duty to plan is a legal requirement for all public
entities, including ACP, and entails an obligation timely and diligently to prepare the tender documents prior
to the start of the public bid process.141 As explained by Dr Hoyos, this duty is a mandatory obligation that
derives not only from the principle of economy with which ACP must comply, but also from the demands
of good faith.142
Moreover, as explained above, duties arising from mandatory law are integrated into the Contract as implied
obligations pursuant to Arts. 30 and 1109 CC and their breach gives rise to contractual liability. As explained
above, the Supreme Court of Panama has also confirmed the contractual nature of the liability arising from
a pre-contractual breach of the law and the demands of good faith.143
Respondent’s legal expert Prof Del Moral finally acknowledged at the Hearing that ACP has a duty to prepare
tenders in a complete, non-ambiguous and non-confusing manner according to the same standard that applies
to all public entities under the principle of legality:144
“[MR FERRER]: So the ACP doesn’t have a duty to prepare before launching the tender
process. …
[PROF DEL MORAL]: It has.
Q. What’s the standard that they have to comply with?
A. The standard that they have to comply is very simple: the standard that every public
servant has to comply, have to be abide, has to achieve, in accordance with the principle
of legality.
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dated 16 Aug 2004.
{Day2/31:1}, [31:1-14] (Hoyos Cross); {C-LA-0239}, Third Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama, Judgment dated
16 Aug 2004.
{SOR/19}, p. 19 [Ch. 3, pp. 19-40], ¶¶ 113-199. {Day1/152:17}, [152:17-153:6] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law); {C-P0002/62}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law p. 62 [pp. 62-67]; {Day1/278:15}, [278:15-280:1] (Hoyos Pres.).
{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45, Art. 130.
{C-LA-0142/13}, Law 38 of 2000, p. 13, Art. 34.
{C-LA-0145/6}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006, p. 6, Art. 19.8.
{Day1/278:18}, [278:18-22] (Hoyos Pres.).
{Day1/279:23}, [279:23-280:1] (Hoyos Pres.).
{C-LA-0419}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 23 Aug 2012 (Scott vs. Cooperativa San Cristóbal); {C-P-0002/9},
GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law, p. 9.
{Day2/264:7}, [264:7-20] (Del Moral Cross).
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Q. Perfect. So does that mean that they have to prepare tenders in a non-ambiguous and
non-confusing [manner]?
A. I agree. …”
However, as he had already agued in his legal opinions, Prof Del Moral then attempted to establish a
distinction between ACP’s relationship with the Panamanian people, which would include a duty to plan,
and its relationship with the tenderers, which allegedly would only be governed by “the rules concerning, for
example, the tender process” (i.e., to the exclusion of the duties arising from the principle of economy
provided under Art. 130 of the Regulation).145 In other words, while Prof Del Moral accepts that ACP is
bound by a duty to plan, he seeks to argue that tenderers and contractors cannot rely on it. This proposition
is quite extraordinary because, if true, it would mean that the parties who have the greatest interest in ACP’s
correctly fulfilling its duty to plan, have no right should ACP fail to do so despite being harmed by such
failure. Prof Del Moral’s allegation finds no support whatsoever in any provision of the Regulation or
Panamanian law in general, which does not consider that tenderers have a reduced status preventing them
from invoking a breach of ACP’s mandatory duties if such breach caused them to incur a loss. To the
contrary, as confirmed by Dr Hoyos in his report, Art. 97(9) of the Judicial Code, which develops Art. 206(2)
of the Constitution on the patrimonial liability of the State, refers to the actions for compensation of damages
resulting from violations of the law.146
In any event, even if Prof Del Moral’s allegations were legally accurate (which they are not), they still would
not support Respondent’s case. Indeed, since the provisions of the Regulation (including, therefore, its
Art. 130) were expressly incorporated into the RFP by virtue of Art. A.11 of the Instructions to Tenderers
(ITT),147 ACP’s duty to comply with the principle of economy and the duty to plan arising therefrom was
included in the “rules concerning … the tender process” and ACP is liable towards GUPC for any breach of
those duties.
Claimants have also explained that ACP had a duty to inform the tenderers under the principle of economy
and the duty of good faith as provided for in Arts. 130 and 131 of the Regulation.148 The duty to inform
imposes certain requirements for the tender information that is provided in a public bid.149
The relevant legal doctrine also relied upon by Respondent’s expert Prof Del Moral explains that the specific
requirements and scope of the duty to inform can be imposed by the law: “4. … Such duty to inform can be
established by law or result from the duties of loyalty that are imposed by good faith in the objective sense,
during the pre-contractual phase. In the first case, the requirements of such duty, their scope and their
limitations will be established by the law.”150
In this case, the law requires that ACP prepare the tender documents, assuring that their preparation is not
done in an incomplete, ambiguous or confusing manner. This was confirmed by Claimants’ legal expert.151
As Dr Hoyos explained, this duty entailed, among other things, that ACP was to (i) disclose the relevant
information in ACP’s possession, (ii) abstain from providing inaccurate or misleading information and from
making unsupported (or insufficiently verified) representations to the tenderers, and (iii) signal and correct
any information which ACP knew or came to know during the tender process was incomplete, inaccurate or
misleading.152
While it is correct that GUPC had a duty to self-inform during the tender period, this duty did not excuse
145
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{Day2/263:15}, [263:15-25] (Del Moral Cross).
{C-EX-6/62}, Hoyos IV, p. 62 [p. 59], ¶ 193.
{C-0849/6}, RFP Amend. 24, Instructions to Tenderers, dated Feb 2009, p. 6.
{SOR/59}, p. 59 [Ch. 3, pp. 25-31], Sec. III.C.2.
Art. 19(8) of Law 22 requires that public entities (including ACP) “[w]ith sufficient time before the opening of the
process of selecting the contractor, prepare the studies, designs and projects required, as well as the terms of reference
and specifications, assuring that its preparation is not done in an incomplete, ambiguous or confusing manner.” {C-LA0145}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006.
{C-LA-0011}, Esther Gomez Calle, Los deberes precontractuales de información. EDITORIAL LA LEY (2002); {CEX-6/28}, Hoyos IV, p. 28 [p. 31], ¶¶ 96-99.
{Day2/58:21}, [58:21-59:9] (Hoyos Cross).
{C-EX-6/30}, Hoyos IV, p. 30 [pp. 27, 29], ¶¶ 94-95, 100,103.
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ACP from compliance with its own statutory duty to inform, especially given the time and resources available
to ACP to conduct the studies relevant to the preparation of the Project and provide their results to the
tenderers.153
While Respondent does not deny that it is bound by a duty to inform, it sought to hide behind some of the
clauses in the ITT and the Contract dealing with the provision of information and the risk of deficiency of
that information, such as SCs 4.10 and 5.1 of the Conditions of Contract, in order to allege that (i) its duty to
inform arising from the Regulation and the duty of good faith was validly restricted, and (ii) ACP could not
be held liable for any deficiency in the information provided as part of the Contract (except when specifically
agreed).154
It is to be noted that Claimants do no seek to nullify the non-reliance clauses or to argue that the provision of
non-guaranteed information constitutes per se a breach of ACP’s statutory duties. This was confirmed by
Dr Hoyos during the Hearing when he explained that the duty to plan does not mean that the public entity is
strictly liable for all inaccuracies of the information provided.155 However, clauses allocating the risk or
excluding responsibility for the information provided rest on the premise that ACP complied with its duties
in the collection and provision of such information, and would be unenforceable if they allowed ACP to
excuse itself from compliance with its mandatory duties.156 Accordingly, Dr Hoyos confirmed157 that even
if a contract provides for the provision of non-guaranteed information, the tenderers are entitled to assume
that ACP, as a public entity, has complied with its statutory duties, in particular with the legal standard of
diligence in the preparation of the tender documentation and the provision of relevant information, under the
duties to plan and to inform.158
In addition, Claimants’ legal experts agree that gross negligence (which under Art. 34 C equates to dolo) is
a general limitation to the enforceability of exculpatory clauses such as clauses allocating risk of deficient
information, as well as non-reliance clauses under SCs 1.16 [Entire Agreement Clause] and 5.1 [Design
Obligations].159
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{SOR/63}, [Ch. 3, pp. 39-30], ¶¶ 152-154.
{SOD/88}, [Ch. 2, pp. 47-48], ¶¶ 5.47-5.49; {R-EX-5/91}, Del Moral II, p. 91 [pp. 91-92], ¶¶ 268-269.
{Day1/280:15}, [280:15-18] (Hoyos Pres.); {Day2/52:23}, [52:23-53:1] (Hoyos Cross).
{SOR/62}, p. 62 [Ch. 3, pp. 28-29], ¶¶ 148-149.
{Day1/280:19}, [280:19-23] (Hoyos Pres.); {Day2/59:3}, [59:3-18] (Hoyos Cross).
{Day2/49:6}, [49:6-18]; [52:5-15]; [59:9-18] (Hoyos Cross). Respondent also contended without the support of any legal
authority that exculpatory clauses must be construed in accordance with the German theory of obligations (which has
not been applied in Panama) or under force majeure under Art. 990 CC -- See {R-P-0002/53}, ACP’s Panamanian Law
Opening, p. 53 [pp. 53-57]; {R-EX-5/66}, Del Moral II, p. 66 [pp. 66-68], ¶¶ 198-205. Further, Respondent contended
that the only limitation to the enforceability of risk allocation clauses is dolo, under a test of annulment and requiring an
intent to harm. See {R-EX-5/66}, Del Moral II, p. 66 [pp. 66-67], ¶¶ 200, 201, 204; {R-P-0002/57}, ACP’s Panamanian
Law Opening, p. 57. These arguments are incorrect. Dr Hoyos explained that it is improper to apply the German law
concepts of Schuld-debt and Haftung-liability, as Schuld only refers to obligations of performance (“prestaciones”), not
duties of conduct {C-EX-19/54}, Hoyos V, p. 54 [pp. 52-53], ¶¶ 282-285, 287-288. Dr Hoyos also confirmed that force
majeure refers to external events not attributable to the conduct of the party and, therefore, its reference is also inadequate
when dealing with liability for pre-contractual statements and deficient information {C-EX-19/55}, Hoyos V, p. 55
[p. 53], ¶ 288.
{C-LA-0254}, Antonio Manuel Morales Moreno. El Error en los Contratos. Editorial Ceura. Madrid. 1988. El Error en
los Contratos.
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Under civil law, ACP also had a duty under Arts. 1109 and 986 CC not to provide deficient
information while creating legitimate reliance on the part of GUPC
The Parties agree that they had a duty to act in good faith during the tender period and after the signature
of the Contract, in accordance with Art. 1109 CC.
Claimants have explained that under Art. 1109 CC, ACP would be liable if it provided deficient information
and made incorrect assertions while creating legitimate reliance on the part of the tenderers, especially when
it was intended that such information and assertions be relied upon by the tenderers (including GUPC). Such
conduct would give rise to contractual liability pursuant to Arts. 1109 and 986 CC if the other party suffered
a damage as a result of its legitimate reliance.
At the Hearing, Prof Morales Moreno, commenting on the articles of the Spanish Civil Code equivalent (and
identical) to Arts. 1109 and 986 CC, and whose analysis is therefore relevant to understand how Panamanian
courts would apply those articles,160 explained that the duty of good faith has two functions. First, good faith
is in itself a basis for liability since parties must comply not only with the express terms of the contract but
also with all the consequences that derive from good faith, and consequently a breach of such duty gives rise
to a right to compensation.161 Claimants’ experts explained at the Hearing that the Panamanian Supreme
Court has confirmed that good faith is a basis for liability.162 Second, good faith is the basis to determine
when reliance is legitimate, i.e., when it was reasonable and attributable to the other party. This determination
is made by assessing the conduct of both parties under the requirements of good faith and the circumstances
of the case.163
Prof Morales Moreno further confirmed at the Hearing that legitimate reliance does not require fault or
negligence on the party causing it (i.e., knowledge that the information is incorrect). Rather, good faith
operates as an objective criterion to impose liability on the party that created reliance and caused a damage
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{Day2/15:24}, [15:24-16:8] (Hoyos Cross).
{Day2/199:6}, [199:6-200:4]; [201:8-13]; [202:9-203:1] (Morales Moreno Pres.).
{Day2/16:18}, [16:18-17:5] (Hoyos Cross); {Day2/108:1}, [108:1-9] (Troyano Pres.); {C-P-0004/18}, Troyano Pres.,
p. 18; {C-EX-28/16}, Troyano I, p. 16 [pp. 16, 20], ¶¶ 64, 80-81; {C-EX-6/34}, Hoyos IV, p. 34 [pp. 31-32], ¶¶ 107112. For instance, the Panamanian Supreme Court has imposed liability in contractual claims on the basis of good faith
(under the doctrine of venire contra factum propium). See {C-LA-0015}, Audley Sheppard, Res Judicata and Estoppel,
in Bernardo Cremades & Julian Lew (eds.), Parallel State and Arbitral Procedures in International Arbitration; and {CLA-0316}, Decision of the Supreme Court dated 20 Oct 2000, Inmobiliaria Sitton v. Inversiones Puebla S.A. See also
{C-LA-0419}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 23 Aug 2012 (Scott vs. Cooperativa San Cristóbal) on the breach
of the duty to inform during the pre-contractual phase giving rise to contractual liability and {C-LA-0236}, Third
Chamber of the Supreme Court of Panama ruling, dated 9 Sep 2008.
{Day2/109:5}, [109:5-110:10] (Troyano Pres.); {Day2/200:5}, [200:5-201:7] (Morales Moreno Pres.); {Day2/58:6},
[58:6-13] (Hoyos Cross). The Supreme Tribunal of Spain, which is regularly relied upon by Panamanian Courts, as
confirmed by all Panamanian law experts (including ACP’s legal expert), has developed the relevant criteria to assess,
on the basis of the duty of good faith (Art. 1.258 of the Spanish Civil Code equivalent to Art. 1109 CC) when reliance
is legitimate. As confirmed by Claimants’ Panamanian law experts and former Justices of the Supreme Court of Panama,
the criteria set by the Supreme Tribunal of Spain on the basis of Art. 1.258 of the Spanish Civil Code are persuasive and
would inform Panamanian courts as to the correct application of Art. 1109 CC - see {C-EX-19/32}, Hoyos V, p. 32
[pp. 29-30], ¶ 162;{C-EX-28/21}, Troyano I, p. 21 [pp. 21-22], ¶ 89. These criteria are:
(i) “Good faith requires assessing the conduct of the two contracting parties (the one causing the error and the other one
relying on it) in the light of each case’s prevailing circumstances.”; (ii) “In general, if a contracting party’s error was
caused by the reliance created by the other contracting party the error is excusable. Reliance can be created expressly or
impliedly. Reliance arises when the other contracting party’s statements are ‘deemed true’, or from ‘an infused belief.’”;
(iii) “In connection with the frequent argument of the [party] causing the error that the other party should not have been
satisfied with the information received and should have carried out its own enquiries, the SC holds the following doctrine:
‘Doubting about the good faith of the party with whom a person is contracting is not mandatory.’”; (iv) “When it is
natural to rely, the party in error is not required to ‘exhaust all instances of information’…”; (v) “The condition of
professional of the contracting party in error does not require it to carry out an investigation ‘that is beyond normal.’ A
contracting party cannot be required to carry out enquiries that… would have exceeded something normal, in spite of its
professional condition, given that contracts are ruled by the good faith principle…” ({C-EX-22/24}, Morales Moreno
I, p. 24 [pp. 24-25], ¶ 66.
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to the other party.164 In his report, Prof Morales Moreno also explained that liability for legitimate reliance
arises even if there is no statutory duty to inform.165
As confirmed by Claimants’ experts,166 tenderers have a duty to self-inform and obtain the information that
is necessary to prepare their offers. In considering whether the tenderers complied with their duties of
diligence, the Tribunal must consider the applicable standard of care under Panamanian law (Art. 989 CC),
which imposes on the tenderers a requirement of diligence consistent with their expertise as international
EPC contractors, and taking into account the circumstances of time and place, i.e., the time allowed for the
tenderers to conduct their investigations.167 Under the Contract, GUPC also had a duty to comply with
Prudent Industry Practices during the tender period and the performance of the Contract.168 As regards the
tender period, the tests and studies performed by the other tenderers (who all Parties accept are reputable
international EPC contractors) are a clear measure of what Prudent Industry Practices entail.
At the Hearing, Prof Morales Moreno confirmed that in assessing the conduct of the party that relied upon
the information provided by the other party, the Supreme Court of Spain does not require that such party
carry out investigations, which exceed what is demanded by professional standards.169 Consequently, and as
reflected in Art. 1254 CC which provides that a professional is liable for the defects which “by reason of his
trade and profession should have easily known”,170 Prof Morales Moreno confirmed that a professional is
liable only for that which he, with his professional expertise, cannot ignore. This standard is recognized by
all experts,171 including Prof Del Moral.172 Tenderers were therefore not required, under the ITT or
otherwise, to conduct extensive studies beyond what was reasonable and proportionate in light of industry
and professional standards, considering the time afforded during the tender period.
Respondent does not deny that liability and a right to compensation may arise if a party provides deficient
information, which causes legitimate reliance or causes an excusable error on the part of the other party.173
However, Respondent and its legal expert seek to argue that GUPC is precluded from claiming legitimate
reliance in this arbitration because it was not entitled to rely on the information provided by ACP as a result
of several clauses included in the ITT and the Contract dealing with the provision of information and
allocating the risk of its inaccuracy, such as Arts. A.4 and B.1 of the ITT and SCs 1.16, 1.5, 4.10 and 5.1 of
the Conditions of Contract.174 Respondent’s defense must fail.
First, and as explained below, even assuming ACP’s argument was valid in theory (which it is not), the
information provided by Respondent which is at the heart of this arbitration (i.e., about the use and suitability
of the Pacific Locks Excavation Basalt) was not all covered by ACP’s so-called “risk allocation” clauses.175
Second, Claimants’ experts concur,176 on the basis of Spanish doctrine, that the clauses relied upon by
164
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{Day2/203:18}, [203:18-204:16] (Morales Moreno Pres.).
{C-EX-22/22}, Morales Moreno I, p. 22, ¶¶ 55-58.
{C-EX-6/44}, Hoyos IV, p. 44 [pp. 41-43], ¶¶ 140-141; {C-EX-28/22}, Troyano I, p. 22 [pp. 22-23], ¶¶ 93-98.
{Day2/111:20}, [111:20-112:21]; {Day2/111:1}, p. 29 [111:1-23] (Troyano Pres.); {C-P-0004/23}, Troyano Pres., p.
23.
See, e.g., {C-0001/45}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 45 [p. 32], SC 4.1.2(g).
{Day2/200:14}, [200:14-201:7] (Morales Moreno Pres.); {Day2/217:14}, [217:14-19] (Morales Moreno Tribunal
Questions).
{C-LA-0001/124}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 124, Art. 1254.
{C-EX-6/42}, Hoyos IV, p. 42 [p. 39] ¶¶ 134-135; {C-EX-19/34}, Hoyos V, p. 34 [p. 32], ¶ 173; {C-EX-28/24},
Troyano I, p. 24, ¶ 100.
{R-EX-5/98}, Del Moral II, p. 98, ¶ 285.
{R-EX-19/130}, Del Moral III, p. 130, ¶ 464.
{Day1/251:16}, [251:16-252:7] (ACP’s Opening on the Law); {R-EX-5/76}, Del Moral II, p. 76 [pp. 76-78, 81-82, 88,
91-92], ¶¶ 225, 234 fourth and sixth bullet points, 253-255, 268-269; {R-EX-19/106}, Del Moral III, p. 106 [pp. 106,
109, 130], ¶¶ 378, 388, 464.
Indeed, some of this information was contained in the Employer’s Requirements, which are not covered by any exclusion
of liability or risk allocation even on Respondent’s case.
{C-EX-22/36}, Morales Moreno I, p. 36, ¶¶ 123-124; {C-EX-19/38}, Hoyos V, p. 38 [p. 36], ¶¶ 198-199; {C-EX28/20}, Troyano I, p. 20 [pp. 20-21], ¶¶ 83-85. {C-LA-0244}, Carrasco Perera. Derecho de Contratos. Thomson
Reuters. Aranzadi. Primera Edición. 2010 (“If the clause only contains the assertion of fact, this would not originate any
harmful consequence for the author of the declaration if the latter limits himself to proving that his non-reliance is false
and that in fact he did act under such (denied) presuppositions.”).
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Respondent do not contain a renunciation of rights but rather are enforceable as a presumption of fact, which
can be rebutted with evidence that the aggrieved party did in fact rely on such statements (i.e., a iuris tantum
and not a iure de iure). Dr Hoyos and Prof Morales Moreno also confirmed that the content of the Contract
cannot be interpreted in isolation of the parties’ mutual intent and the conduct displayed by the party who
created legitimate reliance.177 Whether there is reliance and such reliance is legitimate (i.e., protected by law)
is a determination to be made by the Tribunal by assessing the parties’ conduct. Therefore, GUPC can
recover if it demonstrates that it relied on the deficient information provided and that ACP in fact intended
that GUPC and the other tenderers rely on such information to offer a better price. As explained below, this
is precisely what the facts on the record show.
Under civil law, ACP also had a duty under Art. 986 CC to comply with the required
standard of diligence
It is not disputed that under Art. 986 CC, ACP had a duty to be diligent during the tender period and the
performance of the Contract in accordance with the standard required under Panamanian civil law.178
Under Art. 989 CC, ACP was therefore required to conduct studies pursuant to a professional standard and
act with diligence during the preparation of the bid conditions. As confirmed by the Panamanian Supreme
Court, negligence arises “when the debtor omits the diligence that is demanded from the nature of the
obligation and which corresponds to the circumstances of time and place”.179
In order to assess properly the “circumstances of time and place”, it is important to note that ACP was advised
by many international experts in the relevant fields. Moreover, it is undisputed that ACP had been preparing
the relevant studies for many years prior to the opening of the tender process and as such, had the opportunity
to assess whether the information was reliable or deficient before providing it to the tenderers or making
specific statements without sufficient support.
As explained by Dr Hoyos, under Panamanian law if a party negligently provides misleading information by
making statements without a sufficient basis to do so, it incurs liability under Art. 986 CC.180 Similarly,
Prof Morales Moreno explained that liability arises when a party, even without an intent to deceive,
negligently makes statements without a proper basis or support and elicits reliance from the other party. He
also explained that traditional Spanish civil law has regarded the conduct of a party who “affirms what he
ignores” as grossly negligent, especially if such party did not display the diligence required to verify such
information.181
As confirmed during the Hearing and based on substantial legal authorities submitted by Claimants,
negligence is also a limitation to the enforceability of clauses seeking to allocate risk of deficient information
and non-reliance clauses.182 Prof Morales Moreno, the leading authority on the matter who has written
177
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{C-EX-6/54}, Hoyos IV, p. 54 [pp. 51, 53-54], ¶¶ 170, 174-177; {Day2/217 :10}, [217:10-19] (Morales Moreno Pres.);
{C-EX-22/37}, Morales Moreno I, p. 37 [pp. 37-38], ¶¶ 132-140.
{C-LA-0001}, Civil Code of Panama, Art. 986: “Are subject to compensation for damages and harm caused, those who
in the compliance of their obligations commit willful misconduct negligence or default and those who in any manner
contravene the tenor of such [obligations].”
{C-LA-0324}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 31 January 1992: “In regards to the nature of the fault or negligence
of the debtor, article 989 of the Civil Code provides that such fault arises when the debtor omits the diligence that is
demanded by the nature of the obligation and corresponds to the circumstances of the person time and place…”
{C-EX-19/30}, Hoyos V, p. 30 [pp. 28, 30-31], ¶¶ 150-151, 163-165: “[t]he infraction can be produced both under an
active conduct (communicating a false or misleading information) as well as an omission (to remain quiet when there is
an obligation to speak). Said differently, the duty to inform involves on the one hand, conveying information that is due
and on the other hand, not provide information that is erroneous” Further “[f]rom the point of view of the information,
in the pre-contractual stage the parties must respect two guidelines: on one hand, that any datum that is communicated
between them, be spontaneously, or because they are obligated to do so, must be credible (veraz), and as such they must
abstain from providing false or misleading information.” ({C-LA-0011/3}, Esther Gomez Calle, Los deberes
precontractuales de información. EDITORIAL LA LEY (2002), p. 3 [p. 135].
{C-EX-22/28}, Morales Moreno I, p. 28 [pp. 28-29, ¶¶ 84-85]. See also: “liability may arise from the temerity of the
affirmations of the seller (facile …asseverare, temerariam indicationem) which may give rise to a contractual unbalance
(caro vendidit)”. {C-LA-0259/5}, Antonio Manuel Morales Moreno. El dolo como criterio de imputación. Anuario de
derecho civil, Vol. 35, Nº 3, 1982, p. 5 [p. 650].
{C-LA-0092/3}, Luis Diez Picazo, Fundamentos de Derecho Patrimonial I, p. 3 [pp. 217-218]; {C-LA-0254/5}, Antonio
Manuel Morales Moreno. El Error en los Contratos. Editorial Ceura. Madrid. 1988, p. 5 [pp. 254- 256].
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extensively on the subject since the early 1980’s, has confirmed that negligence is a limitation to the
enforceability of these clauses.183 While Prof Del Moral criticized Prof Morales Moreno’s opinion, which
he regarded as reflecting only a minority view on the subject,184 Spanish Scholar Diez Picazo, who is
frequently relied upon by the Panama Supreme Court and has been extensively cited by Prof Del Moral
himself, agrees with Prof Morales Moreno that negligence is a limitation to the allocation of risk of deficient
information.185
Under Art. 1345 CC, GUPC is entitled to an increase in the Contract Price in case of
necessary changes to the agreed foreplan
Under Art. 1345 CC, ACP has a duty to pay an increase of the Contract Price for necessary changes to
the agreed foreplan, imposed by the lex artis. Art. 1345 CC provides:
“The architect or contractor in charge of the construction of a building or another
work under a lump sum contract and as per the plan agreed with the owner of the
land may not ask for a price increase in the event of an increase in the cost of wages
or materials, but may do so where there has been any change to the plan resulting in
an increase of the works, provided the owner has authorized it.”186
The conditions of application of Art. 1345 CC are detailed in Chapter III, below.
During the performance of the Contract, ACP had a duty to collaborate with, and refrain
from imposing a greater onerosity on, the Contractor
Claimants have explained in their written and oral pleadings that after the signature of the Contract, ACP
also had to comply with the following duties arising under its Regulation and the duty of good faith:
Pursuant to Art. 130 of the Regulation, ACP had a duty to collaborate with GUPC and strive to protect
its interests;187
Pursuant to Art. 133(6) of the Regulation, ACP had a duty to proceed in a timely manner to prevent
and correct any burden for the contractor resulting from ACP’s actions;188 and
183

184
185
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Prof Morales Moreno thus explained: “If the error, particularly in the contracts can be contemplated as a problem of
allocation of risk, the risk in a deficient information, it becomes especially relevant the issue of the role of the will
(freedom of contracts) in its regulation. Article 1102 excludes the agreements of exclusions of liability in the case of
dolo. Also, taking into account, the function that the Code assigns to good faith in the contracts (cfr, art 1258), we can
understand this limit as embedded in the general limitations to the freedom of contract of article 1255 CC. In addition
to dolo, the negligent and faulty conduct of a contracting party can prevent that, to his benefit, the regular regime of the
error is altered. This occurs when such contracting party has not observed the diligence that is demanded to prevent
causing the error in the other party (has negligently created a reliance on the other party) or to undo the error that has
arisen spontaneously and without the fault of the other party (duty to inform).” {C-LA-0254/5}, Antonio Manuel
Morales Moreno. El Error en los Contratos. Editorial Ceura. Madrid. 1988, p. 5 [pp. 254- 256]. [Emphasis added]
{R-EX-5/71}, Del Moral II, p. 71, ¶ 208 second bullet point, paragraph eight.
{C-LA-0092/3}, Luis Diez Picazo, Fundamentos de Derecho Patrimonial I, p. 3 [pp. 217-218]: “… A.M. Morales has
inquired, rightly, what is the scope of the private freedom to contract, through special agreements that delimit the sphere
of the risk of error or distribute such risks amongst them. The legislator has not taken into account the issue that we
present, because it is restricted by the consideration of the error as a vice affecting the consent and as such, the idea that
everything related to this subject is within the legal control of the freedom of contract which cannot be disposed of. The
progressive and subsequent distancing from such principles and the consideration of a number of cases under the law on
the assumption that they have a certain analogy (i.e., latent defects in the sale of goods, art. 1.485) allows us to give to
this issue a positive answer. With the author cited above we can reach the conclusion, by stating as limits that the freedom
of contract cannot exceed the limits of fault and the imperative rules of the special laws, especially on consumer and
user protection, which prevent the operation of private contracts.” [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-0001/135}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 135, Art. 1345.
{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45, Art. 130: “Contracts are entered into and
formalized primarily because this allows for a closer concerted effort between the parties and permits greater
administrative efficiency. Notwithstanding the preceding purpose, the contract shall also strive to guarantee the rights
and interests of the parties. …”
{C-LA-0021/46}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 46, Art. 133(6): “The following shall be the
responsibilities of the Authority: … Proceed in a timely manner, so that the actions attributable to the Authority do not
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Pursuant to Art. 134(1) of the Regulation, ACP had a duty to proceed in a timely manner with the
payments due to the contractor.189
The detailed implications of the duties listed above are set out in Claimants’ written pleadings, particularly
in their SOR.190
Under Art. 133(5) of the Regulation, ACP had a duty to maintain and restore the contractual
balance
As explained in the SOR,191 under Art. 133(5) of the Regulation,192 ACP had an unconditional statutory
obligation to adopt measures to maintain the technical, economic and financial conditions existing at the time
of the signature of the Contract. ACP also had a duty, if such conditions were to be altered, to “make the
required modifications as authorized by law or by the contract”.
While Claimants do not dispute that the Contract and Law 19 do not include any provision expressly
authorizing (or, for that matter, precluding) modifications to the Parties’ agreement designed to maintain or
restore the original contractual balance, Claimants’ expert Dr Hoyos confirmed at the Hearing that the words
“as authorized by law” in Art. 133(5) of the Regulation specifically call for the application of Art. 21 of Law
22193 (applicable to ACP in a suppletory manner), which deals expressly with public works contracts and
provides the “authorization” required by Article 133(5) of the Regulation.194 Dr Hoyos also confirmed that
ACP does not have the authority to exclude the statutory provision on re-balancing of the contract included
in Law 22.195
This is the only possible construction of Art. 133(5) of the Regulation. While Respondent argues that Law
22, including its Art. 21, cannot apply to it,196 such interpretation would render the reference in Art. 133(5)
to an “authoriz[ation] by law” completely devoid of any effect, since Law 19 (which does not contain any
such authorization) already existed when the Regulation was adopted and Respondent contends that no other
law applying to ACP’s contracting can be adopted by the Panamanian legislature. This reasoning is illogical
and cannot stand.
Respondent also seeks refuge behind Art. 1B of the Regulation to argue that the Regulation cannot grant any
re-balancing right to the Contractor if such right was not included in the Contract.197 Again, this allegation
must fail because (i) it also seeks to render the reference to in Art. 133(5) to an “authoriz[ation] by law”
completely devoid of any effect, and (ii) as explained above, Art. 1B cannot be interpreted as allowing ACP
to escape its statutory duties, which include the duty under Art. 133(5) to maintain and restore the contractual
balance.
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create a burden for the contractor in complying with the contract; correct in the least possible time any disruptions that
may occur, and agree on the pertinent mechanisms and procedures to prevent or to immediately and accurately solve
any differences or disputes that may arise, in accordance with the contract.”
{C-LA-0021/47}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 47, Art. 134(1): “The contractor shall have the
following rights and responsibilities: 1. Timely receive payments due.”
{SOR/71}, p. 71 [Ch. 3, pp. 37-40], ¶¶ 185-196.
{SOR/1085}, p. 1085, Chapter 8.
{C-LA-0021/46}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 46, Art. 133(5): “The following shall be the
responsibilities of the Authority: … 5. Adopt measures to maintain, during the prosecution and performance of the
contract, the original technical, economic and financial conditions, existing at the moment of the contract formalization
and to make the required modifications as authorized by law or by the contract.” [Emphasis added].
{C-LA-0145/7}, Law 22 of 27 June 2006, p. 7 [pp. 7-8], Art. 21: “In contract for works, supply of construction goods
or turnkey, when, as a result of events and circumstances arising after the execution of the contract which could have
not been foreseen at that moment or by force majeure or fortuitous events, an alteration or obstruction of the costs occurs,
which impedes the fulfilment of the objective of the contract, the State may consider[] as included in the contract the
contractual balance clause, even if it [is] not agreed, in order to permit the respective amendment.” [Emphasis added].
{Day2/86:3}, [86:3-15] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions); see also {SOR/1085}, p. 1085 [Ch. 8, pp. 1-6].
{Day2/85 :7}, [85:7-10] (Hoyos Tribunal Questions).
{Rejoinder/105}, p. 105 [Ch. 2, pp. 67-72], Section 8.
{Rejoinder/105}, p. 105 [Ch. 2, pp. 67-72], Section 8.
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D.

CONTRACT INTERPRETATION

The Parties agree that the rules of contractual interpretation mentioned in Art. 130 of ACP’s Regulation and
developed in the Panamanian CC (Arts. 1132 et seq.) apply to the Contract.198 However, they disagree as to
the proper application of these rules.
The rules of contractual interpretation are of paramount importance considering that the Parties disagree on
the interpretation and impact of a number of clauses in this arbitration. In particular, the Parties disagree on
the interpretation of the Entire Agreement Clause, risk allocation clauses and/or exculpatory clauses upon
which ACP relies to deny any responsibility for the consequences of its breaches. As will be explained
below, ACP seeks to disregard the applicable rules of contract interpretation and give these clauses a much
broader scope of application than warranted.
Rules of contractual interpretation under the Panamanian CC
In order to determine the scope and effects of the disputed contractual clauses, the Tribunal must apply the
rules and principles of contract interpretation set out in Arts. 1132 to 1140 CC.
Prevalence of the Parties’ mutual intent (Arts. 1132 and 1133 CC).199 The primary rule of contract
interpretation stems from Art. 1132 CC, which provides:
“If the terms of the contract are clear and leave no doubt as to the intent of the contracting
parties, the literal sense will prevail.
If the words appear to be contrary to the evident intention of the parties the intention shall
prevail over the words.”
Art. 1133 further clarifies that:
“To assess the intention of the contracting parties, one shall primarily take into account
their conduct, be it contemporaneous or posterior to the contract”
The Parties disagree as to what constitutes “clear” terms. Claimants have explained that, pursuant to the
express terms of Art. 1132 CC, the terms of a contract will only be deemed clear if they reflect the parties’
mutual intent; if there exists a dichotomy between that intent and the literal terms of the contract, the former
will prevail. Accordingly, if a party seeks to depart from the literal terms of the Contract, it must present
evidence of such dichotomy. In turn, when presented with such evidence, the judge must engage in
contractual interpretation to establish the parties’ true intent.200 This does not mean that the terms of the
contract will change, but that the judge will determine their true meaning. By contrast, Respondent’s position
in this arbitration is that as long as an isolated contractual provision is grammatically clear or does not
objectively allow for more than one meaning, the Tribunal cannot engage in any interpretative task,
irrespective of the parties’ actual intent.201 As explained below, Respondent’s position is incorrect. But it is
also to be noted that ACP is inconsistent because it also tries, in other parts of its defence, to expand the scope
of certain exculpatory or “risk allocation” clauses beyond their literal meaning, or to ignore clear provisions
stating for instance that the Environmental Impact Study is incorporated in the Employer’s Requirements.
ACP cannot have it both ways.
Decisions of the Supreme Court of Panama and Spanish doctrine202 relied upon by both Parties203 have
confirmed that there is a presumption in favour of the literal meaning of the written terms, but that it does not
198
199
200
201
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{R-P-0002/32}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 32; {R-EX-5/57}, Del Moral II, p. 57, ¶ 169.
{C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7, Arts. 1132-1133.
{Day2/100:20}, [100:20-102:1] (Troyano Pres.); {Day1/132:24}, [132:24-135:24] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law).
{R-EX-19/56}, Del Moral III, p. 56, ¶ 196.
{C-LA-0313}, Civil Chamber, Ruling of 11 May 1998, Varela vs. Moyer; {R-LA-0202}, Decision of the Supreme Court,
8 Aug 2002; {R-LA-0166/22}, Carrasco Perera, Ángel. Derecho de Contratos, Thomson Reuters — Aranzadi, Cizur
Menor Navarra, 2a Ed. 2017, p. 22 [p. 444]; {R-LA-0031}, J. B. Jordano Barea, “Comentario artículo 1281”, en C. PazArez Rodríguez, et. all. (dir.) “Ministerio de Justicia. Comentario del Código Civil”, t. II, Madrid, Sec. General Técnica
– Centro de Publicaciones, 1991; {C-LA-0454}, Juan B. Jordano Barea. Commentaries to Art. 1.289 ofthe Spanish Civil
Code of 1991.
{R-EX-19/51}, Del Moral III, p. 51 [pp. 51-52], ¶ 180; {R-LA-0202}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 8 Aug 2002; {R-
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preclude any interpretation when doubts exist as to the parties’ mutual intent. On the contrary, as confirmed
by Justice Troyano (who sat for many years on the first Chamber of the Panamanian Supreme Court dealing
with civil matters), if a party provides evidence of a contradiction between the literal terms and the parties’
mutual intent, which breaks the prima facie presumption in favour of the literal terms, the Tribunal must
engage in an interpretative task, guided by the search for the parties’ mutual intent.204 Notably, in the
Panamanian Supreme Court decisions Sánchez v. Chase Manhattan Bank and Varela v. Moyer, the Court
first compared the evidence regarding the parties’ common intention with the text, and only after a throughout
review concluded that there was no obscurity.205
In this sense, Spanish Scholar Carrasco Perera, who was relied upon by both Parties’ experts, confirmed that
a clause may be deemed obscure not only because its terms are grammatically unclear, but also “[a]t other
times the obscurity is born from the comparison of the literal interpretation with the expected interpretation
in light of a use, or because the prior conduct, contemporaneous or subsequent to the contract, causes doubt
as its true meaning.”206 In his legal opinion, Prof Del Moral incorrectly chose to strike out this part of
Carrasco Perera’s analysis, which confirms Claimants’ position.207 When asked about the reasons for his
selective quoting at the Hearing, Prof Del Moral was unable to provide any logical or convincing explanation,
and eventually admitted that he simply quoted the part supportive of his own views and disregarded the
remainder of the analysis.208 Such an approach by Prof Del Moral casts serious doubts on the objectivity and
validity of his analyses.
As regards the search for the Parties’ mutual intent by reference to their conduct mandated by Art. 1133 CC,
the Parties disagree as to the proper construction of the entire agreement clause provided under SC 1.16 of
the Conditions of Contract. Thus, while Claimants agree that this clause is valid in principle, they have
explained that its real function is to supersede prior agreements, not to exclude the search of the Parties’ intent
through the historical interpretation of the Contract.209 Respondent, on the other hand, relies upon SC 1.16
to argue that the Tribunal is barred from interpreting the Contract by referring to the Parties’ communications
and actions prior to the execution of the Contract, unless a term is “objectively” unclear and requires
interpretation.210 Respondent’s argument is flawed and circular.
As explained above, and as confirmed by the Panamanian Supreme Court in decisions relied upon by
Claimants’ and Respondent’s legal experts,211 the judge must evaluate the evidence before it in order to
determine whether a clause is unclear – not, as alleged by Respondent’s legal expert, after a clause has been
determined to be “objectively obscure”.
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EX-19/51}, Del Moral III, p. 51, ¶ 178; {C-LA-0313}, Civil Chamber, Ruling of 11 May 1998, Varela vs. Moyer; {REX-19/56}, Del Moral III, p. 56, ¶¶ 196-197; {R-LA-0166/22}, Carrasco Perera, Ángel. Derecho de Contratos,
Thomson Reuters — Aranzadi, Cizur Menor Navarra, 2a Ed. 2017, p. 22 [p. 444]; C-LA-0138, Luis Diéz de Picazo,
Sistema de Derecho Civil, Volume II, El Objeto de la Relacion Obligatoria, 6th Edition, p. 84 [pp. 84-85].
{Day2/100:20}, [100:20-101:20] (Troyano Pres.); {Day2/138:15}, [138:15-21] (Troyano Cross).
{R-EX-19/51}, Del Moral III, p. 51, [pp. 51-52], ¶¶ 178-180; {R-LA-0202}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 8 Aug
2002; {C-LA-0313}, Civil Chamber, Ruling of 11 May 1998, Varela vs. Moyer.
Spanish Scholar Carrasco Perera thus establishes that “obscurity” may arise, inter alia, when the parties’ actions create
doubts as to their real intention. Carrasco Perera also lists legal criteria that may ‘break’ the presumption in favor of the
literal terms, these scenarios include: when the parties’ actions are contradictory (Art. 1133), or when the systematic
reading of the contract (Art. 1136), the nature of the contract (Art. 1137), and the usages (Art. 1138) conflict with the
literal wording of a clause. {R-LA-0166/5}, Carrasco Perera, Ángel. Derecho de Contratos, Thomson Reuters —
Aranzadi, Cizur Menor Navarra, 2a Ed. 2017, p. 5 [pp. 393, 444], §10/4-10/5 and 10/81; {R-EX-19/56}, Del Moral III,
p. 56, ¶ 197; {C-LA-0244/3}, Carrasco Perera. Derecho de Contratos. Thomson Reuters. Aranzadi. Primera Edición.
2010, p. 3 [p. 454].
Prof Del Moral’s citation of Carrasco Perera defining obscurity thus stops at the sentence prior to Perera’s explanation
that obscurity may also arise from: “the comparison of the literal interpretation with the expected interpretation in the
light of a use, or because the prior conduct, contemporaneous or subsequent to the contract, causes doubt as to its true
meaning.” {R-LA-0166/22}, Carrasco Perera, Ángel. Derecho de Contratos, Thomson Reuters — Aranzadi, Cizur
Menor Navarra, 2a Ed. 2017, p. 22 [444]; {R-EX-19/56}, Del Moral III, p. 56, ¶¶ 196-197.
{Day2/250:15}, [250:15-254:6] (Del Moral Cross).
{Day1/136:9}, [136:9-139:9] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law).
{Day1/233:9}, [233:9-23]; {R-P-0002/46}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 46 [pp. 46-48, 50].
{R-EX-19/51}, Del Moral III, p. 51,¶¶ 178-179; {R-LA-0202}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 8 Aug 2002.
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In this regard, both Parties’ experts agree that (i) the Contract (including therefore SC 1.16) cannot exclude
the principles of contractual interpretation, such as the principles regarding the search for the mutual intent
and application good faith, which are mandatory;212 and (ii) exclusion of means of evidence is not permitted
pursuant to Art. 802 of the Judicial Code.213 Respondent’s expert Prof Del Moral also agrees that the search
of the common intention is a matter of evidence.214 Although Art. 1133 CC refers to the Parties’ conduct
“contemporaneous or posterior to the contract”, the Panamanian Supreme Court215 as well as relevant
doctrine216 have confirmed that the parties’ actions prior to the signature of the Contract are fundamental to
determine the parties’ common intention. Accordingly, and as confirmed by Claimants’ legal experts based
on Spanish doctrine also relied upon by Respondent,217 pursuant to Art. 802 of the Judicial Code, the entire
agreement clause cannot operate to exclude the Parties’ conduct prior to the signature of the Contract as an
indication of the Parties’ common intention.218
Restrictive interpretation (Art. 1134 CC).219 Under this provision, broadly worded clauses must be
interpreted restrictively consistent with parties’ mutual intent.220 Justice Troyano thus explained at the
Hearing that Art. 1134 prevents the imposition of “obligations that have not been accepted [by the parties]
or ascribing broad interpretations to agreed-upon obligations.”221 ACP does not dispute the scope of
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{R-EX-5/57}, Del Moral II, p. 57 [pp. 57-58], ¶¶ 171-172; {R-EX-19/64}, Del Moral III, p. 64, ¶ 211. According to
Diez Picazo, cited by ACP’s legal expert, principles of interpretation may not be excluded through agreement by the
parties. These principles are “1. The principle of the search of the real intention of the contracting parties; 2. The principle
of the preservation of the contract; 3. The principle of good faith.” {R-LA-0078/28}, L. Díez-Picazo, “Fundamentos del
Derecho Civil Patrimonial I & II”, in Introducción Teoría del Contrato. 6th ed. 2007, Edition Civitas, p. 28 [p. 511]; {CLA-0092/10}, Luis Diez Picazo, Fundamentos de Derecho Patrimonial I, p. 10 [p. 498 and 511]. See also {R-LA0024/21}, F. De Castro y Bravo, “El negocio jurídico” Madrid, Civitas, p. 21 [pp. 80-81], §102.
{R-EX-5/63}, Del Moral II, p. 63, ¶ 187, second bullet point. “Article 802. Neither the evidence in general nor means
of evidence established by the law may be waived in advance.” {C-LA-0172/208}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p.
208, Art. 802.
Prof Del Moral agrees with the Claimants’ legal experts that, when a party disputes the meaning of a contractual
provision, it is both a matter of evidence and of application of the law. Prof Del Moral also agrees that “if a party
presents to the judge evidence arguing that the text of the contract is not clear and such evidence proves that the parties’
intention departs from the text of the contract, the judge has the obligation to analyse such evidence as a matter of due
process.” {R-EX-19/51}, Del Moral III, p. 51 [pp. 51-52], ¶ 180. Spanish Scholar Federico De Castro confirms that
“[t]he questions on whether such a thing was said or written, and in what sense were such words used, belong to the
factual question (question of fact).” Thus, proving of the parties’ common intention constitutes a matter of evidence,
which cannot be waived {C-LA-0252/2}, Federico De Castro y Bravo. El Negocio Juridico. Editorial Civitas S.A. 1985,
p. 2 [pp. 80-81]; {R-LA-0024/21}, F. De Castro y Bravo, “El negocio jurídico” Madrid, Civitas, p. 21 [p. 81], §103.
The Panamanian Supreme Court in Lorenzo Otero v. Banco Agropecuario confirmed that the intention should be
determined through the analysis of the parties’ actions prior, concurrent and subsequent to the execution of the contract.
{C-LA-470} Judgment of the Supreme Court of Justice (Civil Chamber) 26 April 2004 (Lorenzo Otero, et. al, v. Banco
de Desarrollo Agropecuario); {Day2/102:2}, [102:2-13] (Troyano Pres.).
Referring to the importance of the historical interpretation, legal authorities cited by both Claimants and Respondent
confirm the predominant importance of prior acts in the interpretation. Thus, Spanish Scholar Diez Picazo states that
“[t]he real intention is, above all, the intention that presided the elaboration and signing of the contract, that is, the
historic will and not the intention that the parties could have at a later time. The real intention is, in the second place,
the common intention of both parties and not the individual intention of each of them.” {C-LA-0092/10}, Luis Diez
Picazo, Fundamentos de Derecho Patrimonial I, p. 10 [pp. 498-499].
Spanish Scholar Carrasco Perera, cited in ACP’s Opening on the Law, referred to entire agreement clauses in the
following manner: “[t]he clause examined does not fulfill a function of selection of the means of interpretation of the
literal elements contained in the document. It is evident, then, that the terms of the agreement (only they) could and
must be the object of interpretation, using all the provisions of the subjective and objective interpretation of the
Arts. 1282 to 1289 CC.” {C-LA-0244/2}, Carrasco Perera. Derecho de Contratos. Thomson Reuters. Aranzadi. Primera
Edición. 2010, p. 2, [pp. 423-424], ¶ 38 (Limits); {R-P-0002/48}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 48.
{C-EX-19/47}, Hoyos V, p. 47 [p. 45], ¶ 251.
{C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7, Art. 1134: “However general the terms of a contract may be, they shall not
be understood to include in it matters and cases different from those that the parties intended to contract.”
{C-EX-28/9}, Troyano I, p. 9, ¶ 30; {C-EX-19/49}, Hoyos V, p. 49 [p. 47], ¶ 265; {C-EX-6/53}, Hoyos IV, p. 53
[p. 50], ¶ 163.
{Day2/102:14}, [102:14-18] (Troyano Pres.). This is further confirmed by Narciso Arellano, a Panamanian Scholar cited
by both Claimants and Respondent: “The scope of the article cited is to prevent the imposition of obligations to the
contracting parties that have not been accepted or exaggerate those agreed upon.” Arellano further confirms that
Art. 1134 “must be understood in agreement with article 1109 … that obliges the contracting parties, not only to what is
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application of this rule, which, as explained below, is especially applicable to waivers, in particular the nonreliance clauses under SCs 1.16 and 5.1 of the Conditions of Contract.
Favor negotii (Art. 1135 CC).222 Clauses must be construed in a way that makes them effective but always
subject to the parties’ mutual intent. Between two meanings – a broad interpretation or a restrictive one –,
the Tribunal must therefore consider a construction that is consistent with good faith and the parties’ common
intent.223
Systematic interpretation (Art. 1136 CC).224 Contractual provisions must be interpreted in light of each
other, not in isolation. In particular, this means that the Tribunal must take into account the overall agreement
of the Parties when interpreting specific clauses.225 The Supreme Court of Panama, citing Spanish doctrine
and jurisprudence, has thus stated that “the principle of systematic interpretation has an indisputable value,
since the intention, which is the spirit of the contract, is indivisible, not being able to be found in a clause
isolated from the other, but in the organic whole that [it] constitutes.”226
Nature and object (Art. 1137 CC).227 Terms that may have different meanings should be construed in light
of the meaning that is best aligned with the nature and object of the contract, i.e., its “causa” and its onerous
or gratuitous character. In the present case, the Contract is an administrative contract, whose objective is the
execution of public works. Due to its administrative character, the Contract has a commutative nature (i.e.,
reciprocity of rights and obligations), and incorporates ACP’s statutory and regulatory duties. All of these
elements are relevant to the proper interpretation of the Parties’ agreement.228
Trade and usages (Art. 1138 CC).229 The provisions of a contract must be interpreted in accordance with
industry practices and its technical meaning, as reasonably understood by technical experts.230
Contra proferentem rule (Art. 1139 CC).231 The interpretation of a clause must not favour the party that
unilaterally drafted it232 – which in the present case is ACP. This rule is a manifestation of the principle of
good faith requiring the party that drafts the contract or a particular clause to speak clearly,233 and extends
not only to contracts of adhesion but also to non-negotiated clauses,234 such as those relevant for this case, as
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expressly agreed but also to all the consequences that according to their nature are in compliance with to the good faith,
the use and the law.” {C-LA-0227/6}, Narciso Arellano, Reglas Generales de los Contratos, Panama, 2003, p. 6.
{C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7, Art. 1135: “If any clause of the contracts admits different meanings, it shall
be understood the most appropriate meaning to produce effects.”
{Day2/102:19}, [102:19-103:1] (Troyano Pres.).
{C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7, Art. 1136: “The clauses of a contract must be interpreted one by the other,
attributing to the doubtful clauses the meaning resulting from the whole of all.”
{Day2/103:2}, [103:2-5] (Troyano Pres.).
{C-LA-0314/3}, Supreme Court of Panama in Cassation, Fernandez v. Borden (Ruling of 13 February of 1996), p. 3.
{C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7, Art. 1137: “The words that may have different meanings will be construed
as having the meaning which best conforms to the nature and object of the contract.”
{C-EX-22/34}, Morales Moreno I, p. 34 [pp. 34-35], ¶¶ 111-114; {C-EX-19/24}, Hoyos V, p. 24 [p. 22], ¶ 117.
{C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7, Art. 1138: “The use and custom of the country shall be taken into account
in the interpretation of the ambiguities of the contracts, supplying in it the omission of clauses that are generally
established.”
{Day2/103:8}, [103:8-11] (Troyano Pres.).
{C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7 [pp. 7-8], Art. 1139: “The interpretation of obscure clauses of a contract
shall not favor the party who caused such obscurity.”
{C-EX-6/53}, Hoyos IV, p. 53 [p. 50], ¶ 168; {C-EX-19/47}, Hoyos V, p. 47 [p. 45], ¶¶ 254-255; {C-EX-22/34},
Morales Moreno I, p. 34, ¶ 110; {C-EX-28/10}, Troyano I, p. 10, ¶ 34.
The duty to speak clearly is further recognized by Spanish Scholar Federico De Castro, who cites well-established
Spanish jurisprudence in this regard. Prof Morales Moreno explained at the Hearing: “Federico de Castro stated that
there is a duty to speak clearly here. If you want the cause to be valid, you must speak clearly. And the authors that say:
assume the risk of that confusion that you have created. The consequences, this that we have seen, a contracting party
cannot pretend, in each concrete circumstance, to obtain advantage of such a clause that does not have –is not sufficiently
concrete “; {Day2/207:4}, [207:4-10] (Morales Moreno Pres.); {Morales Moreno(I)-42/2}, Federico de Castro El
negocio jurídico, 1971, p. 2 [p. 88]; {C-EX-19/47}, Hoyos V, p. 47 [p. 45], ¶ 254; {C-EX-22/34}, Morales Moreno I,
p. 34, ¶¶ 107-108.
According to Federico de Castro, a renowned Spanish legal scholar, “provisions pre-established by one of the contracting
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it is undisputed that the only drafter was ACP. This rule is also consistent with the overall principle that the
parties’ mutual intent should prevail, since it prevents the drafter from using an obscurity to impose its
unilateral intention to the detriment of the other party. Obscurity, as previously established, may arise not
only from the clauses’ literal meaning, but also from comparing the wording and the parties’ conduct or from
doubts as to its scope of application.235
Thus, under this principle, if ACP intended to give a clause a meaning that does not result expressly from
that provision’s wording, it had a duty to make that meaning clear to the tenderers, so that the acceptance of
the terms of the Contract would reflect what ACP intended. ACP cannot now seek to extend the meaning
and scope of a clause beyond its express meaning when it did not make its intentions clear during the RFP
period and in circumstances where such interpretation is inconsistent with ACP’s conduct and statements.
In this arbitration, Respondent has sought to deny the application of the contra proferentem rule on two bases:
(i) Art. 1139 CC would require bad faith from the drafter236 and (ii) Art. 1139 CC is only applicable when
the non-drafting party had “no possibility to discuss the clauses.”237 Respondent pursues this unsupported
interpretation of the contra proferentem rule because it seeks to rely on broad and non-negotiated clauses to
escape its responsibility, in clear contravention of the Parties’ common agreement. However, these assertions
are inconsistent with the legal authorities relied upon by Respondent and the interpretation of the Panamanian
Supreme Court.238
First, the application of the contra proferentem rule does not require bad faith from the drafter of the clause
and indeed Art. 1139 CC makes no reference to this alleged condition. The Supreme Court in the Sánchez
v. Chase Manhattan Bank decision cited by Respondent’s legal expert confirmed that the contra proferentem
rule applies to non-negotiated and obscure clauses, but did not require bad faith.239 This decision confirmed
that non-negotiated clauses fall within the ambit of the contra proferentem rule because in such case the
obscurity is attributable exclusively to one party’s actions.
Second, Respondent tries to argue that the meetings it held with the tenderers during the tender period
amounted to negotiations since the tenderers had the opportunity to ask questions and request that ACP
consider modifications of contractual terms.240 This is incorrect. These meetings and requests for
clarifications did not constitute negotiations because: (i) in a public bid, ACP cannot engage in an individual
negotiation of the contract, as this would be contrary to the Regulation; meetings with tenderers are aimed at
standardizing bid terms and do not constitute a negotiation of terms;241 (ii) it is undisputed that ACP had
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parties” fall within the ambit of the contra proferentem rule. {Morales Moreno(I)-42/2}, p. 2, [p. 88]; {C-EX-19/47},
Hoyos V, p. 47 [p. 45], ¶¶ 254-255; {C-EX-28/10}, Troyano I, p. 10, ¶ 34; {C-EX-22/33}, Morales Moreno I, p. 33
[pp. 33-34], ¶¶ 102-107.
Although Prof Del Moral incorrectly argues that GUPC’s legal experts presented no legal authority to support that
obscurity may arise from comparing the parties’ conduct with the text of the contract, Prof Del Moral’s own legal
authority in the exact same paragraph cited by him states that obscurity may also arise “because the prior conduct,
contemporaneous or subsequent to the contract, causes doubt as to its [the clause’s] true meaning.” {R-EX-19/56}, Del
Moral III, p. 56, ¶ 197; {R-LA-0166/22}, Carrasco Perera, Ángel. Derecho de Contratos, Thomson Reuters —
Aranzadi, Cizur Menor Navarra, 2a Ed. 2017, p. 22. {C-EX-19/47}, Hoyos V, p. 47 [p. 45], ¶ 255; {C-EX-22/33},
Morales Moreno I, p. 33, ¶ 104.
{R-EX-19/67}, Del Moral III, p. 67, ¶ 233; {R-EX-5/58}, Del Moral II, p. 58, ¶ 175.
Prof Del Moral cites no legal authority to support the alleged contra proferentem rule requirement that the tenderers had
“no possibility to discuss the clauses” in either of his reports: {R-EX-19/67}, Del Moral III, p. 67, ¶ 232; {R-EX-5/58},
Del Moral II, p. 58, ¶ 175.
Spanish Scholar Federico de Castro contradicts such narrow interpretation and states that “content that is pre-established
by one of the contracting parties” falls under the contra proferentem rule, in addition to adhesion contracts – as
exclusively proposed by Prof Del Moral – where the adherent party does not have the possibility to negotiate the contract
terms. {R-LA-0024/27}, F. De Castro y Bravo, “El negocio jurídico” Madrid, Civitas, p. 27, §112(c). {R-LA-0202},
Decision of the Supreme Court, 8 Aug 2002.
{R-LA-0202}, Decision of the Supreme Court, 8 Aug 2002.
{Day1/230:6}, [230:6-16] (ACP’s Opening on the Law).
{C-LA-0021/9}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 9, Art. 10: “Tender Document. All requirements
unilaterally prescribed by the Authority to enter into a contract …”. {C-LA-0021/26}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation,
dated May 2011, p. 26, Art 58: “In attention to the complexity of the objective of the contract, the contracting officer
shall carry out prior meetings with the bidders to standardize terms and conditions of the invitation for bids. In cases
where these meetings are held and discrepancies cannot be resolved, the bidding documents shall be adopted, with or
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unilateral discretion on whether to adopt the tenderers’ proposals and how to adopt them,242 and (iii) ACP
had an internal policy not to explain the basis or reasoning behind the changes it made to the RFP
documents.243 In these circumstances, the suggestion that GUPC could have (and should have) raised a
question regarding the exact scope of every change introduced by ACP concerning purported exclusions of
liability to understand ACP’s true intention is wrong and would reverse the proper rule of interpretation,
which is that the drafter must make its intentions clear.
Greatest reciprocity of interests (Art. 1140 CC).244 Art. 1140 CC is the final default rule of interpretation,
applicable in cases where the judge or arbitrator was not able to clarify doubts as to the meaning and/or scope
of a given clause. If the contract is onerous (i.e., in which both sides have provided considerations to the
other, as opposed to gratuitous contracts, such as donations or wills) and doubts arise over non-essential
elements of the contract, the interpretation must favour the “greatest reciprocity of interest.”245 The relevant
doctrine confirms that such greater reciprocity entails maintaining the economic balance of the contract,246
i.e., finding the best possible balance to the parties’ respective obligations; a fair solution in which one party
will not benefit to the detriment of the other. This is not contested by Respondent.
Restrictive interpretation of exculpatory clauses
The Parties agree that, in principle, the exculpatory and risk allocation clauses included in the Contract are
valid and enforceable (subject always to ACP’s compliance with its mandatory duties).247 However, the
Parties disagree over the interpretation and impact of a number of these clauses, in particular the risk
allocation clauses and/or exculpatory clauses and anticipatory blank waivers, upon which Respondent seeks
to rely to deny any responsibility for the consequences of its breaches.
As explained at the Hearing, risk allocation and exculpatory clauses seek to alter the general system of risk
and liability that would otherwise apply but for the clause.248 As such, under Panamanian law, exculpatory
clauses must be clear, express, specific and unequivocal.249 In addition, consistent with the Panamanian rules
on contractual interpretation discussed above:
Pursuant to Art. 1134 CC, broad exculpatory clauses must be interpreted restrictively consistent with
parties’ mutual intent. Panamanian Scholar Arellano thus confirms that “the scope of this provision
is to prevent the imposition of obligations on the contracting parties which have not been accepted or
to exaggerate those obligations agreed upon.”250 The Tribunal must therefore take into account the
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without changes, unilaterally by the Authority, through and amendment of the invitation to bid.”
{Day2/48:1}, [48:1-5] (Hoyos Cross); {Day2/64:13}, [64:13-65:9] (Hoyos Re-Direct).
{C-1582/2}, Email from J. Quijano to A. Correa and J. De La Guardia, dated 22 Jun 2008, p. 2 (where ACP’s lead inhouse counsel explains that “it has been established that answers [to the tenderers’ questions] will not be given in an
explanatory manner”.)
{C-LA-0001/8}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 8, Art. 1140: “When it is absolutely impossible to resolve doubts by rules
established in the preceding articles, and such doubts fall on accidental circumstances in the contract, and such contract
was gratuitous, it will be resolved in favor of the less transmission of rights and interests. If the contract is onerous, the
doubt will be resolved in favor of the greater reciprocity of interests. If the doubts requiring resolution under this article
fall upon the main objective of the contract, to the extent that there cannot be determined what was the intention or will
of the parties, the contract shall be null.”
{C-EX-22/34}, Morales Moreno I, p. 34, ¶¶ 111-113.
{C-EX-22/35}, Morales Moreno I, p. 35, ¶ 114.
{SOR/83}, p. 83 [Ch. 3, pp. 49-50], ¶ 241.
{C-EX-19/52}, Hoyos V, p. 52, ¶ 283. This was also confirmed at the Hearing by Prof Morales Moreno: “There is
another interpretation rule that is historic in nature, it is renuntiatio stricti iuris est. What does this mean? Because clauses
of allocation or risk change the normal system of a sharing of attribution and the attributed risks or costs that you must
assume. … That waiver is certainly allowed. It is allowed; but what happens is that it must be clear because it is
governed by the intent. Ambiguous wording must be interpreted, as it was said renuntiatio stricti iuris est. [A]nd the
waiver cannot include more than what may have been reasonably desired under the respective clause.” {Day2/207:17},
[207:17-208:3] (Morales Moreno Pres.).
{Day1/143:25}, [143:25-144:3] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law); {C-P-0002/48}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law,
p. 48.
{C-LA-0227/6}, Narciso Arellano, Reglas Generales de los Contratos, Panama, 2003, p. 6; {Day2/112:6}, [112:6-113:5]
(Troyano Pres.); {C-P-0004/9}, Troyano Pres., p. 9.
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Parties’ conduct to determine the scope of application of these exculpatory clauses in accordance with
Arts. 1132 to 1134 CC.
Pursuant to Art. 1135 CC, the Tribunal must also take into account the purpose and object of the
Contract. As confirmed by Claimants’ expert, Justice Hoyos, good faith and ACP’s imperative duties
delimit the scope of these clauses and impose a restrictive interpretation of these provisions.251
Clauses with significant technical content must be construed in accordance with the trades and usages
of the industry, as a reasonable professional in the relevant field would. (Art. 1138 CC).252
In accordance with the contra proferentem rule of Art. 1139 CC, given that these clauses are nonnegotiated clauses, their interpretation must not favour the party that caused the obscurity – i.e., ACP.
As noted above, this rule of contract interpretation derives from the duty of good faith and requires
that the drafter speak clearly.
Finally, as explained above, the risk allocation and/or exculpatory clauses included in the Contract (like any
other contractual clauses) cannot be interpreted in a way that would allow ACP to exonerate itself from
compliance with its mandatory duties.253
As explained in the SOR,254 these rules of interpretation of risk allocation and exculpatory clauses are logical
in the context of a public works contract, which is not intended to represent a gamble for the contractor.
Accordingly, such clauses must not be interpreted in a way that would lead the contractor to bear risks and
responsibilities much greater than those it could reasonably have anticipated when the contract was entered
into.
Limited scope of waivers
Under Panamanian law, blank waivers of claims cannot be interpreted and applied as excluding the right to
assert future claims, because as confirmed by the Supreme Court, the party that makes the waiver needs to
know what it is concretely waiving.255 This was confirmed by the Supreme Court of Panama in its decision
of 7 October 2005, which states:
“The right to bring an action that is available to the parties by mandate of the law
cannot be waived in advance. The provision that establishes the right to bring a claim
for a given event has a mandatory nature and therefore, is a ius cogens provision. It
is essential that the party that makes such a waiver knows and fully understands what
he is concretely waiving.”256
Accordingly, consistent with the language of the Supreme Court’s decision, any blank waiver inserted in the
Contract (for instance, those contained in the last sentence of the first paragraph of SC 1.16 and the last
sentence of SC 5.1) and in the JSG (Art. 5c) must not be interpreted as excluding claims by the Contractor
or the shareholders that had not arisen at the time of their signature, or which they could not know they were
waiving. As confirmed by Dr Hoyos at the Hearing these clauses operate as a rebuttable presumption of fact
(iuris tantum).257 Any interpretation to the contrary would render those blank waivers unenforceable under
Panamanian law.
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{Day1/291:6}, [291:6-292:7] (Hoyos Pres.).
{Day2/103:8}, [103:8-11] (Troyano Pres.).
{SOR/84}, p. 84 [Ch. 3, p. 50], ¶¶ 242-243.
{SOR/84}, p. 84 [Ch. 3, p. 49], ¶ 238.
{Day2/112:23}, [112:23-113:5] (Troyano Pres.); {Day1/178:24}, [178:24-179:18] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law)
Exhibit {C-LA-0175}, Decision by the Plenary Session of the Supreme Court of Justice of Panama, dated 7 Oct 2005.
[Emphasis added].
{Day2/62:19}, 62:19-23] (Hoyos Cross).
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E.

EVOLUTION DURING THE RFP PERIOD OF CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS RELIED UPON BY ACP AND
OF ACP’S REGULATION
Changes to the contractual provisions throughout the RFP period
(a) The evolution of the contractual provisions during the RFP process should be
analyzed as a whole

The Tribunal requested that the Parties provide “a timeline specifically dealing with the evolution of the key
provisions contained in the Tender Documents, in the ACP Regulation, in the amendments to such
Regulation”.258 Claimants address this request in the present section, which is to be read along with the
demonstrative produced with this PHB enclosing extracts of the provisions in the Conditions of Contract and
in the Employers’ Requirements as they changed throughout the Amendments to the RFP.259 Before this,
however, Claimants have four important preliminary remarks.
First, it is undisputed that ACP modified the Conditions of Contract (together with many of the contractual
documents relevant in this arbitration, such as the Employer’s Requirements (ER) or the GIR) many times
during the RFP process.260 In fact, all of the 24 amendments to the RFP included changes to the terms of the
Contract, either through express modifications to the Conditions of Contract or through modification to other
contractual documents such as the ER.261
However, the RFP process and the changes made by ACP to the RFP documents did not follow a single
timeline, but rather several parallel timelines, often based on the changes and evolution of technical
documentation, on which these amendments were based. It is therefore difficult to comprehensively track
all changes made by ACP to the contractual provisions, and indeed none of the Parties has tried to do so in
this arbitration.262 Such an exercise would be of limited assistance to the Tribunal given the number of
changes.
Second, and more importantly, focusing on the evolution of a given provision (or set of provisions) creates a
misleading magnifying effect: because this arbitration only deals with a few provisions, these provisions are
under the spotlight. However, when forming an opinion on GUPC’s actions during the tender period, it is
important to keep in mind that hundreds of provisions were repeatedly modified, and that GUPC was not
focusing only on the few provisions discussed in this arbitration but rather on multiple topics at the same
time. As Mr Zaffaroni explained in his third witness statement, the amount of information to be reviewed
during the RFP process was extremely important, and ACP was not helpful in guiding the tenderers though
the numerous changes it made to the RFP.263
Third, focusing on the chronology of the changes made by ACP to certain clauses at stake in this arbitration
gives a false impression of an organized back and forth process, in which both Parties’ intentions were clear
and, more importantly, clearly communicated to each other. It is therefore important to keep in mind that the
Parties were not negotiating the contractual provisions one by one, exchanging mark-ups and providing
258
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Tribunal’s email to the Parties dated 12 February 2019, p. 3.
Demonstrative of evolution of main clauses relied upon by ACP. This demonstrative reproduces extracts from
documents produced exclusively by Respondent as {R-0778}, Request for Proposal 76161 (with all Amendments), which
ACP explained contains the “full electronic copy of the RFP and each of the amendments to the RFP”. {Rejoinder/388},
p. 388 [Ch. 3, p. 264], Appendix 1, ¶ 2, fn. 1096.
ACP amended the RFP 24 times. {SOC/25}, p. 25 [Ch. 1, pp. 22-23], ¶ 76 and figure 1-4 (Chronological list of RFP
amendments).
All amendments but Amendments Nos 1, 12, 18 included changes to the Conditions of Contracts. These three
amendments included nonetheless changes to the “Volume II” documents, i.e., the Employers’ Requirements. See, {R0778}, Request for Proposal 76161 (with all Amendments).
ACP’s biased “Chronology of the Amendments to the RFP Concerning Risk and Responsibility for the Excavated
Basalt” to be found in the Appendix 1 of ACP’s Rejoinder is, as ACP itself accepts, far from being complete. For
instance, ACP’s so-called chronology conveniently ignores the introduction of the EsIA, and the changes to its status
within the Contract documents, which is relevant to the applicability of SC 1.9.4 [Errors in the Employer’s
Requirements]. {Rejoinder/387}, p. 387 [Ch. 3, pp. 263-272], Appendix 1.
{C-WS-47/6}, Zaffaroni III, p. 6 [pp. 3-4], ¶¶ 17-19. At the Hearing, Mr Zaffaroni confirmed his position, and further
explained to the Tribunal that ACP’s behavior changed throughout the RFP process, especially after Amendments
Nos. 15 and 16, when it became less transparent and less cooperative. See {Day4/28}, p. 28 [108:20-109:5].
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comments, which could confirm a true mutual intent as to, for instance, the allocation of risks and
responsibilities under the Contract.264 Instead, ACP was issuing modification after modification, without
ever providing (as a matter of policy265) any explanations as to its actual intent or the context or reasons for
the changes being made; and the tenderers could only consider the latest version of the provisions issued by
ACP.266
Fourth, the Parties agree that the final version of the Conditions of Contract and other RFP documents is the
version to be applied by the Tribunal in this Arbitration.267
(b) The chronology of the changes to SCs 4.20, 4.12 and 4.10 and ER Section 01 50 00
does not show the Parties’ mutual intent to have GUPC bear the risk for the
unsuitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production
Notwithstanding the preliminary remarks made above, in some instances, the analysis of the timing and
sequence of changes made by ACP to some of the provisions in dispute in this arbitration is useful to assess
how a prudent tenderer would have understood such clauses, as it is – indisputably – the mutual intention of
the Parties (not ACP’s unilateral intention) that matters.268
The dispute in this arbitration, and specifically on CAP-related claims, focuses primarily on disagreements
between the Parties about the meaning and scope of several provisions of the Conditions of Contract,
including SCs 1.9 [Error in the Employer’s Requirement], 1.16 [Entire Agreement], 4.10 [Site Data], 4.12
[Unforeseeable Physical Conditions], 4.20 [Employer’s Equipment and Free-Issue Material] and 5.1
[General Design Obligations].269 ACP modified all these provisions many times throughout the RFP
process, including in Amendments issued towards the end of the RFP process.270
ACP has alleged in its Rejoinder that the evolution of SCs 4.10, 4.12, 4.20, and the related Art. 1.07.D of
Section 01 50 00 of the Employer’s Requirement (“ER Section 01 50 00”) shows the Parties’ mutual intent
to have GUPC assume the risk for the unsuitability of the PLE Basalt.271 This allegation is entirely misguided
and wrong.
The changes to SC 4.20 and to Art. 1.07.D of Section 01 50 00 were not discussed with the
tenderers and do not show any mutual intent of the Parties to transfer the risk for the
unsuitability of the PLE Basalt to GUPC
Contrary to what ACP claims in its Rejoinder, the changes introduced to SC 4.20 and Art. 1.07.D do not
show a negotiation between the Parties on the allocation of risk regarding the PLE Basalt.272 On the contrary,
it shows that ACP unilaterally introduced changes to address the possibility of shortage, defect or default in
the “free-issue materials” (which never expressly included the basalt to be excavated in the Pacific Site),
while maintaining its consistent representation that the PLE Basalt could and should be used for concrete
aggregate production.
264
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In fact, ACP is unable to show that the timing and the changes to the contractual provisions followed an orderly process,
reflecting contractual negotiations between the parties. On the contrary, ACP specifically tendered the Project following
the “Non-Negotiated Tender on Best Value” process provided in its Regulation, i.e., a take-it-or-leave-it scenario. See,
{C-LA-0021/34}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 34, Art. 89C. See also, above Section. II.D.1,
explaining that none of the meetings or tenderers’ requests constitute contractual negotiations.
{C-1582/2}, Email from J. Quijano to A. Correa and J. De La Guardia, dated 22 Jun 2008, p. 2 (where ACP’s lead inhouse counsel explains that “it had been established that answers [to the tenderers’ questions] will not be given in an
explanatory manner”.)
{C-WS-47/7}, Zaffaroni III, p. 7 [p. 4], ¶¶ 18-19, explaining GUPC’s difficulties in navigating the changes introduced
in the RFP documents throughout the Tender period.
See e.g., {SOR/3}, p. 3 [Ch. 1, pp. 1-7], ¶¶ 2-7; {Rejoinder/39}, p. 39 [Ch. 2, pp. 1-4], ¶¶ Sec. 2.
To use the words of ACP itself, “the meaning and proper interpretation of the Contract does not depend upon the ACP’s
unilateral intention.” {Rejoinder/155}, p. 155 [p. 31], ¶ 2.70.
For discussion on the correct interpretation of these clauses in the context of the CAP claim, see below, Secs. III.E and
III.F.1.
Demonstrative of evolution of main clauses relied upon by ACP.
{Rejoinder/387}, p. 387 [Ch. 3, pp. 263-272], Appendix 1.
{Rejoinder/389}, p. 389 [Ch. 3, pp. 265-266], Appendix 1.
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In the first version of the Conditions of Contract produced with the original RFP on 21 December
2007, SC 4.20 was a verbatim reproduction of SC 4.20 in the FIDIC Yellow Book, and provided that ACP
had a duty to provide, at its risk and cost, “free issue materials” to the Contractor, and was responsible for
any “shortage, defect or default” in those materials.273 This is undisputed. To recall, ER Section 01 50 00
was entitled “temporary facilities, accesses and controls” and dealt with various trivial issues such as sanitary
equipment or the labels to be placed on hard hats.274 This did not change throughout the RFP process.275
Art. 1.07.D (at the time, Art. 1.07.C) listed the alternatives identified by ACP for the transportation of
aggregates from the Pacific site to the Atlantic site and the restrictions thereto, but did not address the
potential sources of those aggregates.276
In June 2008, one of the tenderers asked a question about the “possible locations of [natural sand] sources”
given that “[n]o natural sand source for concrete was mentioned in the tender documents”.277 As GUPC now
knows from document production in this arbitration, the question shortly became the subject of internal email
discussions between ACP’s top management and ACP’s in-house counsel Ms Arias and Mr Correa (who
still work for ACP, yet did not appear as witnesses in this Arbitration).278
While the tenderer’s question did not refer to SC 4.20 or to ER Section 01 50 00,279 ACP’s legal counsel
internally suggested changes to SC 4.20 so as to shift the liability for the shortage, defect or default of the
“free-issue materials” (including the “aggregates” – and specifically the “natural sand” – referred to in the
tenderer’s question) from ACP to the Contractor.280 ACP’s legal counsel also recommended the alignment
of SC 4.20 with the language in the version available at the time of ER Section 01 50 00, which provided
that the Employer was not responsible for the materials identified as “accumulated” and “borrow”
materials281 (which, to recall, did not cover the PLE Basalt).282 Mr Quijano concluded the correspondence
explaining that ACP should not be considered “responsible for the aggregates not in available quantity nor
of its quality!”, and insisting that, “[t]his has to be very clear on the RFP.”283
Importantly, neither the tenderer’s question nor ACP’s internal email exchange referred to the basalt
excavated from the Pacific Site as a source of basalt available for the manufacture of aggregates. The
tenderer’s question, like ACP’s internal email discussion, exclusively referred to potential natural sources of,
and responsibility for, aggregates (i.e., materials ready to be used in the production of concrete). This is a
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{C-0008/30}, Tender Documents in original RFP, Volume III, dated Dec 2007, p. 30 [pp. 20-21].
{R-0778}, Request for Proposal 76161 (with all Amendments). See Document entitled “VOLUME 3” in Subfolder
“VOL 3”, accessible through the following file path: R-778> 1 - Original > LINKS > VOL 3. Also produced as a
standalone exhibit at {C-0937}, Conditions of Contract with original RFP, dated Dec 2007.
{C-P-0006/156}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 156 [p. 155].
{C-0937/317}, Conditions of Contract with original RFP, dated Dec 2007, p. 317.
{C-0700/224}, Tender stage Q&A (consolidated), p. 224 [Amendment No. 10, p. 57 of 81], item No. 110: “Potential
Sites of Aggregates: No natural sand source for concrete is mentioned in the tender documents. What are possible
locations of sources likely to be used.”
See Exhibits {C-1582}, Email from J. Quijano to A. Correa and J. De La Guardia, dated 22 Jun 2008; {C-1583}, Email
from K. Arias to A. Correa, dated 19 Jun 2008 and {C-1584}, Email from E. Ferro to M. Asin, dated 23 Jun 2008. GUPC
obtained these emails during the Document Production phase of this arbitration, in response to Request No. 30, which
specifically related to “Document(s) … showing the purpose, rationale and/or reasons for the modification of Sub-Clause
4.20 … of the Conditions of Contract with RFP Amendment 10 dated July 2008.”, Tribunal's Decision on GUPC’s
Document Production Requests, p. 145 [p. 130], Request No. 30. ACP resisted the production of these emails, and
GUPC had to refer the matter to the Tribunal. See, Claimants’ letter to the Tribunal dated 11 May 2018; Tribunal’s
Letter to the Parties dated 22 May 2018. After being ordered to produce responsive documents by the Tribunal, ACP
produced redacted versions of these emails on the grounds of “relevance”. As explained further below, GUPC reserves
its right as to the content of these emails. See below, Sec. II.G.
{C-0700/224}, Tender stage Q&A (consolidated), p. 224 [Amendment No. 10, p. 57 of 81], item No. 110.
{C-1582}, Email from J. Quijano to A. Correa and J. De La Guardia, dated 22 Jun 2008; {C-1583}, Email from K. Arias
to A. Correa, dated 19 Jun 2008; {C-1584}, Email from E. Ferro to M. Asin, dated 23 Jun 2008.
The version of Section 01 50 00 at Amendment No. 9 stage is available in {R-0778}, Request for Proposal 76161 (with
all Amendments). See document entitled “01 50 00” in Subfolder “ENM 9” accessible through the following file path:
R-0778> 2- Amendments > ENM 9. This document has not been produced as a standalone exhibit.
{SOR/414}, p. 414 [pp. 315-316], ¶¶ 1197-1205.
{C-1582/1}, Email from J. Quijano to A. Correa and J. De La Guardia, dated 22 Jun 2008, p. 1. (Emphasis added)
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fact.
On 2 July 2008, ACP issued Amendment No. 10, which included two modifications to SC 4.20 and
Art. 1.07.D of ER Section 01 50 00.284 As regards SC 4.20, ACP sought to shift to the Contractor the liability
for the risk regarding “shortage, defect or default in … borrow and accumulated ‘free-issue materials’”:285

ACP also specified the following in new Art. 1.07.D.2 of ER Section 01 50 00, apparently in connection with
the tenderer’s question discussed above: “Sand: Only manufactured sand was considered by the Employer.
However, the Contractor may investigate for natural sand sources available.”286
ACP did not refer to these changes to SC 4.20 and Art. 1.07.D of ER Section 01 50 00 in its response to the
tenderer’s question, and consistent with its policy not to give “answers … in an explanatory manner”,287 it
did not communicate its intent to shift the risk relating to the free-issue materials onto the Contractor. Quite
the contrary, ACP’s response to the tenderers’ question simply noted that ACP had not considered any
sources of natural sand, and confirmed that the PLE Basalt was suitable for the production of manufactured
sand:288

While ACP later introduced other changes to the language of SC 4.20, none of them affected the substance
of the paragraph relevant to the present dispute regarding the Contractor’s responsibility for the “free issue
materials”.289
On 6 August 2008, ACP issued Amendment No. 13, in which it introduced the following paragraph in
Art. 1.07.D (replacing the sentence on “sand” it had introduced by way of Amendment 10):290
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{R-0778}, Request for Proposal 76161 (with all Amendments). See Documents entitled “Particular Conditions” and
“01 50 00”, in Subfolder “ENM 10”, accessible through the following file path: R-0778> 2- Amendments > ENM 10.
The document “Particular Conditions” has also been produced as a standalone exhibit at {C-0012}, RFP Amendment
10, Conditions of Contract, dated 2 Jul 2008.
Demonstrative of evolution of main clauses relied upon by ACP. See also, {C-0012/21}, RFP Amendment 10,
Conditions of Contract, dated 2 Jul 2008, p. 21.
{R-0778}, Request for Proposal 76161 (with all Amendments). See, Document entitled “01 50 00”, in Subfolder “ENM
10”, accessible through the following file path: R-0778> 2- Amendments > ENM 10. This document has not been
produced as a standalone exhibit.
{C-1584/2}, Email from E. Ferro to M. Asin, dated 23 Jun 2008, p. 2.
{C-0700/224}, Tender stage Q&A (consolidated), p. 224 [Amendment No. 10, p. 57 of 81], item No. 110.
Demonstrative of evolution of main clauses relied upon by ACP.
{C-0926/8}, RFP Amend. 13 - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated August 2008,
p. 8, Art. 1.07.D.1.
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Consistent with its previous statements, ACP thus expressly confirmed in Art. 1.07.D that it considered the
PLE Basalt to be suitable for the manufacture of aggregates, and reiterated that the tenderers could consider
other alternatives (i.e., using natural sand) but warned them that they would not be able to use some areas of
the Chagres River as a source of natural sand.
On 16 September 2008, ACP introduced the last significant change to Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Section 01 50 00
by way of RFP Amendment 16, as follows:291

As the new language of Art. 1.07.D above shows, ACP again confirmed that it considered the rock excavated
from the PLE for the construction of the new Locks as a potential (and therefore suitable) material for the
manufacture of aggregates. ACP then went on to explain that it did not guarantee that the resulting
manufactured aggregates would be adequate or suitable for the Works or would meet the Contractor’s
requirements for its design. Finally, ACP left unchanged its previous suggestion that the contractor might
wish to consider “other options” – which, consistent with its previous statements to the tenderers, referred to
the use of natural sand (not other sources of basalt for the manufacture of aggregates, as ACP now suggests)
– and its warning that some areas of the Chagres River were not available for the supply of aggregates (not
basalt).
Thus, ACP had already sought to exclude its responsibility for the adequacy of the aggregates coming from
sources of “borrow” and “accumulated” materials (i.e., the “free-issue materials”) for use in the Contractor’s
works in both SC 4.20 and ER Section 01 50 00, by introducing these further changes in Amendment 16,
ACP was also seeking to do the same in relation to the aggregates manufactured from the PLE Basalt. Given
that ACP did not know, at tender stage, what the Contractor’s requirements would be in relation to the
particular aggregates to be used in the concrete, this provision was understandable to the tenderers.
However, there is no indication whatsoever in the revised language of Art. 1.07.D.1 that this disclaimer was
intended to extend to the PLE Basalt as a source material for the manufacture of aggregates (particularly as
ACP made clear that excavated PLE Basalt could and should be used for that purpose). ACP certainly never
indicated to the tenderers that this was its intention. As confirmed by Mr Zaffaroni, GUPC never understood
that this was the case.292
Thus, nothing in the changes made by ACP to Art. 1.07.D could have alerted the tenderers that, contrary to
ACP’s numerous representations across the RFP documents (including in Art. 1.07.D itself), the excavated
PLE Basalt might not be suitable for concrete aggregate production, and that the Contractor would bear the
risk of such unsuitability. There was therefore no reason for GUPC (or the other tenderers) to request
clarifications from ACP regarding the meaning and impact of its modification of Art. 1.07.D on 16
September 2008. And indeed, a review of the Tender stage Q&A shows that none of the tenderers raised
291
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{C-0974/8}, RFP Amend. 16 - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated September
2008, p. 8, Art. 1.07.D.1. ACP did not produce a single document showing the reason why it modified Art. 1.07.D.1,
despite the Tribunal’s order on 22 May 2018 that ACP conduct additional searches for documents responsive to GUPC’s
Request No. 31. The Tribunal agreed with GUPC that it is quite surprising that no correspondence or other documents
relating to the “purpose, rationale and/or reasons for the modification of Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Section 01 50 00” have
been located. See, Tribunal’s Letter to the Parties dated 22 May 2018. At the Hearing, the Tribunal questioned Ms
George about the changes in ER Section 01 50 00, some of which were introduced with Amendment No. 16. Ms George
explained that she had recollection of internal discussions regarding amendments made to that clause, and that the
amendments to this clause was “based on recommendation of your consultant”. {Day6/225:9}, [225:9–226:21] (George
Tribunal Questions). Ms George’s answers to the Tribunal show that correspondence about the changes to Section 01
50 00 introduced with Amendment No. 16 exist. GUPC submits that the Tribunal should draw the adverse inference
that the true reason for ACP’s refusal to produce responsive documents is that the correspondence, which ACP must
have in its possession, confirms that the change had nothing to do with the PLE basalt. See also below, Sec. II.G.
{Day4/94:8}, [94:8-11] (Zaffaroni Re-Direct).
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any questions regarding the language of Art. 1.07.D (or, for that matter, SC 4.20), or regarding allocation of
risk about the suitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production.293
ACP argues in this arbitration that it intended to shift the risk of unsuitability of the PLE Basalt as crushing
plant feedstock onto the Contractor by way of its changes to Sub-Clause 4.20 and Art. 1.07.D (which ACP
itself admits was a major datum for the Project). If it was truly the case, then ACP had a duty to make that
intention clear in order for the tenderers to understand the risk they would be assuming. It is undisputable
that it did not, as the DAB correctly pointed out:
“In the opinion of the DAB, the Employer should have known, actually or constructively,
of the reliance to be placed by Contractor on the suitability of the PLE material as the
primary aggregate feedstock. If the Employer had wanted the risk to be taken by the
Contractor that the PLE material was unsuitable (for concrete production purposes),
statements to this effect should have been clearly and unambiguously stated. This was
not the case and the tenderers, including GUPC, were led to believe that they were secure
in pricing the Works on the basis that PLE and Pacific basalt generally were good for the
purpose of aggregate production.”294
It is therefore wrong for ACP to argue – as it now does295 – that the Parties’ mutual intent regarding these
two provisions was to allocate the risk of the unsuitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production
to GUPC. This was never GUPC’s intention.
Further, if it really was ACP’s intention to allocate the risk of unsuitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete
aggregate production to the Contractor, then a review of the timing of some of the changes introduced to
SC 4.20 and Art. 1.07 of ER Section 01 50 00 cannot but raise suspicions:
As demonstrated above, the relevant changes to the language of SC 4.20 and Art. 1.07.D of ER Section
01 50 00 took place during a limited period of time (June to October 2008). During that same period,
ACP introduced new changes 1B and 6D to its Regulation, on which ACP relies now to argue that it
had unlimited freedom to insert exculpatory clauses in its contracts.296 This might suggest that during
this period, ACP identified a concern regarding the suitability of the PLE Basalt as the primary source
of concrete aggregates, but failed to disclose it to the tenderers.297
Yet, as demonstrated in Claimants’ submissions,298 and accepted by Mr Quijano at the Hearing,299 still
at the same time (early September 2008), ACP’s highest management assured the tenderers that it was
ready to take responsibility for the representations made with respect to the availability of the PLE
Basalt on site.300
During the same time period (in October 2008), ACP incorporated the EsIA (save for a few identified
irrelevant sections of its Chapter 8) into the Employer’s Requirements, and the EsIA clearly stated that
that the PLE Basalt would be the main source of material to produce concrete aggregate.301
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GUPC did raise a question relating to the quantities of “on-site stock pile of material coming from the ’39 excavation”
in October 2008. Yet, this question did not raise the issue of the risk of unsuitability of the PLE Basalt. See {C-0689/3},
Letter GUPC ACP - 31/2008 - AMZ from GUPC to ACP, dated 6 Oct 2008, p. 3 [pp. 3-4]; {C-0700/305}, Tender stage
Q&A (consolidated), p. 305 [Amendment No. 20, p. 5 of 17], item No. 23.
{C-0246/46}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 46 [p. 43], ¶ 129.
{Rejoinder/387}, p. 387 [Ch. 3, pp. 263-272], Appendix 1.
ACP’s introduction of Arts. 1B and 6D to its Regulation is further discussed in the Sec. below, at ¶¶ 175-180.
As explained below, it became known during this arbitration that some of ACP’s consultants had expressed doubts to
ACP about the suitability of the excavated PLE Basalt as crushing plant feedstock during the course of the Spring of
2008. See below, Sec. III.B.
{SOR/420}, p. 420 [Ch. 4, pp. 321-323], ¶¶ 1231-1237.
{Day5/288:22}, [288:22-289:9] (Quijano Cross).
{C-1399/1}, ACP-GUPC Individual Meeting, transcript, dated 11 Sep 2008, p. 1. At the Hearing, Mr Quijano recognized
that the issue of “material availability” discussed during this 11 September 2008 meeting was in fact related to questions
from the tenderers on “suitable basalt to produce aggregate resulting from the excavation foreseen in the TSOL contract.”
{Day5/285:18}, [285:18-286:11] (Quijano Cross).
{SOC/120}, p. 120 [Ch. 3, pp. 104-112], Sec. III.B.4.a; {SOR/141}, p. 141 [pp. 42-51], Sec. II.B.3.a.
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If it was really ACP’s intention (which is denied) to allocate the risk of unsuitability of the PLE Basalt to the
Contractor, ACP attempted to do so in the most obscure way possible (in breach of its duty of transparency)
by inserting at a minimum unclear language in a remote Section of the ER dealing with “temporary facilities,
accesses and controls.”302 In particular, ACP made contradictory representations to the tenderers (despite the
numerous opportunities it had to come clean) which made impossible for the tenderers to understand what
ACP wanted. As such, even if ACP subjectively intended to allocate risks associated with the suitability of
PLE Basalt to the Contractor (which is denied), that attempted risk allocation was ineffective as a matter of
Panamanian law.
The evolution of the language of SCs 4.10 and 4.12 does not show a transfer of the risk
of unsuitability of the PLE Basalt
In an attempt to explain the puzzling timing of the changes to SC 4.20 and Art. 1.07.D of ER Section 01 50
00, ACP alleged in its Rejoinder that these changes were in fact connected to modifications that ACP
introduced in SCs 4.10 and 4.12. According to ACP, because these modifications were made in response to
questions from GUPC and other tenderers about the necessity for ACP to produce information on the physical
conditions of the Project Site,303 they somehow show an “on-going dialogue” on the risk of unsuitability of
the PLE Basalt.304 This allegation is unfounded.
GUPC does not challenge that it, as well as the other tenderers, raised questions at tender stage about the
physical conditions, and that GUPC specifically requested that ACP produce a Geotechnical Baseline Report
(“GBR”). GUPC does not either challenge that ACP amended SCs 4.10 and 4.12 after it agreed to produce
a Geological Interpretative Report (“GIR”) as part of the RFP documents. Yet, this chain of events, certainly
does not show a “negotiation” (as ACP argues) about the “risk and responsibility for the excavated basalt.”305
The questions and requests from GUPC and the other tenderers about the physical conditions of the Site
never mentioned the suitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production. These are two different
issues.306
The timing of the changes to the ACP Regulation and the alleged “publication of the
changes” on ACP’s website
As explained in previous submissions and during the Hearing,307 ACP unilaterally introduced two changes
to its Regulation during the Tender period, through the new Arts. 1B and 6B(2) (which later became 6D), on
which it now seeks to rely to argue that the Contract should be construed and performed in complete isolation
from the Panamanian legal system, including from ACP’s statutory duties arising from its own Regulation.308
Although ACP’s interpretation of these two provisions is wrong,309 the context and timing of these changes
are instructive, as they show that ACP did not inform the tenderers about the meaning and impact that it now
says these two provisions should have.
It is undisputed that ACP introduced Art. 1B to its Regulation by way of Agreement No. 165 of ACP’s Board
of Directors dated 26 August 2008, and Art. 6B(2), which later became Art. 6D, by way of Agreement
No. 166 of ACP’s Board of Directors dated 10 September 2008.310 ACP argues that it informed the tenderers
302
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310

{C-0973}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008
{Rejoinder/387}, p. 387 [Ch. 3, pp. 263-272], Appendix 1.
{Rejoinder/390}, p. 390 [Ch. 3, p. 266], Appendix 1, ¶ 2.10.
{Rejoinder/387}, p. 387 [Ch. 3, pp. 263-272], Appendix I. In fact, ACP’s internal emails exchanged further to the
tenderers question at Amendment 10 stage (discussed above) did not mention SC 4.12 as potentially relevant to the risk
of unsuitability of the PLE Basalt. Exhibits {C-1582}, Email from J. Quijano to A. Correa and J. De La Guardia, dated
22 Jun 2008; {C-1583}, Email from K. Arias to A. Correa, dated 19 Jun 2008 and {C-1584}, Email from E. Ferro to M.
Asin, dated 23 Jun 2008.
ACP’s chronology confirms this given that it refers to separate questions from the tenderers regarding the sources of
aggregates and quantities of available stockpiled basalt. {Rejoinder/391}, p. 391 [Ch. 3, pp. 267, 271], Appendix I,
¶¶ 4.2 and 10.1.
{SOR/47}, p. 47 [Ch. 3, pp. 13-18], Sec. III.B.1 and 2.
{SOD/63}, p. 63 [Ch. 2, p. 22], ¶¶ 3.57-3.59.
See above, Sec. II.C.2.c.iii.
{SOR/50}, p. 50 [Ch. 3, p. 16] ¶ 96; {Rejoinder/58}, p. 58 [Ch. 2, p. 20], fn. 152. See also, {C-1500}, Agreement No.
165 of ACP's Board of Directors, dated 26 Aug 2008; {C-1501}, Agreement No. 166 of ACP’s Board of Directors, dated
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about the changes through a publication on ACP’s website.311 Yet, ACP has failed to explain how and when
this publication process took place. While ACP argues that the changes were published promptly, there is
no evidence as to the exact date of this alleged prompt publication. There is also no evidence that the
agreements of the Board of Directors, which identified the changes being made to ACP’s Regulation, were
themselves published on ACP’s website. The reality is that only the updated Regulation was uploaded to
ACP’s website but there is no indication as to how this updated Regulation was uploaded to this specific
instance.312
At the Hearing, Mr Quijano confirmed that ACP did not specifically inform the tenderers about the changes,
and simply repeated that ACP published the amendment on the ACP website313 - although he eventually
admitted that he did not know how they were published.314 Mr Quijano also explained that he did not recall
“any discussion with representative of the tenderers” on “those two amendments to the regulation.”315
Mr Miguez, during the Cofferdam arbitration, also admitted that while there were meetings between ACP
and the tenderers in the same period when ACP introduced the two changes to its regulations, these changes
were not mentioned to the tenderers.316 This is despite the fact that ACP held a meeting with GUPC on 11
September 2008 (i.e., one day after the adoption of Art. 6B(2)), during which it could and should have
brought these changes to GUPC’s attention if they had the far-reaching impact ACP now claims they have.317
In his witness statement, Mr Zaffaroni also explained that “ACP never mentioned these changes to GUPC at
the time and the impact that they may have on the contractor’s rights.”318
As explained above, it is Claimants’ case that Arts. 1B and 6D of the Regulation do not – and legally cannot
– have the impact ACP now claims they have on the contractors’ rights under Panamanian administrative
law (and in particular ACP’s Regulation). Claimants submit that this is precisely the reason why ACP did
not bring these new articles to the tenderers’ attention when they were adopted – these articles did not and
could not have an impact on the tenderers’ rights.
However, if ACP truly intended for those changes to restrict the tenderers’/contractor’s rights in the middle
(in fact, towards the end) of the tender process, then it had a duty under the principle of transparency (provided
under Art. 130 of its Regulation) to bring Arts. 1B and 6B(2) and their implications to the tenderers’ specific
attention. Indeed, it is undisputed that the Regulation was expressly incorporated into the ITT as from
February 2008.319 The tenderers were therefore entitled to consider that all the rules set out in the Regulation
applied to the tender process and to the Contract. Even if the tenderers were aware of the introduction of the
new Arts. 1B and 6B(2) in ACP’s Regulation, they could not have (i) recognized that these new articles in
fact allowed ACP to disregard basic principles of administrative law and circumvent its mandatory duties,
when this did not result from their literal meaning, and (ii) sought clarifications from ACP on this issue. And
indeed, Mr Quijano confirmed during the Hearing that he did not recall that any of the tenderers – who were
all sophisticated and prudent tenderers – raised any questions in that regard.320
In light of the above, even if Arts. 1B and 6D of the Regulation had the impact ACP now alleges they have
on the tenderers’ and GUPC’s rights under the Contract (which they do not), ACP failed to make that impact
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10 Sep 2008.
{Rejoinder/58}, p. 58 [Ch. 2, pp. 20-21], ¶¶ 3.65, 3.67.
Importantly, the official version (which was in Spanish) of the Regulation (i.e. the one that would have been accessible
on ACP’s website during the Tender) indicates that Art. 1B was added with Art. One of Agreement No. 165, dated
26 August 2001 (instead of 26 August 2008). {C-LA-0021/5}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 5 [p.
5 of 66]. As a result, the tenderers would have not necessarily realized that Art. 1B was amended in August 2008.
{Day5/301:19}, [301:19-24] (Quijano Tribunal Questions).
{Day15/190:22}, [190:22-24] (Quijano Tribunal Questions).
{Day15/158:23}, [158:23-159:6] (Quijano Tribunal Questions).
{SOR/51}, p. 51 [Ch. 3, p. 17], ¶ 100; {C-954/60}, Transcript Day 4 from ICC Case No. 19962/ASM, dated 21 Jul 2016,
p. 60 [234:7-14] (Miguez Cross).
{C-1399}, ACP-GUPC Individual Meeting, transcript, dated 11 Sep 2008.
{C-WS-47/5}, Zaffaroni III, p. 5 [p. 2], ¶ 9.
See above, Sec. II.C.2.c.iii.
{Day15/171:20}, [171:20-172:10] (Quijano Tribunal Questions).
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clear to the tenderers during the tender period and thus ACP cannot rely on these articles to escape its
mandatory duties under Panamanian law.321
F.

THE BURDEN OF PROOF AND ASSESSMENT OF THE EVIDENCE
The law applicable to the burden of proof and the assessment of the evidence

As widely accepted in international arbitration, the disposition of evidentiary issues is within the discretion
of the arbitrators, and the arbitrators are not bound by the rules of evidence designated for national litigation
procedures.322 As one eminent scholar observes, most arbitration regimes, including the UNCITRAL Model
Law, the IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence, the ICC Rules of Arbitration, as well as most national courts,
“affirm the arbitral tribunal’s inherently broad discretion over evidentiary issues.”323 Indeed, the “freedom”
that arbitration offers “from technical disputes over admissibility of evidence and other procedural matters,
which are often designed for particular national litigation procedures” is considered “one of the hallmarks of
arbitration.”324
If the Tribunal were to make a determination as to the law governing the evidentiary issues, including the
issue of burden of proof, it should defer to Panamanian law (the underlying substantive law here) as such
evidentiary issues are closely connected to and may impact the Parties’ substantial rights and the outcome of
the case.325 However, as seen below, the discretion the Tribunal enjoys in assessing the evidence does not
change, even if the Tribunal were to apply U.S. law (the lex arbitri here), because both legal regimes, in
conformity with the general arbitration practice, are very much aligned in granting broad discretion to the
Tribunal in the assessment of evidence.
Each party is required to prove the facts supporting its claim or defense
The principle of actori incumbit probatio – he who alleges must prove – is widely recognized in most legal
systems and in international arbitration.326 The party who alleges facts in support of its case, claim, or defense
must prove them.327 This principle is adopted by both Panamanian and U.S. laws.328 The fact that each party
affirming a fact proves it also follows a logical reasoning: it is not possible for the other party to provide
evidence that a fact did not happen (probatio diabolica).
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See above, Sec. II.C.2.d.
{C-LA-0474/71}, G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration (Second Edition), Chapter 15: Procedures in
International Arbitration, p. 71 [Ch. 15.09, p. 2315]; {C-LA-0492/7}, UNCITRAL Model Law, p. 7, Art. 19(2): “[t]he
power conferred upon the arbitral tribunal includes the power to determine the admissibility, relevance, materiality and
weight of any evidence”; {C-LA-0496/4}, Int’l Chem. Workers Union v. Columbian Chem. Co., 331 F.3d 491, dated 30
May 2003, p. 4: “Arbitrators have broad discretion to make evidentiary decisions.”
See {C-LA-0474/71}, G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration (Second Edition), Chapter 15: Procedures in
International Arbitration, p. 71 [Ch. 15.09, p. 2315];
See {C-LA-0474/71}, G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration (Second Edition), Chapter 15: Procedures in
International Arbitration, p. 71 [Ch. 15.09, p. 2315].
{C-LA-0474/71}, G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration (Second Edition), Chapter 15: Procedures in
International Arbitration, p. 71 [Ch. 15.09, p. 2315]: “Burden of proof issues should be subsumed into the underlying
substantive law: burden of proof rules are frequently intertwined with substantive legal rules, and it would often distort
such rules to separate them”; {C-LA-0473/27}, F. Blavi, G. Vial, The Burden of Proof in International Commercial
Arbitration: Are We Allowed to Adjust the Scales? (2016), p. 27 [pp. 66-67].
{C-LA-0480/11}, M. A. Carreteiro, Burden and Standard of Proof In International Arbitration: Proposed Guidelines For
Promoting Predictability (2016) in Revista Brasileira de Arbitragem, XIII, 49, 2016, p. 11 [pp. 91-93]; {C-LA-0473/8},
F. Blavi, G. Vial, The Burden of Proof in International Commercial Arbitration: Are We Allowed to Adjust the Scales?
(2016), p. 8 [p. 47]; {C-LA-0474/71}, G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration (Second Edition), Chapter 15:
Procedures in International Arbitration, p. 71 [Ch. 15.09, p. 2315].
See e.g. {C-LA-0472/20}, 2013 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, p. 20 [p. 20], Art. 27(1): “Each party shall have the
burden of proving the facts relied on to support its claim or defence.”
{C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1, Art. 784; {C-LA-0506/1}, H. D. Echandía, Teoría General de la
Prueba Judicial, p. 1; See also {C-LA-0488/4}, Weathers v. Lanier, 280 F. App'x 831 (11th Cir. 2008), dated 2 Jun
2008, p. 4: “In a civil case such as this one, the plaintiff must prove every essential part of his claim by a preponderance
of the evidence.”
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The Tribunal enjoys discretion to assess the evidence before it and determine if and when a
party has discharged its burden of proof
The standard or degree of proof is the threshold that a party must meet in order to make its case.329 As
observed by eminent scholars,330 international arbitration rules and national arbitration laws generally do not
define when such threshold is met, because those rules and laws, including the ICC Rules and the IBA Rules
on Taking of Evidence, grant arbitral tribunals a broad discretionary power to determine the relevance,
materiality, and weight of the evidence presented by the parties.331 In exercising their discretion, the tribunals
almost uniformly332 follow a “balance of probabilities” or “more likely than not” threshold,333 such that the
Tribunal must be “reasonably convince[d] that one position prevails over the other.”334
Similar to the general arbitration and ICC practice, the standard applied in civil cases under Panamanian law
is “sana critica” or “sound judgment”:335 the fact finder must assess the evidence in a reasoned manner336
presented with “objective points of reference,”337 such objective points being an “application of criteria
derived from logic and experience” between the evidence presented and the decision.338 Panamanian courts
have held that sana critica was “a system of assessment of the evidence based on logic, experience and
correct human understanding;”339 they require “sufficient certainty,” so that the evidence leaves the tribunal
sufficiently instructed on the truthfulness or falseness of an affirmation.340 Thus, the standard of sana critica
is similar to the “preponderance of the evidence” or “more likely than not” standard, which is adopted in
general arbitration practice, as well as U.S. law.341
In light of the above, the Tribunal has a wide discretionary power to assess the evidence on record, including
with respect to the Tribunal’s specific questions outlined in its email dated 12 February 2019: 342
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{C-LA-0480/14}, M. A. Carreteiro, Burden and Standard of Proof In International Arbitration: Proposed Guidelines For
Promoting Predictability (2016) in Revista Brasileira de Arbitragem, XIII, 49, 2016, p. 14 [p. 94].
{C-LA-0480/13}, M. A. Carreteiro, Burden and Standard of Proof In International Arbitration: Proposed Guidelines For
Promoting Predictability (2016) in Revista Brasileira de Arbitragem, XIII, 49, 2016, p. 13 [p. 93]; {C-LA-0482/1}, R.
H. Kreindler, Practice and Procedure Regarding Proof: The Need for More Precision (2015), p. 1 [p. 156].
See e.g. (C-LA-0491}, 2017 ICC Arbitration Rules, p. 32 [p. 30], Art. 25(1); {C-LA-0475/19}, IBA rules on the taking
of evidence, p. 19 [p. 13], Art. 9(1): “The Arbitral Tribunal shall determine the admissibility, relevance, materiality and
weight of evidence”; {C-LA-0472/21}, 2013 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, p. 21 [p. 21], Art. 27(4): “The arbitral
tribunal shall determine the admissibility, relevance, materiality and weight of the evidence offered.”
{C-LA-0474/71}, G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration (Second Edition), Chapter 15: Procedures in
International Arbitration, p. 71 [Ch. 15.09, p. 2314].
{C-LA-0474/71}, G. Born, International Commercial Arbitration (Second Edition), Chapter 15: Procedures in
International Arbitration, p. 71 [Ch. 15.09, p. 2314], citing Ioannis Kardassopoulos & Ron Fuchs v. Georgia, ICSID
Nos. ARB/05/18 and ARB/07/15 of 3 March 2010, ¶ 229: “The Tribunal finds that the principle articulated by the vast
majority of arbitral tribunals in respect of the burden of proof in international arbitration proceedings applies in these
concurrent proceedings and does not impose on the Parties any burden of proof beyond a balance of probabilities”; and
citing {C-LA-0487/5}, D. CARON & L. CAPLAN, The UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, A Commentary - Ch. 18, p. 5:
“In general, a ‘balance of probability’ standard may be said to reflect the arbitral practice”.
{C-LA-0480/14}, M. A. Carreteiro, Burden and Standard of Proof In International Arbitration: Proposed Guidelines For
Promoting Predictability (2016) in Revista Brasileira de Arbitragem, XIII, 49, 2016, p. 14 [p. 94].
{C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1, Art. 781.
{C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1, Art. 781.
{C-LA-0505/1}, J. Fabrega, Diccionario de Derecho Procesal, p. 1.
{C-LA-0503/1}, Supreme Court of Panama, De Gracia v. Auraz, 31 March 2009, p. 1.
{C-LA-0502/1}, Supreme Court of Panama, Morales v. Alvarez, 7 August 1998, p. 1.
{C-LA-0501/1}, Supreme Court of Panama, Osorio v. De Gracia, 3 June 2002, p. 1; see also {C-LA-0500/1}, Supreme
Court of Panama, Rijada Holding v. Beitia, 7 February 2014, p. 1.
{C-LA-0488/4}, Weathers v. Lanier, 280 F. App'x 831 (11th Cir. 2008), dated 2 Jun 2008, p. 4 [p. 833]: “In a civil case
such as this one, the plaintiff must prove every essential part of his claim by a preponderance of the evidence. Proving
something by a ‘preponderance of the evidence’ means ‘an amount of evidence that is enough to persuade [the jury] that
the Plaintiff's claim is more likely true than not true’.” {C-LA-0486/4}, Raiford v. Merrill Lynch et al., 903 F.2d 1410
(11th Cir. 1990), p. 4: “An award is arbitrary and capricious only if a ground for the arbitrator's decision cannot be
inferred from the facts of the case.”
Tribunal’s email to the Parties dated 12 February 2019, p. 3.
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Credibility of the evidence provided by a witness or expert: As explained above, the Tribunal has
discretion to assess the evidence provided by a witness or expert, including any portion that goes
beyond what was included in the written witness statement or expert report. The expert opinion holds
probative value to the extent that its conclusions are duly substantiated, logical and probable,
consistent with the scientific principles on which they are based, and supported by other evidence.343
On the other hand, a single lay witness testimony may not constitute sufficient evidence by itself, and
it must be based on his or her own direct knowledge.344 The Tribunal should treat any additional
testimony much like it would treat any prior written testimony, taking into account whether the
additional evidence falls within the witness’s or expert’s demonstrated knowledge or expertise, and
whether it is relevant in helping it come to a conclusion.345 If the additional testimony is inconsistent
with a prior statement or report, the testimony may go towards impeachment of the witness or
expert.346
Expert evidence related to issues that took place over the course of the Project: As a general principle,
an expert is “permitted wide latitude to offer opinions,” including those that are not based on firsthand
knowledge or observation, and even if the testimony relates to issues that took place in the past and
before the Project was completed. The Tribunal has discretion to determine the reliability of the expert
and weigh his or her evidence as it sees fit, taking into account whether the expert evidence is “based
upon sufficient facts or data.” 347
Pictures as evidence, their reliability, and testimony based on those pictures: The Tribunal has
discretion to weigh the reliability of the pictures, or rather photographic evidence in general, submitted
into the record by the Parties as long as the authenticity of such evidence is not questioned.348 An
expert may base his or her testimony and opinion on facts or data, including those based on
photographic evidence, and the Tribunal has discretion to determine the reliability of such testimony
and to weigh the evidence taking into account whether such testimony is based upon sufficient facts
or data.349 Similarly a fact witness may offer opinions based on photographic evidence as long as they
have personal knowledge of the matter and their testimony is rationally based on their perception of
the evidence.350
Thus, the Tribunal has broad discretion to assess the evidence before it, and as long as it provides a sound
rationale, it may decide which expert or witness is more credible and which expert or witness evidence has
more probative value. In this regard, the Tribunal should take into account the witness’s personal and
contemporaneous knowledge of the project, or the expert’s expertise on the matter and whether the expert
opinion is based upon sufficient facts or data.
Assessment of damages under Panamanian law
In accordance with general principles of international law,351 Panamanian law recognizes the principle of full
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{C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1, Art. 980; {C-LA-0499/1}, Supreme Court of Panama, Stanziola
v. Ultra Partes, 19 March 2009, p. 1.
{C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1, Arts. 918, 920, 922.
See generally {C-LA-0495/24}, Federal Rules of Evidence, dated 1 Dec 2017, p. 24 [pp. 10, 13, 14, 15], Rules 602,
611(b), 613, 702.
See generally {C-LA-0495/24}, Federal Rules of Evidence, dated 1 Dec 2017, p. 24 [pp. 10, 13, 14, 15], Rules 602,
611(b), 613, 702; {C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1, Art. 919, 921.
See {C-LA-0494/12}, Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharms. Inc., 509 U.S. 579, dated 28 Jun 1993, p. 12 [p. 12]; {C-LA0497/14}, Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, dated 23 Mar 1999, p. 14 [p. 14]: “The trial court must have
the same kind of latitude in deciding how to test an expert's reliability … as it enjoys when it decides whether that
expert's relevant testimony is reliable.”
See generally {C-LA-0495/40}, Federal Rules of Evidence, dated 1 Dec 2017, p. 40 [p. 26], Rule 1002.
See generally {C-LA-0495/29}, Federal Rules of Evidence, dated 1 Dec 2017, p. 29 [p. 15], Rule 703; {C-LA-0494/12},
Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharms. Inc., 509 U.S. 579, dated 28 Jun 1993, p. 12: “An expert is permitted wide latitude to
offer opinions, including those that are not based on firsthand knowledge or observation.”
See generally {C-LA-0495/24}, Federal Rules of Evidence, dated 1 Dec 2017, p. 24 [pp. 10, 15], Rules 602 and 701.
See {C-LA-0042/313}, UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, p. 313 [p. 269], Art. 7.4.3. For
instance, Prof Coates explained that there is no justification for the application of a higher burden of proof to demonstrate
lost opportunity costs, but nonetheless, Claimants 2-4 have “met any burden of proof, even a higher one, based on reliable
and consistent average historical ROI.” {C-EX-15}, Coates II; {C-LA-0267/74}, Kantor, Valuation for Arbitration
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compensation and requires that the aggrieved party be fully compensated for all the losses it has suffered.352
Panamanian courts, and by extension arbitral tribunals applying Panamanian law, have the power to assess
the amount of such damages, in connection with administrative contracts such as the Contract between GUPC
and ACP and the JSG between Claimants 2-4 and ACP, on the basis of the evidence presented by the
Parties.353 Panamanian law provides that, “when reaching his decision, the judge shall take into account that
the purpose of the proceedings is the recognition of the rights established by the substantive law.”354 Thus,
because only “sufficient” and not absolute proof is required under the standard of sana critica, the fact that
damages may not be calculated in a precise manner and require making estimates does not prevent courts
from compensating an aggrieved party.355 When the calculation of the exact amount of damages proves
very difficult or impossible, arbitral tribunals may use various methods to determine the amount of damages
awarded, including by making an estimation on the basis of the evidence presented and the opinions of the
quantum experts.356 Thus, under Panamanian law, as long as the Tribunal refers to the evidence on the record
as the basis for its assessment of the damages,357 the Tribunal determines the amount of compensation.358
G.

ACP’S DEFICIENT DOCUMENT PRODUCTION WARRANTS ADVERSE INFERENCES

Claimants have demonstrated that ACP has failed to comply with the Tribunal’s orders to produce relevant
and material documents.359 As explained below, the Tribunal has the power to draw adverse inferences
against ACP due to this failure, and must do so under the circumstances.
As set out in the Conditions of Contract and in the Specific Procedural Rules for this matter, the Tribunal is
guided by the IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International Arbitration of 29 May 2010 (the “IBA
Rules”).360 Art. 9(5) of the IBA Rules permits the Tribunal to draw adverse inferences when “a Party … fails
to produce any Document ordered to be produced by the Arbitral Tribunal.”361 The Tribunal’s ability to draw
adverse inferences from a party’s failure to produce documents is well established in international
arbitration.362 In Rumeli v. Kazakhstan, the seminal adverse inferences case, the tribunal noted that if a party
“does not comply with its obligations, for instance by refusing to produce the requested documents … the
Arbitral Tribunal is authorized to draw adverse conclusions.”363
In a similar situation, in C v. R. (an ICC Case), claimant alleged it received misleading information from
respondent in a construction project tender. During the proceeding, the tribunal ordered respondent to
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(2008), p. 74 [p. 74], ¶ 238;
{C-EX-6/84}, Hoyos IV, p. 84 [p. 81-82], ¶¶ 262-264; {C-EX-28/44}, Troyano I, p. 44 [pp. 44-45, 46-47], ¶¶ 197, 202203; {C-LA-0261}, Ruling of the Panamanian Supreme Court, dated 19 Mar 2014; see also {SOC/675}, p. 675 [Ch. 9,
pp. 634-635], ¶¶ 2228-2231; {SOR/1137}, p. 1137 [Ch. 8, p. 43; Ch. 9, pp. 30-32], ¶¶ 245-250, ¶¶ 106-109; Art. 986
and 991 of the Civil Code provide that full compensation includes “both direct damages (dano emergente) and foregone
profits (lucro cesante) suffered by the aggrieved party.” {C-LA-0001/4}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 4 [pp. 4-5], Art. 986,
991; see also {C-P-0024/88}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 88 [p. 87].
{C-LA-0171/2}, Constitution of the Republic of Panama, p. 2, Art. 206; {C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code
(updated), p. 1, Art. 97.
{C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1, Art. 469.
See above, ¶ 185. The Panamanian Judicial Code does not restrict the means of evidence and, as such, any rational
means supporting the judge’s reasoning is sufficient (see {C-LA-0172/1}, p. 1, Art. 780).
{C-LA-0476/2}, ICC Case No. 3131, 26 October 1979, Yearbook Commercial Arbitration (1984), p. 2 [p. 110]; {C-LA0479/3}, ICC Case No. 6283, 1990, Yearbook Commercial Arbitration (1992), p. 3 [pp. 182-185]; {C-LA-0477/1}, ICC
Case No. 3226, 1979, S. Jarvin, S. Derains (ed.), Collection of ICC Arbitral Awards, 1974 – 1985, ICC Publishing, p. 1
[p. 1].
{C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1, Art. 990.
{C-LA-0172/1}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 1 [pp. 1-2], Art. 991, 996.
See Claimants’ letter to the Tribunal dated 11 May 2018 and Tribunal’s Letter to the Parties dated 22 May 2018.
{C-0001/140}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 140 [p. 127], SC 20.6(b); {A/2/5}, ICC Case No. 20910,
Specific Procedural Rules, dated 8 Jul 2016, p. 5, ¶ 15.
{C-LA-0475/20}, IBA rules on the taking of evidence, p. 20 [p. 14], Art. 9(5).
See, e.g. C v. R. in {C-LA-0490/6}, Adverse inferences in international arbitral practice, ICC Bulletin, Vol 22-2 (2011),
p. 6; {C-LA-0498/31}, Europe Cement Investment & Trade S.A. v. Republic of Turkey, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)-0702, Award, dated 13 Aug 2009, p. 31 [p. 28], ¶¶ 163-164.
{C-LA-0493/122}, Rumeli Telekom AS v. Kazhakstan, ICSID Case No. ARB-05-16, dated 29 Jul 2008, p. 122 [pp. 116117], ¶ 444.
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produce a chart showing the calculations behind the award of the bid, with which the respondent did not
comply. Consequently, the tribunal adopted adverse inferences against the respondent, and concluded that
the documents the respondent failed to produce were indeed misleading as the claimant asserted.364
Arbitral practice is consistent in that respect with Panamanian law, United States federal law and Florida law.
Panamanian law allows the fact finder to issue a decision based on inferences that lead to a presumption
against a party, such presumption releasing the other party from proving it.365 United States Courts in the
Eleventh Circuit, where this Tribunal is seated,366 determine the suitability of drawing adverse inferences for
failure to produce requested documents on the wilfulness of the non-compliant party.367 Courts in the United
States Eleventh Circuit have also recognized that adverse inferences are an appropriate remedy “when a party
has relevant evidence within his control which he fails to produce” and accordingly “that failure gives rise to
an inference that the evidence is unfavorable to him.”368 Moreover, a Florida appellate court explained that
“an adverse inference may arise in any situation where potentially self-damaging evidence is in the
possession of a party.”369 The Tribunal therefore has the authority to draw adverse inferences from ACP’s
bad faith and deficient document productions in this arbitration.
In the present case, there is sufficient evidence to support the Tribunal’s drawing of adverse inferences,
because ACP breached the Tribunal’s production orders as follows:
CLAIMANTS’ DOCUMENT REQUESTS370

ACP’S FAILURE TO PRODUCE

Request Nos. 11 and 12: Claimants requested, in relevant part:

ACP’s document production was deficient and violated the

“Document(s) created by ACP or ACP’s Consultants (including

Tribunal’s orders. On 28 March 2018, the Tribunal ordered ACP

without limitation any Document(s) circulated within ACP and/or

to produce documents produced in relation to the 2005 Workshop

exchanged between ACP and ACP’s Consultants) during or

{C-0917} referenced in GUPC’s Document Request Nos. 11 and

following the 2005 Workshop” related to the Project and specifically

12. ACP has only produced one document that is heavily redacted.

concrete aggregate production.

The Tribunal ordered ACP to revise its redactions, but it has failed
to do so.

Request No. 30: Document(s) created by ACP or ACP’s Consultants

ACP’s document production was deficient and violated the

(including without limitation any Document(s) circulated within

Tribunal’s orders. The Tribunal ordered ACP to produce these

ACP and/or exchanged between ACP and ACP’s Consultants)

documents. ACP however produced only two email chains that are

showing the purpose, rationale and/or reasons for the modification of

not only heavily redacted, but also so referring to prior

Sub-Clause 4.20 [Employer’s Equipment and Free-Issue Material]

correspondence. The Tribunal ordered ACP to produce “all

of the Conditions of Contract with RFP Amendment 10 dated July

responsive documents” to this request on 22 May 2018 but ACP has

2008.

failed to produce any further documents or revise its redactions.

Request No. 31:

“Document(s) created by ACP or ACP’s

ACP failed to produce any documents responsive to this request

Consultants (including without limitation any Document(s)

in violation of the Tribunal’s orders. The Tribunal ordered ACP

circulated within ACP and/or exchanged between ACP and ACP’s

to produce the Document(s) created by ACP or ACP’s Consultants

364
365
366

367

368
369
370

C v. R. in {C-LA-0490/6}, Adverse inferences in international arbitral practice, ICC Bulletin, Vol 22-2 (2011), p. 6.
{C-LA-0504/2}, J. Fabrega, Medios de Prueba Tomo II, p. 2 [pp. 2-3].
As widely recognized, the place of arbitration determines the law governing the arbitration proceedings, including
evidentiary issues, discovery, and document production. {C-LA-0023/14}, Jason Fry, Simon Greenberg & Francesca
Mazza, The Secretariat's Guide to ICC Arbitration (2012), p. 14 [pp. 198-199], ¶ 3-674.
See, e.g., {C-LA-0489}, Bashir v. Amtrak, 119 F.3d 929 (11th Cir. 1997), dated 19 Aug 1997 (addressing the nonproduction of evidence, emphasizing that “an adverse inference is drawn from a party’s failure … when the absence of
that evidence is predicated on bad faith” and concluding that deliberate bad conduct is sufficient to sustain an adverse
inference).
{C-LA-0484/3}, Callahan v. Schultz - 783 F.2d 1543 (11th Cir. 1986), p. 3.
{C-LA-0485/5}, Martino v. Wal-Mart Stores, 835 So. 2d 1251 (Fla. Ct. App. 2003), p. 5.
See. Tribunal's Decision on GUPC’s Document Production Requests
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CLAIMANTS’ DOCUMENT REQUESTS370

ACP’S FAILURE TO PRODUCE

Consultants) showing the purpose, rationale and/or reasons for the

concerning this request. ACP has not produced a single document

modification of Article 1.07.D.1 of ER Section 01 50 00 [Temporary

in response to this request, and instead alleged that “[n]o responsive

Facilities, Accesses and Controls] by way of RFP Amendment 16

documents” exist. The Tribunal ordered ACP to locate additional

dated 16 September 2008.”

documents on 22 May 2018, but ACP has not produced any
documents.

Request No. 34: Claimants requested, in relevant part: “Documents

ACP’s document production was deficient and violated the

that ACP provided to the National Environmental Authority of

Tribunal’s orders. The Tribunal granted this request at the outset,

Panama (ANAM) in order to get approval in November 2007 for the

but ACP produced a public forum report with 110 of 112 pages

construction of the Project.”

redacted. The Tribunal ordered ACP to revise its redactions but
ACP failed to do so.

Request No. 41: “Documents created by ACP or ACP’s Consultants

ACP’s document production was deficient and violated the

(including without limitation any Document(s) circulated within

Tribunal’s orders. The Tribunal ordered ACP to produce any

ACP and/or exchanged between ACP and ACP’s Consultants)

drafts and/or progress reports relating to the EsIA. ACP produced a

regarding the EsIA: a. any drafts of the EsIA; and b. any progress

series of heavily redacted documents, which the Tribunal ordered it

reports relating to the EsIA[.]”

to revise, but it failed to do so.

Request Nos. 43(a), 46, and 48(a): In Request 43, Claimants

ACP’s document production was deficient and violated the

requested: “Document(s) created by ACP or ACP’s Consultants

Tribunal’s orders. The Tribunal ordered ACP to produce drafts of

(including without limitation any Documents circulated within ACP

the Final GIR and any documents prepared by its consultants. ACP

and/or exchanged between ACP and ACP’s Consultants), regarding

has produced one heavily redacted draft of the Final GIR in

the preparation and finalization of the Final GIR” including “drafts

response to Request 43(a) and 48(a) four heavily redacted

of the Final GIR” and “[n]ative files and working materials.” For

documents in response to Request 46. The Tribunal ordered ACP to

Request 46, Claimants requested: “Document(s) created by ACP or

revise its redactions and produce the native files of the GIR. ACP

ACP’s Consultants ... regarding changes made between the First GIR

failed to comply with the Tribunal’s second order with respect to

and the Final GIR.”

Requests 43(a), 46, and 48(a).

In Request 48(a), Claimants requested

documents created by consultants in preparing the “First GIR,
Second GIR and Third GIR[.]”

Request No. 74: “Minutes, reports, presentations or other

ACP’s document production was deficient and violated the

Document(s) issued by or to ACP’s Geotechnical Advisory Board,

Tribunal’s orders.

Seismic Advisory Board, Paleoseismic Advisory Board and

responsive documents to Request 74, excluding a limited set of

Structural Advisory Board ... between 31 December 1999 and

GIR-related documents. ACP however only produced a small

August 2009, and not included in the RFP, in particular: a. The report

number of heavily redacted documents. The Tribunal ordered ACP

of the 12th Geotechnical Advisory Board ... b. The reports of the

to revise its redactions, but ACP has failed to do so.

The Tribunal ordered ACP to produce all

Geotechnical Advisory Board and Seismic Advisory Board ... c. All
reports by the Structural Advisory Board and the Paleoseismic
Advisory Board[.]”
Request No. 213(a): “Documents, including memoranda, reports,

ACP’s document production was deficient and violated the

minutes of meetings, and correspondence circulated within ACP or

Tribunal’s orders. ACP’s production in response to this request

exchanged between ACP and Parsons regarding the financial

was limited to Appendix 6 to Volume II of Parsons 2004 Schedule.

structure and cost estimates of the Project, in particular, between

The Tribunal subsequently ordered ACP to produce the first five

2005 and June 2008, including ... The cost estimation study prepared

appendices of Volume II. Although ACP then indicated that it
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CLAIMANTS’ DOCUMENT REQUESTS370

ACP’S FAILURE TO PRODUCE

by Parsons Brinckerhoff before June 2008, upon which ACP

would, it failed to produce those appendices in violation of the

concluded that the ‘probability that the construction will be

Tribunal’s order.

performed within the estimate, or less, is high[.]’”
Request No. 221: The “personal records” that Mr. Jorge Ritter

ACP failed to produce any documents responsive to this request

explains he consulted for purposes of preparing his witness

in violation of the Tribunal’s orders. ACP submitted a letter from

statement.

Mr. Ritter dated 1 April 2008 wherein he contends that he relied
upon “instructions received from the President and the Foreign
Minister that [he is] not authorized to make public.” The Tribunal
ordered ACP to produce responsive documents twice, but ACP
failed to do so.

ACP withheld relevant and material documentation that is responsive to document requests granted by this
Tribunal, and which Claimants have shown to be in ACP’s possession. The documents ACP has either
unjustifiably redacted or failed to produce, as described above, and further detailed in Claimants’ prior
correspondence,371 are clearly in the possession, or assumed to be in the possession, of ACP.
Claimants therefore request that the Tribunal draw the following adverse inferences:

371
372



With respect to Request No. 213(a): The Tribunal should conclude that ACP possessed, during the
tender period, studies, analyses, and investigations conducted by ACP and its consultants regarding its
costs analyses for the Project, and that this information was not disclosed to the tenderers. It is to be
further concluded that these documents show that the entire Project would certainly cost more than
what ACP represented to the Panamanian public, to the financial institutions providing external
financing for the Project, and to the tenderers. Moreover, it is to be inferred that this information
shows that ACP knew the cost of the Project would exceed ACP’s budget. Finally, it is to be assumed
that ACP knowingly failed to disclose this information to Claimants during the tender phase, and
during the course of the Project. Non-disclosure of this information necessarily affected negatively
the technical and price proposals prepared and submitted by the tenderers, including GUPC, as they
were unable to take into account critical information. This ultimately led to the cost overruns that
Claimants 2-4 had to finance under the terms of the JSG in order to complete the Project.



With respect to Request Nos. 11, 12, 34, 41, 43(a), 46, 48(a), 74: The Tribunal should conclude that
ACP possessed studies, analyses, and investigations conducted by ACP, Panamanian government
agencies, and/or ACP’s consultants, regarding the geological and geotechnical conditions of the
Project Site and characteristics of the materials to be excavated that it did not disclose to the tenderers,
including Claimants. As a result, the inference drawn from non-disclosure of this information is that
ACP knew of potential issues that could lead to a potentially different Project in terms of cost, time
and logistics, or, without knowledge of this information, to cost overruns, in particular in relation to
the production of concrete aggregates and to the foundations works. This ultimately led to the
additional costs for Claimant 1 and cost overruns that Claimants 2-4 had to finance under the terms of
the JSG in order to complete the Project.



With respect to Request Nos. 30, 31: The Tribunal should conclude that the reason for ACP’s refusal
to produce unredacted correspondence (for Request No. 30) or any responsive documents (for Request
No. 31) is that this correspondence, which ACP has in its possession (as Ms. George acknowledged372),
confirm that the changes it introduced to the Conditions of Contract do not reflect ACP’s alleged

See Tribunal's Decision on GUPC’s Document Production Requests.
See above footnote 291.
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intention (as claimed in this arbitration) to transfer the risk of the excavated PLE Basalt being
unsuitable as crushing plant feedstock.


With respect to Request No. 221: The Tribunal should conclude that Jorge Ritter’s “personal records”
refute his conclusions with respect to Law 19 and thus cannot be given any weight. Without the benefit
of these records, the Tribunal should not consider his witness statement while rendering its award.
H.

ACP’S ISSUE PRECLUSION ARGUMENTS HAVE NO BASIS

As demonstrated below, Respondent lacks any basis for arguing that any prior award or decision, including
the Cofferdam award (ICC Case No. 19962), should be given preclusive effect.373 First, the preclusive effects
of a prior award (including issue preclusion) is a substantive issue that must be decided by the law applicable
to the merits, which is Panamanian law. Second, Panamanian law does not recognize issue preclusion (which
is purely a common law concept). Third, even if U.S. principles of issue preclusion were to apply, which
they do not, prior awards hold little – if any – persuasive value because this arbitration involves entirely
distinct issues.374
Notably, the Advance Payments tribunal (ICC Case No. 22588/ASM/JPA) “reject[ed] ACP’s arguments on
the alleged preclusive effects of the Cofferdam Award” and denied all of ACP’s arguments in that respect.375
The question of the preclusive effects of prior awards is a substantive matter governed by
Panamanian law
As established at the Hearing376 and explained further below, a choice of law analysis shows that Panamanian
law must be applied when deciding the preclusive effect of prior awards. International arbitral practice,
Panamanian jurisprudence, and relevant U.S. cases, all confirm that the substantive law of the contract – here,
Panamanian law – applies because the preclusive effects of prior awards (including res judicata and the
question of issue preclusion) is considered a substantive issue.
International arbitral tribunals and eminent commentators have consistently recognized that a proper legal
analysis of the question of issue preclusion requires the application of the substantive law.377 An analysis
under Panamanian law as to which law governs the question further confirms this conclusion. Claimants’
Panamanian law experts, Dr. Hoyos and Justice Troyano, both confirm that res judicata, the only concept
373

374

375

376

377

{Day20/64:14}, [64:14-71:14] (GUPC’s Opening on C-2-4); {SOR/18}, p. 18 [Ch. II, pp. 1-15], ¶¶ 1-42; Claimants
Rejoinder on Jurisdiction and Standing, p. 32 [pp. 35-44], ¶¶ 78-103.
By contrast to the issues in this arbitration, the Cofferdam arbitration involved issues related to: (i) the design and
construction of the temporary cofferdam in the Pacific Entrance Access Channel (PEAC); (ii) the temporary diversion
of the nearby Cocoli River; (iii) geotechnical and geological conditions of the temporary cofferdam structure; (iv) and
financial contributions by the Shareholders to fund overruns related to the temporary cofferdam and Cocoli River
diversion. These are not at issue here.
{R-1649/58}, Final Award on ICC Case 22588/ASM/JPA, p. 58 [pp. 58-59], ¶¶ 205-208. In particular, the tribunal
correctly held that: (i) the alleged preclusive effects are “governed by the law applicable to the substance of the dispute,
which in this case is Panamanian law” and “this conclusion would also result under a U.S. conflicts of law analysis”;
(ii) “Panamanian law does not recognize the doctrine of issue preclusion”; and (iii) “the denial of preclusive effects is
consistent with the Parties’ expectations in this case.” See id. In light of these findings (which have no preclusive effects
themselves), it is entirely inconsistent for ACP to argue, on the one hand, that the Cofferdam tribunal’s findings have
preclusive effects, and, on the other hand, ignore the Advance Payments tribunal’s finding that Panamanian law (which
applies to the issue of the preclusive effects of prior awards) does not recognize the concept of issue preclusion.
See {Day20/64:25}, [64:25-65:2] (GUPC’s Opening on C-2-4); see also {SOR/18}, p. 18 [Ch. 2, pp. 1-3, 7-9], ¶¶ 3-7,
20-25.
{C-LA-367/3}, Gary B. Born, Cavinder Bull, Jonathan W. Lim and Eunice Chan, The Law Governing Res Judicata in
International Commercial Arbitration in Jurisdiction, Admissibility and Choice of Law in International Arbitration: Liber
Amicorum Michael Pryles (Kaplan and Moser (eds.)), p. 3 [p. 8] (2018) (explaining that the law of the merits is
applicable because “[preclusion] issues are of a substantive rather than procedural nature”); {C-LA-0028/664}, Gary B.
Born, International Commercial Arbitration (2d Ed. 2014), p. 664 [p. 3740]; {C-LA-370/799}, Nathan D. Yaffe,
Transnational Arbitral Res Judicata, Journal of International Arbitration, p. 799 [p. 1] (2017) citing {C-LA-0015/14},
Audley Sheppard, Res Judicata and Estoppel, in Bernardo Cremades & Julian Lew (eds.), Parallel State and Arbitral
Procedures in International Arbitration, p. 14 [p. 230] (The “lex contractus has also to be considered” and “I am aware
of [an] ICC arbitration, which was taking place in Paris, in which the parties agreed that a question relating to res judicata
should be determined by New York law, which was the governing law of the Parties’ contract.”).
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under Panamanian law relating to the preclusive effects (or lack thereof) of prior judgments, is a matter of
substantive law.378 As Dr. Hoyos explained, “[g]iven that res judicata produces the substantive effect of
extinguishing a claim, the [Supreme] Court [of Panama] has considered that Article 1028 [of the Judicial
Code], previously Article 1014, which defines res judicata, is a substantive norm.”379
This conclusion is further supported by a U.S. conflicts of law analysis, which would lead the Tribunal to the
same conclusion. U.S. courts in every jurisdiction, including the Supreme Court and the Eleventh Circuit,
have held that the substantive law applicable to a prior decision (i.e., the law applicable to the merits, as
opposed to the procedural law or the law of the forum) governs the legal effects of a prior court judgment.380
In its Rejoinder, ACP argues that the U.S. cases presented by Claimants were not relevant because the courts
did not decide issue preclusion in the context of a prior arbitral award, but only in the context of a prior court
judgment.381 This argument cannot prevail. In view of these U.S. cases, Gary Born observes that “the same
basic rules of issue preclusion are applied to awards as are applicable in the context of judicial
judgments[.]”382 Accordingly, the most analogous and instructive precedents are those presented by
Claimants, namely the U.S. Supreme Court decisions in Semtek383 and Migra,384 and the Eleventh Circuit
decision in CSX Transportation,385 all of which held that issue preclusion is governed by the substantive law
of the state where the prior judgment was rendered, and not federal procedural law.386
Furthermore, it is also widely recognized that the law applicable to any legal dispute should be consistent
with the parties’ expectations.387 In this case, the Project and the Parties have the most significant connections
378
379

380

381
382
383

384

385

386
387

See {C-EX-19/76}, Hoyos V, p. 76 [p. 74], ¶¶ 396-398; {C-EX-28/32}, Troyano I, p. 32 [pp. 32-33], ¶¶ 150-151.
{C-EX-19/76}, Hoyos V, p. 76 [p. 74], ¶ 398; see also {C-EX-28/32}, Troyano I, p. 32 [p. 32], ¶ 150 (“[T]he concept
of res judicata is a matter of substantive law, because it is a defense against a claim, and, when recognized by a judge,
it causes the termination of the claim.”); {C-P-0004/35}, Troyano Pres., p. 35 [p. 35].
See {Day20/66:13}, [66:13-68:12] (GUPC’s Opening on C-2-4); {SOR/24}, p. 24 [Ch. 2, pp. 7-9], ¶¶ 20-26; see also
{C-LA-378/4}, Migra v. Warren City Sch. Dist. Bd of Educ., 465 U.S. 75, 81 (1984), p. 4 [p. 81] (“a federal court must
give to a state-court judgment the same preclusive effect as would be given that judgment under the law of the State in
which the judgment was rendered.”); {C-LA-0379/2}, Semtek International, Inc. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 531 U.S.
497, 499 (2001), p. 2 [p. 499]; {C-LA-380/5}, CSX Transp., Inc. v. Gen. Mills, Inc., 846 F.3d 1333, at 1340 (11th Cir.
2017), p. 5 [p. 1340]; {C-LA-381/2}, Newman v. Krintzman, 723 F.3d 308, 310 (1st Cir. 2013), p. 2 [p. 310];{C-LA382/4}, Norris v. Grosvenor Mktg Ltd., 803 F.2d 1281, 1286 (2d Cir. 1986, p. 4 [p. 1286];{C-LA-383/2}, D'Agostino v.
Appliances Buy Phone, Inc., 633 Fed. Appx. 88, 91 (3d Cir. 2015), p. 2 [p. 91];{C-LA-384/1}, Anderson v. Wade, 322
Fed. Appx. 270, 271 (4th Cir. 2008), p. 1 [p. 271];{C-LA-0385/2}, Davis v. Chase Home Fin., L.C.C., 597 Fed. Appx.
249, 252 (5th Cir. 2015), p. 2 [p. 252]; {C-LA-386/4}, Godboldo v. Cnty. of Wayne, 686 Fed. Appx. 335, 341 (6th Cir.
2017), p. 4 [p. 341];{C-LA-387/4}, Lawler v. Peoria Sch. Dist. No. 150, 837 F.3d 779, 785 (7th Cir. 2016), p. 4 [p.
785];{C-LA-388/3}, Cawley v. Celeste, 715 F.3d 230, 235 (8th Cir. 2013), p. 3 [p. 235];{C-LA-389/2}, Bockari v. Cal.
Victim Comp. & Gov't Claims Bd., 672 Fed. Appx. 632, 634 (9th Cir. 2016), p. 2 [p. 634];{C-LA-390/2}, Campbell v.
City of Spencer, 777 F.3d 1073, 1077-1078 (10th Cir. 2014), p. 2 [pp. 1077-1078];{C-LA-391/2}, Guerrero v. Katzen,
774 F.2d 506, 508 (D.C. Cir. 1985), p. 2 [p. 508];{C-LA-392/2}, Slip Track Sys. v. Metal-Lite, Inc., 304 F.3d 1256, 1262
(Fed. Cir. 2002), p. 2 [p. 1262].
{Rejoinder/25}, p. 25 [Ch. 1, pp. 23-25], ¶¶ 11.37-11.44.
{C-LA-0028/670}, Gary B. Born, International Commercial Arbitration (2d Ed. 2014), p. 670 [p. 3754].
{C-LA-0379/2}, Semtek International, Inc. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 531 U.S. 497, 499 (2001), p. 2, [pp. 499, 508]
(the “claim-preclusive effect” is matter of state law, because “state, rather than federal, substantive law is at issue”).
{C-LA-378/4}, Migra v. Warren City Sch. Dist. Bd of Educ., 465 U.S. 75, 81 (1984), p. 4 [p. 81] (“a federal court must
give to a state-court judgment the same preclusive effect as would be given that judgment under the law of the State in
which the judgment was rendered.”)
{C-LA-380/1}, CSX Transp., Inc. v. Gen. Mills, Inc., 846 F.3d 1333, at 1340 (11th Cir. 2017), p. 1 [p. 1335] (“federal
common law adopts the state rule of collateral estoppel to determine the preclusive effect of an earlier judgment” because
“state, rather than federal, substantive law is at issue”).
See {Day20/67:22}, [67:22-68:12] (GUPC’s Opening on C-2-4).
{C-LA-367/4}, Gary B. Born, Cavinder Bull, Jonathan W. Lim and Eunice Chan, The Law Governing Res Judicata in
International Commercial Arbitration in Jurisdiction, Admissibility and Choice of Law in International Arbitration: Liber
Amicorum Michael Pryles (Kaplan and Moser (eds.)), p. 4 [p. 11] (2018) (noting that the appropriate approach is to
apply preclusion standards that are “consistent with the parties’ expectations”); see also {C-LA-0028/9}, Gary B. Born,
International Commercial Arbitration (2d Ed. 2014), p. 9 [p. 3758] (explaining that “courts [in the United States] enjoy
substantial discretion in deciding whether to grant issue preclusion based on a prior award and make that determination
on a case-by-case basis” because “non-U.S. parties may be unaware of the possibility that an [arbitral] award will have
[issue preclusion] consequences.”).
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to Panama and other civil law jurisdictions that do not recognize issue preclusion: the Contract was executed
in Panama; the Works were completed in Panama; ACP and GUPC S.A. are both Panamanian entities; and
Claimants 2-4 are all headquartered in civil law jurisdictions.388 In contrast, the only connection that this
dispute has to a jurisdiction recognizing issue preclusion, such as the U.S., is the Parties’ choice for a neutral
seat of arbitration: Miami, Florida. This confirms that the Tribunal should apply Panamanian law to assess
the relevance (if any) of issue preclusion in the present case.
Panamanian law does not recognize issue preclusion or stare decisis
Claimants have established, and Respondent does not dispute, that issue preclusion is not recognized under
Panamanian law (as in most civil law systems).389 As Dr. Hoyos confirms, the doctrine of issue preclusion
“is completely alien and inapplicable to the Panamanian constitutional and legal system.”390
Justice Troyano also explained that “judges in Panama are not bound to follow the legal reasoning or the
decisions made in previous cases” and thus nothing prevents a subsequent judge “from ruling in a manner
different from said precedent” even on the “same question of law.”391 Dr. Hoyos added that, under
Panamanian law, “there is no stare decisis limiting the judge’s or arbitrator’s freedom to interpret the law.”392
Rather, Panamanian law adheres to a traditional restrictive approach to res judicata, whereby the preclusive
effects of a decision can, at most, only be confined to its dispositive part, provided that all three requirements
of res judicata are met (i.e., identity of parties, object, and cause of action).393 Respondent’s legal expert
Prof. Del Moral does not dispute this conclusion.394 Dr. Hoyos confirmed that “[i]n the Panamanian legal
system only the dispositive part of a judgment has res judicata effects, not the reasons that support it or that
lead to it.”395 Likewise, Justice Troyano explained that “any legal reasoning or thoughts expressed by the
court in the final judgment are excluded from the concept of res judicata.”396
Accordingly, as a matter of Panamanian law, prior decisions including the Cofferdam award, do not have
any preclusive effect on this arbitration.

388

389

390

391
392
393

394

395

396

In most civil law jurisdictions, res judicata operates to preclude a party from asserting in subsequent legal proceedings
a cause of action (claim) that has already been the subject of a final and binding decision. It is only the operative order
of the court or tribunal (the ‘dispositif’) that has res judicata effect. {C-LA-371/16}, De Ly & Sheppard, ILA Interim
Report on Res Judicata and Arbitration, Arb. Intl. Vol 25, No. 1, p. 16 [pp. 50-52]; see also {C-EX-19/75}, Hoyos V,
p. 75 [p. 73], ¶¶ 390-395; {C-EX-28/32}, Troyano I, p. 32 [p. 32], ¶¶ 142-149.
See {Day20/70:8}, [70:8-18] (GUPC’s Opening on C-2-4); {SOR/20}, p. 20 [Ch. 2, pp. 3-5], ¶¶ 8-11; {R-EX-19/184},
Del Moral III, p. 184-189 [pp. 184-189], ¶¶ 655-680.
{C-EX-19/76}, Hoyos V, p. 76 [p. 74], ¶ 399. Moreover, Dr Hoyos explains that applying “an alien doctrine” such as
issue preclusion “is contrary to [Article 32 of] the Panamanian Constitution” because it would violate the fundamental
right to due process, including the right to access courts or tribunals, and thus “render the award unenforceable under
Panamanian law.” {C-EX-19/78}, Hoyos V, p. 78 [p. 76], ¶¶ 413-416.
{C-EX-28/32}, Troyano I, p. 32 [p. 32], ¶ 146.
See {C-EX-19/76}, Hoyos V, p. 76 [p. 74], ¶ 400.
See {C-LA-0172/268}, Panama Judicial Code (updated), p. 268, Art. 1028; {C-EX-28/31}, Troyano I, p. 31-32 [pp. 3132], ¶¶ 140-149 (explaining that if none of these elements are met, there cannot be any res judicata effects and that, in
any event, any res judicata effects are only applicable to the decision, or operative part, and “any legal reasoning or
thought expressed by the court in the final judgment is excluded from the concept of res judicata”); see also {C-P0004/35}, Troyano Pres., p. 35 [p. 35]; {C-P-0024/114}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 114 [p. 113].
See {R-EX-19/184}, Del Moral III, p. 184 [pp. 184-189], ¶¶ 655-680; see also {R-1649/58}, Final Award on ICC Case
22588/ASM/JPA, p. 58 [p. 58], ¶ 205.
{C-EX-19/75}, Hoyos V, p. 75 [p. 73], ¶ 391. Dr Hoyos further explains that the “concept of res judicata, in Panama, is
in this regard similar to that of other civil law countries . . . [like] Switzerland” where “the legal characteristics of res
judicata consist of a final and binding decision in which only the ‘dispositif of a judgment has res judicata effects, [and]
no res judicata effect attaches to the reasons underlying the judgment, even if they constitute the necessary foundation
of the dispositif.’”). {C-EX-19/75}, Hoyos V, p. 75 [p. 73], ¶ 392; see also {C-EX-28/32}, Troyano I, p. 32 [p. 32],
¶¶ 142-143, 149; {C-P-0004/35}, Troyano Pres., p. 35 [p. 35].
{C-EX-28/32}, Troyano I, p. 32 [p. 32], ¶ 144.
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III.

GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENTS WITH RESPECT TO CONCRETE AGGREGATE PRODUCTION
A.

INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.

The Hearing unequivocally demonstrated that it was a fundamental datum of ACP (and all the tenderers) that
the basalt to be excavated from the Pacific Locks Excavation (PLE Basalt) was to be the primary feedstock
to the crushing plant and thus used to produce the millions of tons of aggregates needed for the Project. ACP
made this fundamental datum clear by its repeated and consistent representations in its Request for
Qualifications (RFQ) and Request for Proposals (RFP), and the Contract was concluded on this basis. Yet,
as the Hearing also demonstrated, the excavated PLE Basalt, through no fault of GUPC, turned out to be
entirely unsuitable as crushing plant feedstock, and ACP must be held liable for the consequences under the
Contract and Panamanian law.

2.

During the Hearing, significant time was spent on technical issues, including analyzing scientific literature
and photograph evidence, considering testing programs to assess the excavated basalt’s degradation potential
and the research-based explanation of the excavated basalt’s behavior, etc. While the evidence presented on
these technical issues fully supports GUPC’s case, it is not necessary for the Tribunal to resolve complex
technical questions in order for GUPC to prevail in this arbitration. Almost all of the extensive discussion
of technical issues at the Hearing was needed only because of ACP’s wrongful defences (for which it bears
the burden of proof) and which the Hearing showed to be unsustainable. They should not distract the
Tribunal from the central tenants of GUPC’s case, which are largely undisputed, or not seriously debatable.

3.

First, it is not disputed that ACP’s RFQ and RFP documents repeatedly described the PLE Basalt in very
favorable terms: “very good,” “strong,” “durable,” “hard” or “medium hard to very hard” rock, “improbable
[to be] affected by air, humidity, or other geochemical changes.” Indeed, ACP’s own expert Mr Rothstein
agreed that the RFQ/RFP documents described the PLE Basalt as a good and strong. ACP also stated
numerous times in these documents that the PLE Basalt was suitable for the production of aggregates.

4.

Second, it is not disputed that ACP always intended (as did therefore the tenderers) that the excavated PLE
Basalt would be the primary feedstock for the production of aggregates. ACP’s Ms George, who was in
charge of preparing the Project’s cost estimates and schedules (which were the basis for ACP’s Proposal
approved by the Government, Parliament and People of Panama) confirmed that “ACP’s intention to use …
the basalt to be excavated for the production of concrete aggregate … never changed”.

5.

Indeed, the Environmental Impact Study (EsIA), a very important ACP document submitted to and approved
by the Panamanian authorities and expressly incorporated in the Employer’s Requirements (ER),1 mandated
that “[a]ccording to Panama Canal Authority requirements, the Project requirements for aggregates to
prepare concrete … will be covered with excavated materials, mainly on the Pacific Side.” The EsIA also
stated that the aggregates for the Project “will be obtained primarily from the excavations” and that the PLE
Basalt “will be used” for the production of concrete aggregates for the Pacific and Atlantic Locks (and will
be stockpiled for this purpose). When asked about other possible sources of sand during the RFP period,
ACP confirmed to the tenderers that “due to [the] large volume of material available from the excavation and
the suitability of the material for use as aggregates, only manufactured sand was considered.”

6.

There is therefore no debate that ACP set the use of the excavated PLE Basalt as primary feedstock as a
Project datum. This is why ACP (like all of the tenderers) planned to install the crushing plant next to the
PLE. This is why ACP (like all of the tenderers) planned to transport the PLE Basalt from the Pacific to the
Atlantic site. This is why ACP provided only limited disposal areas to the contractor. Indeed, the whole
Project was organized around this datum.

7.

ACP did this in order to get the benefit of a lower price, since the PLE would have to be excavated anyway.
And indeed, Mr Miguez who was Technical Team Coordinator for the Panama Canal Master Plan and
expansion proposal until 2007, admitted at the Hearing that using another primary feedstock would have
financial (in fact potentially significant) consequences, that may even require ACP to seek a budget increase
from the State.

1

Except certain parts of its Chapter 8, which are not relevant to this arbitration.
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8.

The use of the excavated PLE Basalt as primary crushing plant feedstock was part of ACP’s technical and
financial feasibility analysis. This analysis was based on almost a decade of studies and investigations
conducted with the assistance of international consultants, which ACP represented to be of a “high level of
reliability”, based on ACP’s “thorough knowledge of the project’s area geological conditions”. ACP itself
concluded that “… the estimate is sound and … the variations that have occurred in some other mega
projects will not occur…”. How can ACP seriously now contend that GUPC (like the other tenderers)
should not have relied on such clear statements and assurances? How can ACP and its experts now argue
that the excavated basalt was in fact somehow “variable”, when ACP estimated in May 2008 that 5.7 to 6
million m3 of sound basalt was available in the PLE, a number even higher than GUPC’s own tender
estimate of 5.3 million m3? Either this alleged “variability” had no impact on the basalt’s use as crushing
plant feedstock (as GUPC’s independent expert has demonstrated), or it had an impact and ACP’s
representations were wrong. ACP cannot have it both ways.

9.

Third, it is not disputed that GUPC’s tender made it clear that it would use the PLE Basalt as primary
feedstock material for the crushing plants. In particular, GUPC’s construction plan indicated that
“[a]ggregates will be produced from suitable materials coming from the … Pacific Site.” Mr Lampiano,
then leading Impregilo’s tender team and responsible for GUPC’s tender cost analysis, confirmed based on
GUPC’s Technical Proposal and extracts from the PV2 costing system, that GUPC based its price proposal
on the use of PLE Basalt as primary feedstock. The evidence shows that the other tenderers BTM and
C.A.N.A.L. also concluded that the PLE Basalt could and would be used to produce aggregates.

10.

The inescapable conclusion from the above undisputed facts is that the Contract was concluded on the basis
that the PLE Basalt would be the primary crushing plant feedstock, the price agreed by the Parties reflected
this fundamental datum, and GUPC undertook to execute the Works in this agreed manner (under
Sub-Clause (SC) 7.1 [Manner of Execution] of the Conditions of Contract).

11.

Fourth, it is not disputed that when GUPC started feeding the excavated PLE Basalt to the crushing plant in
late 2010 / early 2011, the PLE Basalt behaved in a very unusual and adverse manner (even more so when it
had been stockpiled, as was unavoidable for project planning reasons), generating huge quantities of plastic
fine material. The existence of the very serious problem that GUPC faced is therefore also uncontested.2

12.

What remains in dispute is the reason for the problem, with GUPC conclusively demonstrating at the
Hearing that the PLE Basalt suffered from rapid degradation because of its intrinsic characteristics.

13.

The evidence before this Tribunal decisively supports GUPC:
 Pictures, videos and testimony from GUPC personnel with direct knowledge of the events all confirm
that the excavated basalt underwent a rapid change in its behavior when exposed to the ambient
conditions, ultimately degrading (sometimes in matters of weeks) into fine muddy material.
 This was confirmed, including at the Hearing, by GUPC’s independent crushing plant expert, Mr Gold,
who visited the Site and inspected the crushing plant in 2015.
 The DAB members, who were all civil engineers with “many years of close involvement with major civil
engineering projects around the world”, visited the Site on numerous occasions, including during the
excavation of the PLE and again during the Referral 11 proceedings. In their role as neutral fact-finders,
the DAB members concluded by majority that, “[w]ithout any question, [they] were surprised by the
amount of fines that were being produced by the traditional crushing procedures employed by GUPC.”
They added that “after inspecting the crushing plant operation, [they] considered that the fines produced
were excessive and greater in volume than would normally be produced from a material that would be
correctly classified as being suitable for aggregate production”, and also observed a “brown, heavily
decomposed ‘muddy’ material”. They concluded: “[i]t is evident to the DAB that when the basalt is
exposed to the atmosphere it begins to decompose, eventually degenerating into a brown, heavily
decomposed ‘muddy’ material”, adding that “the brown material indicate[d] significant decomposition of
the material to an extent it could be instantly recognized.” Even the minority opinion of Robert Smith
(ACP’s DAB appointee) did not contest these factual findings. It is telling in this regard that ACP

2

Indeed, GUPC’s Mr Möder confirmed at the Hearing that he had a discussion with ACP’s higher management about it.
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vehemently refused that the Tribunal be given samples of basalt during the Hearing to visualize and
experience its texture and behavior directly as the DAB had done.
 ACP’s own consultant CPP (which ACP had appointed to prepare ACP’s defence following GUPC’s
Notice of Claim) talked about the excavated basalt’s “decomposition” in July 2011, explaining that “[i]t
must be avoided to keep the stocks of products (ready aggregate) for longer periods, because there would
be contamination by basalt decomposition, due to exposure to the sun and rain” (in a report not shared
with GUPC at the time), which also confirms the additional issue created by stockpiling.
 The independent experts appointed by GUPC in this arbitration, including Mr Shilston (former President
of the Geological Society of London, a world-renowned organization) and Profs Suárez and García from
Salamanca University and Madrid Complutense University, two world-class clay specialists, have
confirmed, including at the Hearing, the rapid degradation of the basalt based on a thorough scientific
research and a testing program implemented on a large number of samples of PLE, Aguadulce and
Cocoli Basalt.
14.

This actual behavior of the basalt is in stark contrast to ACP’s repeated representations at the time of tender
that the basalt was “very good,” “strong,” “durable,” “hard” or “medium hard to very hard” rock,
“improbable [to be] affected by air, humidity, or other geochemical changes” and suitable for the production
of aggregates.

15.

The Hearing showed that ACP’s earlier position that basalt cannot (as a matter of chemistry) degrade in the
way experienced by GUPC is simply wrong. ACP’s experts had to accept that rapid degradation of sound
basalt is a recorded, although rare, phenomenon.

16.

Similarly, the Hearing showed conclusively that ACP’s defence (for which it bears the burden of proof) that
GUPC “contaminated” the PLE Stockpile with materials other than sound basalt finds no support in the
contemporaneous evidence. This defence is in reality an after-the-fact invention, based only on a biased
interpretation of a few pictures, and blowing out of proportion the trivial amount of incorrect material sent to
the PLE Stockpile and later removed by GUPC.3

17.

The Tribunal should reject ACP’s contrived contamination theory on its face and to do so need only consider
the following uncontested facts:
 ACP did not issue even one non-compliance notice (NCN) relating to the deposit of materials other than
sound basalt on the PLE Stockpile. This is the same employer, who issued NCNs for problems as minor
as the lack of codes or telephone numbers on GUPC’s buses. In fact, it was only after receiving GUPC’s
Notice of Claim that ACP started to assert that the “contamination” of the PLE Stockpile was a serious
issue.
 ACP later accepted that GUPC use the PLE Stockpile as rock fill to backfill the 1939 excavation, which
confirms that the PLE Stockpile only contained rock, and not soil / clay, as ACP has tried to suggest
again at the Hearing based on its misleading interpretation of colors on photographs.
 ACP’s contamination theory (which only deals with the PLE Basalt) is incapable of explaining why the
basalt coming from Aguadulce and other quarries – which is the basalt that was actually used as crushing
plant feedstock – displayed the same behavior as the PLE Basalt.
 The DAB, who visited the Site on numerous occasions including during the excavation and stockpiling
of PLE Basalt, never even mentioned in its contemporaneous reports a possible “contamination” of the
PLE Stockpile. The DAB also did not even acknowledge this defence of ACP in its Referral 11 decision,
even though ACP argued it then as well.

18.

In truth, the suggestion that GUPC would have, over the 14 months that it took to excavate the majority of
the PLE, systematically sent soil or non-basalt rock to the PLE Stockpile – the very stockpile that GUPC
intended to use to produce the millions of tons of aggregates needed for the Project – without taking strong
corrective measures, beggars belief.

3

Amounting to less than 0.01% of the total volume of materials sent to the stockpile.
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19.

It also became apparent during the Hearing that ACP could have – as its own expert recognized at the
Hearing – gone to the PLE Stockpile at any time from 2010, taken as many samples as it wanted and made
chemical analyses of these samples to show that they contained soil, clay, La Boca etc. – all these materials
that ACP now claims GUPC sent to the PLE Stockpile. This would have been the definitive proof of
contamination (had it existed – which it did not). But ACP did not do that. Instead, it chose to invent and
fabricate a so-called “defence” based on its highly questionable and misleading interpretation of the colors of
materials in a handful of pictures and other similarly irrelevant and non-conclusive evidence.

20.

Fifth, the impact that this major difficulty had on GUPC and the Project is by and large uncontested. It is not
debated that GUPC did not feed the PLE Basalt to the crushing plant (except for very minimal quantities)
and instead used the Aguadulce Basalt as primary crushing plant feedstock (until it ran out of basalt there
and had to open further quarries at Cocoli Hill, No-Name Hill and even Sucre Hill, which is not located
within the Contract limit). In this regard, ACP’s allegation at the Hearing that GUPC would have simply
‘switched’ the PLE and Aguadulce Quarry basalt, i.e., would have used the PLE Basalt in lieu of sound
basalt that had to be excavated anyway from Aguadulce Hill to fill the 1939 excavation is not only denied by
GUPC, unsupported by any contemporaneous evidence, but is also entirely wrong as a practical matter. As
GUPC’s witnesses confirmed, GUPC used the PLE Basalt as fill only as a mitigation measure. Thus, as a
result of the excavated PLE Basalt not being suitable as crushing plant feedstock, GUPC had to excavate
twice the corresponding volume of sound basalt, and even more in light of the massive wastage it was
experiencing. This is the reason why the overall volume of sound basalt excavated during the Project
increased so significantly, and why GUPC had to find and open further quarries (No-Name, Sucre, etc.4),
which had not even been envisaged at tender stage.

21.

ACP also does not contest the significant temporary and permanent modifications that GUPC had to make to
the crushing plant, or the costs of these modifications. In fact, ACP’s two crushing plant experts could not
even agree among themselves, in their reports and at the Hearing, that any one of these modifications (or any
aspect of GUPC’s initial design) was unwarranted or incorrect. This makes good sense because, as the DAB
correctly pointed out, “the Contractor would have been unlikely to have installed equipment in the crushing
plant that was greatly in excess of what was actually necessary to deal with and remove the excessive fines.”

22.

In light of the above, GUPC prevails on any of its alternative causes of action:
 Under SC 1.9 [Errors in the Employer’s Requirement] because the ER, including the EsIA incorporated
into it, mandated the use of the excavated PLE Basalt as primary crushing plant feedstock (indeed it was
a fundamental datum) or, at a minimum, provided that the PLE Basalt was suitable for this purpose – this
is sufficient under SC 1.9.4, because any error in the ER, whether in an actual requirement or otherwise,
gives rise to an entitlement to Cost plus Reasonable Profit under that provision.
 Under Art. 1345 of the Panamanian Civil Code, which entitles the contractor in a lump sum contract to a
price adjustment in case changes to the works (including work methodologies as in the present case) are
rendered necessary and are approved or accepted (even implicitly) by the employer; and ACP does not
debate that it was always fully aware of the changes made by GUPC to the crushing plant and feedstock
and accepted the Works on that basis.
 Under Art. 130 of ACP’s own Regulation, which is expressly mentioned as applicable to the Contract in
SC 1.1.6.25 and 1.4 [Law and Language] and provides that ACP had a duty to plan the Project, including
the duty to timely and diligently prepare the tender studies assuring that they were not confusing,
ambiguous or incomplete, and a duty to inform the tenderers accordingly.
 Under Art. 1109 of the Panamanian Civil Code, because ACP created, through its repeated statements
about the PLE Basalt’s suitability and use, a legitimate reliance on the part of the tenderers, including
GUPC, and is therefore liable to fully compensate GUPC for the resulting losses. It cannot in this regard
be denied that ACP intended its representations to be relied on and that GUPC did rely upon them.

4

Including further so-called “external quarries” such as Cerro El Aguila and La Moña. GUPC had to install a new
crushing plant and sand washing plant to process these additional quantities. GUPC also had to subcontract additional
earthmoving forces to replace its own equipment and personnel, which was busy excavating the Aguadulce Quarry.
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 Under Art. 986 of the Panamanian Civil Code, because the evidence shows that ACP acted negligently,
indeed with gross negligence, when it repeatedly assured the tenderers that the PLE Basalt was suitable,
since – as became apparent during the Hearing – it cannot be seriously debated that ACP in fact (i) had
not performed sufficient analysis to validate such statements, and (ii) had in fact disregarded advice
received from its consultants, including during the RFP period, to conduct further testing.5 As a matter of
fact, it became known for the first time during this arbitration that ACP had failed to carry certain tests on
the basalt that the tenderers were led to believe had been performed. As the DAB correctly found,
“[t]he only organisation that could have done this [i.e., thoroughly investigate the basalt’s suitability]
(practically) was the Employer and by electing not to perform such investigations whilst encouraging and
inducing the tenderers to prepare tenders on this basis of using Pacific basalt as concrete aggregate, the
Employer was negligent.”
23.

In a last desperate attempt to escape its liability, ACP tries (wholly unsuccessfully) to argue that the risk that
the basalt would be unsuitable for the production of aggregates was contractually transferred to GUPC – yet
another argument that ACP raised in front of the DAB and that the DAB rejected. This attempt at a
“defence” also must fail:
 None of the alleged exculpatory clauses, on which ACP seeks to rely actually mentions, let alone
allocates, the risk that the basalt would turn out to be unsuitable as crushing plant feedstock. At best,
ACP is relying on an interpretation of these clauses, but it is incapable of proving that this interpretation
reflects the Parties’ mutual intention – because that is simply not true. Quite to the contrary, the risk of
the basalt’s unsuitability was for ACP to bear under SC 1.9, because ACP elected to make statements
about the use and suitability of the PLE Basalt in the ER.
 ACP seeks first to rely on broad and unspecific exculpatory clauses: SC 1.16 [Entire Agreement], SC
4.10 [Site Data] and SC 5.1 [General Design Obligations]. However: (i) these clauses cannot – and do
not – affect ACP’s liability under SC 1.9 [Errors in the Employer’s Requirements]; (ii) even if they were
applicable (which they are not), ACP could not rely on them when it was clear that the information
provided would be relied upon, like ICC tribunals (and U.S. courts) have repeatedly found in similar
circumstances.
 ACP then seeks to rely on specific “risk allocation” clauses, SC 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical
Conditions] and SC 4.20 [Employer’s Equipment and Free-Issue Material], which do not on their face
mention or allocate the risk of unsuitability of the basalt. SC 4.12 is a standard type of clause that deals
with conditions encountered during the carrying out of the works, and GUPC’s entitlement has nothing to
do with the carrying out of the excavation of the PLE. It is quite telling in this regard that ACP’s
Mr Quijano and Ms George both address ACP’s risk allocation defence in their witness statements
without ever referring to SC 4.12, which confirms that this provision can find no application in the
present case. Further, there is no evidence on the record that, even setting aside the express terms of
these provisions, ACP ever explained to GUPC any intention to allocate, through these clauses, the risk
of the excavated basalt’s unsuitability. In fact, there is actual evidence to the contrary because, as ACP’s.
Mr Quijano confirmed at the Hearing, at around the same time when ACP was amending SC 4.20, he (as
one of ACP’s highest-ranking representatives) actually told GUPC that ACP “need[ed] to take some
responsibility of making sure the amount of [available material on Site, including PLE Basalt] would be
close to what [ACP] put[s] on paper.”
 In any event, even assuming the exculpatory / “risk allocation” clauses ACP relies upon were applicable
(which they are not), ACP could not, as a matter of mandatory Panamanian law, seek refuge behind them
to escape its mandatory duties (duty to plan and duty to inform) or the consequences of the legitimate
reliance it created or of its own negligence, especially when dealing with a fundamental datum of the
Project.

24.

As the DAB correctly concluded: “… the DAB cannot subscribe to the view that the Employer can indicate
pre-tender that the intent is for the PLE material to be used and that it would therefore be suitable for
aggregate production and then, later, when the material proved to be unsatisfactory in several ways, seek
refuge behind the exclusionary clauses in the Contract and argue that it had no responsibility for misleading

5

Despite also knowing that Sosa Hill basalt was prone to degradation.
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the Contractor into a lower price bid in reliance of the Employers intent. … In the opinion of the DAB, the
Employer should have known, actually or constructively, of the reliance to be placed by Contractor on the
suitability of the PLE material as the primary aggregate feedstock. If the Employer had wanted the risk to be
taken by the Contractor that the PLE material was unsuitable (for concrete production purposes), statements
to this effect should have been clearly and unambiguously stated. This was not the case and the tenderers,
including GUPC, were led to believe that they were secure in pricing the Works on the basis that PLE and
Pacific basalt generally were good for the purpose of aggregate production.”
25.

This Tribunal must therefore hold ACP liable for its actions, omissions and breaches, and must order ACP to
compensate GUPC fully for the losses incurred either by way of a price increase or by way of damages,
including lost profits.
B.

26.

CHRONOLOGY OF MAIN FACTS

This section summarizes the main facts relevant to GUPC’s Concrete Aggregate Production claim and is to
be read with the three timelines made available in Appendices CAP-1, CAP-2, CAP-3 to this chapter. Many
of these facts are not disputed.
Period prior to the start of the RFQ/RFP process

27.

1939 U.S. excavations. In the 1930s, the U.S. started building a third set of locks for larger, so-called PostPanamax vessels. These works included investigations and large excavations on the Pacific and Atlantic
sides, and gradually stopped in the 1940s due to World War II.

28.

ACP’s Canal expansion project. On 31 December 1999, ACP took over the Canal’s operations from the
U.S. canal authority. Even before the takeover date, ACP resumed the studies and investigations for the
expansion of the Canal.6 Upon taking-over, ACP also took possession of the many investigations and
analyses done by the Americans in the 1930s-40s, which repeatedly and consistently indicated that the
Miraflores basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production.7

29.

Alignment studies. ACP produced in August 2000 the Evaluation of Lock Channel Alignments, which
studied various possible alignments of the Third Set of Locks, including excavation volumes, and the size of
the locks.8 In October 2003, ACP issued a new Study on the New Locks Alignment, which included
positive statements on the quality of the basalt to be excavated on the Pacific side (“PLE Basalt”)9 and its
suitability for concrete aggregate production.10

30.

Initial borehole investigations. In parallel to the development of the locks’ conceptual design, ACP carried
out various geological and geotechnical investigations. In 2001, ACP carried out a first campaign of
borehole investigations, which it later described in its Geological Data Report (GDR).11

31.

Reference design. Shortly after the first alignment study, ACP started to prepare the conceptual design for
the Project. In November 2002 and May 2003, ACP’s consultant CPP issued two reports on the Conceptual
Design for the Locks on the Pacific side, both referring to the selected alignment and including statements
about the PLE Basalt’s good quality.12 In May 2005, CPP issued an updated reference design for the Pacific

6

{SOC/14}, p. 14 [Ch. 1, pp. 11-12], ¶ 41; {C-0023/20}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project, dated 24 Apr
2006, p. 20 [pp. 12-13], p. 23 [pp. 15-16].
{SOC/145}, p. 145 [Ch. 3, pp. 129-141], ¶¶ 454-490; {SOR/154}, p. 154 [Ch. 4, pp. 55-62], ¶¶ 206-236; {C-EX-5/237},
Shilston I, p. 237 [pp. 8-22–8-38], ¶¶ 76-112; {C-EX-26/422}, Shilston II, p. 422 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-36–6-40], ¶¶ 157-181.
{R-0254}, 2000 Evaluation of Lock Channel Alignments. See {SOR/108}, p. 108 [Ch. 4, pp. 9-10], ¶¶ 48-50.
Unless indicated otherwise in this chapter, PLE Basalt refers to sound PLE Basalt, that is, unweathered basalt, as there is
no dispute that weathered basat was never intended to be used for concrete aggregate production.
{C-0916}, 2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment, dated Oct 2003 (see also {C-1503}, 2003 Draft Study on the New
Locks Alignment, dated 2 Mar 2003) and {SOC/103}, p. 103 [Ch. 3, pp. 87-88], ¶¶ 315-319; {SOR/111}, p. 111 [Ch. 4,
pp. 12-13], ¶¶ 56-60; {C-EX-26/393}, Shilston II, p. 393 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-7–6-8], ¶¶ 13-18.
{C-0685/11}, GDR (Final Version) dated May 2008, p. 11.
{C-0821/41}, ACP Reference Design, 'Design Criteria', Tasks 2 & 3, dated 15 Nov 2002, p. 41 [p. A/4-8], Sec. 4.1.3.1.1
(with assurances as to the basalt’s good quality); {C-1505}, 2003 CPP Conceptual Design, dated 22 May 2003. See also
{SOR/109}, p. 109 [Ch. 4, pp. 10-11], ¶¶ 51-55 with further references.

7

8
9

10

11
12
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and Atlantic sides, stating that the “geological circumstances remain[ed] practically unchanged when
compared to the original study.”13
32.

ACP’s cost and schedule estimates. In April 2004, after 5 years of preparatory work, ACP issued a Cost
and Schedule Estimate for the Locks, based on its Conceptual Design which defined, among other things,
the final alignment of the Third Set of Locks. One of the five most important “assumptions” listed in the
Cost and Schedule Estimate – and the only technical one – was that “the aggregate and crushed stone
required for both sites would be obtained from the excavation of the Pacific locks and access channel” (i.e.,
PLE Basalt).14 In February 2006, ACP produced an updated Cost and Schedule Estimate, which referred to
the 2004 Cost and Schedule Estimate, validated and adopted the same technical premise that the PLE Basalt
would be used to produce aggregates for both the Pacific and Atlantic Sites.15

33.

Approval of ACP’s Proposal by the National Assembly, Government and People of Panama. Based on
its cost and schedule estimates, ACP issued a “Proposal for the Expansion of the Panama Canal” on 24 April
2006, which stated that ACP had followed the “most rigorous methods of analysis” and that it had engaged
in intensive studies and investigations, providing “a thorough knowledge of the project area’s geological
conditions.”16 ACP’s cost estimate for the Project, based on a design-bid-build contract, was
USD 3.35 billion, which ACP represented to be “sound and reliable”.17 ACP’s proposal was approved by
the Government of Panama on 26 June 2006, the Panamanian National Assembly on 14 July 2006, and the
people of Panama by referendum on 22 October 2006.18

34.

ACP’s geological investigations. In parallel, ACP continued its geological investigations, including
petrographic analyses done in 2005 and 2006 by the Costa Rica University, and in July 2007 by the
Smithsonian Institute.19 In 2006, ACP issued several reports on the testing of basalt, a geophysical survey of
the Pacific Site, and a report on the potential disposal sites for excavated materials.20 These reports all
confirmed the suitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production. In addition to the 2001
borehole investigations, ACP carried out borehole investigations in 2006, also referred to in its GDR.21 ACP
continued its geological investigations after the start of the RFP period with reports issued in 2008.22

35.

Before the start of RFQ process in mid-2007, ACP therefore had close to ten years to prepare the Project,
carry out studies and investigations and ensure the correctness and reliability of the statements it would make
to the tenderers.
RFQ/RFP Period until signature of the Contract

36.

RFQ process and ACP’s RFQ documents. ACP issued the Request for Qualifications (“RFQ”) on 27
August 2007 to pre-qualify the tenderers.23 The RFQ included documents on the locks’ alignment, the
reference design, its 2004 and 2006 Cost and Schedule Estimates and its 2006 Proposal with the documents
referred therein (listed in Section III.C.1 below). As summarized above, these documents indicated that the
PLE Basalt was of a good quality and could and should be used for concrete aggregate production. ACP
then identified and short-listed four consortia for the RFP phase composed of experienced international EPC

13

{C-0823/6}, 2005 Updated Reference Design, dated 20 May 2005, p. 6 [p. 3]. See also {SOR/116}, p. 116 [Ch. 4, pp.
17-18], ¶¶ 79-82.
{C-0180/2}, Cost and Schedule Estimate, dated 1 Apr 2004, p. 2 [pp. 2-3]. See also {SOC/107}, p. 107 [Ch. 3, pp. 9193], ¶¶ 320-329; {SOR/112}, p. 112 [Ch. 4, pp. 13-17], ¶¶ 61-78 with further references.
{C-0181/3}, Cost and Schedule Estimate, dated Feb 2006, p. 3. See {SOC/113}, p. 113 [Ch. 3, pp. 97-99], ¶¶ 340-347;
{SOR/121}, p. 121 [Ch. 4, pp. 22-24], ¶¶ 96-103 with further references.
{C-0023/16}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project, dated 24 Apr 2006, p. 16 [pp. 8, 11].
{C-0023/16}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project, dated 24 Apr 2006, p. 16 [pp. 8, 12].
{C-0965} for the approval by the Government; {C-0966} for the approval by the National Assembly; {C-0967} for the
approval by the People.
{C-0976}; {C-0977}; {C-0978}.
{C-0491}; {R-0290}; {C-0688}; {C-0493}; {C-0918}.
{C-0685/11}, GDR (Final Version) dated May 2008, p. 11.
{C-0979}, 2008 Smithsonian Institute report; {C-1163}, URS Report, Task A.2.3, dated 15 Feb 2008.
The RFQ was then revised several times until the final version on 8 Nov. 2007 ({C-0025}).

14

15

16
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contractors (from the Americas, Europe and Asia): CANAL, BTM, CAPP and GUPC.24
37.

RFP process. The RFP process started on 21 December 2007. Less than one month later, ACP amended
the RFP documents. ACP made 23 further amendments to the RFP documents, including extending the date
for the submission of bids three times for a total of 6½ months.25 At the time, GUPC suggested that the
tender process be suspended pending finalization of ACP’s studies as the “RFP that has been under constant
change” made the tender preparation difficult.26 ACP chose not to do so.

38.

As shown in the CAP-2 timeline, GUPC and the other tenderers initially had eight months to submit their
bids. In that timeframe, they (i) had to consider the Project’s technical parameters, including the geological
and geotechnical parameters provided by ACP, (ii) on this basis prepare the reference design basis
memoranda for each discipline so that all teams use the information consistently, (iii) develop their technical
proposal, including the proposed tender design, and (iv) finally cost the Project and prepare their financial
offer.27 In this context, the tenderers (including GUPC) were not expected to and could not practically re-do
ACP’s analyses and investigations (see Section III.C.2(a) below).

39.

ACP’s RFP documents. ACP made numerous documents available to the tenderers, including: (i) the
Employer’s Requirements (ER) (Volume II), setting out ACP’s technical requirements for the Project; (ii)
the Conditions of Contract (Volume III), based on the 1999 FIDIC Conditions of Contract for Plant &
Design-Build (FIDIC Yellow Book); (iii) the “Reference Documents” (Volume VI), which contained the
reference design and related drawings for the Project as well as geotechnical data and reports (listed in
Section III.C.1 below).28 In all documents and throughout the tender process, ACP consistently represented
that the PLE Basalt was of good quality and should be used for the production of aggregates. It is
undisputed that the re-use of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production was an essential parameter
for costs and scheduling. In particular, ACP issued, as required by Panamanian law, the Project’s
Environmental Impact Study (EsIA), which is incorporated in the ER,29 and which the National
Environmental Authority of Panama approved on 13 November 2007.30 The initial RFP included a
Geotechnical Report (GR), which included only raw data on the Project’s geological conditions, without any
interpretation.31 After repeated requests by GUPC, ACP provided a Geotechnical Data Report (GDR),
replacing the GR, on 18 April 2008.32 Although ACP presented it as the final GDR, it was amended on 16
May 2008.33 At the same time, five months after the start of the RFP process, ACP finally provided a
Geotechnical Interpretive Report (GIR), which it presented as final but then revised a three times.34 ACP
issued the final GIR in August 2008, 3½ months before the then deadline for tender submissions.35 ACP
continued its geological investigations during the Tender process until early 2008.36 Despite the confusion
and delay created by ACP’s many revisions of the RFP, the RFP documents consistently stated that the PLE
Basalt could and should be used to produce concrete aggregates.37

24

{C-0062/11}, 2009 ACP Presentation: Contractor-selection process, p. 11 [p. 11].
{SOC/25}, p. 25 [Ch. 1, pp. 22-25], ¶¶ 75-86.
{C-0828}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 6 Oct 2008.
See below, ¶¶ 90-91.
{C-0695}; {C-0483}; {C-0826}; {C-0492}.
{C-EX-6/50}, Hoyos IV, p. 50 [pp. 47-48], Sec. III.G; {C-0683/127}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 127 [p.
3-58] (Panamanian law requirement); {SOC/126}, p. 126 [Ch. 3, pp. 110-112] ¶¶ 390-399 (incorporation in the ER).
{C-0970}, ACP Press Release, dated 12 Nov 2007. ACP only provided initially the Executive Summary and Chapter 8
(Environmental Management Plan) ({C-0971}), and submitted the full EsIA only ten months later with RFP Amend. 17
(after the initial tender submission deadline) ({C-0683}; see {SOC/121}, p. 121 [Ch. 3, p. 105] ¶ 373).
{C-0492}, GR, dated December 2007.
{C-0681}, GDR (Rev. 0), dated 1 Apr 2008; {SOC/129}, p. 129 [Ch. 3, pp. 113], ¶¶ 402.
{C-0685}, GDR (Final Version) dated May 2008.
{C-0479}, GIR (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008; {SOC/128}, p. 128 [Ch. 3, pp. 112-113], ¶¶ 400-402.
{C-0684}, GIR (Final Version).
{C-0979}, 2008 Smithsonian Institute report; {C-1163}, URS Report, Task A.2.3, dated 15 Feb 2008.
See below, ¶¶ 69-74.

25
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40.

Revisions of ACP’s Regulation. On 26 August 2008, ACP’s Board of Directors adopted a new provision
(Art. 1B) added to ACP’s Acquisition Regulation.38 ACP published this change on 5 September 2008 in
ACP’s Register, but it is not disputed that ACP did not tell the tenderers about it. On 10 September 2008,
ACP’s Board of Directors added a paragraph to Art. 6B of ACP’s Acquisition Regulation.39 Again, it is not
disputed that ACP did not tell the tenderers about this change.

41.

GUPC’s tender. As discussed below,40 GUPC prepared its Tender according to Prudent Industry
Practices41 from August 2007 to March 2009. GUPC set up a team of highly experienced professionals, who
reviewed ACP’s RFQ/RFP documents, concluding notably that the PLE Basalt was to be used as concrete
aggregate production source and was suitable for this purpose. GUPC properly relied, from the start, upon
the geological and geotechnical data and analyses included by ACP in the RFP. GUPC and its designers
visited the Project’s Site at least 20 times during the tender process. GUPC conducted various tests on
material representative of the PLE Basalt to validate ACP’s statements regarding the PLE Basalt’s suitability
as feedstock for the crushing plants; these tests began in the second half of 2007 (before the launch of the
RFP process) and continued into the first half 2008 (at the start of the RFP process). It is not disputed that in
this regard GUPC did more than the other tenderers. GUPC’s validation checks confirmed ACP’s numerous
statements.42 GUPC made clear in its Technical Proposal that it would use the PLE Basalt as primary source
for aggregate production, prepared its Financial Proposal (of USD 3.22 billion) on this fundamental basis,
and submitted its tender on 3 March 2009.43 The other tenderers BTM and CANAL reached the same
conclusion, basing their tenders on the use of the PLE Basalt.44

42.

ACP’s review of the tenders and Contract award. ACP reviewed the three tenders over four months (3
March to 8 July 2009), analyzing the technical and financial proposals separately and requesting additional
information, clarifications and confirmations when deemed necessary. ACP did not seek clarifications on
GUPC’s plan to use the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production.45 On 8 July 2009, ACP announced
that GUPC’s had achieved the highest technical score and proposed the best price.46 On 15 July 2009, ACP
formally accepted GUPC’s tender and awarded the Contract to GUPC.47 The Parties entered into the
Contract on 11 August 2009, for a total Contract price of USD 3.22 bn (very close to ACP’s updated budget
of USD 3.35 bn), based on inter alia a given lock alignment and the use of the PLE Basalt as crushing plant
feedstock.48

38

{C-1500/2}, Agreement No. 165 of ACP's Board of Directors, dated 26 Aug 2008, p. 2 [p. 1], Art. 1B: “nothing in this
Regulation shall be applied or interpreted in the sense of granting to any contractor rights or benefits that exceed those
stipulated in the contract it entered into with the Authority.”
{C-1501/2}, Agreement No. 166 of ACP’s Board of Directors, dated 10 Sep 2008, p. 2 [p. 2], Art. 6B stating that ACP
may “include terms and conditions in bidding specifications and contracts to protect the [ACP]’s interests more
effectively than the provisions contained in this Regulation, or that were not mentioned in it, and may be, in [ACP]’s
opinion, necessary or convenient to better protect its interests.”
See below, ¶¶ 76-83.
For a definition of Prudent Industry Practices, see {R-0007/21}, Conditions of Contract for the Design and Construction
of the Third Set of Locks, dated 11 Aug 2009, p. 21, clause 1.1.5.25 and below, ¶ 75.
{SOC/181}, p. 181 [Ch. 3, pp. 165-170], ¶¶ 570-585; {SOR/734}, p. 734 [Ch. 4, pp. 99-102], ¶¶ 353-370; {C-WS34/6}, Lampiano I, p. 6 [pp. 3-14], ¶¶ 20-56.
{SOR/193}, p. 193 [Ch. 4, pp. 94-95], ¶ 366; {C-WS-34/17}, Lampiano I, p. 17 [pp. 14-20], ¶¶ 57-81; {C-1430},
GUPC Tender documents.
For BTM: {C-0939/84}, p. 84 [p. 4D-19]; for CANAL: {C-1090/7}, p. 7 [p. 5 of 5]; {C-0987/5} p. 5 [pp. 2-3]; p. 6 [p.
3]; {C-0692/22} p. 22 [p. 20]. See also {SOC/186}, p. 186 [Ch. 3, pp. 170-173], ¶¶ 586-595; {SOR/195}, p. 195 [Ch. 4,
pp. 96-101], ¶¶ 371-397. The fourth tendering consortium, CAPP, withdrew from the process for reasons that are not
known with any specificity ({SOC/28}, p. 28 [Ch. 1, p. 25], fn. 86).
{SOC/28}, p. 28 [Ch. 1, pp. 25-26; Ch. 3, p. 195], ¶¶ 87-92, 665-666; {SOR/200}, p. 200 [Ch. 4, pp. 101-103], ¶¶ 398405; see, e.g., {C-0832}, ACP RFC 52, dated 3 Jun 2009; {C-0834}, ACP RFC 63, dated 15 Jun 2009.
{SOC/28}, p. 28 [Ch. 1, pp. 25-27; Ch. 3, p. 195], ¶¶ 87-92, 665-666; {SOR/200}, p. 200 [Ch. 4, pp. 101-103], ¶¶ 398405.
{C-0702}, Letter from ACP to the Members, dated 15 Jul 2009.
{SOC/29}, p. 29 [Ch. 1, pp. 26-27], ¶ 93; {SOC/212}, p. 212 [Ch. 3, p. 196] ¶ 670; {C-WS-21/26}, Zaffaroni II, p. 26
[p. 22], ¶ 84; {C-WS-15/29}, Buffa I, p. 29 [p. 25], ¶ 75; {C-0001}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009; {C-0069},
Contract Agreement, dated 11 Aug 2009.
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Period post Contract award
43.

The Project’s Commencement Date was 25 August 2009.49

44.

Crushing plant tender. In early September 2009, GUPC set up a specialized task force to select the
crushing plant suppliers with experienced personnel from Salini-Impregilo (i.a., Mr. Buffa), Sacyr
(i.a., Mr. Garcia), and JDN (Mr. Casteleyn and Mr. Versteele).50 At the end of September 2009, GUPC
launched the crushing plant tender process with six pre-selected companies.51 The six crushing plant
tenderers submitted their proposals by 23 October 2009. After a transparent bidding process, GUPC
awarded to world-renowned Terex-Cedarapids the crushing plant design and supply contract on
14 December 2009, and a contract for the plant’s assembly, commissioning, training and start-up on 8 April
2010.52

45.

PLE excavation. On 18 January 2010, GUPC started preliminary works for the excavation of the Pacific
Locks area with the removal of the overburden and weathered rock.53 As of June 2010, GUPC started
blasting, excavating and stockpiling the PLE Basalt for use as concrete aggregates.54 By late
November 2010, the PLE Stockpile, located next to the PAC crushing plant, contained over one million tons
of sound basalt making its size, as testified by ACP’s Mr. Belken, “enormous”.55 By October 2011, most of
the PLE Basalt had been excavated.56

46.

Erection of the crushing plants. In parallel, from April 2010 on, the crushing plant machines and
equipment started arriving on the Pacific (PAC) and Atlantic (ATL) Sites.57 GUPC and Terex-Cedarapids
erected and set up the crushing plants between April and December 2010.

47.

Basalt categorization meeting. On 6 October 2010, ACP organized a “basalt categorization meeting”,
during which GUPC explained its procedures for characterizing the excavated materials.58 It is not disputed
that ACP did not raise any concerns or request any written explanation of these procedures at that point.

48.

The crushing plants’ start-up and first aggregates produced. On 23 October 2010, GUPC crushed the
first 0-300mm material in the PAC primary crushers using freshly excavated PLE Basalt and began
commissioning the plant and testing the basalt crushed.59 The 0-300mm crushed material remained
stockpiled after the primary crusher until mid-December 2010, when GUPC began operations at the PAC
secondary crushing stage.60 In December 2010, GUPC’s personnel observed that, following exceptionally
heavy rainfalls,61 the PLE Basalt was becoming sticky, i.e., plastic (in the PLE Stockpile, and in the
intermediary stockpiles, also called cones, after the primary crushers).62 GUPC’s laboratory manager thus

49

{SOC/212}, p. 212 [Ch. 3, pp. 196-197], ¶ 672; {C-0705}, Notice of Commencement of Contract, dated 18 Aug 2009.
{SOC/214}, p. 214 [Ch. 3, p. 198] ¶¶ 678-679; {SOR/339}, p. 339 [Ch. 4, p. 240], ¶ 847; {C-WS-21/26}, Zaffaroni II,
p. 26 [pp. 22-23], ¶ 86; {C-WS-15/29}, Buffa I, p. 29 [p. 25], ¶ 76-77.
Terex-Cedarapids, Laron, Leblan, Metso, Sandvik and Telsmith. See {SOC/214}, p. 214 [Ch. 3, pp. 198-200], ¶ 682,
684; {C-WS-15/29}, Buffa I, p. 29 [pp. 25-26], ¶ 77, 81; {C-WS-46/7}, Versteele I, p. 7 [p. 3], ¶ 17;{C-0786}; {C0787}.
{SOC/216}, p. 216 [Ch. 3, pp. 200-201], ¶ 685-690; {SOR/333}, p. 333 [Ch. 4, p. 234] ¶ 821; {C-WS-21/26},
Zaffaroni II, p. 26 [pp. 22-23], ¶ 86.
{SOC/213}, p. 213 [Ch. 3, p. 197], ¶ 674; {Ramey(I)-39/255}, MU77, dated 13 Jun 2016, p. 255.
{SOC/213}, p. 213 [Ch. 3, p. 197], ¶ 674; {C-WS-14/40}, Baz I, p. 40 [pp. 33-34], ¶ 57.
{Day6/241:9}, [241:9-23] (Belken Cross); {C-WS-26.AnnC/28}, p. 28.
{SOC/270}, p. 270 [Ch. 3, pp. 254-255], ¶ 835; {C-WS-14/73}, Baz I, p. 73 [pp. 66 and 81], ¶¶ 122 and 141.
{SOC/214}, p. 214 [Ch. 3, p. 201], ¶ 691; {C-WS-15/36}, Buffa I, p. 36 [p. 32], ¶ 97; {C-0796}.
{R-0449}, Basalt Categorization Meeting, dated 6 Oct 2010; {SOR/291}, p. 291 [Ch. 4, pp. 192-193], ¶ 697; {C-WS29/12}, Corbella I, p. 12 [pp. 9-10], Sec. VI.

50

51

52

53
54
55
56
57
58

59

{SOC/228}, p. 228 [Ch. 3, p. 212], ¶ 714; {C-WS-14/38}, Baz I, p. 38 [p. 31], ¶ 49; {C-WS-21/27}, Zaffaroni II, p. 27 [p.
23], ¶ 88; {C-WS-15/36}, Buffa I, p. 36 [p. 32], ¶ 100; {C-0568}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 25 Oct 2010.

60

{SOC/228}, p. 228, [Ch. 3, p. 212], ¶ 715; {C-WS-14}, Baz I, ¶ 49; {C-WS-15/37}, Buffa I, p. 37 [p. 33], ¶ 102.
{SOR/209}, p. 209 [Ch. 4, p. 110], ¶ 432; {C-WS-26/7}, Baz II, p. 7 [p. 3], ¶ 14.
{SOR/208}, p. 208 [Ch. 4, pp. 109-111], ¶¶ 431-433; {C-WS-26/6}, Baz II, p. 6 [pp. 3-4], ¶¶ 13-18; {C-WS-47/22},

61
62
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conducted several tests to help with the crushing plants’ calibration.63 On 19 December 2010, the PAC
tertiary / quaternary stages and the sand treatment plant were up and running and GUPC produced the first
final aggregates, including sand. The crushing operations started on the PAC side in early January 2011,
after the Christmas holiday.64 The set-up and operation of GUPC’s crushing plants is illustrated in visual aid
C-D-0002 with pictures, videos and schematics.65 The first barge of 0-75mm material arrived from the PAC
side at the ATL side at the end of December 2010.66 The crushing plant (from the tertiary crushing stage on)
started operation at the ATL side in early January 2011 and was fully operational by mid-January 2011.67
49.

Severe issues with the crushed PLE Basalt and first tests. From the start of the crushing operations,
GUPC observed that crushing the PLE Basalt produced excessive fines and sticky material.68 By the end of
January 2011, GUPC had completed the crushing plants’ calibration, but the issues remained.69 It became
clear that the excessive fines and sticky material had nothing to do with the crushing plant process, but
resulted from the PLE Basalt itself.

50.

Notice of Claim and initial investigations. On 16 February 2011, GUPC notified ACP of its claim related
to these unexpected issues with the crushing of the PLE Basalt.70 GUPC then investigated this issue and
commissioned a series of specialized tests, including X-ray diffraction, petrography and glycol tests between
February 2011 and May 2011. These tests confirmed that the PLE Basalt degraded rapidly (although the
details of this rapid degradation phenomenon only became clear later).71

51.

Two deficiencies, one unique NCR, and no NCNs regarding the PLE Stockpile. In late
November 2010, GUPC opened and closed a deficiency with respect to a limited quantity of unsuitable
materials placed on the PLE Stockpile and subsequently removed.72 On 2 December 2010, GUPC opened a
Non Conformance Report (“NCR”) because two truckloads of La Boca material had been deposited on the
PLE Stockpile. The NCR was closed on 11 February 2011 as the two truckloads of material had been
removed shortly after being deposited and after geological training was provided to two of GUPC’s
spotters.73 On 6 May 2011, GUPC opened a deficiency with respect to the presence of muddy basalt from
the M-IV stockpile area on the PLE Stockpile.74 Over the 16 months during which GUPC excavated and
stockpiled most of the PLE Basalt, no other NCR was issued in relation to unsuitable materials being

63
64

65
66
67

68

69
70
71

72
73

74

Zaffaroni III, p. 22 [p. 19], ¶ 87; {C-1540}, Email from D. Milne to P. Versteele and F. Pilon, dated 15 Dec 2010.
{SOR/209}, p. 209 [Ch. 4, p. 110], ¶ 434; {C-WS-26/7}, Baz II, p. 7 [p. 3], ¶ 15.
{SOC/7}, p. 7 [Ch. 1, p. 4], ¶ 11 and {SOC/217}, p. 217 [Ch. 3, pp. 201, 212], ¶¶ 691, 715; {C-WS-14/38}, Baz I, p. 38
[p. 31], ¶ 49; {C-WS-26/13}, Baz II, p. 13 [p. 9], ¶ 41; {C-WS-21/27}, Zaffaroni II, p. 27 [p. 23], ¶ 88; {C-WS-15/37},
Buffa I, p. 37 [pp. 33, 35], ¶¶ 102, 107; {C-1239}; {C-0706}.
{C-D-0002}, GUPC's Crushing Plant Demonstrative.
{SOC/228}, p. 228 [Ch. 3, p. 212], ¶ 717; {C-WS-14/38}, Baz I, p. 38 [pp. 31-32], ¶ 50.
For the start of operation: {SOC/7}, p. 7 [Ch. 1, p. 4], ¶ 11 and {SOC/217}, p. 217 [Ch. 3, pp. 201, 212], ¶¶ 691, 717;
{C-WS-14/39}, Baz I, p. 39 [p. 32], ¶ 51; {C-WS-15/39}, Buffa I, p. 39 [p. 35], ¶ 107. Final commissioning of the
Atlantic crushing plant was completed on 3 Feb. 2011 ({C-WS-14/39}, Baz I, p. 39 [p. 32], ¶ 51; {C-0576},
Commissioning report for ATL plants, dated 3 Feb 2011.
{SOC/229}, p. 229 [Ch. 3, pp. 213-227], ¶¶ 722-744; {SOR/202}, p. 202 [Ch. 4, p. 103], ¶¶ 406-407; {C-WS-14/38},
Baz I, p. 38 [pp. 31-33], ¶¶ 50, 54, 56-67; {C-WS-15/37}, Buffa I, p. 37 [pp. 33-35], ¶¶ 103-111; {C-WS-21/31},
Zaffaroni II, p. 31 [pp. 27-28], ¶¶ 105-110; {C-WS-46/17}, Versteele I, p. 17 [pp. 13-14], ¶ 67-71; {C-WS-26/7}, Baz
II, p. 7 [p. 3], ¶¶ 14-15; {C-WS-27/28}, Buffa II, p. 28 [p. 25], ¶ 125; {C-WS-47/22}, Zaffaroni III, p. 22 [p. 19], ¶ 87.
{C-WS-14/66}, Baz I, p. 66 [pp. 59-60], ¶¶ 92-96.
{C-0182}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 16 Feb 2011.
{SOR/210}, p. 210 [Ch. 4, pp. 111-115], ¶¶ 438-451; {C-WS-26/8}, Baz II, p. 8 [pp. 4, 8], ¶¶ 18-25, 31-35; {C-1167};
{C-1168}; {C-1235}; {C-1236}; {C-1237}.
{R-0466}; {SOR/312}, p. 312 [Ch. 4, pp. 213-214], ¶ 762; {C-WS-45/15}, Van Impe I, p. 15 [p. 12], ¶ 42.
{SOR/313}, p. 313 [Ch. 4, pp. 214-216], ¶¶ 765-771; {C-WS-45/15}, Van Impe I, p. 15 [pp. 12-13], ¶¶ 43-47; {R0473}, Nonconformance Report No. 0009, dated 2 Dec 2010.
{SOR/319}, p. 319 [Ch. 4, pp. 220-221], ¶¶ 778-782; {C-WS-45/16}, Van Impe I, p. 16 [p. 13], ¶¶ 48-49; {R-0528/10},
p. 10 [p. 10], item 4.115.7; {R-0599}; {C-1570}.
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deposited on the PLE Stockpile. It is undisputed that ACP never issued any non-compliance notices
(“NCNs”) relating to the deposit of materials other than sound basalt on the PLE Stockpile.75
52.

Temporary modifications to the crushing plants. To deal with the huge amounts of fines produced when
crushing the PLE Basalt, which generated blockages, GUPC began implementing temporary modifications
to the crushing plants in February 2011.76 In particular, GUPC scalped 0-38mm material after the primary
crushers on the PAC side and before the tertiary crushing stage on the ATL side from February 2011 to June
2012.77 This resulted in huge volumes of basalt being removed from the crushing process.

53.

Production of compliant sand in industrial quantities and further temporary modifications. It is
undisputed that from February 2011 on, GUPC managed to produce ASTM C33 compliant sand by scalping
the 0-38mm material, although initially not in the industrial quantities required for the Project.78 With the
opening of the cyclone circuits at the ATL and PAC sand treatment plants, in March – April 2011, GUPC
was able to produce compliant sand in the industrial quantities required for the Project ramp up.79 GUPC
proceeded with an open cyclone circuit in the sand treatment plants until April 2012 (ATL) and September
2012 (PAC), when the multi-cyclones were installed as part of the permanent modifications.80

54.

First permanent modifications to the crushing plants. It is undisputed that, in parallel, GUPC designed,
procured and implemented a first set of permanent modifications to the crushing plants.81 These
modifications allowed GUPC to extract unsuitable material from the flow of materials at each crushing
stage, which significantly increased the wastage. New Disposal Site 2 on the PAC side, set up to increase
the available disposal areas for the excessive amount of waste produced, became fully operational in
November 2011.82

55.

Basalt characterization workshop and Work Procedure (WPR). Following GUPC’s February 2011
Notice of Claim, ACP confidentially engaged CPP to investigate GUPC’s claim and identify potential
defences. On 26 July 2011, barely two months after it had hired CPP, ACP organized a “basalt concrete
aggregate characterization workshop” during which ACP raised alleged concerns about the basalt aggregate
characterization and asked GUPC for the first time to prepare a written work procedure (WPR). On
31 August 2011, GUPC wrote to ACP addressing ACP’s concerns and noting ACP’s request for a WPR
documenting GUPC’s existing procedures for basalt aggregate characterization. ACP responded on
8 September 2011 but did not issue any NCN. On 18 November 2011, GUPC submitted to ACP its WPR,
after having submitted it to CICP in October 2011. On 15 December 2011, ACP provided GUPC with its
comments and accepted the WPR, giving it the disposition “Proceed as noted Resubmit”. On
14 August 2012, GUPC submitted to ACP the revised version of its WPR, addressing ACP’s minor formal
comments.83 The Parties did not make any further exchanges about the WPR.

75

{SOR/311}, p. 311 [Ch. 4, pp. 212 and 216], ¶¶ 759, 771.
For details, see below, Sec. III.G.1, in particular ¶¶ 274.
See below, ¶ 274.
{SOR/368}, p. 368 [Ch. 4, p. 269], ¶ 976; {C-WS-14/68}, Baz I, p. 68 [p. 61], ¶ 104; {C-WS-26/14}, Baz II, p. 14 [pp.
10-11], ¶¶ 44-45; {C-1239}, Sieve analysis records for fine and coarse aggregates, dated Dec 2010 to Jun 2011.
{C-WS-14/70}, Baz I, p. 70 [pp. 63, 77, 79-80], ¶¶ 113, 150, 160; {C-WS-26/20}, Baz II, p. 20 [pp. 16-17], ¶¶ 58-62.
See below, ¶ 274.
See below, ¶ 274 and {C-D-0002}. From Apr. 2011 until the end of the Project, GUPC used coagulant in the water
treatment plants (WTPs) to accelerate the settlement of particles in addition to the flocculant (see below, ¶¶ 275). In
Apr. 2011, GUPC also installed the two filter presses originally intended for the PAC side on the ATL side, doubling
the plant’s capacity to treat the excessive amount of waste produced, which became operational on the ATL side in Jul.
2011 (see below, ¶¶ 275). From Apr. 2011 to the end of the Project, GUPC injected air into the hydro-separators on
both sides to eliminate excess fine particles ({SOC/274}, p. 274 [Ch. 3, pp. 258, 261-262], ¶¶ 848, 851-856; {SOR/372},
p. 372 [Ch. 4, pp. 273, 275-275], ¶¶ 996, 1005-1007; {C-WS-14/75}, Baz I, p. 75 [p. 68], ¶ 129; {C-WS-15/41}, Buffa
I, p. 41 [p. 37], ¶ 119;{C-0603}; {C-0604}; {C-0605}.
See below, ¶ 275.
{SOR/304}, p. 304 [pp. 205-224], ¶¶ 736-738 (on ACP’s request for a WPR), 742 (on GUPC’s response to this request),
756 (on ACP’s acceptance of GUPC’s WPR), 789 (on GUPC’s Notice of Claim); {C-WS-44/16}, Valiante II, p. 16
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56.

Aguadulce Basalt as the new primary feedstock for the crushing plants. In parallel to the modifications
made to the crushing plants, and because the stockpiled PLE Basalt had proven unsuitable for the production
of the industrial volumes of aggregates (esp. sand) needed for the Project, GUPC was forced to consider
other options. GUPC thus decided to use freshly excavated basalt from Aguadulce Hill Quarry
(“Aguadulce Basalt”). While GUPC had intended to use sound Aguadulce Basalt for aggregate production
to complement the insufficient quantities of PLE Basalt, it had planned to do so only from the 36th month on
and for limited volumes, after exhausting the stockpiled PLE Basalt. By then, Aguadulce Basalt would have
largely been used for other works, as the concrete works would have been completed.84 However, in light of
the issues encountered with the PLE Basalt, GUPC had to change its plan and use Aguadulce Basalt as the
primary crushing plant feedstock, as an alternative to the stockpiled PLE Basalt, 24 months before its
intended plan. On 17 February 2011, GUPC accordingly requested an expansion of the Site limit to
excavate the entire Aguadulce Hill following its contour line at maximum tide level as GUPC’s new plan
would require much larger quantities of Aguadulce Basalt than anticipated; ACP did not object to GUPC’s
request.85 It is undisputed that GUPC started blasting and excavating sound Aguadulce Basalt in May
2011,86 and from Sept. 2011 on, Aguadulce Basalt became the primary crushing plant feedstock (by October
2011, most of the PLE Basalt had been excavated and stockpiled).87 That was a very substantial change in
the Project, and ACP was fully aware of it. As GUPC could not use the stockpiled PLE Basalt for concrete
aggregate production due to its rapid degradation, GUPC used most of it to fill the 1939 excavations, as a
mitigation measure, since the PLE Basalt met the design specifications for rockfill material, confirming that
it had not been contaminated by non-rock / unsuitable materials.88 Despite this substantial change of
feedstock source, GUPC encountered the same issues of excessive fines and sticky material when processing
Aguadulce (and later Cocoli) Basalt (although to a lesser extent as GUPC was no longer using stockpiled
basalt), as the DAB witnessed on several occasions. GUPC managed to produce compliant aggregates in
industrial quantities thanks to its substantial crushing plant modifications, which allowed the removal of
large volumes of unsuitable waste from the crushing plants flows.

57.

Further permanent modifications to the crushing plants. In parallel, GUPC decided on more permanent
modifications to the crushing plants (which took longer to implement) to ensure continued production of
compliant aggregates, including sand, in the required industrial quantities. For instance, by April 2012
GUPC had installed a battery of multi-cyclones in the sand treatment plant on the ATL side, and in
September 2012 on the PAC side.89 In January 2012 and March 2012, GUPC installed an additional flatbottom cyclone in the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants, used until the end of the Project.90 In April
2012, GUPC decided to re-process part of the final stockpiled 5-19mm aggregates through the rod mills.91

84

85

86
87

88

89

90
91

[pp. 13-15], ¶¶ 49-51, 54-55, 58-59 ; {C-1221/23}, GUPC’s Work Procedure – Basalt Concrete Aggregate
Characterization, dated 14 Aug 2012, p. 23 [p. 1 of 2]; {C-1230}, GUPC’s Work Procedure – Basalt Concrete
Aggregate Characterization, dated 18 Nov 2011; {R-0579}, Basalt Concrete Aggregate Characterization Workshop
Notes, dated 26 Jul 2011; {R-0598/1}, Letter from the Contractor to the ACP (GUPC-IAE-0912), dated 31 Aug 2011, p.
1 [pp. 1 and 4]; {R-0601}, Letter from the ACP to the Contractor (IAE-UPC-0769), dated 8 Sep 2011;
{C-0597}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, dated Mar 2009; {C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p.71 [p. 64], fn. 119; {C-WS-26/25},
Baz II, p. 25 [p. 21], ¶ 72; {C-WS-47/16}, Zaffaroni III, p. 16 [p. 13], ¶ 69; {C-WS-34/9}, Lampiano I, p. 9 [pp. 623], ¶ 30-50; {SOR/359}, p. 359 [Ch. 4, p. 260], ¶ 941.
{C-0182}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 16 Feb 2011; {C-0599}, GUPC’s RfV No. 56, Section 31 23 00, dated 17
Feb 2011. See also {SOC/288}, p. 288 [Ch. 3, p. 272], ¶ 833; {C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [pp. 64-65], ¶ 119.
{SOC/269}, p. 269 [Ch. 3, pp. 253-254], ¶ 834; {C-WS-14/72}, Baz I, p. 72 [pp. 65-66], ¶ 121; {C-0587}.
{SOC/182}, p. 182 [Ch. 3, pp. 252-256], ¶¶ 828-841; {SOR/203}, p. 203 [Ch. 4, pp. 104, 115, 259], ¶¶ 410, 452, 938,
and {C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [pp. 64-65], ¶¶ 115-122, 141; {C-WS-26/26}, Baz II, p. 26 [p. 22], ¶ 74; {C-WS15/40}, Buffa I, p. 40 [p. 36], ¶ 113; {C-0608}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 9 Nov 2011.
{SOC/186}, p. 186 [Ch. 3, p. 256], ¶ 840; {C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [p. 64], ¶ 117; {C-WS-26.AnnC/64}, p. 64 [pp.
64-68]; {C-0594/1}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 1 Aug 2012, p. 1 [p. 1], item 2.
{SOC/286}, p. 286 [Ch. 3, p. 270], ¶ 877. These multi-cyclones, which removed many fines before they reach the water
treatment plant (WTP) rendered the primary washing lines unnecessary ({C-WS-14/85}, Baz I, p. 85 [pp. 78-79], ¶ 157; {C0594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 1 Aug 2012).
See below, ¶ 275.
{SOC/287}, p. 287 [Ch. 3, p. 271], ¶ 880.
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In June 2012, GUPC installed additional tertiary and quaternary crushers.92 All these permanent
modifications allowed GUPC significantly to increase the production of ASTM C33 compliant sand for the
Project.
58.

Further tests from GUPC and ACP. In 2012-2015, GUPC commissioned additional tests, including
additional glycol tests on samples of both PLE and Aguadulce Basalt.93 These tests confirmed that basalt’s
propensity to degrade rapidly upon exposure to ambient conditions. ACP’s own contemporaneous evidence,
developed between June 2011 and July 2012 following receipt of GUPC’s Notice of Claim (but not shared
with GUPC at the time), confirmed that rapid degradation caused the issues encountered with the PLE and
Aguadulce Basalt.94 This was also in line with the DAB members’ own observations during their numerous
site visits in that period of time (including on 28 September 2014), as indicated in their Referral 11 decision,
finding in GUPC’s favor.95
C.

59.

THE USE OF THE PLE BASALT AS THE PRIMARY FEEDSTOCK FOR CONCRETE AGGREGATE
PRODUCTION WAS A FUNDAMENTAL BASIS OF THE PARTIES’ AGREEMENT

As shown below, the evidence overwhelmingly shows, and it is undisputed, that the Contract was concluded
on the basis that the PLE Basalt was the primary feedstock for the crushing plants.
ACP required that the Contractor use the PLE Basalt as the primary feedstock for concrete
aggregate production
(a) ACP’s requirement that the Contractor should use the PLE Basalt was based on years
of investigations and numerous documents

60.

ACP’s investigations for the Project over close to 10 years. To prepare its Canal expansion program
(including the construction of the Third Set of Locks), ACP carried out extensive studies over close to 10
years, from 1998 to the start of the RFQ/RFP process.96 ACP also had access to numerous historical studies,
which the U.S. had prepared in the 1930s-40s,97 and which ACP relied upon as Ms George confirmed at the
Hearing.98

61.

As part of its preparation for the Project, ACP undertook geological and geotechnical investigations,
including borehole investigations, petrographic analysis and other tests, and issued alignment studies,
reference designs, and geotechnical reports.99 It is undisputed that ACP’s studies, taken together with the
U.S. historical studies, were extensive and aimed at detailing the materials and conditions expected to be
encountered during the Project.100 Mr Miguez confirmed at the Hearing that ACP “spent millions of dollars

92

{SOC/288}, p. 288 [Ch. 3, p. 272], ¶ 883.
{SOR/214}, p. 214 [Ch. 4, pp. 115-120], ¶¶ 453-467; {C-WS-14/34}, Baz I, p. 34 [p. 27], ¶ 39; {C-WS-26/8}, Baz II,
p. 8 [p. 4], ¶¶ 75-93; {C-0584}, {C-1167}, {C-1169}, {C-1170}, {C-1264}, {C-1265}, {C-1266}, {C-1267}, {C-1268},
{C-1270}. Regarding the relevance of the glycol test, see below, ¶¶ 110-112.
{SOR/167}, p. 167 [Ch. 4, pp. 154-160], ¶¶ 558-583; {C-1583}; {C-1542}; {C-1543}; {C-0564}; {R-0566}; {R-0600};
{R-0633}.
{C-0246}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014.
See above Sec. III.B.1. At the Hearing, Ms George recognized that ACP had started to perform studies for the
preparation of the Project from 1998 onwards ({Day6/174:21}, [174:21-25] (George Cross)).
See above, Sec. III.B.1 and {SOC/145}, p. 145 [Ch. 3, pp. 129-141] Sec. III.B.4.(d)(i); {SOR/154}, p. 154 [Ch. 4, pp.
55-62], Sec. II.B.3.(d)(i), with respect to {C-0919}; {C-0920}; {C-0921}; {C-0922}; {C-1525}; {C-1526}; {C-1527}.
{Day6/175:15}, [175:15-20] (George Cross).
See above, Sec. III.B.1, with further references. See also, {SOC/15}, p. 15 [Ch. 1, pp. 12-13], Sec. I.C.2; {SOR/106}, p.
106 [Ch. 4, pp. 7-9], ¶¶ 40-47.
See e.g., {SOC/15}, p. 15 [Ch. 1, pp. 12-13], Sec. I.C.2; {SOD/239}, p. 239 [Ch. 5, p. 60], ¶ 6.82; {SOR/106}, p. 106
[Ch. 4, pp. 7-9], ¶¶ 40-47; {R-EX-11/8}, Kuper I, p. 8 [pp. 5-6], ¶ 5.2; {C-EX-26/409}, Shilston II, p. 409 [pp. 6-23, 624], ¶¶ 76-77, 79, 82.
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investigating the feasibility of the project.”101 There can be no doubt that ACP expected the tenderers to rely
on these studies in preparing their technical and financial proposals for the Project.
62.

The investigations and studies focused on the Locks alignment chosen by ACP and on the basalt to be
excavated on the Pacific alignment (the PLE Basalt, which ACP had identified as being part of “Miraflores
basalt”, “Tb basalt” or “Pacific side basalt”). As ACP’s Ms George, who was in charge of the preparation of
the cost estimates and schedules for the Project, confirmed at the Hearing, “ACP’s intention to use … the
basalt to be excavated for the production of concrete aggregate … never changed” throughout ACP’s Project
preparation.102

63.

It is undisputed that ACP’s studies repeatedly and consistently stated that the PLE Basalt was good and
strong basalt and was suitable for concrete aggregate production, as detailed below. ACP’s studies
confirmed the representations in the historical studies done by the Americans, which “had identified that the
basalt from the [1939] excavation [i.e., between the PLE and Aguadulce Hill] could be used for concrete
aggregate”, as Ms George also confirmed at the Hearing.103

64.

ACP’s cost estimates and budget for the Project based on the PLE Basalt as the primary source of
material for concrete aggregates. Based on its investigations, ACP prepared cost and schedule estimates
in 2004, which it updated in 2006 (together, the “Cost Estimates”).104 The 2004 Estimate, which the 2006
Cost Estimate referred to and relied on,105 was articulated upon five fundamental assumptions; importantly,
one of them was that “the aggregate and crushed stone required for both sites would be obtained from the
excavation of the Pacific locks and the access channel.”106 The Cost Estimates did not envisage any other
“option” as to the material to be used for concrete aggregate production. Ms George repeatedly testified that
these cost estimates were based on ACP’s intention to use the PLE Basalt for the production of
aggregates.107

65.

At the Hearing, Ms George referred to ACP’s “conceptual designs” when discussing the 2004 and 2006 Cost
Estimates, suggesting that they were only preliminary assessments that needed to be finalized in particular
regarding the use of the PLE Basalt.108 This suggestion is incorrect. First, as Ms George recognized, the
Cost Estimates were based on granular information regarding the quantities of materials available (including
PLE Basalt).109 Second, ACP – not its consultants – represented in its Cost Estimates that the PLE Basalt

101

{Day7/9:24}, [9:24 – 10:1] (Miguez Cross). See also, {R-WS-7/6}, Miguez III, p. 6 [p. 4], ¶ 21. The Parties have
substantially agreed on the amendments to the Days 2, 5 and 7 transcripts (including a revised translation of the
testimonies provided in Spanish, that is, by Justice Troyano and Prof Morales Moreno on Day 2, Ms Baz and
Mr Corbella on Day 5 and Profs Suárez and García on Day 7, in light of the deficiencies of the Spanish simultaneous
translation at the Hearing), as incorporated in the provisional Days 2, 5 and 7 transcripts used in this submission but not
issued by Opus. The only remaining points of disagreement concern the language in the following excerpts of the
provisional transcripts, which the Parties hope to resolve shortly: {Day2/125:12}, [125:12]; [131:16]; {Day5/47:16},
[47:16]; [111:9]; [112:12]; {Day7/79:5}, [79:5]. Claimants submit a preliminary revised version of the Days 2, 5 and 7
transcripts, reflecting the Parties’ agreed revisions, pending final agreement and revision by Opus2.
{Day62/207:15}, [207:15-21] (George Cross) [emphasis added].
{Day6/174:14}, [174:14-20] (George Cross). See also below, ¶¶ 60-63, 69.
For the 2004 Cost Estimate: {C-0180}; {SOC/107}, p. 107 [Ch. 3, pp. 91-93], Sec. III.B.2.(b); {SOR/112}, p. 112 [Ch.
4, pp. 13-17], Sec. II.A.4; and for the 2006 Cost Estimate: {C-0181}, {SOC/113}, p. 113 [Ch. 3, pp. 97-99], Sec.
III.B.2.(d); {SOR/121}, p. 121 [Ch. 4, pp. 22-24], Sec. II.A.8.
{C-0181/3}, Cost and Schedule Estimate, dated Feb 2006, p. 3 [pp. 2-4]. The 2006 Estimate also gave an estimate of
the quantities of basalt that would be excavated and used to produce concrete aggregates. ACP thus did not limit itself
to some general statements on the basalt, but rather sought to cost the consequence of using the PLE Basalt ({C-0181/5},
p. 5 [p. 4], Table 9).
{C-0180/2}, Cost and Schedule Estimate, dated 1 Apr 2004, p. 2 [pp. 2-3], p. 8 [pp. 8-9, 12]. See also, {SOC/107}, p.
107 [Ch. 3, pp. 91-93], Sec. III.B.2.(b); {SOR/112}, p. 112 [Ch. 4, pp. 13-17], Sec. II.A.4.
{Day6/203:16}, [203:16-204:10 and 207:15-19] (George Cross).
{Day6/153:10}, [153:10], [153:24], [154:2], [154:12], [172:9], [173:9-10], [174:14-15]; [177:3-4]; [177:13-15];
[187:20]; [202:13]; [202:21-23]; [206:21-24] (George Cross).
{Day6/207:8}, [207:8-14] (George Cross).
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was suitable for concrete aggregate production. Neither CPP’s 2002 Reference Design, nor its 2005
Updated Conceptual Design referred to the basalt’s suitability or to the production of concrete.110 ACP
therefore chose to stress the PLE Basalt’s suitability for concrete aggregate production and decided to
prepare its cost and schedule analysis on this basis. Third, as Ms George has also accepted, when it was
preparing the Cost Estimates, ACP intended that the Contract be design-bid-build, which meant that ACP
would have prepared the final design based on its investigations.111
66.

ACP’s evaluation of the low risk of the PLE Basalt’s possible unsuitability for concrete aggregate
production. During its preparation for the Project, ACP also produced several risk analysis studies in 2005
and 2006.112 These studies show that, while ACP had identified the potential risk of the PLE Basalt’s
unsuitability to produce concrete aggregates, it considered this risk to be “low”, stating that it “almost
certainly won’t occur”.113 Ms George confirmed at the Hearing this latter understanding by ACP during its
preparation.114 While the risk was labelled as “low”, it would have significantly impacted ACP’s budget if it
had materialized.115

67.

The approval of the 2006 Proposal by the Panamanian Government, National Assembly and People.
As both Ms George and Mr Miguez confirmed at the Hearing, ACP then prepared its 2006 Proposal based
on its two Cost Estimates and its risk analysis studies.116 Ms George explained to the Tribunal that the 2006
Cost Estimate “had the very important role in the approval of the [National] Assembly and then the
referendum” because it represented “[a] very precise … calculation of what the cost would be to the
project.”117 Mr Miguez also confirmed that the 2006 Proposal was “based on the cost estimate of 2006”, and
that this “cost analysis” in the Proposal offered “a high level of reliability due to the level of thoroughness
and detail with which it has been performed”.118 In 2006, the Panamanian Government, National Assembly
and People approved ACP’s 2006 Proposal on the basis, amongst other things, that the Locks would be built
with concrete made of aggregates produced from the PLE Basalt.119

68.

ACP’s disregard of the early warnings about the necessity to conduct further testing on the PLE
Basalt. Early on in the Project preparation, ACP was advised that it should carry out more testing to confirm
that the PLE Basalt could be used for concrete aggregate production. For instance, CPP recommended in the
2003 New Locks Alignment study that ACP “perform mechanical and chemical studies [including microdeval tests] on the 40 MPa+/- basalt and verify whether it is suitable for use as coarse and fine concrete
aggregate”.120 Yet, as became clear in the document production process of the present arbitration,121 ACP
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{C-0821}, ACP Reference Design, 'Design Criteria', Tasks 2 & 3, dated 15 Nov 2002 (see also {SOC/13}, p. 13 [Ch. 1,
pp. 10-12], Sec. I.C.1; {SOR/109}, p. 109 [Ch. 4, pp. 10-11], Sec. II.A.2); {C-0823}, 2005 Updated Reference Design,
dated 20 May 2005 (see also {SOC/15}, p. 15 [Ch. 1, pp. 12-13], Sec. I.C.2; {SOR/116}, p. 116 [Ch. 4, pp. 17-18], Sec.
II.A.5).
{Day6/169:13}, [169:13-17] (George Cross).
{C-0917}, Workshop Report, dated 14 Sep 2005; {C-0964}, ACP’s 2006 Risk Analysis, dated Mar 2006; see also
{SOC/109}, p. 109 [Ch. 3, pp. 93-96], ¶¶ 330-337; {SOR/118}, p. 118 [Ch. 4, pp. 19-21], ¶¶ 83-87. ACP issued another
risk analysis during the RFP period in early 2008 ({C-1506}).
{C-0917/47}, Workshop Report, dated 14 Sep 2005, p. 47 [p. 47]. ACP has refused to produce the documents that it
had when drawing these conclusions, except for one heavily redacted document, in response to GUPC’s Requests 11
and 12. The Tribunal should conclude that ACP had relevant information that it chose not to share with the tenderers.
{Day6/197:7}, [197:7-13] (George Cross).
ACP noted that the risk associated with the PLE Basalt’s possible unsuitability for concrete aggregate production could
have a “high impact” ({C-0917/138}, Workshop Report, dated 14 Sep 2005, p. 138).
{Day6/207:22}, [207:22-208:1] (George Cross); {Day7/20:22}, [20:22-21:8] (Miguez Cross). See also, {SOC/116}, p.
116 [Ch. 3, pp. 100-101], ¶¶ 352-355; {SOR/125}, p. 125 [Ch. 4, p. 26], ¶¶ 108-109.
{Day6/218:16}, [218:16-22] (George Tribunal Questions).
{Day7/21:2}, [21:2-3; 24:3-18] (Miguez Cross); {C-0023/19}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project, dated 24
Apr 2006, p. 19 [pp. 19-20].
See above, ¶ 33, with further references.
{C-0916/8}, 2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment, dated Oct 2003, p. 8 [p. 8]. See also, {SOR/264}, p. 264 [Ch. 4,
pp. 165-169], ¶¶ 607-610, 615-619.
Tribunal's Decision on GUPC’s Document Production Requests, p. 42 [p. 27], Request No. 4; ACP's comments on
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ignored this recommendation and did not do the various additional tests recommended. Instead, ACP
continued to prepare the Project on the fundamental premise that the PLE Basalt was suitable and would be
used to produce the concrete aggregates needed for the Project.122 The undisputed evidence on the record
shows that ACP received further warnings and recommendations to perform tests on the basalt shortly
before and during the tender period, but continued to ignore these warnings.123 ACP’s senior geologist Mr
Irving thus admitted at the Hearing that ACP did not perform certain tests, including the micro-deval tests,
recommended in February 2008 by URS.124 Mr Irving alleged that this was because ACP did not have the
necessary equipment, but recognized that ACP had, on other occasions, sent samples abroad to be tested. He
was also unable to explain why ACP did not do the same during the tender period, despite providing a report
assuring the tenderers that it was currently performing these very tests to confirm the durability of the
basalt.125 It is not disputed that ACP did not inform the tenderers at the time that it had failed to carry out
testing recommended by its consultants. Throughout the RFP period, ACP’s message to the tenderers
remained the same: the PLE Basalt was suitable for aggregate production, without caveat.
(b) ACP’s RFQ and RFP documents stated that the Contractor could and should use the
PLE Basalt as the primary feedstock for concrete aggregate production
ACP consistently presented the PLE Basalt as good and strong, not prone to deterioration,
and suitable for concrete aggregate production
69.

ACP’s clear statements as to the PLE Basalt’s “good” and “strong” quality and suitability for
concrete aggregate production. ACP made available to the tenderers the numerous – but not all of the –
documents it and its consultants had produced during its 10-year investigation, along with the historical
studies, first during the RFQ process,126 then during the RFP process.127 All this documentation delivered a
consistent message, which ACP does not dispute: the excavated basalt from the PLE was suitable for use as
concrete aggregates.
 ACP’s RFQ and RFP documents described the PLE Basalt (or generally the Miraflores basalt, “Tb
basalt” or “Pacific side basalt”) as a “very good,” “strong,” “durable,” “hard” or “medium hard to very
hard” rock, “improbable [to be] affected by air, humidity, or other geochemical changes”.128 ACP and its

122
123
124
125

126

127

128

its Document Production dated April 2018, p. 1; {SOR/265}, p. 265 [Ch. 4, pp. 166-167], ¶ 613.
{SOC/102}, p. 102 [Ch. 3, pp. 86-103], Sec. III.B.2; {SOR/106}, p. 106 [Ch. 4, pp. 7-28], Sec. II.A.
{SOR/264}, p. 264 [Ch. 4, pp. 165-169], ¶¶ 607-610; 615-619.
{R-WS-24/42}, Irving II, p. 42 [p. 39], ¶ 141; {Day6/73:18}, [73:18-24] (Irving Tribunal Questions).
{R-WS-24/42}, Irving II, p. 42 [p. 39], ¶ 141; {Day6/73:24}, [73:24-75:3] (Irving Tribunal Questions). Mr Irving
referred to the URS report, "Task A.2.3, In-situ construction materials, Dams 2, 1W, and 2W, Geotechnical Interpretive
Report (GIR)”, dated May 2008, and available in {R-0778}, through the following file path: R-778 > 2-Amendments >
ENM 08 > 06.9_ConsultantsReports > 06.9.2_BorinquenDams >08_URS_TO4_TaskA.2.3_GIR_Insitu_Const_Matls_
Final.pdf.
The relevant RFQ documents are {C-0025/79}, p. 79, providing: {R-0254}; {C-0821}; {C-1505}; {C-0916}; {C-0180};
{C-0823}; {C-1507}; {C-0181}; {C-0023}. See also {SOC/119}, p. 119 [Ch. 3, p. 103], ¶ 364; {SOR/138}, p. 138 [Ch.
4, pp. 39-40], ¶ 143.
The relevant RFP documents are {C-0683}; {C-0681}; {C-0685}; {C-0479}; {C-0481}; {C-0482}; {C-0684}; {C0921}; {C-0919}; {C-0922}; {C-1525}; {C-1527}; {C-0920}; {C-0821}; {C-1505}; {C-0976}; {C-0977}; {C-0823};
{C-0686}; {R-0290}; {C-0493}; {C-0688}; {C-0491}; {C-0978}; {C-0492}; {C-0971}; {C-0979}. See also
{SOC/120}, p. 120 [Ch. 3, pp. 104-151], ¶¶ 368-527; {SOR/140}, p. 140 [Ch. 4, pp. 39-73], ¶¶ 147-284.
Describing the PLE Basalt as “very good” (e.g., {C-0821/51}, ACP Reference Design, 'Design Criteria', Tasks 2 & 3,
dated 15 Nov 2002, p. 51 [p. A/4-18]); “strong” (e.g., {C-0919/5}, 1942 Isthmian report, dated November 1942, p. 5 [p.
2]; {C-0180/8}, Cost and Schedule Estimate, dated 1 Apr 2004, p. 8; “durable” ({C-0479/46}, GIR (Rev. 0), dated 16
May 2008, dated 16 May 2008, p. 46); “hard” to “very hard” (E.g. {C-0683/240}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul
2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17]; {C-0919/7}, 1942 Isthmian report, dated November 1942, p. 7 [pp. 4, 6]; {C-0920/1117}, 1947
Governor’s report, dated 1947, p. 1117, ¶¶ 37, 40; {C-0489/19}, RFP (Final version), GIR Appendix B, dated May
2003, p. 19 [pp. 13, 16]; {C-0180/8}, Cost and Schedule Estimate, dated 1 Apr 2004, p. 8; {C-0968/3}, Paper to 31st
PIANC Congress, dated May 2006, p. 3 [p. 3]; or “improbable [to be] affected by air, humidity, or other geochemical
changes” ({C-0683/240}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 240 [p. 4-17]).
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experts agree that the RFQ/RFP documents described the PLE Basalt as a good and strong basalt.129 In
particular, ACP’s core loggings did not indicate the presence of smectites in the rock matrix.130
 ACP also clearly stated that the PLE Basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production in numerous
RFQ131 and RFP documents – in particular the EsIA, the First GIR (which the Final GIR did not
contradict), the GDR,132 as both Parties’ experts agree.133 ACP made the same clear statement in answers
to questions put by the tenderers. 134

70.

ACP’s irrelevant and misleading argument regarding the PLE Basalt’s variability. In this arbitration,
ACP and its experts Mr Kuper and Dr Rothstein have tried to argue that GUPC could not rely on ACP’s
clear and repeated statements in the RFQ/RFP documents because the documents allegedly indicated that the
PLE Basalt was “variable”.135 They, however, did not clarify at first what this alleged “variability” referred
to, applying it to a number of issues (variability of materials, variability of rock types, presence of weathered
and sound rock, etc.). In their second reports, Mr Kuper and Dr Rothstein both confirmed that only the
variability in the “sound basalt from the Pacific site” was relevant to the analysis of the sound basalt’s
suitability.136 “Variability” of rock or material types is, in ACP’s own words, irrelevant.137 Regarding sound
basalt, GUPC’s expert Mr Shilston explained that the very meaning of variability “derives from an
appreciation of the context and scale of the variability”138 which, “when applied to rock material properties
and rock mass conditions”, means “variance within a range.”139 However, ACP and its experts, while
describing the PLE Basalt as good, strong and suitable for concrete aggregate production,140 then sought to
use “variability” to indicate that there was some sheared, faulted, and hydrothermally altered basalt within
the PLE sound basalt. They added that because of the presence of sheared, faulted and altered basalt, the
PLE Basalt should be carried out “selectively” (which concept they do not clearly define) and assert, without
demonstration, that failing to do so would lead to a higher percentage of fines than planned originally.141
ACP and its experts’ arguments are irrelevant.
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{R-EX-17/25}, Rothstein I, p. 25 [p. 22], ¶ 49; {R-EX-30/7}, Rothstein II, p. 7 [p. 5], ¶ 3.5(a).
{Day7/212:6}, [212:6-8] (Shilston’s Pres.); {C-EX-26/445}, Shilston II, p. 445 [pp. 6-59 – 6-65], ¶¶ 273-304.
{C-0916}; {C-0180}; {C-0181}; {R-0254}.
{C-0683/7}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 7 [p. ES-7]; {C-0683/152}, p. 152 [p. 3-83]; {C-0683/240}, p.
240; {C-0971}, RFP Amend. 0, Summary and Ch. 8 of EsIA, dated December 2007; {C-0479}, GIR (Rev. 0), dated 16
May 2008; {C-0684}, GIR (Final Version); {C-0681}, GDR (Rev. 0), dated 1 Apr 2008; {C-0685}, GDR (Final
Version) dated May 2008; {C-0686}, ACP’s Technical Report 2006-13; {C-0688}, ACP’s Technical Report 2006-14.
In response to GUPC’s Requests Nos. 34, 41, 43(a), 46 and 48(a), ACP produced heavily redacted documents relating to
sources or drafts of the EsIA and the GIR, and failed to comply with the Tibunal’s order to revise the redaction. The
Tribunal should infer that ACP had relevant information that it chose not to share with the tenderers.
{R-EX-17/23}, Rothstein I, p. 23 [p. 20], ¶ 44; {R-EX-30/7}, Rothstein II, p. 7 [pp. 5, 20], ¶¶ 3.5(a), 4.46. See also
{SOC/102}, p. 102 [Ch. 3, pp. 86-151], ¶¶ 310-527; {SOR/140}, p. 140 [Ch. 4, pp. 39-40], ¶¶ 147-284; {C-EX-5/220},
Shilston I, p. 220 [pp. 8-5 – 8-51], ¶¶ 11-144; {C-EX-26/391}, Shilston II, p. 391 [pp. 6-5 – 6-49], ¶¶ 2-237.
{C-0700/224}, Tender stage Q&A (consolidated), p. 224, item 110.
See {SOD/220}, p. 220 [Ch. 5, pp. 41-82], ¶¶ 6.1-6.183; {Rejoinder/176}, p. 176 [Ch. 3, pp. 52-94], ¶¶ 4.1-4.205; {REX-11/22}, Kuper I, p. 22 [pp. 19-62], ¶¶ 8.1-8.114; {R-EX-17/13}, Rothstein I, p. 13 [pp. 10-22, 43-66], ¶¶ 26-51,
88-156; {R-EX-25/6}, Kuper II, p. 6 [pp. 4-35], ¶¶ 4.1-4.122 ; also {R-EX-30/9}, Rothstein II, p. 9 [pp. 7-29], ¶¶ 4.14.67; see also {SOR/140}, p. 140 [Ch. 4, pp. 41-42], ¶¶ 149-151; {C-EX-26/401}, Shilston II, p. 401 [pp. 6-5 – 6-49],
¶¶ 2-237.
{R-EX-25/10}, Kuper II, p. 10 [pp. 8 – 9], ¶¶ 4.17-4.18. See also {R-EX-30/21}, Rothstein II, p. 21 [p. 19], ¶ 4.39.
{R-EX-25/8}, Kuper II, p. 8 [p. 6], ¶¶ 4.17-4.18; see also {SOR/129}, p. 129 [Ch. 4, pp. 30-35], ¶ 133; {C-EX-26/412},
Shilston II, p. 412 [pp. 6-26 – 6-28], ¶¶ 92-107.
{C-EX-26/412}, Shilston II, p. 412 [p. 6-26], ¶ 92.
{C-EX-26/412}, Shilston II, p. 412 [p. 6-26], ¶ 94.
{R-EX-17/23}, Rothstein I, p. 23 [p. 20], ¶ 44; {R-EX-30/22}, Rothstein II, p. 22 [pp. 20-21], ¶ 4.46; {R-EX-30/7},
Rothstein II, p. 7 [p. 5], ¶ 3.5(a).
{R-EX-17/11}, Rothstein I, p. 11 [p. 8], ¶ 21; see also {R-EX-11/59}, Kuper I, p. 59 [pp. 56-57], ¶ 8.98; {R-EX-30/7},
Rothstein II, p. 7 [p. 5], ¶ 3.5(a); see also {R-EX-11/25}, Kuper I, p. 25 [pp. 22-23, 99], ¶¶ 8.11, 12.4; {R-EX-25/3},
Kuper II, p. 3 [pp. 1-2, 79], ¶¶ 3.1, 7.12.
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71.

First, it is undisputed that the sound PLE Basalt contained only limited amounts of sheared and faulted
basalt, even on ACP’s and its experts’ accounts, and the vast majority of the PLE Basalt was good, strong,
suitable basalt.142 There can be no dispute that there was no indication in the RFQ/RFP documents of any
“variability” that would have cast doubts on ACP’s repeated statements about the suitability and use of the
sound PLE Basalt. Second, the contemporaneous documentary evidence shows that GUPC did “selectively”
excavate the PLE and ensured that only sound, suitable PLE Basalt was stockpiled and used as crushing
plant feedstock.143 Third, there is simply no evidence that weakened basalt was deposited on the PLE
Stockpile or used as crushing plant feedstock. ACP did not perform any tests to support their arguments in
this respect and the few photographs on which ACP’s experts rely do not demonstrate that weaker basalt was
stockpiled or crushed, as explained below.144 ACP’s Mr Kuper and Dr Rothstein do not even suggest that
weaker PLE Basalt was stockpiled or crushed: their conclusions relate exclusively to “mixed weathered
basalt” (which is not sound basalt), “mud” (which is not even basalt), “and/or weak, marginal rock.”145 They
have not described sheared, faulted sound PLE basalt, but rather other types of rock or material. ACP’s
alleged “variability” argument regarding the RFQ/RFP documents is thus wrong.

72.

ACP’s warning of Sosa Hill Basalt’s rapid degradation. In contrast to its statement about PLE Basalt,
ACP indicated in the GDR and Final GIR that basalt from Sosa Hill, which is only 8km East from the Site,
“has proven not to be suitable for construction purposes since it turns very rapidly into clay minerals when
crushed and placed on site.”146 As is now known, this describes precisely what happened to the PLE,
Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt, that is, rapid degradation when exposed in ambient conditions and, in
particular, when stockpiled (“placed on site”) and “crushed”. ACP was thus aware that rapid degradation
could occur in sound basalt in Panama. Mr Shilston noted that, by adding this statement to the GDR, ACP
corrected the 1940s reports that had described Sosa Hill Basalt as suitable.147 However, there was no similar
description or warning with respect to the PLE Basalt (or to any other basalt in the Miraflores formation),
which to the contrary was described as eminently suitable for concrete aggregate production. As Mr
Shilston pointed out, ACP’s decision to single out Sosa Hill Basalt as unsuitable for aggregate production,
while making numerous positive representations regarding the PLE Basalt, could only further reinforce the
tenderers’ confidence in ACP’s assessment of the PLE Basalt.
ACP required that the Contractor use the PLE Basalt as primary feedstock for concrete
aggregate production

73.

In addition to repeatedly stating that the PLE Basalt was of good quality and suitable, ACP in fact went
further and required that the Contractor use the PLE Basalt as primary feedstock for the production of
concrete aggregates.148 In particular, the EsIA, which is part of the ER,149 specifically stated that “according
to [ACP’s] requirements, the Project requirements for aggregates to prepare concrete and for other uses …
will be covered with excavated materials, mainly on the Pacific Side,”150 and that “basalt excavated from the
Pacific side will be used to obtain aggregate for the construction of the locks and water saving basins.”151

74.

The use the PLE Basalt was a significant parameter in the preparation of GUPC’s technical and financial
proposals. It is not contested that the use of the PLE Basalt had a massive impact on the Project’s feasibility,

142

{R-EX-17/11}, Rothstein I, p. 11 [pp. 8, 22], ¶¶ 21, 49; {R-EX-30/21}, Rothstein II, p. 21 [p. 19], ¶ 4.39.
{C-1221}, GUPC’s Work Procedure – Basalt Concrete Aggregate Characterization, dated 14 Aug 2012; {C-WS-44/17},
Valiante II, p. 17 [pp. 14-15], ¶¶ 52, 54-60; {C-WS-45/12}, Van Impe I, p. 12 [pp. 9-12], ¶¶ 34-40.
See below, Sec. III.F.2, and {Day10/30}, p. 30 [113:12-16].
{R-EX-30/100}, Rothstein II, p. 100 [p. 98], ¶ 7.2.
{C-0934/23}, GDR (Final Version), dated May 2008, p. 23, ¶ 2.32.
{Day7/214:16}, [214:16-215:7] (Shilston Tribunal Questions).
{SOC/119}, p. 119 [Ch. 3, pp. 103-151], ¶¶ 363-527; {SOR/140}, p. 140 [Ch. 4, pp. 41-73], ¶¶ 147-284; {C-EX-5/220},
Shilston I, p. 220 [pp. 8-5 – 8-51], ¶¶ 11-144; {C-EX-26/391}, Shilston II, p. 391 [pp. 6-5 – 6-49], ¶¶ 2-237; {C-WS21/13}, Zaffaroni II, p. 13 [pp. 9-12], ¶¶ 32-44.
{SOC/126}, p. 126 [Ch. 3, pp. 110-112], ¶¶ 390-399; {SOR/145}, p. 145 [Ch. 4, pp. 46-47], ¶¶ 167-173.
{C-0683/679}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 679 [p. 7-79]; see also p. 152 [p. 3-83], Sec. 3.5.2.3.
{C-0683/7}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 7 [p. ES-7].
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which is presumably why ACP chose to list it as the only technical assumption within the five main
assumptions in its 2004 Cost and Scheduling Estimate. The selected contractor would have to excavate the
huge volume of PLE Basalt anyway to form the shape of the Locks. If it could not have been used to
produce aggregates, other material would have had to be sourced, which would have changed the Project
entirely (as it did). Not using the PLE Basalt would have meant a completely different project, thus a
completely different tender, in terms of costs, schedule, logistics and environmental impact.152 Mr Quijano
confirmed this in his statement explaining that using the PLE Basalt to produce aggregates was “an
economically efficient assumption”.153
GUPC prepared its tender in accordance with Prudent Industry Practices and based on the
use of the PLE Basalt as the main feedstock for concrete aggregate production
75.

As Mr Shilston explained in his report and at the Hearing, when preparing its tender and in particular
assessing the suitability of material for producing concrete aggregates, a tenderer complying with Prudent
Industry Practices would (i) review the employer’s information and (ii) undertake validation checks
consisting in enquiries about local past performance, field observations, petrographic analysis and laboratory
tests.154 ACP has never disputed this in its written submissions and at the Hearing.155 The evidence in this
arbitration shows that GUPC did comply with Prudent Industry Practices at tender stage156 and in fact did
more than the other Tenderers. It is also undisputed that GUPC based its tender on the use of the PLE Basalt
as primary feedstock for concrete aggregate production.
(a) Based on its analysis of the RFQ/RFP documents and its validation checks, GUPC
correctly concluded that it could and should use the PLE Basalt as primary source for
concrete aggregate production

76.

GUPC’s review of the RFQ/RFP documents. It is not disputed that GUPC put together a team of highly
experienced specialists to prepare its tender including: Mr Picco in geology (that is, a “geomaterials
specialist” as Mr Shilston indicates a tenderer should employ157), Mr Lampiano supervising engineeringrelated work, Mr Buffa for the crushing plant design and operation, led by GUPC’s very experienced
Proposal Manager Mr Zaffaroni.158 GUPC was also working with personnel from its consortium member
CUSA, a Panamanian company with local knowledge.159 The evidence shows that GUPC’s personnel
carefully reviewed ACP’s RFQ/RFP documents,160 including documents pertaining specifically to geology,
contrary to ACP’s Dr Kuper’s unsupported insinuation to the contrary.161 As Mr Zaffaroni confirmed at the
Hearing, the RFQ/RFP documents unambiguously presented the PLE Basalt as suitable for concrete
aggregate production and required that the Contractor use it for that purpose:162 a tenderer would not have
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{SOC/101}, p. 101 [Ch. 3, p. 85], ¶¶ 307-308; {SOR/108}, p. 108 [Ch. 4, pp. 8-9], ¶ 44; {C-WS-47/15}, Zaffaroni III,
p. 15 [p. 12], ¶¶ 64-65.
{R-WS-18/5}, Quijano III, p. 5 [p. 3], ¶ 13.
{C-P-0008/26}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 26; {Day7/179:22}, [179:22-180:21] (Shilston’s Pres.). See also {C-EX26/436}, Shilston II, p. 436 [p. 6-50], ¶ 240. For the contractual definition of Prudent Industry Practices, see also {R0007/21}, Conditions of Contract for the Design and Construction of the Third Set of Locks, dated 11 Aug 2009, p. 21
[p. 9], ¶ 1.1.5.25.
{SOD/262}, p. 262 [Ch. 5, pp. 83-86], Sec. 7; {Rejoinder/219}, p. 219 [Ch. 3, pp. 95-107], Sec. 5.
See {C-P-0008/27}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 27 [pp. 27-29]; {SOC/167}, p. 167 [Ch. 3, pp. 151-165], ¶¶ 528-568;
{SOR/174}, p. 174 [Ch. 4, pp. 75-83], ¶¶ 295-327; {C-EX-5/266}, Shilston I, p. 266 [pp. 8-51–8-62], ¶¶ 145-164; {CEX-26/436}, Shilston II, p. 436 [pp. 6-50–6-73], ¶ 238-330.
{C-P-0008/26}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 26; {Day7/179}, p. 179 [179:22-180:21] (Shilston’s Pres.). See also {C-EX26/436}, Shilston II, p. 436 [p. 6-50], ¶ 240.
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{SOC/168}, p. 168 [Ch. 3, pp. 152-153], ¶¶ 532-538; {SOR/175}, p. 175 [Ch. 4, pp. 76-77], ¶ 300; {C-WS-34/5}, Lampiano
I, p. 5 [p. 2], ¶¶ 16-18; {C-WS-15/9}, Buffa I, p. 9 [pp. 5-6], ¶¶ 13-17; {C-WS-21/12}, Zaffaroni II, p. 12 [pp. 8-9], ¶¶ 29-31.

159

{SOC/173}, p. 173 [Ch. 3, pp. 157, 161], ¶¶ 547, 554; {SOR/188}, p. 188 [p. 89], ¶ 347.
{C-WS-21/20}, Zaffaroni II, p. 20 [p. 16], ¶ 58; {C-WS-47/14}, Zaffaroni III, p. 14 [p. 11], ¶ 59; {C-WS-15/10},
Buffa I, p. 10 [pp. 6-7] ¶¶ 18-20.
{R-P-0005/11}, Kuper Pres., p. 11.
See e.g. {Day3/243:11}, [243:11-19] (Zaffaroni’s Cross). See also above, Sec. III.C.1; {SOC/120}, p. 120 [Ch. 3, pp.
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suggested another source of aggregates given that the Employer had clearly identified the PLE Basalt as
suitable, including for its own budget.163 All tenderers thus based their proposals on the use of the PLE
Basalt to produce aggregates. Mr Shilston confirmed at the Hearing, based on his many years of experience
as an engineering geologist, that this was a reasonable conclusion to get to for GUPC and the other
tenderers.164 ACP’s expert Mr Kuper himself concluded that the RFQ/RFP documents indicated that “the
basalt was suitable for aggregate production.”165
77.

GUPC’s validation checks. GUPC also visited the Site and its vicinity, inspected the boreholes made
available by ACP, and ran tests on material representative of the PLE Basalt. These were, however, only
validation checks as a prudent tenderer should do. Mr Shilston noted at the Hearing that, according to
industry practice, “[i]t should not be incumbent on the tenderer to undertake a detailed investigation of the
PLE Basalt to confirm [the geological and geotechnical information made available by the employer]”.166
Rather, he added, a prudent tenderer should “validate what they were told”.167 ACP and its experts do not
dispute this, and this is also what the DAB majority found, confirming that expecting a tenderer to “ignore or
seriously doubt the information supplied by an informed, competent, successful and long-established
Employer such as ACP,” who had years to plan the project, was “unrealistic.”168

78.

GUPC’s Site visits. GUPC also enquired “about local past performance”, notably by working with its local
consortium member CUSA, as ACP’s witness Dr Di Pace confirmed.169 GUPC also did “field
observations”, visiting the Site and its vicinity “no less than 20 times” as Mr Zaffaroni explained.170 The
visits covered the Pacific and Atlantic Sites, but also the 1939 excavations and the 1939 Stockpile, including
during ACP’s official February 2008 visit. None of what GUPC’s personnel saw gave them any “reason to
doubt ACP’s representations that the PLE basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production”, as Mr
Zaffaroni explained.171 GUPC’s personnel also visited other places to gain a better understanding of the Site
and its vicinity, investigate potential other sources of aggregates to complement the insufficient quantities of
PLE Basalt and meet with potential suppliers of materials (esp. cement and equipment).172 In that context,
GUPC’s geologist Mr Picco and crushing plant expert Mr Buffa visited sites where CUSA was excavating
and crushing basalt close to the Site at Cerro Escobar and CUSA’s crushing plant at Cantera Contractor. Mr
Buffa confirmed in his first statement that “the sand produced in CUSA’s plant was of good quality and did
not contain excessive quantities of fines.”173 Mr Picco, Mr Buffa and Mr Zaffaroni also visited CUSA’s
Ciricito Quarry closer to the Atlantic Site and sand sources by the Chagres River to enquire about potential

163
164

165
166
167
168

169

170

171
172
173

104-152], ¶¶ 368-529; {SOR/127}, p. 127 [Ch. 4, pp. 28-74], ¶¶ 123-288.
{Day3/238:14}, [238:14-239:23] (Zaffaroni’s cross). See also above, ¶¶ 64-65.
Regarding GUPC, {C-P-0008/14}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 14 [p. 14]; {Day7/174:18}, [174:18-20] (Shilston’s Pres.);
{C-EX-5/265}, Shilston I, p. 265 [pp. 8-50 – 8-51], ¶ 142; {C-EX-26/435}, Shilston II, p. 435 [p. 6-49], ¶ 237;
{SOC/169}, p. 169 [Ch. 3, p. 153], ¶¶ 537-538; {SOR/175}, p. 175 [Ch. 4, pp. 76-77], ¶ 300. Regarding the other
tenderers, see below ¶¶ 84-89.
{R-P-0005/9}, Kuper Pres., p. 9 [p. 9].
{Day7/219:7}, [219:7-220:1] (Shilston’s Pres.).
{Day7/211:3}, [211:3-5] (Shilston’s Pres.).
{C-1529/17}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 5, p. 17 [pp. 17-19], ¶¶ 46, 50. See also {SOR/176}, p. 176 [Ch. 4, p. 77],
¶¶ 302-303. Based on his extensive experience, Mr Zaffaroni also indicated at the Hearing that requesting a tenderer
acting in a competitive setting to fully confirm the unambiguous elements provided by the employer, who had decades
to analyze the data it provides, was “a nonsense” ({Day4/104:24}, [104:24-25], see also [104:21 – 105:10] (Zaffaroni
Tribunal Questions).
{R-WS-11/6}, Di Pace I, p. 6 [pp. 4-5], ¶¶ 14-15; {R-WS-23/18}, Di Pace II, p. 18 [pp. 16-17], ¶¶ 88-92. See also {CWS-21/16}, Zaffaroni II, p. 16 [pp. 12-17] ¶¶ 45-62; {C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III, p. 12 [pp. 9-11] ¶¶ 46-59]; {CWS-15/11}, Buffa I, p. 11 [pp. 7-12] ¶¶ 23-34.
{C-WS-21/16}, Zaffaroni II, p. 16 [pp. 12-15], ¶¶ 46-54; {C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III, p. 12 [pp. 9-10], ¶¶ 48-51; {CWS-15/11}, Buffa I, p. 11 [pp. 7-12], ¶¶ 23-34; {SOC/169}, p. 169 [Ch. 3, pp. 153-161], ¶¶ 539-553; {SOR/177}, p.
177 [Ch. 4, pp. 78-83], ¶¶ 310-327. See also {Day4/10}, p. 10 [34:2-35:11] (Zaffaroni’s Cross).
{C-WS-21/16}, Zaffaroni II, p. 16 [pp. 12-15], ¶¶ 45-54.
{C-WS-21/16}, Zaffaroni II, p. 16 [pp. 12-15], ¶¶ 46-49, 54.
{C-WS-15/12}, Buffa I, p. 12 [pp. 8-10], ¶¶ 26-30; {C-WS-21/19}, Zaffaroni II, p. 19 [p. 15], ¶ 52.
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sources to complement the quantities of PLE Basalt, but ultimately disregarded them as unsuitable.174 The
record thus shows that GUPC did more than sufficient Site visits, confirming ACP’s statements as to the
PLE Basalt’s suitability.
79.

GUPC’s inspection of ACP’s borehole core boxes. ACP and its expert Mr Kuper have stressed the
number of boreholes that ACP did and made available to the tenderers.175 Having first alleged that GUPC
did not inspect these borehole cores at all,176 which was plain wrong,177 ACP insisted at the Hearing that
GUPC “chose not to inspect the basalt cores”.178 Yet, there is simply no evidence to that effect and GUPC
denies this allegation.179 Mr Zaffaroni explained in his third statement that Mr Picco did inspect some of the
borehole core boxes made available to the tenderers, which including basalt core boxes.180 ACP also had
made borehole core logs available to the tenderers in the RFP documents (which ACP’s Mr Kuper and Dr
Rothstein consider to be accurate),181 and there is no allegation that GUPC did not review those. The
undisputed evidence also shows that GUPC’s personnel, including Mr Picco and Mr Zaffaroni, inspected the
basalt walls of the 1939 excavations and other basalt quarries close by.

80.

GUPC’s tests. Finally, it is undisputed that GUPC also carried out tests, including “petrographic analysis”
and “laboratory tests”, in order to validate ACP’s information relating to the PLE Basalt.182 GUPC started
these tests during the RFQ period in the second half of 2007 and continued at the start of the RFP process,
until mid-2008,183 as GUPC needed geology-related information at the start of the RFP process to develop its
design, and thereupon, its technical and financial offers.

81.

GUPC ran tests on the basalt from the 1939 Stockpile and from Cerro Escobar, where CUSA was excavating
basalt and which was close to the Site and had been identified in ACP’s RFP documents as basalt of the
same formation as the PLE Basalt and, as such, reasonably representative of the PLE Basalt.184 GUPC
identified the presence of swelling clays in the basalt from the 1939 Stockpile and from Cerro Escobar

174

{C-WS-21/16}, Zaffaroni II, p. 16 [pp. 12-17] ¶¶ 45-62; {C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III, p. 12 [pp. 9-11], ¶¶ 46-59; {CWS-15/11}, Buffa I, p. 11 [pp. 7-12], ¶¶ 23-34. The Chagres River sand was ultimately disregarded as the deposits
there were “not natural sand deposits, but rather disposal of material from canal dredging” and the material was “mixed
with clays and other minerals” and thus “not suitable for concrete aggregate production”, as Mr Buffa and Mr Zaffaroni
explained ({C-WS-27/16}, Buffa II, p. 16 [p. 13], ¶ 62; {C-WS-47/14}, Zaffaroni III, p. 14 [p. 11], ¶ 58. See also {CWS-21/20}, Zaffaroni II, p. 20 [p. 16], ¶ 57). In any event, ACP had clarified in its RFP Amendment No. 7 that the
Chagres Riverbed was “not an authorized source of aggregates” and the Chagres River upstream of the Gamboa Bridge
could “not be used for supply of aggregates” ({C-0478/24}, RFP Amend. 7, Q&A, dated 18 Apr 2008, p. 24 [p. 24]).
{SOD/221}, p. 221 [Ch. 5, p. 42], ¶ 6.5; {Rejoinder/113}, p. 113 [Ch. 2, p. 75], ¶ 9.11; {R-EX-11/8}, Kuper I, p. 8 [pp.
5-6], ¶ 5.2.
{SOD/91}, p. 91 [Ch. 5, p. 84], ¶ 7.10. See also {SOD/248}, p. 248 [Ch. 5, pp. 69-73, 87], ¶¶ 6.119-6.135, 8.7.

175

176
177

{C-WS-40/10}, Ottsen II, p. 10 [p. 7], ¶¶ 29-30; {C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III, p. 12 [p. 9], ¶ 49; {C-1187}, Email from C.
Fabrega to C. Tejada, dated 24 Jun 2008; {C-1188}, Email from C. Fabrega to C. Tejada, dated 21 January 2008.

178

{R-P-0003/147}, ACP's Opening on CAP, p. 147.
{SOR/179}, p. 179 [Ch. 4, pp. 80-81], ¶¶ 316-321; {C-EX-26/446}, Shilston II, p. 446 [pp. 6-60], ¶ 276.
{C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III, p. 12 [p. 9], ¶ 49.
{R-EX-11/77}, Kuper I, p. 77 [pp. 74-75], ¶ 9.35; {R-EX-17/40}, Rothstein I, p. 40 [p. 37], ¶ 78.
Regarding Prudent Industry Practices, see above, ¶ 75 and {C-P-0008/31}, p. 31 [p. 31]; {Day7/211}, p. 211 [211:1-10]
(Shilston’s Pres.). Regarding GUPC’s tests, {SOC/177}, p. 177 [Ch. 3, pp. 161-165], ¶¶ 555-568; {SOR/182}, p. 182
[Ch. 4, pp. 83-90], ¶¶ 328-352.
{SOR/185}, p. 185 [Ch. 4, pp. 86-87], ¶¶ 335-338; {R-0899}, Report 1 from Di Pace's Trip; {R-0900/15}, Report 2 from
Di Pace's Trip, p. 15 [p. 6], Table 2 “Research on Aggregates”; {C-1531}, Email from G. Di Pace to GUPC, dated 12
Dec 2007; {C-1205}, Email from G. Di Pace to D. Grimaldo et al., dated 14 Dec 2007; {C-1532}, G. Di Pace Note:
Construction Materials - Construction Materials.
{SOR/721}, p. 721 [Ch. 4, pp. 86-88], ¶¶ 334-341; {SOC/171}, p. 171 [Ch. 3, pp. 155, 157-159], ¶¶ 542-543, 549-551;
{C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III, p. 12 [pp. 9-11], ¶¶ 50, 52, 55-56, 59; {C-WS-15/12}, Buffa I, p. 12 [p. 8], ¶ 28; {C0697}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on material from the 1939 stockpile from January 2008; {C-1533}, GUPC’s tender
stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt (Update), dated 10 Dec 2007. Regarding the representativeness of Cerro Escobar
basalt, see ({SOR/182}, p. 182 [Ch. 4, pp. 83-84], ¶ 330; {C-1516}, Figure 4-2 of Chapter 4 of ACP’s EsIA; {C-EX26/155}, Shilston II, p. 155 [pp. 4-82-4-84], ¶¶ 305-311; see also {Day4/45}, p. 45 [175:21-177:2] (Buffa’s Re-direct);
{Day3/184:14}, [184:14-21] (Zaffaroni’s Cross).
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(based on X-ray diffraction tests).185 GUPC also tested the durability of the basalt in Cerro Escobar (with
glycol tests), confirming that this basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production.186 GUPC
corroborated the basalt’s durability by its personnel’s visual observation of the basalt in the 1939 Stockpile,
which had apparently not degraded despite being exposed to ambient conditions for close to 70 years, as Mr
Zaffaroni has attested187 (ACP had cleaned the top layer of the 1939 Stockpile so that it could be observed by
the tenderers, but it turned out during construction that the material from the 1939 excavations was not as
good as its top layer, which is all the tenderers could see at the time, as Mr Zaffaroni explained at the
Hearing188).
82.

GUPC’s tests thus allowed to “validate the employer’s information gathered over many years”189 that the
PLE Basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production.190 As Mr Shilston explained at the Hearing, a
prudent contractor “would stop when the results that they obtained either validate or fail to validate the
information provided at the RFP.”191 GUPC, who in fact was more diligent than the other tenderers BTM
and CANAL (as ACP does not contest), could thus be satisfied that the PLE Basalt was suitable for concrete
aggregate production as ACP had repeatedly stated.

83.

Quantities of sound basalt evaluated at tender stage. At tender stage, GUPC estimated the quantities of
sound basalt that it could excavate from the PLE and use it for the Project. These estimations, based on the
3D model developed to plan the excavation works, were uploaded into GUPC’s PV2 software, used to
finalize the costs and price of its technical proposal.192 As Mr Lampiano testified, GUPC estimated that it
would excavate 14,206,406.40 tonnes, or 5,261,632 m3 of sound basalt from the PLE.193 In May 2008,
during the RFP process, ACP itself estimated an even slightly higher amount of sound basalt to be excavated
from the PLE, ranging between 5,660,000 m3 (in the final version of the URS Task A.2.3 report) and 6
million m3.194 Therefore, it cannot be argued that GUPC’s tender quantification of sound basalt from the
PLE was overstated.
(b) GUPC acted in accordance with Prudent Industry Practices, as the tender preparation
of the other tenderers (BTM and CANAL) confirms

84.

BTM’s plan to use the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production. It is undisputed that BTM

185

{C-0697/2}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on material from the 1939 stockpile from January 2008, p. 2 [pp. 2-4]; {C1533/2}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt (Update), dated 10 Dec 2007, p. 2, p. 16 (“Muestra Y1”
and “Muestra Y2” correspond to Cerro Escobar basalt). Petrographic analysis “describes and classif[ies] the
constituents of a sample and determines the relative amounts of each” and X-ray diffraction tests identify the specific
mineralogy of a rock, in particular of clays within the rock ({C-EX-5/104}, Shilston I, p. 104 [p. 8-58], ¶ 156).

186

{C-1533/25}, GUPC’s tender stage tests on the Cerro Escobar basalt (Update), dated 10 Dec 2007, p. 25 [pp. 25-45];
{SOR/187}, p. 187 [Ch. 4, p. 88], ¶ 340; {C-EX-26/440}, Shilston II, p. 440 [p. 6-54], ¶ 261. Ethylene-glycol tests allow
identification of rock durability issues ({C-EX-5/273}, Shilston I, p. 273 [p. 8-58], ¶ 156; see also below, ¶¶ 80-82).

187

{C-WS-21/18}, Zaffaroni II, p. 18 [p. 14], ¶ 48; {C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III, p. 12 [pp. 9-10], ¶¶ 50-51; {Day3/48},
p. 48 [186:8 – 187:9] (Zaffaroni’s Cross).
{C-P-0008/44}, p. 44 [p. 44]; {Day7/217}, p. 217 [217:11-218:4] (Shilston Tribunal Questions).
{Day7/180:13}, [180:13-14] (Shilston’s Pres.).
See above ¶¶ 69, 72. See also {C-WS-21/19}, Zaffaroni II, p. 19 [pp. 15-16], ¶¶ 56, 58; {C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III,
p. 12 [p. 9], ¶ 48.
{Day7/211:6}, [211:6-8] (Shilston’s Pres.).
{C-WS-34/17}, Lampiano I, p. 17 [p. 14-15], ¶¶ 58-59.
{C-WS-34/19}, Lampiano I, p. 19 [p. 16], ¶¶ 64-65. GUPC identified that the quantities of PLE Basalt excavated
could not cover the Project’s needs for concrete aggregates, so that GUPC also investigated other potential
complementary aggregate sources ({SOR/181}, p. 181 [Ch. 4, p. 82], ¶ 323; {C-WS-21/19}, Zaffaroni II, p. 19 [p. 15],
¶ 53; {C-WS-15/15}, Buffa I, p. 15 [p. 11], ¶¶ 30-32; {Day4/68:9}, [68:9-15] (Zaffaroni’s Cross); {C-WS-34/9},
Lampiano I, p. 9 [pp. 10-11], ¶¶ 30-31, 36, 42-44, 50, 52-53, 55.).
See URS report, "Task A.2.3, In-situ construction materials, Dams 2, 1W, and 2W, Geotechnical Interpretive Report
(GIR)”, dated May 2008 (p. 30), available in {R-0778}, through the following file path: R-778 > 2- Amendments >
ENM08>06.9_ConsultantsReports>06.9.2_BorinquenDams>08_URS_TO4_TaskA.2.3_GIR_Insitu_Const_Matls_Final
.pdf. See also {C-0479/45}, GIR (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008, p. 45, Table 5-7. The conversion rate between cubic
meters and tonnes of basalt used in PV2 was 1 m3 = 2.70 metric tonnes ({C-WS-34/19}, Lampiano I, p. 19 [p. 16], ¶ 65).
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concluded (like GUPC) that it could use the PLE Basalt as source material for concrete aggregate
production.195 BTM thus explained in its tender that the “[s]ound basalt [from the PLE] will be used for
concrete aggregate production and structural backfill” so that it would “reduce both the need for other
sources and the requirement to dump surplus material off site.”196 BTM intended to use the PLE Basalt for
concrete aggregate production on both Pacific and Atlantic sides.197
85.

CANAL’s plan to use the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production. CANAL also based its tender
on the use of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production.198 CANAL noted that the PLE Basalt was
“suitable for concrete aggregates, taking into consideration mitigation measures against alkali silica reaction
in concrete” (this issue is unrelated to the production of aggregates that is at stake in this arbitration).199
CANAL then indicated in its overall execution plan that “[a]ll of the excavated basalt w[ould] be transported
to the crushing and screening plants at the Pacific Site to be processed and re-used”, including for “concrete
aggregates (both Pacific and Atlantic).”200 Specifically, CANAL intended that the “aggregate sources” for
the “[c]oarse aggregate for concrete (40-70mm)” would be “[b]asalt from the Pacific”.201

86.

CANAL’s complementary use of Chagres river material. ACP has put much emphasis on CANAL’s
Technical Proposal during the Hearing, arguing that, while CANAL anticipated using the PLE Basalt, it
intended to use Chagres River material as primary source.202 ACP thereby sought to dispute the compelling
evidence that it had required the Contractor to use the excavated PLE Basalt as the primary source for
concrete aggregate production. ACP’s position has no basis.

87.

First, ACP sought to rely on CANAL’s Material Flow diagram alleging that “most of the concrete
aggregates” would come from the Chagres River sand and gravel, as opposed to “less than 10%” of the PLE
Basalt used for that purpose.203 This is misleading. This flowchart actually shows that CANAL intended to
use the PLE Basalt for all the coarse aggregates for concrete production on the Pacific and Atlantic Sites; the
Chagres River sand was intended only for the fine aggregates used in the production of concrete.204

88.

Second, the Chagres River sand could, in any event, not have been used according to CANAL’s plan.
CANAL repeatedly stated in its tender that “[f]urther analysis for estimating the total amount [of the Chagres
river deposits] will be performed after contract award”, so that this assessment at tender stage was by no
mean final.205 In fact, GUPC uncovered during its own investigations that only minimal amounts of material
from the Chagres River could have been used, if any. Moreover, CANAL, who estimated using 7,850
million m3 of Chagres River sand and gravel,206 intended to transport the sand from the Chagres area to the
Atlantic and Pacific Sites on “1,500 m3 capacity self-propelled barges.”207 This was not feasible:
transporting this quantity of sand on these barges in a 30-month period would have required at least six

195

{SOC/186}, p. 186 [Ch. 3, pp. 170-171], ¶¶ 587-590; {SOR/195}, p. 195 [Ch. 4, pp. 96-99], ¶¶ 374-385. See also, {CP-0008/33}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 33 [p. 33]; {C-EX-26/461}, Shilston II, p. 461 [p. 6-75], ¶¶ 337-339.
{C-0939/84}, BTM Tender: Binder 4, dated 3 Mar 2009, p. 84 [p. 4D-19].
{C-0984/47}, BTM Tender: Binder 1, Overall Execution Plan, dated 3 Mar 2009, p. 47 [p. 1-12].
{SOC/187}, p. 187 [pp. 171-173], ¶¶ 591-595; {SOR/198}, p. 198 [Ch. 4, pp. 99-101], ¶¶ 386-397. See also, See also,
{C-P-0008/33}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 33 [p. 33]; {C-EX-26/474}, Shilston II, p. 474 [p. 6-88], ¶¶ 378.
{C-0987/5}, CANAL tender, p. 5 |pp. 2-3].
{C-0692/22}, p. 22 [p. 20].
{C-0987/6}, CANAL tender, p. 6 [p. 3].
See e.g., {Day7/271:3}, [271:3-274:6] (Shilston’s Cross); {Day8/1:25}, [1:25–8:18; 64:20–66:5] (Shilston’s Cross and
Re-direct); {Day4/157:5}, [157:5-164:13] (Buffa’s Cross).
{Day7/273:2}, [273:2-5] and [272:19-20] (Shilston’s Cross). See {R-0360/59}, Extracts from CANAL's Tender
Proposal, dated Mar 2009, p. 59 [p. 1]; {Day7/271:8}, [271:8-273:16] (Shilston’s Cross); {Day4/158:25}, [158:25160:19] (Buffa’s Cross).
{R-0360/59}, Extracts from CANAL's Tender Proposal, dated Mar 2009, p. 59 [p. 1].
{R-0360/26}, Extracts from CANAL's Tender Proposal, dated Mar 2009, p. 26 [p. 3]. See also {R-0360/63}, Extracts
from CANAL's Tender Proposal, dated Mar 2009, p. 63 [p. 2]; {Shilston(II)-216/3}, p. 3 [p. 1].
{R-0360/59}, Extracts from CANAL's Tender Proposal, dated Mar 2009, p. 59 [p. 1].
{R-0360/2}, Extracts from CANAL's Tender Proposal, dated Mar 2009, p. 2 [p. 3].
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round trips a day every single day; yet, the Employer’s Requirements only allowed two per day.208
CANAL’s alternative to the use of Chagres River sand was in fact the use of “Basalt from the Pacific
excavations”, i.e., PLE Basalt, for “fine and coarse aggregates (up to 40mm)”.209
89.

“Bulk” testing. As to the crushing plant design, ACP alleged that a prudent tenderer should have performed
“bulk” testing to check the reaction of the material intended to be used when crushed,210 and that GUPC did
not do such “bulk” testing.211 It became evident at the Hearing that ACP could not even define what “bulk”
testing entailed: ACP’s expert Mr Pauletto opined that “a reasonably prudent tenderer would have conducted
bulk and/or pilot testing on representative material,”212 but provided only a rudimentary explanation of the
tests (somewhat contradictory to ACP’s submission and expert reports213). Mr Pauletto clarified that “pilot
testing is small samples, bulk testing is large samples.”214 Yet, GUPC did carry out what ACP now calls
“pilot testing” when it crushed Cerro Escobar basalt – which was reasonably considered by GUPC to be
representative of the PLE Basalt at tender stage215 – in CUSA’s mobile crushing plant.216 To the extent that
ACP is now claiming that “large samples” are required to be tested, ACP’s position is contrary to Prudent
Industry Practices as confirmed by Mr Gold.217 Further, none of GUPC, BTM, and CANAL performed bulk
tests,218 a fact that ACP’s experts appeared to learn at the Hearing,219 and none of GUPC’s crushing plant
manufacturers asked for bulk testing results.220

90.

GUPC’s tender preparation in according with Prudent Industry Practices. It is undisputed that the
consortia BTM and CANAL represented eight of “the most reputable and well known [construction]
companies from across the world.”221 BTM and CANAL did even less than GUPC to determine the
suitability of the PLE Basalt to produce aggregates.222 Like GUPC, both BTM and CANAL came to the
conclusion that they could and should use the PLE Basalt to produce concrete aggregates.223 Mr Shilston
indicated at the Hearing that he “believe[d] that all three tenderers acted prudently; and that GUPC acted the
most prudently.”224 The fact that several of the biggest construction companies in the world reached the
same conclusions as GUPC regarding the use of the PLE Basalt is conclusive evidence that GUPC followed
Prudent Industry Practices in preparing its tender, as Mr Shilston confirmed at the Hearing.225 To recall, the
Contract defines Prudent Industry Practices by reference to the behaviour of “a properly skilled and
experienced international market leading EPC contractor in the international civil engineering and

208

{R-0337/8}, Employer's Requirements - Section 01 14 00 [WorkRestrictions], p. 8.
{C-0987/6}, CANAL tender, p. 6 [p. 3].
{SOD/264}, p. 264 [Ch. 5, pp. 85-86], ¶¶ 7.16-7.18; {R-P-0007/11}, Pauletto Pres., p. 11 [p. 11]; {R-EX-16/9},
Pauletto I, p. 9 [p. 7], ¶¶ 4.6-4.7.
{SOD/264}, p. 264 [Ch. 5, pp. 85-86], ¶¶ 7.16-7.18.
{R-P-0007/11}, Pauletto Pres., p. 11 [p. 11] [emphasis added].
See also, pointing at the vagueness and even incoherence of ACP’s and its experts’ use of the term “bulk testing”,
{SOR/731}, p. 731 [Ch. 4, p. 96-97, 224], ¶¶ 342-345, 828.
{Day10/87:11}, [87:11-12] (Pauletto’s Cross).
See above ¶¶ 78, 81.
{SOC/177}, p. 177 [Ch. 3, p. 161-162], ¶¶ 556-557.
{C-P-0009/22}, Gold Pres., p. 22 [p. 22]; {C-EX-17/35}, Gold II, p. 35 [pp. 35-38], ¶¶ 43-49.
{C-P-0009/22}, Gold Pres., p. 22 [p. 22].
{Day10/85:14}, [85:14 – 86:14] (Pauletto’s Cross).
{Day9/274:5}, [p. 274:5-10] (Dance’s Cross); {C-P-0009.App/32}, Appendix to Gold's Pres., p. 32 [p. 32].
{Day10/83:25}, [83:25-85:9] (Pauletto’s Cross). Consorcio C.A.N.A.L. comprised of (i) ACS Servicios,
Comunicaciones y Energía, S.L., (ii) Acciona Infraestructuras, S.A., (iii) Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas, S.A.,
(iv) Hochtief Construction AG, and (v) Constructoras ICA S.A. de C.V. BTM comprised of Bechtel, Taisei and
Mitsubishi Corp. (see {SOC/23}, p. 23 [Ch. 1, pp. 20-21], ¶ 70).
{C-P-0008/27}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 27 [pp. 27-29].
{SOR/260}, p. 260 [pp. 161-163], ¶¶ 586-595 (Ch. 3); {SOR/737}, p. 737 [Ch. 5, pp. 102-110], ¶¶ 371-397.
{Day7/180:19}, [180:19-21] (Shilston’s Pres.).
{Day7/180:19}, [180:19-21] (Shilston’s Pres.). See also {C-EX-26/436}, Shilston II, p. 436 [pp. 6-50 – 6-59], ¶¶ 239,
244-270-271.
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infrastructure sector.”226
(c) GUPC clearly expressed in its tender that it planned to use the PLE Basalt as the
primary feedstock for concrete aggregate production
91.

Based on its tender preparation, GUPC concluded that it could and should use the PLE Basalt as primary
feedstock material for the crushing plants and made it clear in its Technical Proposal.227 In particular,
GUPC’s construction plan indicated that “[a]ggregates will be produced from suitable materials coming
from the excavation on the Pacific Site.”228 GUPC even indicated, in its detailed construction plans, that the
“basalt present on the Pacific Site will be used for concrete’s aggregate, for backfill and filter. Due to the
fact that the quantity coming from the excavation is not enough to cover all the necessity, it is foreseen to
exploit the borrow areas of Aguadulce and Cocoli Hill.”229 GUPC then based its Financial Proposal on the
use of PLE Basalt as primary feedstock for the crushing plants.230 Consistent with its plan, GUPC expressly
provided that the Pacific crushing plant would be built just next to the Pacific Locks Excavation (exactly as
ACP had anticipated too). This ensured (i) minimal transportation from the PLE to the crushing plant where
the basalt would be processed, and (ii) that the finished product aggregate stockpiles would be near the
concrete batching plant, in close proximity to the lock structures requiring the concrete.231 GUPC also
planned for the PLE Basalt to be used as the crushing plant feedstock for both PAC and ATL sides (with the
basalt being transported by barge from the PAC to the ATL side).232 If GUPC had based its tender on
another premise, it would have been an entirely different project.
The Parties’ agreement was based on the use of the PLE Basalt as the main feedstock for
concrete aggregate production

92.

ACP’s acceptance of GUPC’s Tender. On 15 July 2009, ACP awarded the Contract to GUPC,233 giving it
the highest technical and financial scores.234 ACP had reviewed the technical proposals in detail and did not
ask any questions regarding the PLE Basalt or its use.235 ACP therefore knew that GUPC understood it
should and would use the PLE Basalt as the primary source for crushing plant feedstock, and that it had
issued its tender on this very basis.236

93.

GUPC’s Tender as part of the Contract. Pursuant to Art. 2 of the Contract Agreement and SC 1.5 of the
Conditions of Contract [Priority of Documents], GUPC’s Technical Proposal and Price Proposal are
incorporated to, and part of, the Contract.237 As such, the use of the PLE Basalt as the primary source for
concrete aggregate production, which had wide-ranging cost, scheduling and logistic implications, was an
integral part of the Contract.

94.

The suitability and use of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production as the fundamental
datum of the Parties’ Agreement. Given (i) ACP’s statements and requirement in its RFP documents

226

{R-0007/21}, p. 21, SC 1.1.5.25.
{SOC/181}, p. 181 [Ch. 3, pp. 165-170], ¶¶ 570-585; {SOR/734}, p. 734 [Ch. 4, pp. 99-102], ¶¶ 353-370.
{C-0558/1334}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1334 and {C-0558/1339}, p.
1339, Exh. 6.C.3 – 2.
{C-0558/1323}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 1323 [p. 4 of 4].
{SOR/193}, p. 193 [Ch. 4, pp. 94-95] ¶ 366; {C-WS-34/17}, Lampiano I, p. 17 [pp. 140], ¶¶ 57-81.
{Day3/26:24}, [26:24-27:17] (Claimants’ CAP Opening); {SOR/408}, p. 408 [Ch. 4, pp. 309-311], ¶¶ 1167, 1170.
See e.g. {C-0558/47}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 47 [p. 10 of 30]; {C-WS14/26}, Baz I, p. 26 [p. 19], ¶¶ 27-28.
{C-0702}; {C-0066}.
{SOC/211}, p. 211 [Ch. 3, p. 195], ¶¶ 666-667; {SOR/200}, p. 200 [pp. 101-103], ¶¶ 398-405 (Ch. 4); {C-0064/44}, p.
44 [p. 40]; {C-1537/3}, p. 3; {C-1446/8}, p. 8 [p. 7].
See above ¶ 42, and {R-WS-8/12}, George I, p. 12 [p. 9], ¶¶ 36-42; {Day6/208:1}, [208:1-210:8] (George’s Cross).
{SOR/200}, p. 200 [Ch. 4, pp. 101-103], ¶¶ 398-405; {SOC/211}, p. 211 [Ch. 3, p. 195], ¶¶ 665-666.
{C-0069/1}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 Aug 2009, p. 1 [pp. 1-3], ¶ 2; {C-0001/8}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb
2009, p. 8 [p. 15], SC 1.5.
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regarding the PLE Basalt, its suitability and its use,238 and (ii) GUPC’s express indication in its tender that
the PLE Basalt would be the primary aggregate source,239 there can be no doubt that it was the Parties’
mutual intent and agreement to have the PLE Basalt used as the main source of concrete aggregates. This
mutual agreement cannot be contested today, especially in light of the following facts:
 ACP’s competitive tender process and the Contract offered no other option than using the PLE Basalt to
produce the industrial amount of concrete aggregates required for the construction of the locks. For
instance, the Contract did not anticipate the possibility of importing aggregates from a third country into
Panama.240
 After the Contract was signed, ACP again acknowledged GUPC’s intent to use the PLE Basalt for
aggregate production on both Pacific and Atlantic sides. For instance, as Mr Quijano admitted at the
Hearing, ACP accepted to amend the Employer’s Requirements in order “to facilitate the barging of
materials from the Pacific to the Atlantic”,241 showing that the Parties anticipated that the PLE Basalt
would also be used for the Atlantic’s aggregate production.242
95.

Thus, as further demonstrated below, the Contract (i) required that GUPC use the PLE Basalt as the main
source of concrete aggregate and (ii) did not transfer the risk to GUPC as to the potential unsuitability of the
PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production.243
D.

96.

THE EXCAVATED PLE BASALT (AND LATER THE AGUADULCE AND
MAJOR PROBLEMS WHEN USED AS CRUSHING PLANT FEEDSTOCK

COCOLI BASALT) CAUSED

As demonstrated below, the evidence on the record overwhelmingly shows that GUPC encountered a major
problem when it started producing aggregates with the sound excavated PLE Basalt. These problems,
caused by the rock’s intrinsic properties, made the PLE Basalt unsuitable for the industrial production of
aggregates required for the Project.
The Parties agree that GUPC encountered a major issue when producing concrete
aggregates, namely the generation of excessive fines and sticky material

97.

The overwhelming evidence shows that when GUPC started crushing the PLE Basalt to produce concrete
aggregates (and later Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt), it encountered excessive amounts of fines and sticky
material. While the cause of these issues is debated between the Parties, their existence is not and cannot be
disputed.244

98.

The contemporaneous evidence on the record showing the presence of excessive fines and sticky material in
the PLE Stockpile and in the crushing plants is overwhelming. This includes photos taken at different
moments by GUPC and ACP, meeting minutes, transmittals, internal GUPC emails, and ACP’s reports.245
GUPC’s Notice of Claim dated 16 February 2011 for instance referred to “a problem with the processing of
the excavated basalt to provide aggregate for concrete works”, noting that “[a]s the basalt [wa]s crushed,

238

See above, Sec. III.C.1.
See above, Sec. III.C.2.
As Mr Quijano admitted at the Hearing, while the Contract provided for tax exemptions for all sorts of imports, it did
not provide one for basalt ({Day5/242:23}, [242:23-243:8], admitting that this “was not considered”). Given the huge
costs and logistical consequences that such import would have had on the Project, the Parties never envisaged the
possibility that the basalt would be sourced from outside Panama. In fact, Mr Quijano also admitted that ACP did not
investigate this option at all when preparing for the project ({Day5/241:21}, [241:21-242:4]).
{Day5/252:22}, [252:22-24].
{C-0973/8}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008, Employer’s
Requirements – Section 01 50 00, p. 8 [pp. 8-9], Art. 1.07 D.
See Sec. III.A and III.F.1.
{SOC/228}, p. 228 [Ch. 3, pp. 212-244], Sec. III.B.7; {SOR/202}, p. 202 [Ch. 4, pp. 103-173], Sec. III; {SOD/297}, p.
297 [Ch. 5, pp. 118-125, 133-165], Sec. 9(b), (e)-(h); {Rejoinder/275}, p. 275 [Ch. 3, pp. 151-154], Sec. 7(c).
See, e.g., {C-0580/2}, p. 2 [p. 56]; {C-0579/17}, p. 17; {R-0633/14}, p. 14 [pp. 14-15];{C-0563/3}, p. 3; {C-0474/3}, p.
3;{C-1543/1}, p. 1; {R-0564/71}, p. 71; {C-1233}; {C-1260}.
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screened and conveyed through the plant a higher than foreseen proportion of fines [wa]s produced.”246
99.

Those who were on Site at the time and witnessed the PLE Stockpile and crushing plant operations –
Ms Baz, Messrs Zaffaroni, Buffa, Versteele and Pelaez in particular – all attest to the extraordinary amount
of fines generated by the crushing plant feed and the unusual sticky nature of the material in the PLE
Stockpile and in the crushing plants.247 ACP’s Administrator, Mr Quijano, also testified at the Hearing that
he had seen, not only in the PLE Stockpile, but also “at the crusher”, material that looked like “garbage –
rubbish”, while admitting that he was not qualified to determine whether this material was basalt or soil.248
The DAB members, who were all civil engineers and had “many years of close involvement with major civil
engineering projects around the world”, visited the Site on numerous occasions during the Project; these
visits included a detailed tour of the PAC crushing plant and various stockpiles during the Referral 11
Hearing in September 2014, which was attended by both Parties and their counsel.249 The DAB’s role in this
context was one of a neutral fact-finder to assess the Parties’ competing factual positions as to the basalt’s
behavior and its impact on the crushing operations. In their Referral 11 decision, the DAB members, by
majority, stated that, “[w]ithout any question, [they] were surprised by the amount of fines that were being
produced by the traditional crushing procedures employed by GUPC.” They added that “after inspecting the
crushing plant operation, [they] considered that the fines produced were excessive and greater in volume
than would normally be produced from a material that would be correctly classified as being suitable for
aggregate production”, and also observed a “brown, heavily decomposed ‘muddy’ material”.250 Similarly,
Mr Gold, GUPC’s crushing plant expert, witnessed excessive amounts of fines in the PAC crushing plant
during his two Site visits in 2015.251

100. The major problems caused by the presence of excessive fines and sticky material in the crushing plants,
which are at the center of the present case, cannot be disputed. The Parties have put forward two main
competing explanations for these issues: rapid degradation of the PLE, Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt vs.
contamination of the PLE Stockpile by unsuitable material. As ACP framed the case at the Hearing, it has to
be one or the other,252 and the Tribunal must decide which of the two explanations it finds most convincing.
As explained below, the evidence on the record fully supports GUPC’s position on rapid degradation, which
is the only explanation to all the issues encountered by GUPC in the PLE Stockpile and in the crushing
plants, at different stages of the Project. By contrast, ACP’s contrived theory of contamination is entirely
unsupported and unable to explain a number of the issues encountered by GUPC.
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{C-0182}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 16 Feb 2011.
{Day5/12:13}, [12:13-16]; [14:3-10]; [45:18-49:9]; [56:3-9]; [88:8-13]; [106:15-107:1] (Baz Cross); {Day4/78:19},
[78:19-21] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day4/118:21}, [118:21-25]; [120:5-10]; [168:10-14] (Buffa Cross); {Day5/176:8},
[176:8-10] (Versteele Re-Direct); {Day5/204:1}, [204:1-3] (Corbella Cross). See also {C-WS-14/40}, Baz I, p. 40 [pp.
33-52], Sec. V.A; {C-WS-15/37}, Buffa I, p. 37 [pp. 33-36], Sec. IV.F; {C-WS-18/17}, Pelaez I, p. 17 [pp. 14-17], Sec.
VI; {C-WS-21/31}, Zaffaroni II, p. 31 [pp. 27-28], Sec. V.1; {C-WS-26/6}, Baz II, p. 6 [pp. 2-31], Sec. III.A-C; {CWS-46/17}, Versteele I, p. 17 [pp. 13-14], Sec. V.B; {C-WS-47/22}, Zaffaroni III, p. 22 [p. 19], Sec. IV.A.
{Day5/297:12}, [297:12-298:9] (Quijano Cross). See also {R-WS-23/22}, Di Pace II, p. 22 [p. 20], ¶ 117.
{C-0246/5}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 5 [pp. 2, 6, 39-40], ¶¶ 7, 29, 122.
{C-0246/42}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 42 [pp. 39-40], ¶¶ 122-123. The minority opinion of
Mr Smith did not contest these factual findings ({C-0246/156}, p. 156 [pp.1-8]).
{C-P-0009/34}, Gold Pres., p. 34 [pp. 34-36]; {Day8/100:5}, [100:5-19]. See also {C-EX-7/89}, Gold I, p. 89, ¶ 104,
Fig. 55; {C-EX-17/65}, Gold II, p. 65 [pp. 65-68], Sec. 6.1.
{Day1/72:18}, [72:18-21] (ACP General Opening); {Day3/155:17}, [155:17-19]; [157:14-15] (ACP CAP Opening).
See also {Rejoinder/137}, p. 137 [Ch. 1, p. 13], ¶ 1.76.
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There is overwhelming evidence that the issue arose when processing the PLE Basalt, and
later the Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt, in the crushing plants
101. Severe issues with, and unsuitability of, the PLE Basalt, in particular
in the PLE Stockpile. It is undisputed that as the erection of the crushing
plants and the excavation of the Pacific Locks were running in parallel, the
PLE Basalt had to be stockpiled. The basalt in the PLE Stockpile
progressively broke into “sticky and muddy” fine material.253 In the
crushing plants, huge amount of fines and sticky material clogged the
crushers, chutes and screens, which required regular stoppages of the
plants to clean them,254 as GUPC’s PAC Plant Manager in 2010-2011,
Figure 1 - Material clogging the
feeder located below the primary
Mr Versteele, recounts and numerous pictures and other testimony confirm
cones (3 Dec. 2010)
(see, e.g., the picture in Fig. 1255).256 Even when the basalt was fully
processed, it still broke into finer, muddy pieces in the final aggregate cones.257 Because of the enormous
amounts of fines and sticky material, before, during and after crushing, GUPC could not use the PLE Basalt
to produce concrete aggregates.258
102. ACP’s contemporaneous evidence confirms that the significant issues encountered were caused by the PLE
Basalt itself.259 For example, in a report dated 4 July 2011 (issued when PLE Basalt was being processed in
the crushing plants), ACP’s consultant CPP stated that “[i]t must be avoided to keep the stocks of products
(ready aggregate) for longer periods, because there would be contamination by basalt decomposition, due to
exposure to the sun and rain.”260 It is particularly noteworthy that ACP’s consultant referred to
“contamination” here in the context of “basalt decomposition”, so that “contamination” does not refer here to
the mixture of various types of material, but to the basalt’s rapid degradation. Further, ACP’s own
geotechnical branch concluded in the Summer of 2011 that the presence of fines in the PLE Stockpile was
due to the PLE Basalt’s intrinsic properties, i.e., due to the presence of swelling clays in the basalt.261
103. It is also undisputed that, in light of these issues, GUPC had to remove significant amounts of the PLE Basalt
(the 0-38mm material in the primary crushers, corresponding to approximately 40% of the crushing plant
input at the start262) to relieve the blockages in the PAC crushing plant, which significantly reduced the
output of the crushing plants.263 GUPC also had to turn to an alternative primary source for the crushing
plant’s feedstock (instead of the PLE Basalt) and was forced to use the Aguadulce Basalt much earlier than
planned.264 By the time GUPC started the production of industrial quantities of concrete aggregates, it had
253
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{C-WS-14/40}, Baz I, p. 40 [pp. 33-34], ¶ 57; {C-WS-26/44}, Baz II, p. 44 [p. 40], Figs. 30-31.
{C-WS-46/18}, Versteele I, p. 18 [p. 14], ¶ 70.
{C-WS-14/60}, Baz I, p. 60 [p. 53], Fig. 60.
See, e.g., {C-WS-15/38}, Buffa I, p. 38 [pp. 34-35], Figs. 31-33; {C-WS-14/41}, Baz I, p. 41 [pp. 34-35, 41, 44, 49, 5253], Figs. 32-33, 42, 46, 53, 58-61; {C-0579/17}, p. 17 [pp. 17-18]; {C-0580/2}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report, dated
4 Feb 2011 p. 2 [p. 56].
{C-WS-14/42}, Baz I, p. 42 [pp. 35-37], ¶¶ 58-59 and Figs. 34-36.
{C-WS-14/40}, Baz I, p. 40 [pp. 33-52], Sec. V.A; {C-WS-15/37}, Buffa I, p. 37 [pp. 33-36], Sec. IV.F; {C-WS18/17}, Pelaez I, p. 17 [pp. 14-17], Sec. VI; {C-WS-21/31}, Zaffaroni II, p. 31 [pp. 27-28], Sec. V.1; {C-WS-26/6},
Baz II, p. 6 [pp. 2-31], Sec. III.A-C; {C-WS-46/17}, Versteele I, p. 17 [pp. 13-14], Sec. V.B; {C-WS-47/22},
Zaffaroni III, p. 22 [p. 19], Sec. IV.A.
{SOR/253}, p. 253 [Ch. 4, pp. 154-160], Sec. III.D.1; {C-EX-26/507}, Shilston II, p. 507 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-121-6-131], Sec.
6.5. See also {R-0564}, CPP Task Order 16, dated 4 Jul 2011; {C-1543}, ACP's Report, dated 23 Aug 2011; {R-0600},
CPP Technical Memo No. 1, dated 9 Sep 2011; {C-1538}, CPP Technical Memo No. 15, dated 13 Sep 2011; {R-0633},
Geologic Examination Report, dated 20 Jul 2012.
{R-0564/65}, CPP Task Order 16, dated 4 Jul 2011, p. 65 [p. iv]; {SOR/254}, p. 254 [Ch. 4, pp. 155-156], ¶¶ 562-565.
{C-1543/1}, ACP's Report, dated 23 Aug 2011, p. 1. See also below ¶¶ 228, 240.
{C-WS-14/69}, Baz I, p. 69 [p. 62], ¶¶ 105-107 (explaining that “approximately 40% of the output of the primary
crusher” was discarded); {C-0472/3}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 Mar 2011, p. 3, item 5.
{C-WS-15/40}, Buffa I, p. 40 [p. 36], ¶ 116; {C-WS-46/21}, Versteele I, p. 21 [pp. 17-19], ¶¶ 82-85; {C-WS-14/68},
Baz I, p. 68 [pp. 61-62], Sec. VI.D; {C-WS-26/8}, Baz II, p. 8 [pp. 4, 18-19, 37], ¶¶18, 65, 113, Figs. 10-11, 27.
See above ¶ 56. See also {C-WS-46/27}, Versteele I, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], ¶¶ 113-117; {C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [pp.
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already excavated most of PLE Basalt and stockpiled it, as the Project’s logical construction sequence
required.
104. Therefore, contrary to ACP’s statements and requirement in the RFQ and RFP documents and to what the
Parties had envisaged when entering into the Contract, GUPC could not use the vast majority of the PLE
Basalt, in particular the stockpiled PLE Basalt, as primary feedstock for the crushing plants since the PLE
Basalt proved wholly unsuitable for concrete aggregate production.
105. Similar severe issues with the Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt. It is also undisputed that when GUPC
started feeding the crushing plants with Aguadulce Basalt, and later with Cocoli Basalt, it encountered very
similar issues as with the PLE Basalt. Mr Versteele and Ms Baz attest to this, and Mr Gold’s observations in
2015 confirm it.265 In addition, GUPC put on the record numerous pictures taken at various times between
2011 and 2015266 and over one hundred videos in Exh. C-1272 of the Aguadulce Basalt in the PAC crushing
plant and in the washer screens prior to the reclaiming plant taken on 1 October 2014, just after the DAB’s
28 September 2014 Site visit referred to in the DAB Referral 11 Decision. Video 00073 shows sticky,
plastic basalt (from Aguadulce Quarry at the time) in the dead cones of the PAC crushing plant, and video
00065 shows that this basalt easily broke down to produce fines when crumbled with bare hands (see
screenshot in Fig. 2).267 This is not the behaviour of a hard and strong basalt suitable to produce concrete
aggregates, but rather shows basalt subject to rapid degradation, as Mr Shilston attests.268
106. Neutral third parties have also observed and described the
degradation of the Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt. The DAB
members, who could not only observe, but also touch the basalt
during their September 2014 Site visit (and their prior visits),
explained that “[i]t [was] evident to the DAB that when the basalt is
exposed to the atmosphere it begins to decompose, eventually
degenerating into a brown, heavily decomposed ‘muddy’ material”,
adding that “the brown material indicate[d] significant
Figure 2 - Screenshot of Video 00065
decomposition of the material to an extent it could be instantly
showing Ms Baz breaking Aguadulce Basalt
269
recognised”.
As Prof Suárez explained at the Hearing, she had
into fines with bare hands
brought pieces of Aguadulce Basalt, amongst others, so that the
Members of the Tribunal could experience this breaking down phenomenon for themselves; ACP, however,
opposed this.270 GUPC’s crushing plant expert Mr Gold also reported that he experienced the final coarse
aggregates, which had been stockpiled in cones for some time, falling apart in his hand during his June 2015
visit to the PAC crushing plant.271
107. Degradation of the basalt in the PLE Stockpile and during and after the crushing process. As
indicated above, rapid degradation was confirmed by both Parties’ contemporaneous evidence in the PLE
Stockpile and excessive fines and sticky material blocked the crushing process. In addition, the evidence
shows that the Aguadulce Basalt continued to degrade throughout and even after the crushing process. This
demonstrates that the issues were intrinsic to the basalt itself, rather than due to external causes, such as
“contamination” by other materials (as explained below):
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64-67], Sec. VII; {C-WS-26/21}, Baz II, p. 21 [pp. 17-22], Sec. III.B.2.
{C-WS-14/74}, Baz I, p. 74 [p. 67], ¶ 123; {C-WS-26/26}, Baz II, p. 26 [p. 22], ¶ 75; {C-WS-46/28}, Versteele I, p. 28
[p. 24], ¶ 116.
See, e.g., {C-0580/2}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 2; {C-WS-26/51}, Baz II, p. 51 [p. 47],
Fig. 40 (photo of 22 Feb. 2011); {C-0579/17}, ACP's presentation to GUPC, dated 21 May 2011, p. 17.
{C-1272}, Record of Notarial Proceedings, dated 16 Oct 2014, Videos 00065 and 00073; {C-P-0006/75}, GUPC’s CAP
Opening, p. 75 [pp. 73-74].
{C-P-0008/40}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 40 [pp. 40-41, 81]; {Day7/187:16}, [187:16-188:1] (Shilston Pres.).
{C-0246/43}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 43.
{Day7/102:15}, [102:15-103:10] (Suárez/García Cross).
{C-EX-7/89}, Gold I, p. 89, ¶ 104, Fig. 55; {C-P-0009/37}, Gold Pres., p. 37; {Day8/102:5}, [102:5-7]; [103:3-8] (Gold
Pres.).
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 Video 134 in Exhibit C-1272 shows that the aggregates crushed from Aguadulce Basalt and going
through the decanter basins of the Pacific water cooling plant were very sticky,272 although they had been
screened and washed several times before entering the water cooling plant.273 The material’s sticky
consistency can only be explained by the presence of clays in the basalt. As Ms Baz explained, “[s]ince
no clays were sent to the final aggregate cones, these can only have been generated [i.e., released] by the
degradation of the basalt.”274 ACP has failed to engage with this evidence, and its “contamination”
theory is of no help to explain this situation.
 While aggregates in the final coarse aggregate cones were initially above
5mm, with the passing of time, finer, sticky material appeared in the
dead crowns of these cones, which phenomenon can only be explained
by the basalt’s in situ degradation.275 This degradation is illustrated by
the change of color of the dead crowns, when compared to more recently
crushed material in the middle of the cones (dark grey color), as Ms Baz
has explained with pictures from 2010 to 2015.276

Figure 3 - Picture of the PAC
tertiary aggregate cones (March
2015)

The problem with the PLE Basalt (and later Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt) was due to the
basalt’s rapid degradation
108. The overwhelming evidence on the record shows that PLE, Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt (together the
“Pacific Site Basalt”) was unsuitable as crushing plant feedstock because it broke into fines after exposure
to the elements and released plastic material. Given that ACP claimed that the issues encountered by GUPC
were due to contamination – allegations for which it bears the burden of proof – GUPC adduced expert
evidence corroborating what the contemporaneous evidence already showed. Comprehensive testing on the
record indeed confirms beyond doubt the occurrence of this breakdown phenomenon, rapid degradation,
which explains the issues encountered by GUPC, in the PLE Stockpile and in the crushing plants. The
underlying reasons for this phenomenon lie beyond the scope of GUPC’s burden of proof in this arbitration;
nevertheless, as explained in Section III.F.2(b) below, it is now possible, although only by way of substantial
scientific research undertaken in this arbitration, which could not have been undertaken by any tenderers in
the limited time of the tender period, to provide a full scientific explanation for the basalt’s rapid
degradation.
109. Relevant tests to investigate rapid degradation. Before analyzing the tests on the record, it should be
noted that, according to the scientific literature, petrographic analysis, X-ray diffraction (“XRD”) and glycol
tests are among the most reliable tests for assessing the degradation potential of rocks used for
construction.277 As explained by Mr Shilston and Profs Suárez and García, (i) petrographic examination
allows observation of the rock’s textural accessibility and, to a certain extent, the presence of smectites; (ii)
the XRD test (necessarily done in four stages278) allows to identify swelling clays (smectites) with certainty;
and (iii) the ethylene glycol tests allows to assess the rock’s durability.279 ACP’s expert Dr Rothstein has
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{C-1272}, Record of Notarial Proceedings, dated 16 Oct 2014, Video 134. This video shows the same phenomenon on
the same date as the pictures in Ms Baz’s statements ({C-WS-14/49}, Baz I, p. 49 [pp. 42-43], Figs. 43-45; {C-WS26/50}, Baz II, p. 50 [p. 46], Figs. 38-39).
{C-WS-26/49}, Baz II, p. 49 [p. 45], ¶ 125. The coarse aggregates were washed in the crushing process, stored in the
final coarse aggregate cones and then showered with cold water before entering the reclaiming plant.
{C-WS-26/49}, Baz II, p. 49 [p. 45], ¶ 125.
{C-WS-26/47}, Baz II, p. 47 [pp. 43-44], ¶ 124; {C-P-0006/70}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 70 [pp. 69-70]; {C-P0008/37}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 37; {Day7/186:7}, [186:7-187:3] (Shilston Pres. on CAP).
{C-WS-26/47}, Baz II, p. 47 [pp. 43-44], ¶ 124;{C-WS-26.AnnA};{C-WS-26.AnnB}.
{C-1853}; {Shilston(II)-165}; {Shilston(II)-205}. See also {C-EX-26/530}, Shilston II, p. 530 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-144-6150], Sec. 6.7.1; {C-P-0008/49}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 49 [pp. 49, 51-52, 56-59]; {C-EX-27/38}, Suárez-García I,
p. 38 [pp. 38-58], Sec. V.B-C; {C-P-0007/16}, Suárez & García Pres., p. 16 [pp. 16-17].
{C-P-0007/129}, Suárez & García Pres., p. 129 [pp. 129-137]; {Day7/82:19}, [82:19-83:1] (Suárez-García Pres).
{C-P-0008/51}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 51; {C-P-0007/14}, Suárez & García Pres., p. 14 [pp. 14-17, 25-26, 51];
{Day7/82:19}, [82:19-83:14]; [86:6-9] (Suárez-García Pres.); [195:4-8] (Shilston Pres.); [154:8-155:2] (Suárez-García
Tribunal Questions).
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confirmed at the Hearing that the scientific literature, on which he relies, recommends these tests.280 As
explained below, GUPC’s experts carried out all of these tests on a significant number of representative
samples, while ACP’s experts chose to carry out only some of them, on a limited set of samples, which do
not allow one to reach any meaningful conclusion concerning the degradation potential of the basalt.
110. GUPC’s contemporaneous glycol tests. Ethylene glycol reacts with swelling clays – and swelling clays
only (such as smectites). If the swelling clays are accessible in the rock tested, that rock will break down
upon exposure to glycol.281 Put simply, a “normal” basalt will not react to glycol and will not break down,
whereas basalt that contains interconnected and accessible swelling clays will break down. That is what the
glycol test records: the percentage of material lost because of exposure to glycol. The pictures below
illustrate the breaking down process:282

Figure 4 - Picture from a scientific article showing the difference
between rock subject to rapid degradation and ‘normal’ rock

Figure 5 - Picture of a PLE Basalt core before
(forefront) and after glycol immersion (back)

111. In their submissions and expert reports and at the Hearing, ACP and its expert Dr Rothstein have sought to
argue that there was no consensus on the glycol test, without clarifying what this really meant.283 Indeed, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineer standard for the glycol test does not specify the percentage of loss of material
occurring during the test beyond which an aggregate should not be used on a construction project and there
is no internationally agreed benchmark number to determine a rock’s durability, as Ms Baz explained at the
Hearing.284 However, as Dr Rothstein also acknowledged, academic literature describes the ethylene glycol
test as “the most effective” method “for assessing material durability”.285 According to ASTM Standard
D4992 – 14, “[e]thylene glycol may be used as a supplementary method for igneous rocks containing
smectite and will give advance notice of subsequent deterioration.”286 ACP’s own consultant during the
Project CPP actually recommended ACP to carry out glycol tests to assess basalt “stability”.287
112. In 2011-2012 and 2014-2015, GUPC carried out numerous tests to gain a better understanding of the basalt’s
behavior. These included several dozen ‘intuitive’ glycol tests on the Pacific Site Basalt, which showed that
the basalt reacted to glycol by breaking down.288 Ms Baz testified that GUPC’s 2011-2015 glycol tests
effectively showed that all basalt samples tested did break down to some extent when immersed in glycol;
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{Day9/48:2}, [48:2-48:9] (Rothstein Cross). According to Dr Rothstein, X-ray diffraction test and analysis are “the
gold standard” and “very reliable for identifying minerals”; he has “definitely done [] ethylene glycol” in the past
({Day9/121:9}, [121:9-122:17] (Rothstein Tribunal Questions)).
{R-1071/1}, USACE method for the ethylene glycol test, p. 1, it. 2; {C-WS-26/9}, Baz II, p. 9 [p. 5], ¶ 26. See also {REX-17/103}, Rothstein I, p. 103 [p. 100], ¶ 223.
Left picture: {Shilston(II)-103/12}, p. 12 [p. 70]; right picture: {C-1168/10}, 2011 GUPC’s glycol tests, p. 10.
{Day9/19:9}, [19:9-19] (Rothstein Pres.); {Day9/77:23}, [77:23-81:1] (Rothstein Cross).
{R-1071}, USACE method for the ethylene glycol test; {Day5/114:7}, [114:7-116:3] (Baz Cross).
{R-1549/2}, p. 2. See also {Shilston(II)-103/10}, p. 10 [pp. 68-71]; {Shilston(II)-165/73}, p. 73 [pp. 151, 153-155];
{Shilston(II)-171/6}, p. 6 [p. 166]; {R-1482/7}, p. 7 [p. 735];{R-1548/18}, p. 18 [p. 17].
{Shilston(II)-175/5}, p. 5, ¶ 10.3 (emphasis added). See also {Day9/76:17}, [76:17-77:9] (Rothstein Cross); {R1071/1}, USACE method for the ethylene glycol test, p. 1, Point 1.2.
{C-1538/1}, CPP Technical Memo No. 15, dated 13 Sep 2011, p. 1; {SOR/258}, p. 258 [Ch. 4, p. 159], ¶ 577.
{C-WS-26/6}, Baz II, p. 6 [pp. 2-8, 22-31], Sec. III-A, III.C; {C-1168}, 2011 GUPC’s glycol tests; {C-1169}, 2012
GUPC’s glycol tests; {C-1170}, 2014 GUPC’s glycol tests; {C-1269}, 2015 GUPC’s glycol tests.
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they were all prone to rapid degradation.289 This is visible on the pictures of the tested PLE, Aguadulce and
Cocoli Basalt samples after immersion in glycol.290
113. GUPC’s other contemporaneous tests. It is undisputed that GUPC also carried out other tests during
construction, such as X-ray diffraction and methylene blue tests. All test results showed the presence of
swelling clays in the PLE and Aguadulce Basalt, and the methylene blue tests further confirmed that this
basalt was prone to rapid degradation.291 ACP and its experts do not dispute this.
114. The contemporaneous evidence on the record (formed of both GUPC and ACP’s documents) therefore
establishes beyond doubt that there was an issue with the PLE, Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt, due to its
intrinsic properties. This evidence is confirmed by expert opinions and testing conducted during this
arbitration.
115. GUPC’s expert opinions and testing. GUPC’s experts, Mr Shilston (a very experienced field geologist,
former president of the world-renowned Geological Society of London) and Profs Suárez and García (worldrenowned clay specialists), have more recently conducted a thorough and sophisticated series of scientific
tests, which confirms that the Pacific Site Basalt rapidly degrades, corroborating GUPC’s experience on the
Project.292
116. In March 2018, Mr Shilston visited Panama and collected basalt from three sample locations at each of the
three relevant site locations: Aguadulce Quarry (primary source for the Project’s concrete aggregates,
replacing the unsuitable stockpiled PLE Basalt), Cerro Escobar (which GUPC had investigated at tender
stage), and Sosa Hill (ACP had indicated that the Sosa Hill basalt rapidly degrades in its GDR293).294
Mr Shilston analyzed the relevant basalt and established a very thorough chain of custody for the samples,
which is unchallenged by ACP.295 Based on an extensive review of the specialized literature, Mr Shilston
determined that three tests were the most relevant to assess the basalt’s degradation potential: the glycol test
discussed above, the water absorption test and the micro-deval tests296 (the last two being ASTM tests).297
Mr Shilston also reviewed and analyzed a number of tests previously requested by and carried out on behalf
of GUPC, notably on PLE Basalt samples.298 Profs Suárez and García then used the samples collected by
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{Day5/65:23}, [65:23-66:9]; [67:18-25]; [72:4-9] (Baz Cross). At the Hearing, ACP’s reliance on a 1% loss in a glycol
test presented with Ms Baz’s second statement was misleading. Ms Baz had explained that this test was an “intuitive”
test, and clarified that it had thus been done on smaller samples than usual requiring the use of a 200-mesh (75-µm)
sieve, instead of a larger, 19 mm sieve as the USACE method prescribes. After exposure to glycol, 1% of an initially
much bigger piece of basalt was now smaller than 75 µm. This percentage did not capture, however, bigger pieces that
broke down because of glycol exposure, so that the 1% loss was not representative of the basalt’s behavior
({Day5/67:18}, [67:18-68:2]; [73:23-74:3] (Baz Cross)).
See, e.g., {C-0584/2}, Glycol test results, dated 3 Feb 2014, p. 2; {C-1170/40}, 2014 GUPC’s glycol tests, p. 40.
{C-1237}, X-Ray Diffraction Analyses on Pacific Basalt, dated 19 Jul 2011; {C-1238}, X-Ray Diffraction Analyses on
Pacific Basalt, dated 28 Sep 2011; {C-1264}, CUSA Report dated 3 April 2012; {C-WS-26/9}, Baz II, p. 9 [pp. 5, 2324], ¶¶ 23, 79-8; {SOR/208}, p. 208 [Ch. 4, pp. 109-120], Sec. III.B.b-c; {C-WS-26/6}, Baz II, p. 6 [pp. 2-5, 22-31],
Sec. III.A.1-2, C.
{C-EX-26/484}, Shilston II, p. 484 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-98-6-108], Sec. 6.4.1; {C-EX-27/38}, Suárez-García I, p. 38 [pp. 3380], Sec. V.
{C-0685/23}, GDR (Final Version) dated May 2008, p. 23. See also above ¶ 72.
{C-EX-26/484}, Shilston II, p. 484 [Ch. 6, p. 6-98], ¶¶ 416-417; {Day7/196:12}, [196:12-197:22] (Shilston Pres.); {CP-0008/54}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 54.
{C-EX-26.AppD}, Shilston II, App. D; {C-EX-26/484}, Shilston II, p. 484 [Ch. 6, p. 6-98], ¶ 418.
As Mr Shilston explained at the Hearing, the micro-deval test (which consists of putting pieces of crushed rock in a
rotating drum with water and steel balls) is the “best way of simulating what happens in a crushing plant”
({Day7/195:14}, [195:14-19] (Shilston Pres.)).
{C-EX-26/485}, Shilston II, p. 485 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-99, 6-108], ¶¶ 424, 450; {C-1165}, GUPC's 2017 Tests; {C-1164},
GUPC's 2018 Tests.
{C-EX-26/494}, Shilston II, p. 494 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-108-6-110], Sec. 6.4.2-6.4.3; {Day7/194:21}, [194:21-195:3] (Shilston
Pres. on CAP).
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Mr Shilston to carry out petrographic analyses, XRD tests (both ASTM tests) and a RILEM accelerated
aging test.299
117. Based on the results of these tests (which are not contested by ACP or its experts), Mr Shilston concluded
that the “PLE basalt and basalt from Sosa Hill Quarry degrade[d] more than basalt from Aguadulce Hill
Quarry, which in turn degrade[d] more than the basalt from Cerro Escobar”. Importantly, he concluded that
“[b]asalt that has been stockpiled or processed (crushed) degrade[d] more than freshly excavated basalt.”300
GUPC’s experts’ tests thus unequivocally confirm that the PLE, Aguadulce, and Cocoli Basalt rapidly
degrades. These results fully corroborate the contemporaneous testing and observations. ACP chose not to
address these substantive results either with Mr Shilston or with Profs Suárez and García at the Hearing.
118. ACP’s expert opinions and testing. While GUPC’s experts carried out numerous – and relevant – tests,
ACP’s experts Mr Kuper and Dr Rothstein only did a limited amount of testing. It became apparent during
the Hearing that ACP’s experts’ limited tests are of virtually no value. Most of the tests analyzed in
Dr Rothstein’s and Mr Kuper’s first reports are ASTM C33 tests conducted by ACP.301 As Mr Shilston
explained in his second report, “testing required by ASTM C33 is not sufficient for the identification of nondurable basalts.”302 ACP’s tests, like the Los Angeles abrasion test for example, are not helpful to assess the
degradation potential of the tested samples. This is why the specialized literature recommends other tests
(that Mr Shilston applied).
119. ACP’s Dr Rothstein and Mr Kuper only analyzed one meaningful test assessing the degradation potential of
a rock, i.e., the glycol tests on Aguadulce Basalt served with ACP’s SoD, which actually showed that the
samples broke down to a significant extent after 15 days of glycol immersion, and to an even more
significant extent for the samples that had been exposed to the elements for a number of days beforehand.303
As Mr Shilston explained in his second report and at the Hearing, ACP’s glycol tests thus confirmed that
“rapid degradation does occur” for Aguadulce Basalt.304 Instead of acknowledging that ACP’s test results
support GUPC’s claim, ACP and its experts attempted to downplay the significance of these results by
creating confusion concerning the glycol test.305 As explained above, ACP’s criticisms are misleading, since
the glycol test does indicate the degradation potential of a rock.
120. Further, with the Rejoinder, ACP’s experts chose not to engage meaningfully with GUPC’s experts’
evidence of degradation. Mr Kuper went to Panama a week after Mr Shilston’s March 2018 visit and
allegedly collected samples in the same areas as Mr Shilston. Yet, at the Hearing, Mr Kuper admitted that he
had not done any tests on these samples, and, in fact, that he did not know what had happened to them.306 It
is unclear whether ACP conducted tests on these samples and chose not to disclose their results, or whether
ACP and its experts simply abstained from carrying out testing on samples that would in all likelihood have
supported GUPC’s position. Instead of carrying out additional or even analyzing the existing scientific
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{C-P-0007/17}, Suárez & García Pres., p. 17; {C-EX-27/80}, Suárez-García I, p. 80 [pp. 75-79], ¶¶ 218-226; {C-EX27.Ann8}, Suárez García, Ann. 8; {C-1793}, ASTM Standard C295-03; {Shilston(II)-165};{Shilston(II)-166};
{Shilston(II)-205}. At the Hearing, ACP’s Dr Rothstein confirmed that ASTM and RILEM (a European organization;
RILEM stands for Réunion Internationale des Laboratoires et Experts des Matériaux, systèmes de construction et
ouvrages, that is, International Union of Laboratories and Experts in Construction Materials, Systems and Structures)
were among the most respected organizations in the construction industry ({Day9/82:27}, [82:27-84:12] (Rothstein
Cross)).
{C-EX-26/494}, Shilston II, p. 494 [Ch. 6, p. 6-108], ¶ 446 [emphasis added].
{R-1011}, Laboratory Testing on Samples A.2; {R-1012}, Laboratory Testing on Samples A.3; {R-EX-11/123}, Kuper
I, p. 123 [pp. 120-121], ¶¶ 12.40-12.43; {R-EX-17/98}, Rothstein I, p. 98 [pp. 95-102], Sec. XI; {R-EX-30/74},
Rothstein II, p. 74 [pp. 72-98], Sec. 6.E; {SOD/367}, p. 367 [Ch. 5, pp. 188-200], Sec. 10(b)-(c); {Rejoinder/234}, p.
234 [Ch. 3, pp. 110-134], Sec. 6(b)-(d).
{C-EX-26/521}, Shilston II, p. 521 [Ch. 6, p. 6-135], ¶ 573. See also {C-P-0008/12}, p. 12.
{R-1011/15}, Laboratory Testing on Samples A.2, p. 15; {R-1012/3}, Laboratory Testing on Samples A.3, p. 3.
{Day7/204:8}, [204:8-205:10] (Shilston Pres. on CAP); {C-EX-26/522}, Shilston II, p. 522 [Ch. 6, p. 6-136], ¶ 579.
{SOD/374}, p. 374 [Ch. 5, p. 195], ¶ 10.54; {R-EX-17/103}, Rothstein I, p. 103 [pp. 100-101], ¶¶ 223-224; {R-EX16/91}, Pauletto I, p. 91 [pp. 89-90], ¶ 9.8.
{R-EX-25/65}, Kuper II, p. 65 [p. 63], ¶ 6.37; {Day9/202:16}, [202:16-203:6] (Kuper Cross).
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testing, Mr Kuper based all of his analysis in his second report on pictures of core boxes and site
observations. Yet, Mr Kuper admitted at the Hearing that he had no information as to the storage conditions
of the core boxes, and in particular did not know whether they had been exposed to water.307 This renders
Mr Kuper’s core boxes analysis entirely irrelevant since, as explained below, exposure to water, and in fact
the occurrence of wetting and drying cycles, is one of the five conditions for degradation to take place.308
121. While Dr Rothstein carried out some tests with his second report, none of them analyzes the degradation
potential of the tested samples. Dr Rothstein did not replicate glycol or micro-deval tests. Rather, he only
carried out petrographic analyses, allegedly showing the absence of degradation.309 However, petrographic
analyses, while useful to analyze the structure and, to a certain extent, the composition of a rock, are not in
themselves sufficient to assess the degradation potential of a rock, as again the literature relied upon by
Dr Rothstein confirms.310 Further, Dr Rothstein’s petrographic analyses of concrete cylinders, on which
Dr Rothstein and ACP placed much emphasis,311 are even less useful to assess the occurrence of rapid
degradation on the Project given that only aggregates that did not have time to degrade made their way to the
concrete and were then encapsulated and therefore protected from wetting and drying cycles.312 The limited
testing done or reviewed by ACP’s experts is therefore either irrelevant (as confirmed by the specialized
literature) or actually supports GUPC’s position.
122. Use does not amount to suitability. In its submissions and at the Hearing, ACP repeatedly sought to argue
that, despite all the evidence to the contrary, the basalt was in fact suitable for aggregate production because
GUPC did ultimately produce the concrete aggregates needed for the Project with Aguadulce and Cocoli
Basalt.313 ACP is effectively seeking to question the need for GUPC’s very substantial and uncontested
efforts to deal with the issue (i.e., changing the primary feedstock and modifying the crushing plants). This
line of defence must fail. First, it is not contested that GUPC was not able to use the vast majority of the
basalt in the PLE Stockpile for concrete aggregate production and had to dispose of it or use it for other
purposes.314 Yet, this was the source that ACP required and the Parties had agreed to use. As to the
Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt, which GUPC had to exploit much earlier than planned to progress the Works
(especially since it did not have to be stockpiled), GUPC was only able to produce compliant aggregates,
including sand, in industrial quantities after implementing very substantial modifications to the crushing
process and plants. Still, the crushing of the Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt produced a lot more fines than
expected, which had to be disposed of. As Ms Baz explained at the Hearing, suitable does not, and cannot,
mean in the construction industry that one can only process basalt after implementing costly modifications to
a correctly designed crushing plant; it also does not, and cannot, mean that one will have to discard almost
25% of the material processed (a 300% increase from what was reasonably anticipated).315 These
modifications of the primary feedstock and to the crushing plants changed the Project altogether, including
from a logistical point of view. ACP’s contention that GUPC used the PLE (and later Aguadulce and
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{R-EX-25/54}, Kuper II, p. 54 [pp. 52-53], ¶ 6.24; {Day9/217:18}, [217:18-218:10] (Kuper Cross).
See below Sec. III.F.2(b).
{R-EX-30/74}, Rothstein II, p. 74 [pp. 72-100], Sec. 7.E.
{C-EX-26/423}, Shilston II, p. 423 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-37-6-38], ¶ 166; {C-P-0008/51}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 51 [pp. 5152]. The scientific literature indicates that petrographic analyses are only one of the tests that should be carried out to
investigate the degradation potential of a rock (e.g., {Shilston(II)-165/73}, p. 73 [pp. 151, 160]; {Shilston(II)-205/15},
p. 15 [p. 301]; {C-1853/3}, p. 3; {Shilston(II)-166/11}, p. 11 [p. 3]).
{R-P-0004/19}, Rothstein Pres., dated 31 Jan 2019, p. 19 [pp. 19-23]; {Day9/20:5}, [20:5-23:17] (Rothstein Pres.); {RP-0003/162}, ACP's Opening on CAP, p. 162.
Mr Versteele explained at the Hearing that the sand on the Project was used almost immediately after being produced
and did not have time to degrade in the final fine aggregate (sand) cones, while any fines and sticky material present in
the coarse aggregates were thoroughly washed by cold water sprays before the batching plant ({Day5/141:15}, [141:15144:1] (Versteele Direct)). Mr Shilston also explained that Dr Rothstein’s conclusions were not supported by the
evidence and his petrographic analyses were partial ({C-P-0008/45}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 45; {Day7/191:9},
[191:9-14] (Shilston Pres. on CAP)).
{R-P-0003/11}, ACP's Opening on CAP, p. 11 [pp. 11, 75, 116]; {Day5/95:10}, [95:10-19] (Baz Cross).
{C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [p. 64], ¶¶ 114-118; {C-WS-26/21}, Baz II, p. 21 [pp. 17-20, 49], ¶¶ 63-69, 132.
{Day5/99:16}, [99:16-22] (Baz Cross).
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Cocoli) Basalt therefore simply ignores the fact that the PLE Basalt was not suitable for the industrial
production of concrete aggregates, contrary to ACP’s statements in the RFQ/RFP documents and to the
Contract’s fundamental basis.
123. In sum, ACP stated in its RFQ/RFP documents that the PLE Basalt was good and suitable for concrete
aggregate production and even required its use. GUPC has discharged its burden by proving beyond doubt
that the PLE Basalt, in particular in the PLE Stockpile, was unsuitable as primary feedstock for the crushing
plants due to its rapid degradation, which caused the basalt to break down upon exposure to ambient
conditions. Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt was also subject to rapid degradation and could only be used fresh
(i.e., without stockpiling), but thanks to GUPC’s substantial modifications to the crushing plants and other
mitigation measures, could ultimately be used to produce the required aggregates (although with massive
wastage). There was nothing that GUPC or any other contractor could have reasonably done to avoid this
problem. In fact, the PAC-4 Contractor encountered very similar issues with the basalt as GUPC.316 ACP
would have faced the exact same claim regardless of whether GUPC, BTM or CANAL had been awarded
the Project.
E.

CLAIMANT 1 PREVAILS ON AT LEAST ONE OF ITS ALTERNATIVE GROUNDS FOR ENTITLEMENTS

124. As explained above, the evidence (including that adduced at the Hearing) shows that the Parties entered into
the Contract based on the common understanding that the sound excavated PLE Basalt would be the primary
source for concrete aggregate production. This was a fundamental datum of the Project, the basis of the
Parties’ agreement, and of Claimant 1’s Financial Proposal.317 This datum was set by ACP, who
consistently stated (including in the Employer’s Requirements,318 in its 2004 cost estimate,319 and thus also
the 2006 cost estimate, and its proposal to the Panamanian Government and the Panamanian People,320 and
in the RFP documents321) that the PLE Basalt would, and indeed should, be used as primary crushing plant
feedstock and was suitable for that purpose.
125. However, as also explained above, this fundamental datum turned out to be incorrect: the sound excavated
PLE Basalt proved to be wholly unsuitable as primary feedstock to the crushing plants, especially given that
most of it had to be stockpiled for several months, which accelerated the degradation process.322 As
explained below, GUPC ultimately had to abandon the stockpiled PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate
production and was forced to make drastic changes to its plan in order to ensure the Project’s completion.
This resulted in very substantial additional costs, for which Claimant 1 is entitled to full compensation
pursuant to the Contract and Panamanian law.
126. Claimant 1’s entitlement is based on five separate and alternative causes of action. For Claimant 1 to
succeed, it need only demonstrate one of those grounds, but as established below Claimant 1 in fact succeeds
on all five causes of action.
127.
Claimant 1 is entitled to its Costs plus Reasonable Profit under SC 1.9.4 [Errors in the
Employer’s Requirements]
128. As its first head of claim, Claimant 1 is entitled to its Costs plus Reasonable Profit under SC 1.9.4 [Errors in
the Employer’s Requirements] because the Employer’s Requirements (i) expressly and implicitly required
the use of the PLE Basalt as primary aggregates source, or at a minimum (ii) expressly stated that the PLE
Basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production, which it was not. This constitutes an error, for which
ACP must bear liability. ACP tries to deny its responsibility by drawing on an array of arguments, none of
316
317
318
319
320
321
322

{SOR/269}, p. 269 [Ch. 4, pp. 170-172], ¶¶ 624-632; {C-1276}; {C-1277}; {C-1278}
See above, Sec. III.C.3. See also, {C-0246/46}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 46 [p. 43], ¶ 129.
See below, ¶ 130.
{C-0180}, Cost and Schedule Estimate, dated 1 Apr 2004.
{C-0023}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project, dated 24 Apr 2006.
See above Sec. III.C.1(b).
See above Sec. III.D.
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which has any merit. Claimant 1 meets all three conditions of SC 1.9.4:
i) There was an error in the Employer’s Requirements.
ii) That error would not have been discovered by an “experienced contractor exercising due care and
Prudent Industry Practice … when scrutinizing and examining the Site and the Employer’s
Requirements.”
iii) As a result of the error, GUPC suffered significant additional costs.
129. First condition: Error in the Employer’s Requirements. For SC 1.9.4 [Errors in the Employer’s
Requirements] to apply, there must be an error and this error must be “in the Employer’s Requirements”.323
Claimant 1 must therefore establish that ACP’s erroneous statements with respect to the use of the PLE
Basalt are contained in the Employer’s Requirements, either directly or by incorporation.
130. The EsIA is part of the Employer’s Requirements. As will be explained below, the statements by ACP
that Claimant 1 relies on are found in Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Section 01.50.00 and in the EsIA, specifically the
Executive Summary and Chapters 3, 4 and 7. While Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Section 01.50.00 is clearly part of
the Employer’s Requirements, ACP seeks to evade liability for the statements contained in the EsIA by
wrongly alleging that they are not in the Employer’s Requirements. Yet, there is no doubt that the EsIA is
part of the Employer’s Requirements. The Employer’s Requirements are extremely clear on this issue as
Art. 1.01.A.2 of ER Section 01.57.19 [Temporary Environmental Controls] expressly and unambiguously
provides so:324

131. After specifically listing the sections of Chapter 8 of the EsIA that are not applicable to the Contract,
Art. 1.01.A.2 concludes that “the EsIA [i.e., not only Chapter 8 thereof] is included in Volume II, Part 3,
Subpart 3” of the Employer’s Requirements. The whole of the EsIA is therefore part of the Employer’s
Requirements, except for the sections from Chapter 8 that are excluded by the express wording of
Art. 1.01.A.2 (and which are not relevant to this arbitration). Similar provisions, indicating that the EsIA is
part of the Employer’s Requirements can also be found in Art. 1.01 of ER Section 01 57 19.13
[Environmental Management System] and 1.01.A of ER Section 01 74 19 [Construction Waste Management
and Disposal].325 Further the coversheet of Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3 of the Contract provides that this
subpart of the Employer’s Requirements incorporates the “applicable parts of the [EsIA] as specified in
Section 01.57.19 (Temporary Environmental Controls)”,326 i.e., in Art. 1.01.A.2.
132. ACP does not deny the existence or applicability of these provisions, but tries to argue, against their express
terms, that because Art. 1.01.A.2 excludes specific sections of Chapter 8 from Volume II of the Contract,
only the non-excluded sections of Chapter 8 are incorporated in Volume II (and not the entire EsIA).327 As
Claimant 1 has explained,328 ACP’s position is based on an incorrect and misleading reading of
323
324
325
326

327

328

{C-0001/37}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 37 [p. 24].
{C-0972/1}, ER – Sect. 01 57 19 - Temporary Environmental Controls, dated Feb 2009, p. 1.
{C-0996/1}, p. 1; {R-0343/1}, p. 1.
{C-1592/2}, RFP Amend. 17, Volume II, Part 3, Subpart 3 - ACP Environmental Requirements, dated 3 Oct 2008, p. 2
[p. 1].
{Day3/125:15}, [125:15-128:1] (ACP’s CAP Opening); {R-P-0003/65}, ACP's Opening on CAP, p. 65 [pp. 65-66, 6970]. See also, {Rejoinder/169}, p. 169 [Ch. 3, pp. 45-52].
{SOR/428}, p. 428 [Ch. 4, pp. 329-340], ¶¶ 1276-1317; {C-P-0006/123}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 123 [p. 122]; {C-P0002/51}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law, p. 51; {Day3/21:17}, [21:17-22:7] (GUPC’s CAP Opening).
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Art. 1.01.A.2: the language of Art. 1.01.A.2, as reproduced above,329 does not create any distinction between
the applicable sections of Chapter 8 and the rest of the EsIA. ACP’s attempt to introduce one must fail.
Even if its reading of this particular provision were correct (which it is not), ACP does not even try to
explain why the express language in the other provisions relied upon by Claimant 1330 should not apply.
ACP expressly included almost the entirety of the EsIA in the Employer’s Requirements, including in
particular the Executive Summary, and it must now bear the responsibility for the errors contained therein
under SC 1.9.4 of the Conditions of Contract. All the more so when ACP’s counsel hinted at the Hearing
that the EsIA Executive Summary was one of the “applicable parts” incorporated in Volume II of the
Contract (i.e., the Employer’s Requirements)331 and Claimant 1 relies precisely on the Executive Summary
as requiring the use of PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production.
133. Error in the Employer’s Requirements regarding the use of the PLE Basalt as main feedstock for
concrete aggregate production. As highlighted at the Hearing, the EsIA contains many statements about
the use and suitability of the PLE Basalt, some of which require the Contractor to use the PLE Basalt for
concrete aggregate production while others describe the characteristics of the PLE Basalt and its suitability
for this purpose.332 As explained above, the EsIA notably included many statements about the “good”
quality of the PLE Basalt, its “improbable” propensity to degrade, its suitability for concrete aggregate
production, including in terms of expected waste and the location of the crushing plants to crush PLE Basalt
into concrete aggregates.333 These statements are fully consistent with many other statements found in the
Contract. In fact, Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Section 01 50 00, on which ACP seeks to rely, states that “[a]
potential source of aggregates for the Atlantic and Pacific Sites may be the rock coming from the excavation
at the Pacific Site and sand may be manufactured from that rock.”334 This language (found in the body of
the Employer’s Requirements) indicates that the PLE Basalt was suitable as crushing plant feedstock;
otherwise ACP would not have described it as a “potential” source of aggregates.
134. As demonstrated above,335 the record shows beyond doubt that the excavated PLE Basalt proved unsuitable
as crushing plant feedstock (due to its intrinsic properties, which caused the basalt to break down and
degrade upon exposure to ambient conditions), and therefore it was not a potential source of aggregates. By
repeatedly and unambiguously confirming the suitability of the PLE Basalt as main feedstock for concrete
aggregate production and even requiring its use, the Employer’s Requirements were therefore in error. This
inevitably triggers ACP’s responsibility under SC 1.9.4.
135. ACP does not dispute that the EsIA and ER Section 01 50 00 contain statements about the use and suitability
of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production. However, in its submissions and at the Hearing, ACP
sought to argue that SC 1.9.4 does not apply because there was no “requirement” to use the PLE Basalt for
concrete aggregate production.336 ACP’s defence is contractually and factually incorrect. Pursuant to SC
1.9.4, there is no need for the error to be in a “requirement” included in the Employer’s Requirements.
Rather SC 1.9.4 literally provides that “any error, fault or other defect” found in the “Employer’s
Requirements” (i.e., the documents incorporated in Volume II - “Employer’s Requirements” of the Contract)
is actionable and may give rise to an entitlement for Claimant 1. Accordingly, for the purpose of Claimant
1’s entitlements, it does not matter whether the Employer’s Requirements actually required the use of the
PLE Basalt (which it did) or indicated that the PLE Basalt was suitable for that purpose. In both cases, the
Employer’s Requirements were in error within the meaning of SC 1.9.4.
136. Even if the Tribunal were to find that the error must be in a “requirement” included in the Employer’s
Requirements (which it should not), Claimant 1 would still prevail on this head of claim. Claimant 1’s
329
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See above, ¶ 130.
See above references to Arts. 1.01 of ER Sec. 01 57 19.13 [Environmental Management System] and 1.01.A of ER Sec.
01 74 19 [Construction Waste Management and Disposal].
{Day3/125:16}, [125:16-126:9] (ACP’s CAP Opening).
{C-P-0006/124}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 124 [pp. 123-124]; {Day3/51:9}, [51:9-53:9] (GUPC’s CAP Opening).
{C-0683/107}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 107 [Ch. 3, pp. 3-38, 3-81; Ch. 4, p. 4-17].
{C-0973/8}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008, p. 8.
See above, Sec. III.D.
{SOD/204}, p. 204 [Ch. 5, pp. 25-28], ¶¶ 3.45-3.53; {Rejoinder/166}, p. 166 [p. 42-45], ¶¶3.3, 3.5(c), 3.6-3.14; {R-P0003/62}, ACP’s CAP Opening, p. 62 [pp. 62-63, 67, 72-81]; {Day3/128:9}, [128:9-131:12] (ACP’s CAP Opening).
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primary position is that the use of the PLE Basalt as the primary feedstock for concrete aggregate production
was a fundamental datum of the Project and that the Employer’s Requirements, in particular by way of the
EsIA, established an actual requirement in this respect. The EsIA (which, as just demonstrated, is part of the
Employer’s Requirements337) mandated that “[a]ccording to Panama Canal Authority [i.e., ACP]
requirements, the Project requirements for aggregates to prepare concrete … will be covered with excavated
materials, mainly on the Pacific Side.”338 It also stated that the aggregates for the Project “will be obtained
primarily from the excavations”339 and that the PLE Basalt “will be used” for the production of concrete
aggregates for the Pacific and Atlantic Locks.340 These extracts show that the use of the PLE Basalt was an
actual requirement for the Contractor. This is confirmed by the fact that several provisions in the Conditions
of Contract expressly obliged GUPC to comply with the EsIA (for example SC 1.13.1 and SC 4.18
[Protection of the Environment]).341 ACP’s defence therefore fails.
137. Second condition: Claimant 1 behaved in accordance with Prudent Industry Practices. Pursuant to SC
1.9.4, Claimant 1 is only entitled to compensation for an error that could not be anticipated by a contractor
behaving according to Prudent Industry Practices. As demonstrated above,342 Claimant 1 behaved diligently
at tender stage. Despite exercising due care, Claimant 1 did not discover the error in the Employer’s
Requirements regarding the suitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production. Nor did BTM
and C.A.N.A.L. in fact, as they both proceeded on the basis that they would use the excavated PLE Basalt as
crushing plant feedstock.343 The fact that no tenderer discovered the error, despite the direct involvement of
some of the most internationally experienced EPC contractors in the world, confirms that the error could not
be anticipated by a contractor acting in accordance to Prudent Industry Practices. This is not surprising
given that ACP and its own team of consultants from the outset also clearly expected that the PLE Basalt
could and would be the primary source of material for aggregate production. ACP therefore cannot avoid
responsibility by hiding behind this qualifying language in SC 1.9.4.
138. Third condition: Additional costs resulting from ACP’s error in the Employer’s Requirements. As a
result of the error in the Employer’s Requirements, GUPC had to completely change its approach to the
Project, which had huge financial and logistical consequences. These changes are addressed in detail
below.344
*

*

*

139. As the three conditions of SC 1.9.4 are met, Claimant 1 is entitled to payment of the additional Cost that it
incurred as a result of the error in the Employer’s Requirements, plus Reasonable Profit.
Alternatively, Claimant 1 has the right to a price adjustment under Art. 1345 CC
140. Claimant 1’s first alternative cause of action is that it is entitled to a price adjustment (including profit) under
Art. 1345 CC, which provides a contractor the right to an increase in an agreed lump sum price if the volume
of the works has increased compared to what was originally envisaged, all the more so when the necessary
variations to the works are due to the lex artis, and the increase has been requested or approved (even
implicitly) by the employer.345 Art. 1345 provides:
“The architect or contractor in charge of the construction of a building or another work
under a lump sum contract and as per the plan agreed with the owner of the land may not
ask for a price increase in the event of an increase in the cost of wages or materials, but
337
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See ¶ 130.
{C-0683/679}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 679 [Ch. 7, p. 7-79].
{C-0683/4}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 4 [Executive Summary, p. ES-4].
{C-0683/7}, EsIA (Final Version), dated 1 Jul 2007, p. 7 [Executive Summary, p. ES-7].
{C-0001/39}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 39 [pp. 26, 50].
See above, Sec. III.C.2(b).
See above, ¶ 90.
See below, Sec. III.G.
{C-EX-22/13}, Morales Moreno I, p. 13 [pp. 13-14], ¶¶ 22-30; {C-LA-0426}, Francisco Lucas Fernández, Comentario
al artículo 1593, en Comentarios al Código Civil y Compilaciones Forales, Tomo XX, vol. 2.
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may do so where there has been any change to the plan resulting in an increase of the
works, provided the owner has authorized it.”346
141. Applicability of Art. 1345 to ACP. Contrary to its allegations, ACP’s so-called “special” regime has no
impact on the application of this provision, in particular because ACP’s Regulation and Law 19 do not
contain any provisions dealing with an increase in the agreed price due to necessary changes to the agreed
foreplan. ACP does not deny this. Art. 1345 of the Panamanian Civil Code (CC) therefore applies to ACP.
142. Conditions set forth in Art. 1345 CC. It is not disputed that Art. 1345 provides for an exception to the
principle of price invariability in lump sum contracts,347 an exception recognized by most civil law
jurisdictions,348 and which applies here because the issues experienced on the Project did not result from a
risk that was allocated to GUPC under the Contract.349 Accordingly, if a Contractor can prove that the
conditions set forth in Art. 1345 are met, the Employer will have to pay for the changes to the project that are
necessary to finish the work. In terms of the applicable requirements, a Panamanian court applying
Art. 1345 would conclude (as the Spanish Supreme Tribunal would350) that a contractor is entitled to a price
increase, on top of the agreed lump sum price, if: (i) the works required a “necessary change” to the original
agreed plan; (ii) there was an increase in the volume of works; and (iii) the employer accepted the change
expressly or implicitly.351 These conditions are met in the present case, as will be explained below.
143. Justice Troyano explained at the Hearing that “[g]iven that [Art. 1345] is an exact replica of article 1593 of
the Spanish Civil Code and its requirements have been scarcely addressed in… Panama…, under article 9 of
the Civil Code in Panama, it is possible to resort to this historical predecessor”.352 The interpretation of the
Spanish Courts therefore have persuasive value in determining the proper application of Art. 1345 and
defining the scope of the three underlying conditions. When applying Art. 1345, the Tribunal should
accordingly consider, as a Panamanian judge would, Spanish doctrine and jurisprudence on Art. 1593
(which is identical to Art. 1345 CC).
144. First condition: Necessary changes to the original foreplan. The recognized Spanish Scholar Prof
Morales Moreno (who appeared on behalf of Claimants but is also relied on by ACP’s expert, and has been
quoted by the Panamanian Supreme Court353) explained that the starting point for the application of
Art. 1593 of the Spanish Civil Code (and thus Art. 1345 CC) is that there is a change to the original foreplan,
which includes, amongst others, a “necessary” change due to technical reasons / the lex artis.354 The change
can “concern quantity increases, changes in the materials, and changes in the construction methods”,355 and
it must be identified by contrast to the original foreplan.
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{C-LA-0001/135}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 135.
{C-EX-22/12}, Morales Moreno I, p. 12, ¶¶ 13-14; {C-EX-28/13}, Troyano I, p. 13, ¶¶ 48-50.
For example, the Spanish Civil Code contains a provision that is identical to Art. 1345 CC, i.e., Art. 1593. The French
Civil Code contains a similar provision at Art. 1793, like the Italian Civil Code at Art. 1661.
See below, Sec. III.F.1.
{C-EX-22/13}, Morales Moreno I, p. 13 [pp. 13-16], ¶¶ 20-39.
{C-EX-28/14}, Troyano I, p. 14 [pp. 14-15], ¶¶52-60; {C-EX-19.AnnA}, Hoyos IV, Annex A.
{Day2/104:20}, [104:20-24] (Troyano Pres.). See also, {C-EX-28/13}, Troyano I, p. 13, ¶ 51. Panamanian
jurisprudence applied Art. 1345 CC in very few cases and never explicitly discussed all underlying requirements.
Victorino Escobar v. Corporación Lux, which ACP sought to rely on, is not relevant here: in that case, the Court did not
define the specifics of each requirement because the parties did not dispute their scope or interpretation ({R-LA-0207},
Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 22 Sep 2004; {Day2/104:14}, [104:14-19]). See also Sec. II.B.
{R-EX-5/69}, Del Moral II, p. 69 [pp. 69-71, 126], ¶ 208, 2nd bullet point, and ¶ 388; {R-LA-0072/5}, p. 5; {C-EX6/69}, Hoyos IV, p. 69 [p. 66], ¶ 223; {C-LA-0289}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 20 Oct 1995. See also,
Justice Troyano’s comment at the Hearing – {Day2/14:22}, [14:22-15:4].
{Day2/195:2}, [195:2-25] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.). See also, {C-EX-22/14}, Morales Moreno I, p. 14, ¶¶ 27-30;
{C-EX-28/14}, Troyano I, p. 14, ¶¶ 53-54.
{C-EX-22/13}, Morales Moreno I, p. 13, ¶24. See also decisions from the Supreme Tribunal of Spain (SCD or STS):
{C-LA-0351}, SCD 3150/2015, dated 29 Jun 2015; {MoralesMoreno(I)-20}, SCD EDJ/1992/6099, dated 10 Jun 1992;
{MoralesMoreno(I)-21}, SCD EDJ/2015/122576, dated 29 Jun 2015; {MoralesMoreno(I)-22}, SCD RJ/1986/938,
dated 28 Feb 1986; {MoralesMoreno(I)-23}, SCD RJ/1982/1553, dated 31 Mar 1982.
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145. Claimant 1’s position that the concept of “foreplan” must be construed in a wide sense is in line with wellestablished and long lasting jurisprudence of the Spanish Supreme Tribunal and has been confirmed by
prominent Spanish scholars.356 As clearly indicated by Prof Morales Moreno, the expression “foreplan” in
Art. 1593 “has been interpreted by the Supreme Court … as the existence of an agreement by the parties on
the work to be performed”, an interpretation that ACP’s legal expert Prof Del Moral accepts.357 It is
therefore sufficient, under Art. 1345, for GUPC to establish that there was a change to the plan of works
agreed by the Parties.
146. As explained above,358 the Contract between Claimant 1 and ACP was entered into on the basis that the
excavated PLE Basalt would be the primary feedstock for concrete aggregate production. It is not disputed
that this had huge logistical, programming and costing consequences.359 Yet, for technical reasons, because
of the highly unexpected characteristics of the excavated PLE Basalt,360 Claimant 1 was prevented from
executing the Project as initially agreed with ACP in the Contract and it had to make very substantial
changes to the Project, namely:361
 change of primary feedstock source (effectively having to excavate millions of cubic meters of basalt
twice);
 changes in logistics (having to transport the materials twice, reorganizing the overall logistics because of
the need to dispose of the stockpiled PLE Basalt, subcontract activities that would otherwise have had to
stop362); and
 changes in equipment (having to implement significant, costly and time consuming changes to the
crushing plants).
147. These changes, not initially foreseen by the Parties and not included in the lump sum price, were necessary
and indispensable for Claimant 1 to complete the Project. They therefore fall within the ambit of Art. 1345,
and the first condition of Art. 1345 is met.
148. ACP tries to escape liability by arguing that Art. 1345 requires the change to be in a drawing of the Works
originally contained in the Contract.363 This position is both unsupported (ACP cites no legal authorities)
and technically incorrect. GUPC’s Technical Proposal for the Project was made of hundreds of drawings
and technical documents, which described GUPC’s plan for the works and included the use of the excavated
PLE Basalt as primary feedstock to the crushing plant.
149. ACP further alleges that under Art. 1345 the change should “derive from the owner’s power to unilaterally
modify the object of the contract”.364 This is wrong. ACP seeks to rely on Spanish Scholar Diez-Picazo but
in fact misrepresents Diez-Picazo’s analysis by selectively stopping the quotation in the middle of a
paragraph.365 Diez-Picazo explains that necessary variations have different modalities, and the one
mentioned by ACP is only one of them. The third modality, according to Diez-Picazo, relates to those
356
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{C-P-0005/14}, Morales Moreno Pres., p. 14; {C-EX-22/13}, Morales Moreno I, p. 13, ¶¶ 21-22; {MoralesMoreno(I)10/1201}, S. Coderch, “Comentario al artículo 1593”, in Comentarios al Código Civil y Compilaciones Forales, 1993, p.
1201, who in turns quotes GULLON, Contracts, p. 267; SANCHEZ CALERO, Contracts, p. 220; CABANILLAS,
ADC, 1981, pp. 190 a 201 and ADC, 1984, pp. 897 and 898.
{R-EX-19/149}, Del Moral III, p. 149 [pp. 149-150], ¶¶ 530-531.
See above, Sec. III.C.3.
See above, Sec. III.C.2(c).
See above, Sec. III.D.
See below, Sec. III.G.
E.g., dams and earthworks had to be subcontracted to Consortia Borinquen because GUPC’s earthwork equipment and
personnel was busy excavating the Aguadulce and others quarries.
{Rejoinder/381}, p. 381 [Ch. 3, pp. 257-258], ¶¶ 14.31, 14.37; {R-P-0002/114}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p.
114; {Day1/257:14}, [257:14-258:2] (ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening). See also, Prof Del Moral’s reference to “any
change in the drawings of the work that increase the works” – {Day2/261:24}, [261:24-262:1] (Del Moral Cross).
{R-EX-19/151}, Del Moral III, p. 151, ¶¶ 535-536.
{R-EX-19/151}, Del Moral III, p. 151, ¶ 536.
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variations required by the lex artis, which is exactly what happened in the present case, as explained
above.366 Diez-Picazo explains that for “necessary variations” which must “be necessarily introduced for
being absolutely required”, the “contractor can introduce the changes required and the “dominus operis”
[employer] may not reject those changes: the only remaining possibility is to unilaterally abandon the
contract”,367 which ACP did not do.
150. Second condition: Increase in the works. Pursuant to the Spanish Supreme Tribunal’s long lasting
jurisprudence, the necessary change must result in an increase in the works, which in turn results in a price
increase. As explained by Dr Gregoraci Fernandez at the Hearing, the change must “essentially alter[] the
contractual obligation” and be “due to the fact that, during the performance of the work, it becomes manifest
that the conditions reasonably taken into account at the beginning, are not adequate to the reality of the
work”.368 An increase under Art. 1345 may consist not only in a change in the permanent works, but also in
a change in the activities that the contractor must perform to finish the work.369 Therefore, as Dr Gregoraci
Fernandez also concluded, “an increase in the process to execute the work, [although] the final result [is] the
same as the one initially foreseen”370 also constitutes an “increase in works” under Art. 1593 of the Spanish
Civil Code and therefore Art. 1345 CC. The Spanish Courts have repeatedly confirmed that Art. 1593 of the
Spanish Civil Code covers this situation (change of work methodology),371 and the Tribunal should
therefore, as would a Panamanian court, apply the same principle in this arbitration.
151. There is no doubt that the Works (defined as including both temporary and permanent works)372 carried out
by Claimant 1 were significantly different to what the Parties had agreed. Although the final Works (i.e., the
Locks themselves) did not change as a result of the unsuitability of the PLE Basalt, Claimant 1’s way of
execution changed drastically compared to what had been anticipated and agreed. In particular, as explained
below,373 Claimant 1 had to make very substantial changes to the crushing plant, its work plan and
methodology to produce the vast volume of aggregates needed for the Project. In accordance with Spanish
jurisprudence, these changes constitute an “increase of the works” and a higher value of the Works to ACP’s
benefit, for which ACP must be responsible. The second condition of Art. 1345 is therefore met.
152. Third condition: Consent of ACP. The last requirement under Art. 1345 is that the employer approve the
increase in the works. In this regard, Justice Troyano explained again at the Hearing that “just like the
Spanish Civil Code, the Panamanian [C]ode does not require for the authorisation to be in writing.
Therefore the authorization may be expressed or tacit.”374 Prof Morales Moreno similarly confirmed (based
on jurisprudence) that for the Spanish Supreme Court, “authorisation does not need to be express; it can be
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{C-LA-0350}, Luis Diez-Picazo y Ponce de León, “Fundamentos del Derecho civil Patrimonial”, IV Las particulares
relaciones obligatorias, 1ed., Cizur Menor (Navarra), dated 2010; {C-EX-22/14}, Morales Moreno I, p. 14, ¶ 28. See
also above, ¶ 144.
{C-LA-0350}, Luis Diez-Picazo y Ponce de León, “Fundamentos del Derecho civil Patrimonial”, IV Las particulares
relaciones obligatorias, 1ed., Cizur Menor (Navarra), dated 2010. See also {C-EX-22/14}, Morales Moreno I, p. 14,
¶ 28. When asked to comment on this third modality at the Hearing, ACP’s expert Prof Del Moral rejected it with a
dismissive “I don’t think” but he failed to refer to any relevant jurisprudence or doctrine to support his position. He was
equally unable to explain why he refers to Spanish doctrine to confirm how Panamanian Courts apply Art. 1345 but then
considers that Spanish doctrine in respect of the third modality is irrelevant ({Day2/260:12}, [260:12-21] (Del Moral
Cross).
{Day2/191:10}, [191:10-13]; [195:8-12] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.)
{C-EX-22/14}, Morales Moreno I, p. 14, ¶ 31; {Morales Moreno(I)-24}, De la Cámara Mingo, “El arrendamiento de
obras y servicios”, en Tratado práctico del Derecho referente a la construcción y a la arquitectura, T. IV,
Derecho civil básico. Los contratos relacionados con la construcción, dir. López Mora y De la Cámara Mingo, dated
1964. See also, {C-EX-28/14}, Troyano I, p. 14, ¶¶ 55-56.
{Day2/192:19}, [192:19-20] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.). See also {C-EX-22/14}, Morales Moreno I, p. 14, ¶ 31;
{Morales Moreno(I)-24}.
{MoralesMoreno(I)-20}, SCD EDJ/1992/6099, dated 10 Jun 1992; {MoralesMoreno(I)-21}, SCD EDJ/2015/122576,
dated 29 Jun 2015; {MoralesMoreno(I)-18}, SCD 9/2008, dated 30 Jan 2008.
SC 1.1.5.8 of the Conditions of Contract provides “‘Works’ mean the Permanent Works and the Temporary Works, or
either of them as appropriate” ({C-0008/15}, Tender Documents in original RFP, Volume III, dated Dec 2007, p. 15
[p. 5]).
See below, Sec. III.G.
{Day2/106:2}, [106:2-4] (Troyano Pres.). See also, {C-EX-28/14}, Troyano I, p. 14, ¶ 57.
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tacit”.375 According to Prof Morales Moreno, “the owner of the work has two options: to terminate the
contract or pay the increase in the price. In other words, if the owner of the works knows that there is an
increase in the work and does not terminate the contract, the only option left is to pay for the price
increase”.376 The Supreme Tribunal of Spain recently held that: the tacit consent of an employer who was
aware of the changes being made (including the modification to quantities, materials and construction
methods, resulting in an increased value to the employer), who did not object to them and accepted the
completed works at the end, was sufficient to entitle the contractor to a price increase for the performance of
the additional works.377 This is exactly what happened in the present case: (i) ACP knew of the changes,
which were discussed regularly at Project meetings of all levels, as confirmed at the Hearing, for example by
Ms Baz,378 and were otherwise obvious to anyone visiting the Site on a regular basis; (ii) ACP never
objected to them or asked Claimant 1 to return to the original plan; and (iii) it eventually accepted the Works
in June 2016.379 In fact, ACP even formally authorized some of the changes. For instance, it is not disputed
that ACP accepted to extend the contractual limit on East Side of Aguadulce Hill in February 2011,380 which
allowed Claimant 1 to use Aguadulce Basalt (in the place of PLE Basalt) as primary crushing feedstock.
Pursuant to Art. 1345, as understood in light of Spanish jurisprudence, ACP is therefore deemed to have
consented to the changes that Claimant 1 had to implement. The third condition of Art. 1345 is met.
153. Immateriality of contractual variation procedures. In its written submissions and again at the Hearing,
ACP disputes that the third condition of Art. 1345 is met and alleges that it never consented to Claimant 1’s
changes.381 In particular, ACP argues that even if Art. 1345 is applicable, the Contract Price cannot be
subject to a revision unless formally approved in writing by ACP, under contractual provisions such as
Clause 13 [Variations and Adjustments] of the Conditions of Contract.382 ACP’s defence fails. Clause 13
only covers changes for convenience, and not changes required by the lex artis, without which it would not
have been possible to complete the Works.383 In any event, pursuant to the Spanish Supreme Tribunal’s
established jurisprudence, Art. 1593 of the Spanish Civil Code (and thus Art. 1345 CC) applies even in the
presence of contractual procedures to amend the contract price. As explained at the Hearing, the Spanish
Supreme Tribunal thus held that, where a change is necessary and required “given the impossibility of
building as per the original project”, the fact that “the contracting parties did not express their arrangement in
a signed document”, as set out in the relevant contract, “should not be an impediment for the owner of the
property to pay for the increase of the works.”384 The Court specifically added that a contractual clause
regulating changes in price “should be interpreted to mean that the signed certificate requirement is a mere
requirement to prove [the] existence [of the modified works], and not to mean that such formality is required
to make the payment effective”.385 Dr Gregoraci Fernandez confirmed there can be an authorization even
where the contract contains “a specific clause about the manner in which the authorization must be granted”
375
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{Day2/196:7}, [196:7-8] (Morano and Fernandez Pres.); {C-EX-22/14}, Morales Moreno I, p. 14 [pp. 14-15], ¶¶ 3234. For decisions of the Spanish Supreme Tribunal: {MoralesMoreno(I)-34}, SCD RJ/2011/3158, dated 8 Apr 2011;
{MoralesMoreno(I)-35}, SCD RJ/2011/1780, dated 11 Jan 2012; {MoralesMoreno(I)-36}, SCD RJ/2014/2553, dated
29 Jun 2015. See also, {C-EX-22/15}, Morales Moreno I, p. 15 [pp. 15-16], ¶¶ 36-39.
{Day2/197:3}, [197:3-8] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.). See also, {C-EX-22/15}, Morales Moreno I, p. 15, ¶ 34.
{C-LA-0351}, SCD 3150/2015, dated 29 Jun 2015. See also, {C-EX-28/15}, Troyano I, p. 15, ¶¶ 58-60; {SOR/452},
p. 452 [Ch. 4, p. 353], ¶ 1383. The Victorino Escobar v. Corporación Lux case, which ACP sought to rely on, equally
does not support ACP’s position that the authorization must be in writing. As mentioned in fn 352 above, the Court did
not address all requirements under Art. 1345 CC and in fact stopped its analysis at the first one, after finding there was
no change in the parties’ agreed foreplan ({R-LA-0207}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 22 Sep 2004).
{Day5/54:4}, [54:4-56:25] (Baz Cross); {C-0599}, GUPC’s RfV No. 56, Section 31 23 00, dated 17 Feb 2011, {C-0587},
Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 4 May 2011, {C-0600}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 22 Jun
2011.
{C-1486}, Taking-Over Certificate of Part of the Permanent Works, dated 23 Jun 2016.
{C-0599}, GUPC’s RfV No. 56, Section 31 23 00, dated 17 Feb 2011. See also III.G.2 below.
{Rejoinder/382}, p. 382 [Ch. 3, p. 258], ¶¶ 14.39; {R-P-0002/123}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 123.
{R-P-0002/120}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 120; {Day1/258:6}, [258:6-8]; [260:5-261:2] (ACP’s
Panamanian Law Opening).
{SOR/454}, p. 454 [Ch. 4, p. 355], ¶ 1388; {C-0001/98}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 98 [pp. 85-92].
{C-LA-0349}, SCD 2643/2011, dated 8 Apr 2011; {C-EX-22/16}, Morales Moreno I, p. 16, ¶ 38; {Day1/149:25},
[149:25-150:17].
{C-LA-0349}, SCD 2643/2011, dated 8 Apr 2011.
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and the “procedures established in the contract were not followed”.386 Accordingly, for Claimant 1 to be
entitled to an increase in price under Art. 1345, it is immaterial that the Parties did not follow the variation
process provided under Clause 13.
154. Irrelevancy of other contractual provisions. ACP has also tried to argue that the application of Art. 1345
is excluded by the terms of the Contract, including in particular:387
 the risk allocation provision of SC 4.12.6 [Unforeseeable Physical Conditions] – however, as explained
below,388 this provision, which deals with the conditions encountered during the excavations and
foundation works (not with the characteristics of the excavated PLE Basalt), is not applicable and cannot
be interpreted as allocating to Claimant 1 the risk that a fundamental datum on which the Contract is
based (i.e., that the excavated PLE Basalt would be the primary source of concrete aggregates for the
Project) would turn out to be incorrect; and
 SC 4.11 [Sufficiency of the Accepted Contract Amount] and SC 14.1 [Contract Price], whereby Claimant
1 agreed to execute the Works for a fixed, lump sum price. However, as mentioned above,389 the purpose
of Art. 1345 is precisely to provide for an exception to the principle of invariability of the price in lump
sum contracts, and it therefore applies regardless of provisions like SC 4.11 and SC 14.1, which merely
set out that the Contract is lump sum. Importantly, this case is not about minor changes but about
extremely substantial and necessary changes, without which it would not have been possible to complete
the Project.
*

*

*

155. In sum, under Art. 1345 of the Panamanian Civil Code (as interpreted and applied in light of Spanish
jurisprudence on the identical Art. 1593 of the Spanish Civil Code), GUPC is entitled to a price increase
(necessarily including profit) as a result of the necessary changes to the crushing plant and work
methodology implemented by Claimant 1, to which ACP consented.
Alternatively, Claimant 1 is entitled to full compensation because ACP breached its duties
under Panamanian law
156. Claimant 1’s further alternative causes of action are that ACP’s repeated representations that the PLE Basalt
was suitable for the production of concrete aggregates, which turned out to be incorrect, were made in breach
of ACP’s duties under Panamanian administrative and civil laws.390 It is not disputed that, if established,
each of these breaches separately entitles Claimant 1 to full compensation, including lost profit.
(a) ACP breached its duty to plan and its duty to inform
157. The Parties agree that ACP and its contracts are governed by ACP’s Regulation. As explained above,391 the
Regulation provides, among other things, that ACP is subject to the principle of economy, as set forth in Art.
130. To the extent that Art. 130 provides for the principle of economy but does not define its scope, the
Tribunal must fill this legal vacuum, as Panamanian Courts would, by considering Law 22, which is the only
general public procurement law in Panama.
158. Duty to plan. As also agreed by ACP’s legal expert Prof Del Moral, ACP had under the principle of
economy provided for in Art. 130 of the Regulation (as interpreted in light of Art. 19 of Law 22) a duty to
plan, which required it to timely and diligently prepare the tender studies assuring that they were not
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{Day2/196:10}, [196:10-13] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.).
{R-P-0002/120}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 120 [pp. 120-121]; {Day1/259:1}, [259:1-23] (ACP’s
Panamanian Law Opening).
See below, Sec. III.F.1.
See ¶ 140.
{C-P-0002/61}, GUPC’s Opening on Panamanian Law, p. 61 [pp. 61-101]; {C-P-0006/131}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p.
131 [pp. 130-143]; {SOR/454}, p. 454 [Ch. 4, pp. 355-365], ¶¶ 1390-1433.
See Sec. II.C.2.(c).
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confusing, ambiguous and incomplete.392 The evidence on record shows that ACP utterly failed to conform
to its duty to plan under the principle of economy.
159. As determined by Claimant 1’s independent expert, Mr Shilston, the facts in this arbitration show that ACP
“undertook insufficient testing to establish whether the Pacific site basalt had the same potential to degrade
rapidly as the Sosa Hill basalt, leaving an uncertainty.” ACP had “insufficient basis for making their
repeated representations about the suitability of the basalt” and therefore “[its] repeated descriptions of the
PLE Basalt as suitable [for concrete aggregate production] [constitute] a serious departure from good
practice”.393
160. The DAB, composed of civil engineers, reached a similar conclusion (by majority). The DAB members’
observations are those of a neutral fact-finder with “many years of close involvement with major civil
engineering projects around the world”.394 In their Referral 11 decision, the DAB members confirmed that
ACP failed to perform the appropriate investigations to support its repeated statements regarding the quality
of the PLE Basalt:395

161. The conclusions of Mr Shilston and the DAB members confirm that ACP failed to perform sufficient studies
and testing to support its repeated representations on the suitability of the excavated PLE Basalt for concrete
aggregate production that it chose to include in the tender documentation. In doing so, ACP breached its
duty to plan and prepare diligently the tender studies, assuring that they were not confusing, ambiguous and
incomplete.
162. Duty to inform. Going hand in hand with the duty to plan, and again under the principle of economy
provided for in Art. 130 of its Regulation, ACP was subject to the duty to inform, which required it to
provide tenderers information that was complete, non-confusing, and unambiguous.396 ACP breached this
duty: rather than being accurate, clear and complete, the information provided to the tenderers consistently
(but incorrectly) represented that the excavated PLE Basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate production,
and ACP failed to undertake the necessary steps to confirm that this fundamental information was not
incorrect or misleading.
163. Reaching the same conclusion, the DAB majority held that “[a]n Employer, such as ACP, has an implied
duty not to provide information as being correct that was so fundamental to accurate tendering processes that
significant loss or expense would be caused if the information was later found to be erroneous.”397
164. Entitlement to full compensation. ACP must be held liable for the damages caused to Claimant 1 due to
breaches of its duties to plan and to inform, which arise from its own Regulation (which is expressly
mentioned in the applicable law provision of the Contract)398 and from other mandatory provisions of
Panamanian law. Pursuant to Art. 986 of the Panamanian Civil Code, this entitles Claimant 1 to full
compensation, including for lost profit.399
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See Sec. II.C.2.(d)(i). See also, {Day2/263:15}, [263:15-20] (Del Moral Cross).
{C-P-0008/85}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 85; {Day7/212:17}, [212:17-213:6] (Shilston CAP Pres.). See also, {C-EX5/304}, Shilston I, p. 304 [p. 8-89/8-90], ¶¶ 217-223.
{C-0246/42}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 42 [p. 39], ¶ 122.
{C-0246/45}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 45 [p. 42], ¶ 127.
See Sec. II.C.2.(d)(i). It is also worth noting that although the duty to inform primarily arises from the principle of
economy, it also applies to ACP as part of the duty of good faith, to which ACP accepts that it is subject.
{C-0246/45}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 45 [p. 42], ¶ 128.
See SC 1.1.6.25 of the Conditions of Contract ({C-0311}).
{C-LA-0001/4}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 4.
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(b) ACP is liable because it created a legitimate reliance on the part of Claimant 1 (and the
other bidders)
165. Claimant 1 is also entitled to full compensation on the basis of ACP’s breach of its duty of good faith – in
particular its corollary, the protection of legitimate reliance – arising from Art. 1109 CC. Justice Troyano
explained at the Hearing that “liability [for] legitimate reliance arises when one of the contracting parties, as
a result of representations and special circumstances, justifiably relies on deficient information provided by
the other party in order to prepare its offer and to reach an agreement on the terms of the contract, which, in
turn, causes harm to it.”400 This is exactly what happened in the Project. By consistently and repeatedly
stating that the excavated PLE Basalt could (and indeed should) be used as primary source of concrete
aggregates, ACP generated a legitimate reliance on the part of Claimant 1 (and the other bidders), which led
Claimant 1 (and the other bidders) to prepare its Technical and Financial proposals on this basis.401 Because
these representations turned out to be incorrect and the excavated PLE Basalt, in particular when stockpiled,
was wholly unsuitable for concrete aggregate production, ACP must fully compensate Claimant 1 for the
consequences of the legitimate reliance it induced.
166. As explained by Justice Dr Hoyos at the Hearing, “legitimate reliance … is a source of liability, independent
from others”.402 Legitimate reliance therefore constitutes a separate and alternative basis for Claimant 1’s
entitlement to full compensation. ACP does not contest the principle that legitimate reliance may give rise to
an entitlement, or that legitimate reliance is a corollary of good faith. Instead, ACP seeks to argue that there
could be no legitimate reliance in the present case a result of the application of SC 1.16 and SC 5.1.403 This
is incorrect.
167. Conditions of liability for legitimate reliance. To determine the proper interpretation and application of
the provisions governing legitimate reliance, in particular Art. 1109 CC, the Tribunal must consider the
identical Spanish provision contained in Art. 1258 of the Spanish Civil Code and the relevant Spanish
jurisprudence and doctrine, as a Panamanian judge would. Justice Troyano confirmed in his expert report
that this is the correct approach.404 As explained at the Hearing by Prof Morales Moreno, the Spanish
Supreme Tribunal has developed the following guidance when assessing liability for legitimate reliance:
 To find reliance courts should “assess”, according to good faith, the “conduct of both contracting parties
– the one suffering the error and the other party. And it has to consider all of the circumstances of the
specific case”;405
 Legitimate reliance arises from the fact that the information provided could create and actually created
reliance. There is no need for the contracting party that provided the information to have been
negligent;406 and
 There is no requirement for the party that relied on the erroneous information to have verified that
information by all possible means.407 A party, even a professional one, is not required to carry out an
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{Day2/109:13}, [109:13-19] (Troyano Pres.).
See above, Sec. III.C.
{Day2/50:5}, [50:5-6] (Hoyos Cross).
{R-P-0002/98}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 98.
{C-EX-28/21}, Troyano I, p. 21 [pp. 21-22], ¶¶ 86-91.
{Day2/200:10}, [200:10-12] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.). See also {MoralesMoreno(I)-43}, SCD EDJ/1982/93,
dated 4 Jan 1982; {MoralesMoreno(I)-45}, SCD 113/1994, dated 18 Feb 1994; {C-P-0005/26}, Morales Moreno Pres.,
p. 26; {C-EX-22/24}, Morales Moreno I, p. 24, ¶ 66, criterion 1. Justice Troyano confirmed this analysis at the
Hearing – {Day2/110:16}, [110:16-21] (Troyano Pres.).
{C-P-0005/29}, Morales Moreno Pres., p. 29; {Day2/203:18}, [203:18-24] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.); {C-EX22/24}, Morales Moreno I, p. 24, ¶ 66, criteria 2 and 3.
{Day2/200:14}, [200:14-23] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.). See also, {MoralesMoreno(I)-49}, SCD EDJ/2000/21370,
dated 17 Jul 2000; {C-EX-22/24}, Morales Moreno I, p. 24, ¶ 66, criteria 4 and 5; {C-P-0005/26}, Morales Moreno
Pres., p. 26.
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investigation that goes beyond what is normally expected in the circumstances to identify an error in the
information provided by the other contracting party and which was intended to be relied upon.408
168. Legitimate reliance induced by ACP. The evidence on record shows that the conditions to find ACP liable
for the legitimate reliance it induced on the part of Claimant 1 are met. ACP’s behaviour prior and
throughout the tender period was such as to entitle Claimant 1 to rely on its consistent and repeated
statements about the use and suitability of the excavated PLE Basalt as crushing plant feedstock. The
available evidence thus shows that:
 The use of the PLE basalt was a fundamental datum for the Project, and ACP consistently repeated
throughout its RFQ and RFP documents that the PLE Basalt was suitable for concrete aggregate
production and should be used as primary feedstock for the crushing plants.409 As explained above, ACP
even expressly included statements regarding the use and suitability of the PLE Basalt in the Employer’s
Requirements (including through the incorporation of the EsIA), which is one of the most important
documents in the Contract.410 ACP’s statements (and requirement) were confirmed by numerous
technical documents that ACP provided to the tenderers, for example ACP’s 2006 Cost Schedule and
Constructability Analysis for the Proposed Post-Panamax Locks.411
 ACP obviously intended for this information to be relied upon, as confirmed by the fact that statements
on the use of the PLE Basalt were included in many RFP and RFQ documents.412 With RFP
Amendment No. 10, ACP even answered one of the tenderers’ questions saying that since the PLE Basalt
was available in large quantities and was suitable for use as aggregate, it envisaged that sand could only
come from the processing of that basalt.413 ACP was also well aware of the importance of the available
sources of material for the tenderers: ACP’s current Administrator Mr Quijano, who was responsible for
the expansion of the Panama Canal at the time of the tender, expressly acknowledged this in a meeting in
September 2008.414 Accordingly, at a minimum, as the DAB majority found, ACP “should have known
… of the reliance to be placed by the Contractor on the suitability of the PLE material as primary
aggregate feedstock.”415
 ACP represented that it had diligently studied the Project with a “high level of reliability”.416 It said so to
the bidders. Prior to starting the tender process, ACP also obtained the approval of the People of Panama
(as well as approvals of the Panamanian Government and Parliament) on the basis that (i) it had
diligently prepared complete and reliable technical studies in order to guarantee the financial feasibility of
the Project and set a budget for it, and that (ii) the PLE Basalt would be the primary feedstock for
concrete aggregate production and would be suitable for this purpose. ACP also assured that its
“estimate is sound and that the variations that have occurred in some other mega projects will not
occur”.417
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{Day2/200:21}, [200:21-23] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.). See also {MoralesMoreno(I)-46}, SCD 688/2015, dated 5
Mar 2015; {C-EX-22/24}, Morales Moreno I, p. 24, ¶66, criterion 6; and {C-P-0005/26}, Morales Moreno Pres., p. 26.
See above, Sec. III.C.1(b).
See above, respectively at ¶ 130 and Sec. III.C.1(b)(ii).
ACP’s 2006 Cost Schedule and Constructability Analysis for the Proposed Post-Panamax Locks was based on the
premise that the PLE Basalt and the basalt excavated for the Pacific Access Channel would be used to produce the fine
and coarse aggregate for both the Pacific and Atlantic sites (see {C-0181/1}, p. 1 [pp. 1, 2, 4, 5]). ACP’s 2004 Cost
Schedule and Constructability Analysis for the Proposed Post-Panamax Locks similarly stated that “[t]he most
important of these assumptions are: … the aggregate and crushed stone required for both sites would be obtained from
the excavation of the Pacific locks and access channel … Almost the entire sound basalt coming from the required locks
and approach wall excavations would be stock piled, crushed and used as aggregate material for concrete production”
({C-0180/3}, p. 3 [pp. 3, 52]).
See above, Sec. III.C.1(b).
{C-0039/57}, RFP Amend. 10, Q&A, p. 57.
{C-1598}, Audio recording of the meeting of 11 September 2008.
{C-0246/46}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 46 [p. 43], ¶ 129.
{C-0023/19}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project, dated 24 Apr 2006, p. 19 [p. 11].
{Day1/169:11}, [169:11-170:4] (GUPC’s Panamanian Law Opening); {C-P-0002/91}, GUPC’s Opening on
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169. Not only were ACP’s repeated statements about the use and suitability of the PLE Basalt intended to be
relied upon by the tenderers, but they were indeed relied upon by Claimant 1, who submitted a bid based on
the use of the excavated PLE Basalt as primary crushing plant feedstock, and calculated its Financial
Proposal on this basis.418 It is no excuse for ACP to argue that it did not purposefully misrepresent the
characteristics of the PLE Basalt. In order to prevail on legitimate reliance, it is sufficient for Claimant 1 to
prove that (i) it was diligent at tender stage and that (ii) its reliance on the representations that turned out to
be incorrect was attributable to ACP, both of which Claimant 1 has established. The fact that both BTM and
C.A.N.A.L. also tendered based on the use of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production confirms
beyond doubt that it was entirely legitimate for a contractor to rely on ACP’s representations in this respect.
ACP then benefitted from Claimant 1’s legitimate reliance by receiving a lower financial proposal. Under
Art. 968 CC, Claimant 1 is therefore entitled to full compensation (including lost profit) for the damage it
incurred as a result of its legitimate reliance on ACP’s statements, which turned out to be incorrect.
170. Claimant 1’s duty to self-inform. ACP seeks to evade its liability by arguing that Claimant 1, as an
experienced contractor, did not comply with its duty to self-inform. Although it is true that tenderers have a
duty to self-inform and that this duty may vary considering their expertise and the circumstances of time and
place,419 tenderers were not required, under the Instruction to Tenderers or otherwise, to conduct extensive
studies or verify every piece of information beyond what is reasonable and consistent with professional
standards. To put it in the words of Dr Hoyos, “the contractor … [was under] no duty to verify all
information [that ACP had] provided].”420 This is consistent with the position of the Spanish Supreme Court
on legitimate reliance, which has held that an expert contracting party is not required to carry out “all”
investigations or investigations that are “beyond normal” to identify the error in the information provided by
the other contracting party; in this sense, the tenderers’ condition of expert does not by itself attach liability
unless the defect is one that it should have “easily known” of because of its trade and profession.421 The
same standard applies under Panamanian law (Art. 1254 CC) and has been recognized by all legal experts,
including ACP’s Prof Del Moral.422
171. As explained above, Claimant 1 was diligent, and even went beyond Prudent Industry Practice to confirm
the suitability of the PLE Basalt:423 (i) Claimant 1 thoroughly reviewed the RFP and RFQ documents and
inspected the Site and borehole cores; (ii) it constituted a team of very experienced professionals to prepare
its tender for the Project; and (iii) it carried out various tests on the basalt, including a crushing test, which
neither BTM nor C.A.N.A.L. did. The fact that none of the three tenderers, all international consortia of
highly experienced EPC contractors, discovered the error in ACP’s documentation confirms that it was not
an error that an experienced tenderer ought to have discovered.
172. Furthermore, the tenderers were entitled to rely on the information provided by a public entity like ACP,
especially as it concerned a fundamental datum of the Project. As confirmed by Dr Hoyos at the Hearing,
“because the public entity has a duty to manage public funds in an efficient and transparent manner”,
Claimant 1 was “entitled not to doubt ACP or the public institution, in general, and rely on [the information
it provided]”.424 Similarly, Justice Troyano explained that when “the Authority of the Panama Canal is a
State-owned company, autonomous, created at a constituional level, that has, for the past 10 years,
researched the expansion of the canal. It gives me information and it wants me to, based on that information,
build something for them, I have a legitimate reliance in what the Panama Canal Authority gave me”.425 All
the more so as Claimant 1 and the other bidders only ever had months to submit their offers, not many years
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Panamanian Law, p. 91 [pp. 91-92]; {C-0023/19}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project, dated 24 Apr 2006,
p. 19 [p. 11 of 70].
See above ¶ 9.
Art. 989 of the Panamanian Civil Code. See also, {C-EX-6/32}, Hoyos IV, p. 32 [p. 29], ¶ 101.
{Day2/57:7}, [57:7-10] (Hoyos Cross).
See above, ¶ 167, 3rd bullet point.
{C-LA-0001/9}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 9 [pp. 9-10], Art. 1254; {C-EX-6/42}, Hoyos IV, p. 42 [p. 39], ¶¶ 134-135;
{C-EX-19/34}, Hoyos V, p. 34 [p. 32], ¶ 173; {C-EX-28/24}, Troyano I, p. 24, ¶ 100; {R-EX-5/98}, Del Moral II, p.
98, ¶¶ 285-286.
See above Sec. III.C.2(b).
{Day2/59:8}, [59:8-9] (Hoyos Cross).
{Day2/158:5}, [158:5-13] (Troyano Cross).
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as ACP had to put together the tender documents.426
173. Immateriality of broad, generic disclaimers. In its submissions and at the Hearing, ACP also tried to take
refuge behind generic disclaimers that provided for instance that certain information was provided “for
information only” and “may not be relied upon by the Contractor in any way or for any reason.” Contrary to
ACP’s allegations, however, the presence of broad, generic disclaimers, such as in SC 1.16 and SC 5.1 of the
Conditions of Contract, does not preclude GUPC’s recovery. First, as demonstrated below,427 these
disclaimers are inapplicable to the issue at hand and ACP’s ex post facto frustrated attempt to shift the risk of
unsuitability of the PLE Basalt to Claimant 1 by relying on such alleged disclaimers must fail. Second,
ACP’s defence ignores the fact that a number of its statements regarding the suitability of the PLE Basalt
were included in documents forming part of the Employer’s Requirements, to which SC 1.16 and SC 5.1
admittedly do not apply. Third, and in any event, even assuming that the disclaimers relied upon by ACP are
applicable, Justice Troyano has explained that, in a situation of legitimate reliance as is the case here,
Panamanian courts would consider these disclaimers “ineffective”.428
174. Reaching the same conclusion, the DAB majority held on the one hand, that “ the Employer should have
known … of the reliance to be placed by Contractor on the suitability of the PLE material as the primary
aggregate feedstock” and on the other hand, that “the tenderers, including GUPC, were led to believe that
they were secure in pricing the Works on [that] basis”. It would therefore be “unjust” to allow ACP to
benefit from Claimant 1’s legitimate reliance on the basis of exculpatory language that ACP itself included
in the Contract, all the more so when the situation was “created” by ACP’s “own negligence”.429
175. Protection of contractors’ legitimate reliance by ICC Tribunals. ICC arbitral tribunals have reached the
same conclusion and repeatedly protected a contractor’s legitimate reliance. For instance, in ICC Case No.
10619 the contractor received Material Reports (dealing with local resources of material and subsoil
analysis) from the employer and relied on these reports to prepare its bid. Like many of the RFP and RFQ
documents at stake in this arbitration, the Material Reports had been provided “for information only” and
they were labelled as “not definitive” and “to be used as a guideline only as to what can be encountered in
the project area”. The ICC tribunal nevertheless found that the contractor was entitled to rely on the data
provided by the employer and that since this data was erroneous, the contractor was entitled to compensation
for the erroneous and misleading representations by the employer.430
176. Position of U.S. law. During the course of the arbitration, ACP’s expert Prof Del Moral has attempted to
distance ACP from the applicable requirements of Panamanian lby suggesting that the rules applicable to
ACP and its contracts are in fact inspired by common law principles, and in particular U.S. public
procurement law. In this context, Prof Del Moral has mentioned that ACP’s Regulation was inspired by the
U.S. Federal Acquisition Regulation (“FAR”).431 But U.S. case law on public procurement in fact supports
Claimant 1’s position that it was entitled to rely on ACP’s multiple representations regarding the PLE Basalt
despite ACP’s broadly worded disclaimers. The numerous precedents provided by Claimants show that
U.S. courts repeatedly found in favour of the contractor which, in the context of public works, has relied on
information provided by an employer at tender stage (including when that information dealt with the
characteristics of materials to be used for construction), and that information was labelled “for information
only” or the employer sought to exclude its responsibility by including broad exculpatory clauses.432
*

*

*

177. In light of the above, (i) ACP created a legitimate reliance on the part of Claimant 1 regarding the use and
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{Day2/53:2}, [53:2-12] (Hoyos Cross).
See below Sec. III.F.1.
{Day2/156:6}, [156:6-13] (Troyano Cross). See also, {C-EX-28/29}, Troyano I, p. 29, ¶ 127.
{C-0246/46}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 46 [p. 43], ¶ 129.
{C-LA-0356}, Interim and Final Awards in Case 10619, in 19 ICC International Court of Arbitration Bulletin, No. 2
(2008). See also, {C-LA-0357}, Final Award in Case 5597, in 2 ICC International Court of Arbitration Bulletin, No. 1
(1991); {SOR/463}, p. 463 [pp. 364-365], ¶¶ 1430-1431.
{R-EX-19/7}, Del Moral III, p. 7 [pp. 7-8], ¶ 26.
Reply, Ch. IV, App. 3, Public Procurement Law supports Claimant 1’s case. See also, {SOR/467}, p. 467 [pp. 368369], ¶¶ 1443-1447.
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suitability of the excavated PLE Basalt as primary crushing plant feedstock, (ii) Claimant 1 had no duty to
independently confirm the information provided by ACP “beyond what is reasonable and proportionate”,433
and (iii) GUPC was entitled to rely on ACP’s multiple and consistent statements on the PLE Basalt despite
the Contract’s broadly worded exculpatory clauses. The evidence on record also shows that Claimant 1 did
rely on ACP’s statements, and so did BTM and C.A.N.A.L., which also submitted bids that made it clear
that PLE Basalt would be used for concrete aggregate production. ACP benefitted from such reliance by
receiving from Claimant 1 a better Financial Proposal, which resulted in a lower Contract Price than would
have been agreed otherwise. Claimant 1 is therefore entitled to full compensation for the damage it incurred
because of its legitimate reliance on ACP’s allegedly “highly” reliable but in fact incorrect statements on the
use and suitability of the PLE Basalt.
178. Full compensation for damages. As Prof Morales Moreno explained at the Hearing, the legitimate reliance
of one party on the erroneous documentation provided by the other contracting party “affects the executed
contract” that is eventually entered into and makes that contract “unfavourable to the contracting party that
has suffered [the] error”.434 Spanish Courts held that in those cases, damages are a possible remedy.435
ACP’s Prof Del Moral equally confirmed that “an obligation to compensate may arise from the provision of
incorrect information”, where “it was legitimate to rely [on] that information”,436 which it was. The Tribunal
must therefore hold ACP liable for damages, as a Panamanian judge would having regard to Spanish
jurisprudence and doctrine.
179. ACP’s conduct that induced legitimate reliance on the part of Claimant 1 constitutes a contractual breach.
Legitimate reliance is a corollary of good faith (which ACP does not contest, as mentioned above), and the
Panamanian Supreme Court considers that a breach of “duties imposed by good faith and the law”, including
the duty to inform at a pre-contractual stage, amounts to a contractual breach,437 thereby giving rise to
damages under Art. 986 CC. As pointed out by Prof Morales Moreno, the proper measure of damage must
include the “reliance interest”, that is the damage caused by the error attributable to the other contracting
party, which may therefore include lost profits or additional costs incurred to perform the works.438
Claimant 1 is accordingly entitled to full compensation for the additional costs incurred to complete the
Project and its lost profits.
(c) ACP’s conduct before and during the RFQ/RFP process was negligent, indeed grossly
negligent
180. Finally, ACP must also be held liable because its conduct before and during the RFQ/RFP process,
amounted to negligence, indeed gross negligence (culpa lata). Claimant 1’s fifth alternative cause of action
arises under Art. 986 CC and entitles Claimant 1 to be fully compensated for the damages incurred as a
result of ACP’s actions.
181. ACP’s negligent conduct. The Hearing confirmed that ACP was negligent because its repeated
representations about the use and suitability of the PLE Basalt were not backed up by sufficient studies and
in fact ignored advice received from its consultants. In particular:
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{C-EX-6/42}, Hoyos IV, p. 42 [pp. 39-40], ¶¶ 134-138.
{Day2/198:2}, [198:2-23] (Moreno and Fernandez Pres.).
See {MoralesMoreno(I)-15}, SCD RJ/1964/42326, dated 7 Oct 1964; {MoralesMoreno(I)-56}, SCD 508/1973, dated
20 Nov 1973; {MoralesMoreno(I)-39}, SCD 359/2010, dated 10 Jun 2010; {MoralesMoreno(I)-57}, SCD 695/2000,
dated 12 Nov 2010. See also {C-P-0005/27}, Morales Moreno Pres., p. 27; {Day2/201}, p. 201 [201:8-9] (Moreno and
Fernandez Pres.); {C-EX-22/23}, Morales Moreno I, p. 23 [pp. 23, 25], ¶¶ 59-60, 67-68.
{R-EX-19/130}, Del Moral III, p. 130, ¶ 464.
{Day1/117:11}, [117:11-14] (GUPC Panamanian Law Opening); {C-LA-0419/1}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated
23 Aug 2012 (Scott vs. Cooperativa San Cristóbal), p. 1. The Spanish Supreme Tribunal has a similar position – {CEX-22/21}, Morales Moreno I, p. 21 [pp. 21-23].
{MoralesMoreno(I)-54}, whereby the Spanish Supreme Tribunal held that losses on an investment on a financial
product were recoverable when the responsible financial entity failed to provide information to the client (who can be a
professional) on the risks of the investment; {MoralesMoreno(I)-40}. See also, {C-P-0005/30}, Morales Moreno
Pres., p. 30; {C-EX-22/21}, Morales Moreno I, p. 21 [pp. 21, 25-26], ¶ 53, 70.
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 ACP knew about an issue with the suitability of Sosa Hill Basalt for concrete aggregate production. At a
minimum, ACP should have checked that the PLE Basalt was not affected by similar adverse properties.
Yet, as Mr Shilston explained,439 the evidence shows that ACP failed to carry out sufficient studies on the
PLE Basalt to confirm that it would not behave in the same manner as Sosa Hill Basalt. ACP equally
failed to perform sufficient testing prior to awarding the contract for the neighboring
PAC-4 project (for the excavation of the Pacific access channel), although it was also based on the use of
excavated basalt for aggregate production and the PAC-4 contractor eventually encountered issues
(similar to GUPC’s ones) with the basalt it was excavating and processing to produce aggregates. This
confirms that ACP was negligent in its preparation of the Canal Expansion project as a whole, and simply
did not understand the geology of the Pacific Site.440
 ACP ignored the advice received from its own consultants, including during the RFP period, and did not
perform the additional tests and studies that its consultant recommended. For instance, the 2003 Study on
the New Locks Alignment prepared by one of ACP’s consultants indicated that ACP had to “perform
mechanical and chemical studies of the 40 MPa+/- basalt and verify whether it is suitable for use as
coarse and fine concrete aggregate”.441 Yet, it became clear at the Hearing that ACP never performed the
recommended full range of mechanical and chemical studies. Despite this, ACP included multiple and
consistent statements in the RFP and RFQ documents requiring (or at a minimum, validating) the use of
PLE Basalt as primary feedstock for concrete aggregate production.442 As explained by ACP’s Mr Irving
at the Hearing, ACP basically considered that “at a conceptual design” stage, it was enough for ACP to
look at the material from the 1939 stockpile basalt, see that “after 70 years of exposure … it [was] a
good, … sound, hard to very hard” basalt, and conclude that the PLE Basalt was suitable for concrete
aggregate production.443 This type of “quality check”, or rather lack thereof, falls well below the
applicable industry standard. It confirms the superficiality of ACP’s approach and its lack of diligence
when preparing the tender documents.
 ACP not only failed to perform the tests recommended by its consultants, but it also represented that it
was carrying out important tests, which it never performed. The May 2008 URS Report (produced
during the RFP period, communicated to the bidders and in fact part of the Volume VI documents in the
Contract) thus stated that ACP was performing a “full range of laboratory testing … on core samples”
and listed tests that were allegedly being carried out by ACP to evaluate the suitability of the PLE
Basalt.444 This included in particular the micro-deval test, one of the most relevant tests that “measures
abrasion resistance and durability of aggregates … with water”, as ACP’s Mr Irving admitted.445 When
asked to produce the relevant test results (which had not been communicated to the tenderers) during this
arbitration, ACP explained (and Mr Irving confirmed at the Hearing) that ACP in fact never undertook
the micro-deval testing.446 Mr Irving, who admittedly had no personal knowledge of the matter and was
simply reporting on conversations that he had during the preparation of his second statement, was unable
to provide a reasonable justification for this and argued that ACP and the Technological University of
Panama did not have the equipment for micro-deval testing. This explanation is utterly unconvincing.
Nothing barred ACP from performing the micro-deval test in a laboratory outside Panama, for instance in
Texas as it had done for other tests such as X-Ray Diffraction (XRD).447 In any event, if such was the
case, ACP should at the very least have informed the tenderers that it did not perform the micro-deval
testing mentioned in the May 2008 URS Report, despite one of the tenderers expressly requesting
clarifications in this respect.448 This was a significant misstep: the bidders were led to believe that a test,
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{C-P-0008/85}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 85; {Day7/214:21}, [214:21-215:18] (Shilston Cross).
{SOR/269}, p. 269 [Ch. 4, pp. 170-172], ¶¶ 624-632.
{C-0916/8}, 2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment, dated Oct 2003, p. 8.
See ¶ 168.
{Day6/44:20}, [44:20-45:11] (Irving Cross).
{C-1163/29}, URS Report, Task A.2.3, dated 15 Feb 2008, p. 29, Sec. 7.2.
{Day6/72:7}, [72:7-11] (Irving Cross).
{Day6/73:9}, [73:9-19] (Irving Cross).
{Day6/73:18}, [73:18-74:7] (Irving Cross).
When asked about the outstanding tests during the Q&A to RFP Amendment No. 10, ACP simply told the tenderers to
refer to the GDR. ({C-0039/43}, RFP Amend. 10, Q&A, p. 43 [p. 43]). At the hearing, ACP’s Mr Irving confirmed that
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that is very relevant in assessing a rock’s propensity to deteriorate, had been carried out to back up ACP’s
repeated statements about the suitability of the PLE Basalt, when it was not.
 At a meeting on 11 September 2008 (late during the RFP period), ACP also assured GUPC that it was
taking responsibility for the representations made in the RFP documents in respect to the availability of
materials on Site (and corresponding volumes).449 ACP’s current Administrator Mr Quijano, who was
responsible for the expansion of the Panama Canal at the time and attended the September 2008 meeting
in that capacity, indicated there that ACP “need[ed] to take responsibility of making sure that the amount
of [material] will be close to what [they] put on paper]”.450 Claimant 1 was therefore fully justified in
relying on the multiple statements about the use and suitability of the PLE Basalt found in the RFP/RFQ
documents.
182. The evidence on record thus shows that, unbeknownst to the tenderers, ACP chose to disregard the advice
and warnings it received about the need to further verify the properties of the PLE Basalt, both as a result of
the issues with the nearby Sosa Hill Basalt and the recommendations received from its consultants. Despite
this, ACP chose to present the suitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregates production as a
fundamental datum of the Project, when it was nothing more (as it turns out) than a largely unverified
assumption. ACP went as far as indicating that certain tests were being performed when they never were.
ACP equally failed to inform the tenderers that such tests had not been performed, while at the same time
assuring the tenderers that they could trust its assessment. This is not the kind of conduct one would expect
from a diligent employer – in particular a diligent public administration subject to the duties that ACP had to
comply with pursuant to its own Regulation and Panamanian law.
183. The DAB majority reached a similar conclusion and found that ACP was “[t]he only organization that could
have done this [i.e., validate the suitability of the excavated PLE Basalt] (practically)” and that “by electing
not to perform such investigations whilst encouraging and inducing the tenderers to prepare tenders on the
basis of using Pacific basalt as concrete aggregate, the Employer was negligent.”451
184. Entitlement under Art. 986 CC. As a result of its negligence, ACP must fully compensate Claimant 1 for
its resulting losses under Art. 986 CC. As regards the measure of this compensation, Art. 991 CC, which
sets the standard for awarding damages based on a finding of liability, provides that the harmed party should
be put back in the position it would have been in but for the breach. As explained by Dr Hoyos,
compensation therefore covers both costs incurred and foregone profits.452
185. Although the Tribunal only needs to find negligence on the part of ACP for Claimant 1 to be entitled to full
compensation, it is worth noting that ACP’s conduct was in fact more than “simply” negligent; it was grossly
negligent under Art. 34-C CC, which sets out a very standard definition of gross negligence (culpa lata) as
falling below the standard that “even negligent people with little prudence generally employ in their own
affairs”.453 As demonstrated above, ACP’s conduct can hardly qualify as managing its own affairs, and thus
also Claimant 1’s affairs, with any degree of care. Having based its budget on the use of PLE Basalt as
primary aggregate feedstock (which it does not dispute), ACP should not have ignored the warnings
received, it should have performed sufficient studies to validate its assumption and confirm its
representations on the use of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production, which it knew was a
fundamental datum of the Project. Throughout the tender process, ACP nevertheless continued to assure the
tenderers of the accuracy of its assessment of the PLE Basalt. This behaviour had a huge detrimental impact
on Claimant 1. ACP’s conduct therefore constitutes gross negligence under Panamanian law.
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the GDR did not include such tests. Again, he was unable to provide a reasonable justification for ACP’s decision not
to clarify this matter with the tenderers – {Day12/44:23}, [44:23-46:2] (Irving Cross).
{C-1598}, Audio recording of the meeting of 11 September 2008.
{C-1399/1}, ACP-GUPC Individual Meeting, transcript, dated 11 Sep 2008, p.1; {C-1598}, Audio recording of the
meeting of 11 September 2008. See also, Mr Quijano’s comments in this respect at the Hearing: {Day5/281:22},
[281:22-282:9] (Quijano Cross).
{C-0246/45}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 45, ¶ 127.
{C-LA-0001/98}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 98, Art. 991; {C-EX-6/43}, Hoyos IV, p. 43 [p. 40], ¶¶ 134-138.
{C-LA-0001/2}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 2, Art. 34-C.
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F.

ACP’S DEFENCES HAVE NO BASIS
ACP assumed the risk of the unsuitability of the PLE Basalt as crushing plant feedstock

186. As demonstrated above,454 ACP assumed, under SC 1.9 of the Conditions of Contract, the risk of any error
in the Employer’s Requirements. ACP therefore bore the risk that its statements in the EsIA and other
sections of the Employer’s Requirements that the PLE Basalt was suitable as primary crushing plant
feedstock and shall be used for that purpose would be in error – which they were. Claimant 1 is thus entitled
to full compensation under SC 1.9.4. Claimant 1 is also entitled to compensation under four alternative
causes of actions under Panamanian law.455
187. To evade its contractual and legal liabilities, ACP has invoked a series of so-called “risk allocation” or
exculpatory provisions, which allegedly shifted onto GUPC the risk that the PLE Basalt would prove
unsuitable for concrete aggregate production (and that ACP’s representations in that regard would be
inaccurate).456 ACP’s “risk allocation” theory relies upon the combined application of SCs1.16, 4.10, 4.12,
4.20, and 5.1 of the Conditions of Contract,457 as well as provisions of ER Section 01 50 00 [Temporary
Facilities, Accesses and Control].458 Importantly, ACP bears the burden of proof for its defence.459 It is
therefore ACP’s responsibility to prove that the provisions it seeks to rely upon are both applicable and
enforceable under the circumstances of this case.
188. In this regard, ACP’s reliance on Panamanian law principles of contract interpretation is selective and
wrong. On the one hand, ACP and its legal expert Prof. Del Moral argue that every clause of the Contract is
clear (and therefore does not require any interpretative activity by the Tribunal).460 Yet on the other hand, as
further explained below, ACP seeks to extend the scope of several exculpatory clauses beyond their literal
meaning, without providing any explanation on the basis of the rules of contract interpretation or evidence of
the Parties’ mutual intent to support its position.
189. As already explained above,461 the Panamanian rules of contract interpretation require that (i) the literal
terms of a provision must be applied unless the evidence before the Tribunal demonstrates that such terms do
not reflect the Parties’ mutual intent under Art. 1132 CC, (ii) exculpatory provisions / risk allocation
provisions / waivers or disclaimers must be clear, express, specific and unequivocal and must be restrictively
construed, and (iii) under the contra proferentem rule, the party who drafts purported exculpatory or
disclaimer clauses has a duty to be clear so that the other party can understand the risk being taken /
allocated, and as a result such clauses must be interpreted against the party who drafted them.
190. Accordingly, every time ACP seeks to depart from the literal meaning of the risk allocation / exculpatory
clauses it seeks to rely upon (all of which it unilaterally drafted), it bears the burden of proving that it was the
Parties’ mutual understanding and intent that these clauses would have the meaning and scope that ACP now
seeks to ascribe to them. As established in previous submissions and confirmed at the Hearing, ACP has
failed to do so. None of the exculpatory clauses that ACP seeks to rely upon is in fact applicable to the
present case.
191. The Contract contains no clause allocating the risk of unsuitability of the PLE Basalt as crushing
plant feedstock to GUPC. It is undisputed between the Parties that the Conditions of Contract do not
address, directly and expressly, the issue of concrete aggregate production and the use of the PLE basalt for
that matter. As explained in GUPC’s previous submissions and un-challenged by ACP,462 the Conditions of
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See above Sec. III.E.1. See also {SOC/295}, p. 295 [Ch. 3, pp. 279-284], Sec. III.C.1; {SOR/428}, p. 428 [Ch. 4, pp.
329-349], Sec. VI.C.
See above Sec. III.E.2 and III.E.3. See also {SOR/448}, p. 448 [Ch. 4, pp. 349-365], Sec. VI.D, E. and F.
{Rejoinder/146}, p. 146 [Ch. 3, pp. 22-31, 36-42], Sec. 2.e., h., i. and j.
{C-0001/40}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 40 [p. 27], p. 59 [p. 46], p. 60 [pp. 47-48], p. 64 [pp. 51-52],
and p. 69 [pp. 56-57].
{C-0973}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008.
See above, Sec. II.F.
{R-EX-5/58}, Del Moral II, p. 58 [p. 58], ¶ 173.
See above, Sec. II.D.
In its Rejoinder, ACP does not challenge the fact that the Conditions of Contract do not expressly deal with the risk of
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Contract in fact do not even refer to the term “basalt”.463 As for the clauses in the Employer’s Requirements
which do refer to the PLE Basalt, none of them allocates to GUPC the risk that this basalt could turn out to
be unsuitable as crushing plant feedstock. Indeed, the DAB in Referral 11 confirmed that the Contract did
not include any provision that “clearly and unambiguously stated” that the risk of unsuitability of the PLE
Basalt was assumed by GUPC.464
192. ACP has attempted to rely on the Standard Form Yellow Book FIDIC Contract and commentary to allege
that the Contract did not need specifically to refer to the term “basalt” because it is common for parties to an
international construction contract to allocate the risk regarding construction materials and physical
conditions on site.465 ACP’s argument misses the point. GUPC does not argue that it was impossible for the
Parties expressly to allocate the risk regarding the PLE Basalt. Had ACP wanted to allocate that risk to
GUPC, it would have been legally possible for ACP to do so. ACP would have had, however, to use clear
and unambiguous language to that effect, especially given that the topic was of paramount importance for
the realization of the Project; and ACP would therefore have paid a higher Price.466 ACP did not do that.
193. GUPC never accepted to bear the risk of the PLE Basalt proving unsuitable for the industrial
production of aggregates. Contrary to what ACP alleges, there was no “mutual intention” of the Parties to
allocate to GUPC “any risks associated with extracting and processing the PLE basalt” (a fundamental
datum for the Project).467 In fact, ACP has brought no evidence of discussions or correspondence between
the Parties during the tender period about such risks or their allocation. On the contrary, as
Mr. Zaffaroni explained in his witness statements and confirmed at the Hearing, GUPC did not understand
(let alone accept) that it was bearing the risk that the PLE Basalt would turn out to be unsuitable for the
production of aggregates.468
(a) The broad disclaimers / exculpatory clauses relied on by ACP are inapplicable
194. ACP’s reliance on SCs 1.16, 4.10 and 5.1 of the Conditions of Contract to argue that ACP is exempted from
liability arising from its representations about the suitability of the PLE Basalt is wrong. None of these
clauses specifically and clearly mentions – let alone allocates to GUPC – the risk of unsuitability of the PLE
Basalt for aggregate production. These clauses serves other purposes, and the interpretation that ACP’s
seeks today to give to these clauses has no basis.
195. ACP first seeks to rely on SC 1.16 [Entire Agreement]469 to argue that GUPC waived any right to claim
compensation as a result of ACP’s incorrect representations during the tender period that the PLE Basalt
should be used for the production of concrete aggregates and was suitable for this purpose.470 As
demonstrated in the SOR, this allegation is incorrect.471 First, under Panamanian law, advance waivers must
specifically identify the claims being waived,472 and there can be no dispute that SC 1.16 does not identify
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unsuitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production. Rather ACP argues that some contractual provisions
(including SCs 4.12 and 4.20) are to be interpreted broadly so as to cover the risk associated with the PLE Basalt. See
{Rejoinder/147}, p. 147 [Ch. 3, pp. 22-25], ¶¶ 2.30-2.39.
{SOR/325}, p. 325 [Ch. 4, p. 312], ¶ 1187.
{C-0246/46}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 46 [p. 43], ¶ 129.
{Rejoinder/148}, p. 148 [Ch. 3, p. 24], ¶¶ 2.35-2.37.
While answering a question from the Tribunal, ACP’s Mr. Miguez admitted at the Hearing that an impossibility to use
the basalt would have financial consequences, and that ACP would have to calculate “the difference in cost” that this
impossibility would entail. {Day7/63:25}, [63:25-64:5] (Miguez Tribunal Questions).
{Rejoinder/143}, p. 143 [Ch. 3, p. 19], ¶ 2.11.
{C-WS-47/14}, Zaffaroni III, p. 14 [p. 11], ¶ 61: “GUPC did not accept all risks relating to the geology, particularly
given that ACP had provided so much information on the geological conditions of PLE”; {Day4/94:17}, [94:17-95:22]
(Zaffaroni Re-direct) – “[PROF. CAPPER]: Mr Zaffaroni, based on the final version of the RFP, what did GUPC
understand with regard to the risk of unsuitability of the PLE basalt for the production of aggregates? [M.
ZAFFARONI]: Well, they thought that there was really no risk on that, was so clearly described as a suitable material.”
{C-0001/40}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 40 [p. 27].
{SOD/146}, p. 146 [Ch. 4, pp. 3-6], ¶¶ 2.1-2.13.
{SOR/424}, p. 424 [Ch. 4, pp. 325-326], ¶¶ 1250-1256.
{SOR/85}, p. 85 [Ch. 3, pp. 51-52], ¶¶ 251-256.
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claims relating to ACP’s representations regarding the PLE Basalt. Second, as explained by former Justice
Dr. Hoyos, clauses such as SC 1.16 only create a rebuttable presumption of non-reliance on ACP’s
representations,473 which GUPC has in fact successfully rebutted as regards ACP’s representations regarding
the PLE Basalt.474 Accordingly, SC 1.16 does not shield ACP from liability resulting from incorrect
representations that were in fact relied upon by GUPC. Third, and in any event, under Panamanian law SC
1.16 cannot apply to exempt ACP from liability for the legitimate reliance it created in GUPC as a result of
its incorrect representations, nor from the liability resulting from the representations it made in breach of its
statutory duties to plan and to inform.475
196. ACP also refers to SC 4.10 [Site Data] to argue that GUPC was not entitled to believe that it was given all
relevant data in ACP’s possession, and that ACP’s duty to inform was necessarily limited.476 Again, this
argument is wrong. SC 4.10, properly interpreted and applied taking into consideration the principle of good
faith, does not release ACP from its duty to provide information to GUPC, especially when such information
is crucial for the preparation and realization of the Project.477 SC 4.10 also does not relieve ACP from its
duty, under the principle of economy provided for in Art. 130 of its Regulation, to ensure that the
information that it does chose to provide to the tenderers is non-ambiguous, non-confusing and complete.478
Hence, ACP’s argument that SC 4.10 shields ACP from liability is incompatible with ACP’s statutory duties
and the principle of good faith. SC 4.10 does not, and cannot, limit ACP’s responsibility resulting from its
incorrect representations about the suitability of the PLE Basalt.
197. ACP also argues that pursuant to SC 5.1 [General Design Obligations], the risk of incorrect information in
the RFP documents regarding the PLE Basalt was allocated to GUPC.479 SC 5.1 does not refer either to the
suitability of the PLE Basalt to produce aggregates or to ACP’s various representations to that effect.480
Instead, it contains a general disclaimer covering the Volume VI documents. Under Panamanian law, this
general disclaimer much be restrictively construed as only excluding ACP’s liability for errors and
incompleteness of the information that it could not properly check, even acting as a diligent employer.481 As
ACP failed to act with the required diligence, SC 5.1 cannot be applied to excuse ACP’s incorrect statements
regarding the suitability PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production included in the Volume VI
documents, all the more so since ACP itself relied on that very information when establishing a budget for
the Project.482 ACP had a duty under Panamanian law to verify the reliability of its representations about
such a fundamental basis for the viability of the Project, and GUPC cannot be deemed to bear the risk of
ACP’s failure to comply with its duty. It would be contrary to good faith for ACP to rely on information as
accurate for its own purposes but then later attempt to disclaim that same information when relied upon by
GUPC, without any warning that this information might actually be wrong, just to minimize its own risks.483
198. Even if any of the general clauses invoked by ACP were applicable (which they are not), ACP would still be
precluded from relying on them. As explained above, ACP’s numerous representations that the PLE Basalt
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See above, Sec. II.D.3.
Not only has GUPC demonstrated that the use of the PLE Basalt as primary crushing plant feedstock was a fundamental
datum of the Contract, but the DAB also found that the Contract was concluded on this very basis. {C-0246/41}, DAB
Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 41 [p. 38], ¶ 18.
See above, Sec. II.D.3.
{SOD/152}, p. 152 [Ch. 3, pp. 9-11], ¶¶ 3.10-3.17; {Rejoinder/77}, p. 77 [Ch. 2, pp. 39, 40], ¶¶ 5.23, 5.26.
{SOR/62}, p. 62 [Ch. 3, pp. 28-30], ¶¶ 149-154.
{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45, Art. 130.
{SOD/154}, p. 154 [Ch. 4, pp. 11-12], ¶¶ 3.18-3.23; {Rejoinder/163}, p. 163 [Ch. 3, pp. 39-42], ¶¶ 2.110-2.117.
{SOR/425}, p. 425 [Ch. 4, pp. 326-328], ¶¶ 1257-1270.
{SOR/424}, p. 424 [Ch. 4, p. 326], ¶ 1259.
See above, Sec. II.D.2. See also, {SOR/425}, p. 425 [Ch. 4, p. 326], ¶ 1259.
{SOC/311}, p. 311 [Ch. 3, p. 295], ¶ 966; {SOR/425}, p. 425 [Ch. 4, pp. 326-327], ¶¶ 1259-1262. ACP’s further
argument that it would not be practical, and in any event contrary to the principle of economy, to expect ACP to verify
all the information provided as part of the Volume VI documents is also wrong. GUPC does not argue that ACP should
have verified all the information contained in the Volume VI documents. GUPC simply argues that GUPC was right to
expect that ACP could and should have verified the information that was fundamental for the Project, and which ACP
itself used for the preparation of the Project and its budget, especially when ACP declared in documents sent to the
Government of Panama that the Project had been thoroughly investigated and that its budget was therefore sound.
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could and should be used as the primary feedstock created legitimate reliance on GUPC’s part.484 Such
legitimate reliance is protected under Panamanian law,485 and has been protected by international arbitral
tribunals dealing with FIDIC contracts, especially when the information relied upon is directly connected to
a fundamental datum of the project (as is the case here). For instance, in ICC Case No. 10619 (a case with
facts quite similar to those in this arbitration), the arbitral tribunal did not give effect to broad disclaimers
similar to the clauses on which ACP is seeking to rely, and found specifically that the contractor was entitled
to rely on the information provided to it.486
199. Clauses that seek to allocate risk for deficient information are also not enforceable in cases of negligence, as
confirmed by the authority relied upon by both Parties’ legal experts.487 ACP’s conduct was negligent,
indeed grossly negligent as explained above, which precludes it from relying upon the general disclaimers
included in the Contract.
(b) SCs 4.12 and 4.20 do not cover the risk that the PLE Basalt would be unsuitable to
serve as the primary feedstock to the crushing plants
200. SC 4.12 [Unforeseeable Physical Conditions] is inapplicable. ACP has also contended that GUPC’s claim
on the PLE Basalt should be dismissed because it was made in respect of natural physical conditions above
the foundation level and is therefore, according to ACP, prohibited by SC 4.12.488 ACP’s allegation relies on
an incorrect interpretation of SC 4.12. SC 4.12 simply does not apply to GUPC’s entitlements relating to the
use of PLE Basalt for aggregate production.
201. First, SC 4.12 deals with the conditions (either above or below the foundation level) encountered during the
484
485

486

487
488

See above, Sec. III.C.1.
See above, Sec. II.C.2.(d)(ii). U.S. law, which ACP’s own legal expert said has influenced the development of ACP’s
Regulation and ought therefore, on ACP’s case, to be relevant to its interpretation, also recognizes and protects the
contractor’s legitimate reliance. As GUPC explained it its SOR, U.S. courts have thus found that, in the context of
public works, a contractor is fully entitled to rely on information issued by an employer during the tender period
(including on the characteristics of materials to be used for the construction), even if (i) such information was provided
expressly “for information only”, and/or (ii) the employer sought to exclude its responsibility through the inclusion of
broad exculpatory clauses (under the so-called “Spearin doctrine”). {SOR/618}, p. 618 [Appendix 3 to Ch. 4, pp. 1-5],
¶¶ 1-15. See also, {R-LA-0161/13}, ASI Constructors, Inc. v. United States, 129 Fed. Cl. 707, 720 (2016), dated 20 Dec
2016, p. 13 [pp. 13-14] (observing that “[when] contract documents make affirmative representations about site
conditions, ‘broad exculpatory clauses … do not relieve the defendant of liability for changed conditions”) and {R-LA0159/8}, Sherman R. Smoot Co. v. Ohio Department of Administrative Services 136 Ohio App.3d 166, 736 N.E.2d 69,
76-77 (2000), dated 27 Jan 2000, p. 8 [p. 8] (finding that “where the information provided by the government was
obviously intended to be used by bidding contractors in formulating their bids, the implied warranty of job site
conditions will prevail over express contract clauses that disclaim any responsibility for the accuracy of information
provided to contractors, and that require contractors to examine the site and check the plans.”).
{C-LA-0356}, Interim and Final Awards in Case 10619, in 19 ICC International Court of Arbitration Bulletin, No. 2
(2008): In that case, at the tender stage, the employer provided certain materials reports to the contractor that were not
identified as contract documents, the introduction to which contained a general disclaimer that the reports were “not
definitive and should be used as a guideline only as to what can be encountered in the projected area. It is also expected
that during the construction period additional and differing materials will be encountered from those described therein”.
Art. 11 of the General Conditions of Contracts, similarly to SC 4.10 of Yellow Book, 1999 edition, also provided that
the contractor was responsible for its own interpretations of the data provided by the employer during tender stage. Yet,
the tribunal ruled that the contractor could justifiably rely on the data provided by the employer: “one cannot expect
from a bidder, within the short period of time left for him to prepare his bid, to investigate on matters of local resources
of materials over the Employer’s finding which are deemed to result from lengthy prior queries in subsoil and are
supported by graphs, diagrams, samples and other probatory materials; a bidder is justifiably required to interpret the
data made available to him; he is not required to expedite new thorough investigations which the Employer says in good
faith to have carefully carried on presumably for months if not years, in the interest of the Works. Interpreting data is
one thing; undertaking new investigations in a region plus or minus close to a road of about 180 kms to check whether
the required materials exist or not as described in quantity and quality, at the locations identified by the Employer, is not
a thing which can reasonably be said to pertain to a bidder.” [emphasis added]. See also, {C-LA-0357}, Final Award in
Case 5597, in 2 ICC International Court of Arbitration Bulletin, No. 1 (1991). The background of that case and the
tribunal’s award is discussed at {SOR/427}, p. 427 [Ch. 4, p. 328], fn. 2277.
{C-LA-0092/3}, Luis Diez Picazo, Fundamentos de Derecho Patrimonial I, p. 3 [p. 312].
{SOD/187}, p. 187 [Ch. 5, pp. 8-11], ¶¶ 2.33-2.44; {Rejoinder/160}, p. 160 [Ch. 3, pp. 36-38], ¶¶ 2.94-2.104.
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excavations and foundation works.489 This is the proper understanding of this type of clause, as is
recognized in the construction industry. At the Hearing, Mr. Zaffaroni confirmed this, explaining that
GUPC was not prevented from performing excavation works above the foundation level and therefore did
not find itself in a situation that would have been covered by SC 4.12:
“[THE PRESIDENT]: What was your understanding of unforseable geological
conditions? First question. And then, based on this understanding, did you face such
unforseable geological conditions?
[MR Zaffaroni]: Okay. Let’s say unforeseeable geological conditions in an excavation
should have been something that had prevented me from carrying out the work with the
machine and the equipment I brought to the site to do that work. It was not the case. We
didn’t find a situation like that.” 490
202. Pursuant to applicable Panamanian rules of contractual interpretation, SC 4.12 cannot be construed as
exempting ACP from liability for a risk as important as the one relating to the suitability of the PLE Basalt
for concrete aggregate production. Rather, it must be construed restrictively and contra proferentem against
ACP. In addition and as already explained, under Panamanian law, exculpatory clauses must be clear,
express, specific and unequivocal. It cannot be seriously disputed that the use of the PLE Basalt as the main
source of feedstock for the crushing plants was a fundamental datum for the Project.491 SC 4.12 does not
expressly address this issue, and ACP cannot produce any evidence that both Parties intended to extend its
scope to that effect. To use the language of the authority cited by ACP, SC 4.12 relates to the risk of
encountering “[a]dverse physical conditions … during the execution of the Works.”492 But this does not
mean that the use of the excavated materials after the excavation works are completed is covered by SC
4.12.493
203. Interestingly, Mr. Quijano and Ms. George, ACP’s main witnesses discussing the issue of risk allocation
relating to the suitability of PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production, do not even refer to SC 4.12 in
their respective statements,494 nor did they mention this clause at the Hearing when asked about this issue.495
This shows that even ACP’s representatives never considered that this SC covered the risk of the
unsuitability of the PLE Basalt as crushing plant feedstock.
204. Second, nothing in SC 4.12 (including the exclusion of claims under SC 4.12.6) can be interpreted as
excluding any claim against ACP for a breach of its mandatory duties under Panamanian law.496 In
particular, ACP cannot contractually waive its duties to plan the Project, to inform the tenderers in a nonambiguous, non-confusing and complete manner, and to refrain from providing them with misleading or
unverified information.497 During the Hearing, ACP did not provide any answer to this point, let alone
address it in any satisfactory manner. ACP does not explain how its interpretation of SC 4.12.6 can be
reconciled with basic principles of Panamanian administrative law (because it cannot).
489
490
491

492
493

494

495

496
497

{SOR/423}, p. 423 [Ch. 4, p. 324], ¶¶ 1243-1244.
{Day4/54:8}, [54:8-16] (Zaffaroni Cross) [emphasis added]. See also, {Day4/94:2}, [94:2-11] (Zaffaroni Re-Direct).
{SOR/127}, p. 127 [p. 28], ¶¶ 120-122. See also, {SOR/423}, p. 423 [Ch. 4, p. 324], ¶ 1247. While ACP disputes
GUPC characterization of the use of PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production as a “fundamental datum”, it does
not and cannot challenge the fact that the Project was based on this very premise, which had a significant impact on
costing, work organization and scheduling. ACP itself prepared for and cost the Project on this basis. See below, Sec.
III.C.1.
{R-0347/4}, Extracts from FIDIC Contracts - Law and Practice, dated 2009, p. 4 [p. 86], ¶ 3.147.
The chronology of the changes introduced by ACP to SC 4.12 during the RFP process further supports this
interpretation. See above, Sec. II.E.
{R-WS-8/8}, George I, p. 8 [pp. 5-6], ¶¶ 21-23; {R-WS-18/6}, Quijano III, p. 6 [pp. 4-5], ¶¶ 19-20. While Mr.
Miguez briefly mentions SC 4.12 in his third statement, he does so only when discussing the introduction of the GIR
during the RFP Process (and he does not take the position that based on this language ACP had transferred the risk of
unsuitability of the PLE Basalt for concrete aggregate production).
See for Mr. Quijano, {Day5/267:23}, [267:23-268:12] (Quijano Cross), and for Ms. George, {Day6/199:13}, [199:13200:9], (George Cross) and p. 57 [224:9-224:23] (George Tribunal Questions).
{SOR/424}, p. 424 [Ch. 4, p. 325], ¶ 1248.
{SOR/424}, p. 424 [Ch. 4, p. 325], ¶ 1248.
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205. In its Rejoinder and during the Hearing, ACP further attempted to justify its broad interpretation of SC 4.12
by claiming that (i) GUPC relied on this clause during the DAB Referral 11, and (ii) GUPC relies on this
provision in its Foundation Conditions claim in this arbitration.498 This attempted justification is wrong.
First, as the DAB itself explained its decision on Referral 11, GUPC’s “basalt claim was not advanced as an
unforeseen physical condition claim,”499 and instead “GUPC went to lengths to disassociate the concrete
aggregate production claim from an entitlement under SC 4.12.”500 Second, GUPC’s Foundation Conditions
claim has nothing to do with the suitability of the PLE Basalt as crushing plant feedstock, and instead relates
to the physical conditions GUPC encountered when performing the excavation and foundation works precisely the type of circumstances covered by SC 4.12.
206. SC 4.20 [Employer’s Equipment and Free-Issue Material] and ER Section 01 50 00 are also
inapplicable. The last provision on which ACP has sought to rely is SC 4.20, which itself refers to Section
01 50 00 of the Employers Requirements [Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Control] (“ER Section 01 50
00”).501 According to ACP, SC 4.20 and ER Section 01 50 00 provide that ACP did not take responsibility
for the excavated PLE Basalt as a potential construction material.502 As demonstrated in GUPC’s written
pleadings and again at the Hearing, this allegation too is based on a misreading of the relevant contractual
provisions.
207. As with the other provisions ACP has sought to rely upon, SC 4.20 does not expressly cover, let alone
exclude, ACP’s responsibility for the PLE Basalt.503 SC 4.20 provides that ACP cannot be held liable for
“any shortage, defect or default” in “accumulated materials and/or “borrow materials”.504 It is undisputed
that the PLE Basalt does not qualify as “accumulated materials.”505 The PLE Basalt also does not qualify as
“borrow material”. SC 4.20 defines “borrow material” by reference to Section 01 50 00,506 which in turn
defines in its Art. 1.07.A the “free-issue materials” referred to in SC 4.20, including the “borrow materials”,
by reference to Drawing 5803-57 “Material Availability”.507 As explained in GUPC’s SoR,508 and
confirmed by Mr Quijano during the Hearing,509 Drawing 5803-57 does not identify the PLE as borrow area
498
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{Rejoinder/148}, p. 148 [Ch. 3, pp. 24-25, 36-37], ¶¶ 2.38-2.39, 2.96-2.99; {Day3/111:24}, [111:24-113:10] (ACP’s
CAP Opening).
{C-0246/39}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 39 [p. 36], ¶ 114.
{C-0246/39}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 39 [p. 36], ¶ 114.
SC 4.20 and ER Sec. 01 50 00 are the only provisions that ACP’s factual witnesses, including Mr. Quijano and Ms.
George, refer to in their witness statements when discussing the risk associated with the suitability of the PLE for
concrete aggregate production. {R-WS-8/8}, George I, p. 8 [pp. 5-6], ¶¶ 21-23; {R-WS-18/6}, Quijano III, p. 6 [pp. 45], ¶¶ 19-20. It is also the only clause Mr. Quijano and Ms. George were able to discuss during the Hearing when
questioned about this risk. See for Mr. Quijano, {Day5/267:23}, [267:23-268:12] (Quijano Cross), and for Ms. George,
{Day6/199:13}, [199:13-200:9], (George Cross) and [224:9-224:23] (George Tribunal Questions).
{SOD/182}, p. 182 [Ch. 5, pp. 3-8], ¶¶ 2.5-2.30; {Rejoinder/151}, p. 151 [Ch. 3, pp. 27-31], ¶¶ 2.48-2.66.
{SOR/414}, p. 414 [pp. 315-316], ¶¶ 1197-1205.
{C-0001/64}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 64 [p. 51], SC 4.20.
{SOD/185}, p. 185 [Ch. 5, p. 6], ¶ 2.19.
{C-0001/64}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 64 [p. 51]. SC 4.20 provides that “[t]he Contractor may use in
relation to the Works, free of charge, any ‘accumulated materials’ and/or ‘borrow material’ within areas under the
Employer's responsibility in accordance with the details stated in Sec. 01 50 00 (Temporary Facilities, Accesses And
Controls) of the Employer’s Requirements.” See {C-0973/6}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008, p. 6 [p. 6].
{C-0973/6}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008, p. 6 [p. 6].
While Art. 1.07.A.1 provides that borrow materials might be those “identified in the Drawing 5803-73 or not”, the other
references to borrow materials within Art. 1.07 always expressly refer to the drawing. For instance, Art. 1.07.B.2 of the
same ER Sec. 01 50 00 provides that the “Employer in no way guarantees that the material at the borrow areas indicated
on the drawings in Subparagraph 1.07 A.1. is adequate …” (emphasis added). There can be no doubt therefore that
“borrow materials” in the sense of Art. 1.07 of the ER are those indicated in Drawing 5803-57.
{SOR/416}, p. 416 [Ch. 4, pp. 317-319], ¶¶ 1210-1219. ACP acknowledged in its SoD that Art. 1.07.C only covers the
materials coming from the excavation of the Pacific Approach Channel, an area located north of the PLE, which has
nothing to do with the PLE and GUPC’s claim in the present arbitration. See {SOD/185}, p. 185 [Ch. 5, p. 6], ¶ 2.19.
See e.g., {Day5/276:16}, [276:16-277:1] (Quijano Cross) – “[PROF. CAPPER]: So, Mr Quijano, this is the drawing to
which the borrow areas provision, which started in your clause 4.20 that you took us to, and which refers to this section
of the employer’s requirements, which then tells us where to look to find these borrow areas, doesn’t, in fact, tell us
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for basalt. Drawing 5803-57 only identifies part of the PLE as a borrow area for clay (which would be
removed from the top layer of excavation before commencement of rock excavation).510 The PLE Basalt is
therefore not a “borrow material” within the meaning of SC 4.20. The litteral reading of SC 4.20 simply
does not allocate the risk regarding the unsuitability of the excavated PLE Basalt.
208. Consistent with the Panamanian rules on contractual interpretation, in order to demonstrate that the scope of
SC 4.20 (like any other exculpatory clause on which ACP seeks to rely) should be extended beyond its literal
meaning to encompass the PLE Basalt, ACP would have to prove that it was the Parties’ mutual intent that
the risk of “shortage, defect or default” of the PLE Basalt would be transferred to GUPC through that clause.
ACP has produced no evidence to that effect. In fact, when the Tribunal questioned Ms George about
possible discussions between ACP and the tenderers regarding SC 4.20, Ms George admitted that, while she
recalled that SC 4.20 was discussed “internally” within ACP,511 she had no recollection of discussions
regarding that clause “with the tenderers.”512 Ms George’s recollection thus confirms what GUPC explained
in its SoR about the changes introduced to SC 4.20 during the fall 2008:513 ACP’s alleged intention to
disclaim any liability for the potential unsuitability of the PLE Basalt as feedstock, even it were real (which
GUPC contests), was never communicated to the tenderers.514 This is not suprising given ACP’s policy not
to explain the changes made to the Contract during the RFP period.515 It is therefore undisputed that ACP
chose not to provide any clarifications about SC 4.20 when it introduced the language that it says, today,
constitutes an exclusion of liability for the PLE Basalt.
209. In fact, the evidence on the record shows that soon after the introduction of ACP’s alleged disclaimer in SC
4.20 in July 2008, ACP’s top management communicated a very different message to the tenderers, whereby
ACP “need[ed] to take some responsibility of making sure that the amount of [available material on Site]
will be close to what [ACP] put[s] on paper.”516 At the Hearing, Mr. Quijano recognized that the issue of
“material availability” was also connected to questions from the tenderers on “suitable basalt to produce
aggregate resulting from the excavation foreseen in the TSOL contract”.517 ACP cannot now reasonably
claim that the changes it made to the relevant provisions, while assuring the tenderers that it was taking
responsibility for the representations made with respect to the availability of materials on Site (including the
PLE Basalt), should be interpreted as a waiver of responsibility regarding the suitability of this PLE Basalt.
210. ACP’s further attempt to rely upon the Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Section 01 50 00 as a self-standing provision is
also wrong.518
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anything about the PLE as a source of basalt, does it? Which means that the provisions themselves are not addressing
the PLE basalt as a source of excavation as the feedstock for the crushing plant, does it? [MR. QUIJANO]: Well, not on
this particular drawing. At least that’s what it looks like.”
{C-0691}, Drawing 5803-57, dated 21 Nov 2008. For context, in the first version of Drawing 5803-57 issued with RFP
Amendment 13 of 6 Aug. 2008, the PLE was expressly identified as a “Clay borrow pit” – see Exhibit {C-1585/1}, RFP
Amendment 13, Drawing 5803-57, dated 25 July 2008. See also, {SOR/416}, p. 416 [pp. 317-319], ¶¶ 1212-1214.
{Day6/226:6}, [226:6-12] (George Tribunal Questions).
{Day6/226:6}, [226:6-10] (George Tribunal Questions).
{SOR/420}, p. 420 [pp. 321-322], ¶¶ 1231-1237. See also, above, Sec. II.E.
{SOR/420}, p. 420 [pp. 321-322], ¶¶ 1231-1232.
{C-1582/2}, Email from J. Quijano to A. Correa and J. De La Guardia, dated 22 Jun 2008, p. 2, where ACP’s in-house
counsel observes, in the context of what seems to be a question from one of the tenderers on the suitability of the basalt
for concrete aggregate production, that “it has been established that answers will not be given in an explanatory
manner.” See also, {Day4/93:19}, [93:19-94:1] (Zaffaroni Re-Direct): “[PROF. CAPPER] Mr Zaffaroni, did ACP
make changes to the RFP of their own initiative also? [MR ZAFFARONI] I think so. We should go through the detail of
the different changes, but, for sure, there were changes that were autonomously proposed by the ACP. Q. And, in such
cases, would ACP explain the reasons and purposes of these changes in the relevant RFP amendment? A. No. Never.
Never happened.”
{C-1399/1}, ACP-GUPC Individual Meeting, transcript, dated 11 Sep 2008, p. 1.
{Day5/285:18}, [285:18-24] (Quijano Cross).
{Rejoinder/151}, p. 151 [Ch. 3, pp. 27-31], ¶¶ 2.48-2.66. In its Rejoinder, ACP argued that GUPC’s position in this
arbitration was incompatible with its position before the DAB in Ref. 11 ({Rejoinder/388}, p. 388 [Ch. 3, p. 264],
Appendix I, ¶¶ 2.1-2.2). In so doing, ACP mischaracterized GUPC’s pleadings before the DAB. As it does in this
arbitration, GUPC argued before the DAB that Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Sec. 01 50 00 does not cover the issues encountered
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211. First, Art. 1.07.D.1 was included in the section of the Employer’s Requirements entitled “Temporary
Facilities, Accesses and Control” that addressed such trivial details as sanitary equipment or the labels to be
placed on hard hats.519 As explained during the Hearing, the suggestion that the Tribunal should understand
(or that the tenderers should have understood during the RFP period) that Art. 1.07.D.1 was in fact intended
by the Parties to allocate to GUPC (although not expressly) the risk of the suitability of the PLE Basalt for
concrete aggregate production – i.e., a fundamental datum of the Project – is simply wrong.520
212. Second, there can be no dispute that the very first sentence of Art. 1.07.D.1 confirms that the PLE Basalt, as
a rock mass, is a “potential source of aggregates”, which means that the PLE Basalt is suitable for this
purpose (especially when read with the many other representations made throughout the RFP documents
about the PLE Basalt’s suitability as crushing plant feedstock):521

213. The rest of Art. 1.07.D.1, which includes ACP’s alleged disclaimer, refers specifically to “aggregates”, i.e.,
the final product and not the PLE Basalt used to produce it.522 The second sentence of Art. 1.07.D.1 indeed
provides that ACP does not “guarantee[] that such aggregate is adequate or meets the requirements for the
Contractor’s proposed design or is suitable for the Works.”523 Aggregate means aggregate, not the basalt
that would be used to produce it.524 This is the litteral meaning of Art. 1.07.D.1., and this makes good
practical sense too. During the RFP period, ACP could not know what design the selected tenderer would
use, and further, what would be the technical requirements of that design in relation to concrete and other
activities requiring aggregates.525 However, ACP knew (and in fact represented) that the PLE Basalt could
be used for the production of such aggregates, and it chose not to extend the express exclusion of guarantee
to the PLE Basalt itself.526 Again, ACP did not – and cannot – produce any evidence that it was the Parties’
mutual intent to apply the alleged disclaimer in Art. 1.07.D.1 to the PLE Basalt itself as a source for
aggregate production.
214. In its Rejoinder, ACP accepted, in an alternative argument, that Section 01 50 00 makes a distinction
between aggregates and the PLE Basalt used to produce such aggregates.527 Yet, ACP contends that this
distinction matters not because GUPC’s claim relates to the suitability of the aggregates made from the
basalt and not the PLE Basalt itself.528 This is incorrect. GUPC made clear that it was the PLE Basalt, once
excavated and stockpiled, and before it was processed in the crushing plants, that degraded, making it
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by GUPC when processing the PLE Basalt ({SOR/420}, p. 420 [p. 321], ¶¶ 1229-1230).
ER Sec. 01 50 00 is entitled “Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls” and includes, among others, various
provisions on “Toilet Facilities” and “Sewage Treatment and Disposal.” {C-0973/4}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008, p. 4 [pp. 5-6 and 23]. See also {Day3/2}, p. 2 [3:3]
(GUPC’s CAP Opening); {C-P-0006/156}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 156 [p. 155].
{Day3/67:17}, [67:17-68:14] (GUPC’s CAP Opening).
{C-0973/8}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008, p. 8 [p. 8],
Art. 1.07.D.1.
In fact, Art. 1.07.D.1 operates a clear distinction between the “source of aggregates” and the “sand [aggregates] that may
be manufactured from that rock.” {C-0973/8}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and
Controls, dated Nov 2008, p. 8 [p. 8].
{C-0973/8}, Contract - ER – Sect. 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities, Accesses and Controls, dated Nov 2008, p. 8 [p. 8]
(emphasis added).
This reading is consistent with Art. 1138 of the Panamanian Civil Code, which provides that the provisions of a contract
must be interpreted in accordance with industry practices and its technical meaning, as reasonably understood by
technical experts. {C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7.
{SOR/419}, p. 419 [p. 320], ¶¶ 1221.
{SOR/419}, p. 419 [p. 320], ¶¶ 1221.
{Rejoinder/152}, p. 152 [Ch. 3, pp. 28-30], ¶¶ 2.55-2.61.
{Rejoinder/153}, p. 153 [Ch. 3, pp. 29-30], ¶¶ 2.61-2.63.
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unsuitable for the industrial production of aggregates.529 GUPC also explained that the degradation
continued after the PLE Basalt was crushed.530 The source and origin of the problem remained the quality of
the PLE Basalt as feedstock to the crushing plant, which is not covered by Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Section 01 50
00. There is no dispute that once properly screened and washed the aggregates produced by GUPC could be
used to make concrete.
215. Finally, ACP’s short reference to ER Section 31 23 00 [Excavation and Fill] is also misplaced.531 Section
31 23 00 is in no way an “allocation of risk” clause and does not even refer to the PLE Basalt. The Section
31 23 00 relates to earthmoving activities in general (i.e., clearing and grabbing, excavation, fill, dewatering
during the execution of the Works). It is not intended to cover the use of the excavated materials as a
feedstock for concrete aggregates. Section 31 23 00 simply refers to excavation works and notes that the
excavated materials (regardless of where they are being excavated from) “may be utilized for aggregate, fill
or backfill.”532 This cannot be interpreted as excluding ACP’s responsibility for the risk associated with the
PLE Basalt.533
216. The above demonstrates that, as the DAB correctly found, the Contract did not allocate the risk of
unsuitability of the PLE Basalt as crushing plant feed to GUPC. ACP’s defence therefore fails in respect of
all of GUPC’s alternative causes of action.
GUPC’s major problem with the feedstock of the crushing plants was due to the basalt’s
rapid degradation and not to “contamination”
217. As explained above, the Parties agree that GUPC encountered significant issues when processing the PLE
Basalt (and later the Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt) in the crushing plants. GUPC demonstrated that the
unusual behavior of the basalt was due to its intrinsic properties, which decomposed when exposed to the
atmosphere. In response to GUPC’s claims, ACP put forward a competing explanation, alleging that the
unusual behavior of the basalt was caused by its alleged contamination in the PLE Stockpile by unsuitable
materials. Although beyond the scope of GUPC’s burden of proof, there is compelling and convincing
evidence that the basalt suffered rapid degradation because of the presence of interconnected smectites,
while there is no evidence supporting ACP’s case that contamination of the basalt allegedly caused its
unusual behavior.
(a) GUPC did not “contaminate” the PLE Stockpile
218. ACP seeks to argue that the contamination of the PLE Stockpile with significant amounts of material
unsuitable for the production of concrete aggregates caused the excessive fines and sticky materials
produced when stockpiling and crushing the PLE Basalt.534 ACP’s assertion is an affirmative defense to
GUPC’s entitlement, and as such, ACP bears the burden of proof with respect to all the elements of its
defense.535 ACP’s assertions to the contrary seek to reverse the burden,536 are illogical because they require
GUPC to prove a negative, and are inconsistent with Panamanian law.537
529
530
531
532

533

534
535
536
537

{SOC/255}, p. 255 [Ch. 3, pp. 239-244], Sec. III.B.7.(d).
{SOR/223}, p. 223 [Ch. 4, pp. 124-130], Sec. III.B.3.
{SOD/187}, p. 187 [Ch. 5, p. 8], ¶¶ 2.31-2.32; {Rejoinder/155}, p. 155 [p. 31], ¶¶ 2.67-2.68.
{R-0342/1}, Employer's Requirements, Section 31 23 00 (Excavation and Fill), dated Dec 2008, p. 1 [p. 1]. Art. 1.01.B
thus provides: “B. Excavation: The changing of grade levels, removal of soil and rock, and selection and separation of
existing soil in preparation for construction, including the provision of any temporary or permanent erosion- and
sediment-control structures required for the execution of the excavation. The excavated material may be utilized for
aggregate, fill, or backfill as per the conditions stated in paragraph 1.07 D.1 of Sec. 01 50 00 (Temporary Facilities,
Accesses and Controls).”
{SOD/187}, p. 187 [Ch. 5, p. 8], ¶¶ 2.31-2.32; {Rejoinder/155}, p. 155 [p. 31], ¶¶ 2.67-2.68. The renvoi in this
provision to Art. 1.07.D.1 of ER Sec. 01 50 00 also does not support ACP’s case since this article does not exclude
ACP’s liability for the suitability of the PLE Basalt.
{SOD/296}, p. 296 [Ch. 5, pp. 117-174], Sec. 9; {Rejoinder/273}, p. 273 [Ch. 3, pp. 273-320], Sec. 7.
{SOR/273}, p. 273 [Ch. 4, p. 174], ¶ 639.
{Rejoinder/273}, p. 273 [Ch. 3, pp. 149-150], ¶ 7.6.
See above, Sec. II.F.
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219. As elaborated below, ACP has failed to discharge its burden. ACP’s defense that GUPC, a consortium
composed of experienced international construction companies indiscriminately placed on the PLE Stockpile
and then crushed materials unsuitable for the production of concrete aggregates defies logic, is not credible,
and is contradicted by the evidence, including the testimony of ACP’s own witnesses and experts. In
assessing the latter, it is telling that ACP’s key fact witnesses, Messrs. Belken and Montanari, are not
independent consultants, but were hired by ACP in 2009 as claims analysts to defend ACP in this and other
disputes.538 While GUPC cross-examined all of ACP’s key contamination witnesses and experts,539 ACP
elected not to engage meaningfully with GUPC’s key witnesses. ACP did not examine Mr. Valiante, the
head of GUPC’s Technical Department, cross-examined Mr. Van Impe, the head of GUPC’s Earthmoving
Department, for a total of 23 minutes, and focused its cross examination of Mr. Corbella, the head of the
GUPC’s Geological Department, on issues unrelated to his written testimony on contamination. Further,
ACP’s defence ignores the DAB’s findings. While ACP raised this same defence before the DAB, the
DAB’s majority decision does not even mention “contamination” – nor does the dissenting opinion from
ACP’s DAB appointee. Moreover, having been appointed in January 2010, and having visited the Site six
times during the excavation of the PLE, the DAB never raised the “contamination” of the PLE stockpile in
any of its site visit reports.
ACP’s contamination theory does not explain the highly adverse behavior of the PLE Basalt
when crushed
220. The fundamental difficulty with ACP’s theory that the PLE Stockpile was contaminated is that it is unable to
explain the following:540
a) The excessive fines and sticky materials produced when crushing fresh basalt from the
Aquadulce and Cocoli Quarries. ACP’s only evidence purporting to show that this material was
contaminated is a video that depicts an ACP employee exclaiming “aha” after a trivial quantity of
mud was fed into the crusher hopper with sound basalt from Aguadulce Quarry.541 This insignificant
amount of mud had no impact in that particular case. ACP has provided no other evidence that the
fresh sound basalt coming from the Aguadulce and Cocoli Quarries was contaminated with unsuitable
materials before reaching the crushing plant, instead focusing its defense on the PLE Basalt (which
defense also lacks credibility). In addition, the DAB, which inspected the Site regularly when the
main feedstock for the primary crusher was the Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt, did not even refer to
contamination in its site visit reports.
b) The visible deterioration of the materials in the external crown of the final aggregate cones that
had been screened and washed several times. It cannot be seriously debated that those processes
would have removed any possible contamination from the flow of aggregates.
c) The huge amount of plastic material left by the final aggregates when going through the cooling
and the reclaiming plants before reaching the concrete batching plant. As explained in (b)
above, these materials had been washed and screened several times before that.
d) The continued production of excessive fines at the Atlantic and Pacific sites after February
2011, when GUPC started scalping the 0-38 mm material after primary crushing at the Pacific
Site. The scalping of this material, done to ensure a more efficient feeding of the secondary crushers,
would have removed any contamination.

538

539

540

541

Mr. Belken, who also served as a witness in the Cofferdam Arbitration, has been “advising on construction claims …
from the start in 2009 through project completion in 2016.” See {R-WS-9.App1/1}, Belken I, App. 1, p. 1. Mr.
Montanari explains that he is a “[s]pecialist in claims management” and that his role is to “[i]nterface with the Client’s
legal team in preparation for upcoming arbitration in defense of Contractor generated claims.” See {R-WS-15.App1/3},
Montanari I, App. 1, p. 3
GUPC did not cross-examine Messrs. Thatcher, Alemán and Di Pace, as their witness statements included
uncorroborated and insignificant evidence.
{C-P-0006/182}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 182 [pp. 181-185]; {SOR/328}, p. 328 [Ch. 4, pp. 229-230], ¶ 803; {C-WS26/8}, Baz II, p. 8 [p. 4], ¶ 18.
{R-0810}, Video of Contaminated Basalt at the Primary Crusher Hoppers, dated 16 Nov 2011.
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e) The deterioration of the material that had accumulated for months in the external areas of the
primary cones, when GUPC was forced to use all of it in 2012. This material, which was in a good
condition when transported from the quarry, had degraded, and GUPC had no choice but to
temporarily scalp the 0-38 mm material again.
f) ACP granting GUPC permission to fill the 1939 excavations with the materials in the PLE
Stockpile. If the PLE Stockpile was contaminated with non-rock materials, ACP would not have
allowed GUPC to use it as rockfill in compliance with the design specifications and would not have
paid GUPC for it.
221. At the Hearing, ACP’s only response was to assert that even with “scalping” and “washing on the tertiary
screens, unsuitable material can make it through to any of the product cones”.542 This assertion is
unsupported by the evidence on the record. As GUPC’s Plant Manager Mr. Versteele testified, GUPC only
had “suitable material for concrete production” at “the final cones”543 and only placed “sound rock” in the
crushing plant.544 ACP’s own expert Mr. Dance corroborated this testimony, admitting that “there was no
significant amount of fines or abnormal amount of fines below 75 microns that were fed to the primary”.545
Further, as Mr. Versteele also testified, the plant “would not even notice” a single 50 mm particle of
unsuitable material because it was able to process “1 ton of material per second through each and every stage
up to the secondary area”, after which the capacity increased to “1,500 tons per hour”.546 Any material softer
than sound rock, as Mr. Versteele also explained, would have been “immediately broken down into smaller
particles” and eventually “evacuated from the plant.”547 Indeed, any particle of unsuitable material larger
than 38 mm would crumble before the 0-38 mm material was scalped as any such particle would, by
definition, consist of very weak material unable to sustain the various forces applied during the
transportation, feeding, primary crushing, sieving, secondary crushing, etc. As Mr. Gold demonstrated, any
particle in the plant “just couldn’t have got” to the final product cones as it would be “dropped 24 times”,
“screened at least three times”, “washed twice” and “crushed twice”.548
There is no evidence that the PLE Stockpile was contaminated with unsuitable materials
222. The Tribunal must consider ACP’s theory of contamination in its proper context. The PLE Stockpile was
composed of more than 30,000 truckloads of material, each truckload being approximately 100 tons. For the
extent of the contamination that ACP is now alleging to have occurred, GUPC would have had to deposit
literally thousands of truckloads of unsuitable material on the PLE Stockpile.549 Indeed, it would defy logic
for an experienced contractor systematically to contaminate a stockpile of sound rock in such a way, over a
period of 14 months. As elaborated below, there is simply no evidence that this happened.
223. GUPC implemented sound procedures for the characterization, stockpiling, and transportation of the
excavated materials at the outset of the excavation works.550 The evidence shows that GUPC’s
geologists, under the supervision of Mr. Corbella, a trained geologist with almost 40 years of experience551
on similar projects,552 characterized the excavated materials, i.e., identified the materials and decided to what
uses those materials could be put.553 As Mr. Corbella testified, GUPC’s geologists visited the excavation
542
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545
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{Day5/166:16}, [166:16-19] (Versteele Cross).
{Day5/166:20}, [166:20-21] (Versteele Cross).
{Day5/175:5}, [175:5-9] (Versteele Re-direct).
{Day9/256:22}, [256:22-23] (Dance Cross).
{Day5/175:16}, [175:16-176:4] (Versteele Re-direct).
{Day5/176:19}, [176:19-25] (Versteele Re-direct).
{Day8/102:1}, [102:1-103:8] (Gold Presentation).
See {SOR/311}, p. 311 [Ch. 4, p. 212], ¶ 759.
{SOR/275}, p. 275 [Ch. 4, pp. 176-202], Sec. IV.B.1(a)-(d); {C-P-0006/189}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 189 [pp. 188190].
{Day5/180:16}, [180:16] (Corbella Direct).
{Day5/212:24}, [212:24-214:12] (Corbella Tribunal Questions).
{Day5/181:9}, [181:9-13] (Corbella Direct); [217:12-22] (Corbella Tribunal Questions); {SOR/285}, p. 285 [Ch. 4, pp.
186-195], ¶¶ 684-702; {C-WS-44/10}, Valiante II, p. 10 [pp. 7-10], ¶¶ 32-37.
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sites each morning and afternoon, spending a “long, long time” there.554 ACP’s claim that Mr. Corbella was
not regularly on site555 is unproven following Mr. Montanari’s admission that he did not know first-hand
whether GUPC’s geologists were on site, as he was stationed on the Atlantic Site (not the Pacific Site) until
July 2011 when the bulk excavation of the PLE Basalt was almost finished. Mr. Montanari thus confirmed
that his prior testimony to the contrary was based on a retrospective interpretation of documents.556 Also,
contrary to ACP’s position,557 characterization of the excavated materials did not take place during the night
shift.558 Rather, as Mr. Corbella confirmed, during the night GUPC “would continue what had been
indicated during the day”559. Mr. Corbella also confirmed that GUPC’s practices complied with the
“standard procedures” followed by a “good geologist”.560
224. The evidence also shows that GUPC’s geologists systematically communicated their characterization of the
excavated materials to GUPC’s Earthworks Manager Mr. Van Impe in-person by “sitting together”, by
email, or, after February 2011, using the Geological Forms.561 Mr. Van Impe, who planned and oversaw the
excavation and transportation works in close collaboration with GUPC’s Geological, Technical, and Quality
Departments,562 used this information to prepare the Planning Sheets, i.e., the daily plan for the excavation
and transportation of materials.563 The Planning Sheets, which serve the dual purposes of directing and
verifying the works, were distributed every day to the Earthmoving Department’s employees during the
“pre-start meetings”.564 The Earthmoving Department also used excavation of volume spreadsheets to verify
that the materials were transported to their intended locations.565 In this regard, ACP’s Mr. Belken’s
contention that these spreadsheets are “of very limited value” because they would not “indicate where the
material actually went”566 is wrong. When reviewing the spreadsheet, one only has to toggle through the
tabs to know precisely the origin and destination of the materials as well as the specific equipment used.567
225. GUPC’s Work Procedure (WPR) documented the procedures already in place. Throughout this
arbitration, ACP has emphasized GUPC’s preparation of a WPR for basalt characterization following a July
2011 workshop held at ACP’s request, to suggest that GUPC lacked appropriate procedures.568 ACP’s
reliance on the WPR is misplaced.
226. Contrary to ACP’s claim, a WPR for basalt aggregate characterization is not contractually required. ACP’s
Mr. Montanari admitted that the lack of such a written procedure was not a “non-conformance with the
[C]ontract”569 and ACP’s Mr. Belken accepted that GUPC prepared the WPR “in response to a request by
ACP”570 and that, unlike contractually required procedures, such as the Production Drilling and Blasting
Plan, the WPR does not reference the Contract.571
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{Day5/217:19}, [217:19-22]; [218:11-12] (Corbella Tribunal Questions).
{Rejoinder/285}, p. 285 [Ch. 3, p. 161], ¶ 7.63.
{Day6/107:20}, [107:20-25] (Montanari Tribunal Questions); {Day6/109:5}, [109:5-14] (Montanari Cross);
{Day6/127:1}, [127:1-17] (Montanari Cross). Mr. Montanari did not explain how this admission could be reconciled
with his assertion that he was “required to be very close to the Contractor’s activities, keeping up with the detail of the
Works on a daily basis.” See {R-WS-27/6}, Montanari II, p. 6 [p. 3], ¶ 9.
{Rejoinder/297}, p. 297 [Ch. 3, pp. 173-174], Sec. 7.f.vi; {R-WS-14/33}, McLean I, p. 33 [pp. 31-32], ¶¶ 103-106.
{R-0449/2}, Basalt Categorization Meeting, dated 6 Oct 2010, p. 2 [p. 2], item 00002; {Day5/199:7}, [199:7-9]
(Corbella Cross).
{Day5/199:17}, [199:17-21] (Corbella Cross).
{Day5/216:14}, [216:14-18] (Corbella Tribunal Questions).
{Day5/134:10}, [134:10-14]; [136:3-5] (Van Impe Cross).
{Day5/123:25}, [123:25-124:3] (Van Impe Direct).
{SOR/294}, p. 294 [Ch. 4, pp. 195-202], ¶¶ 703-727; {C-WS-45/5}, Van Impe I, p. 5 [pp. 2-11], ¶¶ 15-34.
{Day5/124:10}, [124:10-13] (Van Impe Direct).
{C-WS-45/15}, Van Impe I, p. 15 [p. 12], ¶ 40; {C-1160}, Overview of Excavation Volumes, dated May 2011.
{R-WS-21/26}, Belken II, p. 26 [p. 24], ¶ 71.
{C-1160}, Overview of Excavation Volumes, dated May 2011, tab “CAT 336-5”.
{SOD/301}, p. 301 [Ch. 5, p. 122], ¶ 9.23; see also {Rejoinder/309}, p. 309 [Ch. 3, p. 185], ¶ 7.145.
{Day6/120:15}, [120:15-18] (Montanari Cross).
{Day6/256:23}, [256:23-257:5] (Belken Cross); {C-1230/3}, GUPC’s Work Procedure – Basalt Concrete Aggregate
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227. The Parties agree that ACP did not ask GUPC to produce a WPR until July 2011, when the bulk of the PLE
excavation was complete and ACP had spent about five months investigating GUPC’s Notice of Claim.572
While ACP has tried to argue otherwise in this arbitration, there is no evidence that ACP complained about
GUPC’s procedures or requested a WPR prior to July 2011.573 Mr. Belken admitted at the Hearing that ACP
did not ask GUPC to prepare a WPR at the October 2010 workshop and could not identify a single
document to support his claim that ACP made numerous requests for a WPR from early to mid-2011.574
Similarly, Mr. Montanari could not answer the President’s question whether ACP had “specifically
requested” the WPR before July 2011, stating instead that he “would have to look at – at the
documentation”, was “not certain” and “wasn’t at the Pacific [Site]”.575 Had GUPC’s procedures been noncompliant (they were not), there would be letters or meeting minutes documenting ACP’s complaints.
228. It is also undisputed that ACP accepted GUPC’s WPR shortly after its issuance in November 2011,576 i.e., 14
months after GUPC started excavating the PLE Basalt.577 Had the PLE Stockpile been contaminated as
ACP alleges, ACP would not have accepted GUPC’s WPR and the procedures described therein. Further, as
the WPR made it clear that it codified GUPC’s existing procedures,578 including the Geological Forms and
Planning Sheets, it is wrong that before the WPR, GUPC “had absolutely no procedures in place”.579
Similarly, the “observation” of ACP’s consultant CPP that “there is no particular methodology to anticipate
possible contamination”580 has no merit. The evidence proves that far from being an independent consultant,
ACP engaged CPP in May 2011581 – i.e., a few months after GUPC’s Notice of Claim – to prepare its
defense against GUPC’s “major claims” about the unusual behavior of the PLE basalt. In addition, CPP
prepared its reports before the WPR was issued and, as CPP was not allowed to “coordinate[] or discuss[]
with the Contractor”,582 it adopted ACP’s biased and incorrect view that “the Contractor may be creating a
situation where good material is unavoidably contaminated with potentially unsuitable material.”583
229. GUPC effectively implemented its procedures. The evidence also shows that contrary to ACP’s position,
there are no inconsistencies between GUPC’s Planning Sheets and Geological Forms.584 For example,
during Mr. Van Impe’s cross-examination, in an attempt to impugn the effectiveness of GUPC’s procedures,
ACP’s counsel compared the third row of the Geological Form for 21 March 2011 and the third row of the
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Characterization, dated 18 Nov 2011, p. 3 [p. 3].
{C-1228/1}, Production Drilling & Blasting Plan, dated 21 Jun 2010, p. 1 [pp. 1-2]; {Day6/256:21}, [256:21-257:9]
(Belken Cross). Despite his initial position that the reference to “Section 31 23 16.26” on the front of the drilling and
blasting plan was a reference to “GUPC’s designer of record’s specification”, Mr. Belken finally admitted that this was
a reference to the Employer’s Requirements ({Day6/262:4}, [262:4-16] (Belken Cross)); {R-0354/1}, Employer's
Requirements - Section 31 23 16.26 [Drilling and Blasting], dated February 2009, p. 1 [p. 1].
{Day6/253:14}, [253:14-254:8] (Belken Cross); see {C-0182}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 16 Feb 2011.
On ACP’s CAP Opening slide entitled “The ACP’s concerns were raised contemporaneously” all but two of the
allegedly contemporaneous concerns identified date from after Feb. 2011. The two concerns that date from before Feb.
2011 are (i) the Oct. 2010 basalt aggregate characterization meeting, the minutes of which make no reference
whatsoever to any “contamination” of the PLE Stockpile, and (ii) the NCR that GUPC issued in Dec. 2010, which was
closed after the unsuitable materials were removed. GUPC does not accept as accurate the content of this slide. See {RP-0003/175}, ACP's Opening on CAP, p. 175 [p. 175].
{R-WS-21/26}, Belken II, p. 26 [pp. 24-25], ¶ 72; {Day6/65}, p. 65 [254:23-255:12] (Belken Cross).
{Day6/150:1}, [150:1-3] (Montanari Tribunal Questions).
ACP accepted GUPC’s WPR on 18 Nov 2011 using the designation “PR - Proceed as noted Resubmit”. At the Hearing,
Mr. Montanari confirmed this designation allowed GUPC to proceed with its work using this procedure. See
{Day6/122:1}, [122:1-20] (Montanari Cross).
{Day6/256:8}, [256:8-10] (Belken Cross).
{Day6/123:12}, [123:12-24] (Montanari Cross); {Day6/256:16}, [256:16-22] (Belken Cross).
{SOD/297}, p. 297 [Ch. 5, p. 118], ¶ 9.4.
{R-0564/64}, CPP Task Order 16, dated 4 Jul 2011, p. 64.
{C-1542/1}, Consultancy agreement between ACP and CPP, dated 25 May 2011, p. 1.
{C-1542/5}, Consultancy agreement between ACP and CPP, dated 25 May 2011, p. 5. See also {Day9/165:11},
[165:11-23] (Kuper Cross).
{C-1542/5}, Consultancy agreement between ACP and CPP, dated 25 May 2011, p. 5 [p. 5].
{Rejoinder/285}, p. 285 [Ch. 3, pp. 161-162], ¶ 7.65.
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Planning Sheet for 22 March 2011.585 As Mr. Van Impe explained, both documents referred to the same
area and the same type of material, but differed as to the final destination (“main cofferdam” in the Planning
Sheet as opposed to “crushing plant” in the Geological Form).586 This small discrepancy is inconsequential:
it is not controversial that sound basalt was used for purposes other than concrete aggregate production. Mr.
Van Impe, responsible for organizing the earthworks, finally determined the destination of the excavated
materials, based on the instructions from GUPC’s geologists and the Project’s needs.587
230. The Geological Forms and the Planning Sheets show that GUPC’s geologists appropriately characterized the
excavated materials. ACP’s Mr. Montanari acknowledged at the Hearing that per the Geological Forms,
GUPC’s lead geologist Mr. Corbella: (i) distinguished between different kinds of materials and
recommended that different materials be sent to different destinations;588 (ii) did not recommend that mixed
materials be sent to the crushing plant;589 and (iii) recommended that sound basalt and weathered rock be
sent to separate locations.590 Likewise, ACP’s expert Mr. Kuper acknowledged that GUPC’s geologists
recommended that fault material be sent to disposal areas, not to the PLE Stockpile.591 Additionally ACP’s
expert Dr. Rothstein conceded that he had grossly mischaracterized Mr. Corbella’s testimony that he
classified mixed materials as suitable for concrete aggregate production only “where the quantity of sheared
material was trivial.”592
231. Finally, the evidence shows that GUPC created and used disposal areas and distinct stockpiles for unsuitable
materials and did not place those materials on the PLE Stockpile. At the Hearing, ACP’s Mr. Montanari
accepted that the Victoria disposal area was a “disposal for different types of materials that could not be used
for other construction purposes”593 and Mr. Belken admitted that GUPC had created an earthfill stockpile in
addition to the PLE Stockpile.594 Mr. Belken’s admission notably contradicts ACP’s claim595 that while
GUPC initially “planned to have multiple stockpiles,” it “[i]nstead … created only one.”596
232. GUPC issued two deficiencies and one Non-Conformance Report (NCR) with respect to the PLE
Stockpile throughout the almost two years that it spent excavating the PLE.597 Altogether, these three
instances involved an insignificant amount of unsuitable material, at most a few dozen truckloads, which
were subsequently removed from the PLE Stockpile.598 As Mr. Van Impe testified with respect to a
deficiency issued in May 2011: “[t]here were a few – a few dump truck loads, I think about eight or ten [as
compared to the] around 500 truckloads [deposited] on a daily basis [and] at that time … we had already …
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{Day5/135:19}, [135:19-136:15] (Van Impe Cross); {C-1155/47}, Consolidated Geological Forms, p. 47; {C1150/267}, Consolidated Planning Sheets, p. 267.
{Day5/136:19}, [136:19-137:1] (Van Impe Cross).
ACP also compared the first line of the Geological Form for 21 Mar. 2011 and the fifteenth line of the Planning Sheet
for 22 Mar. 2011, but to no avail, as these two lines, which indicate that red clay near the excavator no. 336-7 was to be
used for the Miraflores cofferdam, are consistent ({Day5/137:2}, [137:2-19] (Van Impe Cross)).
{Day6/129:21}, [129:21-25] (Montanari Cross).
{Day6/133:1}, [133:1-12] (Montanari Cross).
{Day6/135:8}, [135:8-11] (Montanari Cross).
{Day9/159:8}, [159:8-17] (Kuper Cross). While Mr. Kuper alleged that GUPC did not employ the “best practices” in
excavating and stockpiling the PLE Basalt, his conclusion was based on a small fraction of the available evidence, as his
second report ignores the testimonies of Messrs. Valiante and Van Impe in their entirety, selectively refers to Mr.
Corbella’s testimony, and disregards GUPC’s WPR. See {R-EX-25/75}, Kuper II, p. 75 [pp. 73-85], Sec. 7;
{Day9/152:2}, [152:2-161:12] (Kuper Cross); {C-1230}, GUPC’s Work Procedure – Basalt Concrete Aggregate
Characterization, dated 18 Nov 2011.
{Day9/95:16}, [95:16-22] (Rothstein Cross).
{Day6/130:23}, [130:23-131:3] (Montanari Cross). See also {C-WS-26.AnnC/78}, Baz II, Annex C, p. 78.
{Day6/240:21}, [240:21-24] (Belken Cross). See also {C-WS-26.AnnC/74}, Baz II, Annex C, p. 74.
{SOD/315}, p. 315 [Ch, 5, p. 136], ¶ 9.81; {Rejoinder/307}, p. 307 [Ch. 3, p. 183], ¶ 7.139.
{R-P-0003/178}, ACP’s CAP Opening, p. 178 [p. 178].
{SOR/313}, p. 313 [Ch. 4, p. 214] ¶¶ 764-765; {R-0467/6}, Quality Assurance Meeting, dated 22 Nov 2010, p. 6 [p. 6];
{SOR/319}, p. 319 [Ch. 4, pp. 220-221], ¶¶ 779-780; {R-0599}, Punch List No. ACQCDEF, dated 7 Sep 2011, Punch
List No. ACQCDEF, dated 7 Sep 2011; {SOR/313}, p. 313 [Ch. 4, pp. 214-216], ¶¶ 765–770.
See {SOR/311}, p. 311 [p. 212], ¶ 758.
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more than 2 million tons of material on the stockpile. This small amount is not significant.”599 Mr. Belken’s
testimony that there were “other examples” where “NCRs should have been written on but they weren’t”600
is unavailing. It is not credible to suggest, as Mr. Belken does, that ACP, would have stayed silent and failed
to take any corrective action if GUPC had deposited significant amounts of unsuitable materials on the PLE
Stockpile.
233. ACP did not issue any Non-Compliance Notices (NCNs) with respect to the contamination of the PLE
Stockpile. This is not disputed. ACP tries to justify the lack of a single NCN by pointing to a draft NCN
prepared post-July 2011 and its letter to GUPC dated 8 September 2011. However, the draft NCN, prepared
as part of ACP’s claim strategy in late 2011 after the PLE Stockpile had grown to include two million tons of
basalt, was never issued. As Mr. Montanari explained, ACP’s policy was to issue NCNs for “important,
serious and repetitive or recurring”601 issues or where GUPC had “failed to take action or took insufficient
action on a quality assurance issue”.602 Indeed, ACP issued NCNs on all manner of subjects including
“temporary drainage,”603 the fact that “GUPC buses ha[d] no codes or telephone numbers,”604 and GUPC’s
“lack of dust control”.605 Had the PLE Stockpile been contaminated as ACP alleges, ACP would have
issued many NCNs. In this regard, ACP’s 8 September 2011 letter is not a substitute for an NCN as it does
not allow ACP to withhold payment from GUPC under the Contract.606 In any event, this letter was sent
more than six months after ACP received GUPC’s Notice of Claim,607 when the bulk excavation of the PLE
was nearly complete.
234. ACP and its experts never tested the nature of the materials in the PLE Stockpile. ACP and its experts
had plenty of time and could (and indeed should) have tested the materials in the PLE Stockpile to prove
their theory of contamination. ACP’s Mr. Pauletto confirmed at the Hearing that “it would be possible to
prove that clay or other rock or weathered material” were placed in the PLE Stockpile by performing a
“chemical analysis.”608 However, Mr. Pauletto “wasn’t aware” of ACP having done any “chemical analysis
… to show that something other than basalt was put on the stockpile.”609 ACP’s expert Mr. Kuper likewise
admitted that he did not “take any samples” or ask “if anyone at ACP had done a sampling exercise.”610
Indeed, Mr. Montanari confirmed that ACP did not carry out such tests at the time.611 ACP’s failure to
carry out basic tests that could have conclusively proved whether the PLE Stockpile was contaminated is
irreconcilable with its position in this arbitration. As evidenced by the materials disclosed by ACP in the
context of the document production, there are no other documents or evidence supporting ACP’s
contamination theory.612
235. ACP’s retroactive re-interpretation of a handful of photographs and a few videos must be rejected.
Instead of testing the materials in the PLE Stockpile, ACP offered as proof of its theory a handful of
photographs and videos, many of which were hand-picked by its witnesses Messrs. Belken and Montanari,
neither of whom is a geologist.613 This evidence is inherently unreliable and cannot sustain a claim for
contamination. As ACP’s Mr. Pauletto acknowledged, the same materials could appear differently in
599
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604
605
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608
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610
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{Day5/138:24}, [138:24-139:6] (Van Impe Re-direct) [Emphasis added].
{Day6/248:21}, [248:21-249:9] (Belken Cross).
{Day6/139:20}, [139:20-140:5] (Montanari Cross).
{Day6/138:22}, [138:22-25] (Montanari Cross).
{Day6/141:2}, [141:2-3] (Montanari Cross); {C-1473/6}, Pacific Weekly Minutes, dated 24 Nov 2010, p. 6.
{Day6/142:14}, [142:14-20] (Montanari Cross); {R-0572/7}, Construction Meeting, dated 13 Jul 2011, p. 7.
{Day6/143:13}, [143:13-20] (Montanari Cross).
{Day6/145:12}, [145:12-146:5] (Montanari Cross); {R-0601}, Letter from the ACP to the Contractor (IAE-UPC-0769),
dated 8 Sep 2011.
{C-0182/1}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 1.
{Day10/108:24}, [108:24-109:4] (Pauletto Cross).
{Day10/108:19}, [108:19-23] (Pauletto Cross).
{Day9/174:19}, [174:19-175:2] (Kuper Cross).
{Day6/126:24}, [126:24-25] (Montanari Cross).
Tribunal's Decision on GUPC’s Document Production Requests, p. 426 [pp. 411-413], Request no. 134.
{R-WS-9.App1/1}, Belken I, App. 1, p. 1; {R-WS-15.App1/1}, Montanari I, App. 1, p. 1.
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different photographs as “it depends on the light and it depends how you manage your camera.”614 Even if
photographs could sustain a claim for contamination (which they cannot), the photographs and videos on the
record do not constitute evidence that GUPC contaminated the PLE Stockpile.
236. The majority of the photographs on the record concern two specific dates in February and May 2011. For
example, of the 30 photographs presented in Mr. Belken’s witness statements: four are dated 27 February
2011615 and 13 are dated 5 May 2011.616 It is remarkable that 17 out of 30 photographs are from two out of
the hundreds of days that GUPC spent excavating the PLE. The four photographs dated 27 Feb. 2011 depict
sound basalt covered in an insignificant amount of mud excavated from the M-IV stockpile, which was a
stockpile of sound basalt created as part of the 1939 excavation works. ACP told GUPC that the M-IV
stockpile contained sound basalt and Mr. Corbella subsequently confirmed ACP’s characterization.617 The
13 photographs dated 5 May 2011 also depict sound basalt covered with mud excavated from the M-IV
stockpile. GUPC opened a deficiency with respect to the depicted materials on 6 May 2011, removed the
unsuitable materials, and subsequently closed the deficiency.618 The absence of an NCN or other corrective
measure denotes ACP’s lack of concern.
237. ACP’s few photographs fall into two categories. The first category depicts insignificant quantities of
material, i.e., a few truckloads, which could not affect the crushing process. As Mr. Belken admitted at the
Hearing, ACP selected these photographs without regard for whether the depicted materials had
subsequently been removed. The photographs in this first category must be disregarded as evidence of
contamination of the PLE Stockpile on this basis alone.619
238. The second category depicts the PLE Stockpile as a whole at various different points in time on the Project.
The conclusions that ACP’s witnesses and experts have retroactively drawn on the face of these photographs
are unreliable. For example, ACP’s Mr. Belken allegedly present at the Pacific Site every day, when looking
at a still from a video in ACP’s CAP opening presentation620 could not correctly identify the point in time at
which the photograph was taken. Mr. Belken first testified that it illustrated “the basis” or “the beginning” of
the PLE Stockpile621 and, after learning that the video was taken on 9 April 2011, corrected himself noting
that by this time the formation of the Stockpile “had been ongoing for several months.”622
239. In addition, ACP’s experts rely on the color of the materials to conclude that the PLE Stockpile was
contaminated. Mr. Kuper, for example, concludes that the photographs he relies on “are a clear indication of
contamination” on the basis that they depict “the distinct yellow-brown to reddish brown weathered basalt in
the stockpile[]”.623 Similarly, Mr. Pauletto relies on the “brownish color” of the materials in photographs
from January and February 2011 to conclude that the materials in the PLE Stockpile were “improper”.624
However, as ACP’s own experts admit, the color of the materials is not determinative. ACP’s expert Dr.
Rothstein explained in his report that “the photographic evidence” showing a “reddish-brown oxidation
and/or surface weathering … does not mean that the rock is rapidly degrading, nor does it mean that the rock
is unsuitable for concrete aggregate.”625 Equally, Mr. Kuper admitted at the Hearing that while certain
materials, including “those red-brown to yellow-brown colors” are obviously distinct, “[t]he mud and the
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{Day10/75:13}, [75:13-15] (Pauletto Cross). Mr. Von Wobeser also recognized the limitations of this form of evidence,
explaining that “with photography you can have ten people take a picture of this room at the same time” and “every
picture will look very different.” {Day10/75:4}, [75:4-12] (Pauletto Cross).
{R-WS-9/27}, Belken I, p. 27 [p. 25] ¶ 74; {R-WS-21/24}, Belken II, p. 24 [pp. 22, 32] ¶¶ 64(c), 98(c)
{R-WS-9/24}, Belken I, p. 24 [pp. 22-27], ¶ 74; {R-WS-21/35}, Belken II, p. 35 [p. 33], ¶ 98(d).
{SOR/317}, p. 317 [Ch. 4, p. 218], ¶ 775; {C-1155/37}, Consolidated Geological Forms, p. 37 [p. 37].
{SOR/319}, p. 319 [Ch. 4, pp. 220-221], ¶¶ 779-780.
{SOR/312}, p. 312 [Ch. 4, p. 213], ¶ 762 et seq.
{R-P-0003/178}, ACP's Opening on CAP, p. 178.
{Day6/239:17}, [239:17-240:5] (Belken Cross).
{Day6/240:6}, [240:6-20] (Belken Cross).
{R-EX-11/104}, Kuper I, p. 104 [p. 101], ¶ 12.9.
{Day10/73:7}, [73:7-12] (Pauletto Cross).
{R-EX-30/100}, Rothstein II, p. 100 [pp. 98-99], ¶ 7.3.
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other materials maybe not so.”626 In the same way, changes in the color of the PLE Stockpile over time are
not evidence of contamination. As GUPC’s independent experts demonstrated, and as shown by comparing
the two photographs below, the process of degradation causes the basalt to change color from grey to light
brown, as a result of its oxidation when exposed to the ambient conditions.627 The DAB itself witnessed this
process concluding in its Referral 11 majority decision that, it was “evident … that when the basalt is
exposed to the atmosphere it begins to decompose, eventually degenerating into a brown, heavily
decomposed ‘muddy’ material”628: 629

Figure 6 -

Photographs from Ms. Baz first witness statement dated 18 November 2010 (left side) and 21
March 2012 (right side)

240. The Hearing showed that ACP’s experts adopted the explanations provided by ACP and its claim
consultants without testing them. Mr. Kuper admitted under examination that he relied on photographs
taken by ACP’s consultant CPP without knowing when or, more incredibly, where they had been taken.630
When confronted with a photograph in his report that CPP had taken, Mr. Kuper, after consulting the CPP
reports again, testified that his “best guess” was that it was not in fact a photograph of the PLE Stockpile but
one of “Aguadulce, because that what [CPP is] talking about”.631 Mr. Kuper did not, as ACP contends,
“independently conclude[]”632 that “the observations of the CPP consultants indicated that the Contractor
was not removing the weathered basalt adequately”.633 Indeed, prior to the Hearing, Mr. Kuper did not
know that ACP had engaged CPP to investigate GUPC’s “major claims” in respect of the PLE Basalt634 and
instructed CPP to do so “privately” without coordinating or discussing with GUPC.635
241. Lastly, in its submissions and at the Hearing, ACP repeatedly contended that GUPC’s Ms. Baz accepted that
“weathered basalt was also taken to the temporary basalt stockpile”636 and that certain photographs are
“evidence of contamination, exactly as described by the ACP.”637 ACP misunderstands Ms. Baz’s
testimony. As she explained at the Hearing, the annotations that she made on photographs presented in the
witness statements of Mr. Belken and Mr. Montanari do not endorse ACP’s contamination theory. Her
description of certain materials as “weather rock” (see blue box in the photograph on the left-hand side
below) should be understood as referring to “sound rock coming from a blast” covered with a “superficial
iron patina”638 not “weathered” materials unsuitable for aggregate production. ACP’s expert Mr. Kuper
eventually confirmed that a superficial layer of oxidation does not affect the sound rock underneath639:640
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{Day9/172:1}, [172:1-6] (Kuper Cross).
{C-WS-14/63}, Baz I, p. 63 [pp. 56-57], ¶ 82.
{C-0246/43}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 43 [p. 40] ¶ 123.
{C-WS-14/55}, Baz I, p. 55 [p. 48], Figures 51 and 52.
{Day9/166:12}, [166:12-167:15] (Kuper Cross).
{Day9/168:15}, [168:15-17]; [169:3-5] (Kuper Cross).
{Rejoinder/317}, p. 317 [Ch. 3, p. 193], ¶ 7.185.
{Rejoinder/317}, p. 317 [Ch. 3, p. 193], ¶ 7.185.
{C-1572}, Meeting Notes from ACP Comite Ejecutivo de Ampliacion, dated 3 May 2011.
{C-1542/5}, Consultancy agreement between ACP and CPP, dated 25 May 2011, p. 5.
{Rejoinder/297}, p. 297 [Ch. 3, p. 172], ¶ 7.108.
{Rejoinder/316}, p. 316 [Ch. 3, p. 192], ¶ 7.181.
{Day5/7:21}, [7:21-24] (Baz Direct).
{Day9/172:20}, [172:20-173:18] (Kuper Cross).
{C-1273/1}, Site Photos Taken by Belken and Montanari, dated 25 Apr 2018, p. 1 [pp. 23, 30].
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Figure 7 - Photographs from Exhibit C-1273 dated 01 October 2010 (left side) and 16 November 2011

242. While Ms. Baz acknowledged that the two photographs above depict unsuitable materials, these photographs
are not “evidence of contamination.”641 The photograph on the right-hand side, dated October 2010, shows a
small amount of overburden on top of sound rock and the photograph on the left-hand side, a still from a
video dated 16 November 2011, depicts a trivial amount of mud in the primary crusher hopper. The
extremely insignificant nature of these materials is evidenced by the size of the PLE Stockpile in October
2010 depicted on the left-hand side in the figure below and the amount of sound basalt being crushed at the
time depicted on the right-hand side in the figure below:642

Figure 8 - Excerpts from Annexes B and C of M. Baz’s second witness statements

dated 08 October 2010 (left side) and November 2011 (right side)

243. ACP presented its theory of contamination to the DAB, but the DAB did not even entertain it. As
described above, the DAB, who visited the Site on several occasions since the start of the Project and
observed the issues that GUPC encountered first-hand, did not mention contamination in any of its site
reports. Neither did the DAB mention contamination in its decision on Referral 11 even after ACP raised its
defense in its submissions and at the hearing, finding instead, that the basalt degraded – nor did Mr. Smith’s
dissenting opinion refer to ACP’s contrived contamination theory.643
*

*

*

244. In sum, ACP’s contamination theory cannot explain the issues encountered by GUPC and is not supported
by the evidence. ACP’s case rests on a handful of photographs and videos, many of which concern two
specific days and all of which have been interpreted by ACP’s witnesses and experts with the benefit of
hindsight and with full knowledge of ACP’s position in this arbitration. ACP conducted no
contemporaneous testing evidencing the nature of the materials in the PLE Stockpile, and has presented no
evidence of any serious complaints prior to the issuance of GUPC’s Notice of Claim in February 2011. As
ACP has failed to discharge its burden of proof, the Tribunal should dismiss its contamination defense.
(b) GUPC’s scientific evidence confirms and explains that PLE, Aguadulce and Cocoli
Basalt degraded rapidly
245. As explained above, the evidence shows that the issues encountered by GUPC with the PLE, Aguadulce and
Cocoli Basalt (collectively “Pacific Site Basalt”) were caused by the basalt’s rapid degradation or, to use
ACP’s consultant CPP’s contemporaneous words “decomposition” or, as the DAB said, by the basalt
“decompos[ing], eventually degenerating into a brown, heavily decomposed ‘muddy’ material.”644 Rapid
degradation is degradation, that is, “destructive changes[,] that occur[] over weeks and months, not decades”
641
642
643
644

{Day5/4:11}, [4:11]; [5:12-16] (Baz Direct).
{C-WS-26.AnnC/20}, Baz II, Annex C, p. 20. {C-WS-26.AnnB/11}, Baz II, Annex B, p. 11;
{C-0246/43}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 43 [p. 40], ¶ 123.
{SOC/98}, p. 98 [pp. 82, 252, 278], ¶¶ 294, 829, 910; {SOR/204}, p. 204 [Ch. 3, pp. 105-106; 130-154], ¶¶ 414-416, ¶¶
492-556; {R-0564/65}, CPP Task Order 16, dated 4 Jul 2011, p. 65 [p. iv]; {C-0246/43}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11,
dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 43 [p. 40], ¶ 123.
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– a rare, yet known phenomenon.645 In this arbitration, ACP’s defence on this particular point has evolved.
First, ACP sought to argue that the basalt’s rapid degradation did not exist as a geological phenomenon.646
Then, when faced with compeling evidence to the contrary, ACP sought to deny that it can occur in sound
basalt in Panama.647 Second, ACP sought to argue that rapid degradation could not and did not occur on the
Project by pointing at examples of rocks that did not degrade.648 These defences have no basis. Scientificlevel research by GUPC’s experts explains that the Pacific Site Basalt’s rapid degradation did in fact happen
and was attributable to the presence of five cumulative factors.649
246. ACP’s evolving position regarding the Pacific Site Basalt’s rapid degradation. At first, ACP rejected, in
its SoD, the existence of rapid degradation as a geological phenomenon altogether and stated that “[t]he
suggestion that it can take place as a matter of weeks [rather than decades] is absurd, and incorrect as a
matter of basic geology”.650 ACP’s expert Mr Kuper thus argued in his first report that “[d]egradation can
result from a surface weathering process occurring over geologic time (hundreds of thousands to millions of
years)”, but “[b]asalt does not degrade in the manner described by the Contractor…” while ACP’s other
expert Dr Rothstein presented rapid degradation as a mere “theory” or “model”.651
247. In their second reports and at the Hearing, however, faced with numerous scientific papers describing the
occurrence of rapid degradation of sound basalt in various parts of the world, some of which ACP’s experts
referred to in their own reports,652 ACP and its experts had to acknowledge that rapid degradation of basalt
(although rare) does exist. ACP’s experts therefore changed their approach and argued that rapid
degradation does not occur (i) in Panama, (ii) in sound basalt, and/or (iii) in a matter of weeks or months.653
These defences, for which ACP bears the burden of proof, are not supported and are in fact contradicted by
the evidence on record.
248. Rapid degradation in tropical areas like Panama. Several scientific articles have reported the observation
of rapid degradation in tropical areas, such as Fiji, Mauritius and Brazil, as Dr Rothstein acknowledged at the
Hearing.654 It is not disputed that Panama and the location of the Project in particular is in a tropical area, as
ACP reported itself in its GDR describing the occurrence of basalt which “turns very rapidly into clay
minerals when crushed and placed on site” at Sosa Hill.655
249. Rapid degradation in sound basalt. Numerous scientific articles on the record also describe the occurrence
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{C-P-0006/201}, p. 201 [p. 200]; {SOR/204}, p. 204 [Ch. 3, p. 105], ¶ 413; {C-P-0008/10}, p. 10; {Day7/171:2},
[171:2-3]; [172:18-20] (Shilston Pres.); {C-EX-26/479}, Shilston II, p. 479 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-94, 6-144-6-150], ¶ 399,
¶¶ 609-637; {C-EX-27/89}, Suárez-García I, p. 89 [pp. 84-89], ¶¶ 242-248.
{SOD/353}, p. 353 [pp. 174-175], ¶¶ 10.4-10.5; {R-EX-11/101}, Kuper I, p. 101 [pp. 98-122], ¶¶ 12.1-12.46; {R-EX17/69}, Rothstein I, p. 69 [pp. 66-97], ¶¶ 157-210.
{SOD/353}, p. 353 [pp. 174-200], ¶¶ 10.1-10.65; {Rejoinder/231}, p. 231 [Ch. 3, pp. 107-139], ¶¶ 6.1-6.139; {R-EX25/47}, Kuper II, p. 47 [pp. 45-72], ¶¶ 6.1-6.68; {R-EX-30/31}, Rothstein II, p. 31 [pp. 29-44], ¶¶ 5.1-5.42.
{Rejoinder/239}, p. 239 [Ch. 3, pp. 115-136], Sec. 6(d).
{SOR/237}, p. 237 [Ch. 3.C.2, pp. 138-139], ¶¶ 514-517; {C-EX-26/545}, Shilston II, p. 545 [Ch. 6, p. 6-159-6-160],
Sec. 6.7.4; {C-EX-27/23}, Suárez-García I, p. 23 [p. 18], ¶ 67.
{SOD/354}, p. 354 [Ch. 5, pp. 174-175, 177], ¶¶ 10.4-10.5, 10.14.
{R-EX-11/10}, Kuper I, p. 10 [pp. 7, 14-15], ¶¶ 5.6, 7.5; {R-P-0004/4}, Rothstein Pres., dated 31 Jan 2019, p. 4;
{Day9/4:7}, [4:7-10] (Rothstein Pres.); {Day9/8}, p. 8 [28:19-22] (Rothstein cross); {R-EX-17/69}, Rothstein I, p. 69
[pp. 66, 78, 81-82], ¶¶ 158, 179, 185; {R-EX-30/4}, Rothstein II, p. 4 [p. 2], ¶ 2.3.
See, e.g., {R-EX-30/32}, Rothstein II, p. 32 [pp. 30-31], ¶¶ 5.4-5.5 referring to {Shilston(II)-166}; {Shilston(II)-171};
{Shilston(II)-205}; {R-1476}; and {R-EX-25/48}, Kuper II, p. 48 [pp. 46, 48, 51-53], ¶¶ 6.4, 6.10, 6.19-6.24, referring
to {Shilston(II)-165}; {Shilston(II)-166}; {Shilston(II)-171}.
Agreeing that rapid degradation exists: {Day9/28:19}, [28:19-36:24] (Rothstein cross), {Day9/181:21}, [181:21-183:1];
[188:7-192:12] (Kuper cross); but disputing the existence of rapid degradation in Panama: {Day9/5:7}, [5:7-15]; [8:1721] (Rothstein Pres.); {Day9/182:20}, [182:20-184:12] (Kuper Cross). See also {Rejoinder/232}, p. 232, [Ch. 3, pp.
108-110], ¶¶ 6.8-6.15; {R-EX-30/34}, Rothstein II, p. 34 [p. 32], ¶ 5.10; {R-EX-25/50}, Kuper II, p. 50 [p. 48-49], ¶
6.12.
{Day9/45:7}, [45:7-46:1] (Rothstein Cross); {C-1853/2}, p. 2; {Shilston(II)-171/1}, p. 1 [p. 161].
{Day9/8:17}, [8:17-18] (Rothstein Pres.). On Sosa Hill: {C-0685/23}, GDR (Final Version) dated May 2008, p. 23;
{SOC/106}, p. 106 [p. 90]; {Day6/50:6}, [50:6-11] (Irving Cross).
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of rapid degradation in sound basalt.656 ACP’s Mr Kuper relied on some of these articles in his reports, yet
suggested at the Hearing that rapid degradation cannot occur in sound basalt, revealing the inconsistency in
his position.657 ACP’s Dr Rothstein acknowledged at the Hearing that at least some of the scientific
literature did report the occurrence of rapid degradation in basalt that appeared to be “unalterable and
resistant”.658 ACP’s GDR also indicated that rapid degradation occurred in sound basalt at Sosa Hill.659
250. Rapid degradation in a matter of weeks-months. The scientific literature on the record also confirms that
basalt can degrade in a matter of week or months.660 In Brazil, “unalterable and resistant” basalt has been
reported to have degraded “in a few weeks”, and freshly removed basalt observed in the field was also seen
to have reduced to minute particles in “some weeks or a maximum of few months”.661 Similarly, stockpiled
basalt was observed in the U.S. to have degraded in a matter of “several months to a year”.662 At the
Hearing, ACP’s experts did not contest the findings reported in the scientific literature. Rapid degradation of
sound basalt is a real (though rare) phenomemon, not a myth, theory or model as suggested by ACP and its
experts.
251. Scientific research and testing by GUPC’s experts. To rebut ACP’s contention that rapid degradation
does not exist and did not occur on the Project (despite the overwhelming evidence as to the contrary),
GUPC’s experts carried out a comprehensive testing program – which went well beyond any work that
could be done at tender stage by a tenderer – to investigate the underlying reasons for the Pacific Site
Basalt’s rapid degradation. In addition to the tests discussed above which were aimed at studying the
degradation potential of a rock, Profs Suárez and García carried out a suite of additional scientific tests, such
as chemical analysis, optical mineralogy, and scanning electron microscopy.663 At the Hearing, they
confirmed that the extent of their testing exceeded the amount required for publishing scientific findings in
any reputed journal.664 In parallel, as explained above, Mr Shilston carried out a detailed review of the
available scientific literature, reviewed and analyzed numerous other tests carried out either at his or GUPC’s
request, as well as Profs Suárez and García’s tests and analysis.665 In all, GUPC’s experts tested several
hundred samples of Pacific Site Basalt (PLE, Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt), other Panamanian basalt (Cerro
Escobar; Sosa Hill basalt) and other basalt or rock for comparison (Clee Hill basalt in the UK; Ontario rock
in Canada).666 Importantly, the results of these tests were not contested by ACP or its experts.
252. Five cumulative factors for the occurrence of rapid degradation – all present in the Pacific Site Basalt.
Based on their scientific research, GUPC’s experts have identified five factors that must be present
cumulatively for rapid degradation to occur: (i) presence of expansive clays (like smectites); (ii) textural
accessibility of the expansive clay in the basalt to water; (iii) mechanical state of the basalt (by blasting,
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{C-1853/2}, p. 2; {C-1848/5}, p. 5 [pp. 701, 703-704]; {C-1849/1}, p. 1 [p. 8]; {C-1850/8}, p. 8; {C-1852/1}, p.1
[p. 412]; {Shilston(II)-166/21}, p. 21 [p. 13]; {Shilston(II)-171/1}, p. 1 [p. 161]; {Shilston(II)-205/1}, p. 1 [p. 287]; {CEX-26/539}, Shilston II, p. 539 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-144-6-150], Sec. 6.7.1.
{R-EX-25/48}, Kuper II, p. 48 [pp. 46, 48, 51-53], ¶¶ 6.4, 6.10, 6.19-6.24 referring to {Shilston(II)-165};
{Shilston(II)-166}; {Shilston(II)-171}; {Day9/188:7}, [188:7-192:12] (Kuper cross).
{Day9/34:20}, [34:20-36:5] (Rothstein Cross).
{C-0685/23}, p. 23, Sec. 2.3.2; {C-P-0008/10}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 10 [pp. 10, 20]. While Mr Kuper and
Dr Rothstein have contended that Sosa Hill was “geologically different from the PLE”, and that the texture on its
fracture faces was indicative of “highly weathered basalt”, they said so based solely on one picture, from one location
within Sosa Hill, hidden by trees ({Day9/139:2}, [139:2-15] (Kuper Pres.); {R-EX-25/69}, Kuper II, p. 69 [p. 67], Fig.
17; {Day9/5:12}, [5:12-13] (Rothstein Pres.)). They have not even run tests to validate their position, although Mr
Kuper admitted that he had collected samples of Sosa Hill basalt ({Day9/202:16}, [202:16-2013:6-] (Kuper Cross)).
{C-1848};{C-1849};{C-1853};{Shilston(II)-171}.
{C-1853/2}. p. 2; {C-1850/8}, p. 8 [p. 90].
{Shilston(II)-171/2}, p. 2 [p. 162]; {Shilston(II)-166/21}, p. 21 [p. 13]. See also {Shilston(II)-165/74}, p. 74 [p. 152].
{C-EX-27/38}, Suárez-García I, Sec. V.A, C-D, p. 38 [pp. 33-38, 44-70].
{Day7/82:5}, [82:5-8] (Suárez-García Pres.).
{C-EX-26/484}, Shilston II, p. 484 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-98-6-108, 6-110-6-112], ¶¶ 416-446, 460-469.
{C-EX-27/11}, Suárez-García I, p. 11 [p. 6], ¶¶ 20-27 (Reply, Ch. IV, App. 1: chain of custody for samples collected
by or for GUPC, in part at Profs Suárez and García’s request; and {C-EX-26.AppD}, chain of custody for samples
collected by Mr Shilston).
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excavation, transportation, and crushing); (iv) water; and (v) time (in particular during stockpiling).667
ACP’s experts Mr Kuper and Dr Rothstein do not dispute this analysis and the relevance of these factors.668
At the Hearing, Mr Shilston presented a table listing all tests made (petrography, X-ray diffraction, glycol
test) and indicating which one of these five factors each test investigated.669 Some of the five cumulative
factors necessary for rapid degradation to occur are intrinsic to the rock (presence of smectites, textural
accessibility), while others are extrinsic to it (mechanical forces, water, and time). GUPC’s experts have
established that smectites and textural accessibility were present in all the Pacific Site Basalt (PLE,
Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt) without exception.670 ACP’s experts have not meaningfully engaged with the
conclusions presented by GUPC’s experts. In fact, ACP’s experts have admitted that they do not possess the
same expertise as Profs Suárez and García.671
253. Effect of rapid degradation on the PLE Stockpile and the crushing of the PLE, Aguadulce and Cocoli
Basalt. As explained by Mr Shilston, the Pacific Site Basalt rapidly degraded before, during and after
crushing. The longer the basalt was stockpiled, the more it degraded and the more sticky material it released,
as the smectites swelled in the basalt and exerted pressure on the basalt from the inside. This is what
happened with the basalt in the PLE Stockpile, and to a lesser extent with the dead cones in the intermediary
and final aggregate cones in the crushing plants.672 The PLE Basalt in the PLE Stockpile was therefore
entirely unsuitable as crushing plant feedstock.
254. Further, the Pacific Site Basalt was subjected to strong mechanical forces on Site: it was first blasted and
excavated, then transported to the crushing plants, before being crushed in the plants. These external forces,
which altered the basalt’s mechanical state, together with the internal pressure of the clays swelling in the
basalt due the added water, further weakened the Pacific Site Basalt, which then broke to produce numerous
fines, in particular when crushed to smaller pieces. The freshly excavated Pacific Site Basalt (i.e., PLE,
Aguadulce and Cocoli Basalt) produced enormous and inordinate amounts of fines and sticky material (due
to the clays released), even though it had not been stockpiled before being processed in the crushing
plants.673 This explains why GUPC could therefore only produce the industrial quantities of compliant
aggregates required by implementing substantial changes to the PAC and ATL crushing plants, which were
aimed at extracting the fine / sticky material from the aggregate flow: 674

667

668
669
670
671

672

673

674

{Day7/172:4}, [172:4-17] (Shilston Pres.); {C-EX-26/538}, Shilston II, p. 538 [Ch. 6, p. 6-152], ¶ 649; {C-EX-27/23},
Suárez-García I, p. 23 [p. 18], ¶ 68. See also {C-P-0008/9}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 9.
{Day9/191:9}, [191:9-192:10] (Kuper Cross); {Day9/38:17}, [38:17-41:1]; [42:9-13] (Rothstein Cross).
{C-P-0008/51}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 51.
{C-EX-27/17}, Suárez-García I, p. 17 [pp. 12-13, 18, 41, 84], ¶¶ 47, 51-52, 67, 153, 238-241.
{Day9/191:13}, [191:13-14] (Kuper Cross); {Day9/69:21}, [69:21-23] (Rothstein Cross). The only attempt at
discrediting the Professors’ conclusions is by suggesting that, contrary to their findings, Cerro Escobar basalt contains
smectites, based on concurrent XRD testing carried out by Dr Bish, a mineralogist, at Dr Rothstein’s request
({Day9/14:3}, [14:3-6] (Rothstein Pres.); [67:11-13] (Rothstein Cross)). However, it became clear at the Hearing that
Dr Bish’s XRD analysis falls well short of industry standards and is therefore inconclusive and unreliable
({Day7/110:21}, [110:21-113:9] (Suárez and García Pres.); {Day9/71:20}, [71:20-72:12] (Rothstein Cross), where Dr
Rothstein admitted that “he had no opinion” and “did not know” whether Dr Bish had followed the appropriate industry
standards while performing these tests).
{Day7/172:1}, [172:1-3] (Shilston Pres. on CAP); {C-P-0008/76}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 76 [pp. 76-78]; {C-D0005/4}, Claimants' Crushing Plant Demonstrative - 03D Blockages, p. 4 [pp. 4-5]; {C-EX-26/543}, Shilston II, p. 543
[Ch. 6, pp. 6-157-6-159]; {C-EX-27/92}, Suárez-García I, p. 92 [pp. 87-89], ¶¶ 245-248.
{C-P-0008/77}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 77 [pp. 77, 81]; {C-EX-26/543}, Shilston II, p. 543 [Ch. 6, pp. 6-157-6-158],
Fig. 6-36, 6-37; {C-EX-27/93}, Suárez-García I, p. 93 [pp. 88-89], ¶¶ 246-248.
{C-P-0008/75}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 75 (PLE Stockpile), p. 77 (crushing plant).
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Figure 9 - Rapid degradation in the PLE stockpile

Figure 10 - Rapid degradation in the Crushing Plant

255. ACP’s misleading and wrong physical evidence allegedly showing the purported absence of rapid
degradation in Panama. In its Rejoinder and at the Hearing, ACP made a last ditch attempt at rebutting
GUPC’s overwhelming evidence of rapid degradation of the Pacific Site Basalt by pointing at examples of
rocks that have allegedly not degraded. These examples are irrelevant and ACP’s physical evidence
purportedly showing that rapid degradation was absent from the Project must therefore be disregarded.
Indeed, as Mr Shilston explained at the Hearing, in each example referred to by ACP, one or more of the five
cumulative factors that are necessary for the occurrence of rapid degradation are completely absent:
 Quarry faces and riprap: they showed signs of oxidation (discoloration), which does not exclude that
small pieces of basalt degraded; in any case, the quarry faces were not blasted, stockpiled or crushed and
the riprap material was not crushed and included mainly large rock pieces;
 Borehole cores: they were kept in the dry and water had not penetrated the rock (no cycles of wetting and
drying);
 Haul roads: the roads were constructed and maintained using materials from various sources;
 Filter sand: the environment (ambient conditions) in the dam differs from that in the crushing plant and
product cones as there is no cyclic and repeated change in the hydration state, and most of the sand used
for the filters is imported rather than manufactured from Site basalt; and
 Concrete cylinders investigated by Dr Rothstein: the petrographic analyses are incomplete and Dr
Rothstein’s evidence does not support his conclusions; in any event, the concrete aggregates had not had
the time to degrade before being encapsulated in the concrete, which prevented the occurrence of wetting
and drying cycles.675
256. Mr Irving’s irrelevant experiments. The unique experiment that ACP’s experts have analyzed and relied
on, allegedly showing absence of degradation, was carried out in 2017 (years after the contemporaneous
events) by ACP’s own employee and witness, Mr Irving.676 However, there are a number of methodological
problems with his experiments, which do not disprove the Pacific Site Basalt’s rapid degradation. With the
SoD, Mr Irving exposed to the elements large, uncrushed basalt pieces coming from one location in
Aguadulce Quarry and conducted a physical inspection recorded by ACP.677 This exercise does not explain
why the smaller pieces of basalt degraded rapidly in the PLE Stockpile or during the crushing process.678
While Mr Irving exposed crushed basalt pieces from the same location to the elements, he chose not to
conduct a physical inspection or to make a video of these samples.679 In fact, the results of tests carried out
by an external, independent laboratory confirmed that the Aguadulce Basalt degraded rapidly, even more so
after it had been exposed to the elements for some time.680 In his second report, Mr Shilston noted that a
675
676
677
678
679
680

{C-P-0008/45}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 45; {Day7/190:12}, [190:12-191:14] (Shilston Pres.).
{R-P-0003/153}, ACP's Opening on CAP, p. 153 [pp. 153-157].
{R-WS-12/44}, Irving I, p. 44 [pp. 41-45, 49], ¶¶ 163, 167, 171-172; {R-1013}.
{C-P-0006/206}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 206 [p. 205].
{R-WS-12/44}, Irving I, p. 44 [pp. 41, 46], ¶¶ 163, 169.
See above ¶ 119 and {R-1011}; {R-1012}; {Day7/204}, p. 204 [204:8-205:10] (Shilston Pres. on CAP), {C-EX-26/522},
Shilston II, p. 522 [Ch. 6, p. 6-136], ¶ 579.
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physical inspection and video of these crushed samples would have been more informative, notably to
compare their behavior with that of the large uncrushed samples.681
257. In response to Mr Shilston’s criticism, Mr Irving conducted a new experiment with crushed rock pieces.
However, instead of using samples coming from a known location relevant to the claims in this arbitration,
Mr Irving picked rocks coming from undetermined locations, none of which can confidently be said to be
Pacific Site Basalt.682 Mr Irving also moved the samples in the middle of the experiment (which is “[v]ery
unusual” and not proper methodology because this can result in loss of material683) and did not document
this move so that there is no way to ensure or verify that material was not lost.684 Moreover, Mr Irving
allegedly carried out a physical inspection of the crushed, exposed samples, but inexplicably chose not to
videotape this inspection or not to produce such video.685 Instead, he produced a video of himself
hammering away at large, uncrushed pieces of rocks.686 This shows nothing to the Tribunal concerning the
occurrence of rapid degradation during the Project, in particular when crushing fine aggregates. Finally, this
time, Mr Irving did not send the crushed samples to an external, independent laboratory, but carried out inhouse sieve analyses, at ACP’s own laboratory.687 As Mr Shilston explained at the Hearing, ACP’s
purported gradation tests did not comply with the relevant ASTM standards and were in error as they
generated incoherent results.688 Rather than considering these issues critically, ACP’s Mr Kuper endorsed
Mr Irving’s results at the Hearing, further attesting to his lack of credibility.689 Mr Irving’s experiments, on
which ACP relied heavily at the Hearing, are misleading and methodologically flawed and cannot be relied
upon by the Tribunal.
258. To conclude, ACP’s two-fold defence that rapid degradation does not occur in sound Panamanian basalt
should be rejected in its entirety. The evidence on the record proves that the Pacific Site Basalt degraded
rapidly when exposed to ambient conditions, contrary to ACP’s statements in its RFQ/RFP documents that
the PLE Basalt was “very good”, “durable” and “improbable [to be] affected by air, humidity, or other
geochemical changes”.690
GUPC’s design of the crushing plants was appropriate and did not cause the production of
excessive fines
259. The Parties agree that GUPC encountered major difficulties when processing the PLE (and later Aguadulce
and Cocoli) Basalt for the production of concrete aggregates. The evidence shows, and both Parties’
crushing plant experts confirm, that these problems were not caused by the design of the crushing plants or
the production process.
(a) GUPC’s crushing plant design, which ACP’s experts generally agree with, did not
cause excessive fines
260. GUPC’s design of the crushing plants, which had been put together and implemented by a team of highly
qualified and experienced personnel, was fully appropriate. GUPC’s expert Mr Gold repeatedly confirmed
this, and the world-leading supplier of the crushing plant equipment, Terex-Cedarapids, had no criticisms or
comments on the crushing plant design during or after the crushing plant tender process.691 ACP previously
tried to suggest (and it holds the burden of proof in this respect) that GUPC’s crushing plant design
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691

{C-EX-26/519}, Shilston II, p. 519 [Ch. 6, p. 6-133], ¶ 566.
{R-WS-24/29}, Irving II, p. 29 [pp. 26-31], ¶¶ 121, 128; {Day5/3:8}, [3:8-19] (Baz Direct).
{Day7/202:4}, [202:4-9] (Shilston Pres.).
{R-WS-24/34}, Irving II, p. 34 [p. 31], fn. 96; {Day6/89:1}, [89:1-11] (Irving Cross).
{R-WS-24/39}, Irving II, p. 39 [p. 36], ¶ 135; {Day6/92:2}, [92:2-3] (Irving Cross).
{R-WS-24/32}, Irving II, p. 32 [pp. 29-30], ¶¶ 123-124; {R-1327}.
{R-WS-24/34}, Irving II, p. 34 [p. 31], ¶¶ 129-131.
{C-P-0008/63}, Shilston Pres. on CAP, p. 63 [pp. 63-66].
{R-P-0005/15}, Kuper Pres., p. 15 [p. 15]; {Day9/138:8}, [138:8-11].
See references above in Sec. III.C.1(b).
{C-EX-7/27}, Gold I, p. 27 [pp. 27-81], Sec. 5; {C-EX-17/32}, Gold II, p. 32 [pp. 32-64], Sec. 5. See also {SOC/189},
p. 189 [Ch. 3, pp. 173-195], Sec. 5(c); p. 216 [p. 200], ¶¶ 686-687; {SOR/333}, p. 333 [Ch. 4, pp. 234-257], Sec. V.A.
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contributed to the generation of excess fines.692 This is incorrect, and ACP’s defence cannot succeed: both
crushing plant experts put forward by ACP confirmed in their reports and at the Hearing that they generally
agreed with GUPC’s design.693 In fact, ACP’s experts do not agree that any one of GUPC’s design
decisions (as validated by Terex-Cedarapids) was incorrect, thereby contradicting ACP’s position.
261. GUPC selected the appropriate crushers for the primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary stages, and
ACP’s experts Dr Dance and Mr Pauletto have confirmed this in their expert reports and at the Hearing.694
Dr Dance also indicated before the DAB and at the Hearing in this arbitration that the crushing was not a
source of excessive fines.695 As explained in the SOC and the SOR, GUPC’s design further included rod
mills as an additional optional crushing stage to process coarse sand particles in the sand treatment plant.696
ACP’s previous criticism that GUPC should have used vertical shaft impactors (“VSIs”) (not rod mills) has
faded away at the Hearing, as Dr Dance acknowledged that he had no particular criticisms on rod mills and
that using a VSI would just have been an alternative, but not a better option.697
262. With respect to screens, Mr Gold demonstrated at the Hearing (based on the crushing plant documentation
from the manufacturer Terex-Cedarapids) that the screens installed in GUPC’s crushing plants were
oversized by a minimum of 20% and up to 547%.698 ACP previously sought to argue that the screens were
undersized and overloaded, which allegedly contributed to the presence of excess fines in the crushing
process.699 However, this allegation is entirely incompatible with Dr Dance’s position that the screening was
not a source of excessive fines.700 The evidence of oversizing shown by Mr Gold illustrates how prudent,
and in fact conservative, GUPC was in sizing and selecting appropriate screens.
263. ACP’s claim that the screens were overloaded during the plant’s operations is equally flawed. In his expert
reports, Mr Gold explained that the results of his July 2015 testing program, in particular the feed into the
tertiary and quaternary crushers and the final product stockpiles, did not indicate any overloading of screens
or unnecessary recirculation.701 ACP’s Dr Dance argued that these very tests demonstrated the carryover of
fines in the feed to the crushers, supposedly indicating overloading of the screens. However, his analysis
could not withstand scrutiny: Dr Dance had to admit at the Hearing that his conclusions were based on an
incorrect understanding of the screen sizes.702 ACP also tried to rely on a few photographs, which it claimed
692
693

{SOD/278}, p. 278 [Ch. 5 pp. 99-104], ¶ 8.51-8.68; {Rejoinder/326}, p. 326 [Ch. 3, pp. 202-208], Sec. 8(c).
{Day10/100:24}, [100:24-101:2] (Pauletto Cross) (Confidential transcript); {R-EX-16/27}, Pauletto I, p. 27 [pp. 2543], ¶¶ 6.2, 6.36. Dr Dance indicated at the Hearing that if he did not comment on a particular design aspect, he did not
believe it caused a problem in the operation of the plant ({Day9/281:1}, [281:1-8] (Dance Cross)).

694

For the primary jaw crushers: during the Hearing, ACP’s expert Dr Dance indicated that these were a “natural selection for this
application”, and indeed both BTM and CANAL envisaged using the same. Mr Pauletto confirmed in his first report that jaw
crushers are typically used in the primary crushing circuit ({Day9/303:19}, [303:19-22] (Dance Cross); {C-0985/120}, BTM
Tender: Binder 6, dated 3 Mar 2009, p. 120 [p. 6C-105] (at point (b)); {C-1797/2}, CANAL's Pacific Plants Flow Diagrams, p.
2 [p. 1 of 5];{R-EX-16/28}, Pauletto I, p. 28 [p. 26], ¶ 6.5). For the secondary and tertiary cone crushers: Dr Dance
considered them appropriate, and BTM and CANAL also selected them ({Day9/304:6}, [304:6-18] (Dance Cross); {C0985/99}, BTM Tender: Binder 6, dated 3 Mar 2009, p. 99 [p. 6C-78]; {C-1797/2}, CANAL's Pacific Plants Flow Diagrams, p.
2 [p. 1 of 5]). For the quaternary rock-on-metal VSI crushers: both Mr Pauletto and Dr Dance approved of this solution ({REX-16/30}, Pauletto I, p. 30 [p. 28], ¶ 6.8; {R-EX-4/10}, Dance I, p. 10 [p. 11], ¶ 29).

695

{C-1801/16}, SRK Consulting’s DAB Referral 11 Presentation, dated 24 Sep 2014, p. 16 [p. 16]; {Day9/289:21},
[289:21-290:15; 304:9-18] (Dance Cross); {C-1803/9}, Supplemental RSOC Crushing and Processing of Basalt, p. 9
[pp. 3, 30].
{SOC/225}, p. 225 [Ch. 3, p. 225], ¶¶ 707; {SOR/346}, p. 346 [Ch. 4, pp. 247-248], ¶ 887-888; {C-EX-7/71}, Gold I, p.
71, ¶ 70 ; {C-EX-17/54}, Gold II, p. 54 [pp. 54-57], Sec. 5.4.4; {C-WS-27/24}, Buffa II, p. 24 [p. 21], ¶ 103; {C-WS46/14}, Versteele I, p. 14 [p. 10], ¶ 44.
{Day9/286:1}, [286:1-287:20], in particular [287:17-20] (Dance Cross).
{C-P-0009/28}, Gold Pres., p. 28; {Day8/95:21}, [95:21-96:3, 98:1-98:20] (Gold Pres.).
{SOD/279}, p. 279 [Ch. 5, p. 100], ¶ 8.55; {R-EX-4/11}, Dance I, p. 11 [p. 12], ¶¶ 34-35.
{C-1801/17}, SRK Consulting’s DAB Referral 11 Presentation, dated 24 Sep 2014, p. 17 [p. 17]; {Day9/293:19},
[293:19-24] (Dance Cross).
{C-EX-17/62}, Gold II, p. 62 [pp. 62-64], ¶¶ 137-145; {C-EX-7/101}, Gold I, p. 101 [pp. 101-102], ¶¶ 126-128.
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“[MR BOUCHARDIE]: “Mr Dance, do you see any 19mm screen on in flow sheet – on this flowchart? [DR DANCE]: No, I
don’t. But I see a cause for the screen should be feed nothing smaller than 30mm and not 19, which actually makes the
situation, I think, even worse. … Q: And the flowchart – have you checked the flowchart before making the point in your
report? Because the flowchart, once again, doesn’t have a screen to 19mm. A: Understood.” {Day9/302:10}, [302:10-303:14]
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showed screen overloading. Yet, these photographs do not prove ACP’s point, as became apparent at the
Hearing. One of the two pictures submitted by ACP is the very same one that Dr Dance used before the
DAB to explain that the screens did not generate additional fines, contradicting ACP’s position in this
arbitration.703 The other picture is from a dewatering screen in the multicyclones,704 which is completely
irrelevant as, by this stage, the sand has passed through the screens and the water is just being removed.
ACP also put on the record a third picture of a screen (included on the cover page of all of Dr Dance’s
reports), which Dr Dance himself admitted during the Hearing shows a screen that is not at all overloaded.705
Therefore, there is no evidence that the screens within the crushing plants were overloaded, let alone to the
point of causing the excess fines experienced by GUPC.
264. With respect to other pieces of equipment, the evidence shows that GUPC made the correct design decisions.
Dr Dance confirmed that the grizzly feeders installed before the primary jaw crushers were a “very normal
installation”706 and that the hydro-separators installed in the sand treatment plant “ha[d] been used
successfully”.707 He also did not criticize the concept of using water treatment plants, and stated at the
Hearing that this is a “pretty common decision” if the plant is not run in open circuit.708 As indicated at the
Hearing, GUPC could not run the water treatment plant in open circuit due to the strict environmental
regulations in operation.709
265. ACP’s experts have therefore failed to identify any tangible deficiency in GUPC’s crushing plant design, and
their testimony confirms that they in fact generally agree with GUPC’s crushing plant design, as summarized
in the table below:
GUPC design

ACP’s experts comments

Overall design

Mr Pauletto agrees with many of GUPC’s design
decisions.710
Dr Dance confirmed that if he did not express an opinion
on a particular design decision in his expert reports, this
meant that he does not believe the design decision
caused a problem in the operation of the plant.711

Use of cone crushers, not
horizontal
shaft
impactors
(“HSIs”), at the secondary and
tertiary stages

In his expert reports, Dr Dance explained that cone
crushers cannot apply enough specific energy to
generate fine particles in significant quantities and are
very ineffective in generating -75µm particles.712 Cone
crushers cannot therefore be a source of excess fines. At
the Hearing, Dr Dance confirmed that GUPC’s decision
to use cone crushers was appropriate.713

(Dance Cross).
703

704

{Day9/291:16}, [291:16-297:6] (Dance Cross); {R-0706}, SRK Consulting, A. Dance, “ACP Aggregate Plant Crushing
Review”; {C-1801/17}, SRK Consulting’s DAB Referral 11 Presentation, dated 24 Sep 2014, p. 17 [p. 17].
{R-EX-4/12}, Dance I, p. 12 [p. 13], Figure 4-4, picture on the right.

705

{Day9/296:19}, [296:19-297:6] (Dance Cross); {R-EX-4/1}, Dance I, p. 1, cover page; {R-EX-18/1}, Dance II, p. 1 [pp. 1, 613, 21], cover page; {R-0706}, SRK Consulting, A. Dance, “ACP Aggregate Plant Crushing Review”; {C-1801/17}, SRK
Consulting’s DAB Referral 11 Presentation, dated 24 Sep 2014, p. 17 [p. 17].

706

{Day9/278:7}, [278:7-18] (Dance Cross).
{Day9/278:19}, [278:19-279:2] (Dance Cross).
{Day9/280:9}, [280:9-15] (Dance Cross).
{Day10/105:5}, [105:5-108:16] (Pauletto Cross) (Confidential Transcript); {C-1593/5}, RFP Amend. 19, ER Section 01
57 19 - Temporary Environmental Controls, dated 27 Nov 2008, p. 5 [p. 5], Sec. 1.04B, and p. 8 [p. 8], Sec. 1.06.
{R-EX-16/27}, Pauletto I, p. 27 [pp. 25, 43], ¶¶ 6.2, 6.36; {Day10/100:23}, [100:23-101:2] (Pauletto Cross)
(Confidential Transcript).
{Day9/281:1}, [281:1-8] (Dance Cross).
{R-EX-4/10}, Dance I, p. 10 [p. 11], ¶ 28.
{Day9/304:6}, [304:6-22] (Dance Cross); {R-EX-4/10}, Dance I, p. 10, ¶ 28.
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GUPC design

ACP’s experts comments

Use of rock-on-steel quaternary At the Hearing, Dr Dance confirmed that GUPC
crushers
correctly used rock-on-steel VSIs.714
Use of rod mills

Dr Dance explained that he has not seen any evidence
that the rod mills were a significant contributor to the
overall fines generation. He also confirmed during the
Hearing that he had no particular criticisms of rod mills,
and that using a vertical shaft impactor (“VSI”) was just
an alternative option.715

Capacity of the screens

Dr Dance explained in his reports that he does not
suggest the screens were continuously overloaded, and
he agreed that the photographs provided on the front
page of his reports show a screen that is not overloaded.
In his presentation before the DAB, Dr Dance concluded
that screening was not a source of excessive fines.716

Use of hydro-separators rather At the Hearing, Dr Dance confirmed that the hydrothan classifying tanks in sand separators were used successfully, and that he has no
treatment plants
criticism about that design choice in his expert
reports.717
Use of water treatment plants to At the Hearing, Dr Dance confirmed that water
process waste
treatment plants are a common design decision, if a plant
is not going to be run in open circuit.718
266. In light of the evidence and both Parties’ expert opinions, GUPC’s crushing plants were appropriately
designed and state-of-the-art, and did not cause, or even contribute to, the excess fines encountered in the
crushing process.
(b) GUPC operated the crushing plants appropriately
267. Neither ACP nor its experts have raised any criticisms of the way GUPC operated the Project’s crushing
plants, either in their written submissions or at the Hearing. Dr Dance visited the crushing plant several
times, and observed the fully modified Pacific crushing plant in operation (along with the DAB) with no
criticisms,719 and Mr Pauletto never even visited the plants. Having visited the Pacific crushing plant twice
in 2015 and analyzed in detail the available records and his own 2015 testing (both of which Dr Dance
considered as “consistent” and reliable data, representative of the crushing operations720), GUPC’s Mr Gold
confirmed “the plant was operating in a manner that’s consistent with what a competent aggregate producer
would do and according to prudent industry practices.”721 He also indicated having seen no “evidence of
714
715
716
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718
719
720
721

{Day9/304:23}, [304:23-305:13] (Dance Cross); {R-EX-4/10}, Dance I, p. 10, [p. 11] ¶ 29.
{Day9/286:1}, [286:1-287:20] (Dance Cross); {R-EX-4/11}, Dance I, p. 11, [p. 12] ¶ 31.
{Day9/287:21}, [287:21-288:24] and [293:15-294:2] (Dance Cross); {R-EX-18/6}, Dance II, p. 6 [pp. 6-8, 21], ¶¶ 2731, 91-94; {R-0706}, SRK Consulting, A. Dance, “ACP Aggregate Plant Crushing Review”; {C-1801/17}, SRK
Consulting’s DAB Referral 11 Presentation, dated 24 Sep 2014, p. 17.
{Day9/278:1}, [278:1-24] (Dance Cross).
{Day9/279:17}, [279:17-280:14] (Dance Cross).
{Day9/263:16}, [263:16-266:4] (Dance Cross); {R-EX-4/2}, Dance I, p. 2 [p. 3] ¶¶ 3-5.
{Day9/244:21}, [244:21-245:3] (Dance Pres.).
“[MR GOLD]: based on the review and what I saw, when I was at site, the plant was operating in a manner that’s
consistent with what a competent aggregate producer would do and according to prudent industry practices. That’s
based on all of the plants that I’ve managed in the past, as well as ones I have visited since. I observed more plant
personnel actually in the plant to observe, report and clean the plant than I ever had the advantage of having at the plants
I operated.” {Day8/100:24}, [100:24-101:10] (Gold Pres.); {C-EX-17/65}, Gold II, p. 65 [pp. 65-72], Sec. 6; {C-EX-
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unneeded recirculation or poor practices that could have been the cause of the excessive waste
production.”722
268. The major problems that GUPC encountered with the production of concrete aggregates therefore did not
result from an incorrect operation of the crushing plants.
*

*

*

269. Contrary to ACP’s representation in its RFQ/RFP documents, the excavated PLE (and later the Aguadulce
and Cocoli) Basalt proved wholly unsuitable for concrete aggregate production. This had obvious and
adverse repercussions on the crushing operations, where huge amounts of fines and sticky material were
generated, obstructing crushing equipment and rendering the sand initially produced not compliant. As
demonstrated above, ACP’s attempt to argue that these issues resulted from the contamination of the PLE
stockpile or from the design and operation of the crushing plants is unsupported and in fact entirely
inconsistent with the evidence on the record in this arbitration. The Hearing proved that the issues
experienced by GUPC resulted from the rapid degradation of the Pacific Site Basalt when exposed to
ambient conditions, a phenomenon that was further excacerbated in the crushing process. Contrary to
ACP’s allegation, and as the DAB correctly found, the Contract did not allocate the risk of unsuitability of
the PLE Basalt as crushing plant feed to GUPC. Therefore, ACP’s defence fails in respect of all of GUPC’s
alternative causes of action. Pursuant to the Contract and Panamanian law, Claimant 1 is entitled to full
compensation by ACP for the very substantial changes it had to implement, and without which it would not
have been possible to complete the Project, as explained below in Section G.
G.

BECAUSE OF THE MAJOR PROBLEM IT FACED WHEN PRODUCING CONCRETE AGGREGATES, GUPC
HAD TO TAKE EXTENSIVE AND COSTLY MEASURES

270. The necessary changes to the Project. It is undisputed that, in light of the substantial issues encountered
when crushing the Pacific Site Basalt, GUPC was forced to make significant changes to the crushing plants
in order to produce the industrial volumes of aggregates required for the Project. These changes related to
the crushing plant equipment, and the source and quantities of basalt processed. This had a massive impact
on GUPC’s logistics and work program.723
271. The modifications to the crushing process were made according to Prudent Industry Practices. Mr
Gold, GUPC’s independent crushing plant expert, who has visited the crushing plants and reviewed GUPC’s
modifications to the crushing process in detail, concluded that “the modifications themselves were consistent
with prudent industry practice[s]”.724 ACP and its experts have not contested this.
272. The acceptance of the changes by ACP. ACP was kept fully aware of the problems encountered by
GUPC and the measures that were being implemented to remedy them, all of which was discussed regularly
at Project meetings of all levels.725 It is undisputed that during the Project, ACP never criticized, objected to
or complained about these changes.
GUPC had to make drastic and expensive changes to the PAC and ATL crushing plants
273. GUPC implemented extensive and costly modifications to the PAC and ATL crushing plants, which allowed
GUPC to operate the crushing plants efficiently and reach the concrete aggregate production targets required
to complete the Project. ACP’s crushing plant experts Dr Dance and Mr Pauletto have acknowledged the

722

723

724

725

7/103}, Gold I, p. 103 [pp. 103-104], Sec. 7.3; {C-P-0009/34}, Gold Pres., p. 34.
“[MR GOLD]: I didn’t see anything that would lead me to believe evidence of unneeded recirculation or poor practices
that could have been the cause of the excessive waste production.” {Day8/100:24}, [100:24-101:10] (Gold Pres.); {C-P0009/34}, Gold Pres., p. 34 [p. 34].
The disruption and consequences resulting from these substantial changes to the crushing process is not part of this
arbitration, but Claimants reserve the right to claim their entitlements in this regard in future arbitration proceedings.
{Day8/90:15}, [90:15-16; 107:10-12; 114:3-7] (Gold Pres.); {C-P-0009/48}, Gold Pres., p. 48; {C-EX-7/116}, Gold I,
p. 116, ¶ 163.
{Day5/50:7}, [50:7-15], [54:4-56:25] (Baz Cross). See also, by way of example, {C-0599}, GUPC’s RfV No. 56,
Section 31 23 00, dated 17 Feb 2011; {C-0587}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 4 May 2011; {C-0600},
Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 22 Jun 2011.
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positive impact of these modifications on the crushing plants’ efficiency and productivity, confirming the
appropriateness of GUPC’s decisions. GUPC is thus entitled to full compensation for these necessary
modifications to the crushing plants.
274. Temporary modifications to the crushing process. As explained in the SOC and SOR and in the
chronology above, the temporary modifications (illustrated in C-D-0006726 and the CAP-3 timeline)
implemented in the crushing process enabled the production of concrete aggregates (including ASTM C33
compliant sand) in industrial quantities, although not in the industrial quantities required for the completion
of the Project.727 ACP’s experts Dr Dance and Mr Pauletto have agreed that these temporary modifications
were necessary and appropriate to deal with the amount of fines and sticky material present in the crushing
process.728 Specifically, Dr Dance agreed at the Hearing that the initial recalibration of the crushing plants
was an appropriate initial measure.729 Both Dr Dance and Mr Pauletto also approved of the opening of the
cyclones in the sand treatment plant, a modification that according to them was correctly made and increased
the plants’ capacity.730 Finally, with respect to the temporary removal of 0-38mm material, at the Hearing
Mr Pauletto confirmed his position that scalping can relieve blockages and that this was an “appropriate
response” and a “good solution to get [the fines] out”.731 Therefore, it is undisputed that the temporary
modifications implemented by GUPC were appropriate in light of the extensive problems encountered.
275. Permanent modifications to the crushing process. The temporary modifications to the PAC and ATL
crushing plants were immediate, short-term solutions to the problems encountered by GUPC. GUPC
simultaneously designed and implemented more complex and extensive permanent modifications to the
crushing process, enabling GUPC to produce more efficiently concrete aggregates on the industrial scale
needed for the Project. The SOC, SOR, and Mr Gold’s reports describe these modifications in detail (also
illustrated in visual aid C-D-0002 and in the CAP-3 timeline).732 As with the temporary modifications, the
appropriateness of these permanent modifications is undisputed:
 At the Hearing, ACP’s Dr Dance confirmed that the installation of the primary washing line “appear[ed]
reasonable”.733
726
727

728

729

730

731

732

733

{C-D-0006}, GUPC's Crushing Plant Demonstrative – 03E Temporary Modifications.
{SOC/261}, p. 261 [Ch. 3, pp. 245-262], Sec. III.B.9; {SOR/368}, p. 368 [Ch. 4, pp. 269-280], Sec. V.B.2.(c); {C-WS14/65}, Baz I, p. 65 [pp. 58-63], ¶¶ 84-113; {C-WS-15/40}, Buffa I, p. 40 [pp. 36-37], ¶¶ 114-117; {C-WS-27/28},
Buffa II, p. 28 [p. 25], Sec. VI.A; {C-WS-21/32}, Zaffaroni II, p. 32 [pp. 28-29], ¶¶ 111-116; {C-WS-46/20},
Versteele I, p. 20 [pp. 16-19], Sec. VI.C; {C-EX-7/105}, Gold I, p. 105 [pp. 105-146], Sec. 8; {C-EX-17/75}, Gold II,
p. 75 [pp. 75-77], Sec. 7.2.
{R-EX-16/45}, Pauletto I, p. 45 [pp. 43-51], ¶¶ 6.37-6.62; {R-EX-4/22}, Dance I, p. 22 [pp. 23-26], ¶¶ 89-100; {REX-18/19}, Dance II, p. 19, ¶ 82.
{Day9/281:16}, [281:16-25] (Dance Cross). For details on the initial recalibration, see {SOD/286}, p. 286 [Ch. 5, p.
107], ¶ 8.75; {SOR/364}, p. 364 [Ch. 4, p. 265], ¶¶ 961-962.
{Day9/282:3}, [282:3-23] (Dance Cross); {Day10/110:18}, [110:18-111:4] (Pauletto Cross) (Confidential Transcript);
{R-EX-29/32}, Pauletto II, p. 32 [pp. 30-31], ¶ 5.20; {R-EX-16/47}, Pauletto I, p. 47 [pp. 45-46], ¶ 6.44. For details
on the opening of cyclones,{SOC/267}, p. 267 [Ch. 3, p. 251], ¶¶ 824-826; {SOR/894}, p. 894 [Ch. 4, pp. 259-260], ¶
972-976; {C-WS-14/69}, Baz I, p. 69 [pp. 62-63], ¶¶ 109-112; {C-WS-21/32}, Zaffaroni II, p. 32 [p. 28], ¶ 113; {CWS-15/41}, Buffa I, p. 41 [p. 37], ¶ 117.
{Day10/108:17}, [108:17-110:17], particularly [110:16-17] (Pauletto Cross) (Confidential Transcript); {R-EX-16/46},
Pauletto I, p. 46 [pp. 44-45], ¶ 6.41; {R-EX-29/31}, Pauletto II, p. 31 [p. 29], ¶ 5.15. For more details on the 0-38mm
removal, see {SOC/264}, p. 264 [Ch. 3, pp. 248-250], ¶ 811-821; {SOR/224}, p. 224, [Ch. 4, pp. 125-126, 265-268], ¶¶
483, 963-971; {C-WS-14/38}, Baz I, p. 38 [pp. 31, 60-61], ¶¶ 45, 97-100; {C-WS-26/18}, Baz II, p. 18 [pp. 14-18], ¶¶
52-65; {C-WS-21/32}, Zaffaroni II, p. 32 [p. 28], ¶ 112; {C-WS-15/40}, Buffa I, p. 40 [p. 36], ¶ 116; {C-1578}, Email
from A. Buffa to A. Betti, dated 31 Mar 2011; {C-0594}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 1 Aug 2012; {C1240}, Email from M. Baz to V. Garcia, dated 24 Feb 2011; {C-1241}.
{SOC/272}, p. 272 [Ch. 3, pp. 256-258], ¶ 842-850; {SOR/368}, p. 368 [Ch. 4, pp. 269-280], Sec. V.B.2(c); {C-WS14/74}, Baz I, p. 74 [pp. 67-80], Sec. VIII; {C-WS-15/41}, Buffa I, p. 41 [pp. 37-38], Sec. IV.H; {C-WS-27/28}, Buffa
II, p. 28 [pp. 25-29], Sec. VI; {C-WS-46/23}, Versteele I, p. 23 [pp. 19-23], Sec. VI.D; {C-WS-18/17}, Pelaez I, p. 17
[pp. 14-15], ¶ 39; {C-EX-7/105}, Gold I, p. 105 [pp. 105-146], Sec. 8; {C-EX-17/78}, Gold II, p. 78 [pp. 78-87], Sec.
7.3. See also,{C-D-0002}, GUPC's Crushing Plant Demonstrative.
This citation comes from Dr Dance’s first DAB report ({C-1803/28}, Supplemental RSOC Crushing and Processing of
Basalt, p. 28 [p. 21], ¶ 6.3). At the Hearing, Dr Dance confirmed that his opinion on the various crushing stages and
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 At the Hearing and in his reports, Mr Pauletto noted that he “generally agree[d] that if the Contractor was
not reaching the desired plant capacity then additional cones and/or VSI crushers c[ould] help remedy
this.”734 Dr Dance also admitted at the Hearing that the total monthly production of concrete aggregates
increased when this modification was implemented.735
 Neither Dr Dance nor Mr Pauletto criticize the air injection in the hydro-separators in their reports. As
Dr Dance clarified at the Hearing, if he did not express an opinion then the modification did not cause a
problem.736
 During the Hearing, Mr Pauletto confirmed once again that he agreed with the decision to install flatbottom cyclones in the sand treatment plant.737
 According to Mr Pauletto, the installation of multi-cyclones in the sand treatment plant improved the
overall efficiency of the crushing plants. Dr Dance similarly agreed that this was a positive measure.738
 Dr Dance confirmed that the impact of the rod mill conversion to process 5-19mm material was
“noticeable”, based on the production records.739
 Dr Dance indicated that the opening of New Disposal Site 2 on the PAC side and the addition of two
filter presses on the ATL side did not cause a problem in the plant operation.740
 During the Hearing, Dr Dance confirmed that GUPC’s decision to add coagulant in the PAC and ATL
water treatment plants caused no problem in the plant operation.741 This modification accelerated the
settlement of particles in the water, and enabled the water treatment plants to function properly,

734

735

736

737

738

739

740

741

modifications had not changed since the DAB – {Day9/259:25}, [259:25-260:8] (Dance Cross). For details on the
primary washing lines, see {C-WS-14/85}, Baz I, p. 85 [pp. 78-79], ¶ 157; {SOC/290}, p. 290 [Ch. 3, p. 274], ¶ 889.
{R-EX-16/50}, Pauletto I, p. 50 [p. 48], ¶ 6.51; {R-EX-29/35}, Pauletto II, p. 35 [p. 33], ¶ 5.30; {Day10/111:5},
[111:5-18] (Pauletto Cross) (Confidential Transcript). For details on the additional crushers intalled, see {SOC/288}, p.
288 [Ch. 3, p. 272], ¶ 883; {SOR/371}, p. 371 [Ch. 4, p. 272], ¶ 989; {C-WS-14/84}, Baz I, p. 84 [pp. 77-78], ¶ 154;
{C-WS-15/42}, Buffa I, p. 42 [p. 38], ¶ 125; {C-0594}.
{Day10/11:13}, [11:13-12:20] (Dance Cross) (Confidential Transcript); see also questions from the Tribunal at
{Day10/15:11}, [15:11-16:24] (Dance Tribunal Questions) on stoppages in production.
{Day9/281:1}, [281:1-8] (Dance Cross). For details on the air injection, see {SOC/277}, p. 277 [Ch. 3, pp. 261-262], ¶¶
851-856; {SOR/374}, p. 374 [Ch. 4, p. 275-276], ¶¶ 1005-1007.
{Day10/112:1}, [112:1-25] (Pauletto Cross) (Confidential Transcript). See also {R-EX-16/49}, Pauletto I, p. 49 [p.
47], ¶ 6.48; {R-EX-29/35}, Pauletto II, p. 35 [p. 33], ¶ 5.31. See also, with respect to flat-bottom cyclones: {SOC/274},
p. 274 [Ch. 3, pp. 258, 268], ¶¶ 848, 872; {SOR/372}, p. 372 [Ch. 4, pp. 273-247, 276], ¶¶ 996, 1008-1009; {C-WS14/81}, Baz I, p. 81 [p. 74], ¶ 144; {C-WS-46/25}, Versteele I, p. 25 [pp. 21-22], ¶ 103.
{Day10/113:1}, [113:1-18] (Pauletto Cross) (Confidential Transcript); {R-EX-16/49}, Pauletto I, p. 49 [p. 47], ¶ 6.49;
{R-EX-29/37}, Pauletto II, p. 37 [p. 35], ¶¶ 5.37-5.38; {R-EX-4/24}, Dance I, p. 24 [p. 25], ¶ 98. See also, with
respect to multi-cyclones: {SOC/267}, p. 267 [Ch. 3, pp. 251, 258, 270], ¶¶ 826, 848, 877; {C-WS-14/70}, Baz I, p. 70
[pp. 63, 75-76], ¶¶ 112, 147-149; {C-WS-15/42}, Buffa I, p. 42 [p. 38], ¶ 123; {C-0594}; {C-0612}.
{R-EX-18/19}, Dance II, p. 19, ¶ 82. See also, with respect to the re-processing of 5-19mm material in the rodmills,
{SOC/274}, p. 274 [Ch. 3, pp. 258, 271-272], ¶¶ 848, 879-882; {SOR/372}, p. 372 [Ch. 4, pp. 273, 277-278], ¶¶ 996,
1014-1018; {C-WS-14/84}, Baz I, p. 84 [p. 77], ¶ 152; {C-WS-15/42}, Buffa I, p. 42 [p. 38], ¶ 124.
{Day9/280:9}, [280:9-14, 282:19-284:25] (Dance Cross). See with respect to New Disposal Site 2, {SOC/274}, p. 274
[Ch. 3, pp. 258, 265], ¶¶ 849, 867; {SOR/379}, p. 379 [Ch. 4, p. 280], ¶ 1025; {C-WS-14/79}, Baz I, p. 79, ¶ 139; {CWS-15/41}, Buffa I, p. 41 [p. 37], ¶ 121; {C-0608}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 9 Nov 2011. See also
with respect to filter presses, {SOC/274}, p. 274 [Ch. 3, p. 258, 267], ¶¶ 849, 868; {SOR/379}, p. 379 [Ch. 4, p. 280], ¶
1025; {C-WS-14/39}, Baz I, p. 39 [pp. 32, 73], ¶¶ 51, 140; {C-WS-15/41}, Buffa I, p. 41 [p. 37], ¶ 121; {C-0574},
Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 30 May 2011; {C-0611}, Atlantic Construction Meeting Notes, dated 20 Jun
2011; {C-0612}.
Dr Dance confirmed at the Hearing that where he did not express an opinion in his expert reports, the decision did not
cause a problem in the plants’ operation - {Day9/281:1}, [281:1-8] (Dance Cross). In fact none of Dr Dance’s reports
discuss the addition of coagulants, as Dr Dance confirmed at the Hearing – {Day9/283:13}, [283:13-17] (Dance Cross).
For details on the use of coagulant, see {SOC/274}, p. 274 [Ch. 3, pp. 258, 262-264], ¶¶ 849, 857-863; {SOR/378}, p.
378 [Ch. 4, p. 279], ¶¶ 1020-1024; {C-WS-14/77}, Baz I, p. 77 [pp. 70-71], ¶¶ 135-136; {C-WS-21/32}, Zaffaroni II,
p. 32 [p. 28], ¶ 114; {C-WS-15/41}, Buffa I, p. 41 [p. 37], ¶ 120; {C-0606}; {C-0623}; {C-0624}; {C-0631}.
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“increasing productivity” and “[allowing] earlier portions of the plant to run more efficiently and produce
more, in this case, sand”, as Mr Gold also pointed out.742
 Finally, at the Hearing Mr Gold confirmed his conclusions that “the appropriate modifications were
made” according to Prudent Industry Practices, and “they were effective in maximising the amount of
productive sand – compliant sand on the project.”743
276. While ACP’s experts appear to disagree among themselves on the impact of some of the permanent
modifications to the crushing process, they do not agree that any one of these modifications was
inappropriate or caused the generation of excess fines. ACP’s experts have not identified any flaws in either
GUPC’s crushing plant design or modifications. This is not surprising, as GUPC’s personnel was highly
experienced and GUPC was working with one of the world-leading suppliers of this kind of equipment.
GUPC’s modifications to the crushing process and the crushing plants were fully appropriate to deal with the
issues encountered when crushing Pacific Site Basalt.
GUPC could not use the PLE Basalt and had to re-excavate basalt again (and in even larger
quantities) from Aguadulce Quarry as primary feedstock for concrete aggregate production
277. It is undisputed that GUPC had always intended, since its Tender, to use the sound Aguadulce Basalt, but (i)
from the 36th month only, after exhausting the stockpiled PLE Basalt, (ii) for uses other than concrete
aggregate production as the concrete works would have been mostly over and (iii) for limited quantities
only, to complement the quantities of sound PLE Basalt. It had always been clear to the Parties that the PLE
Basalt was going to be the Project’s primary source for concrete aggregates.744 Yet the excavated PLE
Basalt, in particular stockpiled, turned out to be unsuitable for the Project’s needs because of its intrinsic
properties. GUPC thus had to use other sources for the production of concrete aggregates and turned to the
basalt from Aguadulce Hill Quarry.745 Mr Gold repeatedly confirmed this was a logical and efficient
solution to the problem, particularly as GUPC “had no other choice”.746 By September – October 2011,
most of the PLE Basalt had been excavated, so GUPC could not feed fresh PLE Basalt into the crushing
plant; instead, GUPC fed fresh Aguadulce Basalt, which became the primary source.747 This is also
undisputed. This change of feed source (from PLE to Aguadulce Basalt) had enormous implications for the
Project, in particular in terms of logistics and costs (and, necessarily, time).
278. ACP sought to argue in its submissions and at the Hearing that the use of Aguadulce Basalt did not amount
to a change as GUPC had always planned to use Aguadulce Basalt and it had in fact started investigations
and work on Aguadulce Quarry at the end of 2010 – early 2011, before observing issues with the PLE
Basalt.748 ACP also argued that GUPC had realized in July 2010 that there would not be sufficient quantities
of sound PLE Basalt so that it would need basalt from other sources.749 Finally, ACP alleged that GUPC

742

743

744
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746

747

748

749

{Day8/107:7}, [107:7-9] (Gold Pres.); {C-P-0009/47}, Gold Pres., p. 47; {C-P-0009.App/24}, Appendix to Gold's Pres.,
p. 24.
{Day8/107:10}, [107:10-14] (Gold Pres.); {C-P-0009/48}, Gold Pres., p. 48; {C-P-0009.App/44}, Appendix to Gold's
Pres., p. 44 [pp. 44-51]; {C-EX-7/105}, Gold I, p. 105 [pp. 105-110], ¶¶ 136-141; {C-EX-17/87}, Gold II, p. 87 [pp.
87-88], ¶¶ 224-233.
{C-0597}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, dated Mar 2009; {C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [p. 64], n. 119; {C-WS-26/25},
Baz II, p. 25 [p. 21], ¶ 72; {C-WS-47/16}, Zaffaroni III, p. 16 [p. 13], ¶ 69; {C-WS-34/9}, Lampiano I, p. 9 [pp. 623], ¶ 30-50; {SOR/359}, p. 359 [Ch. 4, p. 260], ¶ 941.
{C-1221}, GUPC’s Work Procedure – Basalt Concrete Aggregate Characterization, dated 14 Aug 2012. See also
{SOR/358}, p. 358 [Ch. 4, pp. 259-262], ¶¶ 937-947; {Day5/50:16}, [50:16-51:11] (Baz Cross).
{C-EX-7/111}, Gold I, p. 111 [pp. 111-127], ¶¶ 145-167; {C-EX-17/80}, Gold II, p. 80 [p. 80], ¶ 185; {C-EX-10/50},
Hunter I, p. 50 [pp. 49-50], ¶¶ 5.110-5.115.
{C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [pp. 64-67], ¶¶ 114-123; {C-WS-26/21}, Baz II, p. 21 [pp. 17-22], ¶¶ 63-74; {C-WS47/16}, Zaffaroni III, p. 16 [pp. 13-14], ¶¶ 68-71.
{Day4/63:23}, [63:23-68:15], [65:22-66:11] (Zaffaroni’s Cross). See also, {Day3/161:19}, [161:19-162:18];
{SOD/287}, p. 287 [Ch. 5, pp. 108-110], ¶ 8.83-8.87; {Rejoinder/333}, p. 333 [Ch. 3, pp. 209-210, 212], ¶ 8.57-8.61,
8.72; {Day5/32:5}, [32:5-32:10], [48:16-49:2] (Baz Cross).
{Day4/55:22}, [55:22-56:1], [57:1-60:25], [62:13-64:1] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day5/33:1}, [33:1-14], [36:15-37:3], [51:122] (Baz Cross); {Day5/183:14}, [183:14-22] (Corbella Cross).
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turned to Aguadulce Basalt because the PLE excavations were slowing down.750 All of ACP’s arguments
are incorrect and misleading.
279. It is irrelevant that GUPC had always planned to use Aguadulce Basalt on the Project: the relevant point is
that, because the PLE Basalt could not be used, GUPC had to excavate substantially more basalt than it had
envisaged. The PLE Basalt had to be excavated anyway and be stockpiled before the Pacific Locks could be
built. Given that the PLE Basalt was unusable as crushing plant feedstock and that the production of
aggregates in the crushing plants produced excessive amounts of fines, GUPC had to excavate much more
sound basalt from Aguadulce Quarry than it had originally envisaged (an additional 5.8 million m3 as
GUPC’s Mr Hunter explained and ACP’s Mr Fuchs confirmed).751 GUPC therefore requested an expansion
of the Site limit to excavate Aguadulce Hill following the contour line of the hill at maximum tide level,
which ACP did not object to.752 As to GUPC’s investigations on the Aguadulce Quarry in late 2010 – early
2011, GUPC’s Mr Corbella and Ms Baz confirmed at the Hearing that they were part of a normal procedure
for the Project.753 And while according to GUPC’s tender plan, Aguadulce Basalt would have been used for
purposes other than concrete aggregate production, GUPC ended up having to use it for this very purpose.
In addition, the enormous quantities of Aguadulce Basalt excavated – much larger than anticipated – were
not even enough to cover the basalt needs of the Project, and GUPC had to excavate basalt from three other
quarries: Cocoli Hill (part of which had been envisaged at tender stage to complement PLE and Aguadulce
Basalt), Sucre Hill and No Name Hill (which GUPC did not intend to use as rock quaries at tender stage).754
The excavation of the very large additional quantities of sound basalt at Aguadulce (and later Cocoli and No
Name)755 Quarry is therefore a direct consequence of the PLE Basalt’s unsuitability.
280. Finally, at the Hearing ACP sought to rely on GUPC’s use of the stockpiled PLE Basalt as backfill for the
1939 excavations to allege that GUPC lacked weathered basalt to fill the 1939 excavations and would thus
have been forced to open Aguadulce Quarry earlier and excavate additional sound basalt there.756 ACP tried
to argue that GUPC simply changed its source, as it would have had to excavate the Aguadulce Quarry
anyway to backfill the 1939 excavation.757 ACP’s allegations are wrong and misconstrue GUPC’s efforts to
mitigate the problems caused by the PLE Basalt’s unsuitability. As became clear at the Hearing, GUPC did
not need to excavate and use sound or even weathered basalt to fill the 1939 excavations (the Employer’s
Requirements did not even mandate the use of rock to that purpose). It would have been far cheaper for
GUPC to fill the 1939 excavations with other materials more readily available, rather than sound PLE Basalt,
as witness and expert evidence support.758 GUPC only used the stockpiled PLE Basalt for that purpose as a
mitigation measure because it could not use it for concrete aggregate production.
281. Because GUPC could not use the excavated PLE Basalt, and because the production of concrete aggregates
with freshly excavated basalt produced excessive fines, GUPC had to use the Aguadulce Quarry as its

750
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752
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{Day5/37:18}, [37:18-39:8] (Baz Cross).
{C-EX-20/52}, Hunter II, p. 52 [pp. 51-54], ¶¶ 5.123, see also 5.121-5.137; {R-EX-6/44}, Fuchs I, p. 44 [pp. 39-44],
¶¶ 96-109; {Day19/59:22}, [59:22-60:14] (Hunter Pres.); {C-P-0023/16}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 16 [p. 16].
{C-0182}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 16 Feb 2011; {C-0599}, GUPC’s RfV No. 56, Section 31 23 00, dated 17
Feb 2011. See also {C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [pp. 64-65], ¶ 119.
{C-1225/4}, Technical Report on Geotechnical Investigation at Aguadulce Hill, dated 17 Feb 2011, p. 4, showing that
the depth of the testing only reached just above sea level as deeper excavation was not anticipated at that time.
{Day19/79:13}, [79:13-80:1] (Hunter Pres.), see also {C-0023/40}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project,
dated 24 Apr 2006, p. 40; {Day4/63:2}, [63:2-70:2] (Zaffaroni Cross); {R-0434}, Minutes of Meeting, Mass Balance, PMass Balance Meeting, Record No. 00682, dated 12 Nov 2010; {Day5/46:24}, [46:24-48:12]] (Baz Cross); {C0023/18}, ACP’s 2006 Proposal for the Expansion Project, dated 24 Apr 2006, p. 18; {Day19/18:9}, [18:9-19:3] (Hunter
Pres.).
While the excavation at Sucre Hill and No Name Hill is symptomatic of GUPC’s need for extraordinary additional
quantities of basalt, GUPC does not claim damages or costs in this respect in this arbitration. Claimants reserve the
right to claim their entitlements in this regard in future arbitration proceedings.
{Day5/187:5}, [187:5-8], [190:10-14], [191:1-6] (Corbella Cross).
{Day5/38:15}, [38:15-41:9] (Hunter Pres.); {Day4/55:22}, [55:22-59:25] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{Day5/190:10}, [190:10-25], [209:4-21] (Corbella Cross), [74:22-77:18] (Baz Cross).
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primary source and to excavate much larger quantities of sound Aguadulce Basalt as planned (and basalt
from Cocoli, Sucre and No Name hills759).
GUPC experienced four times more waste than expected, which resulted in additional
volumes of sound basalt needing to be excavated and processed to meet the Project’s
demands
282. It cannot be disputed that GUPC experienced a vast volume of crushing plant waste, which it had to dispose
of. This was caused by the Pacific Site Basalt’s rapid degradation, including in the crushing process. The
average waste percentage of 24.57% experienced by GUPC was greatly in excess of the 6% waste that
GUPC reasonably anticipated at tender stage.760 Because of all the waste generated in the crushing
operations, GUPC had to excavate and process more basalt to produce the exact same quantities of concrete
aggregates needed for the Project. GUPC was thus, and on this basis alone, forced to process 10,210,323
additional tons of basalt.761
(a) At tender stage, GUPC correctly estimated there would be 6% of waste, corresponding
to the difference between the input and the output of the crushing plants
283. GUPC’s 6% tender waste estimate. At tender stage, GUPC correctly, in fact conservatively, estimated the
waste from the aggregate production process to be 6% and relied on it to prepare its tender. Mr Buffa, who
was in charge of GUPC’s crushing plant design at tender stage, confirmed at the Hearing that GUPC was
“considering 6% in wastage”.762 Mr Lampiano, who was leading Impregilo’s tender team and was
responsible for GUPC’s tender cost analysis, explained in his witness statement how this 6% figure was
reported in GUPC’s tender PV2 cost analysis.763
284. In the arbitration, ACP has attempted to argue that GUPC’s tender waste estimate was not 6% but 10%.764
This is incorrect. As clarified during the Hearing, ACP is confusing GUPC’s 6% average anticipated waste
with the loss/waste peak value that a crushing plant designer must take into account when sizing a crushing
plant (estimated by GUPC at 10%). These are two entirely distinct figures. As Mr Gold explained, “it
wouldn’t be prudent to design your plant based on what you think the average wastage is going to be. What
would be prudent is to realise that at certain times during the operation of that plant there’s going to be peak
periods that the plant needs to account for.”765 This is exactly what GUPC did: it estimated the average
waste at 6%; then, in accordance with Prudent Industry Practices, it added 4% to get the 10% loss/waste
safety factor, which it used to establish the maximum capacity of the crushing plants.766 The relevant figure
in terms of GUPC’s tender waste estimate is therefore 6%, not 10% as ACP has sought to argue.
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764
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GUPC also had to use further so-called “external” quarries such as Cerro El Aguila and La Moña. GUPC had to install
a new crushing plant and sand washing plant to process these additional quantities. GUPC also had to subcontract
additional earthmoving forces to replace its own equipment and personnel, which was busy excavating the Aguadulce
Quarry.
{C-EX-10/39}, Hunter I, p. 39 [p. 38], ¶ 5.53; {SOC/228}, p. 228 [Ch. 3, pp. 212-244], Sec. III.7; {SOR/380}, p. 380
[Ch. 4, pp. 281-308], Sec. V.C.
{C-EX-20/40}, Hunter II, p. 40 [p. 39], ¶ 5.77.
{Day4/118:5}, [118:5-6] (Buffa Cross). See also {C-WS-15/27}, Buffa I, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], ¶¶ 67-74; {SOC/207}, p.
207 [Ch. 3, pp. 191-193], ¶¶ 648-657.
{C-WS-34/23}, Lampiano I, p. 23 [p. 20], ¶¶ 82-87, where Mr Lampiano explains that the extracts from PV2 cost
analysis confirm that GUPC anticipated that 6% of the rock processed in the ATL crushing plant was planned to be
waste, and that this waste estimate can be extrapolated to all the crushing operations. See also {C-1053}, Intermediate
Analysis - Aggregates Treatment Plant ; {Day4/120:3}, [120:3-122:4], [149:17-152:8] (Buffa Cross); {Day5/108:12},
[108:12-109:5] (Baz Cross); {SOC/209}, p. 209 [Ch. 3, pp. 193-194], ¶¶ 658-663; {C-EX-7/147}, Gold I, p. 147, ¶ 206;
{C-WS-15/27}, Buffa I, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], ¶¶ 67-74; {SOR/386}, p. 386 [Ch. 4, pp. 287-288], ¶¶ 1059-1063.
{Day5/42:13}, [42:13-20] (Baz Cross); {SOD/395}, p. 395 [Ch. 5, pp. 216-217], ¶¶ 11.68-11.72; {Rejoinder/149}, p.
149 [Ch. 3, p. 25], ¶ 2.41(e).
{Day10/99:4}, [99:4-10] (Pauletto Cross); {C-P-0009/29}, Gold Pres., p. 29.
{C-WS-15/28}, Buffa I, p. 28 [p. 24], ¶ 74; {C-WS-27/21}, Buffa II, p. 21 [p. 18], ¶ 88, 2nd and 3rd bullet points;
{SOR/355}, p. 355 [Ch. 4, p. 256], ¶¶ 926-927.
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285. Waste as the difference between the input and the intended output of the crushing plants. The
evidence on record shows that in accordance with Prudent Industry Practices, GUPC’s 6% estimate covered
all expected waste, defined as the difference between the input and the intended output of the crushing
plants. However, ACP and its experts Mr Fuchs and Mr Hammond tried to allege that GUPC’s tender waste
estimate only covered minus 75μ material.767 This is factually wrong and unsupported. As repeatedly
pointed out at the Hearing, in particular by Mr Buffa and Mr Lampiano, GUPC’s tender definition of waste
included not only minus 75μ material, but also all other by-products of the crushing process, which could not
be used as final products.768 Mr Buffa explained at the Hearing that, while waste normally comprises of
minus 75μ particles when crushing basalt, “in Panama, we [also had] particles that were … bigger than 75
microns and [had] to be removed.”769 This was because of the Pacific Site Basalt’s rapid degradation,
including in the crushing process. At the Hearing, ACP also placed unnecessary emphasis on the Italian
expression “fanghi di lavaggio” (“mud from washing” as Mr Lampiano translated) used by GUPC in its PV2
tender cost analysis to account for crushing plant waste.770 Mr Lampiano clarified that GUPC referred to
“fanghi di lavaggio” as a shortcut for waste and that waste was “the difference between the input into the
plant and what can be used at the end of a plant. So this includes all the losses in the process.”771 The 6.08%
“fanghi” or “mud” in the PV2 tender cost analysis for the crushing plants thus was the quantity of waste
GUPC considered needed to be disposed of.
286. GUPC’s 6% tender waste estimate was reasonable. As explained by Mr Buffa, GUPC’s 6% tender
estimate was based on three factors, in compliance with Prudent Industry Practices: (i) GUPC’s previous
experience with the crushing of basalt (i.e., GUPC’s records from the Katse Dam and Yacireta projects,
where the basalts crushed were “comparable to the PLE Basalt” and resulted in far less than 6% waste);
(ii) the characteristics of the basalt to be crushed as presented in ACP’s RFQ and RFP documents; and (iii)
further information gathered during GUPC’s multiple tender site visits and additional testing.772 GUPC’s
estimate was also confirmed by world-renowned crushing plant suppliers, which GUPC contacted at tender
stage and after Contract award: based on the suppliers’ databases with records from hundreds of past
projects, they all forecasted lower waste percentages than GUPC, up to a maximum of 5%.773 The evidence
on the record therefore fully supports GUPC’s position that the 6% waste estimate was reasonable, and in
fact conservative. Even ACP’s Dr Dance acknowledged at the Hearing that 6% was in the range of what
one would normally expect from the crushing of basalt.774 GUPC’s Mr Gold also confirmed that 6% was a
“number [he] could identify with”, a “reasonable” waste percentage for columnar basalt.775
287. In its written submissions and at the Hearing, ACP incorrectly alleged that, based on its Technical Report
2006-13 provided at tender stage, GUPC could have anticipated that the PLE Basalt would result in a very
large amount of fines (and thus waste).776 This is wrong. Mr Gold explained at the Hearing that based on
767
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{R-EX-6/38}, Fuchs I, p. 38 [p. 33], ¶ 83; {R-EX-21/13}, Hammond II, p. 13 [pp. 13-20], Sec. 2.2.1;
{Rejoinder/349}, p. 349 [Ch. 3, p. 225], ¶ 9.29.
{Day4/115:14}, [115:14-118:8], [121:1-122:24] (Buffa Cross); {Day4/196:21}, [196:21-197:15], [223:24-224:25]
(Lampiano Cross). {C-EX-17/89}, Gold II, p. 89 [pp. 89-92], ¶¶ 238-248; {C-WS-27/6}, Buffa II, p. 6 [p. 3], ¶ 20;
{SOR/382}, p. 382 [Ch. 4, p. 283], ¶ 1039.
{Day4/116:15}, [116:15-117:5] (Buffa Cross).
{Day4/187:12}, [187:12-23] (translation of “fanghi”), p. 50 [195:3-197:9] (Lampiano Cross).
{Day4/224:2}, [224:2-22] (Lampiano Cross).
{C-WS-15/27}, Buffa I, p. 27 [pp. 23-24], ¶¶ 69-71, 73; {C-WS-27/6}, Buffa II, p. 6 [pp. 3-6], ¶¶ 21-27. See also, {CP-0006/114}, GUPC’s CAP Opening, p. 114 [p. 113].
{C-WS-15/28}, Buffa I, p. 28 [p. 24], ¶ 72; {C-WS-27/9}, Buffa II, p. 9 [p. 6], ¶ 29; {C-0782}, Email from Sandvik to
Alberto Buffa, dated 17 Feb 2009. After contract award, Terex-Cedarapids, Sandvik and Metso respectively estimated
waste at 4.4%, 4% and 5% - {C-WS-15/31}, Buffa I, p. 31 [p. 27], ¶ 84; {C-WS-27/9}, Buffa II, p. 9 [p. 6], ¶30; {C0788}; {C-0789}; {C-0790}; {C-0791}.
{Day10/21:16}, [21:16-24:6] (Dance Cross) (Confidential Transcript); see also {R-P-0006/10}, Dance Pres., dated 31
Jan 2019, p. 10 [p. 10].
{Day8/116:25}, [116:25-117:2] (Gold Pres.) and {Day8/170:21}, [170:21-22] (Gold Cross). See also {Day8/98:21},
[98:21-100:4, 108:18-109:1] (Gold Pres.); {C-EX-7/147}, Gold I, p. 147, ¶ 206; {C-EX-17/42}, Gold II, p. 42 [p. 42],
¶¶ 66-68.
{R-0290}, ACP’s 2006-13 Technical report, dated July 2006; {Day8/174:3}, [174:3-176:23] (Gold Cross). ACP also
sought to rely on the so-called COIN Report, which according to Dr Dance confirmed that a “typical gradation” for
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these tests, “[his] experience would not have told [him] that fines generation [was] uncontrollable”.777 Mr
Buffa, who has over thirty years of experience with the design and operation of crushing plants, further
explained that it is normal to have fines in manufactured sand, more so than natural sand, which has been
repeatedly washed by water.778 Even so, all the gradations in ACP’s Technical Report 2006-13 fell “inside”
the required (ASTM C33) sand envelope, with only one of the seven samples resulting in excess fines
needing to be removed.779 ACP’s proposed conclusions from Technical Report 2006-13 are therefore
incorrect and the Report in fact contradicts ACP’s proposition and confirms that GUPC’s tender stage
approach was correct.
(b) GUPC correctly calculated the actual waste experienced on the Project using reliable
and uncontested contemporaneous records
288. Due to the Pacific Site Basalt’s rapid degradation, GUPC experienced four times more waste than expected.
The DAB members, who were all civil engineers with “many years of close involvement with major civil
engineering projects around the world” and had visited the Site on numerous occasions during the Project,
found (by majority) that GUPC’s DAB quantification of waste at 27.24% was consistent with what they had
seen on the Project.780 They also confirmed that the crushing plant operations generated excess fines (and
thus waste):781
“Without any question, the DAB members were surprised by the amount of fines that
were being produced by the traditional crushing procedures employed by GUPC. The
DAB members, after inspecting the crushing plant operation, considered that the fines
produced were excessive and greater in volume than would normally be produced from a
material that would be correctly classified as being suiable for aggregate production.”
289. There can be therefore no debate that GUPC experienced significant additional wastage, and the additional
pieces of equipment that GUPC had to install on the crushing plants aimed at extracting this wastage from
the crushing process.782 This excess waste also resulted in the need for GUPC to open a new disposal area
on the Pacific Site (New Disposal Site 2), and install two additional filter presses on the Atlantic Site,
without which it could not have disposed of all the waste generated in the crushing plants.783 The existence
of significant additional wastage is undebatable, and indeed using contemporaneous records from the
Project, GUPC was able to trace 87% of the total waste generated at the PAC crushing plant and 95% of the
waste at the ATL crushing plant, which confirms the reliability of its calculations.784
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manufactured sand contains more fines than accepted under ASTM C33 ({Day9/246:1}, [246:1-247:11] (Dance Pres.).
As explained by Mr Gold at the Hearing, this report does not clearly identify the type of rock analysed and none of them
seem to be basalt ({Day8/174:3}, [174:3-176:23] (Gold Cross)). This report thus has little value, if any, in forecasting
the amount of fines resulting from the crushing of the PLE Basalt for the Project.
{Day8/176:16}, [176:16-18] (Gold Cross).
{Day4/122:16}, [122:16-25] (Buffa Cross). Dr Dance similarly indicated that “manufactured sand has a different
gradation from natural sand” - {Day9/246:1}, [246:1-2] (Dance Pres.).
{Day4/122:21}, [122:21-123:13] (Buffa Cross).
{C-0246/90}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 90 [p. 87], ¶ 261.
{C-0246/42}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 42 [pp. 39-40] ¶ 122.
See in particular, the 0-38mm material removal ({SOC/264}, p. 264 [Ch. 3, pp. 248-250], ¶ 811-821; {SOR/224}, p.
224, [Ch. 4, pp. 125-126, 265-268], ¶¶ 483, 963-971; {C-WS-14/38}, Baz I, p. 38 [pp. 31, 60-61], ¶¶ 45, 97-100; {CWS-26/18}, Baz II, p. 18 [pp. 14-18], ¶¶ 52-65; {C-WS-21/32}, Zaffaroni II, p. 32 [p. 28], ¶ 112; {C-WS-15/40},
Buffa I, p. 40 [p. 36], ¶ 116); the installation of the primary washing line ({SOC/264}, p. 264 [Ch. 3, pp. 248-250], ¶¶
813-821; {SOR/342}, p. 342 [Ch. 4, pp. 243-245], ¶¶ 865-871); and the modifications to the sand treatment plant
({SOC/266}, p. 266 [Ch. 3, pp. 250-251, 258, 261-262, 267-271], ¶¶ 822-826, 848, 851-856, 869-877; {SOR/367}, p.
367 [Ch. 4, pp. 268-277], ¶¶ 972-976, 982-988, 996-1013).
For New Disposal Site 2: {SOC/280}, p. 280 [Ch. 3, p. 264-282], ¶¶ 864-868; {SOR/379}, p. 379 [Ch. 4, p. 280], ¶¶
1025-1027; {C-WS-14/78}, Baz I, p. 78 [pp. 71-73], ¶¶ 137-140; {C-WS-15/41}, Buffa I, p. 41 [p. 37], ¶ 121. For the
ATL filter presses: {SOC/280}, p. 280 [Ch. 3, pp. 264-267], ¶¶ 864-868; {SOR/379}, p. 379 [Ch. 4, p. 280], ¶¶ 10251027; {C-WS-14/78}, Baz I, p. 78 [pp. 71-73], ¶¶ 137-140; {C-WS-15/41}, Buffa I, p. 41 [p. 37], ¶ 121.
Reply, Ch. IV, App. 2, p. 3 [p. 1], ¶ 4.
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290. As explained by Mr Gold, a crushing plant is not set up to measure waste; rather, it is focused on
maximizing the production of final products (i.e., aggregates).785 Therefore, GUPC had to estimate, but
always based on (necessarily incomplete) contemporaneous records, the amount of waste actually incurred
on the Project for this arbitration, an estimate that ACP has contested on baseless grounds.
291. 24.57% actual waste (i.e., 18.57% excess waste) experienced by GUPC. GUPC’s waste calculation was
checked and validated by GUPC’s quantum expert Mr Hunter, and is based on reliable contemporaneous
records from the Project. The calculation is reasonable and accurate.
292. With respect to the definition of waste, Mr Hunter used the same approach as GUPC at tender stage: he
calculated the difference between the input of the crushing plants and their products actually used for the
Works. The two figures are therefore comparable and meet Mr Hammond’s requirement of an “apples to
apples comparison”.786
293. As confirmed at the Hearing, Mr Hunter based his calculation on reliable contemporaneous records of basalt
actually fed to the crushing plants and final aggregates actually used on the Project:
 For the input to the crushing plants, Mr Hunter used the truck payloads from GUPC’s Rock Balance
Database787 but adjusted them downwards based on the reliable Aguadulce Quarry topographical
survey,788 which ACP has not contested.789 He did so based on the “hard volume of rock once
overburden ha[d] been excavated”.790
 At the Hearing, ACP tried to suggest that because GUPC included in its tender costs a provision for the
excavation of an extra 10% of basalt not fed to the crushing plants, 10% of the sound basalt actually
measured as excavated from the Aguadulce Quarry and sent to the crushing plants should automatically
be discarded from the quantities used on the Project (and thus from the waste calculation).791 As
confirmed by Mr Hunter, “this has no impact … on [his] quantum”.792 ACP’s attempts to draw a
correlation between tender costing assumptions and actual works performed is illogical and relies on the
unsupported proposition that GUPC would have voluntarily excavated extra sound basalt but not used it
on the Project. ACP has provided no evidence whatsoever that this happened.
 To try and reduce the input in the crushing plant, ACP also improperly relied on a theoretical basalt
density (2.60 or 2.70 tonnes per m3) used at tender stage by GUPC for costing purposes instead of the
actual density measured on Site by GUPC’s independent laboratory (2.77 tonnes per m3) and never
contested by ACP.793 This had the sole purpose of artificially reducing the tonnage of basalt actually
processed by GUPC, but had no basis.794
 For the output of the crushing plants, Mr Hunter considered the aggregates actually used on the Project
by reference to the most reliable source of information, i.e., the records from the batching plant, the
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{C-EX-17/89}, Gold II, p. 89, ¶ 235.
{Day10/168:2}, [168:2-10, 168:19-169:2] (Hammond Cross) (Confidential Transcript).
{C-EX-10/34}, Hunter I, p. 34 [p. 33], ¶ 5.32.
{C-EX-20/36}, Hunter II, p. 36 [p. 35], ¶ 5.64 (fn. 91). As explained at the Hearing, Mr Hunter also correctly deducted
the quantities of partially processed material removed from the crushing plants for various reasons. To do so, he relied
on truck count records that he “checked … back to the field logs”; for truckloads, he “resorted to … the manufacturers’
guidelines in terms of the various vehicles” ({Day8/233:19}, [233:19-20; 24-25] (Hunter Cross)). For the material sent
to the Atlantic crushing plant, he verified the records against the barge draft readings, which both GUPC’s Mr Buffa and
ACP consider to be accurate ({Day4/170:14}, [170:14-18] (Buffa Cross); {Day8/261:16}, [261:16-264:9] (Hunter
Cross)).
{SOR/397}, p. 397 [Ch. 4, p. 298], ¶ 1109; see also {C-EX-20/36}, Hunter II, p. 36 [p. 35], ¶ 5.64.
{Day19/75:10}, [75:10-14] (Hunter Pres.).
{C-P-0022/21}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 21 [p. 21].
{Day19/75:10}, [75:10-11] (Hunter Pres.).
{Day8/261:16}, [261:16-264:9] (Hunter Cross).
{C-P-0022/22}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 22 [p. 21]; {Day19/24:8}, [24:8-25:13] (Fuchs Cross). See also, {CP-0023/34}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 34; {Day19/75:4}, [75:4-14] (Hunter Pres.).
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quantities of which ACP has not contested.795 These records are more reliable than any other because the
batching plants had static (as opposed to dynamic) scales, which were regularly calibrated. During the
Hearing, GUPC’s witnesses and experts repeatedly confirmed the reliability of the static scales compared
to dynamic belt scales.796
294. Based on the above, Mr Hunter calculated the correct wastage actually experienced by GUPC at 24.57%,
instead of the 6% contemplated at tender. This corresponds to 18.57% of excess wastage.
295. In its submissions and at the Hearing, ACP tried to argue that some of the wastage materials were “useful[ly]
use[d] in an attempt to narrow the definition of “wastage” and reduce Mr Hunter’s waste calculation.797
However, the evidence shows that while GUPC did find a use for some of the wastage materials, it did so
only as a mitigation measure and a way of disposing of the waste:
 0-38mm material, which GUPC had to remove from February 2011 and June 2012 to be able to operate
the crushing plants:
a) As Mr Hunter has explained at the Hearing, the fact that GUPC used a small quantity of scalped 038mm material in the construction of the Cofferdam (rather than disposing of it elsehwere) is
irrelevant as GUPC could have used any other cheap and available material for this purpose, instead
of sound basalt.798
b) GUPC also put 0-38mm material on the temporary roads as a way of disposing of it. ACP incorrectly
alleged that in doing so, GUPC replaced some of the 0-75mm material it intended to produce for
temporary
roads.
However,
as
Mr
Gold
confirmed
at
the
Hearing,
0-75mm material provides “a better base for a haul road” and 0-38mm potentially would not. The
latter cannot therefore be a replacement for the former.799
c) ACP also claimed at the Hearing that GUPC intentionally used the 0-38mm material removal as a
way of getting rid of the contaminated material fed into the crushing plants.800 However, in addition
to being illogical, this is incorrect as there is no evidence that contaminated material was fed to the
crushing plant, as described above.801
 Superfine sand, which was a “waste by-product”802 of the crushing operations, resulting from the
necessary installation of the multi-cyclones, which extracted this 40-600µ materials from the flow of sand
(as this fraction was in excess for ASTM C33 compliance):
a) It is irrelevant that some very limited volume superfine sand was disposed of in the slopes of the
Water Saving Basins as an improvement for the durability of the PVC liner. This was not required by
the Specifications and it would not have been done if superfine sand had not been available. This did
not represent a saving in cost for GUPC, but a way to dispose of this material.803
b) While some of the unwanted superfine sand was used in the batching of concrete as partial pozzolan
replacement, this too was a mitigation measure, rather than an intended use of the crushed basalt.804
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804

{C-EX-10/56}, Hunter I, p. 56 [pp. 55-56], ¶¶ 6.8-6.13; {C-EX-20/34}, Hunter II, p. 34 [pp. 33-34], ¶¶ 5.52-5.56.
{Day4/167:2}, [167:2-170:24, sp. 169:16-17] (Buffa Cross); {Day8/109:12}, [109:12-110:20, sp. 110:15-20] (Gold
Pres.); {C-P-0009/53}, Gold Pres., p. 53 [p. 53].
{SOD/386}, p. 386 [Ch. 5, p. 207], ¶ 11.30(b); {Rejoinder/348}, p. 348 [Ch. 3, pp. 224-229], ¶¶ 9.26(b), 9.35-9.36,
9.38-9.39; {R-P-0003/213}, ACP’s CAP Opening, p. 213 [p. 213]; {Day3/168:8}, [168:8-17] (ACP’s CAP Opening).
{Day19/74:8}, [74:8-75:3] (Hunter Pres.); {C-P-0023/33}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 33 [p. 33].
{Day8/200:20}, [200:20-202:15], [202:9-15] (Gold Cross).
{Day5/89:25}, [89:25-90:4] (Baz Cross).
See above, Sec. III.F.2.
{Day8/265:12}, [265:12-13] (Gold Cross).
{Day19/76:3}, [76:3-77:17] (Hunter Pres.); {C-P-0023/36}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 36 [pp. 36-38].
{Day19/75:15}, [75:15-76:2] (Hunter Pres.); {C-P-0023/35}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 35.
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296. To put it in Mr Hunter’s words, the 0-38 material and so-called superfine sand were “material[s] that the
crushing plant wasn’t designed to produce”,805 they were only generated as a result of the modifications
GUPC had to implement in the crushing plants to be able to produce the compliant concrete aggregates
required for the Project. Accordingly, both 0-38mm material and superfine sand should be accounted for in
GUPC’s wastage calculation, which Mr Hunter correctly did.806
297. Alternative waste calculation of 15.9%. As GUPC has explained,807 its crushing plant expert Mr Gold
confirmed the reasonableness and accuracy of GUPC’s waste calculation by independently calculating waste
based on contemporaneous testing conducted at the Project’s crushing plants. As Mr Gold explained, this
confirms that “there [was] an unexpectedly high amount of waste that [was] generated throughout the
project, throughout the crushing plant process.”808 Mr Gold underwent a three-step calculation to assess the
amount of excess waste.809
298. Part 1 of Mr Gold’s calculation “uses testing [between 2013 and 2015] and looks at the minus 75 micron
materials produced at each stage” of the crushing process.810 Based on this testing, which ACP’s Dr Dance
repeatedly accepted as correct,811 Mr Gold confirmed that “even after the modifications to optimise the
plant” the Project’s crushing operations “generate[d] significantly more fines than expected”.812 More
specifically, Mr Gold calculated that there were 9.1% fines in the crushing process, which is extremely close
to Dr Dance’s recalculated figure of 8.8%.813
299. Part 2 of Mr Gold’s calculation “accounts for other sources of waste”, in particular plant waste, 0-38mm
material, superfine sand and cooling plant fines.814 The existence of these sources of waste cannot be
disputed, and indeed ACP did not object to the records of the volumes of 0-38mm material, superfine sand
and cooling plant fines that GUPC removed. In particular:
 Plant waste clearly accumulated on the crushing plants, as confirmed by ACP’s 2018 test pits,815
extensive photographic evidence,816 and even ACP’s Mr Hammond;817

805
806

807

808
809
810

811

812

813

814

815

816

{Day8/243:3}, [243:3-15] (Hunter Cross).
For 0-38mm material: {C-EX-20.AppD.B}, Hunter II, App. D, Sub-claim B, identified as “clogging material removed
from Primary” and quantified at 284,197 tonnes. For superfine sand: {C-EX-20/35}, Hunter II, p. 35 [p. 34], ¶ 5.56.
{SOR/398}, p. 398 [Ch. 4, pp. 299-300], ¶ 1117-1120]; {SOC/293}, p. 293 [Ch. 3, pp. 277-278], ¶ 907]; {C-EX-7/147},
Gold I, p. 147 [pp. 147-158], Sec 9; {C-EX-17/96}, Gold II, p. 96 [pp. 96-110], ¶¶ 258-298.
{Day8/113:21}, [113:21-25] (Gold Pres.); {C-P-0009/63}, Gold Pres., p. 63.
{SOR/398}, p. 398 [Ch. 4, pp. 299-300], ¶ 1118; {C-P-0009/61}, Gold Pres., p. 61.
{Day8/113:9}, [113:9-11] (Gold Pres.); {C-EX-7/147}, Gold I, p. 147 [pp. 147-153], Sec. 9.1; {C-EX-17/96}, Gold II,
p. 96 [pp. 96-98], Sec. 8.3.2.
For example, Dr Dance indicated that “it’s remarkable how similar the results have been”, confirming that the 2013 to
2015 tests Mr Gold relied upon constitute a reliable and consistent source of data. {Day9/245:12}, [245:12-15] (Dance
Pres.).
{Day8/112:9}, [112:9-12] (Gold Pres.). See also, {Day8/111:20}, [111:20-112:8] (Gold Pres.); {C-P-0009/58}, Gold
Pres., p. 58.
In his reports, Dr Dance had lowered this figure to 7% by rounding numbers up or down ({R-EX-18/21}, Dance II, p.
21, Sec. 5; {Day10/21:2}, [21:2-24:6] (Dance Cross) (Confidential Transcript). The corrected 8.8% figure is based on
the amended figures Dr Dance provided during the Hearing ({Day10/23:4}, [23:4-24:2] (Dance Cross) (Confidential
Transcript)). Dr Dance confirmed that the figure at Line 1 of his adjusted calculation must be increased from 1.4% to
2.1%, the figure at Line 2 must be increased from 0% to 1.5%, and the figure at Line 3 must be increased from 0% to
1.5%. The figures in Lines 4-6 remained at Dr Dance’s original calculations of 2%, 5%, 3.5% and 6% respectively.
This results in a subtotal of 8.8%.
{Day8/113:12}, [113:12-17] (Gold Pres.); {C-P-0009/59}, Gold Pres., p. 59; {C-EX-7/153}, Gold I, p. 153 [pp. 153157], Sec. 9.2; {C-EX-17/99}, Gold II, p. 99 [pp. 99-108], Sec. 8.3.3.
{R-1526}, Pacific Plant Area Test Pit Logs: ACP’s 2018 test pits confirmed Mr Gold’s assessment of around 50cm plant
waste (test pits 3, 4, 11, 12, 13, 32), including in areas where plant waste was expected to be coarse, i.e., below coarse
aggregate stockpiles or belts (test pits 1, 10, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29). All other test pits (except test pit 31) showed
no plant waste as they were taken where no plant waste could occur, e.g., on concrete slabs (test pits 6, 18, 19, 20, 29,
33), or outside the crushing plant area (test pits 7, 27).
Photographic evidence shows that in late 2010, the concrete slabs holding the crushing plant structures were above
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 Extensive witness and factual evidence show that in 2011-2012, GUPC removed large quantities of 038mm material at the PAC and ATL crushing plants to produce compliant sand;818
 Once the multi-cyclones were installed, GUPC discarded huge quantities of superfine sand from the
crushing operations to be able to produce compliant sand;819 and
 GUPC regularly removed by truck all the fines that accumulated in the cooling plants, as recorded in
extensive witness and factual evidence.820
300. After “deduct[ing] the amount of minus 75 micron material that was in the sand and then also the 6% that
was estimated at the time of the tender” in Part 3 of his calculation,821 Mr Gold determined that there was an
average of 22.6% waste in the crushing process, corresponding to 15.9% excess waste.822 As mentioned
above,823 this calculation relies on tests done after all the modifications were implemented (and after the
efficiency and productivity of the crushing plants reached their maximum) so it is surely a conservative and
underestimated figure of the actual waste experienced by GUPC. Accordingly and despite being slightly
lower, Mr Gold’s calculation corroborates GUPC’s actual waste percentage calculation of 24.57% (18.57%
in excess).
(c) ACP’s adjustments to and recalculation of GUPC’s waste calculation are incorrect
301. As became clear at the Hearing, ACP tried to use a number of ways to artificially reduce GUPC’s overall
waste figure. These adjustments do not withstand scrutiny. For instance, one of them resulted in 1.2 million
m3 of basalt actually measured to have been excavated from Aguadulce Quarry disappearing on its way from
the quarry to the PAC crushing plant (Mr Hammond achieved this by applying his 8.74 adjustment factor to
all truck payloads).824 This is simply impossible.
302. In addition to criticizing GUPC’s waste calculation and incorrectly alleging that GUPC could not trace
where all the waste had gone, ACP put forward an “accurate measurement of waste” prepared by its expert
Mr Hammond. The Hearing highlighted that Mr Hammond’s calculation was flawed.
303. Mr Hammond repeatedly used data that was incomplete, technically incorrect or not obtained in accordance
with Prudent Industry Practices. For example, Mr Hammond estimated waste in Disposal Site 2 based on
density tests conducted by ACP, but never verified these tests. His comments at the Hearing suggested that
these tests may not have been performed in accordance with the relevant ASTM standard, resulting in

817

818

819
820

821

822
823
824

ground at the beginning of the crushing plant operations (see {C-WS-26.AnnA/3}, p. 3 [pp. 3, 4, 8, 9]). They gradually
disappeared as plant waste built up (see, e.g., pictures from March 2012 onwards: {C-WS-26.AnnA/18}, p. 18 [pp. 18,
22, 28-29, 31-32]). See also for the Atlantic side, {C-WS-26.AnnB/2}, p. 2 [pp. 2-4, 75] in Jan. 2011, contrasted
against the photograph on p. 25 in Mar. 2013; and for the Pacific side, {C-WS-26.AnnC/32}, p. 32 in Nov. 2010
contrasted against the photograph on p. 56 in Mar. 2012.
{Day10/192:3}, [192:3-17, 193:6-195:1] (Hammond Cross) (Confidential Transcript); {R-EX-21/25}, Hammond II, p.
25 [pp. 25-28], ¶¶ 46-48. As Mr Hammond admitted, the crushing plant area in 2018 looked different from at the end of
the crushing operations, so that ACP’s 2018 test pits were not representative of the amount of plant waste that was there
at the end of the crushing operations, which explains why not all test pits show plant waste ({Day10/195:21}, [195:21204:3] (Hammond Cross) (Confidential Transcript)).
{C-0595/10}, p. 10, item 0003.030R; {C-0472/3}, p. 3, item 5; {C-0594/1}, p. 1, item 3; {C-1240}; {C-1241}; {C-1250};
{C-D-0006/7}, p. 7; {C-WS-26.AnnC}, Baz II, Annex C. See also above, fn. 731.
{C-0594/1}, p. 1, item 1; {C-EX-7}, Gold I; {C-1419}.
{C-WS-14/48}, Baz I, p. 48 [pp. 41-43], ¶¶ 65-66; {Gold(II)-1}, Modified Alternative Waste Calculation, tab “Cooling
plant”; {C-EX-7/156}, Gold I, p. 156 [pp. 156-157], ¶ 232.
{Day8/113:18}, [113:18-20] (Gold Pres.); {C-EX-7/157}, Gold I, p. 157 [pp. 157-158], Sec. 9.3; {C-EX-17/122}, Gold
II, p. 122 [pp. 122-126], Sec. 8.6.
{C-EX-17/109}, Gold II, p. 109 [pp. 109-110], Sec. 8.3.4.
See above, ¶ 298.
{C-P-0022/22}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 22 [p. 21]; {Day19/21:11}, [21:11-18].
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artificially lower density results (and thus dropping the amount of waste in Disposal Site 2 from 17.15% to
12.18%).825
304. Mr Hammond also took into account a volume of the filter press cakes that was 10% lower than the certified
volume specified by the manufacturer of the filter press.826 When asked about this at the Hearing, he
provided creative, but baseless, theories on how filter presses and filter cakes work, despite never having
operated or even worked with filter presses before (to recall, Mr Hammond has no actual project
experience).827 When using the correct density and certified cake volume, Mr Hammond’s filter press waste
measurement increases significantly (with his overall waste percentage for ATL growing from 11.28% to
13% solely on this basis).828
305. Mr Hammond’s waste calculation also excluded some waste sources that GUPC undisputedly experienced.
For example, Mr Hammond estimated plant waste at zero,829 but then acknowledged at the Hearing that
plant waste was in fact present at the crushing plants.830 In fact, adding the additional sources of waste that
GUPC undoubtedly experienced on the Project would result in an increase of Mr Hammond’s waste
estimate to 22.1%,831 which is close to GUPC’s 24.57%. This again confirms that GUPC’s actual wastage
calculation is reasonable and appropriate.

825

826
827
828

829
830
831

{Day10/253:5}, [233:5-237:17] (Hammond Cross) and {R-1679/1}, ASTM D2216 – 10, Standard Test Methods, p. 1, ¶
1.4, which confirms that “[m]aterials containing gypsum (calcium sulfate dehydrate) or other compounds having
significant amounts of hydrated water may present a special problem as this material slowly dehydrates at the standard
drying temperature (110°C) and at very low relative humidity, forming a compound (such as calcium sulfate
hemihydrate) that is not normally present in natural materials except in some desert soils. In order to reduce the degree
of dehydration of gypsum” or other material containing significant amounts of water, “it may be desirable to dry the
materials at 60°C or in a desiccator at room temperature” [Emphasis added]. There is no indication on the test results
({R-1507}, referring to {R-1620}, {R-1621}, {R-1623}, {R-1624}, {R-1625},{R-1626}) that the tests were done at a
temperature deviating from 110°C (any such deviation would have to be indicated on the test results, as indicated at {R1679/5}, p. 5 [p. 5], ¶ 12.1.6). The samples were thus tested at 110°C, and the test results are unreliable as indicated by
the standard itself. In terms of the waste calculation for Disposal Site 2: the figures are based on Mr Hammond’s
calculation of the total tonnage in Disposal Site 2 but using GUPC’s correct density figure of 1.685 tonnes/m3 instead of
ACP’s understated figure of 1.204 tonnes/m3 ({R-EX-21/99}, Hammond II, p. 99, Table 16.
{SOR/406}, p. 406 [Ch. 4, p. 307], ¶ 1156; {C-EX-17/115}, Gold II, p. 115 [pp. 115-120], Sec. 8.5.2.
{Day10/161:21}, [161:21-162:12; 184:5-192:5] (Hammond Cross). See also, {R-EX-7/6}, p. 6, ¶ 4.
For Mr. Hammond’s waste of 11.28%, see {R-EX-21/100}, Hammond II, p. 100, Table 17. The corrected figure of
13% is instead based on Mr Hammond’s Atlantic waste calculation but using the correct volume for filter press cycles
as certified by the filter press manufacturer Fraccaroli & Balzan (i.e., 6.306 m3 - {C-1800}) and the average density as
recorded in both ACP’s and Fall Line test results (i.e., 1.295 tonnes/m3, as opposed to Mr Hammond’s 1.196 tonnes/m3
which ignores the Fall Line test results - {R-EX-7.AppJ},{SOR.AnnH}).
{R-EX-21/93}, Hammond II, p. 93, Table 15.
{Day10/193:17}, [193:17-194:25] (Hammond Cross) (Confidential Transcript). See above, ¶ 299, 1st bullet point.
This corrected figure reflects the waste at the Pacific crushing plant, calculated by using Mr Hammond’s Atlantic waste
calculation, referring to the corrected filter press waste of 11.9% and adding waste from the 0-38mm material removal,
since no such was was incurred at the Atlantic. The following adjustments have also been made: (i) add plant waste and
cooling plant waste (based on Mr Gold’s assessment); and (ii) account for all superfine sand, as recorded by GUPC’s
Plant and Earthworks Departments ({Gold(II)-1}, tab “ATL 2012 superfine sand”; {C-1419}); and including that
disposed of in Dock 45 (calculated using a 15% compaction factor - {SOR.AnnF1/2}, p. 2; {C-1417/42}, p. 42).
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14 Jul 2006
26 Jun 2006
1939

31 Dec 1999

U.S. 1939 Excavations

ACP takes over the
control of the Panama
Canal from the U.S.

Jan 1947

Jan 1998

Sept 1999 Jan 2000

Approval of ACP's 2006
Proposal by the Parliament
(C-0966)

Approval of ACP's 2006 Proposal
by the Government (C-0965)

May 2000

Sept 2000

Sept 2002 Jan 2003

May 2003

Sept 2003 Jan 2004

May 2004

24 Apr 2006

22 Oct 2006

ACP's Proposal for the Canal
Expansion (C-0023)

Referendum approving ACP's
2006 Proposal (C-0967)

Sept 2004 Jan 2005

May 2005

Sept 2005 Jan 2006

May 2006

Sept 2006 Jan 2007

May 2007

Sept 2007 Jan 2008

1998 to 2008
ACP's investigations for the Project (cont'd to 2008) (C-0023)
2006 to 2008

Aug 2000
May 1941

ACP's 2006 and 2008 borehole investigations (C-685; C-976; C-977)

ACP's Evaluation of Lock Channel
Alignments (R-0254)

1941 Isthmian Report
(C-0921)

29 Aug 2006 to Apr 2008

2001

ACP's studies on the environmental impact of the Project (C-1517; C-1518; C-1519; C-1520)

ACP's initial borehole investigations
(C-0685)

Nov 1942
1942 Isthmian Report
(C-0919)

Jul 2007
2007 Smithsonian Institute Report (petrography)
(C-0978)

15 Nov 2002

Dec 1943 to Apr 1946

Jan 1947

Final Isthmian Report
(C-922; C-1525; C-1526; C1527)

1947 Governor
Report (C-0920)

CPP Reference Design for the PAC side (Tasks 2 & 3) (C0821)

22 Sep 2006
Technos Report (geophysical survey) (C-0491)

24 Mar 2003

Sep 2006

ACP's Draft study on the New Locks Alignment (C-1503)

ACP 2006-14 Technical report on laboratory tests (C-0688)

22 May 2003

Timeline for the period prior to the RFQ/RFP process
(Concrete aggregate production claim chronology No. 1)
General events (time periods)

28 Aug 2006

CPP Reference Design (Task 4) (C-1505)

CPP Report (laboratory and in situ strength test results; ground water conditions) (C-0493)

27 Oct 2003

Jul 2006

ACP's Study on the New Locks Alignment (C-0916)

ACP's 2006-13 Technical report (R-0290; C-0686)

1 Apr 2004

General events (stand-alone events)

May 2006

2004 Cost and Schedule Estimate (C-0180)

2006 PIANC Congress Paper (C-0968)

18 Feb 2005

ACP’s investigations for the Project
ACP’s RFQ documents
ACP’s RFP documents
Documents not shared with the tenderers or not in full

Mar 2006

2005 University of Costa Rica Report (petrography) (C-0976)

ACP's risk analysis (C-0964)
Mar 2006

20 May 2005
CPP Updated Reference Design for the PAC and ATL sides (C-0823)
14 Sep 2005

Disposal sites Report (C-0918)
Feb 2006

Constructability Workshop report (C-0917)

2006 Cost and Schedule Estimate (C-0181)

2 Nov 2005

27 Jan 2006

ACP's ETC Review of Cost Estimate (C-1507)

2006 University of Costa Rica Report (petrography) (C-0977)
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21 Dec 2007 to 3 Mar 2009
RFP period as actually executed (C-0007; C-0008; C-0033; R-0778)

Timeline for the RFQ/RFP period until signature of the ontract

Third extension (Amend. 18)

(Concrete aggregate production claim chronology No. 2)

Second extension (Amend. 10)

General events (time periods)

Events specific to GUPC and GUPC’s
documents (time periods)

First extension (Amend. 6)

General events (stand-alone events)

Events specific to GUPC and GUPC’s
documents (stand-alone events)

Events specific to ACP and ACP’s
documents (time periods)

21 Dec 2007 to 22 Aug 2008
RFP period as originally planned (C-0033)

ACP’s documents and investigations relating to
geological & geotechnical issues (time periods)

Events specific to ACP and ACP’s
documents (stand-alone events)

ACP’s documents and investigations relating to
geological & geotechnical issues (stand-alone events)

15 Jan 2008
Amend. 1
21 Jan 2008
Amend. 2

27 August 2007 to November 2007
RFQ period (C-0025)

06

Sept 06

07

Sept 07

t 07

07

29 Feb 2008
Amend. 4
19 Mar 2008
Amend. 5

1 Feb 2008
Amend. 3
e 07

Jan 08

e 08

2 Jul 2008
Amend. 10

18 Apr 2008
Amend. 7

Ma 08

p 08

11 Jul 2008
Amend. 11

16 May 2008
Amend. 8

7 Apr 2008
Amend. 6

30 May 2008
Amend. 9
May 08

6 Aug 2008
Amend. 13

J n 08

28 Aug 2008
Amend. 15

08

08

27 Nov 2008
Amend. 19

3 Oct 2008
Amend. 17

25 Aug 2008
Amend. 14

18 Jul 2008
Amend. 12
J

16 Sep 2008
Amend. 16

Sept 08

23 Dec 2008
Amend. 20

08

e 08

11 Aug 2009
Signature of the Contract
(C-0001; C-0069)

2 Feb 2009
Amend. 23

20 Jan 2009
Amend. 21

22 Oct 2008
Amend. 18
t 08

28 Jan 2009
Amend. 22

Jan 09

13 Feb 2009
Amend. 24
e 09

Ma 09

p 09

May 09

J n 09

J

09

09

2001 to 2008
ACP's borehole investigations (cont'd from 2001) (C-0685; C-0976; C-0977)
15 Feb 2008
ACP's 2008 Laboratory
test results
(C-1163; C-1162)
13 Nov 2007
ACP's EsIA
approved by the
National
Environmental
Authority of Panama
(C-0970)

21 Dec 2007
riginal Geotechnical
Report (GR) (C-0492)
21 Dec 2007
ACP provides the EsIA's
executive summary and
Ch. 8 to the tenderers
(C-0971)

3 Mar 2009 to 8 Jul 2009
ACP's review of the Technical Proposals
18 Apr 2008
First Geotechnical
Data Report
(GDR) (C-681)

16 May 2008
Second (and final)
GDR (C-685)

2 Jul 2008
Second GIR
(C-0481)

2008
2008 Smithsonian Institute
report (petrography)
(C-0979)

Jun 2008
GUPC's
Site visit

3 Oct 2008
ACP provides the full
EsIA (C-0683)

8 Jul 2009
ACP announced that
GUPC's Tender achieved
the highest overall
technical and price scores
15 Jul 2009
Contract awarded to
GUPC (C-0702)

6 Aug 2008
Third GIR
(C-0482)

26 Aug 2008
Agreement No. 165 of ACP's
oard of Directors adopted
(C-1500)

29 Aug 2006 to April 2008
ACP's studies on the environmental impact of the Project (C-1517; C-1518; C-1519; C-1520)
12 Feb 2008
fficial Site visit
(C-0982)

28 Aug 2008
Fourth GIR (Final
ersion) (C-0490)

16 May 2008
First GIR (C-479)

10 Sep 2008
Agreement No. 166 of
ACP's oard of Directors
adopted (C-1501)

Sep 2007 to Oct 2008
GUPC's tests relevant for CAP at tender stage (R-0899; R-0900; C-1533; C-0698; C-0697; C-1531; C-1189; C-1192; C-1205; C-1532)
27 Aug 2007 to 3 March 2009
GUPC's tender preparation including review of RFP documents over 20 Site visits tests

25 Aug 2009
Commencement Date (C-0705)

11 Sep 2008
eeting between ACP and GUPC
prior to publication of RFP
Amendment 16 (C-1399)

Sept 2008
GUPC's
Site visit
3 Mar 2009
Tender submission and end of the RFP
period by GUPC T and CANAL
(C-1430; C-1431; C-1432)
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From Feb 2011 on

Start of production of compliant sand (C-1239)
From Apr 2011 on

17 Feb 2011

Increased industrial production capacity of compliant sand

GUPC's re uest to expand the Site limit to
excavate the entire Aguadulce ill (C-0599)

May 2011

Start of GUPC's blasting operations in sound basalt at Aguadulce ill (C-0587)

16 Feb 2011

GUPC's Notice of Claim No. 43 regarding CAP
(C-0182)

6 May 2011

Deficiency 175 issued due to muddy basalt from the -I stockpile area on the PLE
Stockpile; Deficiency closed on 13 ay 2011 (R-0528; R-0599; C-1570)

end Dec 2010 to Jan 2011

(i) Start of CAP;
(ii) First observation of issues with the PLE
asalt on the PAC and ATL sides

4 Jul 2011

CPP Report Task

28 Sep 2014

rder 16 on asalt aggregate production (not shared with GUPC at the time) (R-0564)

DA witness excessive fines
and sticky material during its
Site visit (as also seen in prior
visits) (C-0246, ¶122)

2 Dec 2010

NCR issued due to two truckloads of La oca
material placed on the PLE Stockpile; NCR
closed on 11 Feb 2011 (material removal)
(R-0467, R-0473, C-1161)
end Aug to Sep 2009

26 Jul 2011

asalt concrete aggregate characteri ation workshop (R-0579)

asalt categori ation meeting
(R-0449)

25 Aug 2009

Period of substantial excavation of the PLE (including overburden weathered rock and La oca material) (Ramey (I)-39)

Jan 2010

p 2010

Sep to
14 Dec 2009

J

2010

t 2010

Jan 2011

p 2011

ACP’s approval of the WPR for basalt concrete aggregate
characteri ation (C-1221)
J

2011

t 2011

Jan 2012

p 2012

J

2012

Apr 2010 to Jan 2011

Nov 2011 to Sep 2012

Set-up of the PAC and ATL crushing plants (C-0796)

Installation of battery of multi-cyclones in the sand treatment
plants completed in April (ATL) and September (PAC) 2012
(C-0594; C-0612; C-0619; C-0620; C-0622)

Crushing plant
tender process

arly Sep 2009

GUPC's successful completion and
hand over of the Project to ACP
(C-1486; R-0186)

15 Dec 2011

Jun 2010 to Oct 2011

Period of substantial excavation of the PLE asalt
t 2009

DA Referral 11 decision
(C-0246)

GUPC’s submission at ACP’s re uest of a WPR for basalt
concrete aggregate characteri ation (C-1230)

Jan 2010 to Oct 2011

2009

30 Dec 2014

18 Nov 2011

Commencement Date (C-0705)

J

23 and 24 June 2016

From Sep 2011 on ards

Aguadulce ill asalt becomes the primary feedstock for the PAC and ATL
crushing plants (C-0608)

6 Oct 2010

GUPC's commencement of the works

J

2014

t 2014

p 2016

19 Dec 2010

Creation of the crushing plant task force

Entire PAC crushing plant up and running (C-0706; C-1239)
Apr 2011 to Sep 2012

23 Oct 2009

3 Jan 2011

Proposals of the crushing plant
tenderers (C-0786; C-0787)

Entire ATL crushing plant up and running (C-0569 to C-0573)

Cyclone circuits temporarily opened in the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants respectively
until April and September 2012
Feb 2011 to Jun 2012

Jan 2011

Initial calibration of the PAC and ATL crushing plants

14 Dec 2009

Crushing plant contract between GUPC and
Terex-Cedarapids (C-0792)

Temporary scalping of 0-38mm material before the PAC secondary crushing stage
(C-0594; C-1240; C-1241; C-1578)

5 Feb 2011

Sep and Oct 2012

Primary washing lines ordered (PAC) (C-0637)

Timeline for the period post

ontract a ard

(Concrete aggregate production claim chronology No. 3)
General events (stand-alone events)
ACP’s documents (stand-alone events)

Events and documents relating to the
production of concrete aggregates
(time periods)
Events and documents relating to the
production of concrete aggregates
(stand-alone events)

GUPC reali ed the primary washing lines were no longer necessary due to the multi-cyclones (PAC) (C-0594)

Events and documents relating to GUPC’s
excavation characteri ation and uality
control procedures (stand-alone events)
ACP’s documents and investigations
relating to geological & geotechnical issues
(stand-alone events)
Events relating to crushing plants
(time periods)
Events relating to crushing plants
(stand-alone events)

lossary 1. Concrete Aggregate Production (CAP); 2. Non Conformance Report (NCR);
3. Work Procedure (WPR).

17 Jul 2012

4 Mar 2011

Third primary washing line operational (PAC) (C-0570; C-0595; C-0629; C-0636; C-0637; C-0638)

Start of use of coagulant in PAC and ATL water treatment plants
(C-0606; C-0623; C-0624; C-0631)

1 Jun 2012

Installation of additional tertiary and uaternary crushers (PAC and ATL) (C-0594)

8 Apr 2011

Start of air injection into the hydro-separators of the PAC and ATL
sand treatment plants (C-0603 to C-0605)

Apr 2012

Start of use of rod mills to re-process part of the 5-19mm aggregates stockpiled as final products (PAC and ATL)

18 Jul 2011

peration of the 2 additional filter presses (ATL)
(C-0574; C-0611; C-0612)

1 Feb 2012

First two primary washing lines operational (PAC) (C-0570; C-0595; C-0629; C-0636; C-0637; C-0638)

9 Nov 2011

New Disposal Site 2 fully operational (PAC) (C-0608)

20 Jan PA

and 27 Mar AT

2012

Installation of additional flat-bottom cyclone in the PAC and ATL sand treatment plants (C-0615 to C-0619)
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I.

GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENTS WITH RESPECT TO FOUNDATION CONDITIONS
The Hearing confirmed and reinforced GUPC’s entitlements with respect to the physical conditions
encountered during the execution of the Works at and below foundation level in the PLE (the “FC
claims”). With respect to GUPC’s primary case under SC 4.12, the Hearing demonstrated that the
conditions GUPC encountered were: (i) more adverse than interpreted by ACP in the Geotechnical
Interpretive Report (GIR); and (ii) not reasonably foreseeable by a hypothetical prudent tenderer at tender
stage, or indeed actually foreseen by any of the tenderers.
The Hearing confirmed that these key issues are not seriously debated. Indeed, ACP’s counsel, witnesses
and experts sought to avoid any real engagement with them. ACP’s approach to the written submissions
and, in particular, its conduct at the Hearing demonstrate that it has no confidence in the fundamental
elements of its case:
 Counsel for ACP avoided key elements of the contractual mechanism for the FC claims. In
particular, ACP ignored: (i) its warranty under SC 4.10.3 that the GIR would be sufficient, suitable,
and complete, and (ii) what conditions the three tenderers actually foresaw at tender stage. Instead,
ACP sought to distract the Tribunal by making a series of arguments that are simply irrelevant to
the operation of SC 4.12.1
 ACP presented witnesses (Mr Irving and Mr McLean) who were ill-qualified to address the key
matters in dispute. The real individuals from ACP with direct knowledge of the relevant facts (e.g.,
Mr De Puy (formerly head of ACP’s Geotechnical Branch) and Mr Gomez (ACP’s Technical
Manager in charge of blasting)) were not put forward.2
 While GUPC presented appropriate witnesses with direct knowledge of the underlying facts,
ACP’s counsel failed to question them about the key issues in dispute. Instead, ACP chose to focus
on irrelevant topics, such as the prior involvement of GUPC’s consultant MWH, or issues
concerned with alleged deficiencies in document production.3 ACP also adopted a deliberate
strategy of questioning the wrong witness, for example asking Mr Ottsen (of CICP, the Project
Designer) about GUPC’s tender lean concrete allowance, even though it was outside of CICP’s
scope and it was Mr Zaffaroni (of GUPC) who had addressed this issue in his statement.4
 In certain instances, where witness evidence was particularly important and damaging to its case,
ACP made the tactical choice not to cross-examine witnesses at all (such as Mr Davis, who
testified that the CANAL consortium had not foreseen adverse conditions, and Mr Lopez, who
testified on the state of the art blasting practices actually used by GUPC).
 ACP also relied on the testimony of experts who were willing to push the boundaries of
professionalism in order to support ACP’s case:
o Mr Lewis sought to rely on a strained and selective reading of the GIR, together with a series of
“weighted averages” (as well as ignoring the testimony of Mr Davis and misleadingly using his
“heat map”) to reach conclusions that are simply not credible.5
o Dr Konya showed himself to be entirely unreliable. Indeed, his eagerness to paint GUPC’s
blasting practices as deficient led him to make numerous hyperbolic and easily disprovable
statements that are of no assistance to the Tribunal.6

1
2
3
4
5
6

See Sec. I.C.2(b).
See Sec. I.A.3.
See Sec. I.C.2(b)(ii).
See Sec. I.A.3.
See Sec. I.C.3(c)(iv); I.C.4(b)(i).
See Sec. I.C.4(d)(ii).
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 When it came to the cross-examination of experts, ACP continued its strategy of avoiding putting
questions to the right person. ACP sought, for example, to put questions on alleged blasting
damage to Mr Shilston (GUPC’s geotechnical expert) rather than to Dr Aimone-Martin and Mr
Wallace (GUPC’s blasting experts).7
These tactics of avoidance and distraction failed. As demonstrated below, when the evidence is properly
considered there can be no doubt that the conditions that GUPC encountered were more adverse and
Unforeseeable. The Tribunal must therefore compensate GUPC fully for the additional costs it incurred in
accordance with SC 4.12 (and/or pursuant to GUPC’s alternative case outlined in Section D below).
A.

PRELIMINARY ISSUES RELATED TO THE FC CLAIMS
The DAB did not have all the evidence that is before this Tribunal

For the FC claims, ACP continues to rely heavily8 on the majority decision of the DAB in Referral 13A,9
which, unfortunately, was flawed in many respects (as shown by the dissenting opinion).10 However, as
highlighted at the Hearing,11 the DAB procedure did not allow for the submission of witness statements, or
the cross-examination of witnesses and experts, which are crucial to the understanding of Unforeseeability.
In particular, the DAB did not benefit from the testimony of Mr Davis, CANAL’s Geotechnical Team
Leader, which is essential for assessing what was reasonably foreseeable to the tenderers. Further, the
DAB did not have the testimony of Mr Gath (or the contemporaneous emails he submitted) evidencing
ACP’s negligent preparation of the geological and geotechnical information in the RFP. The DAB did not
benefit from the cross-examination of ACP’s witnesses and experts, whose testimonies, as demonstrated
below, do not withstand scrutiny. The evidence of GUPC’s witnesses, especially independent third parties
such as Mr Davis and Mr Lopez, is essential and must be carefully considered. When all of the evidence is
taken into account, GUPC’s entitlements are clear.
The Cofferdam Tribunal’s decision on the Plates is not binding on this Tribunal, nor is it
persuasive – the evidence shows that the Plates are part of the GIR
With respect to the FC claims, ACP relies on the Cofferdam Tribunal’s finding that the Plates are not part
of the GIR, but fails to provide any analysis to support its position.12 As addressed at the Hearing,
following the decision in the Advance Payment Arbitration it is clear that the decisions made by the
Cofferdam Tribunal do not have preclusive effect.13 Furthermore, contrary to what ACP wrongly asserts,14
the Cofferdam Tribunal’s decision regarding the Plates should not be of any persuasive value to this
Tribunal, for several reasons.
The Cofferdam Tribunal’s decision regarding the Plates was specific to the context of the Cofferdam
dispute, and does not apply to the FC claims. Indeed, whether the Plates were part of the GIR was of
peripheral relevance in the Cofferdam dispute, which concerned the construction of the temporary
Cofferdam in the Pacific Entrance Access Channel (“PEAC”) – a very different issue to the FC claims
regarding the foundations of the New Pacific Locks.15 In the Cofferdam dispute, only three longitudinal
Plates (less detailed than cross-sections) extended to the area of the PEAC, and they were of limited use for
the design of the Cofferdam.16 Moreover, the Cofferdam Tribunal determined that the Cofferdam was not

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

See Sec. I.C.4(d)(i).
{R-P-0009/4}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 4 [pp. 4, 80, 89, 96-98, 105, 108-112]; {Day11/92:8}, [92:8-20] (ACP’s FC
Opening).
{R-0194}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 13A, dated 26 Jul 2016.
{R-0194/64}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 13A, dated 26 Jul 2016, p. 64 [p. 1] Minority Opinion.
{Day1/32:24}, [32:24- 33:2] (GUPC’s General Opening); {C-P-0011/59}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 59.
{R-P-0009/57}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 57; {Day11/127:16}, [127:16-128:21] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{C-P-0011/45}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 45. See also Chapter II.
{Day11/127:16}, [127:16-128:4] (ACP FC Opening).
{SOR/28}, p. 28 [Ch. 2, p. 11] ¶ 30.
{C-P-0011/44}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 44; {SOR/671}, p. 671 [Ch. 5, p. 36] ¶ 138.
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a Lock Structure, and that therefore it was outside the scope of the GIR and SC 4.12.17 As such, the issue
of whether the Plates were part of the GIR was not relevant to the Cofferdam Tribunal’s decision, and they
paid little attention to it. By contrast, the Plates are central to the current dispute, where the foundations of
the New Pacific Locks are (i) undisputedly within the scope of the GIR and SC 4.12, and (ii) covered by
numerous cross-sections and longitudinal sections showing ACP’s interpretation of the conditions (as made
clear by numerous cross-references in the text of the GIR).18
In any event, the Cofferdam Tribunal’s decision on the Plates is wrong, and it is clear that the Plates are
part of ACP’s interpretations in the GIR. As GUPC has shown,19 the fact that the Plates are part of the GIR
is supported by the text of the GIR itself (in particular the express inclusion of the Plates in Appendix A of
the GIR),20 by the decision of the DAB in Referral 13A,21 by the witness evidence of Messrs Ottsen and
Davis, and by the expert opinion of Mr Shilston.22 As Mr Shilston explained at the Hearing, “it is
absolutely clear to me that the authors of the GIR intended that the reader would look at the plates which is
one reason that I believe that they’re part of the GIR”.23
Mr Lewis agreed with this during his cross-examination. He confirmed that the Plates contain ACP’s
interpretations, using “their knowledge of the geology”,24 and also conceded that it would be difficult to
understand certain site features interpreted in the GIR without the Plates.25 Mr Lewis also stated that,
regardless of whether the Plates are contained within the actual report or within an appendix or annex, the
reader would “read the report in conjunction with the drawings” in the Plates.26 Yet, he and ACP
maintained their untenable position that the Plates were not part of the GIR simply by relying on the
erroneous finding in the Cofferdam Award.27
Based on the above evidence, it cannot credibly be disputed that the Plates form an essential part of the
GIR, and contain ACP’s interpretations of where significant faults and shear zones would be located. The
Tribunal should carefully consider the evidence, and should not rely on the Cofferdam Tribunal’s
erroneous finding on this issue.28
The Hearing demonstrated that GUPC’s witnesses and experts were credible and reliable,
while ACP’s witnesses lacked first-hand knowledge and its experts were unreliable
GUPC’s geotechnical fact witnesses – Mr Ottsen of CICP and Mr Davis from CANAL – explained in their
witness statements, by reference to their tender designs and their own first-hand experience, precisely what
geological conditions were foreseeable at tender stage and why. Yet, at the Hearing, ACP ignored that

17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

{R-0001/146}, Cofferdam Final Award (ICC Case No. 19962), dated 25 Jul 2017, p. 146 [p. 141] ¶ 570.
{C-P-0011/39}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 39.
{C-P-0011/36}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 36 [pp. 36-43]; {SOC/333}, p. 333 [Ch. 4, pp. 308-310] ¶¶ 1023-1030;
{SOR/653}, p. 653 [Ch. 5, p. 18] ¶¶ 68-76.
{C-0684/5}, GIR (Final Version), p. 5 (Table of Contents).
{R-0194/24}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 13A, dated 26 Jul 2016, p. 24 [p. 22] ¶ 90.
{C-WS-17/11}, Ottsen I, p. 11 [p. 6] ¶ 27; {C-WS-30/12}, Davis I, p. 12 [p. 9] ¶ 51; {C-EX-26/58}, Shilston II, p. 58
[pp. 3-19] ¶ 68.
{Day12/203:14}, [203:14-21] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{Day13/121:23}, [121:23-122:11] (Lewis Cross).
{Day13/104:4}, [104:4-11] (Lewis Cross).
{Day13/104:4}, [104:4-11] (Lewis Cross).
{Day11/127:23}, [127:23-128:21] (ACP’s FC Opening).
Similarly, in its FC Opening, ACP relied on a number of other findings in the Cofferdam Award, which were made in
a completely different context and should not persuade the Tribunal. In particular, ACP referred to the Cofferdam
Tribunal’s findings regarding GUPC’s duty to self-inform and the tender risks assumed by GUPC: {R-P-0009/48},
ACP’s FC Opening, p. 48 [pp. 48 and 50]. These findings were made with respect to the area of the Cofferdam, which
the Tribunal considered to be outside the scope of the GIR and SC 4.12. As such, these findings cannot be considered
to have any relevance to the FC claims, where ACP contractually assumed the risk related to the more adverse and
Unforeseeable foundation conditions (as further discussed below).
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testimony completely. Instead, counsel for ACP asked Mr Ottsen irrelevant questions about document
production issues and GUPC’s tender allowance for lean concrete.29
Even more remarkable was ACP’s total failure to engage with Mr Davis’s testimony, which contradicts
ACP’s case on the FC claims. Despite calling Mr Davis, counsel for ACP chose not to cross-examine him
at all. ACP’s expert, Mr Lewis, meanwhile admitted under cross-examination that he did not refer to
Mr Davis’s testimony anywhere in his expert reports with respect to what CANAL foresaw, despite its
importance to the issue of Unforeseeability.30
Not engaging with Mr Davis and Mr Ottsen’s evidence was clearly a tactical choice by ACP to avoid the
Tribunal hearing evidence that would be fatal to its case.31 The result, however, is that ACP’s case is
incoherent. On the one hand, to avoid dealing with Mr Davis’s evidence, counsel for ACP contended that
the FC claims could be dealt with “mostly on the documents”.32 Yet on the other hand, ACP’s own expert
Mr Lewis considered that what CANAL foresaw could not be understood just from the Tender
documents.33 This incoherence speaks volumes.
In addition to the evidence of Messrs Ottsen and Davis, the Tribunal also had the benefit of the candid
testimony of Messrs Lopez and Gath – both independent third parties who had previously worked for ACP
(and in Mr Lopez’s case still does) but testified on behalf of GUPC.34 Mr Lopez explained clearly and
methodically the many inaccuracies of ACP’s claims about GUPC’s blasting practices by reference to
contemporaneous Project documents and his own on-site experience.35 Mr Gath, too, gave balanced
testimony supported by emails written at the time. Mr Gath pointed out that ACP was in many ways a very
good client, but also noted what he thought were serious flaws in the way it managed the
geological/geotechnical aspects of the RFP process.36
ACP’s fact witnesses were, by contrast, neither credible nor helpful to the Tribunal. The only witness put
forward by ACP to address its preparation of the geological aspects of the RFP was Mr Irving (who,
tellingly, admitted that he was not capable of coordinating more than one consultant at a time).37 It was
clear from Mr Irving’s testimony that the person who was actually able to answer the important questions
was the absent Max De Puy.38 Indeed, it was Mr De Puy, not Mr Irving, who led the geotechnical

29

30

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Mr Ottsen explained that, as a geotechnical design subcontractor, he could not comment on the commercial decisions
that led to GUPC’s reasonable tender allowance: {Day11/174:12}, [174:12-175:12] (Ottsen Cross). However, ACP
chose not to question Mr Zaffaroni on this, even though he specifically addressed the issue in his witness statements.
{Day13/134:6}, [134:6-9] (Lewis Cross). Although he ignored Mr Davis’s testimony, Mr Lewis still attempted to rely
on one of the Technical Notes produced with Mr Davis’s witness statement, in order to wrongly assert that CANAL
had anticipated that 33% of the basalt in the PLE would be fractured and sheared: {R-EX-26/107}, Lewis II, p. 107 [p.
103] ¶ 3.140. As Mr Davis explained at the Hearing, Mr Lewis’s assertion was clearly incorrect: {Day11/213:11},
[213:11-215:9] (Davis Direct).
Indeed, this formed part of ACP’s wider strategy of avoiding asking the relevant witnesses the relevant questions (see
also Sec. I.C.4(d)(i)).
{Day11/92:1}, [92:1-4] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{R-EX-26/105}, Lewis II, p. 105 [p. 101] ¶ 3.132.
{Day11/74:21}, [74:21-23] (GUPC’s FC Opening); {C-P-0011/22}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 22.
{Day11/151:12}, [151:12-158:3] (Lopez Direct).
{Day11/278:13}, [278:13-17] (Gath Tribunal Questions).
{Day12/62:10}, [62:10-14] (Irving FC Cross).
Mr Irving’s explanation that Mr De Puy has recently retired from ACP and therefore could not be a witness is weak,
not least because Cheryl George, who retired before Mr De Puy, was present at the Hearing: {Day7/18:8}, [18:8-25]
(Miguez Cross). Moreover, as Mr Lewis admitted, Mr De Puy had been involved in the claims behind the scenes:
{Day13/105:19}, [105:19-106:4] (Lewis Cross). The Parties have substantially agreed on the amendments to the Days
2, 5 and 7 transcripts (including a revised translation of the testimonies provided in Spanish, that is, by Justice Troyano
and Prof Morales Moreno on Day 2, Ms Baz and Mr Corbella on Day 5 and Profs Suárez and García on Day 7, in light
of the deficiencies of the Spanish simultaneous translation at the Hearing), as incorporated in the provisional Days 2, 5
and 7 transcripts used in this submission but not issued by Opus. The only remaining points of disagreement concern
the language in the following excerpts of the provisional transcripts, which the Parties hope to resolve shortly:
{Day7/79:5}, [79:5]. Claimants submit a preliminary revised version of the Days 2, 5 and 7 transcripts, reflecting the
Parties’ agreed revisions, pending final agreement and revision by Opus2.
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investigations,39 who ordered Pastora Franceschi to go back and check borehole logs long after they had
been released to tenderers,40 who had responsibility for responding to the tenderers’ geotechnical questions
during the Q&A period of the tender,41 and who was involved in the URS Reports.42 The Tribunal also
heard how Mr Irving was only involved in specific parts of the GIR and did not have an overall view of the
document like Mr De Puy.43
Although ACP’s geotechnical expert Mr Lewis had access to Mr De Puy when preparing his expert reports,
Mr De Puy was not put forward as a witness by ACP.44 Nor did the Tribunal hear from Ms Franceschi or
Mr Alfaro, both of whom were more senior than Mr Irving, and appeared to have a better overall
understanding of the Project based on Mr Irving’s testimony.45 The natural inference to be drawn from the
absence of such important witnesses is clear: their testimony would have made even more striking the
extent of ACP’s negligence in its preparation of the RFP and GIR.
On blasting, the witness that ACP did put forward, Mr McLean, did not in fact observe the blasting team
working on Site.46 The person from ACP whom GUPC’s blasting contractor Maxam actually interacted
with and saw on Site was Mr Ilya Gomez who, like Mr De Puy, was not put forward as a witness.47
The credibility gap between the Parties widened further with the experts. Mr Lewis undermined his own
credibility by putting forward interpretations of the GIR that even ACP’s witnesses did not agree with, as
with Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR, which – contrary to the evidence of Mr Irving48 – Mr Lewis continued to
claim refers to the 1939 Excavation rather than the PLE.49 When challenged on his statement that CANAL
had anticipated that 33% of the basalt in the PLE would be fractured and sheared, Mr Lewis persisted in his
claim even though Mr Davis had made it clear in his direct examination that Mr Lewis was wrong.50
As for ACP’s blasting expert, Dr Konya, his ‘independent’ testimony was biased and detached from
reality.51 The Tribunal need look no further than his claim that the US Army Corps of Engineers would
have shut down GUPC’s operations “in a heartbeat” – in reality, ACP made not one complaint about
GUPC’s drilling and blasting practices.52 Tellingly, Dr Konya’s testimony was also detached from the case
that ACP’s counsel sought to pivot to during the Hearing (undoubtedly aware that the evidence did not
support the position ACP and Dr Konya had taken that GUPC’s blasting was wholly deficient and unsafe).
Where counsel for ACP stated, explicitly, that “[t]he ACP doesn't say the blasting was dangerous”,53 much
of Dr Konya’s hour long presentation focused on precisely that false allegation of dangerous blasting.54

39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50
51

52

53
54

{Day12/16:1}, [16:1-2] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/46:16}, [46:16-23] (Irving FC Cross); {C-0762/1}, Email exchange between Eldon Gath and Pastora
Franceschi, dated 7 Aug 2008, p. 1.
{Day12/59:3}, [59:3-60:1] (Irving Tribunal Questions).
{Day6/62:1}, [62:1-10] (Irving CAP Cross).
{Day6/57:9}, [57:9-14]; {Day6/7:18}, [7:18-23] (Irving CAP Cross).
{Day13/105:19}, [105:19-106:4] (Lewis Cross).
See {Day6/8:13}, [8:13-9:17] (Irving CAP Cross); see also {Day5/255:12}, [255:12-256:7] (Quijano Cross);
{Day5/258:13}, [258:13-15] (Quijano Cross). Claimants understand that Ms Franceschi was unable to testify due to
health issues, but this does not excuse or explain the absence of Messrs De Puy and Alfaro.
{Day11/156:19}, [156:19-157:4] (Lopez Direct).
{C-P-0011/23}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 23; {Day11/8:4}, [8:4-19] (GUPC’s FC Opening).
{Day12/29:24}, [29:24-30:1] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day13/85:17}, [85:17-86:10] (Lewis Pres.).
{Day11/213:17}, [213:17-215:9] (Davis Direct); {Day13/132:1}, [132:1-133:12] (Lewis Cross).
It is notable that Dr Konya has consulted on different projects for the Panama Canal since 1980 and was actively
involved in various aspects of the expansion of the Canal up to 2017. He also delivered training to ACP in 2010, 2011
and 2013. {R-EX-10/5}, Konya I, p. 5 [p. 3] ¶ 1.16 and {R-EX-24.App1/19}, p. 19 [pp. 19-20].
{Day11/155:23}, [155:23–156:18] (Direct Lopez); see also {Day12/182:25}, [182:25-183:1] (Konya Pres.);
{Day12/199:17}, [199:17-200:6] (Konya Cross).
{Day11/138:23}, [138:23-139:11] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{R-P-0010}, Konya Pres.; see also {Day12/150:6}, [150:6-15, 189:22-191:13] (Konya Pres.).
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B.

TIMELINE OF THE MAIN FACTS RELEVANT TO THE FC CLAIMS

The timeline at Appendix FC-1 sets out the main facts relevant to the FC claims from the pre-tender period
(2000-2008) and the tender period (2008-2009).55 While GUPC’s discovery of the actual conditions
occurred in the period 2011-2013, the conditions encountered are largely undisputed.56
C.

GUPC’S PRIMARY CASE UNDER SUB-CLAUSE 4.12
Factual basis

The facts from the pre-tender period and the tender period provide important context for the Tribunal’s
assessment of what the tenderers could reasonably have foreseen, and what degree of reliance it was
reasonable for them to place on ACP’s interpretations in the GIR.
(a) ACP and its consultants spent many years carrying out extensive investigations of the
PLE, collecting vast amounts of data and producing detailed interpretive work with
respect to the foundation conditions
Between 1999 and 2000, ACP hired MWH (later the lead designer for GUPC) to conduct a “preliminary
screening” of the different possible alignments for the New Locks.57 That study did not involve collecting
new field data or drilling any boreholes.58 As Mr Ottsen explained at the Hearing, the main criteria
evaluated by MWH in that study were “navigation, operational considerations, socioeconomic,
environmental and relative cost comparisons” (i.e., not involving any detailed geological assessment).59
Between 2001 and 2008, ACP carried out extensive geological and geotechnical investigations in the PLE.
ACP’s geology team comprised Panamanian geologists who, as Mr Irving explained at the Hearing, were
the only ones in a position fully to understand the Site and the unique features of Panamanian geology.60
ACP carried out its first borehole campaign in 2001 (the “TP” boreholes). By 2003, ACP had selected the
general alignment for the New Pacific Locks, thus determining which area of the Site the Contractor would
have to build the locks on. By 2003, ACP’s consultant CPP, had also completed a conceptual design for
the New Pacific Locks.61
The bulk of ACP’s investigations for the New Pacific Locks occurred in 2005 and 2006 – i.e., after ACP
had completed its conceptual design for the New Locks. ACP carried out a borehole campaign at the
Pacific Site in 2005 (the “NML” boreholes), and a further campaign in 2006 (the “NML2” boreholes),
specifically targeted at faults and contacts.62 Mr Irving confirmed that one of the principal purposes of
these campaigns was to develop interpretive cross-sections across the alignment of the New Locks.63
In 2006, ACP’s consultant Technos carried out a geophysical survey along the alignment of the PLE.
Earlier that year, another consultant, CPP, carried out a detailed survey of the joints and shear zones in the
adjacent 1939 Excavation, which the Parties agree was “one of the biggest trial pits ever in the world”.64

55
56

57

58
59
60
61

62
63
64

Some of the construction dates relevant to the FC claims are included in the overall project timeline; see Appendix A.
Pursuant to agreement of the Parties, the delay and other indirect consequences of the FC claims will be addressed in
the “Panama 2” arbitration (ICC Case No. 22466(22967)).
See {C-0916/1}, 2003 Study on the New Locks Alignment, dated Oct 2003, p. 1. See also {R-0254}, 2000 Evaluation
of Lock Channel Alignments; {R-1319}, Harza, Evaluation of Lock Channel Alignments, Part 1, dated Aug 2000.
{R-1319/51}, Harza, Evaluation of Lock Channel Alignments, Part 1, dated Aug 2000, p. 51, Work Plan [p. 2].
{Day11/162:18}, [162:18-163:6] (Ottsen Direct); see also {C-WS-40/13}, Ottsen II, p. 13 [p. 10] ¶ 40.
{Day12/47:11}, [47:11-48:6] (Irving FC Cross); {Day12/67:24}, [67:24-69:6] (Irving FC Tribunal Questions).
{C-1505}, 2003 CPP Conceptual Design, dated 22 May 2003. The conceptual design was subsequently updated in
2005, when the alignment was finalized (although CPP noted that the “geological circumstances remain[ed] practically
unchanged”): {C-0823/6}, 2005 Updated Reference Design, dated 20 May 2005, p. 6.
{Day12/23:18}, [23:18-20] (Irving FC Cross); {R-WS-12/22}, Irving I, p. 22 [p. 19] ¶ 82.
{Day12/4:17}, [4:17-22] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day4/35:7}, [35:7-11] (Zaffaroni Cross). Similarly, Mr Shilston stated at the Hearing “I’ve heard people say [the
1939 Excavation] is enormous test pit; and I agree” ({Day12/216:11}, [216:11-14] (Shilston FC Pres.).
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The CPP Report contained a detailed interpretation of the geology anticipated to be found in the PLE,
based on the information obtained from the 1939 Excavation and from ACP’s boreholes.65
The results of the above investigations were ultimately provided to the tenderers in early 2008 as part of the
RFP process. The RFP therefore included vast amounts of geological and geotechnical data (such as
borehole logs, test results) but, importantly, it also included detailed interpretive work carried out by ACP
and its consultants. In particular, such interpretations were included in the CPP Report, Technos Report,
URS Reports and Isthmian Reports.66 As highlighted by ACP at the Hearing, these reports were
specifically brought to the attention of the tenderers at the pre-tender meeting in March 2008.67
Based on all of the information it had collected, ACP developed interpretive cross-sections, as well as a
detailed geological map showing ACP’s interpretation of the foundation conditions. These were important
documents for the tenderers – indeed Mr Irving confirmed at the Hearing that cross-sections are the “usual
method used in the industry” for the purpose of preparing preliminary designs.68 At the Hearing, Mr Irving
described ACP’s geological map as “an effort of many years of studies by some of the most renowned
geologic people in the world”,69 “very detailed” and indicating “the main … geologic structures of the area.
These were the Aguadulce fault zone, the contacts of basalt with the La Boca”.70 ACP also produced a
Geotechnical Report (GR), which included detailed descriptions of the Pacific Site geology including
stratigraphy, contacts between basalt and La Boca, rock mass types in basalt, fractured zones, faults, joints
and shear zones.71
Putting oneself in the shoes of the tenderers, it appeared that ACP and its consultants had achieved a good
understanding of the foundation conditions in the PLE.72 In retrospect, as addressed in Section D below, it
is clear that the investigations conducted by ACP and its consultants were poorly planned and managed,
leading to serious errors in ACP’s interpretations – but this could not have been known by the tenderers in
2007-2009.
(b) ACP’s investigations went well beyond those for a conceptual design and should have
been sufficient for the purpose of developing a tender design
Mr Irving, who was involved in ACP’s drilling campaigns and was in charge of coordinating the work of
CPP and Technos,73 confirmed at the Hearing that ACP’s investigations in 2005 and 2006 were not carried
out for the purpose of preparing the conceptual design (which had already been completed by 2003). This
was a substantial departure from the position taken in Mr Irving’s witness statements and relied upon by
ACP’s geotechnical expert Mr Lewis in his reports.74 As Mr Irving explained at the Hearing:75
“[MR IRVING] … ACP still, after the conceptual design finished, they continued
investigating the decided alignment channel and the locks at the final position. We
made … drill holes along the gates of the locks that were considered the most heavy
structures of the locks. We also made drilling along the contacts, along the faults and
65
66

67

68
69
70
71
72
73
74

75

{C-0493}, 2006 CPP Report, dated 28 Aug 2006.
{C-0493}, 2006 CPP Report, dated 28 Aug 2006; {C-0491}, Technos Report; {C-0540}, URS Report, Task A.1.4,
dated 12 May 2008 and {C-1423}, RFP Vol. VI – Design Drawings for Borinquen Dams; {C-0941}, Governor’s
Report, dated 1944.
{Day4/35:12}, [35:12-37:3] (Zaffaroni Cross) referring to {R-0306/103}, Pre-Tender Meeting Presentation, dated 26
Mar 2008, p. 103.
{Day12/13:6}, [13:6-7] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/55:18}, [55:18-56:2] (Irving FC Re-direct).
{Day12/22:16}, [22:16-19] (Irving FC Cross).
{C-0492/19}, GR, dated December 2007, p. 19 [pp. 17-27].
{C-WS-17/12}, Ottsen I, p. 12 [p. 7] ¶ 37; {C-WS-40/7}, Ottsen II, p. 7 [p. 4] ¶ 16.
{Day12/62 :10}, [62:10-14] (Irving FC Tribunal Questions).
{R-WS-12/5}, Irving I, p. 5 [p. 2] ¶ 15: “The geotechnical and geological testing undertaken by the ACP from 2001
and leading up to the issuing of the RFP for the TSLP was to assist in investigating a conceptual design for the TSLP”;
{R-EX-26/20}, Lewis II, p. 20 [p. 16] ¶¶4.12-4.13; p. 39 [p. 35] ¶ 8.33; {Rejoinder/578}, p. 578 [Ch. 4, p. 161] ¶8.59.
{Day12/65:21}, [65:21-66:8] (Irving FC Tribunal Questions) [Emphasis added]; see also {Day12/33:15}, [33:15-20]
(Irving FC Cross).
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characterised, in detail, the 1939 excavation -- all the joints, the all the faults, all the
shear zones that were found there. And all that information was done after the
conceptual design was already defined. So this information was gathered mainly so
that bidders didn't have to begin from zero to investigate the project.”
Messrs Quijano and Irving, and Ms George, also confirmed at the Hearing that ACP’s decision to procure
the TSLP as a design build contract was made only toward the end of 2006 or at the beginning of 2007,
meaning that, up until that point in time, ACP was carrying out its detailed investigations on the basis that it
would ultimately be responsible for the detailed design.76
It is thus clear that ACP’s investigations in the PLE went well beyond what was required for a conceptual
design, and would be considered sufficient for developing a tender design. Indeed, as ACP’s counsel
highlighted at the Hearing, ACP told the tenderers at the pre-tender meeting in March 2008 that the
objective of the geotechnical information provided in the RFP was to “provide information necessary for a
general characterization of the areas and for the preparation of preliminary designs for bid submittal.”77
(c) Following GUPC’s request for a GBR, ACP provided a warranted GIR and accepted
responsibility for its interpretation of the foundation conditions (while seeking to
disclaim responsibility for the borehole data)
In the initial Conditions of Contract provided with the RFP, ACP sought to put all of the responsibility for
the Site Data onto the tenderers. Indeed, in the initial version of SC 4.10, ACP sought to disclaim
“responsibility for the accuracy, sufficiency, suitability or completeness of any data it has provided or does
provide regarding subsurface and hydrological conditions at the Site”.78
From January 2008, however, GUPC made clear that it was unwilling to accept ACP’s proposed balance of
risk with respect to subsurface conditions.79 As Mr Zaffaroni explained at the Hearing, GUPC requested a
geotechnical baseline report (GBR) because “there [were] too many undefined factors”,80 and “because it is
the usual way in which you proceed in a design and build contract. You want to know … the starting point
[from which] every bidder is in condition to elaborate.”81
ACP ultimately provided a geotechnical interpretive report (GIR) rather than a GBR but, as Mr Zaffaroni
explained, the concept remained similar: “defining the picture on which you have to develop your
design”.82 Indeed, ACP told GUPC at a meeting on 4 July 2008 that the GIR was “basically a geotechnical
baseline report”.83
The first version of the GIR was provided in May 2008 with RFP Amendment 8, and its Section 1.2
provided that “[t]he subsurface conditions described in this GIR reflect the Employer’s best judgment of
the anticipated conditions and ground behaviors.”84 In the final version of the GIR, Section 1.2 included an
express warranty for the “sufficiency, suitability [and] completeness of the GIR” for the areas within its
scope, i.e., the foundation conditions of the Locks Structures.85

76
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78
79

80
81

82
83
84
85

{Day5/264:22}, [264:22-265:24] (Quijano CAP Cross); {Day6/20:18}, [20:18-21:17] (Irving CAP Cross);
{Day6/168:21}, [168:21-169:10] (George CAP Cross).
{Day4/36:10}, [36:10-15] (Zaffaroni Cross); referring to {R-0306/24}, Pre-Tender Meeting Presentation, dated 26 Mar
2008, p. 24.
See {R-0774/1}, Changes to SC 4.10 and 4.12, p. 1.
{C-0030/4}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 31 Jan 2008, p. 4; see also {Day12/61:7}, [61:7-23] (Irving FC Tribunal
Questions).
{Day4/47:11}, [47:11-15] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{Day4/17:18}, [17:18-24] (Zaffaroni Cross): “we got to the understanding that the client was not prepared to go for a
full scale Geotechnical Interpretative Report but was trying to limit his risk to the foundations.”
{Day4/28:3}, [28:3-6] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{C-0484/1}, Transcript of meeting between GUPC/CICP and ACP, dated 4 Jul 2008, p. 1.
{C-0479/10}, GIR (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008, p. 10; Sec. 1.2. [Emphasis added]
{C-0684/10}, GIR (Final Version), p. 10 Sec. 1.2.
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Given the extent of ACP’s prior investigations and analysis of the ground conditions in the PLE, it made
sense for ACP to provide such a warranty – and for the tenderers to rely on it. Testimony from the Hearing
has further clarified that ACP intended the tenderers to rely on the GIR. Mr Irving – one of the drafters of
the GIR – explained on re-direct:86
“[MR IRVING] And the last level of interpretation, which, for us, was the most important
… was the GIR. And the GIR will still go further. We use the boreholes; we use the
geological sections; we used the geophysics; we use CPP report of the 1939 excavation;
and with all this information we made a synthetic interpretation for design […]
I think that was a unique effort that ACP did in this project. I don’t think that is common.
I think that it’s quite rare, that a contractor has this kind of advance, very useful and well
done, very professional, very current documentation that has gone far enough for the
contractors to make a good idea of what they were bidding.”
In July and August 2008 (RFP Amendments 10 and 15), ACP modified the wording of SC 4.10 and 4.12 to
reflect that the tenderers could rely on the GIR. SC 4.10.3 repeated ACP’s warranty for the sufficiency,
suitability and completeness of the GIR, while SC 4.12 used the GIR as the benchmark for assessing
whether the foundation conditions encountered were more adverse.87
At the 4 July 2008 meeting, ACP confirmed how the GIR would serve as a benchmark for the purpose of
foundation conditions claims, and the fact that ACP was taking responsibility for its interpretation of the
foundation conditions.88 ACP made clear to GUPC that it was not required to use the design parameters in
the GIR but that if the Contractor found “[foundation] conditions materially different from what we
interpreted, then we have a case for additional time or whatever.”89 This meant that, while GUPC had to
make its own interpretation of the foundation conditions (and could depart from the GIR’s interpretation),90
it could nevertheless rely on the GIR’s interpretation and be entitled to compensation if the actual
foundation conditions encountered were more adverse than the GIR’s interpretation.
At the Hearing, Mr Zaffaroni, who was present at the 4 July 2008 meeting, confirmed his understanding of
this discussion.91 He also explained that these clarifications from ACP regarding responsibility for adverse
foundation conditions were of particular importance to GUPC as it was preparing its tender design for the
Lock Structures.92 Similarly, ACP’s expert Mr Lewis agreed during his cross-examination that, had he
been present at that meeting, he would have understood that ACP was taking responsibility for the
interpretations that it provided in the GIR.93
During the same period, ACP also sought to disclaim any responsibility for the accuracy of the borehole
logs through amendments to the Contract. Whereas under RFP Amendment 5 (issued in March 2008)
ACP had expressly taken responsibility for the accuracy of the borehole logs, this was removed with
RFP Amendment 10 (July 2008).94 Later, with RFP Amendment 17 (October 2008), ACP specifically
sought to disclaim responsibility for the sufficiency, suitability or completeness of the borehole data.95
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{Day12/56:14}, [56:14-57:11] (Irving Re-direct). [Emphasis added]; {Day12/68:21}, [68:21-69:6] (Irving FC Cross).
See {R-0774/1}, Changes to SC 4.10 and 4.12, p. 1.
{C-0484}, Transcript of meeting between GUPC/CICP and ACP, dated 4 Jul 2008.
{C-0484/3}, Transcript of meeting between GUPC/CICP and ACP, dated 4 Jul 2008, p. 3.
This discussion arose due to GUPC’s concern that the parameters in the GIR for La Boca formation would make it
virtually impossible to design the lock structures. See {C-WS-17/12}, Ottsen I, p. 12 [pp. 7-9] ¶¶ 35 and 41-44; see
also {Day11/207:6}, [207:6-208:13] (Ottsen Tribunal Questions].
{Day4/37:4}, [37:4-42:24] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{Day4/46:16}, [46:16-20] (Zaffaroni Tribunal Questions).
{Day13/114:1}, [114:1-10] (Lewis Cross).
{C-0011/18}, RFP Amendment 5, Conditions of Contract, dated 19 Mar 2008, p. 18; {C-0012/23}, RFP Amendment
10, Conditions of Contract, dated 2 Jul 2008, p. 23.
{C-0014/49}, RFP Amendment 17, Conditions of Contract, dated 3 Oct 2008, p. 49 [p. 37] SC 4.10.3; see also
GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 52.
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Based on the facts above, it was therefore reasonable for the tenderers to place more reliance on ACP’s
interpretations in the GIR and the Plates, than on the underlying borehole logs.96
Applicable contractual and legal provisions
Just as in the other matters before this Tribunal, GUPC’s primary case is contractual, based on the test laid
out in SC 4.12. Once the contractual mechanism under SC 4.12 is properly understood, it is clear that most
of ACP’s arguments are, in fact, little more than distractions.
(a) The contractual mechanism under Sub-Clause 4.12
SC 4.12 allocates the risk of Unforeseeable and more adverse foundation conditions to
ACP
Although ACP’s counsel repeatedly stressed that “the responsibility for and risk of encountering adverse
physical conditions was allocated between the parties in the contract”,97 ACP ignored the fact that the risk
with respect to the foundation conditions was allocated to ACP. Indeed, regarding the foundation level of
the Lock Structures, the contractual allocation of risk is clear: under SC 4.12 and 4.10, GUPC is entitled to
recover its costs arising from Unforeseeable more adverse foundation conditions encountered during the
execution of the Works – in other words, ACP undertook contractually the risk for such conditions.
Therefore, ACP cannot credibly argue, as it did throughout its FC Opening, that GUPC “knew there were
ground risks and should have priced them”.98 In fact, under the agreed Conditions of Contract, ACP holds
the risk for Unforeseeable and more adverse foundation conditions in the PLE. As such, it was not a risk
that GUPC had to price.99
The requirements under SC 4.12
The requirements under SC 4.12 are not disputed. The Parties agree that, in order to recover its additional
costs under SC 4.12, the Contractor must show that it encountered (i) natural physical conditions,
(ii) within the footprint of a Lock Structure, (iii) at or below foundation level, (iv) which are more adverse
to the Contractor than ACP’s geotechnical interpretation in the GIR, and (v) which are Unforeseeable.100
Thus, SC 4.12 does not include a requirement to show any element of fault on the part of ACP. The test
under SC 4.12 is completely separate from, and must not be confused with, the issue of whether ACP was
negligent in its preparation of the RFP (GUPC’s alternative case, discussed in Section D).
The applicability of SC 4.12 (and SC 4.10.3) to the FC claims is also not disputed. Indeed, ACP recognizes
that the FC claims meet the geospatial requirements of SC 4.12 (as they concern physical conditions at the
foundation level of the Lock Structures), and therefore the first hurdles in SC 4.12 are met.101 Similarly, it
cannot be disputed that the foundation conditions are within the express scope of the GIR, and thus within
the scope of ACP’s warranty under SC 4.10.3. The present dispute solely concerns whether the conditions
were “more adverse” than the GIR’s interpretation and “Unforeseeable”, although the Parties dispute how
these requirements should be applied.
The benchmark for assessing “adverseness” under SC 4.12 is the GIR’s interpretation,
which was warranted to be sufficient, suitable and complete
As ACP recognized, the GIR’s interpretation is the “benchmark” for assessing “adverseness” under
SC 4.12.102 There are several considerations when assessing this benchmark.
96
97
98

99
100
101
102

{C-WS-17/14}, Ottsen I, p. 14 [p. 9] ¶ 44.
{Day11/101:19}, [101:19-21] (ACP’s FC Opening); {R-P-0009/15}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 15.
{R-P-0009/14}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 14. ACP’s counsel also argued “there’s always risk. And one prices risk based
upon the conditions of contract which have been agreed. If [GUPC] hold[s] the risk, [GUPC] must price it.”
{Day11/104:2}, [104:2-5].
See Sec. I.C.2(b)(ii).
See {R-P-0009/24}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 24.
{Day11/95:13}, [95:13-19] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{SOD/162}, p. 162 [Ch. 4, p. 19] ¶ 4.10; {SOD/435}, p. 435 [Ch. 4, p. 4] ¶ 3.9.
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First, as set out above, it is clear that the GIR’s interpretation, for the purpose of SC 4.12, includes the GIR
text but also the accompanying interpretative Plates in its Appendix A.103
Second, ACP cannot avoid liability under SC 4.12 by claiming that it did not provide a specific
interpretation of the conditions in one area, despite this area being within the scope of the GIR (as ACP
attempts to argue with respect to the LH1 Fault).104 The only way SC 4.12 can truly fulfil its purpose of
being a “remedy granting clause” (to use ACP’s words),105 is if the GIR provides a meaningful
benchmark.106 That is why SC 4.12 must be read in conjunction with SC 4.10.3, under which ACP
expressly warranted the “sufficiency, suitability and completeness” of the GIR’s interpretation of the
foundation conditions.107
ACP however, completely ignores its express warranty as to the “sufficiency, suitability and completeness”
of the GIR. Remarkably, ACP’s counsel did not mention ACP’s warranty once in its entire FC Opening,
and referred to SC 4.10.3, only to contend that it relieved ACP of responsibility for the Site Data, with
“limited potential exceptions” (without acknowledging that the foundation conditions in the PLE fall
squarely within these exceptions).108
ACP’s attempts at the Hearing to undermine the importance of this warranty are not convincing. In
particular, ACP’s counsel argued that it would not make sense for ACP to provide an interpretation of
“every square inch of the foundation, across [a] huge area”, which is not GUPC’s case.109 Similarly,
ACP’s expert Mr Lewis attempted to justify ACP’s failure to provide a complete interpretation by arguing
that “in a design-build context the owner doesn’t know exactly what the contractor is going to build or how
he will build it”.110 These defences have no merit. Indeed, the sufficiency, suitability and completeness of
the GIR must be assessed in relation to its purpose, which was to enable the tenderers to prepare their
tender design (not final design) for the locks in the location that ACP had specified. It is clear that certain
foundation conditions – such as the presence of the LH1 Fault, a 30m wide fault zone with large and
pervasive shear zones, and the presence of smectite joint infill in the basalt – would always have an impact
on the tender design and price, regardless of the Contractor’s specific means and methods. Based on
SC 4.10.3, such foundation conditions should have been identified in the GIR.111
The “adverseness” of the actual conditions is assessed based on their impact on the Works
– not by using averages
Under SC 4.12, the actual foundation conditions must be “more adverse to the Contractor” than the
conditions interpreted in the GIR. This is what ACP refers to as the “delta from benchmark”
requirement.112 It is clear, however, that the adverseness of the conditions cannot be assessed by averaging
out adverse conditions in one area with more favorable conditions in another area – indeed it would then be
unlikely that any condition would ever be considered more adverse. The contractual test is not whether the
conditions are “on average more adverse”, contrary to what Mr Lewis (ACP’s expert) suggests, and what is
103
104
105
106
107

{C-0488}, GIR Plates (selected), dated 15 Apr 2008; see Sec. I.A.2.
{R-P-0009/101}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 101.
{R-P-0009/8}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 8 [pp. 8-10].
{SOR/651}, p. 651 [Ch. 5, p. 16] ¶ 55.
Art. 1136 CC also requires contractual provisions to be interpreted together and not in isolation.
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{Day11/107:20}, [107:20-109:8] (ACP’s FC Opening); {R-P-0009/21}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 21 [pp. 21-22]. Mr Lewis
was equally evasive during his presentation (see, e.g., {R-P-0011/5}, Lewis Pres., p. 5, where he lists the relevant sections of
the GIR without citing Section 9, which includes the Plates). When asked about the warranty, he attempted to avoid the issue
saying that “[he] get[s] nervous when [he] see[s] words like ‘warranty’”, and he would not answer the question on his own
“as a tenderer and a geotechnical engineer” ({Day13/119:10}, [119:10-120:20] (Lewis Cross)). He admitted that his analysis
did not consider the fact that ACP was legally obliged to provide a sufficient, suitable and complete GIR – to him this was a
“hypothetical” question ({Day13/120:15}, [120:15-20] (Lewis Cross)). This is in stark contrast to the (correct) approach
taken by Mr Shilston – who explained that he was perfectly able to understand the warranty in the GIR “reading it as a
geologist, not a lawyer” ({Day12/203:8}, [203:8-13] (Shilston FC Pres.)).
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{Day11/126:19}, [126:19-127:1] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{Day13/120:19}, [120:19-23] (Lewis Cross).
The GIR did highlight the issues that the La Boca formation posed in relation to foundation preparation, but made no
reference to potential problems in the basalt reach: {C-0684/33}, GIR (Final Version), p. 33, Sec. 7.2.1.
{R-P-0009/24}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 24.
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relevant is whether the actual conditions had an adverse impact on the design or execution of the Works
(i.e., whether the actual conditions caused the Contractor to incur additional costs).113
The “Unforeseeability” test requires the Tribunal to put itself in the shoes of the Tenderers
at tender stage
Finally, the actual foundation conditions must also be Unforeseeable (i.e., not reasonably foreseeable by a
hypothetical prudent tenderer at tender stage).114 The Hearing highlighted the difference in approach
between the Parties when it comes to assessing Unforeseeability.
For GUPC, as previously detailed in its submissions and at the Hearing,115 it is clear that the contractual
definition of Unforeseeability requires the Tribunal to place itself in the shoes of the tenderers at the time of
tender, and to consider Prudent Industry Practices.116 To that end, it is fundamental to understand the wider
background of the tender period, and the context in which the tenderers received all of the RFP
information, particularly the GIR.
At the Hearing, ACP misrepresented the evidence (and GUPC’s case) by claiming that GUPC “only looked
at the GIR”117 and did not examine the other available information, particularly the borehole cores.118 To
be clear, GUPC’s case is not (and never has been), that “it could only rely on the GIR and ignore
everything else”,119 or that “if a particular physical condition is not mentioned in the GIR”, such condition
is Unforeseeable, as ACP suggested at the Hearing.120 Indeed, it is not disputed that all of the RFP
documents and information available at tender, including the borehole data, must be considered in order to
assess Unforeseeability. However, while reviewing all of that information, a hypothetical Tenderer
exercising Prudent Industry Practices would also take into account the following facts:
 ACP and its consultants had spent many years carrying out detailed investigations of the PLE –
well beyond what was required for a conceptual design121 – and were much better placed than the
tenderers to understand the specific Panamanian geology;122
 none of the interpretive documents included in the RFP (the GIR and the Plates, the GDR, the CPP
Report, the Technos Report, the URS Reports and the Isthmian Reports) identified the severe
foundation conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE;123
 the basalt in the PLE was, overall, presented as a strong foundation material, with low risk
compared to the many other aspects of the Project that the tenderers also had to study and take
account of in their tender submissions;124
 ACP specifically warranted and accepted responsibility for its interpretation of the foundation
conditions in the GIR (so it was reasonable to rely on it); and
113
114
115
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117

118
119
120
121
122
123
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See Sec. I.C.3(c)(v).131
{C-0001/22}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 22 [pp. 9 and 13] Sub-Clauses 1.1.6.42 and 1.1.5.25.
See {SOC/392}, p. 392 [Ch. 4, p. 367] ¶¶ 1198-1201; {C-P-0011/47}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 47 [pp. 47-48];
{Day11/17:4}, [17:4-18:7] (GUPC’s FC Opening).
{C-0001/22}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 22 [pp. 9 and 13] Sub-Clauses 1.1.6.42 and 1.1.5.25.
{Day11/105:22}, [105:22-25] (ACP’s FC Opening) - Mr McMullan said of GUPC: “what they say is: we only looked
at the GIR. We just looked at the GIR. We didn’t have time for anything else.”
{Day11/121:12}, [121:12-122:4] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{Day11/125:17}, [125:17-20] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{R-P-0009/53}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 53.
See Sec. I.C.1(b).
Mr Irving admitted as much. See Sec. I.C.1(a); {Day12/47:11}, [47:11-48:6] (Irving FC Cross).
{SOC/414}, p. 414 [Ch. 4, pp. 389-395, 398-407] ¶¶ 1291-1315, 1321-1357; {SOR/715}, p. 715 [Ch. 5, p. 80-81, 8687] ¶¶ 282-288, 305-309.
For obvious reasons, these other considerations were not part of this arbitration. As such, the Tribunal was only asked
to consider a small fraction of the complete geotechnical analysis that had to be undertaken by the Tenderers. See {CEX-26/65}, Shilston II, p. 65 [p. 3-26] ¶¶ 106-112.
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 ACP initially provided most of the post-2000 borehole logs in “draft”, and then specifically sought
to disclaim all responsibility for the accuracy of the borehole logs (so tenderers should be cautious
about giving precedence to unwarranted borehole data over the warranted GIR and Plates).125
ACP, however, does not appear to be applying the same contractual test. As the Hearing showed, ACP and
Mr Lewis do not attempt to step into the shoes of a prudent Tenderer at the time of tender, or even to
consider what the three tenderers foresaw. This was particularly obvious when ACP chose not to crossexamine Mr Ottsen on any issue related to the foreseeability of the foundation conditions. This was even
more striking when ACP decided not to question Mr Davis (from CANAL’s tender team) at all, despite
previously arguing in the Cofferdam Arbitration that what CANAL foresaw was “crucial evidence” as to
Unforeseeability.126 (Indeed, ACP even continued to rely on the CANAL tender with respect to the CAP
claims).127 Similarly, Mr Lewis admitted during his cross-examination that he had not referred to
Mr Davis’s testimony in his report regarding what CANAL foresaw.128
Instead, ACP’s principal focus for assessing Unforeseeability is a retrospective analysis of the borehole
data and the geophysical data. For instance in ACP’s FC Opening, one of ACP’s main arguments was that
“a lot of the information that made the matters foreseeable is, in fact, in the borehole logs”129, and indeed a
large part of ACP’s cross-examination of Mr Shilston was focused on the geophysical anomalies and on a
single borehole from the 1940s.130 Mr Lewis, during his presentation, summarily skipped over the
LH1 Fault and the IWW Fault, but he asked the Tribunal to “review the results of the borehole logs in those
areas” and the geophysics.131 He did not refer to any of the numerous reports prepared by ACP and its
consultants, which all failed to highlight the presence of a second fault zone in the Upper Chamber.132 As
previously explained, ACP’s approach of second-guessing the interpretations provided in the RFP (in the
GIR, and before that, in the GDR, CPP Report, Technos Report, URS Reports and Isthmian Reports) is
retrospective and self-serving. It does not reflect what a prudent Tenderer would have done – or indeed
what any of the tenderers did.133 This approach is also directly contradicted by the testimony of Mr Irving,
who explained at the Hearing that the “bidders didn’t have to begin from zero to investigate the project”,134
and the GIR was the “most important” level of interpretation.135
Fortunately for the Tribunal, there is no need to hypothesize in order to assess what a prudent Tenderer
would have foreseen at the time of tender, including from the borehole data and the geophysical data. As
GUPC highlighted at the Hearing, this Tribunal has the benefit of having the evidence from three tenderers,
who are “the 800 lb gorillas of international EPC contracting”, the “who’s who of international
contracting”.136 As Messrs Ottsen and Davis confirmed, a tenderer exercising Prudent Industry Practices
would not have used the boreholes (for which ACP had sought to disclaim responsibility) to re-interpret the
conditions already interpreted in the GIR (for which ACP had taken responsibility) and the other
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{Day12/46:6}, [46:6-15] (Irving FC Cross); {Day13/108:13}, [108:13-109:19] (Lewis Cross). See also {C-0012/23},
RFP Amendment 10, Conditions of Contract, dated 2 Jul 2008, p. 23; {C-0014/49}, RFP Amendment 17, Conditions
of Contract, dated 3 Oct 2008, p. 49 [p. 37].
{C-P-0011/55}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 55; {R-0760/37}, Transcripts from Miami Cofferdam Hearing, dated 18 Jul
2016 - 30 Jul 2016, p. 37, [143:9-22].
See {Day7/271:3}, [271:3-274:6] (Shilston CAP Cross).
{Day13/134:6}, [134:6-9] (Lewis Cross). Contrast this with ACP and Mr Lewis’s position in the SoD, where they
erroneously argued that CANAL had foreseen the faulting conditions (see Sec. I.C.3(d)(iv)).
{Day11/120:3}, [120:3-7] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{Day13/15:6}, [15:6-18:4] (Shilston FC Cross).
{Day13/96:10}, [96:10-16] (Lewis Pres.).
See Sec. I.C.3(d)(i).
See {SOR/656}, p. 656 [pp. 21-25] ¶¶ 77-97.
{Day12/66:4}, [66:4-8] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/56:14}, [56:14-16] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day1/36:11}, [36:11-17] (GUPC General Opening).
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interpretive documents in the RFP.137 It cannot be disputed that none of GUPC, CANAL or BTM foresaw
the actual foundation conditions.138
(b) ACP attempts to distract the Tribunal from the relevant contractual test
ACP’s arguments regarding GUPC’s obligations
ACP spent most of its FC Opening arguing that (i) all of the responsibility for ascertaining the foundation
conditions was on GUPC, and (ii) GUPC should have been more diligent in its assessment of the
foundation conditions. These are not valid defences in light of the agreed allocation of risk and the
contractual test the Tribunal must apply under SC 4.12.
A design-build approach does not change the fact that ACP accepted responsibility with respect to
the foundation conditions. ACP emphasized the fact that the Contract is a design-build contract.139 All
this means is that the Contractor is responsible for the design and execution of the Works. This does not
place additional responsibilities upon GUPC, outside of those included in the Contract, to investigate the
foundation conditions, and does not change the fact that ACP expressly accepted responsibility in the
Contract for more adverse and Unforeseeable foundation conditions.
GUPC’s “duty to self-inform” and to inspect and examine the Site do not absolve ACP from liability.
In its FC Opening, ACP also placed great emphasis on GUPC’s obligations, without acknowledging that
ACP itself had important obligations with respect to the provision of geological information.140 Indeed,
ACP stressed that, under the “deeming provision” in SC 4.10.2, the Contractor was “deemed to have
inspected and examined” the Site and the available information regarding sub-surface conditions,141 and
that, according to the GIR, GUPC had to make its own interpretation of the ground conditions.142 ACP also
referred to GUPC’s “duty to self-inform” with respect to the Site.143 The extent of such obligations,
however, is not as onerous and far-reaching as ACP suggests, particularly in light of the contractual
framework expressly agreed by the Parties with respect to the foundation conditions.
First, the tenderers’ obligations are qualified by ACP’s own obligations under the Contract. In SC 4.10.3,
ACP expressly agreed to warrant the “sufficiency, suitability and completeness” of its interpretation of the
foundation conditions in the GIR. This means that, with respect to foundation conditions, ACP expressly
agreed to bear the risk of more adverse and Unforeseeable physical conditions. This also means that, while
the tenderers had to make their own interpretation of the foundation conditions, in doing so they were
entitled to rely on the interpretation provided by ACP in the GIR. As already noted, Mr Irving confirmed
that the GIR could be relied on by the bidders for preparing their tender.144
Second, the “deeming provision” in SC 4.10.2 does no more than it says. No matter what arguments ACP
makes about changes to the standard form FIDIC Yellow Book,145 SC 4.10.2 is incapable of affecting the
contractually agreed definition of Unforeseeable. SC 4.12 provides GUPC with a remedy where it
encounters conditions that are Unforeseeable, i.e., not “reasonably” foreseeable by a Contractor exercising
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{C-WS-30/10}, Davis I, p. 10 [p. 7 and 10] ¶¶ 42-43, 53; {C-WS-40/7}, Ottsen II, p. 7 [p. 4] ¶ 16.
See for instance, {Day12/205:22}, [205:22-206:11] (Shilston FC Pres.); {C-1062/2}, Mott MacDonald Technical Note
on Geological Conditions at Structure Foundation, p. 2.
{R-P-0009/14}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 14. See also {C-0001/44}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 44 [p.
31] Sub-Clause 4.1 [General Obligations]; {C-0001/69}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 69 [p. 56] SubClause 5.1 [Design Obligations].
{R-P-0009/8}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 8 [pp. 8-41].
{R-P-0009/9}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 9 [pp. 9, 18, 41]; {C-0001/59}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 59 [p.
46] Sub-Clause 4.10.2 [Site Data]; see also {C-0001/36}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 36 [p. 23] SubClause 1.9.1.
{Day11/125:10}, [125:10-126:6] (ACP’s FC Opening); also {C-0684/10}, GIR (Final Version), p. 10, Sec. 1.2.
{R-P-0009/48}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 48.
{Day12/57:6}, [57:6-11] (Irving Re-direct).
See {R-P-0009/19}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 19; {Day11/106:10}, [106:10-18] (ACP’s FC Opening). ACP relies on the
fact that the terms “to the extent practicable (taking into account of cost and time)” were deleted from the standard
form, however this does not change the definition of Unforeseeability.
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“Prudent Industry Practices” at tender stage.146 The Contract defines Prudent Industry Practices based on
the conduct of a “properly skilled and experienced international market leading EPC contractor”.147
Therefore, contrary to what ACP suggests, the “deeming provision” does not give the hypothetical prudent
tenderer an enhanced degree of foresight (as even Mr Lewis recognized, “[n]o one has x-ray vision”).148
ACP cannot rely on the “deeming provision” to say that the tenderers could have foreseen any sub-surface
conditions if only they had done innumerable and unspecified further investigations. Similarly, GUPC’s
alleged “duty to self-inform” (under Panamanian law) is limited and does not exceed the degree of
foresight already required by the definition of “Prudent Industry Practices”.149
Third, while the Unforeseeable test for the purpose of SC 4.12 is an objective one, the conduct of all three
tenderers constitutes helpful evidence for the Tribunal in determining what was reasonably foreseeable at
tender stage.150 In this regard, Mr Davis, who was responsible for CANAL’s geological assessment,
testified that “[i]t was simply not possible to review, investigate and develop a detailed assessment of
everything in the time (and with the resources) we had available at tender stage”.151 If none of the three
tenderers – all properly skilled and experienced international market leading EPC contractors – foresaw the
conditions (which is the case here),152 then that is powerful evidence that the conditions were in fact
Unforeseeable, regardless of GUPC’s level of diligence (although, as explained below, GUPC was diligent
and complied with Prudent Industry Practices).
GUPC diligently inspected and examined the Site, as did the other tenderers, and none of them
foresaw the actual conditions. In any event, as set out in GUPC’s written submissions, the evidence
shows that GUPC did diligently inspect and examine the Site, as well as all of the information available
during tender, in accordance with Prudent Industry Practices.153 This was also confirmed at the Hearing.
First, as ACP’s counsel highlighted during Mr Ottsen’s cross-examination,154 GUPC’s tender emphasized
that “GUPC and the CICP Design Team have thoroughly reviewed all of the available geotechnical data
and reports provided in the RFP in order to become familiar with the site conditions and design
requirements”.155 Mr Shilston also confirmed at the Hearing his opinion that GUPC “were reviewing [the
RFP and RFQ documents] properly”.156
Second, as Mr Zaffaroni and Mr Ottsen reiterated at the Hearing, GUPC and CICP performed several site
visits during the tender period, which included the inspection of borehole cores and the observation of the
basalt exposures in the 1939 Excavation and of CUSA’s ongoing excavations in the basalt of the Pacific
Access Channel (“PAC”).157
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{C-0001/60}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 60 [pp. 47-48] Sub-Clause 4.12; {C-0001/26}, Conditions of
Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 26 [p. 13] Sub-Clause 1.1.6.42. [Emphasis added]. The reference to “Prudent Industry
Practices” is repeated in SC 1.9.1 (also raised by ACP in its FC Opening): {R-P-0009/20}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 20;
{Day11/106:19}, [106:19-107:7] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{C-0001/22}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 22 [p. 9] Sub-Clause 1.1.5.25.
{Day13/122:6}, [122:6] (Lewis Cross).
As previously explained, in order to determine the scope of the duties to inform and to self-inform under Panamanian
law, proper consideration must be given to the circumstances of the parties. {SOR/63}, p. 63 [Ch. 3, p. 29] ¶ 153; see
also {SOR/663}, p. 663 [Ch. 5, p. 28] ¶ 112.
{SOD/450}, p. 450 [Ch. 6, p. 19] ¶ 3.68: “Even though the test is an objective one, it is informative to consider the
actions of GUPC and the other Tenderers during the RFP period”.
{C-WS-30/8}, Davis I, p. 8 [p. 5] ¶ 31.
See Sec. I.C.3(d)(iv).
{SOC/168}, p. 168 [Ch. 3, p. 152] ¶ 164; {SOR/652}, p. 652 [Ch. 5 p. 17] ¶ 62; {C-EX-26/45}, Shilston II, p. 45 [p.
3-6] ¶ 11.
{Day11/190:5}, [190:5-21] (Ottsen Cross); see also {SOD/451}, p. 451 [Ch. 6, p. 20] ¶¶ 3.74-3.75.
{C-0558/743}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 743.
{Day8/60:4}, [60:4-10] (Shilston CAP Re-direct).
{Day4/13:23}, [13:23-14:4] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day4/34:11}, [34:11-35:11] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day11/164:13},
[164:13-165:13] (Ottsen Direct); {Day11/205:2}, [205:2-207:5] (Ottsen Tribunal Questions).
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For the avoidance of doubt, Mr Irving’s assertion to the Tribunal that GUPC did not request access to core
boxes is incorrect (and Mr Irving admitted that he was not involved in this process).158 In reality, as ACP’s
counsel recognized, GUPC specifically requested to inspect certain cores boxes. Although the written
request only concerned cores in La Boca,159 Mr Ottsen explained to the Tribunal that he and his team of
geologists and geotechnical engineers from CICP spent time at ACP’s core inspection facility inspecting
not only the core boxes they had formally requested, but also the other core boxes that ACP had laid out.160
Mr Zaffaroni also indicated in his witness statement that GUPC’s geologist Mr Picco specifically inspected
basalt cores.161
GUPC’s examination of the basalt rock mass conditions during the tender period was reasonable and
diligent. As Mr Ottsen explained, the reason GUPC did not make a formal written request to inspect basalt
cores is that they were already able to “observe the basalt features up close” in the 1939 Excavation and in
the excavations undertaken by CUSA in the PAC.162 Mr Irving recognized the high quality of the
information obtained from the 1939 Excavation, in comparison to information obtained from boreholes and
geophysics:163
“[MR IRVING]: We had the 1939 excavation. That means that we have an excavation
that has been already made 200 metres beside the new one. This … facilitated us
information that normally you have to do a lot of boreholes, a lot of geophysics, a lot of
whatever you can think about to that quality of information that we had disclosed to the
tenderers in the 1939 excavation.”
Third, in any event, it is not disputed that GUPC reviewed the borehole logs (which were supposed to
reflect the information from the borehole cores). The Tribunal will recall that ACP’s counsel confirmed
this at the Hearing.164
Finally, while ACP is now very critical of GUPC’s conduct during tender, no such criticism is addressed
towards the other two tenderers. At the Hearing, ACP continued to emphasize that the other tenderers
inspected the basalt cores,165 and that CANAL drilled additional boreholes during the tender period.166
When asked whether CANAL had exceeded Prudent Industry Practices, ACP’s expert Mr Lewis confirmed
that he believed CANAL “prepared a good proposal”.167 Therefore, it is not disputed that CANAL
exercised Prudent Industry Practices,168 yet, as discussed below, CANAL did not foresee the actual
foundation conditions. This, in itself, is sufficient to show that the conditions were Unforeseeable.
ACP’s arguments regarding what GUPC foresaw and how GUPC priced risk
ACP made a number of comments suggesting that GUPC somehow had a better degree of foresight than
was indicated in its tender, and had included contingencies in its tender against risks in the geology of the
PLE.169 Such arguments are wholly unsupported and do not make any sense in the context of a Contract
which contains specific provisions for additional payments to the Contractor when adverse ground
conditions are encountered. Further, they are irrelevant to the operation of the test under SC 4.12 and, thus,
whether GUPC is entitled to compensation.
158
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{Day6/100:20}, [100:20-101:5] (Irving CAP Tribunal Questions).
{Day11/121:12}, [121:12-122:4] (ACP’s FC Opening); {C-1187}, Email from C. Fabrega to C. Tejada, dated 24 Jun
2008; {C-1188}, Email from C. Fabrega to C. Tejada, dated 21 January 2008.
{Day11/205:2}, [205:2-207:5] (Ottsen Tribunal Questions).
{C-WS-47/12}, Zaffaroni III, p. 12 [p. 9] ¶ 49.
{C-WS-40/10}, Ottsen II, p. 10 [p. 7] ¶¶ 28-29; see also {Day11/164:13}, [164:13-165:12] (Ottsen Direct).
{Day12/39:7}, [39:7-13] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day11/122:5}, [122:5-8] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{Day6/101:2}, [101:2-5] (Irving CAP Tribunal Questions).
{Day8/2:21}, [2:21-3:2] (Shilston FC Cross); however CANAL only drilled three additional boreholes, and they were
not drilled for the purpose of assessing the foundation conditions in the PLE: {C-WS-30/16}, Davis I, p. 16 [p. 13] ¶
64.
{Day13/125:21}, [125:21-126:2] (Lewis Cross).
{SOD/464}, p. 464 [Ch. 6, p. 33] ¶ 3.115; {R-EX-26/107}, Lewis II, p. 107 [p. 103] ¶ 3.141.
{R-P-0009/50}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 50.
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GUPC did not possess more knowledge of the foundation conditions due to MWH’s prior
involvement in Panama. At the Hearing, ACP repeatedly referred to the prior involvement of MWH (the
lead designer within CICP) with the Panama Canal,170 claiming that “[t]he Site was well known to MWH
(and hence GUPC), given their historical work for the ACP, over the prior 60 years, and the numerous
geotechnical reports which they possessed dating back to the 1940s”.171 This argument is of no assistance
to the Tribunal, however, because ACP has not shown how (if at all) MWH’s history affected GUPC’s
tender assessment of the geological conditions in the PLE.
In particular, ACP is not able to point to a single piece of information that MWH obtained through its prior
work that could have assisted GUPC in foreseeing the adverse foundation conditions. As Mr Ottsen, from
MWH, confirmed at the Hearing:172
[MR OTTSEN] “I don’t recall ever having information or documents from any of
[MWH’s] previous work that … was of relevance to what we were doing at the time.
The documents that we were relying on at tender were the ones that were provided in
the RFP.”
ACP’s persistent cross-examination of GUPC’s witnesses on the subject of MWH’s prior involvement only
further demonstrated the futility of ACP’s argument. Mr Zaffaroni confirmed that GUPC did not select
MWH for their knowledge of the geology of the PLE (which was not significant) but selected them for
their expertise in hydraulic design.173 It is also obvious that the MWH engineer who worked for the
Panama Canal in the 1940s (Mr Fucik) could not have assisted GUPC during the tender period, as
Mr Shilston pointed out.174 Moreover, Mr Ottsen confirmed that he diligently searched his company’s
archives and produced, as requested, a list of the historical reports still in MWH’s possession.175 It is clear
that these reports were of little, if any, relevance to the geology of the TSLP, and in any event Mr Ottsen
confirmed that he had never seen or used any of them during the RFP period.176
ACP’s insinuations that GUPC somehow foresaw the adverse foundation conditions due to MWH’s prior
work are thus completely unfounded. What GUPC foresaw is reflected in its tender documents, and, as
discussed further below, it is clear that neither GUPC nor the other tenderers foresaw the severity of the
foundation conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE.
What each of the tenderers foresaw is reflected in its tender design – contingencies for ground risk
are irrelevant. In its FC Opening, ACP criticized GUPC for allegedly failing to disclose its “geotechnical
analysis during tender stage” or its “risk registers about geotechnical conditions”.177 ACP also proceeded
to spend most of its cross-examination time asking GUPC’s witnesses questions about internal documents,
which ACP claims would evidence how GUPC actually assessed the geotechnical data and priced ground
risk.178 The Tribunal should not be distracted by these arguments, for several reasons.
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{Day1/73:13}, [73:13-17] (ACP’s General Opening); {R-P-0003/7}, ACP’s CAP Opening, p. 7 [pp. 7, 92, 93, 95, 104,
114, 130, 131] {R-P-0009/47}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 47; {Day3/195:8}, [195:8-203:15] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{R-P-0009/47}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 47.
{Day11/164:7}, [164:7-12] (Ottsen Direct). Also {C-WS-40/13}, Ottsen II, p. 13 [p. 10] ¶¶ 39-41.
{Day3/196:9}, [196:9-19] and {Day3/199:5}, [199:5-19] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{Day8/13:2}, [13:2-14:7] (Shilston FC Cross).
{Day11/194:21}, [194:21-198:2] (Ottsen Cross); see also {R-1291}, Geotechnical Reports in MWH’s Possession. The
Tribunal, in its Letter to the Parties dated 5 July 2018, decided that GUPC’s production with respect to the relevant
document request (ACP’s Request 84) was sufficient. ACP cannot continue to complain that GUPC provided the
cover pages of these historical reports, when all ACP requested was a “list”.
{Day11/194:21}, [194:21-198:2] (Ottsen Cross).
{R-P-0009/50}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 50.
{Day3/200:5}, [200:5-202:25] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day11/169:17}, [169:17-171:23] p. 46 [177:20-181:19] (Ottsen
Cross).
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First, the Tribunal will recall that it correctly dismissed most of ACP’s document requests concerning
GUPC’s assessment of the geological conditions during tender.179 Notwithstanding this, ACP continued to
press GUPC’s witnesses on whether any such internal documents existed. For instance, ACP’s counsel
repeatedly asked Mr Ottsen whether there were emails or reports evidencing CICP’s review of the RFP
information,180 their site visits,181 how they assessed the geophysical information,182 how they assessed the
AFZ and the other fault zones,183 and whether there were any drafts of the Design Basis Memorandum
(“DBM”).184 Similar questions were repeated throughout the cross-examination of Mr Zaffaroni.185 All of
ACP’s requests for these categories of documents were expressly rejected in the Document Production
phase, and it is inappropriate for ACP to suggest that GUPC did not comply with its disclosure obligations.
Second, it is unclear why ACP insists on obtaining internal documents, given that what the tenderers
foresaw is evident from their tender documents. To use ACP’s counsel own words, “[t]he CANAL tender
says what it says; the GUPC tender says what it says”.186 Mr Ottsen confirmed during his crossexamination that GUPC’s DBM is the “final work product” recording the work carried out during tender,
and includes “lots of calculations and supporting documentation and drawings”, as well as “descriptions of
what [they] were doing in the documents”.187 Yet, ACP’s counsel complained that “[w]e have the tender
documents and we have nothing before that”.188 It is obvious that GUPC’s tender design reflects the
ground conditions foreseen by GUPC and CICP, and there is no basis for ACP to suggest otherwise.189
Third, ACP’s suggestion that GUPC somehow foresaw the adverse conditions, but chose not to reflect that
in its tender design (or indeed its intermediate and final design), does not make any sense. If GUPC had
foreseen the adverse conditions (which it did not), it would have been vastly more efficient to design for
those conditions. In the context of a design build contract with liquidated damages provisions, it is illogical
to suggest that GUPC willingly caused delay to the Project by intentionally designing for more benign
conditions, so that it could then stage a pantomime of being surprised and having to perform redesign work
in the hope that it might ultimately win some further money in DAB or arbitration proceedings.
Fourth, ACP and Mr Lewis frequently referred to contingencies and risk registers,190 but their allegation
that GUPC “knew there were ground risks and should have priced them”191 is at odds with the Contract and
common sense. GUPC knew there were ground risks (in general terms), but that is precisely why GUPC
requested that the risk allocation be changed, and why ACP provided a GIR. Under SC 4.10 and SC 4.12,
as finally agreed in the Contract, ACP expressly accepted the risk for Unforeseeable adverse foundation
conditions, and GUPC is entitled to recover its costs when the contractual test is satisfied. As such, it
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{R-1332/119}, Arbitral Tribunal’s Decision on ACP’s Document Requests, dated 28 Mar 2018, p. 119 [pp. 111-149]
Requests 85 to 104. Out of the 20 requests concerning the RFP period, the Tribunal only partially admitted six
requests, for which GUPC undertook reasonable and proportionate searches, and produced all responsive documents
they found that were not already in ACP’s possession.
{Day11/169:17}, [169:17-171:24] [178:8-179:18] and [180:20-181:19] (Ottsen Cross). ACP’s Request 85 regarding
GUPC’s review of the geotechnical RFP documents was dismissed.
{Day11/170:20}, [170:20-171:4] (Ottsen Cross). ACP’s Requests 87 and 97 about GUPC’s site visits were dismissed.
{Day11/180:20}, [180:20-181:8] (Ottsen Cross). ACP’s Requests 93 and 95 regarding GUPC’s analysis of the
geophysical information were both dismissed.
{Day11/169:17}, [169:17-171:12 and [179:21-181:19] (Ottsen Cross). ACP’s Requests 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 94 and 96
regarding GUPC’s analysis of the faulting (IWW, AFZ, LH1 and contacts) were also dismissed.
{Day11/179:17}, [179:17-180:3] (Ottsen Cross). ACP’s Request 101 regarding drafts of the DBM was dismissed.
{Day3/200:5}, [200:5-202:25] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{Day11/85:13}, [85:13-14] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{Day11/171:13}, [171:13-21] (Ottsen Cross); {Day11/44}, p. 44 [171:20-21] (Ottsen Cross).
{Day11/171:22}, [171:22-23] (Ottsen Cross).
For instance with respect to the AFZ, ACP’s counsel asked about documentation showing how CICP reviewed the
information on the AFZ and made the corresponding calculations for the design of the monolith and the foundation
({Day11/179:21}, [179:21-180:3] (Ottsen Cross)). Mr Ottsen explained that this was all included in the DBM
({Day11/180:4}, [180:4-19] (Ottsen Cross), as a simple review of the document demonstrates (see for instance {C0494/7}, DBM, p. 7 [p. 3] and p. 10 [p. 6]).
{R-P-0009/50}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 50; {Day11/191:13}, [191:13-193:18] (Ottsen Cross); {R-P-0011/107}, Lewis
Pres., p. 107.
{R-P-0009/14}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 14.
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would not make sense for GUPC to include contingencies for risks relating to the Unforeseeable adverse
foundation conditions (thereby making the tender price less competitive), when the Contract provides a
remedy if such conditions arise.
Fifth, the fact that GUPC planned to carry out, after Contract award, more detailed investigations in certain
areas does not mean that the risk switches to GUPC with respect to those areas.192 Mr Ottsen confirmed in
cross-examination that the tenderers were required to prepare a geotechnical research and methodology
plan in order to provide a compliant tender.193 The purpose was to obtain additional information necessary
for detailed design, as well as confirm some of the information previously available at tender.
Finally, for the avoidance of doubt, the fact that the other two tenderers had a higher price than GUPC’s,
and that CAPP opted not to bid,194 are not relevant when assessing the Unforeseeability of the foundation
conditions. ACP has not shown that the reason for the other bidders’ higher prices, or for CAPP’s
withdrawal, had anything to do with risks in the geology of the PLE, much less risks in the foundation
conditions, which were expressly allocated to ACP. As Mr Zaffaroni explained to the Tribunal, the higher
price of the other bids is likely due to design inefficiencies.195
It is telling that ACP chose to spend most of its time at the Hearing on these issues, instead of focusing on
the real issues relevant to the FC claims (i.e., whether the actual conditions were more adverse or
Unforeseeable). As discussed below, the evidence on the record – which ACP largely ignores –
conclusively shows that none of the three tenderers foresaw the actual conditions at the foundation of the
Lock Structures in the PLE.
GUPC has proved its entitlement to recover its additional costs with respect to the three
faulting claims
The Tribunal will recall that ACP spent little time at the Hearing on the key facts relevant to the FC claims
(i.e., the conditions actually encountered and whether they were Unforeseeable).196 ACP’s treatment of the
faulting claims under SC 4.12 was particularly swift (barely more than four pages of the transcript in its FC
Opening),197 and in ACP’s General Opening, the faulting claims were not mentioned at all.198 ACP’s stated
reason for skipping over the faulting claims is that they are “small claims”.199 While it is true that the
additional direct costs for the three faults “only” amount to around $7.5 million,200 the Tribunal should bear
in mind that the discovery of these faults also caused delay and other indirect costs,201 and that the Parties
have agreed that GUPC shall pursue these claims in ICC 22466(22967). In reality, ACP barely addresses
the details of GUPC’s faulting claims because it does not have any credible defences, as shown below.
(a) Summary of the three faulting claims under Sub-Clause 4.12
As explained above, under SC 4.12 the Tribunal has to determine (i) what the GIR interpreted, (ii) whether
the actual conditions were more adverse, and (iii) whether the actual conditions were Unforeseeable.
GUPC refers the Tribunal to its detailed written submissions and its FC Opening, which demonstrate why,
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{R-P-0009/49}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 49 [pp. 49-50].
{Day11/189:21}, [189:21-190:9] (Ottsen Cross). See also {C-WS-40/11}, Ottsen II, p. 11 [p. 8] ¶ 32.
{SOD/439}, p. 439 [Ch. 6, p. 8] ¶ 3.26; {R-P-0003/110}, ACP’s CAP Opening, p. 110.
{Day4/100:17}, [100:17-102:2] (Zaffaroni Tribunal Questions). Indeed, ACP’s evaluation of CANAL’s tender
highlighted that CANAL’s design was inefficient ({SOR/728}, p. 728 [Ch.4 p. 93] ¶ 330). As Mr Davis explained,
“the wider and deeper foundations for CANAL’s monoliths in the basalt were primarily attributable to seismic
requirements”, not CANAL’s geotechnical assessment of the basalt ({C-WS-30/32}, Davis I, p. 32 [p. 29] ¶ 122).
ACP’s Mr Miguez and Mr Irving confirmed that they were unaware of the reason for CAPP’s withdrawal:
{Day6/101:24}, [101:24-102:4] (Irving Tribunal Questions); {Day7/38:24}, [38:24- 39:4] (Miguez Cross).
{R-P-0009}, ACP’s FC Opening; {Day11/83:24}, [83:24-145:25] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{Day11/140:5}, [140:5-144:22] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{R-P-0001}, ACP's General Opening.
{Day11/86:4}, [86:4-87:9] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{C-P-0011/19}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 19.
See {Day11/6:14}, [6:14-7:9] (GUPC’s FC Opening).
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for each of the three faults, the contractual requirements are satisfied.202 A tabular summary of these steps
for each of the faults is also included in Appendix FC-2.
As addressed in more detail below, the evidence from the Hearing confirmed that these contractual
requirements are met. Further, the severity of the actual conditions in the three faults is not disputed, and it
is clear that the additional costs claimed by GUPC arise directly from the presence of faulted material.203
(b) ACP’s case regarding the GIR’s interpretation of the faults is untenable
Determining what ACP interpreted in the GIR with respect to the faulting conditions should be
straightforward. Yet, GUPC’s and ACP’s reading of the GIR differ in several fundamental respects.
First, whenever there is an ambiguity or inconsistency in the GIR text, ACP resolves it by adopting the
meaning that results in the most adverse interpretation, no matter how contrived that meaning is. ACP fails
to address what a reasonable reader (and the reasonable Tenderer) would understand the GIR’s
interpretation to be (or indeed, what all three of the tenderers understood the GIR to mean). This is not the
correct approach to reading the GIR. As ACP’s expert Mr Lewis accepted, the correct question should be
“how would a tenderer have understood ACP’s characterization and interpretation of the GIR?” – and not,
“what did ACP, in its own mind, intend its characterization and interpretation to be”.204 This is an
important distinction, which ACP fails to grasp.
Second, ACP refuses to accept that the Plates are part of the GIR, and so ignores them for the purpose of
understanding its text,205 although it is clear that they are part of the GIR.206
Third, as already discussed, ACP ignores the fact it expressly warranted the sufficiency, suitability and
completeness of the GIR. The fact that the GIR, while mentioning some fault zones, is silent about the
presence of other faults does not mean that the GIR did not provide an interpretation for the area of these
fault zones. With respect to the locations and elevations within the scope of the GIR (i.e., the foundation
level of the Lock Structures), the Tribunal must consider (as the tenderers did) that ACP provided an
interpretation and characterization of the conditions, which was sufficient, suitable and complete.
Based on the evidence from the Hearing, it is clear that ACP’s case regarding the GIR’s interpretation has
completely collapsed.
The GIR interpreted the AFZ as having narrow shear zones (0.2 to 2m wide) interspersed
by massive and columnar basalt, as recognized by ACP itself in its Determination, and
confirmed by Mr Irving at the Hearing
The key difference between the Parties relating to ACP’s interpretation of the AFZ is how to read
Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR.207 For GUPC and Mr Shilston (as well as the other tenderers),208 it is clear that
Section 4.2.3.4 interpreted the AFZ in the PLE as having narrow shear zones (0.2 to 2m wide), interspersed
by massive and columnar basalt. For ACP’s counsel and Mr Lewis, however, this section of the GIR only
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{SOC/329}, p. 329 [Ch. 5, pp. 304-421]; {SOR/684}, p. 684 [Ch. 5, pp. 49-165]; {C-P-0011/60}, GUPC’s FC
Opening, p. 60 [pp. 60-152]; {Day11/22:25}, [22:25-55:1] (GUPC’s FC Opening).
ACP has contested the amount of lean concrete poured under one particular monolith (UE-M4) in the LH1 Fault (see
{R-EX-26/118}, Lewis II, p. 118 [p. 114] ¶ 4.41.2; {SOR/755}, p. 755 [Ch. 5, p. 120] ¶¶ 440-442). This is a minor
point concerning quantum, which should be resolved in GUPC’s favor. Indeed, the reason more lean concrete was
poured under monolith UE-M4 is that the fault zone was encountered near the edge of the chamber conduit (beneath
UE-M5); this resulted in slope failures along the edge of the conduit excavation that encroached upon the UE-M4
footprint, requiring additional lean concrete. This slope failure can be seen in photographs of the LH1 Fault: {C-P0011/118}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 118 (see purple circle).
{Day13/105:12}, [105:12-106:8] (Lewis Cross).
See {SOD/163}, p. 163 [Ch. 7, p. 20] ¶¶ 4.14- 4.20; {Rejoinder/431}, p. 431 [Ch. 4, p. 14] ¶¶ 2.44- 2.52; {R-P0009/56}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 56 [pp. 56-57].
See Sec. I.A.2.
{C-0684/20}, GIR (Final Version), p. 20, Sec. 4.2.3.4.
{C-EX-26/83}, Shilston II, p. 83 [pp. 4-10-4-11] ¶¶ 16-19; {SOR/684}, p. 684 [Ch. 5, p. 49-54] ¶¶ 181-197.
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describes the conditions in the AFZ in the 1939 Excavation, and does not provide ACP’s interpretation of
the conditions in the PLE. 209
The difference between these readings of Section 4.2.3.4 is of fundamental importance to:
 The width of the shear zones that could be anticipated in the AFZ: if one follows GUPC’s reading (as
the other tenderers did), the shear zones would not be expected to exceed 2m in width and could be
bridged by the lock wall monoliths. Based on ACP’s unrealistic reading of the GIR, however, the entire
100m width of the AFZ would be expected to be sheared basalt.
 The geotechnical parameters that could be applied for the design of the monoliths in the area in the
AFZ: if one follows GUPC’s reading (and, indeed, that of CANAL and BTM), the monoliths would be
expected to bridge the narrow shear zones and it would be reasonable to adopt the parameters for
massive and columnar basalt (GSI of 22 to 73 and modulus of 4,000 MPa) outside of the individual
shear zones.210 Based on ACP’s reading of the GIR, however, only the parameters for sheared basalt
are relevant for the whole AFZ (GSI of 2 to 28 and modulus of 650 MPa).
As demonstrated below, the evidence overwhelmingly supports GUPC’s reading of Section 4.2.3.4
(i.e., this section of the GIR interpreted narrow 0.2-2m shear zones in the AFZ in the PLE).
First, the very purpose of the GIR is to interpret the foundation conditions for the Lock Structures,211 and
the GIR states that the purpose of Section 4 is to describe the “geologic conditions at the location of the
lock structures”.212 It is therefore logical that Section 4.2.3.4 contains ACP’s interpretation of the
foundation conditions in the PLE. The fact that ACP also included descriptions of the conditions observed
in the adjacent 1939 Excavation only means that ACP interpreted that the same conditions would be found
in the PLE.
Second, as Mr Shilston highlighted, the wording of Section 4.2.3.4 clearly refers to the stations of the AFZ
in the PLE (Stations 7P+000 and 7P+200), not the stations of the AFZ in the 1939 Excavation. 213
Third, all three of the tenderers understood Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR as interpreting the conditions in the
AFZ, in the PLE.214 Mr Davis understood that the AFZ in the PLE “would contain localized shear zones
(between 0.2m and 2m wide)”.215 Similarly, BTM’s tender states that the AFZ “intersecting the upper
chamber lock” (i.e., in the PLE) “includes shear zones with 0.2 m to 2m wide”.216 As Mr Lewis
acknowledged, it is the tenderers’ understanding of the GIR’s interpretation that counts, not what ACP
intended to interpret.217
Fourth, ACP itself, in its Employer’s Determination of 2013, stated that Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR
“characterized the Aguadulce Fault Zone” “within the area of this claim” as an area “that would contain
shear zones, as well as columnar and massive basalt, with those shear zones being 0.2 to 2 meters wide”.218
Similarly, in ACP’s previous version of the ‘Patchwork Quilt Analysis’ attached to its Determination, ACP
depicted the information from Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR as applying to the AFZ in the PLE.219
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{R-EX-26/65}, Lewis II, p. 65 [pp. 61-62] ¶¶ 3.11-3.17.
{C-0684/27}, GIR (Final Version), p. 27, Table 5-4 ; p. 28, Sec. 5.2.1.4.
{C-0684/10}, GIR (Final Version), p. 10, Sec. 1.2.
{C-0684/10}, GIR (Final Version), p. 10, Sec. 1.3.
{C-EX-26/83}, Shilston II, p. 83 [p. 4-10] ¶ 16.
See {SOR/687}, p. 687 [Ch. 5, p. 52] ¶¶ 189-190.
{C-WS-30/23}, Davis I, p. 23 [p. 20] ¶¶ 92, 95; {C-1061/5}, Mott MacDonald Technical Note on Rock Slope Support,
dated 26 Sep 2008, p. 5.
{C-0944/31}, BTM Tender, Excavation and Fill, dated 3 Mar 2009, p. 31.
{Day13/105:12}, [105:12-106:8] (Lewis Cross).
{C-0935/15}, Employer’s Determination for Claims 47, 50 and 57, dated 8 Oct 2013, p. 15, ¶ 2.20; see also {C-P0011/69}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 69.
{C-P-0011/70}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 70. In its PQA before the DAB, ACP attempted to depict Section 4.2.3.4 as
applying to the 1939 Excavation, however this did not make any sense because it showed the AFZ in a different area
than it was actually observed (see {C-P-0011/71}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 71). Acknowledging this, ACP’s PQA for
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Fifth, and importantly, ACP’s Mr Irving, who was one of the drafters of the GIR, expressly admitted during
his cross-examination that “section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR is interpreting the Aguadulce fault zone in this area
of the PLE”.220
GUPC’s reading of Section 4.2.3.4 is thus supported not only by all three tenderers, but also by ACP and
one of the authors of the GIR. It is the only reasonable reading of this section of the GIR. The above
evidence also demonstrates that the DAB was wrong to find that “[t]he GIR did not interpret the width of
the shear zones” in the AFZ.221 In all fairness, the DAB did not have the benefit of Mr Davis’s testimony
or Mr Irving’s cross-examination (it also did not take into account ACP’s Determination). But in light of
the new evidence, the correct understanding of Section 4.2.3.4 can no longer be disputed.
The GIR interpreted the presence of columnar basalt – not a fault zone – in the area of the
LH1 Fault
Assessing the GIR’s interpretation with respect to the LH1 Fault is easier, as it is not disputed that the GIR
(and the Plates) did not interpret the presence of a fault zone at that location.222 Instead, as explained at the
Hearing,223 the GIR expressly interpreted the presence of columnar basalt at the location of the LH1
Fault.224 The Parties also agree that the relevant geotechnical parameters to consider for determining
whether the conditions at the LH1 Fault were more adverse are those given in the GIR for the massive and
columnar basalt.225
Mr Irving also confirmed that the LH1 Fault was not mapped on any of the Plates, including Plates 14
and 16 (geophysics).226 He suggested that ACP did not interpret the presence of the LH1 Fault because the
information from the geophysics and the boreholes was sufficient for the tenderers227 (which is denied, as
discussed below, and only demonstrates ACP’s breach of its warranty to provide a sufficient, suitable and
complete interpretation).
Confusingly, Mr Irving also attempted to argue that the LH1 Fault was, in fact, “part of Aguadulce Fault
Zone” interpreted in the GIR, as it was included in the “150 m to 300 m wide” AFZ interpreted in
Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR.228 This reading of Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR is completely contrived, and
directly contradicted by the wording in Section 4.2.3.3 of the GIR, which interpreted the presence of
columnar basalt at the location of the LH1 Fault.229
ACP did not interpret the severity of the conditions in the IWW Fault Zone
Section 4.2.3.1 of the GIR interpreted that the contact between La Boca and basalt in the northern portion
of the PLE “lies in a faulted, nearly straight N-S line”.230 However, this section of the GIR also expressly
states that the contact “is shown in Plates 47 and 48”.231 As discussed above, both Parties’ experts agree
that the GIR text has to be read alongside the Plates.232 The Tribunal will also recall from Mr Shilston’s FC
Presentation that ACP’s interpretation shown in the Plates was that, at the location of the inlet wing wall,
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this arbitration simply ignores Section 4.2.3.4 (see {C-P-0011/72}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 72).
{Day12/29:24}, [29:24-30:1] (Irving FC Cross).
{R-0194/33}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 13A, dated 26 Jul 2016, p. 33, ¶ 128.
{Rejoinder/554}, p. 554 [Ch. 4, p. 137] ¶¶ 7.1, 7.3; see {C-P-0011/110}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 110 [p. 110-112].
{C-P-0011/114}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 114, {C-P-0013/47}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p.47; {Day12/218:17}, [218:1720].
{C-0684/20}, GIR (Final Version), p. 20, Sec. 4.2.3.3; this section of the GIR expressly refers to Plate 64: {C0488/59}, GIR Plates (selected), dated 15 Apr 2008, p. 59, Plate 64.
See for instance {R-EX-26/109}, Lewis II, p. 109 [p. 105] ¶ 4.11. ACP and Mr Lewis thus accepted that the
parameters for sheared basalt were not relevant.
{Day12/26:15}, [26:15-19] and [27:19-25] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/26:22}, [26:22-27:3] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/29:9}, [29:9-23] and [30:20-31:7] (Irving FC Cross).
{C-0684/20}, GIR (Final Version), p. 20 [p. 20] Sec. 4.2.3.3.
{C-0684/20}, GIR (Final Version), p. 20 [p. 20] Sec. 4.2.3.1.
{C-0684/20}, GIR (Final Version), p. 20, Sec. 4.2.3.1.
See Sec. I.A.2.
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the contact between La Boca and basalt was separate from the fault.233 Given the tenderers’ reliance on the
Plates to determine the location of fault zones (as CANAL’s Mr Davis testified),234 it is clear that the
tenderers would not (and in fact, did not) understand from the GIR’s reference to a “faulted line” that the
GIR was interpreting the presence of a large fault zone at the location of the inlet wing wall. Moreover, the
Plates expressly interpreted the presence of “sound rock” (i.e., unweathered rock) at around elevation zero,
where GUPC planned to found the IWW monoliths.235
(c) The actual faulting conditions were obviously more adverse, notwithstanding
Mr Lewis’s attempts to show the contrary
The GIR’s interpretation of the conditions in the basalt reach would not (and did not) cause any concern to
the tenderers: there would only be one fault zone – the AFZ – and this fault zone would have only narrow
shear zones (0.2 to 2m wide) interspersed by massive and columnar basalt, as Mr Irving confirmed. It is
easy to see that the actual conditions were more adverse, and none of ACP’s defences withstand scrutiny.
The extent of faulting and shearing was more adverse
The actual faulting conditions, as mapped by GUPC and CICP, are not disputed. In particular, the
following facts are not disputed: (i) three large fault zones were found in the PLE, (ii) the shear zones
encountered in these fault zones were over 2m in width, in some places 15m wide, (iii) the rock in these
fault zones was not “unrippable” (i.e., could only be excavated by blasting) – in fact, it could be removed
using common (back-hoe) excavation equipment, and (iv) the rock in the IWW Fault was highly
weathered. Based on these features alone, it is not possible for ACP to deny that the actual conditions were
more adverse than ACP’s interpretation in the GIR.
The presence of a fault zone is more adverse than the absence of a fault zone. One does not need to be a
geotechnical engineer to understand that a fault zone containing large shear zones will affect the design and
pricing of the lock wall monoliths. This would be true for all of the tenderers, regardless of their specific
designs or means and methods. GUPC encountered three major fault zones in the PLE, instead of the
single fault zone interpreted in the GIR. The purpose of the GIR’s Section 4.2.3.4 was to identify the
“Fractured Zones, Faults, Joints, and Shear Zones”,236 yet no mention was made of the LH1 Fault Zone or
of the IWW Fault Zone, in that section or anywhere else in the GIR and the Plates. ACP’s contention that
it “did not make a specific geotechnical characterization or interpretation of the physical conditions in Lock
Head 1”237 is not a valid defence.238 It is clear that the GIR was required to identify all significant fault
zones, as they could impact the design and pricing of the lock structures.
A 15m wide shear zone is more adverse than a 2m wide shear zone. Given the size of the monoliths
(around 20 to 28 metres wide), it is also easy to understand why a 5 to 15m wide shear zone (encountered
in the AFZ) is more adverse than a 0.2 to 2m wide shear zone (interpreted in the GIR with respect to the
AFZ in the PLE, as Mr Irving recognized). In his presentation, Mr Shilston provided a useful sketch
illustrating the impact of the shear zones on the monoliths.239 ACP and Mr Lewis, on the other hand, do
not address this point at all.
Rippable rock is more adverse than unrippable rock. As shown at the Hearing,240 the faulted material was
removed from the AFZ and the LH1 Fault using common (back-hoe) excavation equipment, as opposed to
blasting or even ripping.241 The presence of such weak faulted material is clearly more adverse than the
233
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{C-P-0013/61}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 61.
{C-WS-30/25}, Davis I, p. 25 [p. 22] ¶ 102.
{C-P-0011/133}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 133; {C-P-0013/70}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 70. The other Tenderers
(CANAL and BTM) planned to found the IWW monoliths at even higher elevations ({C-P-0011/151}, GUPC’s FC
Opening, p. 151).
{C-0684/20}, GIR (Final Version), p. 20, Sec. 4.2.3.4.
{R-P-0009/101}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 101.
See Sec. I.C.2(a)(iii).
{C-P-0013/31}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 31 [pp. 31-32]; {Day12/213:6}, [213:6-16] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{C-P-0011/83}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 83 [pp. 83-84, 92, 118].
Ripping is a method of excavation that can be used for rock that is not so hard as to require blasting, but is harder than
rock removable with a back-hoe excavator.
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“unrippable” rock that ACP’s interpretation showed would be present at foundation level throughout the
basalt reach of the PLE on Plates 14 and 16.
Weathered rock is more adverse than sound rock. The faulted material found in the IWW Fault, 6 m below
the intended foundation level, was weathered to such a degree that it was mapped as “Decomposed”
(W9).242 There can be no doubt that this is more adverse than the “sound rock” (i.e., unweathered rock)
interpreted in the GIR Plates at the intended foundation level of the IWW.
The presence of La Boca in the AFZ was more adverse
It is not disputed that 21.5% of the material encountered in the AFZ was La Boca, whereas the GIR had
interpreted only basalt.243 However, ACP wrongly disputes that the unanticipated presence of La Boca was
more adverse.
The Parties’ experts agree that La Boca, by its very nature, is more adverse than basalt. At the Hearing,
Mr Shilston explained that La Boca is a sedimentary formation with less favorable geotechnical parameters
than basalt.244 As reflected in the GIR, the La Boca has a lower unconfined compressive strength (“UCS”),
a lower material constant (“mi”) value, and lower deformation modulus (stiffness) value.245 Mr Lewis
agreed during his presentation, when he stated that the “PLE … straddles both the basalt formation and the
La Boca formation. And by now, we understand those are two quite different formations, one being a
harder rock and the La Boca being a softer sedimentary rock.”246 He also stated that the “black shale
La Boca … was the weakest material” found in the AFZ.247 Given these admissions from Mr Lewis (and
Mr Irving),248 it is difficult to see how ACP can continue to deny the adverse impact of encountering La
Boca instead of basalt.
CICP’s re-design of the monoliths in the AFZ clearly shows the adverse impact of the La Boca. In CICP’s
geotechnical evaluation of the AFZ, the testing confirmed that the La Boca in the AFZ had less favorable
geotechnical parameters than sheared basalt.249 In CICP’s foundation deformation analysis,250 an entire
section was thus dedicated to assessing the effect of the soft black shale on the foundation deformation,
precisely due to the more adverse properties of the black shale.251 Similarly, in CICP’s bearing capacity
analysis,252 CICP carefully distinguished the parameters for the “Class I Black Shale” from those for the
typical (basalt) Class I materials.253
Even though Mr Lewis continued to repeat his allegations about the impact of La Boca at the Hearing,254
remarkably, ACP’s counsel chose not to cross-examine Mr Ottsen on any issue related to the adverseness
or Unforeseeability of the foundation conditions, including with respect to CICP’s calculations relating to
the impact of the La Boca in the AFZ.
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{C-P-0011/139}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 139 [pp. 139-141].
{C-0684/20}, GIR (Final Version), p. 20, Secs. 4.2.3.4 and 6.2; {R-EX-12/123}, Lewis I, p. 123 [p. 119].
{C-P-0013/35}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 35; {Day12/214:11}, [214:11-18] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{C-0684/28}, GIR (Final Version), p. 28 [pp. 28-30] Secs. 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2.4.
{Day13/66:13}, [66:13-17] (Lewis Pres.).
{Day13/91:22}, [91:22-25] (Lewis Pres.).
Mr Irving agreed when he explained that “the rock formations [have] very different properties. So it’s not the same to
build in La Boca than to build in basalt or somewhere else.” {Day12/41:19}, [41:19-21] (Irving FC Cross).
For instance, for the La Boca siltstone, the UCS (strength) value was 15, instead of 45 for basalt; the modulus
(stiffness) value representative of the soft black shale was 225 MPa, instead of 350 MPa for the Class I basalt material.
See {C-0521/122}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 122 [p. 8] and {C-0521/127},
Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 127 [p. 13].
{C-0521/79}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 79.
{C-0521/97}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 97 [pp. 13-15].
{C-0521/44}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 44.
{C-0521/55}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 55 [p. 6]. Also {C-0521/59},
Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 59 [pp. 10-11 and 13].
{Day13/94:25}, [94:25-95:13] (Lewis Pres.).
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A comparison of the geotechnical parameters demonstrates that the actual conditions in all
three fault zones were more adverse
It is clear that the GIR failed to interpret the true extent of the faulting and shearing in the PLE, by omitting
to mention several fault zones, and the large width of the shear zones. Faced with this obvious difficulty,
Mr Lewis chose to focus his analysis on a flawed assessment of the geotechnical parameters, stating at the
Hearing that “it is the conditions of the rock mass that governs the design of the foundation. Whether it is a
fault zone, a sheared zone or badly fractured rock, it’s the conditions of the rock mass, not specifically what
we call it”.255 However, as GUPC has already detailed in its submissions, the comparison of the
geotechnical parameters given in the GIR with those identified in the actual conditions does not assist
ACP’s case.256
As explained in GUPC’s FC Opening and by Messrs Shilston and Ottsen, one of the fundamental
parameters for design is the shear strength envelope (or shear strength curve). GSI is only one of several
parameters used to calculate the shear strength envelope (in addition, there is UCS, the “mi”, and the
disturbance factor “D”).257 Thus, in a situation where the GSI value in the actual conditions is higher than
the GSI value in the GIR, the overall shear strength curve can still be lower for the actual conditions than in
the GIR.258
For instance, in the AFZ, Mr Lewis compares the GSI value of 15 for the Class I material in the actual
conditions, with the GSI value of 5 for the sheared basalt in the GIR, and concludes that the “[c]onditions
encountered are essentially the same to better than those described in the GIR”.259 However, Mr Lewis
admitted that the Class I strength envelope is below that given in the GIR for sheared basalt – therefore, in
reality, the Class I material found in the AFZ is weaker than the GIR’s interpretation, contrary to
Mr Lewis’s earlier conclusions.260
In addition to shear strength, the deformation modulus (stiffness) is the other fundamental parameter used
in design.261 Mr Ottsen explained that modulus is more relevant than GSI, because it is used directly in the
design analysis, and is measurable (i.e., it is determined by testing, whereas GSI is based on the observation
and subjective assessment by a geologist).262 Mr Lewis, however, only considered the modulus for the
AFZ (and even then, he incorrectly used a weighted average approach, as discussed below).263 For the
LH1 Fault and the IWW Fault, he did not consider modulus in his analysis – only GSI.264
In all three faults, the modulus of the materials encountered was lower (indicating weaker rock) than
interpreted in the GIR. This is clear evidence that the conditions were more adverse:265
 In the AFZ, the modulus for the Class I materials (weakest material) was 350 MPa, whereas the GIR
interpreted a modulus of 650 MPa for sheared basalt. The modulus for the Class II materials was
1,020 MPa, whereas the GIR interpreted a modulus of 4,000 MPa for massive and columnar basalt.
 In the LH1 Fault, the modulus for the Class I-B and Class II-B materials was the same as for the Class I
and Class II materials in the AFZ respectively (350 MPa and 1,020 MPa), whereas the GIR interpreted
a modulus of 4,000 MPa.
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{Day13/84:20}, [84:20-25] (Lewis Pres.).
{C-P-0011/94}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 94 [pp. 94-99, 121-122, 142-143].
{C-P-0011/98}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 98 [pp. 98-99]; {C-P-0013/33}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 33; {Day12/213:17},
[213:17-24] (Shilston FC Pres.); see also {Day11/166:5}, [166:5-167:5] (Ottsen Direct).
{C-P-0011/99}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 99; {R-EX-12/124}, Lewis I, p. 124 [p. 120].
{R-EX-12/123}, Lewis I, p. 123 [p. 119].
{C-P-0011/99}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 99; {R-EX-12/124}, Lewis I, p. 124 [p. 120-121].
{C-P-0011/94}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 94; {C-P-0013/33}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 33; {Day12/213:17}, [213:17214:2] (Shilston FC Pres.); {Day11/166:5}, [166:5-167:5] (Ottsen Direct).
{Day11/166:5}, [166:5-167:5] (Ottsen Direct).
See Sec. I.C.3(c)(iv).
{R-EX-26/132}, Lewis II, p. 132 [pp. 128-134] ¶¶ 5.35-5.51; {R-EX-26/113}, Lewis II, p. 113 [pp. 109-116] ¶¶ 4.254.41.
{C-P-0011/95}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 95 [pp. 95, 121 and 142].
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 In the IWW Fault, the modulus for the faulted material was 80 MPa, whereas the GIR interpreted a
modulus of 100 MPa for La Boca North.
Remarkably, although Mr Lewis accepts that modulus is a relevant parameter to compare for the purpose of
determining adverseness,266 he refused to acknowledge during his cross-examination that a modulus of
1,000 MPa would have an adverse impact on design and construction, compared with a modulus of
4,000 MPa.267 This is very surprising, coming from a geotechnical engineer, and highlights the
unreasonableness of Mr Lewis’s analysis.
A “weighted average” approach cannot be used to assess whether the geotechnical
parameters for the actual conditions were more adverse
Even more remarkable is Mr Lewis’s continued use of a “weighted average” in his comparison of the
geotechnical parameters.268 As previously explained, his approach of averaging out the weaker materials
(Class I) with the stronger materials (Class II) across an entire area makes no sense from a geotechnical
perspective; it is also directly at odds with the very purpose of SC 4.12, which is to compensate the
Contractor when the conditions are “more adverse”.269
From a geotechnical perspective, averaging out the parameters of different materials does not make sense
because it fails to take into account the well-known issue of differential settlement, which arises when
structures are founded on materials of diverse strength properties.270 The Tribunal will recall Mr Ottsen’s
analogy at the Hearing, when he explained that a bowl would tilt over if it was placed half on jello, half on
concrete.271 In that situation, it would clearly not make any sense to average out the properties of the jello
with the properties of the concrete: this is basic geotechnics.
Mr Lewis, however, attempted to justify his use of weighted averages by claiming that this approach was
used by CICP in its design to “check the most […severe] conditions where La Boca, black shale, was
encountered”.272 As Mr Ottsen explained at the Hearing, however, Mr Lewis is wrong to suggest that
CICP used weighted averages with respect to the strength properties across the entire area of a fault zone.
This would be obvious to any engineer who performed a full analysis of CICP’s calculation reports.273
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{R-EX-12/123}, Lewis I, p. 123 [p. 119].
{Day13/118:2}, [118:2-12] (Lewis Cross).
{R-EX-12/123}, Lewis I, p. 123 [p. 119]; [pp. 120-121]; [pp. 142-143] ¶¶ 8.9-8.13; {R-EX-26/71}, Lewis II, p. 71
[pp. 67-80] ¶¶ 3.38-3.68; [pp. 109-113] ¶ 4.25-4.41.
{SOR/711}, p. 711 [Ch. 5, p. 76] ¶¶ 270-272; {C-P-0011/95}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 95; {Day11/37:22}, [37:2238:3] (GUPC’s FC Opening).
{C-P-0011/97}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 97. See also the simple sketch prepared by Mr Shilston: {C-P-0013/32},
Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 32.
{Day11/209:1}, [209:1-23] (Ottsen Tribunal Questions). The issue of differential settlement was also raised by
Mr Zaffaroni as a “major reason of concern” {Day4/46:5}, [46:5-9] (Zaffaroni Tribunal Questions).
{R-P-0011/69}, Lewis Pres., p. 69; {Day13/90:20}, [90:20-24] (Lewis Pres.). See also {R-P-0009/101}, ACP’s FC
Opening, p. 101: “[b]y adopting a weighted average for allowable bearing capacity – being the same method as the
Contractor’s designer adopted contemporaneously – the GSI values recorded contemporaneously are within the range
represented in the GIR”. This justification does not make any sense, as assessing GSI values is not the same as
analyzing the bearing capacity.
{Day11/165:14}, [165:14-166:4] (Ottsen Direct). CICP did not use weighted averages with respect to any of the
parameters for the ground material (e.g., for UCS, modulus, shear strength). The only instance where CICP used a
weighted average approach was in comparing the analytical outputs (not the inputs) for allowable bearing capacity of
one monolith, UE-M15 ({C-0521/62}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 62, CICP’s
Analysis of Bearing Capacity). For this one monolith, the average allowable bearing capacity was simply used as a
sensitivity analysis. For the avoidance of doubt, the individual analyses of bearing capacity performed by CICP used
the actual parameters for Class I and Class II materials, not weighted averages (see {C-0521/55}, Contractor’s
Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 55, CICP’s Analysis of Bearing Capacity [Sections 7 and 9]).
Thus, CICP’s use of weighted average in this specific instance is in no way comparable to Mr Lewis’s attempt to
average out fundamental material parameters (such as modulus and shear strength) across entire fault zones.
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In fact, the distinction between the Class I and Class II parameters was central to CICP’s re-design.274 For
instance in its foundation deformation analysis, CICP took into account the issues of differential settlement
between the Class I and Class II material.275 The distinction between the two classes of materials is also
repeated throughout the other parts of the design (in CICP’s geotechnical evaluation,276 analysis of bearing
capacity,277 analysis of foundation deformation,278 and in the structural analysis for the lock walls).279
There is clearly no valid basis for Mr Lewis to average out different parameters and argue that the “overall
conditions encountered” were not more adverse.280 Once this is established, it is evident that the
geotechnical parameters for all three fault zones were more adverse.
The actual conditions were more adverse, notwithstanding ACP’s argument that CICP’s
final design was conservative
Mr Lewis has also argued that, for the purpose of determining whether the actual conditions were more
adverse than the GIR, the comparison should take into account the actual conditions encountered, not “the
worst case conditions that were selected by the designer for the design.”281 In other words, Mr Lewis (who
did not observe the actual conditions himself) considers that the values selected by CICP in its re-design are
too conservative to reflect the actual conditions. This argument cannot succeed.
First, Mr Lewis is incorrect when he states that CICP’s “final design analysis used worst case (most
conservative) parameters” and “the calculations indicate that the most conservative was used
throughout”.282 These statements appear to be based on Mr Lewis’s assertion that “[t]he parameters for the
class 1 material were used throughout the AFZ for the design of the monoliths in this area, even though
many of the monoliths encountered no class 1 material”283, and his belief that “the class 2 material is not
used, from what [he] could see, in the calculations for the foundations in the Aguadulce fault zone.”284
Again, Mr Lewis misrepresents CICP’s calculations and ignores most of its content by focusing on one
small part of CICP’s bearing capacity analysis. However, in that instance CICP was not using only the
“worst case parameters”, but rather was performing the re-design in a logical and efficient manner.285 It is
274
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{C-P-0011/96}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 96.
{C-0521/97}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 97, CICP’s Analysis of Foundation
Deformation, [p. 13]: “The contrast in material properties [between Class I and Class II foundation materials]
principally the modulus of deformation, results in greater differential deformations”; see also {C-P-0011/97}, GUPC’s
FC Opening, p. 97.
{C-0521/116}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 116, CICP’s Geotechnical
Evaluation, [p. 2]: “Due to the heterogeneity of materials and conditions encountered in the fault zone, the mapped
geologic units have been grouped into foundation classifications. The foundation classifications are intended to
represent geologic materials and conditions that exhibit similar engineering properties and characteristics and
behavior.”
{C-0521/50}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 50, CICP’s Analysis of Bearing
Capacity, [p. 1] where CICP used different methods for calculating the ultimate bearing capacity for Class I and
Class II; also pp. 53-55 [pp. 4-7] setting out the different geotechnical parameters for Class I and Class II materials.
{C-0521/87}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 87, CICP’s Analysis of Foundation
Deformation, [pp. 3-6] setting out the different parameters for the Class I and Class II; p. 92 [p. 8].
Based on the actual conditions, CICP identified four “Fault Zone models”, each corresponding to a different
configuration of the foundation materials on each side of the chamber. CICP carried out a structural analysis for each
of these models, such as model F3 ({C-0521/434}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p.
434 and 437, where the foundation is partly on Class I material and partly on Class II material).
{R-EX-12/125}, Lewis I, p. 125 [p. 121] ¶ 7.43 (with respect to the AFZ).
{Day13/90:12}, [90:12-19] (Lewis Pres.).
{R-P-0011/69}, Lewis Pres., p. 69; {Day13/90:3}, [90:3-19] (Lewis Pres.).
{Day13/91:18}, [91:18-21] (Lewis Pres.) [Emphasis added]; {R-P-0011/69}, Lewis Pres., p. 69, [pp. 69-75].
{Day13/93:1}, [93:1-4] (Lewis Pres.) [Emphasis added].
{C-0521/61}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev.4) – LUC Fault Zone, p. 61, CICP’s Analysis of Bearing
Capacity, [p. 12]. There was a logical reason for CICP to apply the allowable bearing capacity for Class I materials
across the entire fault zone. CICP had already determined that an additional 2m of excavation and concrete was
required throughout the entire fault zone following its structural deformation analyses. The subsequent bearing
capacity analyses were to confirm that the 2m of additional excavation and concrete would also satisfy the required
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clear that the parameters for the Class I and the Class II materials are distinguished and used separately
throughout CICP’s re-design package, and it is plainly misleading for Mr Lewis to suggest that CICP only
used the parameters for Class I in its re-design for the AFZ.
Second, Mr Lewis’s attempt to show that CICP’s selection of parameters for the final design was
conservative, has nothing to do with the “more adverse” test. Under SC 4.12, the Tribunal must simply
determine whether the actual conditions were “more adverse to the Contractor” than those interpreted in the
GIR. The Tribunal knows the geotechnical parameters interpreted in the GIR, and the geotechnical
parameters for the materials actually encountered (which ACP does not dispute). The comparison between
the two is straightforward, and does not require an analysis of the Contractor’s design choices.286
In any event, it is not disputed that the actual faulting conditions required GUPC to change its design,
resulting in additional costs. For both the LH1 Fault and IWW Fault, redesign of the affected monoliths
and additional foundation treatment was required.287 With respect to the AFZ, the adverse conditions
required extensive additional foundation treatment, a major redesign of the monoliths (with additional
reinforcing steel), and the design of an anchored, reinforced concrete strut across the lock floor to support
the lock walls.288 Mr Lewis recognized in his reports that such additional works were required in light of
the actual conditions.289 It is therefore illogical for him to deny that the geotechnical parameters were more
adverse, and to suggest that the additional works were somehow due to CICP’s allegedly over-conservative
selection of parameters.
(d) The actual faulting conditions were Unforeseeable, and indeed not foreseen by ANY
of the Tenderers
At the Hearing, ACP principally relied on the borehole and geophysical data to try to show that the faulting
conditions were foreseeable. However, ACP fails to consider the fact that none of the interpretive reports
provided by ACP revealed the extent of the faulting conditions. Moreover, ACP did not consider the
evidence of Mr Davis at all.
None of the reports in the RFP indicated the actual faulting conditions
The interpretive reports prepared by ACP and its consultants prior to the GIR consistently indicated
favorable faulting conditions in the PLE.290 None of these reports could have enabled the tenderers to
foresee the actual faulting conditions.
With respect to the AFZ, the GDR and the CPP Report contained a description similar to the one included
in Section 4.2.3.4 of the GIR: they described the AFZ as containing 0.2 to 2m wide shear zones, in addition
to massive and columnar basalt.291 Similarly, the Isthmian Reports referred to the presence of
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allowable bearing capacity. In this regard, CICP logically began the bearing capacity analyses with the more adverse
Class I parameters. Upon determining that the 2m of additional excavation and concrete would satisfy the allowable
bearing capacity in the Class I material, there was no practical need to further analyze the Class II materials that had
relatively stronger properties than Class I.
At most, the question of whether the specific changes in design adopted by CICP were required to address the actual
conditions is a quantum issue. However, ACP has provided no evidence or analysis of what CICP’s design should
have been and the effect this would have had on the costs claimed. Moreover, it should be noted that ACP has
previously reviewed and approved CICP’s final design of the monoliths, without making any comments on the points
raised by Mr Lewis (see {C-0522/12}, Contractor’s Submittal 01 81 16-007 (rev. 5) – LUC Fault Zone, dated 1 Nov
2011, p. 12, CICP’s Responses to ACP Review Comments [pp. 1-2]; {C-WS-17/51}, Ottsen I, p. 51 [p. 46] ¶ 146.).
{C-WS-17/7}, Ottsen I, p. 7 [p. 2] ¶¶ 10, 155-156 and 175-179.
{C-WS-17/7}, Ottsen I, p. 7 [p. 2] ¶¶ 10 and 138-147.
For the AFZ, Mr Lewis recognized that the 2m thick concrete slab was “required to satisfy bearing capacity
requirements” and “[reduce] differential deformation” ({R-EX-26/84}, Lewis II, p. 84 [p. 80] ¶¶ 3.70-3.72). For the
LH1 Fault, Mr Lewis stated, “the general approach taken to foundation treatment does not appear to be an
unreasonable one” ({R-EX-12/148}, Lewis I, p. 148 [p. 144] ¶ 8.16). For the IWW Fault, Mr Lewis stated that it was
“not surprising” that additional lean concrete was “necessary to remediate the poor foundation conditions” ({R-EX26/149}, Lewis II, p. 149 [p. 145] ¶ 5.81).
{SOC/357}, p. 357 [Ch. 4, pp. 332-410]; {SOR/684}, p. 684 [Ch. 4, pp. 49-162].
{C-0685/22}, GDR (Final Version) dated May 2008, p. 22, ¶ 2.2.5.4; {C-0493/14}, 2006 CPP Report, dated 28 Aug
2006, p. 14, ¶ (iii).
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“considerable masses of unaffected rock” in the AFZ.292 As to the Technos Report, although it indicated
the presence of a geophysical anomaly, it nevertheless indicated that the rock at foundation level in the
AFZ was “unrippable” (i.e., would require blasting to be excavated).293
With respect to the LH1 Fault, the GDR, the CPP Report and the Technos Report were also consistent with
the GIR, in that they did not identify the existence of the LH1 Fault. Like the GIR,294 the GDR and the
CPP Report interpreted the presence of columnar and/or massive basalt outside of the fault zones.295 While
the Technos Report identified a geophysical anomaly, it did not identify it as a fault zone, and indicated that
the rock at foundation level would be “unrippable rock”.296
With respect to the IWW Fault, the GDR, CPP Report, URS Reports and Technos Report did not describe
the contact between basalt and La Boca as faulted – much less indicated the presence of a fault zone.297 In
fact, the CPP Report indicated that the poor rock mass near contacts would be in narrow zones “limited to
widths of a few meters”.298
Thus, the common thread in all of these reports is that they all identified only one fault zone in the PLE –
the AFZ – and they all anticipated that the shearing in the AFZ would not be extensive (the shear zones
would be narrow, interspersed by massive and columnar basalt). It is thus entirely unsurprising that this
common interpretation of the faulting conditions, which is similar to that provided in the GIR, was also
adopted by the three tenderers in their geotechnical assessment.
ACP’s selective use of the borehole data is not representative of what was reasonably
foreseeable at tender stage
At the Hearing, ACP continued to rely heavily on the borehole data in an attempt to show that the faulting
conditions were, in fact, foreseeable. In the view of ACP and Mr Lewis, it was possible to foresee the poor
rock mass conditions from the descriptions and the RQD values (Rock Quality Designation) in the
borehole logs and by inspecting the borehole cores.299 As previously explained, Mr Lewis’s analysis is
deeply flawed, and does not reflect what a prudent Tenderer would do or what any of the tenderers actually
did. In particular, his analysis of the borehole data focuses on the boreholes allegedly showing bad
conditions, while completely ignoring the boreholes showing better conditions, and then seeks to retrofit
this analysis to the now known conditions that GUPC actually encountered.300
Slide 81 from Mr Lewis’s presentation is a prime example of this flawed analysis.301 Mr Lewis claims that
the LH1 Fault was foreseeable based on four boreholes identifying “fault features” in the vicinity of the
geophysical anomaly identified by Technos. However, no reliable conclusion could have been drawn at
tender stage from these boreholes.302 Indeed, Mr Lewis ignores the fact that:
 None of these boreholes are actually in the PLE (NML-19, in particular, is quite far away);
292
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{C-0922/313}, Extracts from the 1943-1946 Final Isthmian Report, dated 1943-1946, p. 313 [p. 45].
{C-0491/17}, Technos Report, p. 17 [p. 8].
The GIR interpreted the presence of columnar basalt between 6P+056 and 7P+076 ({C-0490/20}, GIR (Final Version),
dated August 2008, p. 20, ¶ 4.2.3.3).
The CPP Report interpreted the presence of RMT III (columnar basalt) in the Upper Chamber (Chamber 1) outside of
the AFZ ({C-0493/36}, 2006 CPP Report, dated 28 Aug 2006, p. 36 [p. 32] Sec. 5.2; p. 32 [p. 28] Sec. 4.5). See also
{C-0685/22}, GDR (Final Version) dated May 2008, p. 22, Secs. 2.2.5.3 and 2.2.5.4.
{C-0491/17}, Technos Report, p. 17 [p. 8].
{C-0685/21}, GDR (Final Version) dated May 2008, p. 21, Sec. 2.2.5.1 (last sentence); {C-0493/12}, 2006 CPP
Report, dated 28 Aug 2006, p. 12, Sec. 3.3.1 (last sentence); {C-0540/64}, URS Report, Task A.1.4, dated 12 May
2008, p. 64; {C-0491/29}, Technos Report, p. 29 [p. 20]. These reports only indicated that the southern contact (at the
south of the basalt reach, near LH3) was faulted.
{C-0493/33}, 2006 CPP Report, dated 28 Aug 2006, p. 33 [p. 29].
{R-P-0009/89}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 89 [pp. 89, 94-95, 104]; {R-P-0011/63}, Lewis Pres., p. 63 [pp. 63-67, 81, 83,
91-98].
See {C-P-0011/104}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 104. Mr Lewis admitted that his analysis focused on poor quality rock:
{R-EX-26/96}, Lewis II, p. 96 [p. 92] ¶ 3.95.
{R-P-0011/81}, Lewis Pres., p. 81.
{SOR/759}, p. 759 [pp. 124-127] ¶¶ 462-469.
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 Only one borehole is located within the geophysical anomaly – M-10 – which is a historical borehole
and of limited value, as Mr Shilston explained; 303
 Several boreholes near the anomaly, in fact, showed good rock (e.g. M-33 and NML-20);
 The indications of bad rock in borehole TP1-6 may relate to the adjacent contact, as opposed to a
separate fault zone crossing the PLE (as Mr Lewis appears to acknowledge in his slide);
 Technos itself claimed it had correlated the geophysical data and the borehole data,304 yet it did not
identify the presence of a fault zone at that location (but instead identified the presence of “unrippable
rock”, requiring blasting);
 The GIR was intended to be “a synthetic interpretation for design”, i.e., one that synthesized all of the
available information (including the boreholes), as Mr Irving confirmed, 305 yet ACP did not identify the
presence of a fault zone in the GIR or in any of the Plates;
 None of the tenderers, including CANAL (whom ACP accepts conducted a diligent review of all of the
available data), foresaw the presence of the LH1 Fault.
The Tribunal will also recall Mr Shilston’s explanations at the Hearing regarding the so-called “fault
features” identified in historical borehole M-10, close to the area where we now know the LH1 Fault was
encountered. As Mr Shilston explained, the indication “probably a fault zone” in the borehole log was used
to designate a discrete fault (“an individual component” with less than 1m thickness)306 within the core
extracted from the borehole; the term “fault zone” here was not indicating the potential existence of a large
fault zone (extending over a width of 30m or 100m, such as the AFZ) in the wider area of the Pacific
Site.307 Indeed, it is not possible to determine the existence of a fault zone such as the AFZ or the LH1
Fault Zone from a single borehole.
As Mr Shilston explained at the Hearing, it is clear that “[t]he borehole logs would not cause the tenderers
to doubt the GIR’s interpretation”.308 Mr Shilston highlighted the difficulties in relying on borehole data to
assess the extent of shear zones, given that the boreholes were all vertical, and the shear zones were near
vertical.309 He also explained that RQD “can give a misleading impression of the rock mass”.310 By
contrast, it was easier and more reliable to observe the rock mass in the adjacent 1939 Excavation.311
Moreover, it is clear from the cross-examination of Mr Lewis that he did not consider the context in which
the borehole data was provided to the tenderers. For instance, Mr Lewis admitted that he was not aware
that more than half of the post-2000 borehole logs were still marked as “draft”, when they were first
provided to the tenderers in RFP Amendment 1.312 Similarly, Mr Lewis was not aware that in RFP
Amendment 10, ACP changed its approach from initially being willing to take responsibility for the
accuracy of the boreholes, to subsequently purporting to disclaim any responsibility for their accuracy.313
Given the fact that ACP expressly took responsibility for the interpretations in the GIR, and at the same
time sought to disclaim responsibility for the accuracy of the borehole logs, it is completely wrong for
Mr Lewis to assume that the tenderers would have used the borehole logs to second-guess the
interpretations provided by ACP and its consultants in the GIR, and in all of the other reports included in
303
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{Day13/24:2}, [24:2-11] (Shilston FC Cross).
{C-0491/17}, Technos Report, p. 17 [p. 8].
{Day12/56:16}, [56:16-20] (Irving FC Cross).
As Mr Shilston explained, this part of the log related to 4 metres out of the 50m length of the borehole, and, given that
the shear zones are known to be “very nearly vertical”, this suggests that the thickness of this material “is probably
much less than a metre” ({Day13/18:21}, [18:21-24] and [20:5-16] (Shilston FC Cross).
{Day13/27:18}, [27:18-28:6] (Shilston FC Cross).
{C-P-0013/39}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 39.
{C-P-0013/39}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 39; {Day12/216:12}, [216:12-14] (Shilston FC Pres.); {Day13/20:5}, [20:516] (Shilston FC Cross). Mr Lewis agreed that the features of the rock (such as shear zones) were vertical:
{Day13/133:1}, [133:1-4] (Lewis Cross).
{C-P-0013/39}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 39; {Day12/55}, p. 55 [216:6-7] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{Day12/216:6}, [216:6-11] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{Day13/108:13}, [108:13-17] (Lewis Cross).
{Day13/108:18}, [108:18-109:19] (Lewis Cross).
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the RFP. Indeed, they did not.
The faulting conditions were not foreseeable based on the geophysical data
Throughout the Hearing, ACP attempted to show that the location of the two geophysical anomalies on
Plates 14 and 16 exactly matched the location of the AFZ and the LH1 Fault, and that this somehow meant
that the faulting conditions were foreseeable.314 This is a purely retrospective argument, which should be
disregarded. The relevant test is how a Tenderer exercising Prudent Industry Practices would consider the
geophysical data, alongside the other available information.
For GUPC, the geophysical data showed that the rock at foundation level would be “unrippable” (requiring
blasting).315 This is supported by the expert opinion of Mr Shilston, but also by the testimony of Messrs
Ottsen and Davis. 316 For ACP, “the geophysical testing showed that there was weak rock”,317 but this is
not supported by the evidence.
The correlation between seismic velocities and rippability is not disputed. As Mr Shilston explained, this
correlation is well established in the industry, and it was included in the Technos Report, in ACP’s first
GIR, and in ACP’s Determination.318 On the basis of that correlation, the prudent tenderer would
understand that “if the ground is a velocity of more than 3,000 metres per second it cannot be ripped, it
must be blasted”.319 Messrs Ottsen and Davis have confirmed the wide acceptance of this correlation,320
and ACP has not challenged it.
What is disputed, however, is how to understand the geophysical anomalies shown at the location of the
AFZ and the LH1 Fault. ACP relies on the fact that Plates 14 and 16 refer to these anomalies as
“anomalously slow (weak) rock”, but as Mr Shilston explained, it is clear from the Technos Report that
these anomalies do not show objectively “weak” rock, rather they should areas of “weaker” rock than the
surrounding (very strong) basalt: 321
“[MR SHILSTON] [I]t’s important to understand what a geophysicist means by
anomaly. [Technos] do not mean by anomaly that the rock is in some way bad. They
just mean it’s different from the rock adjacent to it. … the geophysical cross-sections
… show that in the anomaly the rock is still … such good quality that you have to blast
it, which is why I also said the word ”weak” is potentially misleading. … So the
anomaly here is a rock that is weaker than the general background.”
Thus, in Mr Shilston’s view, it would be reasonable for the tenderers to look at the Technos Report to
understand Plates 14 and 16, and to rely on Technos’s definition of an anomaly322 (and indeed, as ACP’s
counsel highlighted at the Hearing, Technos had significant expertise in geophysics).323 However, the
presence of an anomaly cannot be used to determine whether the rock is strong or “weak”, as ACP alleges,
and the underlying data must be analyzed. As Mr Shilston explained during the Hearing, the data collected
by Technos, and incorporated into ACP’s interpretation of the foundation conditions through Plate 16,
showed unrippable rock (with a velocity in excess of 3,000 m/s) requiring blasting at foundation level
314
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{R-P-0009/94}, ACP’s FC Opening, p. 94; {R-P-0011/80}, Lewis Pres., p. 80.
{C-0491/17}, Technos Report, p. 17 [p. 8].
{C-EX-26/92}, Shilston II, p. 92 [Ch. 4, p. 4-19 to 4-4-23] ¶ 64-81; {C-WS-40/27}, Ottsen II, p. 27 [p. 24] ¶ 77; {CWS-30/10}, Davis I, p. 10 [p. 7] ¶ 45.
{Day11/90:15}, [90:15-91:4] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{C-0491/17}, Technos Report, p. 17 [p. 8]; {C-0479/50}, GIR (Rev. 0), dated 16 May 2008, p. 50, Sec. 8.1.2; {C0935/22}, Employer’s Determination for Claims 47, 50 and 57, dated 8 Oct 2013, p. 22, ¶ 2.47: “[s]eismic refraction
data has commonly been the geophysical method utilized to indirectly predetermine the degree of rippability in the
industry” (see also p. 55).
{Day12/209:23}, [209:23-210:9] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{C-WS-17/22}, Ottsen I, p. 22 [pp. 17-19] footnote 39 and ¶¶ 69-72; {C-WS-30/10}, Davis I, p. 10 [p. 7 and 20] ¶¶
44-45 and 94-95.
{Day13/53:7}, [53:7-54:3] (Shilston Re-direct).
{Day13/22:14}, [22-14:16] (Shilston FC Cross): “a prudent geologist for the contractor would look back at the
Technos Report, to look at what Technos actually said.”
{Day13/5:24}, [5:24-6:4] (Shilston FC Cross).
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throughout the basalt reach of the PLE, including in the areas where the AFZ and LH1 Fault were
ultimately encountered.324
Crucially, neither BTM nor CANAL foresaw any of the faulting conditions and ACP has
not seriously attempted to disprove this
The Tribunal has the benefit of the testimony from two market leading EPC contractors (Mr Ottsen for
GUPC and Mr Davis for CANAL), as well as being able to review BTM’s tender. As GUPC explained at
the Hearing, the evidence clearly shows that all three tenderers had a similar understanding of the faulting
conditions in the PLE: there would be a single fault in the PLE – the AFZ – and it would have 0.2-2m wide
shear zones as well as massive and columnar basalt. None of the tenderers foresaw the presence of the
LH1 Fault Zone or the IWW Fault Zone.325
In its SoD, however, ACP wrongly alleged that CANAL had foreseen the actual faulting conditions. In
particular, ACP suggested that CANAL had foreseen the presence of the LH1 Fault, and Mr Lewis opined
that CANAL had foreseen that the AFZ would control the design across the Upper Chamber.326 This
position completely changed, however, once Mr Davis submitted his witness statement with the SoR,
confirming that CANAL had not foreseen any of these faulting conditions. While CANAL’s tender was
once “crucial evidence”, ACP has now distanced itself from any reference to the other tenderers with
respect to the FC claims (although ACP continues to rely on CANAL in the context of the CAP claim).
At the Hearing, ACP continued to ignore Mr Davis, and chose not to cross-examine him. Mr Lewis
confirmed that he had reviewed Mr Davis’s witness statement, but he acknowledged that he had not
referred to his testimony regarding what CANAL foresaw.327 The evidence of Mr Davis, illustrated below,
showing that CANAL did not foresee the faulting conditions (or indeed the conditions that led to overexcavation), therefore remains undisputed.

Figure 1 -
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Extract from drawing prepared for CANAL during tender (annotated)328

ACP recognized this in its Determination: see {C-0935/55}, Employer’s Determination for Claims 47, 50 and 57,
dated 8 Oct 2013, p. 55; {C-P-0011/80}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 80.
{C-P-0011/106}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 106 [pp. 106-107, 127-128, 149-151].
{C-P-0011/56}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 56.
{Day13/134:6}, [134:6-9] (Lewis Cross).
{C-P-0011/57}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 57; {C-1062/2}, Mott MacDonald Technical Note on Geological Conditions
at Structure Foundation, p. 2; {C-WS-30/13}, Davis I, p. 13, ¶¶ 53, 95, 102, 108, 117 and 119.
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GUPC has proved its entitlement to recover its additional costs with respect to the overexcavation
(a) GUPC suffered significant over-excavation as a result of the more adverse and
Unforeseeable physical conditions it encountered
As explained during the Hearing, over-excavation is measured as excavation beyond a tender allowance
which is determined based upon the anticipated foundation conditions.329 In the PLE for instance, as
Mr Lewis recognized at the Hearing, GUPC had one tender allowance for the basalt reach – where it
anticipated good foundation conditions – and another, three times larger, for the La Boca, where it
anticipated poor foundation conditions.330
As explained in the SoR, at tender stage GUPC used a tender allowance of 10cm for the basalt reach of the
PLE.331 However, GUPC’s claim in this arbitration is based on the more conservative reasonable tender
allowance of 25cm calculated by Mr Shilston (and independently corroborated by Mr Wallace and
Dr Aimone-Martin).332 In other words, GUPC is taking responsibility for the first 15cm of over-excavation
beyond its actual tender allowance of 10cm. Counsel for ACP misled the Tribunal on this point at the
Hearing, by suggesting that GUPC’s claim is based on the original 10cm allowance.333
Outside of the three major fault zones, GUPC encountered adverse foundation conditions throughout the
basalt reach of the PLE that caused loosening of blocks and pervasive over-excavation. Indeed, as
explained by Mr Shilston, the conditions that GUPC encountered were far worse than ACP had interpreted
or could have been foreseen. As a result GUPC had to pour an average of 1 metre of lean concrete – not
25cm (or even 50 cm, as Mr Lewis suggested it should have expected334) – at significant cost.
Mr Shilston undertook a full analysis of the possible causative factors and concluded that the overexcavation and consequent need for additional lean concrete was caused by a combination of three
geological factors: frequent shear zones, frequent laminations and smectite clays in the joint infill. All three
geological factors were more adverse than ACP had interpreted in the GIR and were Unforeseeable.335 The
same conditions were, moreover, unforeseen by any of the tenderers.336
ACP’s interpretation of the Foundation Conditions in the GIR is shown on the left below. Outside of the
main fault zones, ACP interpreted that there would be few shear and fracture zones; laminations (planes of
weakness) in the columnar basalt would be rare; and the joints between the blocks of basalt would be tight,
and not infilled.337 Thus, the GIR interpreted conditions that, if encountered, could have been excavated
and levelled using an average 25cm layer of lean concrete.
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{C-P-0011/198}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 198.
{Day13/136:13}, [136:13-137:2] (Lewis Cross).
{SOR/885}, p. 885 [Ch. 5, p. 250] ¶ 911; see also {C-WS-47/17}, Zaffaroni III, p. 17 [p. 14] ¶ 72.
{C-EX-26/281}, Shilston II, p. 281 [p. 5-7] ¶ 8.
See for instance {Day11/87:21}, [87:21-88:15] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{R-EX-12/271}, Lewis I, p. 271 [p. 267]. Thus, even on the basis of Mr Lewis’s “coarse” estimate of 50cm, GUPC
still has a claim of substantial value for the additional quantities of lean concrete poured.
{Day12/235:25}, [235:25-236:11] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{SOR/852}, p. 852 [Ch. 5, p. 217] ¶797.
{Day12/236:14}, [236:14-15] (Shilston FC Pres.).
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Figure 2 Mr Shilston’s sketch of
conditions interpreted by ACP in the GIR

Figure 3 Mr Shilston’s sketch of
foreseeable conditions from all RFP docs

The same is true of the conditions that were foreseeable from the entire RFP, including the Volume VI
documents, shown above in the second figure. At the Hearing, Mr Shilston explained that, a prudent
tenderer would expect shear zone coverage to be no higher than 1.3% of the area of the PLE outside of the
three main fault zones.338 Laminations were again expected to be rare, notably based on the GDR and CPP
report.339 Indeed, the only major change between the conditions interpreted by ACP in the GIR and those
that could be foreseen based on the RFP documents as a whole, is the presence of chlorite and calcite joint
infill between the blocks of basalt outside of the AFZ, as indicated by certain borehole logs.
ACP should have been aware of the importance of correctly identifying the composition of joint infill.340
Chlorite, for instance, would not have created issues of over-excavation, as they are not expansive, swelling
clays. In practical terms this means that they would not have lubricated the blocks of basalt so that they
could be removed by a small excavator. Smectite clays, however, would (or should) have been known to
ACP for their low shear strength and swelling properties, and thus their potential to impact the execution of
the excavations.341
Ultimately, the conditions encountered by GUPC were more adverse than ACP’s interpretation in the GIR,
and were Unforeseeable based on the RFP documents. The actual conditions encountered are shown in the
figure below.

Figure 4 338
339
340
341

Mr Shilston’s sketch of the conditions encountered

{Day12/235:25}, [235:25-236:4].
{Day12/236:14}, [236:14-21]; {C-P-0013/109}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 109.
See Sec. I.D.3(a)(iii).
See Sec. I.D.3(a)(iii).
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First, GUPC encountered three times as many shear zones as were foreseeable at tender. These shear zones
had to be dug out and treated with lean (dental) concrete, which necessarily increased the amount of lean
concrete that GUPC had to pour.342 ACP does not deny this. Instead, ACP argues that shear zones cannot
be the entire cause of the over-excavation. GUPC agrees. Unforeseeable shear zone coverage was a
contributing factor but does not tell the whole story.343
Second, the laminations – the horizontal planes of weakness (joints) in the columnar basalt – were frequent,
not rare.344 This meant that the blocks of basalt encountered by GUPC at foundation level were smaller
and more frequent than was foreseeable.
Third, the joints between the blocks of basalt were infilled with the expansive swelling clay smectite, not
chlorite. Smectite, unlike chlorite, has a low shear strength when hydrated and swollen, as was the case
here. As a result, the joint infill effectively became a lubricant between the blocks.345
This lubricant effect, when combined with the more frequent laminations, had a serious impact on the
excavation works. As noted above, the more frequent laminations meant that the blocks of basalt
encountered at foundation level were smaller and more frequent than anticipated; the smectite infill meant
that these blocks were not held tightly together, but instead were relatively loose and could easily be
removed by a small excavator.
This is significant because it was an Employer’s Requirement that all loosened rock be removed from the
foundation surface.346 In other words, GUPC had no choice but to remove the small, loosened blocks of
rock it was encountering at foundation level (typically around 1 metre below the intended foundation
depth) and to fill the resulting void with lean concrete. The effect of this combination of laminations and
smectite only diminished when the naturally interlocking arrangement of the basalt blocks prevented any
further blocks from being removed.
None of the tenderers foresaw the frequency of the laminations actually encountered, or the presence of
smectite joint infill in the basalt reach of the PLE.347 Mr Lewis, too, recognized that the presence of
smectite was Unforeseeable.348
GUPC is therefore entitled to recover its additional costs with respect to the additional lean concrete
poured, which was a consequence of the adverse and Unforeseeable conditions encountered at foundation
level during the execution of the Works. Indeed, this highlights an important difference between the
location of the smectite relevant to the CAP and FC claims. As explained at the Hearing, the CAP claim
concerns, in part, the presence and accessibility of smectite in the rock matrix after it has been excavated
(which made the basalt unsuitable as an aggregate feedstock). The legal and factual basis for that claim is
therefore entirely distinct from the FC claim, which concerns the encountering of smectite clay in the infill
between blocks of basalt during the execution of the Works and its impact on the execution of the
excavation and levelling works.349
(b) ACP’s attempts to deny a causal link between the Unforeseeable conditions
encountered and the costs incurred by GUPC are baseless
ACP attempts to deny that a link exists between the geological conditions that GUPC encountered and the
over-excavation that occurred. It does this on the basis of two flawed calculations: Mr Lewis’s ‘heat map’
and his calculation of ‘joint density’.
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{Day12/235:10}, [235:10-14] (Shilston FC Pres.); {C-P-0013/104}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 104.
{R-P-0001/39}, ACP's General Opening, p. 39.
{Day12/236:15}, [236:15-21] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{Day12/239:18}, [239:18-23] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{R-0342/5}, Employer's Requirements, Section 31 23 00 (Excavation and Fill), dated Dec 2008, p. 5, Sec. 1.03.B.2.a.
{C-WS-40/30}, Ottsen II, p. 30 [p. 27] ¶ 87.
{C-WS-30/31}, Davis I, p. 31 [p. 28] ¶ 117.
{Day11/76:16}, [76:16-80:25] (GUPC’s FC Opening).
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Mr Lewis’s ‘heat map’ is unreliable and his presentation of the underlying data is
misleading
The Tribunal will recall that Mr Lewis relied upon a so-called “heat map”, which contrasts two ‘layers’ of a
drawing of the PLE, one showing GUPC’s intended depth of excavation, the other showing what Mr Lewis
mistook to be the actual depths of excavation. Mr Lewis used the heat map to claim that the majority of the
over-excavation occurred in the deep and narrow excavations, such as shear keys, which he alleges is
evidence of over-blasting. As the heat map was presented with the Rejoinder, this is the first time that
GUPC has been able to address its inaccuracies in writing.
As came to light at the Hearing, the heat map has two crucial flaws. First, as Mr Shilston explained, “there
were a number of things wrong with this heat map, beginning with the fact that the data surface that it relies
on is incomplete.”350 Indeed, Mr Shilston explained that it was for precisely that reason he did not use the
underlying data in his own analysis.351 Second, even if the underlying data were complete, the way in
which Mr Lewis used it to calculate the amount of over-excavation is wrong and misleading. Mr Lewis’s
calculation for Monolith LE-M5 and Conduit CC5-A (shown below) is a good example.352
Looking at the diagram on the left below, the difference between the green line and the black dashed-line is
what Mr Lewis says is over-excavation and is shaded in pink. Mr Lewis then calculates the amount of
over-excavation by working out the vertical difference between the two layers of the drawing. Here that
means over-excavation of up to 10 m. If the drawing is annotated using Mr Lewis’s colors on the basis of
the vertical difference calculation, as in the middle image below, it produces a strong red line because red
indicates all excavations over 2 m deep. This is what Mr Lewis did in his heat map.
However, as Mr Shilston explained, this vertical difference calculation “does not work on slopes”.353 This
is because the amount of over-excavation in the slopes must be measured horizontally. If the diagram on
the right is annotated using Mr Lewis’s colors, but this time based on the horizontal difference calculation,
the colors change completely; the amount of over-excavation is less than 2 metres.

Mr Lewis’ original crosssection
Figure 5 -
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Annotated cross-section based
on Vertical Difference
Calculation

Annotated cross-section based
on Horizontal Difference
Calculation

Cross Section through Monolith LE-M5 and Conduit CC5-A
(annotated)354

{Day13/55:5}, [55:5-7] (Shilston Re-direct).
{Day13/43:10}, [43:10-16] (Shilston FC Cross).
{R-EX-26/170}, Lewis II, p. 170 [p. 166].
{Day13/55:18}, [55:18-19] (Shilston Re-direct).
{R-EX-26/170}, Lewis II, p. 170 [p. 166]. Monolith LE-M5 is in the La Boca reach of the PLE, however the
inaccuracies of Mr Lewis’s calculation as applied to the basalt reach of the PLE are the same.
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In short, Mr Lewis is attempting to present in 2D a concept that can only be understood in 3D (with the
effect of exaggerating over-excavation at the slopes). The heat map is thus not a true representation of the
amount of over-excavation in the PLE, and no reliable conclusions can be drawn from it.
In any event, even if the heat map were reliable (which is denied), Mr Lewis draws the wrong conclusions
from it. In particular, Mr Lewis uses the heat map wrongly to allege that the over-excavation at the slopes
and “shear keys” resulted from issues with the blasting. In fact, as explained below, GUPC’s drilling and
blasting practices were appropriate. Rather, any additional over-excavation that did occur at the slopes and
shear keys resulted from the combination of geological factors discussed above, (as the issue of loose
blocks would have been exacerbated at the edge of slopes, where there was less natural interlocking).
Mr Lewis’s joint density calculation is fundamentally flawed
Mr Lewis’s second attempt at denying a link between the presence of smectite and over-excavation is
through his so-called joint density calculation. As with the heat map, the joint density calculation was
presented only in his second expert report and so is addressed here in writing for the first time.
Mr Shilston explained the flaws in the joint density calculation at the Hearing.355 Mr Lewis even appeared
to concede these flaws: he admitted, for instance, that in the GUPC mapping on which he bases his
calculation “not all the excavations were mapped or mapped in detail”.356 This is significant, because
without detailed mapping it is impossible to calculate joint density.
This point was illustrated forcefully by Mr Shilston at the Hearing. In his FC presentation, Mr Shilston
showed a series of photographs, reproduced here. In the first photograph on the left, the foundation of
monolith MW-M02 is shown. In the second photograph, Mr Shilston has annotated in orange the majority
of the joints. Importantly, if GUPC’s mapping actually showed the number and frequency of joints
encountered – as is necessary for a calculation of joint density – it would be covered in crisscrossing lines
like the annotations in the second photograph.

Figure 6 -

Photograph of foundation of
monolith MW-M02357

Figure 7 Photograph of foundation of
monolith MW-M02 (annotated)358

The final image below shows how GUPC actually mapped the area. It is nothing like Mr Shilston’s
annotations above. This is because GUPC’s mapping does not, and was never intended to, reflect every
joint, but simply to show the prevailing joint sets. There is no correlation between the number of joint sets
mapped and the actual density of jointing. GUPC’s mapping cannot therefore be used in the way that
Mr Lewis uses it, and Mr Lewis’s arguments based on his so-called joint density calculation are
unsustainable.
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{C-P-0013/98}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 98 [pp. 98-100]; {Day12/233:15}, [233:15-234:6] (Shilston FC Pres.).
{Day13/73:19}, [73:19-20] (Lewis Pres.).
{C-P-0013/98}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 98.
{C-P-0013/99}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 99.
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GUPC’s geological survey of monolith MW-M02359

Figure 8 -

(c) ACP’s attempts to blame GUPC’s cleaning and blasting practices for the overexcavation encountered are unfounded
The Parties agree that there are only three conceptually possible explanations for the over-excavation that
occurred: (i) adverse geological conditions; (ii) issues with GUPC’s foundation cleaning procedures; and
(iii) issues with GUPC’s blasting practices.360 At the Hearing, Mr Shilston made it clear that ACP’s case in
relation to GUPC’s cleaning is completely meritless.361 Furthermore, Dr Konya failed to present any
evidence – not one photograph from the Site – that supported his claims that GUPC’s blasting caused the
over-excavation; by contrast Dr Aimone-Martin and Mr Wallace presented significant evidence from Site
demonstrating that GUPC’s drilling and blasting did not cause the over-excavation.362 The result is that
Mr Shilston’s evidence on the geological conditions stands as the only explanation for the over-excavation.
ACP claimed in its SoD, and to a lesser extent in its Rejoinder and at the Hearing, that GUPC’s final
cleaning of the foundations was a cause of the over-excavation encountered at foundation level. The claim
rests largely on the fact that GUPC changed its cleaning procedure which, according to ACP, was a
“significant admission” that the cleaning procedures were a cause of over-excavation.363
Mr Shilston explained that ACP’s contention was unfounded for three reasons: (i) the change in cleaning
procedure was unrelated to the conditions being encountered at foundation level;364 (ii) the change, in any
case, had no impact on the depths of over-excavation;365 and (iii) most importantly, the over-excavation had
already taken place (during the operation of the small excavator) when hand cleaning started.
This last point is clear from the numerous construction photographs, with which ACP failed to engage
either in its submissions or at the Hearing. As can be seen in the photograph below, ‘cleaning’ is the
removal of loose material, detritus and mud from the foundation surface in line with ACP’s specific
requirements.366 ‘Cleaning’ was not the removal of blocks of basalt of a size capable of having a
significant impact on depths of over-excavation. ACP’s contention that GUPC’s cleaning procedures made
a meaningful contribution to over-excavation is meritless.
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{C-P-0013/98}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 98.
{Day11/94:15}, [94:15-21] (ACP’s FC Opening). See also Sec. I.C.4(a).
See {Day12/234:20}, [234:20-23] (Shilston FC Pres.).
See Sec. I.C.4(d).
{SOD/491}, p. 491 [Ch. 6, p. 60] ¶ 5.17. In a further example of ACP’s strategy of not asking relevant witnesses the
relevant questions, counsel for ACP chose not to cross-examine Mr Pelaez, Mr Valiante or Mr Ottsen on this supposed
“significant admission”.
As explained by Mr Pelaez, the change was in fact made due to the frustrating amount of time that the hand cleaning
was taking: see {C-WS-18/8}, Pelaez I, p. 8 [p. 5] ¶ 18.
{C-P-0013/101}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 101 [p. 101].
{R-0342/5}, Employer's Requirements, Section 31 23 00 (Excavation and Fill), dated Dec 2008, p. 5, Sec. 1.03.B.2.a.
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Figure 9 -

Photograph of cleaning works at monolith UW-M21367

(d) GUPC’s Drilling and Blasting Practices were appropriate and did not cause the
Over-Excavation
ACP’s blasting defence is similarly a smokescreen.368 ACP fails to address the actual evidence which
shows that GUPC’s drilling and blasting operations were appropriate and did not cause the significant overexcavation that GUPC suffered. Although it closely monitored the drilling and especially the blasting
operations, ACP did not raise any concerns at the time and, in fact, was satisfied with the Works performed
by GUPC and its blasting subcontractor Maxam.
The alleged deficiencies in the drilling and blasting practices have clearly been fabricated by ACP for the
purpose of this dispute and are irrelevant to the issue of over-excavation. This is demonstrated by the
remarkable pivot performed by ACP’s counsel during the Hearing, when he insisted that “[t]he ACP
doesn’t say the blasting was dangerous”, but instead was an issue of “accuracy”.369 This new position is
not supported by ACP’s witnesses or experts.370 Indeed, even at the Hearing, ACP’s expert Dr Konya
claimed that Maxam’s blasting was so deficient and dangerous that the US Army Corps of Engineers
would have removed Maxam from the Project “in a heartbeat”.371 Furthermore, ACP’s new “accuracy”
case is also contrary to the evidence showing that the blasting created flat benches.372
The Evidence shows that GUPC’s Drilling and Blasting Practices were appropriate and did
not cause the Over-Excavation
As demonstrated at the Hearing, GUPC’s drilling and blasting did not cause the over-excavation. Even
though it is ACP’s case that the blasting severely damaged the foundations, ACP has never engaged with
the evidence of the actual condition of the foundations after blasting. In contrast, GUPC provided
numerous photographs of the actual condition of the foundations to the Tribunal.
Based on their detailed review of the evidence from Site, GUPC’s blasting experts Dr Aimone-Martin and
Mr Wallace concluded that GUPC’s drilling and blasting reflected good industry practice.373 In particular,
GUPC’s experts studied the actual conditions at foundation level after blasting - including by reviewing
hundreds of photographs - and found no link between the drilling and blasting and the over-excavation.
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{C-WS-17.App2/222}, p. 222.
{SOR/858}, p. 858 [Ch. 5, pp. 223-224] ¶¶ 826-831.
See {Day11/88:12}, [88:12-22]; p. 36 [139:1-3].
See {R-WS-14/35}, McLean I, p. 35 [p. 33] ¶¶ 111-112; {R-EX-24/48}, Konya II, p. 48 [p. 45] ¶ 5.105.
{Day12/182:25}, [182:25-183:1] (Konya Pres.); {Day12/199:17}, [199:17-200:6] (Konya Cross).
{C-P-0012/20}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 20 [p. 20]; {Day12/109:8}, [109:8-14] (Wallace and
Aimone-Martin Cross).
{C-P-0012/12}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 12 [pp. 12-20].
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They confirmed that the photographic evidence shows natural breakage of the rock at foundation level,
which would not occur if there had been over-blasting.374
Indeed, as Dr Aimone-Martin and Mr Wallace demonstrated during their presentation, the blasting created
flat surfaces and there is no evidence of the significant and widespread blasting-induced breakage at
foundation level that ACP alleged occurred. One single instance of possible blasting-induced radial
cracking was identified by GUPC (notably, not by ACP).375 As GUPC’s experts explained, it was the only
evidence of possible explosives-induced radial fracturing they saw in the hundreds of photos of the
foundation conditions.376
Inexplicably, ACP’s counsel did not ask GUPC’s blasting experts about any of the foundation photographs.
Instead, ACP’s counsel attempted to pose questions to Mr Shilston (an engineering geologist) about alleged
blasting damage said to be shown in a photograph377 despite the fact that: (i) the very same photograph had
been addressed at length by GUPC’s blasting experts (both in their report and in their presentation to the
Tribunal),378 who concluded that the photo showed “unaffected, naturally broken rock mass” with “no
evidence of sharp, fresh, breakage caused by blasting”379 and; (ii) ACP had already chosen not to ask any
questions of Dr Aimone-Martin and Mr Wallace regarding that conclusion. Again, this approach to crossexamination speaks volumes for the lack of confidence that ACP has in its case.
This was further demonstrated by Dr Konya, who entirely ignored the evidence of the foundation
conditions.380 Indeed, Dr Konya did not show one example of the foundations during his presentation to
the Tribunal. This is striking given the conclusions he draws with respect to over-blasting and cratering
that he alleges would have been caused by GUPC’s blasting. Thus, ACP’s case on blasting falls at the first
hurdle, as there is no evidence that the cratering alleged by Dr Konya in fact occurred. As GUPC’s experts
explained, the effect of multiple time-delayed holes as used by Maxam would not allow a crater to form.381
In sum, ACP has failed to put forward any evidence showing that GUPC’s drilling and blasting practices
caused the significant over-excavation. GUPC’s experts, on the other hand, assessed the available evidence
of the actual foundation conditions and concluded that they show naturally broken rock and no evidence of
blasting-induced overbreak.382
ACP was satisfied with GUPC’s Drilling and Blasting Practices and did not raise the
concerns now raised
ACP closely monitored the drilling and blasting operations and never raised any concerns. As the
President correctly noted, given the potentially hazardous nature of blasting, if it is not performed correctly
this will be carefully recorded and investigated.383 This is especially true given the safety and
environmental concerns related to blasting on this large and complex Project where the blasting was carried
out next to ACP’s existing canal infrastructure.
The evidence shows that ACP did, in fact, closely monitor the drilling and blasting operations and recorded
any concerns it had however minor. Indeed, ACP even issued a Noncompliance Notice (“NCN”) stating
374
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{C-P-0012/27}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 27 [pp. 27-29].
{C-P-0012/27}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 27 [pp. 27 and 28].
{C-P-0012/28}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 28; {Day12/90:12}, [90:12-91:18] (Wallace and AimoneMartin Pres.).
{Day13/37:17}, [37:17-39-25] (Shilston Cross); {C-P-0013/97}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 97.
{C-EX-29/46}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin, p. 46 [p. 40]. {C-P-0012/28}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on
FC, p. 28.
{Day12/91:13}, [91:13-14] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.); {C-P-0012/28}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on
FC and Aimone-Martin Pres on FC, p. 28.
See {C-EX-29/46}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin, p. 46 [p. 40] Fig. 31; {C-P-0011/209}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p.
209 [pp. 209-10].
{Day12/90:6}, [90:6-11] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.). Dr Konya is forced to rely on specific crater tests from a
different century to demonstrate his contrived theory (See {C-P-0012/27}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p.
27 [p. 27].
{C-P-0012/28}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 28 [pp. 28-29].
See {Day12/97:20}, [97:20-23] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Tribunal Questions).
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that GUPC had failed to deliver documentation related to explosive material within the time limit set forth
in the ERs.384
The ERs also included provisions regarding more important safety requirements such as vibration control
and fly rock. “Excessive fly rock” is listed among the “[r]esults considered unsatisfactory”. If ACP had
actually been concerned about the fly rock allegedly experienced on the Project, there would certainly be
more evidence to support this than a few lines in one Standard Field Report.385 ACP would certainly have
issued a NCN.
As the President noted to Dr Konya, ACP also developed vibration damage criteria, including limits to the
peak particle velocity (“PPV”). These were particularly significant given that much of the blasting took
place close to ACP’s existing infrastructure and to fresh concrete.386
Mr McLean admitted that ACP checked after every blast whether the PPV registered on the seismographs
was within the limits set forth in the ERs. Mr McLean stated that “[i]f the PPV was over the limits, the
ACP noted this to the Contractor in order that the Contractor could make changes”.387 However, despite
Mr McLean’s misleading comment, ACP never raised any vibration issues with GUPC and has not
provided a single notice or any other evidence that GUPC ever exceeded the strict vibration limits, because
GUPC did not.388 As explained further below, if any of Dr Konya’s criticisms were correct, the strict
vibration limits on this Project would certainly have been exceeded.
Likewise, there is no evidence that ACP was ever concerned with lost or unexploded holes, drill hole
tolerances, or any of the other alleged deficiencies in GUPC’s drilling and blasting that are now alleged by
ACP.389 It is simply not credible that ACP would have allowed GUPC’s operations to continue without
raising any complaint if it had really been concerned about GUPC’s and Maxam’s performance.390
The truth is that at the time ACP was not concerned, but rather was satisfied with the drilling and
blasting. This is not surprising as the blasting was sub-contracted to Maxam, one of the world’s leading
explosive manufacturers and blasting service providers, and was supervised by Mr Lopez, Maxam’s
Project Manager, who has more than 40 years of blasting experience on five continents, including in basalt
formations.391 Maxam was involved in all of the other blasting elements of the expansion program and
directly hired by ACP for parts of the work.392 In total, Maxam fired over 3,500 blasts across the expansion
project, without ACP ever complaining at the time about its performance or removing it.393
There was no basis for ACP to complain, as Maxam not only achieved excellent results, including flat
benches, but also had an impeccable safety record.394 For GUPC alone it performed almost 2,000 blasts,
with only one instance of fly rock (which did not cause any injuries or significant damage). This incident
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{R-WS-14/35}, McLean I, p. 35 [p. 33] ¶¶ 111-112; {R-0452}, Noncompliance Notice No. P0076 - Compliance
Explosive Material, dated 12 Oct 2010.
See {R-WS-26/13}, McLean II, p. 13 [p. 11] ¶ 38; {C-P-0012/30}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 30.
See {Day12/198:7}, [198:7-17] (Konya Tribunal Questions); {R-0354/18}, Employer's Requirements - Section 31 23
16.26 [Drilling and Blasting], dated February 2009, p. 18. {C-P-0012/10}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC,
p. 10.
{R-WS-14/7}, McLean I, p. 7 [p. 5] ¶ 23 (d).
See {Day11/156:11}, [156:11-18] (Direct Lopez).
If ACP had in fact been concerned that holes were drilled outside of the tolerance set forth in the ER, it could have
requested GUPC to re-drill the holes at the proper location pursuant to the ER, but again there is no evidence that ACP
ever did this; see {Day12/145:24}, [145:24-146:20] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Re-direct).
Dr Konya agreed. He claimed that the US Army Corps of Engineers would have removed Maxam “in a heartbeat”, yet
ACP did not. {Day12/199:17}, [199:17-200:1] (Konya Cross).
[See {C-P-0011/205}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 205 [pp. 205-206].
See {Day11/155:23}, [155:23–156:7] (Direct Lopez).
See {Day11/156:11}, [156:11-18] (Direct Lopez).
To control the environmental and safety aspects of blasting, Maxam used state-of-the-art software solutions and even a
2D laser profiler to predict the blast as accurately as possible. {Day11/151:1}, [151:1-9] (Lopez Direct);
{Day12/92:2}, [92:2-16] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.); {Day12/198:7}, [p. 198:7-199:3] (Konya Pres.).
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was recorded and investigated by ACP despite being relatively insignificant, particularly compared to the
allegations made by Dr Konya.395 GUPC also recorded the incident in its Daily Activity Report.396
Contrary to the position it now takes for this arbitration, ACP described its contentment with the blasting
operations in an article published in its own magazine at the time of the Works.397 ACP also praised
GUPC’s blasting operations in meetings attended by Mr McLean.398
ACP’s ex post facto allegations are not credible. Given the lack of any contemporaneous concerns as
well as ACP’s well documented satisfaction with the blasting operations, the criticisms now raised by
Mr McLean and Dr Konya are implausible and disingenuous.
Mr Lopez confirmed in the Hearing, that Mr McLean was not present during the blasting operations.399
Mr Lopez also explained that the Maxam engineers, including Mr Polonia whom Mr McLean claims to
have contacted frequently, confirmed they had not spoken with Mr McLean.400 Tellingly, ACP’s counsel
chose not to challenge Mr Lopez in relation to this key issue, or on any of the other aspects of his testimony
that contradicted Mr McLean.
Documentary evidence also confirms that Mr McLean was not involved in the drilling and blasting
operations and that the only ACP representative that was present on a daily basis for the blasting works in
the PLE was Ilya Gomez. This can be seen from ACP’s article and also from various Daily Activity
Reports which frequently mention Mr Gomez’s visits to the blasting area.401 Similarly, the Witness
Inspection Requests (“WIR”)402 related to blasting were signed by Mr Gomez.403 There is not a single
Daily Activity Report or WIR on the record that mentions Mr McLean being involved in the blasting
process at the PLE.
Mr McLean’s retrospective criticisms are even more extraordinary considering that he did not have any
practical experience or training on blasting when GUPC’s blasting operations started. It is striking that
Mr McLean writes in his first witness statement that ”[i]t was clear to me from the very first test blast [on
17 June 2010] that the Contractor’s drilling and blasting practices fell below the standard I would have
expected and failed to comply with the Employer’s Requirements, in a number of respects”.404 However,
Mr McLean’s CV shows that he did not have any previous practical experience and the only training he
received on blasting was months or years after the first test blast.405 As with ACP’s entire case regarding
the drilling and blasting, Mr McLean’s witness statements are simply not credible.
The same applies to Dr Konya’s statement that the US Army Corps of Engineers would have shut down
GUPC’s drilling and blasting operations “in a heartbeat”.406 Dr Konya delivered training sessions to ACP
in 2010, 2011 and 2013 and during these visits, he witnessed blasting at the PLE.407 It is inconceivable that
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See {R-WS-26/13}, McLean II, p. 13 [p. 11] ¶ 38; [{C-P-0012/30}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 30.
{R-1245/172}, Blasting ICL’s, 2010-2011, p. 172.
{C-1067/1}, Five whistles to 500, p. 1 [pp. 1 and 4]; {{C-P-0011/207}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 207. It is also
noteworthy that the article portrays Mr Gomez as “specialist … from the ACP” but does not even mention Mr McLean
who ACP decided to put forward as a witness.
{R-0425/2}, Minutes of Meeting, Construction Meeting, P-Pre Con: Drilling and Blasting, Record No. 00412, dated 29
Jun 2010, p. 2.
{Day11/156:24}, [156:24-157:4] (Lopez Direct).
{Day11/156:24}, [156:24-157:4] (Lopez Direct).
{C-1067}, Five whistles to 500; {R-1245/207}, Blasting ICL’s, 2010-2011, p. 207 [pp. 207, 231, 242 and 269]
Upon GUPC’s request, ACP would visit the site and verify whether the contractor was complying with its own plan,
see {R-WS-14/7}, McLean I, p. 7 [p. 5] ¶ 24.
See for example, {R-0747/364}, Contractor's Presentations to the DAB in Referral No. 13A, 24-28 Aug 2015, p. 364;
{C-1729/1}, Works Inspection Request No. P00/UPCWIRCS0456, dated 22 Jul 2011, p. 1.
{R-WS-14/12}, McLean I}, p. 12 [p. 10] ¶ 55.
Even now, the only training on drilling and blasting that Mr McLean has received consists of 64 hours of generic
training from August 2010 and November 2012; see {C-1440/9}, CV of Carlos McLean W, p. 9.
{Day12/182:25}, [182:25-183:1] (Konya Pres.); {Day12/199:17}, [199:17-200:1] (Konya Cross).
Konya (I) {R-EX-10/5}, Konya I p. 5 [p. 3] ¶ 1.15.
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Dr Konya would not have informed ACP if he had noticed that there was something fundamentally wrong
with the drilling and blasting operations as he now alleges.
The alleged drilling and blasting deficiencies are fabricated and are irrelevant to the OverExcavation
In light of the lack of any actual evidence of blasting induced overbreak at foundation level, ACP focused
during the Hearing on: (i) a handful of Inspection Checklists (“ICLs”) in a failed attempt to show that
GUPC’s drilling was inaccurate, and (ii) a discussion of stiffness ratio that is irrelevant for construction
blasting, and certainly could not have caused the over-excavation suffered by GUPC. ACP further alleged
that the blasting was somehow “cheap” and maintained its incorrect allegations that hole depths were not
properly controlled and that there was a prevalence of lost holes.
The blasting was not “cheap” as ACP alleged.408 As Mr Lopez explained, Maxam used “the best skilled
personnel and the best equipment and technology available” and did everything to ensure the blasting was
precise and safe.409 As GUPC’s experts confirmed, this included using: (i) sophisticated and beyondindustry-standard software to model each blast, (ii) cartridges instead of cheaper bulk explosives, and (iii) a
highly conservative and costly combination of pre-splitting and caution holes.410
Dr Konya’s discussion of “cost versus quality” was – like most of his presentation – purely abstract,
unrelated to this Project and devoid of any supporting evidence.411 He did not say, for example, that GUPC
and Maxam used cheap explosives because such an allegation would be incorrect. In fact, GUPC hired an
accomplished external consultant to develop the drilling designs and Maxam used state-of-the art software
and explosives, employed the best blasters in Panama and valued quality and precision over cost.412
To the extent Dr Konya considers the stiffness ratio used by GUPC to be indicative of lower cost methods,
he is wrong.413 As shown below, the stiffness ratio on the Project was well within recommended industry
ranges. What is more, it was higher than on the other elements of the expansion program, including those
managed by ACP. So, even based on Dr Konya’s flawed stiffness ratio theory, GUPC decided to use more
expensive methods than ACP. Furthermore, Mr McLean’s allegation that not loading holes that were close
to the free face is “indicative of the cheap design” is wrong and further demonstrates his failure to
understand the basics of blasting.414 As Mr Lopez explained, such holes were not loaded for safety reasons
(to prevent fly rock).415
ACP’s comparison of the ICLs and blasting records is flawed and, in any event, irrelevant to overexcavation. During the Hearing, ACP spent significant time putting various Inspection Checklists
(“ICLs”) to GUPC’s blasting experts and complained that only nine ICLs were provided for foundation
level blasts.416 ACP’s new emphasis on the ICLs is misleading. GUPC provided Blasting Plans and
Reports for every blast, which contain detailed information on blast patterns, hole numbers and lengths, and
explosives used (all in compliance with the ER).417 GUPC was not required to keep additional records
beyond the Blast Plans and Blast Reports,418 let alone complete ICLs for every hole and every blast.419 The
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{Day11/139:1}, [139:1-139:21] (ACP’s FC Opening).
{Day11/159:3}, [159:3-14] (Lopez Direct).
{Day11/157:10}, [157:10-16; 159:11-14] (Lopez Direct); {Day12/79:25}, [79:25-80:14] and p. 22 [83:7-10; 83:20-25]
(Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.).
See {R-P-0010/6}, Konya Pres., p. 6; {Day12/151:11}, [151:11-152:7] (Konya Pres.); {R-P-0010/29}, Konya Pres. p.
29; {Day12/177:6}, [177:6-178:15] (Konya Pres.). Even when asked specifically by the President, Dr Konya did not
explain what technique used by Maxam he considered to be low cost see {Day12/192:17}, [192:17-193:25] (Konya
Pres.).
{Day11/153:2}, [153:2-11; 157:5-159:14] (Lopez Direct)
See {Day12/193:1}, [193:1-9] (Konya Tribunal Questions).
{R-WS-26/10}, McLean II, p. 10 [p. 8] ¶ 33.
{Day11/153:12}, [153:12-154-2] (Lopez Direct).
See {Day12/116:25}, [116:25-131:23] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Cross).
{R-0354/29}, Employer's Requirements - Section 31 23 16.26 [Drilling and Blasting], dated February 2009, p. 29 [pp.
29-30].
{R-0354}, Employer's Requirements - Section 31 23 16.26 [Drilling and Blasting], dated February 2009.
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ICLs were only spot checks on hole lengths that GUPC’s quality team carried out for certain blasts and on
a sample set of holes. These checks were in addition to those undertaken by Maxam, for every blast.420
As with its entire position on blasting, ACP’s suggestion that just nine ICLs provide the most accurate
record of the blasting at foundation level is not credible and its reliance upon the ICL’s is misplaced.
Indeed, it is evident that a simple comparison of hole numbers and lengths, as attempted by ACP, is
meaningless.421 As GUPC’s experts showed during the Hearing, the hole numbers in the ICLs do not
necessarily match the hole numbers in the Blast Plan and Blast Report and so cannot be directly compared
without proper consideration of the blast patterns (as ACP and Dr Konya repeatedly attempt to do).422
This is quite obvious when looking at the as-designed and as-built hole locations. For example, during the
cross-examination of GUPC’s blasting experts, ACP’s counsel compared the design and as-built hole
lengths in the Blast Plan, Blast Report and ICL for hole number 111 of Blast 221. However, a brief review
of the design (Blast Plan) and as-built (Blast Report) for Blast 221 show that the blasting pattern was
slightly adjusted and that hole number 111 in the design is “a totally different hole” in the as-built, as
GUPC’s experts confirmed in the Hearing:

Figure 10 - Comparison of as-designed and as-built blast patterns for blast
221423
It is also clear that the discrepancies that ACP alleged had occurred between the Blast Plan and what
GUPC actually drilled – sometimes almost 1m in depth – cannot be reconciled with the actual
evidence from Site.424 The photographic evidence of the foundations demonstrate that Maxam
achieved consistently flat surfaces, which would have been impossible had the drilling been as
inaccurate as ACP alleges.425 Tellingly, ACP made no attempt to match these alleged drilling
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Similarly, and contrary to what Dr Konya appears to indicate, GUPC was not required to provide drilling logs to ACP,
see {Day12/165:5}, [165:5-12] (Konya Pres.).
See {R-WS-26/7}, McLean II, p. 7 [p. 5] ¶ 25.
Mr Lopez explained during the Hearing that the blast pattern (and hence the hole numbering) could change between
the plan and the actual drilling for any number of reasons, see {Day11/152:12}, [152:12-153:1] (Lopez Direct). This
was also addressed by GUPC’s blasting experts in their report, {C-EX-29/21}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin p. 21 [p.
15] ¶ 59; {C-WS-36/11}, Lopez Cano I, p. 11 [p. 8] ¶ 40.
See {Day12/145:11}, [145:11-13] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Re-direct).
See {R-D-0008/86}, Blasting Demonstrative 1, p. 86 [pp. 86, 87, 94 and 95]; {R-1245/381}, Blasting ICL’s, 20102011, p. 381; {Day12/144:14}, [144:14-145:16] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Re-direct).
{SOD/541}, p. 541 [Ch. 6, p. 110] Fig. 35. See also {C-P-0011/210}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 210.
See {C-EX-29/35}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin, p. 35 [p. 29] Fig. 22.
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discrepancies with the photographs of the foundations in these areas. Again, this is actual evidence
from the Project that ACP simply ignores.
In any event, the ICLs do not evidence that the blasting caused the over-excavation, as most of the
holes shown in the ICLs were drilled slightly shorter than designed;426 this could potentially result in
high spots, but would not cause breakage below grade.427
ACP’s emphasis on stiffness ratio is misplaced and misleading. Both in Dr Konya’s second report
and in the Hearing, ACP relied heavily on stiffness ratio.428 The stiffness ratio (i.e. the ratio between
burden and bench height) is considered as a check once a blast has been designed. It is not a
significant factor in construction blasting, as both Mr Lopez and GUPC’s experts confirmed.429
Dr Konya alleges that holes with a stiffness ratio below 2 should not be shot and blasts with a stiffness
ratio below 3 should be redesigned if possible.430 The ranges and effects proposed by Dr Konya are
not consistent with industry standards. As GUPC’s experts have shown, industry leading publications
recommend ranges from 1.5 to 4, with which Maxam’s blast designs complied.431 GUPC’s experts
explained in the Hearing that, while a stiffness ratio of 3 may be optimal, it is not always possible to
achieve and the realities of construction blasting with short benches can lead to a lower stiffness ratio
of 1.5, which is acceptable and can be properly controlled to produce a safe and accurate blast.432
It is also noteworthy that the average stiffness ratio of 2.77 on this Project was the highest average
stiffness ratio of all elements of the expansion program. The average stiffness ratio used on PAC-4,
which Mr McLean claims did not suffer over-excavation because ACP had oversight of the blast
designs,433 was 2.2.434 If Dr Konya’s analysis was correct, over-excavation would have been worse on
PAC-4, and ACP (for which Dr Konya was consulting at the time) should have rejected these blast
designs, which it did not.
GUPC’s experts have also shown that the allegedly low stiffness ratio did not cause “violent blasts”.
First, “violence factor” is a term that Dr Konya invented for this case. It is not used in the industry
and not even in Dr Konya’s book on blasting induced overbreak.435 Second, there is no correlation
between the stiffness ratio and the invented violence factor. As can be seen from GUPC’s experts’
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Based on the ICL for Blast 218, except for one hole that was drilled 10cm deeper than designed, the remaining
production holes were drilled slightly shorter; See {R-1245/332}, Blasting ICL’s, 2010-2011, p. 332 [pp. 332-333];
{Day12/119:2}, [119:2-121:3] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Cross). See also, Blast 222, one of the two blasts where
ACP’s counsel tried to compare ICLs, BPs and BRs; for all six holes, the as-built was shorter than the design length,
see {R-1245/397}, Blasting ICL’s, 2010-2011, p. 397; {Day12/130:22}, [130:22-131:12] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin
Cross).
See {R-EX-10/81}, Konya I, p. 81 [p. 79] ¶ 5.117; {C-EX-29/43}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin, p. 43 [p. 37] ¶ 125.
{R-EX-24/20}, Konya II, p. 20 [p. 17-25]; {Day12/131:23}, [131:23-144:1] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Cross).
{Day12/85:8}, [85:8-11] (Wallace and Aimone Martin Pres.); {Day12/143:13}, [143:13-144:1] (Wallace and AimoneMartin Cross); {Day11/155:4}, [155:4-12] (Lopez direct).
{R-P-0010/16}, Konya Pres., p. 16.
{Day12/85:12}, [85:12-14]; {{C-P-0012/19}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 19. The ERs required
GUPC to “comply with procedures and techniques recommended in handbooks of recognized explosives
manufacturers”, see {R-0354/3}, Employer's Requirements - Section 31 23 16.26 [Drilling and Blasting], dated
February 2009, p. 3, ¶ 1.03A.
{Day12/134:12}, p. 35 [134:12-135:8] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Cross).
{R-WS-26/13}, McLean II, p. 13 [p. 11] ¶ 36.
See {C-1714_2/56}, Obras de Amplicacion en el Complejo Pacífico Presentation (Partially Translated), p. 56 [pp. 56
and 88]. Claimants note that Maxam calculated the same overall stiffness ratio for all blasts as GUPC’s experts for the
foundation blasts. ACP’s “average of an average” discussion in the Hearing is another smokescreen (see
{Day12/137:22}, [137:22-139-22] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Cross).
See {Day12/87:12}, [87:12-88:16] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.); {C-1721}, Konya Rock Blasting and
Overbreak Control, 5th edition.
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presentation, blasts with a stiffness ratio that even Dr Konya considers excellent show a similar
ejection of gases to blasts with a stiffness ratio that Dr Konya considers too low.436
Tellingly, Dr Konya either fails to recognize or deliberately omits that what he describes as “violent
blowouts” are the intentional ejection of gases from pre-split blasts (which are shot before the
production blasts with less stemming to allow the force of the blast and the associated gases to escape
vertically). The ejection of gases from the pre-split holes is not indicative of a “violent blast”.437
Further. as the President indicated in the Hearing, the allegedly “violent” blasting that Dr Konya tried
to portray as creating excess fly rock and violent cratering, would pose a danger to workers and
equipment around the blast site.438 The fact that there was only one minor fly-rock incident on around
2,000 blasts clearly shows that Dr Konya’s description of the blasting operation does not reflect the
reality of what actually happened.
In any event, there is no correlation between the stiffness ratio and the over-excavation. Dr Konya
argues that stiffness ratio is important for control of ground vibration and that over-confinement (as a
result of a low stiffness ratio) would lead to excessive ground vibration. However, as the President
indicated in his question to Dr Konya in the Hearing, there were stringent vibration limitations on this
Project due to the nearby operational structures and fresh concrete.439 Yet GUPC did not exceed the
vibration limits, and so the stiffness ratios used by GUPC and Maxam did not have the effects
described by Dr Konya.440
There is likewise no evidence at all suggesting that blasts with a lower stiffness ratio caused
overbreak. Like lost/blocked holes (discussed below), a low stiffness ratio could have caused
underbreak/high spots but not overbreak, as Dr Konya admitted in his first report and as GUPC’s
experts confirmed in the Hearing.441
Hole depths were properly controlled. ACP further alleges that hole layout and hole depths were
not properly controlled.442 However, Mr Lopez confirmed that GUPC used surveys to check the
elevation and position of all holes.443 This is in line with the photographic evidence, as GUPC’s
experts explained.444
Mr Lopez also confirmed that Maxam “measure[d] the hole before loading, during loading and after
loading.”445 This can also be seen from the photographic evidence, as GUPC’s experts confirmed,446
and is even admitted by Mr McLean in his first witness statement:
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{C-P-0012/24}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 24 [pp. 24-25] {Day12/23}, p. 23 [88:7-16] (Wallace and
Aimone-Martin Pres.).
{C-P-0012/24}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 24 [pp. 24-26]; {Day12/23}, p. 23 [87:12-17] (Wallace
and Aimone-Martin Pres.).
{Day12/190:19}, [190:19-191:14] (Konya Pres.).
See {Day12/198:7}, [198:7-17] (Konya Tribunal Questions).
See {Day12/159:19}, [159:19-25] (Konya Pres.): “Well with a stiffness ratio of 1 you have poor fragmentation, you
have high or severe air blast, severe flyrock, severe ground vibration.”
See {R-EX-10/17}, Konya I, p. 17 [p. 15] ¶ 3.37; {R-EX-24/38}, Konya II, p. 38 [p.35] ¶ 5.69; {Day12/92:19},
[92:19–93:9] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.).
{R-P-0010/32}, Konya Pres., p. 32.
{Day11/149:17}, [149:17-19] (Lopez Direct).
{Day12/81:25}, [81:25–82:3] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.); {C-P-0012/15}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.
on FC, p. 15.
{Day11/150:1}, [150:1-2] (Lopez Direct).
{Day12/82:9}, [82:9-12] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.); {C-P-0012/16}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on
FC, p. 16.
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“Based on design depths, the drilling of holes was often not deep enough or too deep. Then the
blasting subcontractor measured the depth, and if different, adjusted the amount of explosive,
then told the Contractor for the purposes of producing the as built.” 447
However, Mr McLean changed his position in his second statement, which speaks for itself:
“The WA Report states that “The hole depths were measured and checked both by GUPC and
Maxam consistent with good industry practice”. The evidence does not support this. Very few
of the hole depths on some blasts were checked by the Contractor. There is no evidence at all to
suggest that Maxam checked any hole depths.”448
As Mr Lopez confirmed, and in line with Mr McLean’s first witness statement, if holes were too deep,
Maxam backfilled them. For holes that were too short, Maxam adjusted the quantity of explosives.449
Contrary to the allegations in Mr McLean’s second witness statement, the documentary evidence,
including the Daily Activity Reports and photographs, also shows that Maxam checked hole depths
and rectified any issues with blocked holes.450
Mr Lopez also explained during the Hearing why the allegation that GUPC should have used toe hole
drilling at the foundation level is another misleading distraction. In addition to the fact that the
technique is outdated and dangerous – a point also confirmed by GUPC’s blasting
experts451 - Mr Lopez explained that it would have been impractical on this Project and could have
caused significant breakage below grade.452 That Dr Konya suggests the use of this technique further
demonstrates that he has no practical experience of, and his criticisms simply do not reflect the
realities of, construction blasting.453
There was no issue with lost holes on the Project. GUPC’s experts showed at the Hearing that
Dr Konya exaggerates both the number and the impact of lost holes.454 Dr Konya counted “holes” as
“lost” which were intentionally omitted from the design and thus were never meant to be drilled.455
Dr Konya did not dispute this when addressing lost holes in his presentation.456 Regarding the impact
of lost holes, GUPC’s experts and Mr Lopez confirmed that a few lost holes do not affect the blast.457
Importantly, as Dr Konya explained in his first report, and as GUPC’s experts confirmed, the only
effect that lost or blocked holes would have is that there would be less energy in the blast and thus
high spots could occur but not overbreak.458 It is thus not surprising that - contrary to Dr Konya’s
unsupported allegations - the evidence shows that lost holes did not cause over-excavation. This can
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{R-WS-14/41}, McLean I, p. 41 [p. 39].
{R-WS-26/18}, McLean II, p. 18 [P. 16].
{Day11/152:1}, [152:1-4] (Lopez Direct).
{R-1245/401}, Blasting ICL’s, 2010-2011, p. 401, [pp. 401, 476 and 484]; {C-1726/10}, Photographs showing
GUPC’s and Maxam’s drilling and blasting operations, p. 10.
See {C-EX-29/60}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin, p. 60 [p. 54] ¶¶ 195-203.
{Day11/154:7}, [154:7-24] (Lopez Direct).
{Day12/178:16}, [178:16-179:2] (Konya Pres.).
{C-P-0012/32}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 32 [pp. 32-33].
{C-P-0012/31}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 31-33 [pp. 31-33]; {Day12/93:10}, [93:10-20] (Wallace
and Aimone-Martin Pres.).
{Day12/169:20}, [169:20-171:18] (Konya Pres.).
{C-P-0012/31}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 31. Dr Konya also continued confusing lost holes with
misfires when asked about misfires by the President, although there is significant difference; see {Day12/186:7},
[186:7-21] (Konya Pres.); {C-EX-29/47}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin, p. 47 [pp. 41-42] ¶¶ 133-137.
See {R-EX-10/17}, Konya I, p. 17 [p. 15] ¶ 3.37; {R-EX-24/38}, Konya II, p. 38 [p. 35] ¶ 5.69; {Day12/92:19},
[92:19–93:9] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.); {{C-P-0012/31}, Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres. on FC, p. 31;
{Day12/93:4}, [93:4-9] (Wallace and Aimone-Martin Pres.).
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be seen, for example, when looking at the areas of “missing holes” in Blast 183 identified in
Dr Konya’s second report, as a blast that would cause “tremendous breakage below grade”:459

Figure 11 - Location of “missing holes” of Blast 183
The extract of the Blast Plan above shows that the area where Dr Konya identifies most of the lost
(“missing”) holes is approximately between stations 7+370 and 7+400. However, as the figure below
shows, this is an area where there was no over-excavation at all, despite Dr Konya’s unsupported
allegation that there would be “tremendous breakage below grade.”

Figure 12 -

Over-excavation in area of “missing holes” of Blast
183460

In summary, ACP’s criticisms of GUPC’s blasting practices are entirely fabricated and, in any event, there
is no correlation between those fabricated criticisms and the over-excavation suffered by GUPC throughout
the basalt reach of the PLE.
D.

GUPC’S ALTERNATIVE CASE UNDER SUB-CLAUSE 4.10 AND PANAMANIAN LAW

As shown above, GUPC is entitled to its additional costs arising from the adverse foundation conditions
under SC 4.12, regardless of whether ACP was at fault in interpreting conditions in the GIR that were more
benign than those ultimately encountered by GUPC. However, the detailed examination of the evidence
conducted for this arbitration has also revealed ACP’s mismanaged preparation of the RFP and the GIR,
which separately entitles GUPC to compensation based on ACP’s breaches of its duties.
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{R-EX-24/61}, Konya II, p. 61 [p. 57] Figure 52; {C-1708/5}, Blast Plans, P00-UPCBLP0183, p. 5.
{C-EX-26/282}, Shilston II, p. 282 [p. 5-8] Fig. 5-2.
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Factual basis
GUPC refers to the timeline in Appendix FC-1 above, setting out the main events of the pre-tender and
tender period. After investigating the PLE for 8 years, ACP agreed to provide the tenderers with a GIR that
it warranted was suitable, sufficient and complete.461 However, notwithstanding the large amount of
information provided, the actual foundation conditions in the basalt reach of the PLE were Unforeseeable –
and indeed not foreseen by any of the tenderers.462 These facts also support GUPC’s alternative case that
ACP breached its duties and was negligent in its investigation of the foundation conditions in the PLE and
its preparation of the RFP and the GIR.
Applicable contractual and legal provisions (ACP’s duties)
The legal and contractual bases for GUPC’s alternative case are set out in its SoC and SoR, and also in the
slides to GUPC’s FC Opening.463 Under Panamanian law, as a public entity, ACP was under a mandatory
duty to plan for the Project in a diligent and timely way. This included an obligation to prepare all of the
studies required for the preparation of reliable and complete tender documents and the budget for the
Project.464 ACP was, in addition, under a duty to inform the tenderers about the geological conditions in a
non-ambiguous, non-confusing and complete manner.465 Moreover, ACP had a duty to comply with the
standard of diligence required under Art. 989 CC.466
These mandatory duties are consistent with ACP’s obligations under SC 4.10 of the Conditions of Contract.
Under SC 4.10.1, ACP had to make “available to the Contractor the Geotechnical Interpretative Report and
certain other data (including geotechnical boring cores)”.467 In practical terms, and in light of ACP’s
mandatory duties under Panamanian law, this meant preparing and providing to GUPC an accurate GIR,
and providing geotechnical data in its possession that was relevant to GUPC’s understanding of the Site
geology and pricing of the Project. Separately, under SC 4.10.3, ACP warranted to provide an
interpretation of the foundation conditions that was “sufficient, suitable and complete” for the purposes of
preparing a tender design.468 Under such warranty, ACP is liable to compensate GUPC for the
insufficiency, unsuitability or incompleteness of the GIR, regardless of whether ACP complied with its
mandatory duties in preparing the GIR.
In deciding whether ACP negligently breached its mandatory duties under Panamanian law, the Tribunal
must assess whether ACP’s conduct with respect to the collection and treatment of the information
provided in the RFP failed to meet the standard of a hypothetical person in the same position as ACP. In
other words, was ACP’s conduct during the preparation of the RFP that of a sophisticated public entity
advised by experts for an extended period of time, in charge of a multi-billion dollar infrastructure project
of national importance?469 In this respect, the expert opinion of Mr Shilston regarding industry practice is
helpful evidence.
Industry practice: as Mr Shilston explained at the Hearing, there are no “formally documented rules”
regarding what geotechnical information should be collected and provided in an RFP, but “there is
common practice”.470 In particular, Mr Shilston set out in his expert reports the published guidance that he
considers relevant in the context, as here, where the Employer carried out investigations beyond what was
required for a conceptual design.471 As Mr Shilston noted, “every project would be unique”,472 however in
this Project, “the Employer carried out investigations for the purpose of assessing the feasibility of the
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See Sec. I.C.2(a)(iii).
See Secs. I.C.3(d)(iv) and I.C.4(a).
{SOC/44}, p. 44 [Ch. 2]; {SOR/87}, p. 87 [Ch. 4]. See also {C-P-0011/25}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 25 and 213-214.
See {SOR/887}, p. 887 [Ch. 5, pp. 252-253] ¶¶ 926-929.
See {SOR/887}, p. 887 [Ch. 5, pp. 252-253] ¶¶ 926-929.
See {SOR/459}, p. 459 [Ch. 4, p. 360] ¶¶ 1409-1433.
{C-0001/59}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 59 [p. 46] Sub-Clause 4.10.1.
{C-0001/59}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 59 [p. 46] Sub-Clause 4.10.3; see also Sec. I.C.2(a)(iii).
See {SOR/888}, p. 888 [Ch. 5, p. 253] ¶ 931; See also {C-P-0011/213}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 213-214.
{Day13/45:21}, [45:21-22] (Shilston FC Cross).
{C-EX-26/217}, Shilston II, p. 217 [p. 4-144 - 4-145].
{Day13/46:21}, [46:21-22] (Shilston FC Cross).
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project, selecting the site, developing the conceptual design, and providing to the tenderers an interpretation
of the foundation conditions that they could rely on for the purpose of tender design.”473
As Mr Shilston explained, based on industry practice, a Prudent Employer, when preparing the RFP for a
large project such as this, would be expected to employ one or more “guiding minds” in order to “lead the
technical work, make the key technical decisions, oversee the unifying interpretive work, and ensure that
the various disciplines and specialists have access to all relevant information and do not work in
isolation”.474 A Prudent Employer would also be expected to “adequately plan or coordinate its own work
and the work of its consultants”, “provide the right people with the right information at the right time”,
“work systematically, using appropriate techniques to target specific issues or uncertainties, such as the use
of inclined boreholes to investigate faulting”, “follow-up on recommendations made by consultants and
arrange for their reports to be updated accordingly”, and “carry out effective QA/QC of its work”.475 The
steps that a Prudent Employer would go through are further explained in Mr Shilston’s expert reports.476
It became clear at the Hearing, however, that ACP’s conduct fell far short of this standard. The
consequence, under Article 986 CC, is that ACP must compensate GUPC for the losses that flowed from
its negligent failures.477
GUPC has proved its entitlement to recover its additional costs arising from ACP’s
breaches under SC 4.10 and Panamanian law
(a) ACP’s investigation and interpretation of the foundation conditions in the PLE were
negligent
ACP failed to put in place the expertise and “guiding mind” necessary to carry out the
investigations and deliver an RFP for a project of the size and complexity of the TSLP
In order to carry out proper investigations and interpretations of the geological conditions, a Prudent
Employer would have employed a “guiding mind” and ensured the right people were working on the
Project.478 What the evidence has shown, however, is ACP’s failure to put in place a team that could
effectively prepare the geological/geotechnical aspects of the RFP. ACP was understaffed and
overworked.479 Contemporaneous emails between Mr Gath, members of ACP’s geological team, and other
consultants, point to pressures on ACP’s staff, QA/QC failures and an incoherent and poorly compiled RFP
package.480 This led Mr Gath to express his concern that ACP’s geotechnical team was “not sufficiently
able to handle a project of this size and nature”.481
These staffing failures became clearer at the Hearing. Confirming Mr Gath’s evidence, Mr Irving
confirmed that the head of ACP’s geology team, Ms Franceschi, was having serious health problems
during the time ACP was preparing the RFP.482 He also explained candidly that “ACP had never been
involved in developing an engineering project of this size”, and that to remedy this lack of experience, ACP
engaged “consultants from different parts of the world.”483 The problem, however, was that ACP did not
have a team in place that was capable of properly coordinating its consultants or following their
recommendations, or indeed a team that was able to properly plan the investigations into the PLE.484 Mr
Irving also confirmed that when ACP agreed to provide a warranted GIR, it engaged URS – a consultant
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{C-EX-26/213}, Shilston II, p. 213 [p. 4-140] ¶ 510.
{C-EX-26/208}, Shilston II, p. 208 [p. 4-135] ¶ 486.
{C-P-0013/128}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 128 [Emphasis added].
{C-EX-26/219}, Shilston II, p. 219 [p. 4-146] Sec. 4.5.1.3.
{SOR/74}, p. 74 [Ch. 3, p. 40]; see also {C-P-0011/213}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 213.
{C-P-0013/128}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 128.
See {SOR/894}, p. 894 [Ch. 5, pp. 259-261] ¶¶ 969-982.
{C-1057/2}, Email exchange between Eldon Gath and Joseph Cazares, dated 18 Aug 2007, p. 2, email from E.Gath to
J.Cazares dated 18 August 2007. Also {SOR/650}, p. 650 [Ch. 5 p. 15] ¶ 51.
See {C-WS-32/4} Gath II, p. 4 [pp. 4-5] ¶ 5.
{Day6/8:23}, [8:23-9:6] (Irving CAP Cross).
{Day12/38:3}, [38:3-6] (Irving FC Cross).
{SOR/897}, p. 897 [Ch. 5, pp. 262-283] ¶¶ 991-1031.
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who had previously been working in the area of the Borinquen Dams and had no prior involvement with
the PLE – to assist ACP with its drafting of the GIR.485 This is another prime example of ACP’s failure to
put the right people in charge.
ACP failed properly to investigate the faulting in the PLE and to follow its consultants’
recommendations to carry out further investigations
As discussed above, Mr Shilston explained that during the preparation of the RFP, a Prudent Employer
would work “systematically, using appropriate techniques to target specific issues or uncertainties”.486
With respect to the faults specifically, Mr Shilston sets out in his reports, that, in order to obtain a detailed
and coherent interpretation of the faulting conditions, a Prudent Employer would need to “collect sufficient
information to allow it properly to interpret the locations or extents of fault zones and the conditions at
foundation level within the fault zones”, including by (i) drilling boreholes within anomalous zones
identified in the course of geophysical investigations, and (ii) drilling inclined boreholes within the fault
zones identified. A Prudent Employer would also need to “analyse and synthesize all the available relevant
information”, including the findings from all of its consultants.487 The Hearing showed, however, that ACP
did none of those things.
As to the amount of drilling, Mr Shilston disagreed with ACP’s suggestion that the basalt reach had been
“intensely characterized” – he explained having “worked on sites where there have been particular
characteristics you wanted to investigate and the boreholes have been much, much closer together”.488
Moreover, although Mr Irving claimed that the NML2 borehole campaign was “specifically targeted at
faults and contacts”,489 the fact that none of the boreholes were inclined (angled) through the features
supposedly under investigation, as Mr Shilston noted, made them inappropriate for that specific purpose.490
At the Hearing, Mr Irving also conceded that, contrary to his written statement,491 ACP did not in fact
follow CPP’s and Technos’s recommendation to carry out further targeted drilling based on the findings of
the geophysical surveys.492 His cross-examination also highlighted ACP’s failure to integrate relevant
information and share it among its consultants. Mr Irving admitted, for instance, that (i) ACP did not
provide CPP with the NML2 borehole logs, (ii) it did not ask CPP to prepare an update to their report
including the NML2 boreholes;493 and (iii) ACP did not provide Technos with the NML2 boreholes in the
area of the AFZ.494
Similarly, the Tribunal also heard how ACP failed to coordinate the work of ECI and Technos, who were
both specifically investigating the faults. Mr Gath of ECI was clear that “there was no effort to coordinate
us while we were in Panama, nor in developing work plans, or anything like that, that would complement
each other”.495 He also explained that while Mr Irving had told him that geophysical profiling would be
taking place in the future, ACP never told him when it was taking place nor who was carrying it out.496
This is far from the “systematic approach” recommended by industry practice, and indeed, by ACP’s own
consultants. Mr Irving admitted that, instead of implementing a scientific and coordinated approach,
ACP’s focus was simply on “get[ting] the job done”,497 which meant “contractors working at the same time
including ECI, Technos, CPP, the drilling companies”.498 This ‘all-at-once’ approach meant that
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498

{Day12/39:2}, [39:2-7] (Irving FC Cross).
{C-P-0013/128}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 128.
{C-EX-26/220}, Shilston II, p. 220 [p. 4-147] ¶ 523.
{Day8/30:14}, [30:14-17] (Shilston CAP Cross).
{Day12/16:6}, [16:6-8] (Irving FC Cross).
{C-P-0013/128}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 128.
{R-WS-12/22}, Irving I, p. 22, ¶ 84: “As far as I am concerned, the CPP recommendations were followed by the ACP.”
{Day12/21:5}, [21:5-8] (Irving FC Cross). See also {Day12/23:3}, [23:3-17] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/17:3}, [17:3-21] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/30:6}, [30:6-8] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day11/228:13}, [228:13-15] (Gath Cross).
{Day11/236:9}, [236:9-10] (Gath Cross).
{Day12/23:11}, [23:11-13] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/23:10}, [23:10-11] (Irving FC Cross).
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consultants were not properly coordinated,499 did not get the information they needed, and their
recommendations were not followed up appropriately (despite the fact that the first version of the RFP was
not released until more than a year after the principal investigations had been conducted).
As a result of these insufficient and poorly coordinated investigations, none of ACP’s boreholes were
actually drilled in the most adverse conditions encountered by GUPC at foundation level: (i) no boreholes
were drilled in the area where the LH1 Fault Zone was found, or in the anomalous zone identified by
Technos in this area, (ii), no boreholes were drilled in the Class I material (the weakest material) or the La
Boca that was eventually encountered at foundation level in the AFZ, and (iii) no boreholes were drilled in
the “soft black shale” encountered in the IWW Fault Zone.500
It is not surprising, therefore, that none of the actual conditions in the three fault zones were foreseeable
from the borehole data, or indeed from any of the reports that relied on such data.
ACP failed properly to investigate the joint infill in the PLE
ACP also negligently failed to identify the presence of swelling clays in the PLE. As noted above, a
Prudent Employer would have been aware of the need to identify joint infill accurately. The USBR
Engineering Field Geology Manual (the “BuRec Manual”), which Mr Lewis relies on, states that
descriptions of joint infill “must” address its composition.501 The same chapter then makes explicit
reference to Montmorillonite – a type of smectite – that “may swell or cause swelling pressures”.502 In
other words, ACP knew, or should have known, that accurately identifying the joint infill was important –
as Mr Lewis notes, ACP’s own logging standards were based on the BuRec Manual.503
Yet ACP failed to do so. ACP described the joint infill as ‘chloritic’ throughout the borehole logs when it
should have been described as containing smectite.504 That mistake was compounded when, in the GIR,
ACP misidentified the infill in the AFZ as containing chlorite. As Mr Shilston explained, it does not appear
that ACP actually carried out any laboratory tests on the basalt joint infill to confirm its composition.505
This negligent failure to identify the presence of smectite infill had real consequences. The composition of
the joint infill is an important consideration for the excavation process. As both Mr Ottsen and Mr Davis
explained, had ACP made the tenderers aware of the presence of swelling clays in the PLE, both GUPC
and CANAL would have approached the tender differently. Mr Ottsen, for instance, stated that CICP
would have raised the issue with GUPC for them to consider for construction purposes.506 Mr Davis
similarly explained that if they had been told of the presence of smectite this would have been a concern.507
ACP’s failure to highlight the presence of smectite joint infill in the GIR (instead describing it as benign
chlorite when it had no evidence to do so) is a breach of ACP’s duty properly and diligently to prepare the
GIR, and of the warranty in Sub-Clause 4.10.3. The GIR was not sufficient, suitable and complete with
respect to foundation conditions in the PLE. ACP’s failure to test for the presence of smectite was also a
breach of its duty to prepare the studies required to produce reliable and complete tender documents.
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Mr Irving admitted, in relation to the work of CPP and Technos that “it wouldn’t be possible for me to coordinate both
works at the same time” {Day12/62:12}, [62:12-14] (Irving FC Cross).
{C-EX-26/168}, Shilston II, p. 168 [p. 4-95] ¶ 340.
{Shilston(II)-125/121}, USBR Field Manual, p. 121 [pp. 103 and 105].
{Shilston(II)-125/123}, USBR Field Manual, p. 123 [p. 105].
{R-EX-26/214}, Lewis II, p. 214 [p. 210] ¶¶ 6.234-6.235.
{C-0933/184}, Selected Pacific Site Borehole Logs, p. 184.
{C-P-0013/129}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 129. By contrast, ACP performed test on the La Boca and confirmed the
presence of smectite in La Boca in the GIR – {C-0684/18}, GIR (Final Version), p. 18, Sec. 4.2.1.2.
{C-WS-40/30}, Ottsen II, p. 30 [p. 27] ¶ 87.
{C-WS-30/31}, Davis I, p. 31 [p. 28] ¶ 117.
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ACP failed to put in place adequate QA/QC to ensure the accuracy of the information
provided to the Tenderers
The importance of having effective QA/QC in place has been highlighted by Messrs Shilston and Gath.508
The Hearing shone further light on ACP’s QA/QC failures, which necessarily had an impact on the quality
and accuracy of the information provided to the tenderers. For example, despite Mr Irving’s claims that the
Plates were checked by both him and Ms Franceschi, many Plates contained fundamental errors.509
There were also significant issues with the borehole logs. The Tribunal heard how over half of the post2000 borehole logs that ACP provided to the tenderers were marked as “draft” when the RFP was issued,510
and how Mr De Puy requested that Ms Franceschi go back and check the accuracy of the borehole logs
even after they had been given to tenderers.511 When this was put to Mr Irving, he accepted that he could
“assume that that might happen”.512 The contemporaneous evidence also shows that, as late as August
2008 (after the GIR had been finalized), Ms Franceschi was “still correcting logs” and finding “huge
mistakes”.513
In these circumstances, and given ACP’s attempts to disclaim responsibility for the boreholes, it is difficult
to give credence to ACP’s reliance on the borehole logs at the Hearing.
ACP failed properly to inform the Tenderers by withholding important information
GUPC’s case on ACP’s failure to provide relevant information and to answer properly (or in some cases at
all) the tenderers’ questions during the RFP process was set out in the SoC and SoR.514 The central issue,
as Mr Zaffaroni explained, was that “ACP was anything but transparent and generally failed to answer
clear questions from the Tenderers”.515
ACP’s 3D geologic model discussed at the Hearing is a prime example of this lack of transparency.
Mr Irving described how ACP collated borehole data and other geotechnical information to produce a 3D
model database.516 When asked why the underlying electronic data was not shared with tenderers,
Mr Irving responded that “[i]f the contractor needed it […] they might ask for it”.517 Mr Irving was not
aware that one of the tenderers did precisely that, but ACP’s response, as shown in the “Questions and
Answers log”, was that such data was not available.518
In the same way, when one of the tenderers requested the results of tests mentioned in the RFP, ACP
merely referred the tenderers back to the GDR instead of actually providing the results.519 At the Hearing,
Mr Irving was unable to provide the Tribunal with an answer to this – yet again, it was Mr De Puy, not
Mr Irving, who could have assisted the Tribunal.520
ACP also failed to provide any valid justification for withholding the ECI Report regarding the
paleoseismic investigation of the AFZ. ACP’s attempt at the Hearing to show that GUPC should have
requested the ECI Report during the tender period is not convincing.521 First, as Mr Ottsen explained, the
508
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See for instance {C-EX-26/255}, Shilston II, p. 255 [p. 4-182] ¶ 660; {C-WS-32/10} Gath II, p. 10, ¶¶ 22-24.
For instance, during his cross-examination, Mr Irving was unable to provide any valid explanation for the obviously
wrong topography shown on one of ACP’s cross-sections: {Day12/10:11}, [10:11-18] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/46:6}, [46:6-15] (Irving FC Cross). See also {Day13/108:13}, [108:13-17] (Lewis Cross).
{Day12/46:16}, [46:16-18] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/46:22}, [46:22-23] (Irving FC Cross).
{C-0762}, Email exchange between Eldon Gath and Pastora Franceschi, dated 7 Aug 2008. Mr Irving’s attempt to
reinterpret what Ms Franceschi said in this email –to which he was not party – is nonsensical.
{SOR/912}, p. 912 [Ch.54, pp. 277-278] ¶¶ 1055-1058.
{C-WS-47/5}, Zaffaroni III, p. 5 [p. 2] ¶ 11.
{Day12/7:21}, [7:21-15:20] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/14:6}, [14:6-7] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/14:8}, [14:8-15:1]; {C-0478/34}, RFP Amend. 7, Q&A, dated 18 Apr 2008, p. 34 [p. 34] item 151.
See {Day12/45:19}, [45:19-46:4] (Irving FC Cross).
See {Day12/45:19}, [45:19-46:4] (Irving FC Cross). See also, {Day12/59:7}, [59:7-60:1] (Irving Re-direct).
{Day11/183:19}, [183:19-186:23] (Ottsen Cross).
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GIR passage referring to the investigation did not actually make any reference to a specific document, such
that there was nothing to prompt the tenderers to ask for the ECI Report.522 From the description in the
GIR, the paleoseismic investigation of the AFZ only served the purpose of determining the activity of the
fault523 – without actually reviewing the ECI Report it was not possible to see that it actually contained
relevant information for assessing the foundation conditions (as shown in GUPC’s submissions).524
Second, if GUPC had requested more information about these investigations during tender, ACP is unlikely
to have provided any helpful response, as shown above. It is therefore wholly unavailing for ACP to rely
on the existence of a tender Q&A process in an attempt to relieve itself from its duty to provide relevant
information to the tenderers.
ACP breached its duties by failing to produce a GIR that was sufficient, suitable and
complete
Under SC 4.10.1, as properly construed in light of ACP’s statutory duties under Panamanian law, ACP had
a duty properly and diligently to prepare the GIR. Under SC 4.10.3, ACP also warranted the sufficiency,
suitability and completeness of the GIR.525 At the Hearing, Mr Irving – one of the drafters of the GIR –
explained that the GIR was intended to be “a synthetic interpretation for design”526, that the tenderers
would have understood to be a synthesis and interpretation of all of the various Volume VI documents,
including the work of ACP’s consultants.527
But the reality of the GIR was very different. It was not sufficient, suitable or complete as ACP had
warranted, let alone a “synthetic interpretation for design”.528 This is not surprising, given ACP’s failure
properly to investigate and interpret the foundation conditions in a systematic and coordinated manner, and
ACP’s failure to ensure adequate QA/QC.
As Mr Shilston explained, the text and Plates of the GIR simply do “not identify geological conditions that
could and should have been interpreted”.529 The GIR failed to identify two major fault zones, erroneously
described the width of the shear zones in the AFZ, failed to identify the presence of La Boca in the AFZ,
failed to identify the presence of smectite joint infill, and included inaccurate Plates.530
(b) ACP’s conduct was not that of a sophisticated public entity in charge of a multibillion dollar infrastructure project
The conduct described above shows that ACP failed to meet the standard of a sophisticated public entity in
ACP’s position.531 Put simply, such an entity would have put in place the staff capable of delivering the
geological/geotechnical aspects of the RFP, coordinating and listening to its consultants, and following
their recommendations. It would have investigated the faulting in a systematic and coordinated way, and
would have carried out testing that would have identified the presence of smectite joint infill. ACP’s
failure to do so was in breach of its mandatory duty to prepare all of the studies required for the preparation
of reliable and complete tender documents and the budget for the Project.
That same sophisticated public entity would have answered the tenderers’ questions with transparency and
clarity, and would have provided the geotechnical data in its possession that was relevant to understanding
the Site geology and pricing of the Project. Failing to do so meant ACP breached its duty to inform the
tenderers about the geological conditions in a non-ambiguous, non-confusing and complete manner.
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{Day11/184:22}, [184:22-186:25] (Ottsen Cross).
{Day11/186:20}, [186:20-22] (Ottsen Cross).
{SOR/910}, p. 910 [Ch. 5, pp. 275-276] ¶¶ 1046-0148; {C-WS-40/22}, Ottsen II, p. 22 [p. 19] ¶ 64; {C-WS-30/24},
Davis I, p. 24 [pp. 21-22] ¶¶ 98-99; and {C-EX-26/240}, Shilston II, p. 240 [pp. 4-167 - 4-168] ¶¶ 592-595.
{C-0001/59}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 59 [p. 46] Sub-Clause 4.10.3.
{Day12/56:6}, [56:6-24] (Irving Re-Direct).
{Day12/37:7}, [37:7-24] (Irving FC Cross).
{Day12/56:6}, [56:6-24] (Irving Re-Direct).
{C-P-0013/125}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 125.
{C-P-0013/129}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 129.
See Sec. I.D.2.
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Finally, that hypothetical sophisticated public entity would also have put in place the QA/QC procedures
necessary to provide the tenderers with accurate information and a GIR that met its contractual warranty.
ACP failed to do so, negligently breaching its Contractual warranty to produce a GIR that was sufficient,
suitable and complete.
In retrospect, it is unsurprising that the GIR failed to live up to its warranty, and that the tenderers were all
unable to foresee the actual conditions. The GIR was built on ACP’s past negligent failures: its
understaffed geology department, its failure properly to plan its investigations, and its inability to
coordinate and listen to its consultants.
As Mr Shilston explained at the Hearing, had ACP conducted itself as a sophisticated public entity, it could
have identified the adverse faulting conditions and the geological factors that caused the over-excavation in
the FC claims, or at least rendered those conditions foreseeable to the tenderers by including more detailed
and accurate interpretations in the GIR. Its negligent failure to do so means ACP must compensate GUPC
for the losses that flowed from its negligence.
Whether the Tribunal considers the FC claims under GUPC’s primary case or its alternative case, GUPC’s
entitlement to compensation remains the same. ACP must pay the costs that GUPC incurred as a result of
the adverse foundation conditions encountered.532

532

As noted above, GUPC’s entitlements to delay and other indirect costs arising from the FC claims will be addressed in
ICC Case No. 22466(22967).
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21 Dec 2007 to 3 Mar 2009

RFP period as actually executed (C-0007; C-0008; R-0778)

21 Dec 2007 to 22 Aug 2008
RFP Period as originally planned (C-0007)

2 Jul 2008

27 Aug 2007 to 21 Dec 2007

RFP Amendment 10 - ACP issued a revised GIR (rev. 1) and made certain amendments to SC 4.10 and 4.12 to reflect the fact
that the Tenderers could rely on the GIR. In particular ACP warranted the sufficiency suitability and completeness of its
interpretations in the GIR. At the same time ACP amended SC 5.1 to remove boreholes from the information warranted by ACP
(C-0830; C-0481; C-0012; R-0774)

RFQ Period (C-0025)

Timeline for the F

laims

RFQ and RFP Periods

ther RFP Events

16 May 2008

4 July 2008

RFP Amendment 8 - ACP issued the final GDR and the first GIR appending Plates 1-64 in its Appendix A. ACP added Plate
42A to the Plates which specifically interpreted the geological conditions at foundation level (C-0480; C-0684; C-0685)

Tender meeting regarding contractual allocation of ris for the foundation conditions - GUPC CICP and ACP met to
discuss the GIR and the contractual allocation of risk. ACP explained that the GIR was basically a geotechnical baseline
report and that the whole idea has been that the Employer takes responsibility for what he has interpreted (C-0484; C0485)

ACP’s geotechnical
investigations

RFP Amendments

18 Apr 2008

11 Jul 2008

RFP Amendment 7 - ACP issued the first GDR and agreed to provide the
GIR in the next RFP amendment. ACP also provided a revised set of Plates
that include detailed interpretive cross-sections for the first time and issued
the final set of borehole logs (C-0829; C-0681; R-1328; C-0478)

RFP Amendment 11 - ACP issues the final version of Plate 10 (geological map for the Pacific Site) after already amending
it in RFP Amendments 1 7 and 8 (Shilston(II)-94)
Mid Jul 2008
y mid- uly 2008 GUPC CICP had essentially finali ed their geotechnical Design
Ottsen(I), para. 28)

28 Mar 2008

ACP consultant
correspondence

asis

emorandum D M (C-0494;

6 Aug 2008

Technical meeting bet een
P
P and A P - GUPC CICP
expressed their concerns over the volume of geotechnical information
provided and reiterated their re uest for a geotechnical baseline (C0680; R-0308; C-0477)

RFP Amendment 13 - ACP issued a revised GIR (rev. 2) which was now included within a separate
RFP (C-0202; C-0482)

olume

II of the

28 Aug 2008

26 Mar 2008

RFP Amendment 15 - ACP issued the final GIR (C-0684)

Pre tender meeting bet een A P and the Tenderers - ACP stated that
the objective of the geotechnical information provided in the RFP was to
allow for the preparation of preliminary designs for bid submittal (R-0306)

3 Oct 2008
RFP Amendment 17 - ACP amended Sub-Clause 4.10.3 of the Conditions of Contract in order to expressly disclaim
responsibility for the accuracy of the boreholes (C-1591; C-0014)

19 Mar 2008
RFP Amendment 5 - ACP accepted responsibility for the accuracy of the
geological boring logs under Sub-Clause 5.1 General Design bligations
of the Conditions of Contract (C-0011)

6 Oct 2008
GUPC re uested ACP to postpone the tender date to the end of arch 2009 as it is very difficult to prepare a
tender subject to an RFP that has been under constant change (C-0828)

Mar 2008
CICP started their work on the geotechnical Design asis
(D ) (C-0494, Ottsen(I), para. 33)

emorandum

13 Feb 2009
RFP Amendment 24 - ACP issued its 24th and final amendment to the RFP (C-0849)

12 Feb 2008
ate 2006 to early 2007

Official Site isit - the T enderers were able to visit the partially
dewatered 1939 Excavation by boat (C-0957)

ACP decided to procure the T SLP as a design build contract.

Tender Submission - GUPC CANAL and

22 Sep 2006

W (then ar a) issued its evaluation of
lock channel alignments for the TSLP (R1319; R-1320; R-0254)

Jul 2000

Jan 2001

etter from

Technos Report - Technos issued its report following its geophysical investigation along
the alignment of the New Pacific Locks (C-0491)

11 May 2003

Aug 2000

PP onceptual Design - CPP one of
ACP’s consultants finalised the
conceptual design for the new Pacific
Locks in ay 2003 (C-0821; C-1505)

Apr 2003

3 Mar 2009

31 Jan 2008
P

to A P re uesting a geotechnical baseline (C-0030)

RFP Amendment 1 - ACP issued its first amendment to the RFP
which provided most of the underlying data for the Geotechnical
Report. ver half of the post-2000 borehole logs were still marked as
DRAFT (R-1310; C-0953)

PP Report - CPP issued its geotechnical analysis for the Pacific Side of the TSLP (C-0493)

Jan 2005

Mar 2001 to Oct 2001

Jan 2005

TP orehole ampaign - ACP carried out its
first borehole campaign along the proposed
alignments (T P1 TP2 TP1C and T P2C
boreholes) (R-0373; C-0685)

ACP hired r. Gath’s company ECI for the first time.
Gath carried out several investigations for ACP until
2010 (producing 7 reports).

Apr 2005

Apr 2006

Jul 2006

Jan 2007

Jul 2007

Oct 2007

Jan 2008

Apr 2008

17 Aug 2007
r.

ACP awarded C 2
T he team from C 2

ill the Program anagement Contract for the Expansion Program.
ill included r. Gath as lead geologist (C-0758)

Jul 2008

Jan 2009

NM orehole ampaign - ACP carried out the N L
borehole campaign at the Pacific Site (R-0373; C0685)

r. Gath emailed C 2
ill noting there is a T N of existing geotechnical and
geological data in existence especially for the new Pacific lock area. owever it is of
uite mixed pedigree and vintages and should be sorted out by someone to see if it
ade uately covers all of the proposed plans. (C-1057)

25 Feb 2009

s. Franceschi emailed r. Gath
regarding huge mistakes still being
found in the borehole logs (C-0762)

r. Gath emailed r. Alfaro - the head of ACP’s Engineering Division
- and described the dysfunction and lack of expertise in ACP’s
geotechnical team. r. Gath also noted the low uality of ACP’s
internal peer review and the poor relationship between s.
Franceschi and r. de Puy (C-0765; C-1058)

4 Apr 2008
Report on the AF - ECI recommended further investigations in the AF before excavations commenced. ACP did
not share this report with the T enderers nor did it update its geological map and cross-sections to reflect ECI’s
unexpected finding of La oca in the AF (C-0763; C-757)

26 Aug 2007
20 May 2005
CPP updated the conceptual design for the Pacific Locks but noted that the
geological circumstances remain ed practically unchanged when compared to
the original study (C-0823)

Apr 2008

r. Gath emailed C 2
ill a list of geological tasks that needed to be carried out and
described the level of effort re uired as staggering . In particular he advised that it
was urgent that they review the ACP-prepared maps and cross sections for
conformity to subsurface data before the RFP was issued to the T enderers (C-1055)

ACP was still drilling boreholes at the Pacific Site in April 2008 (URS3

NM 2 orehole ampaign - ACP carried out the N L2 borehole campaign which was
allegedly specifically targeted at faults and contacts (R-0373; C-0685)

orehole Campaign) (R-0373, C-0685)

2 Feb 2008 to 12 Fed 2008

11 Sep 2007
May 2006 to Jun 2006

Apr 2009

7 Aug 2008

18 Aug 2007
Apr 2005 to Sep 2005

ECI conducted a paleoseismic investigation (excavating 5 trenches) in the area of the AF (C-0763)

r. Gath related that r. De Puy - the head of ACP’s Geotechnical ranch - had told him
that final geotechnical and dam design reports would not be finished until ay 2008 and
that he had concerns that the URS Report was filled with errors (C-1056)

16 Jan 2008
s. Franceschi emailed
(C-0759)

13 Sep 2007
r. Gath described the lack of competent geologists at ACP noting inaccuracies in the
borehole logging. r. Gath was also worried that the supplemental geotechnical data
that ACP intended to provide with the RFP was perfectly useless (C-1056)

r. Gath and told him that r. de Puy had asked her to re-do 400 and some logs for February 22

2 Jan 2008
r. Gath emailed C 2
ill and explained that the geologic compilations by ACP within the orin uen Dam and
Pacific Lock areas are of very dubious levels of uality and completeness and that t here are a lot of
inconsistencies between the data the maps and the sections. (C-1054)
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23 Oct 2007
r. Gath emailed s. Franceschi - the head of ACP’s geology team - and described many of his worries about the
Project including the accuracy of the cross-sections (Plates) and the unreasonable deadlines the team was
working to. s. Franceschi indicated that she re uired additional support from personnel who could commit
100 of their time to reviewing borehole logs and cross-sections with her (C-0760)
20 Oct 2007
r. Gath emailed C 2
ill with a further list of urgent work pointing out errors he had noticed in ACP’s
cross-sections maps and borehole logs and emphasi ing the need to ensure ade uate QA QC (C-0761)

Pre-RFP Period

submitted their tenders (C-1430; C-1431; C-1432)

Tender Rev ie Period - ACP
reviewed the tenders and
issued detailed Re uests for
Clarifications to GUPC but
not with respect to GUPC’s
assessement of the
foundation conditions in the
PLE (R-0769)

15 Jan 2008
28 Aug 2006

T

Mar 2009 to Jun 2009

RFP Period
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Appendix FC-2

Were the actual conditions more adverse?

Were the actual conditions Unforeseeable?

GIR {C-0684}; Plates {C-0488}

Geological mapping for AFZ {C-0521}, p. 133; LH1 {C-0531}, {C-0532};
IWW {C-0543}

GDR {C-0685}; CPP {C-0493}; Technos {C-0491}; Isthmian {C-0941}; URS {C-0540}, GUPC DBM {C-0494}; CANAL
Tender {C-0949}; CANAL Technical Notes {C-1061},{C-1062}; BTM Tender {C-0944}

Rock formation: only basalt – no mention of La Boca at
foundation level ({C-0684}, p. 20, GIR Sections 4.2.3.4 and 6.2;
{C-0488}, p. 5, Plates 10, 42A, 50, 62, 63 and 64).

Different and weaker rock formations: 21.5% of the foundation
material in the AFZ was La Boca ({R-EX-12}, Lewis I, p. 123). La
Boca is weaker than basalt.

Rock mass type, and extent of shearing: 0.2-2m wide shear
zones, interspersed by columnar and massive basalt (GIR
Section 4.2.3.4; {Day12}, p. 9 [29:17-30:1] (Irving Cross). Shear
zones would be widely spaced (average shear zone spacing in
the AFZ on Plate 10 is 60m – see {C-EX-26}, Shilston II, p. 85,
Ch. 4, ¶ 26).

Extensive shearing, with much wider shear zones:

What did the GIR interpret?

Aguadulce
Fault Zone
(“AFZ”)

GSI and shear strength ({C-0684}, p. 27, GIR Section 5.2.1.2,
Table 5-4, Figures 5-10b and 5-10c):
o Shear zones: GSI between 2 and 28 (ACP used value of 5 for
its shear strength envelope, shown on Figure 5-10c).
o Massive and columnar basalt: GSI between 22 and 73 (ACP
used value of 26 for its shear strength envelope, shown on
Figure 5-10c).
Deformation modulus (Em) ({C-0684}, p. 28, GIR Section
5.2.1.4):
o Shear zones: 650 MPa.
o Massive and columnar basalt: 4,000 MPa.
Rippability: unrippable rock at foundation level, requiring blasting
({C-0488}, p. 10, Plate 16).

Presence of a fault zone? No fault zone interpreted in the area
of the LH1 Fault (i.e., between 6P+850 and 6P+900) ({C-0684}, p.
20, GIR Sections 4.2.3.4 and 6.2, {C-0488}, p. 5, Plates 10, 14,
16, 42A, 62, 63 and 64).
Rock mass type: massive and columnar basalt ({C-0684}, p. 20,
GIR Section 4.2.3.2 and Table 5-3).
Lock Head
1 Fault
Zone

GSI and shear strength: GSI between 22 and 73 (ACP used
value of 26 for its shear strength envelope) ({C-0684}, p. 27, GIR
Section 5.2.1.2, Table 5-4, Figures 5-10b and 5-10c).
Deformation modulus (Em): 4,000 MPa ({C-0684}, p. 28, GIR
Section 5.2.1.4).

(“LH1
Fault”)

Rippability: unrippable rock at foundation level, requiring blasting
{C-0488}, p. 10, (Plate 16).

o The AFZ comprised mostly sheared material. No massive and
columnar basalt ({C-0521}, p. 133).
o The severe shear zones (Class I material) were up to 15 metres
wide and represented 30% of the AFZ ({C-0521}, p. 140).
o The Class II material was also intensively sheared.
Lower shear strength:
o Class I: GSI between 15 and 20 (representative value: 15) ({C0521}, p. 126; shear strength curve is lower than the one in the GIR
for sheared basalt ({R-EX-12}, Lewis I, p. 124).
o Class II: GSI between 20 and 45 (representative value: 32) ({C0521}, p. 129); shear strength is lower than the one in the GIR for
massive and columnar basalt ({R-EX-12}, Lewis I, p. 124).
Lower deformation modulus (Em): ({C-0521}, p. 131).
o Class I: 350 MPa.
o Class II: 1,020 MPa.
Rippable rock: material not even requiring ripping – removable with
common excavation equipment (back-hoe) ({C-WS-17.App2}, p. 143
(Ottsen I, Appendix 2)).
Undisclosed fault zone: 30m wide fault zone ({C-WS-17}, Ottsen I,
p. 54, ¶ 153).
Extensive shearing:
o Significant shear zones (Class I-B material), up to 8m wide, making
up 34% of fault zone ({C-EX-26}, Shilston II, p. 189, Ch. 4, ¶ 418).
o Class II-B material was also intensively sheared ({C-0532}, p.1).
Lower GSI and shear strength ({C-0532}, p. 1):
o Class I-B: GSI between 15 and 25.
o Class II-B: GSI between 30 and 45.
Lower deformation modulus (Em) ({C-WS-17}, Ottsen I, p. 56, ¶
155):

Interpretation of the extent of shearing in the AFZ:
o GDR and CPP Report both identify 0.2-2m wide shear zones in AFZ, interspersed by columnar and massive basalt:
{C-0685}, p. 22, GDR Section 2.2.5.4; {C-0493}, p. 14 (CPP).
o Joint survey in CPP Report indicates that shear zones in AFZ would be widely spaced (average spacing: 24m) ({CEX-5}, Shilston I, p. 76, Ch. 6, ¶ 72).
o Isthmian Report interprets “considerable masses of unaffected rock” in the AFZ ({C-0941}, p. 313).
Geophysical data: Technos identifies the anomaly as “possible fault zone”, but P-wave velocities show unrippable
rock (requiring blasting) at foundation level ({C-0491}, p. 27, 28, 76, 78).
Borehole data:
o The borehole logs indicate some areas of poor foundation conditions, but also areas with “good” to “excellent” rock
quality (with high RQD values) (see {SOC}, p. 421 [Ch. 4, p. 396] ¶ 1316-1318).
o None of ACP’s boreholes were drilled in the Class I material or in the La Boca at foundation level ({C-P-0013}, p. 38)
o None of the borehole cores in the AFZ showed “soil-like material” ({C-EX-26}, Shilston II, p. 107, Ch. 4, ¶ 126, 143).
None of the Tenderers foresaw the actual conditions:
o All the Tenderers foresaw localised 0.2-2m wide shear zones ({C-0494}, p. 7 (GUPC); {C-1061}, p. 5 (CANAL Note);
{C-WS-30}, Davis I, p. 23, ¶ 92, 95; {C-0944}, p. 31) (BTM). CANAL’s Tender referred to “considerable masses of
unaffected rock” ({C-0949}, p. 46).
o No Tenderer used GSI values below 30 or Em values below 4,000 for their design ({C-P-0013}, p. 41 (Shilston)).
o All the Tenderers had a single lock wall design for the entire Upper Chamber ({C-WS-17}, Ottsen I, p. 39, Fig. 36). If
they had understood the AFZ as consisting entirely of sheared basalt, they would have included a specific design for
the AFZ (and used lower GSI and EM values).
Interpretation of the rock mass conditions in the area of the LH1 Fault:
o No fault zone in the area of the LH1 Fault: the GDR and CPP Report only mention a single fault zone (the AFZ) in the
basalt reach {C-0685}, p. 22, GDR Section 2.2.5.4; {C-0493}, p. 14 (CPP).
o The GDR and CPP Report indicated that the basalt outside of the AFZ would be columnar and/or massive basalt {C0685}, p. 22, GDR Sections 2.2.5.3 and 2.2.5.4; ({C-0493}, p. 14, 32 and 36 (CPP).
Geophysical data: anomaly not identified by Technos as “possible fault zone”; P-wave velocities show unrippable rock
(requiring blasting) at foundation level ({C-0491}, p. 27, 28, 76, 78).
Borehole data: no boreholes were drilled in the area of the LH1 Fault; the boreholes close to the LH1 Fault also show
good rock; none of the boreholes point to a significant fault zone being present at foundation level ({C-EX-26}, Shilston
II, p. 192, Ch. 4, ¶¶ 427-431).
None of the Tenderers foresaw the actual conditions:

o Class I-B: 350 MPa.

o All the Tenderers foresaw only one fault zone in the Upper Chamber: the AFZ: {C-0494}, p. 7 (GUPC); {C-1062}, p. 2
(CANAL Drawing); {C-WS-30}, Davis I, p. 27, ¶ 107-108; {C-0944}, p. 31 (BTM).

o Class II-B: 1,020 MPa.

o No Tenderer used GSI values lower than 30 for their tender design ({C-P-0013}, Shilston Pres. on FC, p. 41).

Rippable rock: material not even requiring ripping – removable with
common excavation equipment (back-hoe) ({C-0531}, p. 3).

Western
Inlet Wing
Wall Fault
Zone
(“IWW
Fault”)

Presence of a fault zone? The contact lies in a “faulted … line”
– but no mention of fault zone ({C-0684}, p. 20, GIR Section
4.2.3.1). Plates clearly show contact as a “geological contact”,
not a fault or fault zone ({C-0488}, p. 5, Plates 10, 14, 16, 42A,
47, 48 and 64).
Sound rock: “unweathered… sound or fresh rock” at elevation
0m PLD ({C-0488}, p. 59, Plate 64).
Rock mass type: some sheared basalt along the contact ({C0684}, p. 26, GIR Table 5-3); La Boca North on the other side of
the contact ({C-0684}, p. 28, GIR Section 5.2.2.2).
GSI for La Boca: between 8 and 28 ({C-0684}, p. 29, GIR Section
5.2.2.2, Table 5-5, Figures 5-15b and 5-15c).
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Deformation modulus (Em) for La Boca: 100 MPa ({C-0684}, p.
30, GIR Section 5.2.2.4, Table 5-6).
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Undisclosed fault zone: 30m wide fault zone ({C-0543}. 12).
Additional excavation required: due to the poor conditions, an
additional 6m of excavation beyond the intended foundation elevation
was required. Even at that lower elevation (- 6.15 PLD) there was:
o Extensive shearing: over 40% of the fault zone was sheared La
Boca (laminated shear zones made of “soft black shale”); the
weakest material was up to 20m wide. ({C-0543}, p. 12; see also
{C-WS-17}, Ottsen I, p. 58, Figs. 59 and 61).
o Extreme weathering: W9 degree of weathering (“decomposed”)
({C-0543}, p. 12; see also {R-1543}, p. 21).
o Lower GSI: 10 to 15 for soft black shale ({C-0543}, p. 12).
o Lower deformation modulus (Em): 80 MPa. ({C-0543}, p. 23).

Interpretation of the rock mass conditions at the northern contact (area of the IWW Fault):
o GDR, CPP and URS Reports do not indicate the relevant (northern) contact as faulted (GDR Sect. 2.2.5.1; CPP, p.
12, URS, p. 63); by contrast, the southern contact (near LH3) is described as faulted (GDR Sect. 2.2.1; CPP, p. 12).
o CPP indicates poor rock mass near contacts would be “relatively narrow, limited to widths of a few meters” (p. 33).
Geophysical data: no significant anomalous features noted in the area where the Fault was found (Technos, p. 29).
Borehole data: nothing in the boreholes on either side of the contact (in particular TP1C-029-I and NML2-006) to
suggest the presence of a 30m wide fault zone ({C-P-0011}, GUPC’s FC Opening, p. 148; {C-P-0013}, p. 76 (Shilston).
None of the Tenderers foresaw the actual conditions:
o None of the Tenderers foresaw a fault zone: {C-0494}, p. 7 (GUPC); {C-1062}, p. 2 (CANAL Drawing); {C-WS-30},
Davis I, p. 25, ¶ 102; {C-0944}, p. 31-32 (BTM).
o GUPC tender foundation elevation of -0.58 PLD, i.e., deeper than CANAL +1.42 PLD and BTM +3.42 PLD, whereas
the final elevation had to be much deeper due to the adverse conditions (- 6.15 PLD) ({C-P-0011}, p. 151 (GUPC)).
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V.

GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENTS WITH RESPECT TO CONCRETE MIX DESIGN
A.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.

The Hearing unequivocally demonstrated that GUPC is entitled to an Extension of Time (“EOT”) of 202
Calendar Days (“CDs”) and a price adjustment and/or full compensation, arising from ACP’s breaches of
the Contract and Panamanian law and/or Variations in relation to GUPC’s Concrete Mix Designs
(“CMD”) for Structural Marine Concrete (“SMC”).

2.

As it became apparent at the Hearing, there are, in reality, few major issues that remain in dispute between
the Parties on this matter. In particular, ACP now accepts that (i) ACP had no right under SC 5.2
[Contractor’s Documents] of the Conditions Contract to treat GUPC’s CMD submittals as documents for
ACP’s approval or to prohibit GUPC from starting SMC placement, and (ii) GUPC had discretion as to
how to substantiate compliance with the Employer’s Requirements (“ER”), including by setting the age at
which the 1,000 Coulomb threshold under ASTM C1202 would be reached.

3.

The Tribunal’s remaining task is therefore only to decide: (i) whether ACP prohibited GUPC from starting
SMC placement in February 2011, and (ii) whether GUPC was ready to produce and place SMC in low
and low-to-moderate salinity areas in February 2011. The evidence unmistakably answers both these
questions in the affirmative.

4.

First, as unanimously confirmed by the DAB, shortly after GUPC submitted its SMC mixes on 4 February
2011 for ACP’s review (not approval), ACP unequivocally prohibited GUPC from starting SMC
placement, threatened GUPC with a suspension letter (or “more”) if GUPC proceeded with SMC
placement, and specifically instructed GUPC to revise its SMC mix designs. At the Hearing, ACP did not
engage in any meaningful way with this overwhelming evidence. In fact, when questioned, ACP’s Ms
George had to admit that ACP’s representatives did convey, during the 16 February 2011 pre-construction
meeting, that ACP was rejecting GUPC’s SMC mixes and prohibiting SMC placement.

5.

ACP’s actions were in breach SC 5.2 and/or constituted Variations under Clause 13 [Variations and
Adjustments], and unduly interfered with the CMD process. In fact, the evidence shows that ACP’s
interference started even earlier, in late 2010, when ACP raised baseless concerns about the salinity data
used by GUPC and its consultant SIMCO for service life analysis, which left GUPC with no other option
but to perform additional coring activities in the old locks. These activities were neither required under the
ER nor necessary for the service life calculations of SIMCO’s state-of-the-art STADIUM methodology,
and caused a critical delay of five weeks to the start of SMC placement.

6.

Second, the evidence also shows that GUPC was ready and eager to start SMC placement in early 2011 and
so told ACP at the time. This is further demonstrated by the fact that GUPC placed SMC in lieu of lean
concrete in early February 2011 (indicating, among other things, sufficient progress of the concrete
predecessors), and achieved the contractual milestones of pouring 5,000 m3 of concrete (for both the
Atlantic and Pacific sites) ahead of schedule in March 2011.

7.

This should be the end of the matter. Under the Contract, GUPC was entitled to proceed with SMC
placement as scheduled and to take responsibility for the concrete thus placed, but ACP interfered and
prevented this and imposed additional requirements, in particular the use of silica fume, which was not
mandated (or even recommended) in the Employer’s Requirements.

8.

ACP’s defence effectively asks the Tribunal to accept a hypothetical scenario in which GUPC decided on
its own volition not to proceed with SMC placement in early 2011, because GUPC allegedly realized that it
had no compliant SMC mix. This hypothetical scenario has no factual basis, and the evidence disproves it
conclusively. The contemporaneous documents and testimonies adduced at the Hearing confirm that
GUPC was confident in early 2011 that it had substantiated the SMC design requirements for the two
mixes it had pre-qualified, in particular for low salinity conditions (indeed the same water, which was used
to produce concrete) in the Locks Upper Chambers (“LUC”), Lock Heads 1 (“LH1”), and Lock Heads 2
(“LH2”). Indeed, GUPC explicitly said so at the time, for instance in the introductory report of the 4
February 2011 submittal: “After reviewing the test results obtained during Phase 1, Stage III, it is possible
to state that the final concrete mixes to be used by GUPC have complied with the Employer’s
1
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Requirements.” The evidence also shows, as witnesses and GUPC’s independent delay expert Ms Ramey
confirmed, that the predecessors to SMC placement (including excavation, rebar, formwork, etc.) were all
sufficiently advanced to accommodate SMC placement.
9.

ACP’s hypothetical scenario is also wrong because there can be no dispute that GUPC’s SMC mixes
complied with the ER and were suitable for use in areas of very mild exposure conditions (LUC, LH1, and
LH2), where GUPC intended to use them in early 2011. Five world-renowned concrete experts, including
the past and current Presidents of the American Concrete Institute (“ACI”), with vast combined relevant
industry and academic experience, concur with GUPC’s position in this regard. The DAB, in a unanimous
decision, also concluded that GUPC’s submittal “provided sufficient proof of contractual compliance … to
allow concreting to proceed.” Contemporaneous evidence, which only became available during this
arbitration, in fact revealed that, in early 2011, ACP’s then concrete consultant Dr Di Pace held very similar
views on the suitability of using GUPC’s SMC mixes in the LUC, LH1, and LH2. Finally, as the DAB
also correctly found, this conclusion is further reinforced by the fact that “the mix design for the SMC that
formed the basis for the 4th February 2011 submission was eventually accepted as being adequate for use
in all chambers of the locks”, including in high salinity areas. The new, ex post facto criticisms of GUPC’s
SMC mixes that ACP and its experts have raised in this arbitration cannot change this unescapable
conclusion.

10.

In sum, GUPC developed compliant SMC mixes of excellent quality in a timely manner with the help of
experienced and world-recognized concrete professionals, and in keeping with Prudent Industry Practices.
ACP on the other hand, despite its lack of expertise in handling large construction projects, failed to listen
to the advice of its own consultants and the technical explanations of an experienced contractor, and
wrongly interfered with the CMD process to impose additional requirements not found in the ER (as
unanimously confirmed by the DAB). Instead of allowing GUPC to go ahead and pour its fully compliant
and high quality mixes (as it was obliged to do under the Contract), ACP prohibited GUPC from starting
SMC placement when GUPC was ready to pour, thereby causing massive delays and cost overruns on the
Project.

11.

Pursuant to SC 8.4 [Extension of Time for Completion] GUPC is entitled to an EOT of 202 CDs arising
from ACP’s interference with, and wrongful rejection of, the SMC mix design, including:

12.



24 CDs of critical delay from 28 January 2011 to 21 February 2011 due to the delayed submission
of the SMC mix design as a result of ACP’s wrongful interference with the determination of the
exposure conditions to be used as input parameters for STADIUM, as well as ACP’s decision not
to accept the accelerated curing of concrete samples for purposes of assessing the concrete’s longer
term properties; and



178 CDs of critical delay from 21 February 2011 to 18 August 2011 due to ACP’s wrongful
interference with, and frustration of, the SMC mix design review process through the wrongful
rejection of, and comments on, the SMC mix designs and prohibition against the start of SMC
placement.

This Tribunal must also compensate GUPC fully for the losses incurred as a result of ACP’s breaches of
SC 5.2 and Panamanian law and/or Variations (including for the use of silica fume in SMC), either by way
of a price increase or by way of damages, including lost profits.
B.

CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS GOVERNING THE CONCRETE MIX DESIGN

13.

The Contract sets out the processes to be followed for the execution of the Project and the technical
requirements for the Works to be performed. As explained in detail in the SoC and the SoR, GUPC
correctly understood and applied these processes and technical requirements applicable to CMD in light of
the design-build nature of the Contract, using Prudent Industry Practices.1 At the Hearing, and contrary to
ACP’s position during the Project and the DAB proceedings, it became clear that ACP in fact now agrees

1

{SOC/493}, p. 493 [Ch. 5, pp. 462-479], ¶¶ 1561-1625; {SOR/943}, p. 943 [Ch. 6, pp. 11-39], ¶¶ 43-130.

2
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with GUPC on the interpretation of most of these requirements, while still refusing the consequences that
necessarily follow from this interpretation.
Contractual processes on the Project
14.

The process-related provisions relevant to the CMD dispute are:
a) SC 5.2 of the Conditions of Contract, which sets out the process for submitting documents to the
Employer for review or approval.2 The Parties agree that, under this provision, ACP had no right
to approve GUPC’s CMD submittal or to prevent GUPC from proceeding with concrete
placement based on that submittal.3
b) Art. 1.05.B of ER Section 03 30 00 [Concrete], which sets out the documentation requirements
for final CMD submittals.4 Particularly, this provision requires that the Contractor provide
complete test reports that “substantiate” the design requirements for concrete. The Parties
disagree on the meaning of the word “substantiate”, even though it is uncontested that the designbuild Contractor had the discretion to determine how to “substantiate” compliance with the ER.5

15.

In any project, and especially in a large project such as TSLP, it is imperative that the Parties follow the
processes envisaged in the contract to ensure the smooth running of the project. The distinction between
submittals made for review or for approval is therefore not a purely formalistic one; it conditions how the
Contractor and the Employer must approach a particular design aspect of the Project. Further and
importantly, an employer cannot disregard these processes to interfere with the contractor’s discretion on
how to design, i.e. set the formulae, of its concrete mixes. The evidence, however, shows that ACP
consistently failed to follow the agreed contractual processes and wrongly interfered with the Works,
including GUPC’s CMD, thereby delaying the Project and forcing GUPC to incur unnecessary additional
Costs.6
(a) GUPC, as the design-build contractor, had the sole discretion to “substantiate”
compliance with the ER and to proceed with the Works once it had determined that it
had compliant SMC mixes

16.

It is uncontested that, under the Contract, GUPC had the flexibility to decide how to substantiate
compliance with the ER.7 As confirmed by world-renowned industry experts at the Hearing, leaving the
Contractor this discretion is standard practice in the context of design-build contracts.8

17.

The process in SC 5.2 of the Conditions of Contract reflects this design-build nature of the Project in
relation to the treatment of the Contractor’s Documents submitted to ACP. The Parties are in agreement on
the interpretation of this provision:9
a) Under SC 5.2, Contractor’s Documents are submitted to the Employer’s Representative for one
of two purposes – (1) for review, or (2) for approval.10
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{C-0001/70}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 70 [pp. 57-58].
See ¶ 17 below.
{C-0437/7}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 7.
See ¶ 16 below.
See Sec. V.E and V.H below.
{SOD/658}, p. 658 [Ch. 7, p. 10], ¶ 2.13; see also {SOC/498}, p. 498 [Ch. 5, pp. 467-468], ¶¶ 1582-1584.
“[MR AWAD] … in a design-build project the contractor – the design-build contractor assumes the responsibility for
the design. But he must be given the corresponding discretion.” {Day16/245:19}, [245:19-21] (Awad Presentation);
see also, {Day16/77:4}, [77:4-11] (D’Ambrosia Presentation); {Day16/157:17}, [157:17-24] (Mindess Presentation);
{Day17/119:24}, [119:24-120:1] (Poston Presentation).
See {SOR/969}, p. 969 [Ch. 6, pp. 37-38], ¶¶ 121-123.
{SOD/672}, p. 672 [Ch. 7, p. 24], ¶ 4.9.
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b) GUPC’s first three final CMD submittals for SMC – dated 4 February 2011, 10 March 2011 and
4 May 2011 – were submitted for ACP’s review, not approval.11
c) When a document was submitted for ACP’s review under SC 5.2, ACP had no right to stop
GUPC from proceeding with works based on such document.12
d) It is wrong under the Contract for ACP to treat a document submitted for review as a document
submitted for approval.13
18.

It is therefore undisputed that ACP had no right to stop GUPC from proceeding with SMC placement, after
GUPC had determined that its SMC submittal substantiated compliance with the ER.14 Yet, as explained in
Section V.E below, there is overwhelming and largely undisputed evidence that ACP rejected GUPC’s
final CMD submittals, required GUPC to revise its CMD, and prohibited GUPC from proceeding with
SMC placement in February 2011, despite the fact that the SMC submittals were provided for ACP’s
review, not for its approval.
(b) GUPC’s SMC submittals were part of the mix qualification stage, at which time
GUPC was required to “substantiate” the design requirements

19.

As explained in the SoC and the SoR, the development of a concrete mix is a balancing exercise aimed at
achieving the desired properties of fresh concrete (such as workability) and hardened concrete (such as
strength and permeability), both of which are essential for any project.15 Achieving this balance is a stepby-step process, which can be divided into three broad stages.16 The Parties generally agree on these three
stages in the development of concrete on a project:17
a) Stage A (suppliers selection and materials characterization) – In this stage, the contractor
performs sourcing and evaluation of materials to be used in concrete. The contractor conducts
investigations into the properties of the materials and suppliers for the same, in light of the
project requirements and the supply constraints of the local market.
b) Stage B (mix qualification) – In this stage, performed entirely in the laboratory, the contractor
develops mixes using the selected materials, representative of what will be used during field
production.
c) Stage C (construction) – This stage, which is a separate step taking place in the construction (not
qualification) phase, involves field production of concrete using the batching and crushing
plants, and verification of the properties of concrete produced on Site.

20.

These three stages are reflected in Art. 1.05 of ER Section 03 30 00 – Stage A corresponds to Art. 1.05.A
(Intermediate Design), Stage B to Art. 1.05.B (Final Design), and Stage C to Art. 1.05.C (Construction).18
There is no debate that GUPC’s SMC submittals of February, March, and May 2011 were under Art.

11

{SOD/676}, p. 676 [Ch. 7, p. 28], ¶ 4.23.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] And would you agree that if a submittal is for review, ACP has no right to stop GUPC from
proceeding with the works, based on the submittal; right? [MS GEORGE] That is correct.” {Day15/219:7}, [219:7-10]
(George Cross).
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] So it would be incorrect under the contract for ACP to treat a submittal that is for review as a
submittal for approval; right? That would not be correct under the contract? [MS GEORGE] That is correct.”
{Day15/219:2}, [219:2-6] (George Cross).
See {SOC/579}, p. 579 [Ch. 5, pp. 548-550], ¶¶ 1893-1903.
{SOC/506}, p. 506 [Ch. 5, pp. 475-477], ¶¶ 1610-1618; {SOR/967}, p. 967 [Ch. 6, pp. 35-36], ¶ 115.
{SOC/508}, p. 508 [Ch. 5, p. 477], ¶ 1619.
See {SOD/668}, p. 668 [Ch. 7, pp. 20-21], ¶¶ 3.4, 3.8, 3.12; see also {SOR/968}, p. 968 [Ch. 6, p. 36], ¶ 116.
{SOC/508}, p. 508 [Ch. 5, p. 478], ¶ 1620.
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1.05.B (i.e., Stage B of CMD works), whereby GUPC submitted the final SMC mixes for low and
moderate salinity areas, prepared and tested under laboratory conditions, for ACP’s review.19
21.

Under Art. 1.05.B (Final Design), the documentation submitted for ACP’s review should include
“complete test reports that substantiate the design requirements, including strength, durability, and
permeability.”20 It became apparent during the Hearing that there is a key disagreement between the
Parties on the meaning of the term “substantiate” under Art. 1.05.B. In GUPC’s view, this expression
meant that the Contractor had to provide sufficient data to allow an informed and competent engineer to
conclude that the requirements have been or will be met for the mixes on the Project. This is precisely
what the DAB unanimously concluded.21 On cross-examination, ACP’s own expert Prof Hooton agreed
that Art. 1.05.B does not provide that the test results must “state” the values specified in the ER.22
Moreover, in GUPC’s view, the design-build contractor had the discretion to determine that it had
substantiated this compliance with the ER in the SMC submittals. As explained in Section V.F.2 below,
the evidence shows that this is precisely what GUPC did in the February 2011 submittal.

22.

By contrast, ACP’s interpretation of this term requires GUPC to necessarily submit, at the time of CMD
submittal for mix qualification, test results that “state” the values specified in the ER (for example, the
1,000 Coulombs value under ASTM C1202 testing).23 Under this interpretation, any other data, even if it
substantiates that such values will be achieved on the Project, leads to an automatic non-acceptance, which
prevents GUPC from pouring compliant concrete. ACP’s interpretation of what “substantiate” means goes
beyond industry practice and what the Contract provides, and amounts to a direct interference in the mix
design process (if ACP wanted all specified values to be reached at mix qualification stage, it could have
drafted the Contract to require this, but did not).

23.

ACP’s interpretation is also illogical and impractical, in the context of a large design-build project such as
TSLP, in which the Contractor was encouraged24 to, and did, use slow-reacting pozzolan to develop
compliant concrete of excellent quality and was at the same time bound to a tight work program.25 On
ACP’s interpretation, GUPC would have had to proportion the mixes and start CMD testing much earlier
on the Project, which was not required under the ER and entirely inconsistent with the start of CMD testing
in June 2010 and of SMC placement in January 2011 as stated in the ABP and MUs, which had contractual
standing and show that there were numerous other activities that had to be carried out before the
qualification of SMC mixes.26 ACP’s interpretation is also contrary to industry practice, especially in
projects where the properties of concrete evolve over time. Prof Mindess and Mr Awad, who are leading

19

See example, {C-0187/1}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 1, transmittal sheet; see also, {SOR/968}, p.
968 [Ch. 6, p. 36], ¶ 117. In all these stages, the Contractor submits CMD documents for ACP’s review, not approval.
In the May 2011 submittal, test results of concrete produced on-site in the batch plant were also provided at ACP’s
request, even though that was not a requirement at the mix qualification stage.
{C-0437/7}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 7, Art. 1.05.B.
{C-0246/49}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 49 [pp. 46-47, 49-50], ¶¶ 140, 147, 149.
“[PROF CAPPER] And ‘substantiate’ doesn’t mean ‘state’, does it, Professor Hooton? [PROF HOOTON] It means
substance. The root of the word is substance which means substance to have -- which I took as compliance. [PROF
CAPPER] You need to substantiate. That’s what the requirements say, don’t they? They do not say ‘state’, they say
‘substantiate’, is that right? [PROF HOOTON] Okay. Sorry. I agree.” {Day17/162:5}, [162:5-13] (Hooton Cross).
“[MS GEORGE] … what the ACP was requesting or insisting on is that when the contractor provided his mix design
substantiation we needed to have 1,000 Coulombs.” {Day15/247:16}, [247:16-18] (George Cross).
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4, Art. 1.04.A.3.
“[DR D’AMBROSIA] … So the GUPC mix development programme, for one, used a natural pozzolan. And I think,
given the timing of the mix development process, one would anticipate that to involve different time frames for
acceptance of the 1,000 Coulomb requirement. And substantiation would have to be done based on trends and limited
data.” {Day16/93:10}, [93:10-15] (D’Ambrosia Cross). In fact, the DAB was also of the view that GUPC
substantiated compliance with the design requirements for SMC in Feb. 2011, even though the specified values in the
ER were not stated in the test reports at the time of the submittal, {C-0246/52}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30
Dec 2014, p. 52 [pp. 49-50], ¶¶ 147-149.
For example, see {Ramey(I)-10}, Ramey(I)-10: ABP, Activity P-12920 - P_Batching: Prepare Initial Mix Design; R1660, which introduced (i) P-12920-10 – P-Batching: prepare cement, pozzolan test and petrographic examinations;
and (ii) P-12920-10 – P-Batching: perform initial test aggregate processing.
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experts in the field (Mr Awad, in addition, has years of relevant experience working on mega-projects) thus
explained:
“[PROF MINDESS] … for mass concrete, as I indicated in my remarks earlier, it’s not
uncommon to do tests at one year or two years and substantiate them with early age
results, because that’s what you do.”27
“[MR AWAD] … the requirement was to substantiate. And I think if you go back to
this [Art.] 1.05.2 that this is mentioning in the final mix -- in the final submittal you
should show evidence that substantiates that you are going to meet the requirements …
it is not like you sign the contract, you start making your batch trials, take samples, test
and this is how it is. You have to identify the sources, make sure that they comply,
understand the variability of your materials, understand the boundaries of your mix
designs. All this has to be established. And once you have all this knowledge then you
make the what you call extrapolation or your anticipation of the future results. And this
is when you say: I can substantiate, with the information that I have, that I’m going to
comply with the employer’s requirements.”28
24.

The fact that the word “substantiate” means providing sufficient data (and not reaching certain specific
values at the time of submission) is further supported by the fact that Art. 1.05.A, which deals with
Intermediate Design, contains the same documentation requirement, i.e., the Contractor should submit
“complete test reports that substantiate the design strength, durability and permeability.”29 On ACP’s
interpretation, taking the example of the 1,000 Coulomb requirement in the ER, GUPC had to submit test
reports showing an average value of 1,000 Coulombs with the Intermediate Design Submittal. This was
obviously not the case, as the Intermediate Design Submittal was part of the stage of sourcing and
evaluating materials for concrete, at which time mix designs are not finalized. Nor did ACP insist that
these specified values be reached at that time in its review comments to the Intermediate Design Submittal
on the Project.30

25.

ACP’s unreasonable reading of Art. 1.05.B, therefore, formed the basis on which ACP wrongfully rejected
GUPC’s February 2011 submittal, required GUPC to revise its CMD, and prohibited GUPC from
proceeding with SMC works.31
(c) Importance of the OTS process

26.

The OTS process, which ACP introduced in the RFQ, was an important Project management tool as
envisaged by the Parties, aimed at facilitating the exchange of information between the Parties and the
smooth running of the Project on an ongoing basis.32 The Parties extensively discussed the purpose of the
OTS process in early 2010.33 This was important in the context of the design-build nature of the Project, as
the OTS process was a forum for the Employer to understand the manner in which the Contractor was
using its discretion to design its concrete mixes.

27.

The Parties agree in this arbitration that ACP should have used the OTS process to avoid
misunderstandings and disagreements with GUPC early on and to ascertain that GUPC was working
toward the correct objectives for the Project.34 Yet, the evidence shows that during the Project, ACP failed

27

{Day16/209:12}, [209:12-16] (Mindess Cross).
{Day16/291:25}, [291:25-292:23] (Awad Cross); see also {Day16/260:11}, [260:1-11] (Awad Presentation).
{C-0437/6}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 6, Art. 1.05.A.
See ¶ 58 below.
See Sec. V.E and V.F below.
{SOC/509}, p. 509 [Ch. 5, pp. 478-479], ¶¶ 1621-1625 ; {SOR/966}, p. 966 [Ch. 6, pp. 34-35], ¶¶ 109-114.
See {SOC/509}, p. 509 [Ch. 5, p. 478], ¶ 1622.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] And would you agree that the purpose of this OTS meetings was to share technical
information, in order to avoid misunderstandings and later disagreements? Right? [MS GEORGE] Yes [MR
BOUCHARDIE] And in fact, the -- the purpose of the OTS meetings was for the employer to ascertain if the

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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to seek clarifications or engage in a meaningful way in these OTS workshops, despite GUPC providing
more-than-adequate information about its approach for developing contractually compliant concrete for the
Project.35 Importantly, the evidence shows that during the OTS process, ACP never communicated to
GUPC that, in its view, the 1,000 Coulombs threshold had to be reached at the time of the SMC submittal,
despite GUPC’s early indication that it was planning on using a slow reacting natural pozzolan and was
looking at reaching the 1,000 Coulombs at or before service, i.e., years down the road.36 ACP’s failure to
engage in the OTS process as envisaged, therefore, contributed to the significant delays on the Project.37
(d) CICP’s role did not include approval of GUPC’s CMD
28.

As explained in GUPC’s SoC and the SoR, the process for CMD works in the ER did not provide that
CICP would participate in any way in the design of, let alone approve, GUPC’s SMC mixes.38 CICP was
the Project Designer, but this did not mean that it was designing every and all aspects of the Project. In
particular, it is not disputed that CICP’s scope of works did not include designing of the concrete mix,
which means that GUPC was the designer of record for CMD.39 In fact, the Parties now seem to agree that
GUPC, not CICP, was the designer of CMD on the Project.40 The CMD was to be approved by the
designer of record for CMD, i.e., the entity which designed CMD on the Project.41 Moreover, it is
disingenuous for ACP to argue that, even though GUPC, as the design-build contractor, had discretion to
design and execute the CMD works, GUPC had to obtain approval from CICP to proceed with concrete
placement. Such requirement is nowhere found in the Contract, and both GUPC’s and CICP’s behavior at
all relevant times show that they never understood that CICP should have any approval role in respect of
CMD.

29.

The documents and the testimony of CICP’s then Deputy Manager, Mr Hillebrenner, further show that
CICP’s role vis-à-vis CMD on the Project was limited to preparing the Contractor’s Concrete
Specifications in coordination with GUPC and reviewing GUPC’s CMD for ensuring consistency with the
structural design (which was part of CICP’s responsibility on the Project).42 ACP’s expert, Mr McCall, in
fact admitted to CICP’s limited role in his reading of Revision PC of GUPC’s Concrete Specifications,
which he agreed was in force at the relevant time.43 While there was no requirement in the ER or the
Concrete Specifications for CICP to approve (or even review) the CMD,44 CICP performed such review
only to check that the documentation of the submittal was in order – it was never aimed at evaluating the
compliance of the mixes themselves, as confirmed by Mr Hillebrenner at the Hearing.45 Further, Mr

35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42

43
44

45

contractor was working towards the correct -- the correct objectives for the project; right? [MS GEORGE] That would
be right, yes.” {Day15/200:16}, [200:16-24] (George Cross).
See {SOR/966}, p. 966 [Ch. 6, pp. 34-35, 48-58], ¶¶ 111-114, 161-196.
See Sec. V.F.2.c below.
{SOC/581}, p. 581 [Ch. 5, pp. 550-551], ¶¶ 1904-1911.
{SOC/556}, p. 556 [Ch. 5, pp. 525-526], ¶¶ 1802-1806; {SOR/960}, p. 960 [Ch. 6, pp. 28-34], ¶¶ 93-108.
{SOR/960}, p. 960 [Ch. 6, pp. 28-30], ¶¶ 94-101.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] Now, would you accept that doing the concrete mix design is part of the contractor’s work
under the contract [MS GEORGE] Definitely.” {Day15/204:20}, [204:20-22] (George Cross).
{SOC/557}, p. 557 [Ch. 5, p. 526], ¶¶ 1804-1805; {SOR/962}, p. 962 [Ch. 6, pp. 30-33], ¶¶ 102-105.
{C-WS-33/11}, Hillebrenner I, p. 11 [p. 9], ¶ 36; Clause 2.3.6 of GUPC’s Sub-Contract with CICP reflects that CICP
had to approve only those documents prepared by CICP, which it then submitted to GUPC, see {R-0374/124}, CICPGUPC Subcontract, p. 124 [pp. 15-17]. CICP, therefore, did not have to approve the documents that it did not prepare,
such as the CMD submittals (which GUPC prepared).
{Day17/247:1}, [247:1-5] (McCall Cross).
“[MR HILLEBRENNER] … there was no requirement in the ER for the CICP to review and approve the concrete mix
design.” {Day15/114:17}, [114:17-18] (Hillebrenner Cross); see also {SOR/961}, p. 961 [Ch. 6, p. 29], ¶ 97.
“[MR HILLEBRENNER] … I think that the first thing to clarify is that CICP was reviewing the submittal for the
documentation: it was not reviewing the actual mix design. That’s -- that was the responsibility of GUPC; and they
were the designer of record of that document.” {Day15/113:23}, [113:23- 114:3] (Hillebrenner Cross).
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Hillebrenner confirmed again that CICP, in any case, had no concern at the time with GUPC’s SMC mix
designs for use in the LUC, LH1, and LH2.46
30.

ACP tried in this arbitration to use Revision PD of GUPC’s Concrete Specifications (submitted to ACP in
January 2011 and not approved at the relevant time) to argue that GUPC and CICP recognized that the
Project Designer’s (CICP’s) approval of the CMD was required. However, the evidence shows that this
language was added at ACP’s insistence on the same, as Mr Hillebrenner and Mr Zaffaroni confirmed at
the Hearing.47 In any case, it is not contested, and ACP’s Mr McCall admitted at the Hearing, that Revision
PD was not in force at the relevant time.48 ACP’s position on the Project was that the Contractor’s
Specifications, unless “approved” by ACP, would not be used to “accept or reject” GUPC’s work.49 ACP
cannot therefore rely in this arbitration on a version of the Concrete Specifications that had not been
validated in accordance with the Contract.
Technical requirements for SMC on the Project

31.

The technical requirements for concrete on the Project are found in ER Section 03 30 00.50 In particular,
Art. 1.04(A) of ER Section 03 30 00 sets out the requirements for SMC on the Project. ACP’s rejection of
GUPC’s SMC mixes and subsequent prohibition against GUPC starting SMC placement in February 2011
were primarily based on an alleged non-compliance with two requirements (although ACP has sought in
this arbitration to raise other alleged non-compliances, which are discussed further below):
a) the 100-year service life requirement.51
b) the 1,000 Coulomb requirement (permeability requirement).52
(a) The 100-year service life requirement

32.

As explained in GUPC’s previous submissions, the 100-year service life requirement was an important
requirement in the ER.53 In fact, and contrary to ACP’s claims in this arbitration, ACP also considered this
requirement to be of primary importance before and during the Project, as evidenced through
contemporaneous documents on record54 and admitted by Ms George of ACP in her first witness
statement.55

33.

However, this did not mean, nor does GUPC argue, that the other requirements in the ER were irrelevant.
Rather, GUPC could exercise its discretion in the design-build Project, including filling the gaps left by

46

{Day15/116:4}, [116:4-14] (Hillebrenner Cross); {C-WS-33/11}, Hillebrenner I, p. 11 [p. 9], ¶ 36.
“[MR ZAFFARONI] … this was done under the requirement of the ACP, because CICP was not supposed to say
anything on the subject, because we were having the designer of record for the mix design; but, in any case, since ACP
has been forcing us to have CICP enter into the stage. And even if this was not valid because it was not part of the
accepted procedure at the time, CICP wrote something that if you look after it is more related to the presentation of the
document…” {Day14/45:23}, [45:23-46:6] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day15/113:19}, [113:19-114:7] (Hillebrenner Cross);
{C-WS-33/13}, Hillebrenner I, p. 13 [pp. 11-12], ¶ 49.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] … do you agree that that was not the version that was in force at time of the February
submittal was made? [MR MCCALL] it’s my understanding it was not.” {Day17/246:2}, [246:2-5]; see also, {C-WS47/40}, Zaffaroni III, p. 40 [p. 37], ¶ 153.
{C-0462/3}, Letter from ACP to GUPC, dated 5 Aug 2010, p. 3.
{C-0437}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008; {SOC/493}, p. 493 [Ch. 5, pp. 462-463], ¶¶ 1561-1563.
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4 , Art. 1.04.A.1. As explained in the SoC, the design life does not end
even if some repairs and maintenance is required, provided they can be performed without service interruption of the
locks. {SOC/497}, p. 497 [Ch. 5, pp. 466-467], ¶¶ 1579-1581.
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4, Art. 1.04.A.7.
{SOC/496}, p. 496 [Ch. 5, pp. 465-467], ¶¶ 1573-1581; {SOR/943}, p. 943 [Ch. 6, pp. 11-12], ¶¶ 47-50.
{SOR/944}, p. 944 [Ch. 6, pp. 12-13], ¶ 51; C-1460, p. 3; {C-1461/1}, Email from O. Franco to M. Goodson, M.
Lorenzo and R. Delgado , dated 19 Mar 2010, p. 1; {C-1462/1}, ACP’s internal notes of the July 2010 OTS, p. 1; {C1463/19}, Mr Chrzanowski's report to ACP, dated 18 Aug 2010, p. 19, ¶ 2.11.
{R-WS-8/22}, George I, p. 22 [pp. 19-20], ¶¶ 75-76.

47
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ACP in the ER, in light of the 100-year service life requirement. For example, as the ER did not provide
the age at which the 1,000 Coulomb threshold was to be achieved, GUPC had the discretion to determine
this age in a manner consistent with the 100-year service life requirement and other aspects of the ER,
while taking into account the balance between fresh and hardened concrete properties, and complying with
the threshold at that age.56
(b) GUPC had discretion to determine the age at which its SMC mixes would meet the
1,000 Coulomb requirement
34.

It is undisputed that the permeability requirement in Art. 1.04.A.7 of ER Section 03 30 00 did not provide
for the age at which the 1,000 Coulomb threshold under ASTM C1202 testing was to be achieved.57 The
Parties also agree that GUPC, as the design-build contractor, had the sole discretion to determine the age
for reaching the 1,000 Coulomb threshold.58

35.

Importantly, this meant that, among other things, GUPC had no obligation to seek any clarification from
ACP on the age for compliance of the threshold, including at tender stage.59 There was nothing ambiguous
about this requirement, as the Parties agree it gave discretion to GUPC. GUPC, with the vast experience of
its CMD team,60 determined that the 1,000 Coulomb threshold did not need to be achieved at early ages (90
days or less) to ensure that it had good balance among all the required concrete properties.61 ACP’s own
expert, Mr McCall, admitted at the Hearing that GUPC had the discretion to do so (i.e., to determine that
the 1,000 Coulomb threshold did not need to be achieved at early ages).62 This is also consistent with the
design-build nature of the Project, whereby GUPC substantiated compliance with the requirement “based
on trends and limited data” from early ages in view of the materials used in SMC.63

36.

Yet, as explained below, by insisting at the time on its incorrect interpretation that the 1,000 Coulombs had
to be met at the time of submittal, ACP imposed an additional requirement on GUPC that the 1,000
Coulomb threshold be met at an early age and required GUPC to modify its SMC accordingly (through the
addition of silica fume).64 As the DAB unanimously confirmed, this was an incorrect reading of the ER.65
ACP’s position also meant that GUPC could not use a natural pozzolan (a slow-reacting material), given
that, on ACP’s case, it would have been obliged to wait an additional 10-12 months after February 2011
before being able to submit ASTM C1202 test results below 1,000 Coulombs. ACP’s position thus negates
in practice all the discretion that ACP is willing to accept GUPC possessed for designing its CMD, thus
varying the Contract.

56

“[MR BOUCHARDIE] Yes. And I think we’ve just explained that you’ve left -- ACP has left the time frame [for the
1,000 Coulomb requirement] open, so that the contractor would be able to determine it in light of the 100 year
durability requirement; right? [MS GEORGE] In light of the requirements of his concrete mix, in order to meet the
requirements; yes.” {Day15/198:9}, [198:9-14] (George Cross); see also {C-1462/1}, ACP’s internal notes of the July
2010 OTS, p. 1.
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4, Art. 1.04.A.7. See {SOC/499}, p. 499 [Ch. 5, pp. 468-475], ¶¶ 15851609 for the explanation of the ASTM C1202 test requirement in the ER.
{SOD/709}, p. 709 [Ch. 7, p. 61], ¶ 6.56; see also, “[MR BOUCHARDIE] … GUPC had the discretion, as the designbuild contractor, to determine the age for achieving the 1,000 Coulomb threshold; correct? [MS GEORGE] That is
correct.” {Day15/195:18}, [195:18-21] (George Cross).
{SOR/974}, p. 974 [Ch. 6, pp. 42-43], ¶¶ 140-141.
See ¶ 46 below.
“[DR SCHRADER] Well, the ER said 1,000 Coulombs. It didn’t specify the age. It’s a design-build contract. I knew
that if we tried to get that at an early age we could end up with making a worse quality overall concrete.” {Day14/45},
p. 45 [176:2-5] (Schrader Tribunal Questions); see also, {Day15/65:19}, [65:19-67:3] (Marchand Tribunal Questions).
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] … had you been in a meeting like that [where GUPC stated that the 1,000 Coulomb
requirement was generally met at service], what would you have advised ACP? … [MR MCCALL] I would have told
them, based on their employer’s requirements, they [GUPC] can pick any time they want to. ” {Day17/262:8}, [262:813] (McCall Cross).
{Day16/93:10}, [93:10-15] (D’Ambrosia Cross); {Day16/177:7}, [177:7-24] (Mindess Tribunal Questions).
See Sec. V.E.2, V.F, and V.H below.
{C-0246/53}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 53 [p. 50], ¶ 149.
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37.

The evidence shows that GUPC’s plan on the Project from the start was to achieve the 1,000 Coulomb
threshold in the long term – at or before service, which would be a year or more after concrete pour.66 This
was consistent with GUPC’s plan to use slow-reacting supplementary cementitious material (Class N
natural pozzolan) in the concrete. In fact, in its tender (which is part of the Contract), GUPC clearly
specified its intention to use slow-reacting pozzolan (Class F or Class N).67 Even the ER “encouraged” the
use of slow-reacting pozzolan in the concrete for the Project.68 GUPC further made clear its intention to
use Class N natural pozzolan in the SMC mixes during the March and July 2010 OTS workshops, while
informing ACP about its CMD works.69 This made technical sense, as this pozzolan reacts at a much
slower rate than cement to develop the properties of concrete, thereby reducing heat generation to avoid the
risk of cracking.70 As confirmed by the world-renowned industry experts who testified in this arbitration,
GUPC’s decision to use Class F or N pozzolan in the tender and during the Project meant that it did not
intend to achieve the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at early ages, such as 90 days or less.71 The evidence
therefore shows that GUPC’s intentions (use of natural pozzolan and reliance on long term test results)
were made clear to ACP early on in the process). If ACP had any issues with this approach, it should have
raised them in the first or second OTS workshops that took place in March and July 2010, which ACP
admits it did not.72
(c) GUPC was justified in taking exposure conditions into account in assessing
compliance with the ER

38.

The greatly varying exposure conditions on the Project (effectively from fresh water to sea water) were a
significant factor in assessing compliance of the SMC mixes with the durability requirements in the ER.73
ACP also shared this understanding at tender stage and throughout the Project.74 As with the testing age for
the permeability requirement, ACP did not specify the relevant exposure conditions in the ER, leaving this
determination to GUPC’s discretion.75 In this regard, GUPC informed ACP right from tender stage that it
would take exposure conditions into account in developing concrete that would meet the durability
requirements in the ER.76

66

{Day14/51:10}, [51:10-20] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day14/181:9}, [181:9-13] (Schrader Cross); see also ¶ 53 and Sec.
V.F.2.c below; {SOR/953}, p. 953 [Ch. 6, pp. 21-27], ¶¶ 72-92.
{C-0558/899}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009, p. 899, Part. 5.C.4.a.
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4, Art. 1.04.A.4.
See ¶¶ 49 and 53 below.
{SOR/974}, p. 974 [Ch. 6, p. 42], ¶ 139.
“[DR D’AMBROSIA] as a general observation, the more slowly concrete develops its properties, the better it will be
eventually. And that’s -- that’s well known. So -- so from the contractor’s point of view being able to use a slowly
reacting pozzolanic material, of one type or other, makes his life easier and leads ultimately to a better structure , but
then militates against reaching low Coulomb values at an early age.” {Day16/177:7}, [177:7-14] (D’Ambrosia Cross);
see also, {C-EX-14/13}, Awad I, p. 13 [p. 11], ¶ 52.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] … none of these documents [about the Jul. 2010 OTS] record that ACP express any concern
with GUPC’s statement that the 1,000 Coulombs was to be met at service; correct? [MS GEORGE] … the fact that we
made no comment regarding what GUPC said that it would be met at service was not really something that we
considered important, because we had the technical specifications which is where all of the requirements should have
been included … If we had a concern we would have voiced it.” {Day15/201:10}, [201:10-21] (George Cross).
{SOC/504}, p. 504 [Ch. 5, pp. 473-475], ¶¶ 1604-1609; {SOR/949}, p. 949 [Ch. 6, pp. 17-21], ¶¶ 65-71.
{SOR/950}, p. 950 [Ch. 6, pp. 18-20], ¶¶ 66-69. ACP considered CANAL’s approach in its tender to take exposure
conditions into account to be in compliance with the RFP, see {C-0987/4}, CANAL tender, p. 4 [p. 1], C.4.a and {C1384/1}, ACP’s Technical Evaluation Board (TEB) 3 evaluation of CANAL’s Technical Proposal, dated 15 May 2009,
p. 1 [pp. 1-2]; {C-1281/3}, Email Exchange between G. Di Pace and C. George dated 23 February 2011, p. 3; {R0499/15}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 15; {C-0661/3}, Letter from ACP to GUPC, dated
24 Mar 2011, p. 3; {C-0666/4}, Letter from ACP to GUPC, dated 8 Jun 2011, p. 4.
“[DR POSTON] … frankly, if that’s what they [ACP] wanted, that’s what should have been specified. The employer’s
requirements give the -- give the option to the design-builder to establish -- there’s nothing that said you couldn’t
establish your own exposure conditions pertinent -- customised for this particular set of locks. And the flexibility was
given to the design-builder for that.” {Day17/125:1}, [125:1-7] (Poston Tribunal Questions).
{R-0371/4}, Letter from GUPC to the ACP (RFC 069 - AMZ-MN), dated 22 Jun 2009, p. 4, Question 7.
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39.

In stark contrast to ACP’s position in 2011, the Parties agree in this arbitration that GUPC, as the designbuild contractor, could take into account the exposure conditions on the Project and develop different SMC
mixes to be placed in different locations.77 Moreover, the evidence shows that ACP’s internal position in
early 2011 on these different exposure conditions, which was not communicated to GUPC at the time, was
consistent with GUPC’s position – that the LUC were exposed to essentially freshwater from the lake, the
Locks Middle Chambers (“LMC”) to moderate salinity levels, and Locks Lower Chambers (“LLC”) to
high salinity levels.78

40.

This is important because GUPC did not intend the SMC mixes submitted in February 2011 for the low
and low-to-moderate salinity areas to develop its properties (such as resistance to chloride penetration) at
early ages, as it communicated to ACP in particular during the July 2010 OTS workshop, which ACP’s Ms
George confirmed at the Hearing.79 Mixes that reach their target properties at an early age, which are used
for instance in extra high salinity areas, contain higher cement content and/or a fast-reacting pozzolan (such
as silica fume). But this was not needed for the SMC mixes submitted in February 2011, which were
expressly designated for use in low (and low-to-moderate) salinity areas, consistent with GUPC’s plan to
start SMC placement in those locations.80

41.

GUPC, as a prudent contractor, decided early on to use natural pozzolan for concrete in low and moderate
salinity areas (and expressly told ACP about it). This meant that the properties of the SMC mixes
submitted in February 2011 improved slowly over time without compromising the durability requirements
in the ER. Dr Marchand of SIMCO, confirmed at the Hearing that this was a technically sound and
contractually compliant exercise of GUPC’s discretion.81 Moreover, the exposure conditions determined
by GUPC were also relevant for the STADIUM calculations to substantiate the 100-year service life
requirement in the ER as one of the input parameters used.
C.

42.

CHRONOLOGY OF KEY FACTS

This Section summarizes the main facts relevant to GUPC’s Concrete Mix Design claim and is to be read
with the timeline made available in Appendix CMD-1. Many of these facts are not disputed.
Pre-contractual period

43.

As demonstrated in the SoC and the SoR, GUPC understood the RFP requirements and performed diligent
and prudent work in relation to CMD at tender stage.82 The evidence shows that this tender stage work
included preliminary investigations into the properties and suppliers of the materials to be used in concrete
and the preparation of preliminary mix designs for assessing the basic properties and cost of concrete for
the Project.83 In fact, no other tenderer performed any work on CMD beyond this at tender stage.84

77

“[MR BOUCHARDIE] Do you agree that the employer’s requirements allowed the contractor to take into account the
various exposure conditions for Structural Marine Concrete? [MR MCCALL] I agree …” {Day17/259:11}, [259:1114] (McCall Cross); see also, {Day15/228:23}, [228:23-229:12] (George Cross).
{R-1222/5}, Email from C. George to G. Di Pace et al., dated 23 Feb 2011, p. 5 [p. 5]; {SOR/950}, p. 950 [Ch. 6, pp.
18-19], ¶¶ 68-69.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] And that – that is because, as we’ve seen, GUPC had explained that the -- the [1,000
Coulomb] requirement had to be met at service; right? [MS GEORGE] That is what they said. …” {Day15/200:6},
[200:6-9] (George Cross).
{C-0187/4}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 4 [p. 3 of Technical Report].
“[DR MARCHAND] The time when you’re going to reach the 1,000 Coulomb limit is not dependent on the exposure
conditions, but its -- its directly related to the quality of the concrete mix you are testing. And this -- the quality of the
mix will then have an impact on the way the Coulomb measurements will evolve during curing.” {Day15/62:9},
[62:9-14] (Marchand Tribunal Questions).
{SOC/510}, p. 510 [Ch. 5, p. 479], ¶¶ 1626-1630; {SOR/972}, p. 972 [Ch. 6, pp. 40-43, 44], ¶¶ 132-141, 145.
See {SOR/973}, p. 973 [Ch. 6, pp. 41-42], ¶¶ 137-138.
{C-0694}, BTM Tender, dated 3 Mar 2009; {R-0360}, Extracts from CANAL's Tender Proposal, dated Mar 2009. The
Parties agree that GUPC’s work at tender stage did not cause critical delay on the Project, see {R-EX-8/40}, Harvey I,
p. 40, ¶¶ 5.22-5.23; {C-EX-25/43}, Ramey II, p. 43, [pp. 38-39], ¶ 165.
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44.

In March 2009, GUPC submitted its Technical and Financial Proposals to ACP.85 Then, until the Contract
was awarded, ACP had the opportunity to clarify any questions it had for all the tenderers. During this
technical review period, GUPC specifically confirmed to ACP its intent to take into account exposure
conditions for complying with the durability requirements for concrete on the Project.86 In July 2009,
based on the information received from all the tenderers, ACP announced that GUPC’s tender provided the
“best value” proposal, having achieved the highest technical score and best price proposal.87

45.

On 11 August 2009, GUPC and ACP signed the Contract, and set 25 August 2009 as the Project’s
Commencement Date.88
Contractual period

46.

It is undisputed that GUPC’s CMD team on the Project was composed of highly qualified professionals
with an extensive combined experience working on projects involving millions of cubic meters of
concrete.89 Dr Schrader, GUPC’s external concrete expert in charge of developing the CMD, alone had
overseen the pouring of around 90 million cubic meters of concrete.90 By contrast, ACP had no experience
in handling large concreting projects. As ACP’s Ms George explained during the Hearing, ACP had to rely
on its external consultants for this purpose.91

47.

During the first six months of the Project and continuing from the tender stage, GUPC’s CMD team
conducted further extensive investigations into the materials and suppliers for the Project.92 GUPC was
sourcing and evaluating the materials for concrete during this period, which was especially important on a
project as massive as the TSLP and had a significant impact on the local Panamanian market. GUPC also
sought quotations for, and purchased, laboratory equipment, including the equipment for ASTM C1202
testing.93 As the Parties’ delay experts (GUPC’s Ms Ramey and ACP’s Mr Harvey) attribute no delay to
this period, the Parties agree that GUPC’s work during the first six months did not cause critical delay on
the Project.94

48.

On 12 February 2010, following three submission cycles between ACP and GUPC,95 ACP accepted
GUPC’s Baseline Programme (“ABP”), which contained four CMD activities and set out a plan to start
SMC placement on 4 January 2011.96 Mr De La Guardia, the Employer’s Representative, confirmed that
the ABP was “considered a reasonable plan for the execution of the Works.”97

85

{C-0558}, GUPC Tender: Volume II - Technical Proposal dated March 2009.
See ¶ 38 above.
{C-0065}, ACP Press Release, dated 8 Jul 2009.
{C-0069}, Contract Agreement, dated 11 Aug 2009; {C-0705}, Notice of Commencement of Contract, dated 18 Aug
2009; {SOR/976}, p. 976 [Ch. 6, pp. 44-47], ¶¶ 147-155.
{SOC/511}, p. 511 [Ch. 5, pp. 480-481], ¶¶ 1633-1640; see also, {C-0184/8}, Mr Chrzanowski's report to ACP, dated
30 Mar 2010, p. 8 (Mr Chrzanowski stating that Dr Schrader is “an expert in mass concrete and is a significant
contributing member to GUPC’s team”).
{C-WS-19/39}, Schrader I, p. 39 [pp. 36-39]; {C-P-0014/59}, GUPC's Opening on CMD & Delay, p. 59 [p. 58].
{Day15/194:6}, [194:6-195:16] (George Cross).
{SOR/976}, p. 976 [Ch. 6, pp. 44-47], ¶¶ 147-155.
{C-1698/9}, Email from E. Lemaire (GUPC) to P. Brambilla (Controls), dated 25 Feb 2010, p. 9 [p. 3], row 169; {C1699/6}, Procurement Requisition Form, dated 28 Jan 2010, p. 6 [p. 4], row 169; {C-1701/4}, Email from G. Chavez
(GUPC) to M. Simoes (GUPC) attaching Inventory, dated 19 May 2010, p. 4 [p. 3], row 138.
{R-EX-8/40}, Harvey I, p. 40 [p. 40] ¶¶ 5.22-5.23. {C-EX-25/43}, Ramey II, p. 43, [p. 38], ¶ 165.
{Day18/198:21}, [198:21-22] (Harvey Cross).
{C-EX-11.AppE/6}, p. 6 [p. 3], ¶ 7. The SMC placement date then slipped to 28 Jan. 2011 in MU03 (data date Apr.
2010) which implemented a mitigation-aimed re-sequencing. See {C-1873}, PDF extract from Mu04.
Letter from the ACP to the Contractor (IAE-UPC-0124) dated 12 Feb. 2010 at {Ramey(I)-8}. Importantly, the
Contract requires that all EOTs be assessed against the ABP (see Sec. V.K.1.a.i below).
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49.

On 1 March 2010, the first OTS workshop was held between GUPC and ACP. During this workshop,
GUPC provided an update on the CMD work.98 In particular, Dr Schrader provided a compilation of the
basic properties of a mix being considered for the Project and the results of an intensive initial thermal and
cracking analysis undertaken at the time.99 In fact, the mix he presented at this time (275 kg of cement +
100 kg of natural pozzolan, i.e., 375 kg of cementitious material per cubic meter of concrete) had the same
cementitious material content as one of the SMC mixes ultimately submitted by GUPC in February 2011.
Among other things, this confirmed that GUPC contemplated the use of slow-reacting natural pozzolan for
the SMC mixes on the Project. It is undisputed that ACP did not raise concerns during this workshop. In
fact, ACP’s concrete expert, Mr Chrzanowski, noted in his report to ACP (not shared with GUPC at the
time) that “GUPC appears to be heading in the correct direction for achieving durable concrete.”100

50.

In May 2010, as part of its CMD work, GUPC was already exploring the options for substantiating the 100year service life requirement in the ER.101 This was specifically addressed in the report by Mr Quiros, one
of GUPC’s consultants on the Project, which set out preliminary views and options for service life
substantiation.102 GUPC also continued to undertake preparatory activities such as preparing cement,
pozzolan tests and petrographic examinations on available basalt.103

51.

On 15 June 2010, GUPC completed initial test aggregate production (crushed off-site) for use in CMD
testing.104

52.

On 30 June 2010, GUPC started batching and testing Interior Mass Concrete (“IMC”) mixes in the
laboratory. Overall CMD development had a broad scope and included mix design development for SMC,
IMC and lean concrete.105 The actual start of CMD testing on 30 June 2010 was 18 days before the ABP
late start date of Initial Mix Design of 18 July 2010,106 which was timely based on the ABP timing.

53.

On 22-23 July 2010, GUPC and ACP held the second OTS workshop. During this workshop, GUPC
summarized the technical aspects of its ongoing CMD work,107 which was entering the stage of
qualification of mixes in the laboratory.108 Among other things, Dr Schrader presented to ACP the makeup
of the first SMC trial mixes to be prepared in the laboratory, the target range for the important constituents
in concrete (such as cement, water, natural pozzolan), and further thermal and cracking analysis undertaken
at the time. The total cementitious materials content of the SMC mixes ultimately submitted by GUPC in
February 2011 (i.e., 350 and 375 kg per cubic meter) were within the range of the mixes presented by
GUPC during this workshop. In particular, and as evidenced by ACP’s internal notes of the meeting

98

{SOC/513}, p. 513 [Ch. 5, pp. 482-484], ¶¶ 1644-1650; {SOR/980}, p. 980 [Ch. 6, pp. 48-49], ¶¶ 161-167.
{C-0448}, First OTS GUPC Presentation, dated 1 Mar 2010; {C-0449}, First OTS GUPC Presentation, dated 1 Mar
2010; Dr Schrader’s power point presentation also included an indicative timeframe for the CMD work set out on a
single slide containing five rows of very general, overlapping time-periods, which Dr Schrader confirmed at the
Hearing was not an actual formal plan for works and was not meant to supersede the ABP and following formal
Monthly Updates, {Day14/131:21}, [131:21-24] (Schrader Cross).
{C-0184/8}, Mr Chrzanowski's report to ACP, dated 30 Mar 2010, p. 8.
{SOR/982}, p. 982 [Ch. 6, pp. 50-51], ¶¶ 168-172.
{C-1217}, Concrete Durability Report by J. Quiros, dated 9 May 2010.
{C-1872/14}, PDF extract from MU03, p. 14 (i) P-12920-10 P_Batching: Prepare Cement, Pozzolan test and
Petrographic examinations on available basalt.
{C-1875/20}, PDF extract from MU06, p. 20, Activity ID: P-12920-20: Perform initial test aggregate processing
(crushed by external supplier).
{C-EX-25.AppE/9}, Ramey II, App. E, p. 9, [p. 6], ¶ 40.
According to Ms Ramey, in the ABP, Initial Mix Design had an early start date of 15 Jun. 2010 and a late start date of
18 Jul. 2010 because this activity had 33 days float. This means that based on the ABP, CMD could have started
between 15 Jun. 2010 and 18 Jul. 2010 without causing delay to the Project. See {C-EX-25.AppE/9}, Ramey II, App.
E, p. 9, [p. 6], ¶ 43.
{SOC/515}, p. 515 [Ch. 5, pp. 484-487], ¶¶ 1651-1660; {SOR/983}, p. 983 [Ch. 6, pp. 51-53], ¶¶ 173-180.
{SOC/508}, p. 508 [Ch. 5, p. 477], ¶ 1619.
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produced in this arbitration,109 GUPC explained that the 1,000 Coulomb threshold in the ER was to be met
at service. GUPC’s and ACP’s witnesses – GUPC’s Dr Schrader110 and ACP’s Ms George111 – further
confirmed this during the Hearing. Ms George also confirmed at the Hearing that ACP raised no concern
during or after this workshop about GUPC’s intention to reach the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at a late
age.112 At this time, Dr Schrader also proposed the use of accelerated curing to determine the long-term
strength of concrete (which ACP later rejected).113 During this workshop, ACP’s concrete expert, Mr
Chrzanowski, suggested the use of STADIUM for service life substantiation (which GUPC subsequently
used on the Project).114
54.

On 26 July 2010, GUPC started testing of SMC mixes.115 This is in line with the ABP timing as confirmed
by Ms Ramey during the Hearing.116

55.

On 18 August 2010, GUPC started further testing of its SMC trial mixes with cement sourced from
Cemento Panama, as confirmed by Mr Harvey at the Hearing.117 Again, this was in line with the ABP
timing.118

56.

On 1 September 2010, GUPC issued a revised breakdown of the CMD work plan to include classes and
stages.119 When these activities were incorporated into MU08, the forecast start of SMC placement on 28
January 2011 remained unaffected and none of the CMD activities were on the critical path, showing that,
as of 20 September 2010 (MU08 data date), CMD development was progressing in a timely manner.120

57.

On 14 September 2010, GUPC submitted its Intermediate Design Submittal for ACP’s review.121 This
submittal, among other things, included Revision PB of GUPC’s Concrete Specifications and provided
further information on the materials to be used in SMC (including the natural pozzolan) and confirmed
GUPC’s intent to use predictive modelling (such as STADIUM) for substantiating the 100-year service life

109

{C-1216/6}, ACP’s notes of the July 2010 OTS, p. 6; {R-1642/5}, Handwritten Notes of Miguel Lorenzo from
Concrete OTS Day 1, dated 22 Jul 2010, p. 5.
“[DR SCHRADER] … And in July I made it very clear that it -- that there would be a need for the 1,000 Coulombs,
we were going to meet it, but it would be at the time of service. …” {Day14/156:14}, [156:14-17] (Schrader Cross).
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] And so GUPC … expected that the Coulomb reading would be above 1,000 Coulomb at 28
days; right? [MS GEORGE] Yes [MR BOUCHARDIE] And that – that is because, as we’ve seen, GUPC had
explained that the -- the requirement had to be met at service; right? [MS GEORGE] That is what they said. …”
{Day15/200:2}, [200:2-9] (George Cross).
See ¶ 37 above. Ms George confirmed at the Hearing that ACP did not raise any concerns regarding GUPC’s
statement about meeting the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at service during the Jul. 2010 OTS workshop, or in its
comments to the subsequently submitted Revision PB of the Concrete Technical Specifications, which did not provide
a test age for the 1,000 Coulomb requirement, see {Day15/201:6}, [201:6-208:13] (George Cross). Note that Revision
PB was submitted along with the Intermediate Design Submittal package that contained several documents, and ACP
did not raise any comment regarding the 1,000 Coulomb requirement as part of its comments to Revision PB of the
Concrete Specifications, see {C-0440/4}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 13 Oct 2010, p. 4 [p. 8], Comments 26 and
27.
{C-0459/17}, Second OTS GUPC Presentation, p. 17 [pp. 17, 58]. ACP rejected the use of accelerated curing on the
Project in its response to GUPC’s Intermediate Design Submittal, {C-0440/3}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 13
Oct 2010, p. 3 [p. 7], Comment 22.
{SOC/518}, p. 518 [Ch. 5, p. 487], ¶¶ 1658-1659; {SOR/985}, p. 985 [Ch. 6, p. 53], ¶ 179.
{C-WS-19/19}, Schrader I, p. 19 [pp. 16-17], ¶ 66.
{Day18/93:11}, [93:11-19] (Ramey Cross); see also Sec. V.K.1.a.ii below.
{Day18/261:16}, [261:16-20] (Harvey Cross).
{C-EX-25.AppE/16}, Ramey II, App. E, p. 16 [p. 13], ¶ 83
{C-0463}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 1 Sep 2010, dated 1 Sept. 2010.
In MU08, the 16 existing concrete mix design activities, eight (8) each in the Atlantic and Pacific deployment were
marked as “Deleted” in MU08 and replaced with 88 new activities, including as-built (i.e., completed) and forecast
(i.e., upcoming) work.
{C-0186}, GUPC’s Intermediate Design Submittal, dated 14 Sep 2010.
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requirement in the ER.122 The submittal also included compliant ASTM C 618 results for its natural
pozzolan (based on the supplier’s certificate), and the test sheet from CTL Group laboratory with the results
of the natural pozzolan sample tested by GUPC.123
58.

On 13 October 2010, ACP gave a “Proceed as Noted” disposition to the Intermediate Design Submittal
without raising any substantial concerns, thereby, among other things, confirming its agreement with
GUPC’s decision to use predictive modelling (such as STADIUM) on the Project.124 ACP also raised no
concern about the ASTM C618 compliance of the natural pozzolan that GUPC intended to use on the
Project. In fact, in November 2010, ACP itself used the same natural pozzolan in its own trial mixes that it
developed for testing by Contecon (ACP’s laboratory), in proportions even higher than those used in some
of GUPC’s proposed mixes.125

59.

In October-November 2010, GUPC hired Dr Marchand and his team from SIMCO for predictive
modelling (using STADIUM) on the Project. Following ACP’s suggestion in July 2010, GUPC had made
necessary investigations into the software and had contacted SIMCO in September 2010. SIMCO was
hired by GUPC in a timely manner on the Project with sufficient time left to finalize the SMC to be
submitted to ACP, as confirmed at the Hearing by Mr Awad, who has extensive experience in the
industry.126 It is also undisputed (and was confirmed by the world-renowned concrete experts who testified
at the Hearing) that STADIUM software and methodology, based on the U.S. Navy’s UFGS protocol, is
state-of-the-art, and it includes modified ASTM C1202 testing (which is, in fact, improved because it
generates less variable results, which is one of the recognized shortfalls of ASTM C1202).127

60.

On 11-12 November 2010, GUPC and ACP held the third OTS workshop. During this workshop, GUPC
summarized the technical aspects of its CMD work at the time, and SIMCO made a comprehensive
presentation on the UFGS protocol and the functioning of STADIUM on the Project.128 Dr Marchand also
offered free access to, and training on, STADIUM software to ACP’s personnel and its concrete expert Dr
Di Pace. It is undisputed that neither Dr Di Pace nor anyone else from ACP took up this offer or raised any
concerns or questions about the planned use of STADIUM on the Project.129 GUPC and SIMCO then
worked towards finalization of the CMD to start its concrete pour in the low and low-to-moderate salinity
areas as scheduled.130 During this time, GUPC performed traditional ASTM C1202 testing, in addition to
the STADIUM analysis, on its mixes through SIMCO.131 SMC mix design was therefore progressing in a
timely manner to support the start of SMC placement on 28 January 2011.
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{SOC/518}, p. 518 [Ch. 5, pp. 487-488], ¶¶ 1661-1665; {SOR/985}, p. 985 [Ch. 6, pp. 53-54], ¶¶ 181-184. GUPC’s
intent to use predictive modelling mechanisms (such as STADIUM) was evident from the p. 16 of the Main Report
and Art. 2.02.N of Revision PB of the Contractor’s Concrete Specifications included in the submittal package, {C0186/21}, GUPC’s Intermediate Design Submittal, dated 14 Sep 2010, p. 21 [pp. 21, 112].
{C-0186/68}, GUPC’s Intermediate Design Submittal, dated 14 Sep 2010, p. 68, Appendix 6. As explained in the
SoR, the CTL test results of an individual grab sample submitted in Sept. 2010 were the same test results provided by
GUPC later in the Feb. 2011 SMC submittal, see {SOR/985}, p. 985 [Ch. 6, pp. 53-54], ¶ 182.
{C-0440}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 13 Oct 2010.
{C-0470}, Email from M. Baz to J. Mackintosh et al. These tests were run by Contecon on a mix using an even
greater percentage of pozzolan (35%) than the S8 mix submitted in Feb. 2011 (30%); there were compressive strength
values of over 50 MPa and, importantly, a Coulomb value of 1,270 (i.e., just above the 1,000 Coulomb threshold) at 90
days and less than 1,000 in 180 days; see also, {SOC/553}, p. 553 [Ch. 5, p. 522], ¶¶ 1791-1792.
“[MR AWAD] … SIMCO was retained more than two months before the first scheduled pour and undertook a
comprehensive mixture proportioning analysis. So there was no real delay in grouping resources for developing the
mixtures for the project. There was no delay at all actually to group these resources.” {Day16/259:16}, [259:16-21]
(Awad Presentation); see also, {C-EX-14/23}, Awad I, p. 23 [pp. 21-22], ¶¶ 89-92.
{C-EX-21/9}, Mindess II, p. 9 [pp. 7, 9-10], ¶¶ 22, 28; {C-EX-23/7}, Nilsson II, p. 7 [pp. 5, 28-29], ¶¶ 23, 107-111;
{C-EX-14/9}, Awad I, p. 9 [p. 7], ¶ 34; {C-EX-16/41}, D'Ambrosia I, p. 41 [pp. 38, 43-44], ¶¶ 119, 130; see also
{SOC/521}, p. 521 [Ch. 5, pp. 490-492], ¶¶ 1673-1680 for an explanation of the STADIUM methodology.
{SOC/524}, p. 524 [Ch. 5, p. 493], ¶¶ 1681-1682; {SOR/988}, p. 988 [Ch. 6, pp. 56-58], ¶¶ 190-196.
{C-WS-16/22}, Marchand I, p. 22 [p. 18], ¶ 91.
{SOC/526}, p. 526 [Ch. 5, pp. 495-496], ¶ 1691; {SOR/990}, p. 990 [Ch. 6, p. 58], ¶ 196.
{SOC/526}, p. 526 [Ch. 5, pp. 495-496], ¶¶ 1688-1691.
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61.

In December 2010, a five-week delay occurred to the CMD work on account of the additional coring and
testing activities that GUPC was forced to undertake in November/December 2010 to overcome ACP’s
lack of understanding of the relevant water salinity levels.132 These coring activities were not necessary for
the STADIUM analysis, as SIMCO already had sufficient data on water salinity exposure to use as input
parameters in STADIUM.133 However, ACP refused to accept the water salinity data of the Miraflores lake
presented by GUPC at the time. GUPC and SIMCO then had to conduct extensive coring activities from
the old locks to confirm the water salinity data and thereby, satisfy ACP’s unjustified concerns about the
exposure conditions.134 This caused the forecast start of SMC placement to slip from 28 January 2011 to 4
March 2011.135

62.

In January 2011, the batching plant certification was undertaken in order to support the start of SMC
placement.136 GUPC also had almost 2,300 directly employed workers for the concrete works at this
time.137 The reclaiming plant was completed with utility connections on 15 January 2011 and therefore
sufficiently progressed to support the start of SMC placement (with testing and start-up completed on 18
February 2011).138

63.

In early February 2011, in spite of the difficulties encountered with aggregate production, thanks to
GUPC’s initial recalibration of the crushing plant, GUPC started producing ASTM C33 compliant sand.139

64.

On 4 February 2011, GUPC submitted its first SMC submittal for ACP’s review, which presented two
SMC mixes – S1 (245+105) for LUC and LH1 (low salinity areas) and S8 (289+86) for LH2 (low-tomoderate salinity area).140 The general conclusions to the submittal141 stated that these mixes complied
with all the requirements in the ER.142 The SIMCO Report on Durability in the submittal also confirmed
that the mixes satisfied the 100-year service life requirement with the recommended cover.143 Among other
things, the submittal also presented ASTM C1202 test results, which had reached 2,404 Coulombs for S1
and 1,771 Coulombs for S8 at 56 days (and which showed a decreasing trend of Coulomb values with
time).144

132

{SOC/524}, p. 524 [Ch. 5, pp. 493-495], ¶¶ 1683-1687; {SOR/990}, p. 990 [Ch. 6, pp. 58-59], ¶¶ 197-202. {C-EX11/10}, Ramey I, p. 10 [p. 6], ¶ 41; {C-EX-25/45}, Ramey II, p. 45 [p. 40], ¶ 173.
{C-WS-16/24}, Marchand I, p. 24 [pp. 20-21], ¶¶ 103-104; {C-WS-38/32} Marchand II, p. 32 [p. 29], ¶¶ 112-114.
“[DR MARCHAND] … the water that was to be used for concrete production was the water that was to be … in
contact with concrete in upper chamber. So GUPC had submitted a series of values on the salinity of this water …
which was being questioned. I didn’t see how we could convince ACP that the exposure was to freshwater – that the
salinity was very low. That’s the reason why [we] elected to move to find a different way to convince ACP that the
exposure was to freshwater.” {Day15/34:3}, [34:3-13] (Marchand Direct). As explained in ¶¶ 65 and 185 below,
contemporaneous evidence also shows that SIMCO’s salinity values were in fact conservative (i.e., higher) as
compared to the salinity values in ACP’s possession at the time.
See {C-EX-11/23}, Ramey I, p. 23 [pp. 19-20], ¶ 109.

133
134

135
136

{C-WS-46/31}, Versteele I, p. 31 [pp. 27-28], ¶¶ 136-139; {C-1346}, Batching Plant Certificate of Calibration, dated 13 Jan
2011; {C-EX-25/54}, Ramey II, p. 54 [p. 49], ¶¶ 218-219; {C-WS-43/26}, Schrader II, p. 26 [p. 23], ¶¶ 100-101.

137

{C-0580}, GUPC Monthly Progress Report, dated 4 Feb 2011; {C-WS-21/30}, Zaffaroni II, p. 30 [p. 26], ¶ 102.
{C-EX-25/59}, Ramey II, p. 59 [p. 54], ¶ 251; {Ramey(I)-39}, MU77, dated 13 Jun 2016, Activity P-26620: P_LUC
Structural: Prepare, Submit Final Design, start date 23 September 2010 and finish date 14 December 2010, Activity P14160 P_Reclaiming: Connect Utilities WS.
{C-WS-26/15}, Baz II, p. 15 [p. 11], ¶ 45.
{C-0187}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011. The “S” designation for the mixes was given by SIMCO to
differentiate between different batches of concrete used for testing. This submittal was delayed by five weeks on
account of the delay caused by ACP in December 2010 (see ¶ 61 above).
{C-0187/9}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 9 [p. 8]; “[DR SCHRADER] Oh, the conclusion … is that
after reviewing all of the data it is possible to state that the final concrete mixes to be used by GUPC have complied
with the employer’s requirements. That’s what was put in the submittal.” {Day14/264:2}, [264:2-7] (Schrader Redirect).
{SOC/527}, p. 527 [Ch. 5, pp. 496-504], ¶¶ 1692-1719; {SOR/991}, p. 991 [Ch. 6, pp. 59-83], ¶¶ 203-292.
{C-0187/160}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 160 [p. 37 of SIMCO Report], Sec. 10.
{C-0187/145}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 145 [p. 22 of SIMCO Report], Table 9.
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65.

The world-renowned concrete experts put forward by GUPC have explained in their reports and confirmed
at the Hearing that, for any competent person in the industry, the 4 February 2011 submittal substantiated
compliance of the mixes with the ER.145 This is also consistent with the conclusions of ACP’s then
concrete expert, Dr Di Pace, in his Technical Memo No. 5 dated 27 February 2011, which contained his
assessment of the 4 February 2011 submittal. In this memo, among other things, he concluded that:


STADIUM approach in relation to input data “is considered adequate.”146



Chloride levels (salinity values) measured by GUPC were “higher than the ones measured by
ACP”, making it more conservative.147 In fact, the memo also concluded “water salinity is
overestimated. This fact places the modelling on the safe side.”148



“[N]o chloride induced reinforcement corrosion will be produced at any time for the upper and
medium locks and related structures.”149



Service life prediction ran on an alternative model showed “that structural concrete proposed for
upper locks complies with the 100 years durability service life.”150

66.

On 5 February 2011, foundation treatment began in the LUC and therefore did not constrain the start of
SMC placement (as ACP’s Mr Harvey admitted in front of the DAB).151 By mid-February 2011, GUPC
started cutting and bending rebar on site using shop drawings prepared by its subcontractor, Armatek.152
GUPC then installed the rebar153 and formwork154 for the foundation lift in LH2 in readiness for the start of
SMC placement.155

67.

On 16 February 2011, however, during a pre-construction meeting, ACP expressly and unequivocally
informed GUPC that it was not approving its SMC mix designs, and prohibited GUPC from starting SMC
placement in the LUC, LH1, and LH2, even though GUPC was fully ready to do so.156 As explained
above, the Parties now agree that ACP had no right to approve (or reject) GUPC’s SMC mixes or to
prohibit GUPC from starting SMC placement based on the SMC submittal submitted for ACP’s review.157
Yet, as evidenced by the meeting minutes prepared by ACP, ACP threatened GUPC with a suspension
letter or something even “more than a letter”, if GUPC proceeded at the time, despite GUPC’s confirmation

145

See ¶¶ 149-150 below.
{R-0499/5}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 5.
{R-0499/6}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 6 [pp. 6-7]. Dr Di Pace’s memo showed that the
chloride level used by GUPC (1,110 mg/l) was higher, and therefore more conservative, than ACP’s measurements
(maximum value of 643.5 mg/l in 2009 and 460.9 mg/l in 2010).
{R-0499/10}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 10.
{R-0499/15}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 15.
{R-0499/16}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 16.
{C-EX-11/36}, Ramey I, p. 36 [p. 32], ¶ 162; {C-EX-25/60}, Ramey II, p. 60 [p. 55], ¶ 258; {Ramey(II)-29/54},
Independent Report on Delay DAB Referral No. 11 Aggregate Production and Concrete Mix Design, dated 5
November 2013, p. 54 [p. 53], ¶ 7.3.
{R-1215/20}, Pacific Daily Activities Reports — Cutting, Binding and Tying of Rebar, p. 20 [pp. 20-30]; {C-1212/4},
Daily Activities Report (Pacific), dated 22 Feb 2011, p. 4 [p. 3]; {C-1213/6}, Daily Activities Report (Pacific), dated
26 Feb 2011, p. 6; {Day15/282:12}, [282:12-290:7] (Belken Cross); {R-EX-8.AppC/14}, p. 14 [pp. 14-15], ¶¶ 2.322.33
GUPC had the option of requesting its subcontractor, Armatek, to provide rebar that was pre-cut and bent, and it was
also very easy to procure cut and bent rebar from the local Panamanian market if increased quantities were required.
{C-WS-47/29}, Zaffaroni III, p. 29 [pp. 26-27], ¶¶ 108-109;
Rental formwork for the lock wall monolith foundations and conduits was readily available in the Panamanian market
at short notice.
{C-WS-47/28}, Zaffaroni III, p. 28 [pp. 25-26], ¶ 106.

146
147

148
149
150
151

152

153

154

155
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{SOC/536}, p. 536 [Ch. 5, pp. 505-506], ¶¶ 1720-1727; {SOR/1015}, p. 1015 [Ch. 6, pp. 83-86], ¶¶ 293-306. This was also
unanimously confirmed by the DAB, see {C-0246/50}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 50 [p. 47], ¶ 141.

157

See ¶ 17 above.
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of its readiness to start SMC placement.158 This was unreasonable and non-contractual interference by
ACP in GUPC’s design.
68.

On 18 February 2011, ACP followed up its wrongful prohibition with a letter to GUPC rejecting (and
thereby, disallowing) any placement of the SMC mixes submitted by GUPC for use in LUC, LH1 and
LH2.159

69.

On 21 February 2011, ACP provided its review comments to GUPC’s February 2011 SMC submittal, with
a general “Revise and Resubmit” disposition to the entire submittal.160 In its review comments, ACP
expressly instructed GUPC to “revise [its SMC] concrete mix designs”.161 The Parties now agree that ACP
was not allowed under the Contract to treat the February 2011 SMC submittal as a submittal for ACP’s
approval.162 Yet, this is precisely what ACP did. Further, ACP, in addition to its failure to distinguish
between comments that were clarifications vis-à-vis non-compliances, provided comments that went
beyond the requirements in the ER. For instance, ACP:
a) insisted that GUPC should meet the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at an early age, at the time of the
mix qualification submittal,163 even though GUPC had the discretion to determine the age at
which the threshold was to be met as ACP now accepts;164
b) insisted that the ER “stipulates only one Marine Concrete Mix to be utilized”,165 when there was
no such requirement in the ER as ACP knew at the time;166
c) insisted that GUPC should use, in the mix qualification stage, “the same materials that will be
used for construction”,167 when there was no such requirement in the ER.168

70.

By this time in February 2011, GUPC had started placing its SMC (245+105 (S1) mix) as lean concrete,
which confirmed GUPC’s ability to produce and place SMC in the field.169 This indicated that GUPC had
sufficiently progressed the other concrete predecessors in order to support the start of SMC concrete
placement at that time.170 Structural design for the LUC, except for cross-unders and shafts, was also
substantially complete (approximately 66%) at this time.171 Moreover, bulk excavation was

158

{C-1206/5}, Minutes of the Pre-construction Meeting, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 5.
{R-0498/5}, Letter from the ACP to the Contractor (IAE-UPC-0526), p. 5.
{C-0189}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011.
{C-0189/6}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011, p. 6, Comment 19.
See ¶ 17 above.
{C-0189/2}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011, p. 2 [pp. 2, 6], Comments 3, 19.
See ¶ 34 above; {Day15/195:18}, [195:18-21] (George Cross).
{C-0189/3}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011, p. 3 [pp. 3-4], Comment 7.
{C-1668/1}, ACP's comments on Dr Di Pace's draft Technical Memorandum No. 5 (1), dated January 2011, p. 1 [p. 1],
ML1 Comment; see also, “[MR BOUCHARDIE] Would you agree that, in fact, when you look at the ER there was no
requirement that there can be only one structural mix – Structural Marine Concrete used on the project? [MS
GEORGE] That is correct.” {Day15/228:23}, [228:23-229:2] (George Cross).
{C-0189/4}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011, p. 4, Comment 9.
“[DR SCHRADER] … for a mix design programme you just need to use representative materials. If those were
available we would use those at the time. … it was pretty clear that they may not be available at that time. … In which
case we just simply -- what you do in the industry. You continue on with representative materials that you have.”
{Day14/133:20}, [133:20-134:4] (Schrader Cross).
{C-P-0014/27}, GUPC's Opening on CMD & Delay, p. 27 [pp. 26-27]. These slides highlight the evidence in
{Hunter(I)-32}, row 432, and {R-1380/1}, Batch Plant cement content output, dated 23 and 24 February 2011, p. 1;
see also, {C-1368}, SMC P3 Stat&Trend Figures. GUPC, in fact, started placing SMC as lean concrete from as early
as the first week of Feb.
See Sec. V.K.3.d.ii below.
{C-EX-25/64}, Ramey II, p. 64 [p. 59], ¶ 279; {C-EX-25.AppB/44}, Ramey II, App. B, p. 44 [p. 40], ¶¶ 137-138; {REX-22.AppA/32}, p. 32 ¶¶ 11.2 – 11.3, Concrete Predecessors
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significantly progressed in LUC, LMC, and LH2.172 GUPC had therefore, completed enough
excavation in these lock structures to begin placing SMC.
71.

On 23 February 2011, GUPC submitted RFV 57,173 in which it re-explained to ACP the implication of
using STADIUM on the Project, which included the improved ASTM C1202 test (and three other tests). In
RFV 57, GUPC thus concluded that STADIUM was achieving the purpose of the ASTM C1202
requirement and the 100-year service life requirement in the ER.174 As Dr Marchand explained at the
Hearing, RFV 57 was simply the re-explanation of a more efficient method to substantiate compliance with
the 1,000 Coulomb requirement.175 This did not mean that GUPC wanted to remove the permeability
requirement in the ER. Rather, as Mr Zaffaroni confirmed at the Hearing, this was an attempt by GUPC to
break the deadlock and progress the Works, in light of ACP’s insistence to have the 1,000 Coulomb
threshold met at an early age.176 The cooling plant was also sufficiently progressed to support the start
of SMC placement at this date, when it began to produce SMC below 15 degree Celsius.177

72.

On 10 March 2011, in another proactive attempt to resolve ACP’s intransigence and progress the Works,
GUPC submitted an updated version of the February 2011 SMC submittal with the same S1 and S8 mixes,
and an almost identical re-batch of the S8 mix that GUPC labelled S11.178 Like the 4 February 2011
submittal, this resubmittal concluded that these mixes were compliant and could be used in the low salinity
areas i.e., LUC and LH1 (mix S1), the low-to-moderate salinity areas i.e., LH2 (mixes S8 and S11), and
also in moderate salinity areas i.e., the LMC (mixes S8 and S11).179 It included over 120 pages of
additional technical information to explain how the SMC mixes complied with the ER and could be used
without any risk in the LUC, LH1, LH2, and LMC.180

73.

On 24 March 2011, ACP sent GUPC its response to RFV 57,181 which again exhibited an extra-contractual
interference with GUPC’s design. In this response, ACP rejected RFV 57 in its entirety. Instead, while
recognizing the impact of exposure conditions for the first time, ACP sought to impose additional early age
Coulomb requirements for SMC (2,000 Coulombs at 90 days for LUC and LMC, and 1,000 Coulombs at
90 days for LLC).182 ACP’s response contradicts the Parties’ agreed position in this arbitration that GUPC
had the discretion to determine the age for complying with the Coulomb requirement in the ER.183 In

172

{C-EX-25/60}, Ramey II, p. 60 [pp. 55, 57-58], ¶¶ 258, 275; {C-1352/19}, Monthly Progress Report No. 17, February
2011, p. 19 [p. 15].
{C-0651}, GUPC’s RfV No. 57, dated 23 Feb 2011.
{SOC/558}, p. 558 [Ch. 5, p. 527], ¶¶ 1809-1812; {SOR/1031}, p. 1031 [Ch. 6, p. 99], ¶¶ 357-358.
“[MR LEWIS] Part of RFV 57 provided for the deletion of that contractual requirement, didn’t it? [DR MARCHAND]
… You need to read the document, the entire document. It’s quite clear, when you read RFV 57, that the intention was
to take ASTM C1202, substantiate the requirement using an improved version of the test procedure, that could be used
for multiple purposes, and minimize risk for all the stakeholders involved in the project.” {Day15/89:5}, [89:5-14]
(Marchand Cross). As the DAB confirmed, RFV 57 was not a request for “concession” of the ER, {C-0246/57}, DAB
Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 57 [p. 54], ¶ 157.
“[MR LEWIS] What caused the contractor to issue RFV 57 was the contractor’s knowledge that the February
submittal didn’t substantiate the Coulomb requirement. That’s right, isn’t it? [MR ZAFFARONI] No, not at all. It was
-- what we thought at that moment, perhaps wrongly, that was the fastest way to go on with the work.” {Day14/69:12},
[69:12-18] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day14/54:20}, [54:20-55:19] (Zaffaroni Tribunal Questions).
{C-WS-46/32}, Versteele I, p. 32 [p. 28], ¶¶ 142–143. In any event, SMC temperature could have been controlled
through alternative means. See {C-WS-33/19}, Hillebrenner I, p. 19 [p. 17], ¶¶ 69-71.
{C-0471}, GUPC’s March 2011 Submittal, dated 10 Mar 2011. S8 and S11 were essentially the same mixes, save for
minor differences in water content and admixture, {C-WS-19/33}, Schrader I, p. 33 [p. 30], ¶ 121. The difference in
batch number does not necessarily mean that the mixes are different.
{C-0471/30}, GUPC’s March 2011 Submittal, dated 10 Mar 2011, p. 30 [pp. 8, 32 of SIMCO Report], Tables 2 and
13. Mixes S8 and S11 provided 100-year service life in LH2 and LMC (both of which have an average salinity of 3.9
ppt) with 125 mm cover.
{SOC/559}, p. 559 [Ch. 5, pp. 528-530], ¶¶ 1819-1824; {SOR/1018}, p. 1018 [Ch. 6, pp. 86-88], ¶¶ 307-313.
{C-0661}, Letter from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 Mar 2011.
{SOC/558}, p. 558 [Ch. 5, pp. 527-528], ¶¶ 1812-1818; {SOR/1031}, p. 1031 [Ch. 6, pp. 99-101], ¶¶ 359-367.
{SOD/709}, p. 709 [Ch. 7, p. 61], ¶ 6.56.
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addition, ACP also insisted in its response that there should be no time or cost implications to ACP for the
additional early age Coulomb requirement. As Mr Zaffaroni explained, this was not reasonable or
acceptable to GUPC,184 and this was also a violation of ACP’s own Regulation.185
74.

Also on 24 March 2011, GUPC achieved the contractual Milestone of pouring 5,000 cubic meters of
concrete in the Pacific side, 17 days ahead of the Milestone Date in the Contract.186 Similarly, GUPC
achieved this contractual Milestone for the Atlantic side on 30 March 2011, three days ahead of the
Milestone Date.187 This was further confirmation of GUPC’s ability and readiness to produce and place
concrete on the field.

75.

On 28 March 2011, ACP rejected GUPC’s March 2011 submittal and gave a general “Revise and
Resubmit” disposition for the entire submittal.188 In addition to repeating several of its unjustified
comments to the February 2011 submittal, ACP also raised certain new comments that had no basis in the
ER.189 ACP rejected the ASTM C1202 results of the S8 mix in the March 2011 submittal (1,771
Coulombs at 56 days),190 despite its confirmation four days earlier (in its response to RFV 57) that a 2,000
Coulomb threshold at 90 days met the durability requirements for concrete to be placed in LUC and LMC.

76.

In March-April 2011, several high-level and technical meetings took place between ACP and GUPC.191 In
these meetings, particularly during the high-level meeting of 31 March 2011, GUPC explained that the
compliance of the SMC to be used in low and moderate salinity areas had already been “demonstrated in
the laboratory”, as required in the mix qualification stage.192 In fact, on 20 April 2011, Mr Zaffaroni
(GUPC’s Project Director at the time) even met with Mr Aleman (ACP Canal Administrator at the time) in
an attempt to overcome ACP’s prohibition causing delay to the Works.193 All of GUPC’s proactive
attempts to break the deadlock were to no avail, and ACP refused to let GUPC start SMC placement, or
even to involve the DAB at that stage in a non-contentious capacity.

77.

In April 2011, further crushing plant modifications took place, which enabled GUPC to further increase the
quantities of compliant sand being produced.194

78.

On 4 May 2011, GUPC submitted its third SMC submittal to ACP, once again hoping to proceed swiftly
with SMC placement.195 In this submittal, GUPC renamed the mixes as SMC A3 and SMC P3, which
were effectively the same as the S8 mix of February 2011 (and had the same cement+pozzolan amounts of
289+86).196 This submittal, among other things, explained a production problem with SMC identified by

184

“[MR LEWIS] … So why couldn’t you have accepted it Why couldn’t you have accepted this response? [MR
ZAFFARONI] Because it was creating a new requirement whereby we were asking in a very sound engineering
approach to replace that method with another one that was more reliable and more easy to be carried out. So we should
have entered again in a longer story of debate on -- on debating on whatever result we should have got. So, to us, this
was a -- an unacceptable answer to our request.” {Day14/71:18}, [71:18-72:1] (Zaffaroni Cross); see also, {C-WS21/39}, Zaffaroni II, p. 39 [p. 35], ¶ 144.
Art. 134(4) of ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, {C-LA-0021}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011.
{C-1220}, Letter from GUPC to ACP re Achievement of Milestone (Pacific), dated 8 Apr 2011.
{C-1219}, Letter from GUPC to ACP re Achievement of Milestone (Atlantic), dated 8 Apr 2011.
{C-0469}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 28 Mar 2011.
{SOC/561}, p. 561 [Ch. 5, pp. 530-531], ¶¶ 1825-1827; {SOR/1018}, p. 1018 [Ch. 6, pp. 86-87], ¶¶ 307-313. As the
DAB unanimously held in the Referral 3 decision, issuing such new comments to prevent GUPC from proceeding with
Works, when ACP previously had the opportunity to provide such comments, was a breach of SC 5.2, see {C0852/29}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 3, dated 23 Oct 2011, p. 29 [pp. 29-37], ¶¶ 60-63.
{C-0471/44}, GUPC’s March 2011 Submittal, dated 10 Mar 2011, p. 44 [p. 22 of SIMCO Report], Table 9.
{SOC/562}, p. 562 [Ch. 5, pp. 531-534], ¶¶ 1828-1838.
{C-0472/9}, Construction Meeting Notes, dated 31 Mar 2011, p. 9.
{C-WS-21/39}, Zaffaroni II, p. 39 [p. 35], ¶ 148; {C-WS-47/43}, Zaffaroni III, p. 43 [p. 40], ¶¶ 166-168 ; {C-WS28/5}, Casas I, p. 5 [p. 3], ¶¶ 15-17.
{C-WS-26/19}, Baz II, p. 19 [p. 15], ¶ 55.
{C-0474}, GUPC’s SMC submittal, dated 4 May 2011.
{SOC/575}, p. 575 [Ch. 5, p. 544], ¶¶ 1878-1879.
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GUPC while using aggregates produced with PLE Basalt crushed onsite. It also set out the solutions
adopted by GUPC to promptly resolve this construction stage issue.197 Construction stage issues like these,
when full-scale production starts on field, are not uncommon in major projects. Such problems, which
have no bearing to the qualification of the mixes in the laboratory, can be resolved by any prudent
contractor by making necessary adjustments.198 In fact, GUPC’s solution to the problem, which was
clearly set out in the May 2011 submittal, was simply to use the 289+86 mix (same as the S8 mix of
February 2011) in the low salinity areas (instead of the 245+105 (S1) mix).199 GUPC was fully transparent
about this construction stage issue, and the proposed solution, in meetings with ACP even before the
submission of the May 2011 submittal.200 This issue, in any case, did not result in GUPC having to
requalify a new SMC mix (as the solution was to use the 289+86 mix already submitted) nor did it prevent
GUPC from producing SMC in required quantities at the time.201
79.

On 5 May 2011, less than a day later, ACP summarily rejected the May 2011 submittal and gave it a
general “Revise and Resubmit” disposition. In doing so, ACP explained that the “[s]ubmittal lacks
verification of approval by Contractor’s Design Team.”202 It is unclear what ACP meant by “Contractor’s
Design Team” but ACP appears to have since argued that this was a reference to CICP, the Project
Designer. As with the February and March submittals, ACP had no right or basis to reject the May 2011
submittal.203

80.

On 13 May 2011, following a technical meeting between the experts of GUPC and ACP on 11 May 2011,
GUPC submitted RFV 69.204 The RFV dealt with a wide range of technical issues, including proposed
early age Coulomb thresholds based on exposure conditions to substantiate the 1,000 Coulomb requirement
to ACP’s satisfaction.205 As confirmed by Dr Marchand at the Hearing, this was yet another attempt by
GUPC to progress the works, which were being severely delayed by ACP’s unjustified prohibition.206
ACP, however, accepted very little of what was being proposed and made a counter-proposal for different
early-age Coulomb thresholds in its response on 8 June 2011 (sent almost a month later). In doing so, ACP
disregarded the Parties’ discussions on 11 May 2011 and again insisted that there be no cost and time
implications to ACP for the proposed changes.207

81.

Around mid-May 2011, GUPC had no choice but to accept ACP’s demand to replace its Project Director,
Mr Zaffaroni. This demand, which ACP tries to deny but is clearly evidenced in testimony and a
contemporaneous email exchange,208 was yet another wrongful interference by ACP.209
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{SOC/565}, p. 565 [Ch. 5, pp. 534-535, 538-539], ¶¶ 1839-1845, 1857-1861; {SOR/1037}, p. 1037 [Ch. 6, pp. 105111], ¶¶ 386-408.
“[MR LEWIS] These issues would always have had to be resolved before you could start pouring Structural Marine
Concrete, wouldn’t they? [DR SCHRADER] These are normal things. As I said, again as the American Concrete
Institute says you start up you make adjustments. It doesn’t say you stop; it doesn’t say you make another mix designs.
You make adjustments; you continue; you go forward.” {Day14/243:12}, [243:12-245:19] (Schrader Cross).
{C-0474/6}, GUPC’s SMC submittal, dated 4 May 2011, p. 6 [p. 4]; “[MR BOUCHARDIE] Can you please comment
on, you know, what was the solution, the way forward, as you explain, envisaged by GUPC? [DR SCHRADER] …
when we got the results the 289/86 mix, which is really the S8 mix, that turned out to be that that would be
acceptable.” {Day14/267:6}, [267:6-15] (Schrader Re-direct).
{C-1478/3}, ACP's Minutes of Concrete Meeting, dated 25 Apr 2011, p. 3.
{C-WS-26/20}, Baz II, p. 20 [p. 16], ¶¶ 59-60.
{C-0663}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 5 May 2011.
{SOC/566}, p. 566 [Ch. 5, p. 535], ¶¶ 1841-1843; {SOR/1037}, p. 1037 [Ch. 6, pp. 105-111], ¶¶ 386-408.
{C-0665}, GUPC’s RfV 69, dated 13 May 2011.
{SOC/567}, p. 567 [Ch. 5, p. 536], ¶¶ 1846-1847; {SOR/1034}, p. 1034 [Ch. 6, p. 102], ¶¶ 368-370.
{Day15/91:6}, [91:6-22] (Marchand Cross).
{SOC/567}, p. 567 [Ch. 5, pp. 536-537], ¶¶ 1848-1853; {SOR/1034}, p. 1034 [Ch. 6, pp. 102-103], ¶¶ 371-377. As
confirmed by the DAB, neither RFV 69 nor ACP’s response to it was a “concession” of the ER, {C-0246/57}, DAB
Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 57 [p. 54], ¶ 157.
{C-0091}, Email from P. Jan de Nul to A. Zaffaroni, dated 20 Apr 2011; {Day4/60}, p. 60 [236:9-237:19] (Moder
Cross).
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82.

From mid-to-late May 2011, ACP, through its then concrete expert, Dr Di Pace, insisted on several
occasions that GUPC should add silica fume in all SMC mixes, including those to be used in low salinity
areas.210 Despite ACP’s attempts to present Dr Di Pace’s views as “independent”, the evidence shows that
it was clear to everyone at the time that ACP would not allow GUPC to start SMC placement without the
use of silica fume in the mixes.211 In fact, contemporaneous internal ACP correspondence produced in this
arbitration confirms that ACP agreed with Dr Di Pace’s view that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement could be
misused (through the imposition of an additional early age requirement) to force GUPC to “get rid of the
[natural] pozzolan … [and] encourage them to use [silica fume]” in SMC.212 This was yet another instance
of ACP’s wrongful interference with the Contractor’s discretion to design its concrete mixes on the
Project.213

83.

In June-July 2011, ACP accepted GUPC’s 289+86 mix (same as the S8 mix of February 2011) with the
designation “Structural Protective Concrete” (SPC) for use in limited locations of the structure.214 Some of
these locations were exposed to water similar to that of the LUC.215

84.

On 12 August 2011, following ACP’s insistence, GUPC submitted SMC mixes with silica fume to ACP
for use in LUC and LMC (low and moderate salinity areas).216 ACP accepted these mixes for use on the
Project on 16 August 2011 – just four days after they were submitted.217

85.

Over the period June 2012 to July 2013, ACP gradually accepted the SMC A3 (289+86) and SMC P3
(286+86) mixes with natural pozzolan for use in the LUC, LMC, and then LLC (i.e., low, moderate, and
high salinity areas) on the Pacific and Atlantic Sites.218 As the DAB correctly found, SMC A3 was
functionally equivalent to the S8 mix submitted in February and again in March 2011.219 These mixes
were, thereafter, successfully used throughout the Project.220 The quality of the concrete (in particular
SMC) produced and placed on the Site (including mixes SMC A3 and SMC P3) has since been confirmed
publicly by ACP,221 confirming the quality and compliance of GUPC’s SMC mixes of February 2011.
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{SOC/568}, p. 568 [Ch. 5, pp. 537-538], ¶¶ 1854-1856; {SOR/1035}, p. 1035 [Ch. 6, pp. 103-105], ¶¶ 378-385.
{SOC/570}, p. 570 [Ch. 5, pp. 539-542], ¶¶ 1862-1872; {SOR/1043}, p. 1043 [Ch. 6, pp. 111-116], ¶¶ 409-426.
“[DR SCHRADER] … Di Pace was diagonally across me. He got very animated about the pozzolan issue. And then
very, very clear that he wanted silica fume.” {Day14/65}, p. 65 [256:14-17] (Schrader Cross); “[DR MARCHAND] …
for me, it was clear that Mr Di Pace was instructing us to use silica fume.” {Day15/10}, p. 10 [34:20-35:3] (Marchand
Cross); “[MR CASAS] My statement stands that Di Pace was very adamant that the only way of placing concrete is
with silica fume … and he’s doing that on behalf of ACP, because, at that moment, he was a consultant of ACP.”
{Day15/15:15}, [15:15-20] (Casas Cross).
{C-1483/1}, Email from R. Delgado to M. Lorenzo et al, dated 1 Aug 2011, p. 1 [p. 1].
{SOC/574}, p. 574 [Ch. 5, p. 543], ¶ 1874; {SOR/1046}, p. 1046 [Ch. 6, p. 114], ¶ 420.
{SOC/575}, p. 575 [Ch. 5, pp. 544-545], ¶¶ 1880-1881.
{SOR/1048}, p. 1048 [Ch. 6, p. 116], ¶ 428.
{C-0861}, GUPC’s SMC submittal (Atlantic), dated 12 Aug 2011; {C-0862}, GUPC’s SMC submittal (Pacific), dated
12 Aug 2011; {SOC/573}, p. 573 [Ch. 5, pp. 542-543]. ¶ 1873; {SOR/1047}, p. 1047 [Ch. 6, pp. 115-116], ¶¶ 424425.
{C-0863}, ACP’s submittal comments (Atlantic), dated 16 Aug 2011; {C-0864}, ACP’s submittal Comments (Pacific),
dated 17 Aug 2011; {SOC/573}, p. 573 [Ch. 5, pp. 542-543]. ¶¶ 1873-1875; {SOR/1047}, p. 1047 [Ch. 6, p. 115], ¶
424.
{SOC/576}, p. 576 [Ch. 5, pp. 545-547], ¶¶ 1883-1890; {SOR/1048}, p. 1048 [Ch. 6, pp. 116-122], ¶¶ 427, 429-445.
{C-0246/53}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 53 [pp. 50, 52], ¶¶ 148, 153.
Except in extra high-salinity areas (seawater exposure).
{SOR/1054}, p. 1054 [Ch. 6, pp. 122-124], ¶¶ 446-450.
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D.
86.

GUPC’S GROUNDS FOR ENTITLEMENTS IN RELATION TO CMD

As demonstrated in previous submissions,222 GUPC is entitled to an EOT and an adjustment of the
Contract Price223 on the basis of ACP’s breaches of the Contract or, in the alternative, as a result of new
requirements imposed by ACP constituting Variations to the Contract or, in the alternative, on the basis of
ACP’s breaches of its mandatory duties under Panamanian law. As further explained below, GUPC
prevails on all of these alternative grounds.
Sub-Clause 5.2 [Contractor’s Documents]

87.

SC 5.2 of the Conditions of Contract provides the procedure to be followed in relation to the documents
submitted by GUPC to ACP under the Contract. As explained above, SC 5.2 distinguishes between
documents submitted for ACP’s review and documents submitted for ACP’s approval.224 Specifically,
under sub-sections (a) through (d) of SC 5.2, ACP can prevent GUPC from commencing the Works only
“in the case of a Contractor’s Document which has (as specified) been submitted for the Employer’s
Representative’s approval”.225

88.

It is undisputed in this arbitration that ACP is in breach of SC 5.2 if it treated a document submitted for
review as a document submitted for approval and/or if it prevented GUPC from proceeding with the works
on the basis of a document submitted for ACP’s review. Indeed, ACP accepts that if it provided a “revise
and resubmit” disposition to a GUPC document submitted for review, GUPC should have been allowed to
proceed at its own risk.226 In case of any alleged non-compliance with the ER, ACP would then be able to
demand that GUPC rectify the situation at GUPC’s cost. This is the mechanism the Parties bargained for.
If ACP had wanted to be able contractually to stop GUPC from proceeding with concreting works on the
basis of CMD qualified by GUPC, ACP should have labelled the corresponding submissions as “for
approval” in the ER, which it did not.

89.

Further, under SC 5.2 ACP must make clear which comments amounted to an alleged non-compliance with
the ER and which comments were merely seeking clarification.227 Indeed, the DAB, in its Decision on Ref.
No. 3, found this failure to distinguish between a non-compliance and a request for clarification to be
breach of contract.228 During the Hearing, Ms George admitted that following the DAB decision, ACP’s
upper management requested that ACP should clearly identify whether comments on submittals are
requests for clarification or issues of non-compliance, as it had not been done by ACP before.229
Clause 13 [Variations and Adjustments]

90.

Under Clause 13 of the Conditions of Contract, ACP can initiate a Variation to the Contract “either by an
instruction or by a request for the Contractor to submit a proposal”.230 Therefore, any instruction given by
ACP that adds to what the ER provides amounts to a Variation under Clause 13. Any such Variation
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{SOC/578}, p. 578 [Ch.5, pp. 547-561], ¶¶ 1891-1952 ; {SOR/1059}, p. 1059 [Ch. 6, pp. 127-130], ¶¶ 468-480;
{Day13/214:5}, [214:5-215:17] (GUPC’s CMD Opening).
Prolongation costs and additional concrete production costs.
See ¶ 17 above.
{C-0001/71}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 71 [p. 58], SC 5.2.
{SOD/674}, p. 674 [Ch. 7, pp. 26-28], ¶¶ 4.14-4.22; {Rejoinder/674}, p. 674 [Ch. 5, p. 60], ¶ 4.13.
{SOR/992}, p. 992 [Ch. 6, pp. 60-61], ¶ 207.
{C-0852/34}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 3, dated 23 Oct 2011, p. 34 [pp. 34-35]. The DAB specifically found that
“to expect the Contractor to guess where, within what might be a lengthy and complex submission, there are noncompliances is not reasonable in a project of this complexity and nature and where construction is to be undertaken in
a relatively tight time-frame. If the ER [Employer’s Representative] considers that an aspect of the submission is noncompliant, this should be unequivocally stated in a manner readily understood by the Contractor such that there would
be an immediate assimilation of the shortcomings of the submission.”
{Day15/236:5}, [236:5-237:8] (George Cross).
{C-0001/98}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 98 [p. 85], SC 13.1.
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entitles GUPC to an adjustment of the Contract Price and/or the Time for Completion and/or any Milestone
Dates.231
Sub-Clause 8.4 [Extension of Time for Completion]
91.

SC 8.4 of the Conditions of Contract provides that GUPC is entitled “to an extension of the Time for
Completion if and to the extent that completion … is or will be delayed by … a Variation”.232 Moreover,
under SC 8.4, GUPC is also entitled to an EOT if completion is or will be delayed by “a cause of delay
giving an entitlement to an extension of time under a SC of these Conditions of Contract” or by “any delay,
impediment or prevention caused by or attributable to the Employer.”233 Therefore, under SC 8.4, GUPC
is entitled to an EOT for delays caused by ACP’s breach of SC 5.2 or Panamanian law.
Other applicable provisions of the Contract and Panamanian law

92.

Arts. 133(6) and 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation. ACP is subject to its own Regulation, and under Art.
133(6) of its Regulation ACP cannot “create a burden for the contractor in complying with the contract.”234
This means that ACP cannot impose extra contractual requirements and/or additional unnecessary burdens
in the performance of GUPC’s obligations.235 Moreover, Art. 134(4) of ACP’s Regulation prohibits it from
“condition[ing] [a] modification of contracts … on the waiver … of any … claims on the part of the
contractor.”236 ACP therefore cannot condition an acceptance of a Variation on the waiver of any claims
by GUPC. ACP’s violation of these obligations entitles GUPC to an EOT under SC 8.4 as explained
above,237 and full compensation for the damage it has suffered under Art. 991 of the Panamanian Civil
Code.238

93.

Principles of good faith and cooperation under Panamanian law. As demonstrated in the SoC and the
SoR, ACP has an obligation to act in good faith and collaborate with GUPC on the Project under Art. 1109
of the Panamanian Civil Code.239 ACP’s violations of its good faith and cooperation obligations entitles
GUPC to an EOT under SC 8.4 as explained above,240 and full compensation for the damage it has suffered
under Art. 991 of the Panamanian Civil Code.241

94.

SC 3.5 [Determinations]. Under SC 3.5 of the Conditions of Contract, the Employer’s Representative, who
was responsible for any claims on the Project, “shall endeavor to reach agreement with the Contractor” and
“[i]f agreement is not achieved, the Employer’s Representative shall make a fair determination in
accordance with the Contract, taking due regard of all relevant circumstances.”242 Therefore, the
Employer’s Representative’s rejection of GUPC’s claim without any attempt to reach agreement and
without fair and proper consideration of all the facts and circumstances constitute a breach of ACP’s
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{C-0001/100}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 100 [p. 87], SC 13.3.
{C-0001/83}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 83 [p. 70], SC 8.4(a).
{C-0001/83}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 83 [p. 70], SC 8.4(b) and (e).
{C-LA-0021/46}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 46 [p. 46], Art. 133(6).
{SOC/583}, p. 583 [Ch. 5, pp. 552-553], ¶¶ 1912-1913.
{C-LA-0021/47}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 47, Art. 134(4).
See ¶¶ 91-91 above; {C-0001/83}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 83 [p. 70], SC 8.4(b) and (e).
{C-LA-0001/5}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 5, Art. 991; {SOC/642}, p. 642 [Ch. 8, p. 604], ¶¶ 2098-2101; {SOR/1137},
p. 1137 [Ch. 9, p. 43], ¶¶ 245-250.
{SOC/585}, p. 585 [Ch. 5, pp. 554-555], ¶¶ 1920-1921; {SOR/1062}, p. 1062 [Ch. 6, p. 130], ¶ 478; {C-LA-0001/5},
Civil Code of Panama, p. 5 [p. 5], Art. 1109.
See ¶¶ 91-91 above; {C-0001/83}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 83 [p. 70], SC 8.4(b) and (e).
{C-LA-0001/5}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 5, Art. 991; {SOC/642}, p. 642 [Ch. 8, p. 604], ¶¶ 2098-2101; {SOR/1137},
p. 1137 [Ch. 9, p. 43], ¶¶ 245-250.
{C-0001/44}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 44 [p. 31], SC 3.5; {SOC/587}, p. 587 [Ch. 5, pp. 556-558],
¶¶ 1923-1936; {SOR/1058}, p. 1058 [Ch. 6, pp. 126-127], ¶¶ 460-467.
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obligation under SC 3.5 entitling GUPC to an EOT and full compensation for the damage it has suffered
under Art. 991 of the Panamanian Civil Code.243
E.

ACP WRONGFULLY REJECTED GUPC’S FEBRUARY 2011 SUBMITTAL AND WRONGFULLY
PROHIBITED GUPC FROM STARTING SMC PLACEMENT IN FEBRUARY 2011

95.

In mid-February 2011, ACP unambiguously rejected the SMC mixes GUPC submitted for review,
instructed GUPC to revise its SMC mixes, and prohibited GUPC from starting SMC placement. As
explained below, (1) ACP’s prohibition against pouring concrete was a breach of SC 5.2. Additionally or
alternatively, (2) ACP’s rejection of the 4 February 2011 submittal was a Variation under Clause 13, as
ACP effectively imposed additional requirements when it did not accept the mixes and prohibited GUPC
from pouring concrete on this basis. Therefore, (3) GUPC is entitled to an EOT and a Price adjustment or
full compensation for the delays caused by ACP’s breach of SC 5.2 and/or by ACP’s Variation.

96.

Despite ACP’s attempts to focus this case on the issue of the compliance of the mixes with the ER
(including through the addition of multiple new alleged shortcomings of GUPC’s submissions), this does
not directly assist the Tribunal in its determination of whether ACP breached SC 5.2 and/or varied the
Contract when it rejected GUPC’s SMC mixes and prohibited GUPC from pouring SMC in February 2011.
This rejection and prohibition alone is a breach of the Contract as it is now undisputed that ACP was not
entitled to prevent GUPC from pouring SMC.
ACP’s prohibition against pouring SMC in February 2011 was a breach of Sub-Clause 5.2

97.

GUPC’s primary claim is that ACP breached SC 5.2 of the Contract because (a) it treated GUPC’s
4 February 2011 submittal as if it were for approval when CMD submittals were only submitted for ACP’s
review under the ER, and (b) ACP rejected the SMC mixes submitted in February 2011, instructed GUPC
to revise its SMC mix design, and wrongfully directed GUPC not to place SMC.
(a) Under the ER, CMD submittals are provided for ACP’s review, not approval

98.

Under Art. 1.04(B) of Section 01 33 00 of the ER, “[a]ll submittals shall be for review by [ACP] unless
otherwise specifically stated that the submittal is for approval”.244 It is therefore undisputed that the 4
February 2011 submittal presenting SMC mixes for use in LUC, LH1, and LH2 was sent to ACP for
review only and not for approval.245 As explained above, under SC 5.2, ACP did not have the power to
approve or reject GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal, as the information contained in the submittal was
provided for ACP’s review.246 There is indeed no disagreement between the Parties on this issue as ACP
agrees that it could not approve or reject the February 2011 submittal.247

99.

ACP now argues that GUPC “could proceed with the works [under the Contract] even though a ‘revise and
resubmit’ designation had been given by the ACP” to the February 2011 submittal.248 However, this new
position is totally inconsistent with its behaviour in February 2011. In fact, as explained in Section V.E.1.b
below, ACP did not only issue a “revise and resubmit” disposition to the February 2011 submittal; it also
clearly treated the submittal as if it were for approval, wrongfully rejected the SMC mixes submitted,
instructed GUPC to revise its mix designs, and prevented GUPC from proceeding with the Works on this
basis. These actions were in breach of SC 5.2.249
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{C-LA-0001/5}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 5, Art. 991; {SOC/642}, p. 642 [Ch. 8, p. 604], ¶¶ 2098-2101; {SOR/1137},
p. 1137 [Ch. 9, p. 43], ¶¶ 245-250.
{C-0701/3}, ER, Section 01 33 00 - Submittal Procedures, dated 1 Nov 2008, p. 3, Art. 1.04(B).
See ¶ 17(b) above. Indeed, the submission itself stated so: “containing information to be prepared by the Contractor
and submitted to the Employer for his review”; {C-0187/3}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 3 [p. 2].
See Sec. V.B.1.a and V.D.1 above.
{SOD/671}, p. 671 [Ch. 7, pp. 23-32, 92-93], ¶¶ 3.19, 4.1-4.35, 7.96; {Day13/240:23}, [240:23-242:15] (ACP’s CMD
Opening); see also {Day15/219:2}, [219:2-10] (George Cross).
{Day13/242:9}, [242:9-15] (ACP’s CMD Opening).
See Sec. V.D.1 above.
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(b) ACP rejected GUPC’s SMC mixes and prohibited GUPC from starting SMC
placement in February 2011
100. First, the evidence overwhelmingly demonstrates that ACP treated the February 2011 submittal as if it were
subject to approval and rejected it, instructing GUPC to revise its SMC mixes.
101. On 21 February 2011, ACP rejected GUPC’s SMC submittal by giving a general “revise and resubmit”
disposition in its review comments, and by specifically asking GUPC to “revise concrete mix designs”.250
Through this disposition, ACP rejected the SMC mixes that were submitted for its review only. The
minutes of the 16 February 2011 pre-construction meeting very clearly demonstrate that ACP refused to
“approve” GUPC’s SMC mixes submitted on 4 February 2011, despite the fact that it had no right to
approve or reject the mixes.251 Mr Cazares emphasized at the beginning of the pre-construction meeting
that the statement he was making “c[a]me[] from the most senior management of ACP”,252 and that GUPC
had “no approved mixes at this time to start a concrete structural pours [sic]” (which was confirmed by Ms
Goodson who was part of Ms George’s design team for ACP).253 Similarly, during a Pacific weekly
meeting on 2 February 2011, Mr Belken of ACP also told GUPC that “[c]oncrete operations with marine
concrete can’t start until the Mixed Designs are approved.”254 The repeated use of the words “approved” /
“approval” by ACP at the time shows that ACP was treating the February 2011 submittal as for approval.
102. ACP cannot credibly claim in this arbitration that it only gave a benign “revise and resubmit” disposition to
the February 2011 submittal when it stated in such unambiguous terms that the concrete mixes submitted
only for its review would not be “approved” and that GUPC could not pour SMC. This was further
confirmed at the Hearing. Indeed, during cross-examination, ACP’s Ms George admitted that Mr Cazares
(the Locks Construction manager), Ms Goodson (the Assistant Manager of Locks Design), and Mr Belken
(ACP’s Pacific Site Construction Manager) did convey in February 2011 that ACP was rejecting SMC mix
designs on the erroneous basis that they had to be approved by ACP; although Ms George then simply
“guess[ed]” that all these people “were wrong”.255 The fact remains that these ACP personnel, including a
very high-level executive (Mr Cazares), unmistakably communicated to GUPC at the time that ACP would
not “approve” GUPC’s SMC mixes. Ms George’s position thus confirms that ACP’s position is untenable
in light of the evidence.256 The contemporaneous evidence establishes that ACP was wrongfully acting in
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{C-0189/1}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011, p. 1 [pp. 1, 6].
{C-1206/2}, Minutes of the Pre-construction Meeting, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 2 [pp. 2-5]; {SOR/1015}, p. 1015 [pp. 8384], ¶¶ 296-298.
{C-1206/3}, Minutes of the Pre-construction Meeting, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 3. It should be noted that Joe Cazares’
attendance to this pre-construction meeting was exceptional. Mr Cazares was a high level executive that usually did
not attend such pre-construction meetings. This is therefore further confirmation that ACP intended to send a strong
message to GUPC.
{C-1206/2}, Minutes of the Pre-construction Meeting, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 2 [pp. 2-3]. During this meeting, ACP
made clear to GUPC that it would not “approve” the SMC mixes submitted on 4 Feb. 2011 on many other occasions
(“As far as the Contract goes, you have one structural concrete mix, and the structural concrete mix that you have
given us has not met the Contract Requirements. I think that is what Samuel is trying to convey here. So at this point
right now you don’t have an approved structural concrete mix, just want to make sure of that. I think that is what you
are trying to convey Samuel? Samuel Cohen: Yes, that’s it. Joe Cazares: Just want to have some clarity there.”), p. 3
(Joe Cazares: “… these concrete structural mixes, and if I am not mistaken and I am looking at engineering right know
[sic], it’s that basically they would not be approved. Mary Goodson: No. Joe Cazares: So, you have no approved mixes
at this time to start a [sic] concrete structural pours.”); p. 4 (Joe Cazares: “we don’t have an approved concrete mix …
you don’t have a single [approved SMC mix] one.”), p. 5 (Joe Cazares: “we don’t have an approved mix”).
{C-0588/19}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 2 Feb 2011, p. 19, item 008-002C.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] So what Mr. Belken was conveying, at that meeting like what Mr. Cazares and Ms. Goodson
had been conveying at that other meeting, was that the mix designs had to be approved by ACP, right? [MS GEORGE]
I guess they were wrong. [MR BOUCHARDIE] But that’s what they said, right? [MS GEORGE] That’s what they
said.” {Day15/220:24}, [220:24-221:5] (George Cross). Mr. Cohen, who also conveyed ACP’s rejection of the SMC
at the 16 Feb. 2011 meeting, was ACP’s Pacific Quality Manager.
ACP’s clear treatment of the Feb. 2011 submittal as for “approval” is also supported by CICP’s Mr Casas who
explained in his first witness statement that “everyone clearly understood that ACP did not accept the Structural
Marine Concrete (“SMC”) mixes submitted by GUPC earlier in Feb. 2011 and refused to allow GUPC to start placing
SMC”. {C-WS-28/4}, Casas I, p. 4 [p. 2], ¶ 10. Similarly, GUPC’s expert, Mr Awad explained (based on his review
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an “approval” capacity with respect to the SMC mixes contained in the February 2011 submittal, which
was a breach of SC 5.2.
103. Second, in addition to wrongfully rejecting GUPC’s SMC mixes submitted on 4 February 2011, ACP,
during the 16 February 2011 pre-construction meeting, unambiguously prohibited GUPC from pouring
SMC.257 Mr Cazares explained at that meeting that he had “very clear directions from all the way to the
top, that concrete is the most important one and [ACP] would not accept any concrete pour for structural
concrete purposes until [ACP] [is] satisfied with it”.258 He also repeatedly threatened to issue a letter of
suspension or something “more” than a suspension if GUPC proceeded with SMC placement:
“Joe Cazares: If you are intending on going ahead and ignoring the Contract, will send
you a letter, if that’s the case ….
Keith Lefley: No. We are saying that we are going to move forward with the operation,
if we have a problem within ourselves will stop.
Joe Cazares: I am telling you right now that we will not accept any structural concrete
pour period, based on the facts we have today.
Keith Lefley: Ok, so we pour and you will not accept it.
Joe Cazares: No, we don’t even accept that; then you will end up with more than a
letter.” [Emphasis added]259
104. ACP then confirmed its position in a letter to GUPC’s Project Director Mr Zaffaroni on 18 February 2011,
stating that “any placement of structural concrete; before satisfactorily solving the above issues, will not be
accepted.”260
105. In fact, all of GUPC’s witnesses working on the Project at the time confirmed that ACP prevented GUPC
from starting concrete placement.261 For example Mr Zaffaroni testified that “it was clear to all of us (and
made clear to me by ACP management) that ACP was preventing GUPC from starting SMC placement in
the Upper Chamber and Lock Heads 1 and 2.”262 Similarly, it was also clear to Mr Hillebrenner, Deputy
Design Manager of CICP at the time, who attended the 16 February 2011 meeting, that “Mr Joe Cazares
was presenting ACP’s position at this meeting, and was very clear in his message that GUPC should not
proceed with the works, even though GUPC was prepared to do so”.263 During his cross-examination,
Mr Zaffaroni further confirmed that, during the 16 February 2011 meeting, “Mr Cazares [wa]s addressing
the point that at the top management – top level of ACP they have got to the conclusion that we do not have
anything in place in order to start pouring concrete and if we do we will receive more than a letter of
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258
259
260
261
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263

of contemporaneous documents) that in his expert opinion, “there is no doubt that … [ACP] acted on the basis that it
could approve or reject that submittal in contradiction with the design build nature of the Contract.” {C-EX-14/31},
Awad I, p. 31 [p. 29], ¶ 118.
{SOR/1017}, p. 1017 [Ch. 6, pp. 85-86], ¶¶ 303-306; {SOC/536}, p. 536 [Ch. 5, pp. 505-506], ¶¶ 1720-1727.
{C-1206/4}, Minutes of the Pre-construction Meeting, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 4. [Emphasis added]
{C-1206/5}, Minutes of the Pre-construction Meeting, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 5. [Emphasis added]
{R-0498/5}, Letter from the ACP to the Contractor (IAE-UPC-0526), p. 5.
Mr Möder explained that “it was clear to Salini-Impregilo (and me in particular) in February 2011 that ACP rejected
GUPC S.A.’s SMC mix designs and was prohibiting GUPC S.A. from staring SMC placement, even though GUPC
S.A. was fully ready to do so.”, {C-WS-39/8}, Möder VI, p. 8 [pp. 7-8], ¶ 31; CICP’s Mr Hillebrenner testified that “it
was my impression (and I assume to any reasonable person in the room) that Mr Joe Cazares was presenting ACP’s
position at this meeting, and was very clear in his message that GUPC should not proceed with the works, even though
GUPC was prepared to do so.”, {C-WS-33/17}, Hillebrenner I, p. 17 [p. 15], ¶ 62; CICP’s Mr Casas stated his “clear
recollection … that ACP prohibited GUPC from starting the placement of SMC in February 2011”, {C-WS-28/4},
Casas I, p. 4 [pp. 2-3], ¶ 14.
{C-WS-47/35}, Zaffaroni III, p. 35 [pp. 32-33], ¶ 137.
{C-WS-33/17}, Hillebrenner I, p. 17 [p. 15], ¶ 62.
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suspension.”264 In fact, as explained by Mr Zaffaroni during cross-examination, in private conversation,
ACP went so far as threatening GUPC with termination of the Contract if GUPC decided to pour SMC.265
106. In light of this evidence, ACP’s argument that GUPC “knew full well” that it could proceed with the
works266 is baseless. As the DAB unanimously found, “GUPC was effectively stopped from placing SMC
by virtue of the statements made by the Employer’s Representative in mid-February 2011.”267
Alternatively, ACP’s rejection of the February 2011 submittal was a Variation under
Clause 13
107. ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s 4 February 2011 submittal on the basis that ASTM C1202 test results
below 1,000 Coulombs should be provided at the time of submission was also a Variation under Clause 13
of the Conditions of Contract.
108. The ER provides that GUPC must show test reports that “substantiate”268 that the SMC mixes would pass a
maximum total charge of 1,000 Coulombs under the ASTM C1202 Rapid Chloride Permeability Test
(“RCPT”).269 As explained above, there was no requirement under the ER that GUPC should provide
ASTM C1202 test results below 1,000 Coulombs at the time of the February 2011 submittal.270 Indeed, the
Parties agree that GUPC, as the design-build Contractor, had the discretion to determine the age for
compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb threshold. GUPC decided to achieve the 1,000 Coulomb threshold in
the long term – at service (a bit over a year after concrete pour) for technical reasons - in order to ensure the
best durability of the concrete,271 and this was communicated to ACP as early as July 2010.272
109. At the Hearing, ACP’s Ms George agreed that GUPC had discretion, as the design-build contractor, to
determine the age for achieving the 1,000 Coulomb requirement, and that if ACP wanted to impose a date
for achieving the 1,000 Coulomb requirement under the Contract, it would be a Variation of the
Contract.273 This is exactly what happened: ACP sought to impose an early age (90 days or less) for
compliance with the 1,000 Coulombs requirement, despite the fact that this requirement did not exist in the
Contract.
110. First, ACP cannot argue that, on the basis of the RCPT results presented by GUPC in the February 2011
submittal,274 the results would not drop below the 1,000 Coulomb threshold before service275 (which was
the age of compliance chosen by the design-built contractor). Therefore, in an attempt to defend its
untenable position that it did not impose an additional requirement, ACP tries to argue that the
requirements had to be met at the time of submittal. As explained in Section V.B above, the ER does not
require that the specified values in the design requirements be met at the time of submittal, but that such
submittal provide test reports that “substantiate” compliance with design requirements. Furthermore,
requiring GUPC to have test results on samples of over a year at the time of the February 2011 submittal is
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{Day14/92:7}, [92:7-12] (Zaffaroni Cross).
“[MR ZAFFARONI] And in private conversation there was even a threat of termination.” {Day14/92:12}, [92:12-13]
(Zaffaroni Cross).
{Day13/242:13}, [242:13-15] (ACP’s CMD Opening).
{C-0246/57}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 57 [p. 55], ¶ 158.
{C-0437/7}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 7, Art. 1.05.B; See ¶¶ 21-22 above.
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4, Art. 1.04A.7; see ¶¶ 34-37 above.
See ¶¶ 21-24 above.
See ¶ 37 above; {Day14/52:10}, [52:10-19] (Zaffaroni Cross); {Day14/175:21}, [175:21-176:5] (Schrader Cross);
{Day15/65:16}, [65:16-67:3] (Marchand Cross).
See ¶ 53 above.
{Day15/195:17}, [195:17-196:6] (George Cross).
The S1 mix had a total charge of 2,404 Coulombs at 56 days, the S8 mix had a total charge of 1,771 Coulombs at 56
days, and the S9 mix had a total charge of 1,330 Coulombs at 56 days. {C-0187/145}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4
Feb 2011, p. 145 [p. 22], Table 9.
See Sec. V.F.2.c below.
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unheard of in the industry and would have been inconsistent with the start dates of CMD testing and SMC
placement in the ABP and MUs.276
111. Therefore, when ACP rejected GUPC’s SMC mixes because the RCPT results “do not comply with the
ER”,277 on the basis of early test results (here 56 days),278 it is clear that ACP intended to impose a new
requirement on GUPC that the 1,000 Coulomb threshold be met at an early age.
112. GUPC’s witnesses confirmed during the Hearing that ACP intended to impose a new requirement
regarding concrete permeability. Mr Zaffaroni, during his cross-examination, explained that ACP did not
want to accept GUPC’s design decision that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement would be met at the beginning
of service life, but instead wanted GUPC “to comply with 1,000 Coulombs at 56 days or 90 days”.279 Dr
Marchand also explained that GUPC was trying to find technically reasonable ways (through RFVs) to get
out of the “deadlock” caused by ACP’s insistence that GUPC comply with the 1,000 Coulombs
requirement at an early age.280 Similarly, CICP’s Mr Hillebrenner testified during the Hearing that his
understanding was that ACP was “pushing for the requirement at a short date … so that they could check
the box.”281
113. ACP’s intentional addition of a new requirement is clearly revealed by an internal email from ACP’s
Miguel Lorenzo in June 2011.282 In this email addressed to the Employer’s Representative, Mr De la
Guardia, to Ms George, and to Mr Cazares (among others), Mr Lorenzo explained, in the context of RFV
69, that since the ER “DID NOT provide an age at which standard C1202 tests should be performed”,
“[w]ith this variation [ACP is] trying to nail [GUPC] to use 90 day test results”.283 ACP therefore knew
that it had no right under the Contract to insist on a 90-day compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb
requirement, but wanted to impose this new requirement and thus achieve a Variation to the ER at no
additional cost.
114. When ACP prevented GUPC from pouring concrete in February 2011 on the basis of an alleged noncompliance with the permeability requirement in the ER, ACP effectively imposed an additional
requirement to comply with the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at an early age (90 days or less), which (as
explained below)284 forced GUPC to change its SMC mix to add a fast reacting pozzolan such as silica
fume.
115. Furthermore, as explained above,285 ACP also rejected the SMC mixes submitted in the February 2011
submittal on the bases (i) that GUPC should use construction materials in the mix qualification phase, and
(ii) that only one SMC mix be utilized on the Project. However, as also explained above, GUPC was not
required under the ER to use construction materials in the qualification phase.286 GUPC was also not
required under the ER to use a single SMC mix.287 This point was later agreed by ACP. In fact, Ms
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See {Day14/181:15}, [181:15-182:7] (Schrader Cross). See also {Day16/291:20}, [291:20-292:23] (Awad Cross).
{C-0189/6}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011, p. 6, Comment 19.
{C-0187/145}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 145 [p. 22], Table 9.
{Day14/51:6}, [51:6:20] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{Day15/52:18}, [52:18-53:8] (Marchand Cross); Similarly, Mr Zaffaroni explained that the RFVs were ways for
GUPC to move the process forward because there was no agreement as to what the ER should be, and that GUPC was
frustrated at ACP’s insistence on complying with the 1,000 Coulombs requirement at an early age. {Day14/55:2},
[55:2-19] and [62:2-63:12] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{Day15/124:17}, [124:17-125:1] (Hillebrenner Cross).
{C-1479/1}, Email from M. Lorenzo to C. George et al., dated 3 Jun 2011, p. 1. This email was produced by ACP in
this arbitration.
{C-1479/1}, Email from M. Lorenzo to C. George et al., dated 3 Jun 2011, p. 1.
See Sec. V.H below.
See ¶ 69 above.
See ¶ 19(b) above; {Day14/133:17}, [133:17-134:4] (Schrader Cross).
{Day14/188:15}, [188:15-22] (Schrader Cross).
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George recognized during her cross-examination that there was no such requirement in the ER.288
Therefore, ACP also varied the Contract under Clause 13 when it prevented GUPC from placing SMC on
the basis that GUPC did not use construction materials and/or did not use a single SMC mix.
116. Had ACP wanted these different requirements to apply to the Project, it would have been a simple matter to
include them in the ER. ACP chose not to do so, leaving GUPC the discretion to fill the gaps in the ER.
GUPC, in fact, set its Financial Proposal based on the requirements as per the ER. If ACP later wanted to
vary these requirements, it was free to do so, but it had to pay the corresponding Price adjustment (and
grant any resulting EOT).
117. This was also what the DAB found when it concluded that “GUPC was prevented from progressing with
the Works because the Employer required strict compliance with its interpretation of the ER[] which the
DAB considers was, while well-intentioned, beyond the bounds of a practical and reasonable interpretation
of the Contract. This was a change in the ER[] and a variation arose for which SC 13.3 responds by
providing an entitlement to GUPC for Costs plus profit and for time.”289
ACP’s breach of Sub-Clause 5.2 and/or additional requirements under Clause 13 entitled
GUPC to an EOT and associated prolongation costs
118. As explained in Section V.E, when ACP prevented GUPC from pouring SMC in mid-February 2011 on the
basis of its rejection of the February 2011 submittal, it breached SC 5.2 and/or varied the Contract under
Clause 13. GUPC is therefore entitled to an EOT under SC 8.4 and corresponding prolongation costs,
since the works were delayed as a result of this breach and/or Variation.290
F.

ACP’S WRONGFUL REJECTION OF THE FEBRUARY 2011 SUBMITTAL AND WRONGFUL
PROHIBITION AGAINST POURING SMC IN FEBRUARY 2011 CAUSED CRITICAL DELAYS TO THE
PROJECT AS GUPC WAS READY TO POUR COMPLIANT SMC AT THE TIME
ACP’s prohibition against pouring concrete resulted in delays as GUPC was ready to pour
SMC in early 2011

119. As explained above, ACP admits now that it had no right under the Contract to stop GUPC from placing
SMC based on the SMC submittals.291 Yet, as the evidence shows, ACP prohibited GUPC from
proceeding with SMC placement in February 2011.292 To justify its wrongful conduct, ACP argues that
GUPC did not proceed with the Works because it was not ready to do so. ACP, thus, asks the Tribunal to
accept, without any factual basis, a hypothetical scenario in which GUPC decided on its own volition not to
start SMC placement and to incur severe delays in a multi-billion dollar project. ACP is asking the
Tribunal to do so by disregarding the evidence that unmistakably shows that GUPC was ready, and wanted
to start SMC placement in February 2011.
(a) GUPC was producing and placing SMC in early 2011
120. As demonstrated in the SoC and the SoR, GUPC was ready and willing to start SMC placement in
February 2011.293 GUPC had compliant SMC mixes for the LUC, LH1, and LH2,294 and the capability and
desire to start placement at that time.295 There is no contemporaneous evidence whatsoever that GUPC had
internal doubts about its capability to start SMC placement. To the contrary, the evidence shows that
288
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“[MR BOUCHARDIE] Would you agree that, in fact, when you look at the ER there was no requirement that there
can be only one structural mix -- Structural Marine Concrete used on the project? [MS GEORGE] That is correct.”
{Day15/228:23}, [228:23-229:2] (George Cross).
{C-0246/58}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 58, [p. 55], ¶ 162. [Emphasis added]
See Sec. V.D.3 above. The quantification of the EOT is further explained in Sec. V.K below.
See ¶ 17 above.
See Sec. V.E.1 above.
{SOC/537}, p. 537 [Ch. 5, p. 506], ¶¶ 1725-1727; {SOR/1017}, p. 1017 [Ch. 6, pp. 85-86], ¶¶ 303-306.
See Sec. V.F.2 below.
See Sec. V.F.1 below.
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GUPC had repeatedly informed ACP of its readiness to start concrete placement from early February
2011.296
121. At the pre-construction meeting of 16 February 2011, GUPC’s Project Manager for the Pacific side, Mr
Antonio Betti, clearly communicated to ACP that GUPC was “ready” to start SMC placement.297 In fact,
in response to ACP’s threats against proceeding with the Works, GUPC even stated that it would “move
forward with the operation” and stop if it encounters any problem298 GUPC’s readiness to pour concrete
was also evident from the Monthly Progress Reports and Daily Activities Reports of February 2011.299
122. GUPC’s readiness to start SMC placement in February 2011 was further evidenced by the fact that GUPC
poured SMC as a substitute for lean concrete at the time.300 The batching plant records from February
2011 confirm that GUPC started pouring the 245+105 SMC mix as lean concrete from early February
2011.301 The 245+105 mix was the S1 mix submitted by GUPC in the 4 February 2011 SMC submittal.302
This is uncontestable evidence that GUPC had the necessary resources and capacity to produce and pour
SMC in the field.303
(b) The production issues discussed in the May 2011 submittal concerned construction,
not mix qualification, and would not have caused any delay
123. In this arbitration, ACP has placed substantial focus on construction stage problems encountered by GUPC
in March-April 2011 – (i) excess fines in sand produced by GUPC, and (ii) low strength and high Coulomb
values at very early ages for SMC mixes which used PLE basalt production aggregates crushed on-site. In
fact, though, these problems, which had no connection or impact on the qualification of the mixes in the
laboratory, were promptly resolved by GUPC. As the DAB confirmed, they did not affect GUPC’s ability
to produce and place SMC in required quantities at the time.304 GUPC explained this in its May 2011 SMC
submittal, including the solutions identified by GUPC.305 ACP’s attempts to criticize GUPC’s diligence in
this regard have no basis.306
124. Three crucial points establish that ACP’s reliance on these construction stage problems is just an attempt to
find any ground retroactively to justify its wrongful prohibition against starting SMC placement at the time:
a) These problems related to the construction stage, whereas the SMC submittals, as the Parties
agree, were part of the mix qualification stage (Art. 1.05.B of ER Section 03 30 00).307 ACP had
296
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{Ramey(II)-15/1}, Preparatory Meeting - Foundation Treatment No. 00825, dated 5 February 2011, p. 1; {R-0489/5},
Minutes of ACP/GUPC Meeting, dated 3 Feb 2011, p. 5.
{C-1206/4}, Minutes of the Pre-construction Meeting, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 4.
{C-1206/5}, Minutes of the Pre-construction Meeting, dated 16 Feb 2011, p. 5.
{C-1352/19}, Monthly Progress Report No. 17, February 2011, p. 19 [p. 15 (Sec. 1), pp. 37, 77-78, 111 (Sec. 10)]; {C1211/8}, Daily Activities Report (Pacific), dated 8 Feb 2011, p. 8 [p. 6]; {C-1212/4}, Daily Activities Report (Pacific),
dated 22 Feb 2011, p. 4 [p. 3]. “[MR ZAFFARONI] The picture shows that we have the foundation level, the
formwork placed, the rebar placed, and ready to be -- to receive the concrete.” {Day14/107:18}, [107:18-20]
(Zaffaroni Re-direct).
See ¶ 70 above.
{C-P-0014/26}, GUPC's Opening on CMD & Delay, p. 26 [pp. 26-27]. These slides highlight the evidence in
{Hunter(I)-32}, row 432, and {R-1380/1}, Batch Plant cement content output, dated 23 and 24 February 2011, p. 1;
see also, {C-1368}, SMC P3 Stat&Trend Figures.
See ¶ 64 above; {C-0187/133}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 133 (p. 10 of SIMCO Report).
During the Hearing, ACP sought to argue that the fact that GUPC was producing and pouring S1 (245+105) concrete
was not evidence that GUPC could do the same with S8 concrete (289+86). This argument is difficult to understand.
The only difference between the two mixes is that S8 had more cement (44 kg per m³) and less natural pozzolan (19 kg
per m³). If GUPC could produce one, it could produce the other.
{C-0246/55}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 55 [p. 52], ¶ 153; see also, {SOR/1040}, p. 1040 [Ch.
6, pp. 108-109], ¶¶ 397-401.
{C-0474/3}, GUPC’s SMC submittal, dated 4 May 2011, p. 3 [pp. 1-12].
See {SOR/1040}, p. 1040 [Ch. 6, pp. 109-111], ¶¶ 403-408.
See ¶ 20 above.
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no right to reject an SMC submittal in the mix qualification stage based on a comment relevant to
the later construction stage of the works (Art. 1.05.C).308
b) These problems did not require GUPC to change the mix formula qualified in the laboratory and
submitted to ACP in February 2011. As explained in the May 2011 submittal,309 even after
identifying the problems, GUPC was ready to proceed with SMC placement using the 289+86
mix (same as the S8 mix later accepted by ACP).310
c) These problems, and the solutions thereof, were explained by GUPC in the May 2011
submittal.311 Yet, ACP raised not a single concern about this in its review comments to the May
2011 submittal.312
125. Regarding the issue of sand production, Ms Baz explained, based on contemporaneous test results, that
although GUPC experienced difficulties with the production of compliant sand, GUPC was in fact able to
produce compliant sand in early February 2011.313 Indeed, the lean concrete that was placed in February
2011 used in part compliant sand produced by GUPC together with purchased sand. Moreover, by April
2011, following further crushing plant modifications, GUPC was able to increase production of compliant
sand.314
126. There was no need for GUPC to increase its quantity of sand production any earlier than April 2011, given
that ACP continued to prohibit GUPC from starting SMC placement. Nonetheless, Ms Baz repeatedly
explained (based on contemporaneous data) that if GUPC had not been prohibited by ACP from placing
SMC, it would have been able to produce the quantities of sand required to start SMC placement in the
initial three months of planned gradual increase of SMC placement.315 This is supported by a calculation of
the monthly sand production capacity.
127. In fact, GUPC’s independent delay expert Ms Ramey has also demonstrated that, by using examples of
even lower quantities of SMC production than GUPC could have produced for the first three months, a
period of gradual production increase was planned in the ABP and could have been extended to six months
without affecting peak concrete production rates and without causing a critical delay316 (as set out in
Section V.K below) and without the need to incorporate additional resources, such as cranes and tower
belts.
128. Thus, there is no evidence that the aggregate production issues affected GUPC’s ability to meet the ABP
production rates in the initial months of planned gradual increase of SMC placement – the evidence on
record actually shows the opposite.
129. It is undisputed that, around this time, GUPC also encountered low strength and high Coulomb values at
very early ages (14 days test results) for its SMC mixes, which used PLE basalt production aggregates
crushed on-site. As repeatedly explained by Drs Schrader and D’Ambrosia and Mr Zaffaroni, who have
vast experience in handling large projects, this was a construction-stage issue, which can occur on any
project at any time during field production and, as ACP admits,317 is completely separate from the mix
qualification stage; and an experienced contractor would be able to solve this issue in an efficient and
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{SOR/1038}, p. 1038 [Ch. 6, pp. 106-107], ¶¶ 388-392.
{C-0474/6}, GUPC’s SMC submittal, dated 4 May 2011, p. 6 [p. 4].
{SOR/1038}, p. 1038 [Ch. 6, p. 106], ¶ 390.
{C-0474/3}, GUPC’s SMC submittal, dated 4 May 2011, p. 3 [pp. 1-12]; {SOR/1041}, p. 1041 [Ch. 6, p. 109], ¶ 404.
{C-0663}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 5 May 2011; {SOR/1039}, p. 1039 [Ch. 6, p. 107], ¶ 393.
{C-WS-26/15}, Baz II, p. 15 [p. 11], ¶ 45.
{C-WS-26/19}, Baz II, p. 19 [p. 15], ¶ 55
{C-WS-26/20}, Baz II, p. 20 [pp. 16-17], ¶¶ 59-60.
{C-EX-25/52}, Ramey II, p. 52 [p. 47], ¶ 205.
See ¶ 19 above.
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timely manner.318 This is exactly what GUPC did and it did not affect GUPC’s ability to produce and place
the SMC in the required quantities.319
130. The evidence shows that, to overcome this problem, GUPC decided to use, for low salinity areas, the SMC
mix with the higher cement content (289+86), which it had already qualified for low-to-moderate salinity
areas and submitted to ACP in February 2011.320 GUPC explained this to ACP in the May 2011
submittal.321 Further, and in any event, the uncontested evidence shows that even the SMC mixes using
site-crushed aggregates in the May 2011 submittal, which had obtained unusual results at very early ages
(14 days), reached the 1,000 Coulomb threshold in around a year.322
131. There is, therefore, no evidence to support ACP’s allegation that the construction stage difficulties
encountered by GUPC in March-April 2011 would have prevented GUPC from producing and placing
SMC in February 2011 (or thereafter). On the contrary, these difficulties were promptly resolved and
GUPC was placing SMC (in lieu of levelling concrete) from February 2011.
GUPC had compliant SMC mixes to start pouring in the LUC, LH1, and LH2 in early
2011
(a) GUPC correctly determined, and so stated in the February 2011 submittal, that SMC
mixes S1 and S8 complied with the ER for low and low-to-moderate salinity areas
132. As explained above, GUPC, as the design-build contractor, was responsible for designing and developing
the SMC mixes, for choosing the methods by which it would substantiate compliance of its mixes, and for
determining whether its mixes complied with the ER.323 This is what GUPC did in preparing its February
2011 submittal, in which it correctly and unambiguously stated that its SMC mixes S1 and S8 complied
with the ER for use in LUC, LH1, and LH2:
“After reviewing the test results obtained during Phase 1, Stage III, it is possible to state
that the final concrete mixes to be used by GUPC have complied with the Employer’s
Requirements.”324

318

319
320

321

322

323

324

{C-WS-43/25}, Schrader II, p. 25 [p. 22], ¶ 96; {C-WS-47/42}, Zaffaroni III, p. 42 [pp. 39-40], ¶ 164; {C-EX16/35}, D'Ambrosia I, p. 35 [pp. 32-33], ¶¶ 98-99; {Day16/64:7}, [64:7-20] (D’Ambrosia Presentation); “[MR
LEWIS] These issues would always have to be resolved before you could start pouring Structural Marine Concrete,
wouldn’t they? [DR SCHRADER] These are normal things. As I said, again as the American Concrete Institute says
you start up you make adjustments. It doesn’t say you stop; it doesn’t say you make another mix designs. You make
adjustments; you continue; you go forward.” {Day14/243:12}, [243:12-19] (Schrader Cross).
{SOR/1039}, p. 1039 [Ch. 6, pp. 107-109], ¶¶ 394-402.
“[DR SCHRADER] … when we got results the 289/86 mix, which is really the S8 mix, that turned out to be that that
would be acceptable.” {Day14/267:13}, [267:13-15] (Schrader Re-direct); see also {SOR/1038}, p. 1038 [Ch. 6, p.
106], ¶ 390.
{C-0474/6}, GUPC’s SMC submittal, dated 4 May 2011, p. 6 [p. 4]; “[MR LEWIS] So that there was a lot of work
being done, wasn’t there, in this period of time, to try and solve these problems? [DR SCHRADER] There doesn’t
need to be. If you read in the submittal, I explain a way forward. I think that’s how it was even titled as I[] wrote it. ‘A
way forward’. And I said: this is what we have had for results before; this is what we have now. For example, for
strength it has decreased a certain amount. From all of this family of curves of information, of all of the database we
have, from all of the multiple mixes we made, I know that if we do this for an adjustment of the cementitious content,
this is how much strength will come back. … And, as you look at the submittal, you will see it is all in there.”
{Day14/245:1}, [245:1-22] (Schrader Cross).
{C-0474/40}, GUPC’s SMC submittal, dated 4 May 2011, p. 40 [p. 38], Table 4.1, row 8; {C-1480}, SIMCO ASTM
C1202 Results of 120 Coulombs at 320 Days for Mix 98; “[DR MARCHAND] … when I presented in front of the
DAB I reported later results on some of these mixes that were if not at 1,000 Coulomb, very close to 1,000 Coulomb
after … long-term curing.” {Day15/47:17}, [47:17-20] (Marchand Cross).
See Sec. V.B.1 above. At the Hearing, this was highlighted by the independent expert put forth by GUPC, Dr
D’Ambrosia, {Day16/56:23}, [56:23-57:4] (D’Ambrosia Presentation).
{C-0187/9}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 9 [p. 8].
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133. GUPC reached this conclusion on the basis of advice received from the very experienced professionals it
had hired for the Project, including Dr Schrader and Dr Marchand of SIMCO. Again, this was a
determination for GUPC to make (and GUPC would bear the consequences if that proved not to be the
case, but ACP had no right under the Contract to interfere in this process).
134. The compliance of GUPC’s SMC mixes S1 and S8 was unanimously confirmed by the DAB,325 and by
five world-renowned concrete experts in this arbitration,326 including Dr Poston (past Vice-President /
current President of ACI), Mr Awad (past President of ACI), and Dr D’Ambrosia, all of whom have been
responsible for concrete design in large-scale international design-build projects. In fact, from June 2012,
ACP accepted SMC mixes A3 and P3, which were functionally equivalent to the mixes previously rejected
by ACP in February-May 2011,327 for use throughout the Project, including in the high salinity areas.
Since then, ACP has publicly spoken to the high quality of the concrete produced by GUPC on the
Project.328 There can thus be no debate that mixes S1 and S8 were entirely suitable for use in the low and
low-to-moderate salinity areas, in respect of which the February, March, and May 2011 submittals were
made.
135. When assessing ACP’s argument that GUPC’s SMC mixes submitted in February, March, and May 2011
did not comply with the ER (which, once again, was for GUPC to determine at the mix qualification stage),
it is necessary to distinguish between ACP’s contemporaneous concerns (in 2011) and ACP’s arguments
raised ex post facto, including in the course of this arbitration. The latter cannot retroactively justify ACP’s
actions and prohibition at the time and are therefore wholly irrelevant to the Tribunal’s determination.
136. Before turning to the matters in contention between the Parties, it is undisputed that the S1 (245+105) and
S8 (289+86) mixes complied with some of the most important requirements under the ER, which are all
relevant to durability:329 (i) maximum water / cementitious material ratio of 0.4,330 (ii) minimum cover of
75 mm,331 and (iii) minimum compressive strength of 35 MPa.332.
137. The main issues in dispute between GUPC and ACP back in 2011 concerned (i) the input parameters for
SIMCO’s service life analysis using STADIUM (which ACP downplays as mere clarifications in this
arbitration) and (ii) the compliance of GUPC’s mixes with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement. In the course
of the arbitration, ACP also raised several issues that were not directly discussed (or not discussed at all) at
the time of the submittals, despite Ms George’s admission at the Hearing that ACP did its “best” in
reviewing the submittals.333 These newly-raised issues include: (i) compliance of the natural pozzolan with
ASTM C618 and (ii) compliance with the shrinkage requirement in the ER. For the sake of complete
coverage, these issues are addressed below, but as explained above they are not relevant because the
Tribunal’s role is not to review the February 2011 Submittal ex nihilo based on arguments that were never
raised at the time. The Tribunal’s role is to assess whether, based on the information that was available at
325

326

327

328

329
330
331
332
333

{C-0246/52}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 52 [p. 49], ¶ 147. The DAB held that “this submission
[the Feb. Submittal] provided sufficient proof of contractual compliance to have allowed the mix design to have been
accepted by the Employer and thus to allow concreting to proceed”.
See {C-EX-21/4}, Mindess II, p. 4 [p. 2], ¶ 9; {C-EX-23/4}, Nilsson II, p. 4 [p. 2], ¶ 9; {C-EX-16/14}, D'Ambrosia
I, p. 14 [p. 11], ¶ 28; {C-EX-14/9}, Awad I, p. 9 [p. 7], ¶ 35; {C-EX-24/26}, Poston I, p. 26 [p. 24], ¶ 69. {C-P0015/39}, D'Ambrosia Pres., p. 39 [p. 39]; {C-P-0016/44}, Mindess Pres., p. 44; {C-P-0017/34}, Awad Pres., p. 34;
{C-P-0019/49}, Poston Pres., p. 49.
See ¶ 85 above. This was also noted by the DAB, {C-0246/53}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 53
[p. 50] ¶ 148 (“the mix design for the SMC that formed the basis for the 4 February 2011 submission was eventually
accepted as being adequate for use in all chambers of the locks”); see also {SOC/574}, p. 574 [Ch. 5, pp. 543-547], ¶¶
1876-1890; {C-WS-16/45}, Marchand I, p. 45 [p. 41], ¶ 173.
{C-1489}, El Pais Article, dated 24 Jun 2016; {C-1490}, El Pais Article, dated 27 Jun 2016; {C-1491}, New York
Times Article, dated 24 Jun 2016.
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4 [p. 4], Art. 1.04.A.7.
{C-0187/133}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 133 [p. 10 of SIMCO Report], Table 5.
{C-0187/160}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 160 [p. 37 of SIMCO Report], Sec. 10.
{C-0187/144}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 144 [p. 21 of SIMCO Report], Table 7.
{Day15/244:17}, [244:17-21] (George Cross).
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the time and the arguments raised at the time, GUPC considered that its SMC mixes were non-compliant
and/or would not have proceeded with SMC placement in February 2011. The evidence shows that GUPC
considered it had compliant SMC mixes and was ready to pour SMC as planned.
138. Interestingly, ACP admitted at the Hearing that not all of its review comments were instances of noncompliance with the ER. Ms George explained at the Hearing that only those comments that had a
reference to the ER were in fact meant to raise non-compliance.334 Ms George added that the rest of the
comments were mere clarifications,335 which on ACP’s case today did not prevent GUPC from proceeding
with SMC placement. It is undisputed that none of this was conveyed, let alone explained, to GUPC back
in 2011, and that GUPC was therefore left with no option to address all of ACP’s comments as a
prerequisite to being allowed the start of SMC placement. That said, based on these new explanations, a
careful reading of ACP’s comments to the February 2011 submittal336 and of ACP’s position today shows
that the only non-compliance alleged by ACP at the time as preventing GUPC from starting SMC
placement was the lack of ASTM C1202 test results showing 1,000 Coulombs.337 This is consistent with
the DAB’s view that the age for compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement was the “crux of the
issue which gave rise to the differences between the Parties in late 2010 and early 2011.”338
(b) GUPC substantiated compliance with the 100-year service life requirement through
STADIUM, which used conservative parameters
139. The ER’s durability requirement was that the SMC be designed to have a 100-year service life.339 GUPC,
relying on SIMCO’s STADIUM methodology (which ACP’s own concrete consultant, Mr Chrzanowski,
suggested), substantiated that GUPC’s SMC mixes for the mild exposure areas complied with the ER’s
100-year durability requirement.340 It is uncontested that STADIUM was the most advanced technology
available at the time of the Project, and is still the only service life modelling software accepted by the U.S.
Navy for its structures exposed to seawater.341
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335
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339
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341

“[MS GEORGE] … where there were specific comments on non-compliance with the employer’s requirements, we
stated in that column [in the review comments sheet] the employer’s requirement that was relevant. There were some
that had none and those were usually comments that were made for a clarification.” {Day15/235:18}, [235:18-22]
(George Cross). Note that a reference to the ER is not the same as a reference to GUPC’s Concrete Specification. The
latter is a document prepared by GUPC and CICP for its own use, which at times went beyond the ER.
“[MS GEORGE] I believe if you read the questions, some of them say: please clarify, and some of them say: this does
not meet the employer’s requirements.” {Day15/241:17}, [241:17-19] (George Cross). It is, however, not at all helpful
for the Contractor, who needs absolute certainty as to whether a comment is meant to convey non-compliance or a
suggestion/clarification.
{C-0189}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011.
Except comments 1, 3, 8, 11, and 19, all of ACP’s review comments either did not contain an ER reference or were
clarification requests based on the language of the comment. Comments 1 (which is general) and 11 have not been the
focus of ACP’s arguments in this arbitration, nor were they discussed or explained at the time. Comment 8 relates to
the use of a single SMC mix on the Project, which, as ACP admits, was not a requirement in the ER (see ¶ 69(b)
above). The remaining comments (3 and 19) relate to the 1,000 Coulomb requirement.
{C-0246/48}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 48 [p. 45], ¶ 137.
See Sec. V.B.2.a above.
{C-0187/154}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 154 [pp. 31, 37 of SIMCO Report].
“[MR AWAD] At the beginning of the project, in 2009/2010 STADIUM was one of the most recognised models for
service life prediction; and it was specifically being used by the Unified Facilities Guide Specifications and the US
Navy.” {Day16/257:9}, [257:9-13] (Awad Presentation); {C-1464/7}, Mr Chrzanowski's report to ACP, dated 15 Nov
2010, p. 7 [p. 7] (ACP’s Mr Chrzanowski referred to SIMCO’s work as “state-of-the-art” in his report to ACP in late
2010); {Day16/68:10}, [68:10-11] (D’Ambrosia Presentation); {Day16/169:3}, [169:3-4] (Mindess Presentation).
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140. As demonstrated in GUPC’s submissions342 and explained at the Hearing by world-renowned concrete
experts,343 SIMCO’s STADIUM analysis substantiated compliance with the 100-year service life
requirement (for specific covers above the minimum cover specified in the ER), while assuming
conservative (in fact, often very conservative) parameters for its service life calculations. As further
explained by Prof Nilsson at the Hearing, SIMCO’s calculations show that GUPC’s mixes, in the mild
exposure conditions in the LUC and LMC, likely have an actual service life much longer than the required
100 years.344
141. The conservative nature of SIMCO’s calculations was evidenced by several factors. For instance, SIMCO
used a conservative chloride threshold value of 0.05% of chloride by weight of dry concrete,345 which, as
confirmed by Dr Poston (a world-renowned concrete expert and the current President of ACI), is
conservative and widely accepted in the industry.346 This corrosion initiation threshold, which GUPC
could set at its discretion as ACP internally admitted at the time,347 is well below and more conservative
than the limit set out by FiB 34, the bulletin for service life prediction.348 In any event, the chloride
threshold value issue has no practical significance when it comes to the LUC, LH1, and LH2 (which were
the subject of GUPC’s February 2011 submittal), since they are essentially in contact with freshwater or
water with very low to moderate levels of salinity, insufficient to ever set off the corrosion mechanism.349
As ACP’s concrete consultant, Dr Di Pace, informed ACP at the time, “no chloride induced reinforcement
corrosion will be produced at any time for upper and medium locks and related structures”.350 At the
Hearing, ACP’s concrete expert, Mr McCall, seconded this conclusion.351 Therefore, and as Mr Awad
(past President of the ACI) concluded at the Hearing, ACP’s criticism of the chloride threshold value used
by SIMCO is “practically unfounded”.352
142. SIMCO also used data-driven and conservative salinity levels in its service life calculations.353 Indeed, the
salinity values that SIMCO used were based on averages between the highest and the lowest historical data
recorded at different locations of the old locks (including the data from the Delft Reports commissioned by
ACP), as well as SIMCO’s own measurements.354 In fact, as ACP’s then concrete expert Dr Di Pace
concluded, SIMCO’s salinity measurements were conservative (i.e., higher) as compared to ACP’s
measurements from 2009 and 2010.355 Given that these averages accounted for a whole range of
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{SOC/530}, p. 530 [Ch. 5, pp. 499-504], ¶¶ 1700-1719; {SOR/1011}, p. 1011 [Ch. 6, pp. 79-83], ¶¶ 279-292.
{Day16/68:24}, [68:24-70:16] (D’Ambrosia Presentation); {Day16/167:2}, [167:22-25] (Mindess Presentation);
{Day16/258:24}, [258:24-259:3] (Awad Presentation); {Day17/112:23}, [112:23-25, 117:14-122:21] (Poston
Presentation).
{Day17/34:13}, [34:13-19] (Nilsson Presentation).
{C-0187/154}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 154 [p. 31 of SIMCO Report]. 0.5 g/kg (500 ppm)
translates to 0.05% of chloride by weight.
{Day17/118:3}, [118:3-119:7] (Poston Presentation).
{C-1667/11}, ACP's comments on Dr Di Pace's draft Technical Memorandum No. 5 (2), dated January 2011, p. 11,
OF12 Comment.
{C-P-0015/25}, D'Ambrosia Pres., p. 25.
{Day16/162:11}, [162:11-16] (Mindess Presentation); {Day17/111:11}, [111:11-19] (Poston Presentation).
{R-0499/15}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 15.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] … let’s assume that the beginning of that sentence is correct, you know, what Mr Di Pace
explains since CS -- I think is the concentration of chlorides in the water at the front of the structure - - if CS equals
0.03% which is inferior to 0.16%. … And would you, then, agree with the conclusion…? [MR MCCALL] If
everything is correct I would agree with the conclusion.” {Day17/243:21}, [243:21-244:17] (McCall Cross).
{Day16/259:1}, [259:1-3] (Awad Presentation).
SIMCO assumed a 0.1-0.9 ppt level of salinity for LUC and a 1.0-6.3 ppt level for LH 2, {C-0187/155}, GUPC's SMC
submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 155 [pp. 32-35 of SIMCO Report].
{C-0187/129}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 129 [pp. 6-8 of SIMCO Report]. SIMCO concluded that
the salinity level on average would be 0.25 ppt in the LUC and 3.9 ppt in the LMC.
{R-0499/6}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 6 [pp. 6-7]; see also ¶ 65 above.
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measurements, including those provided by ACP, GUPC’s reliance on these values was appropriate and
consistent with Prudent Industry Practices.356
143. It is also undisputed that SIMCO’s service life predictions were made using a propagation period of zero.357
This made the calculations even more conservative because, as Prof Hooton recognized at the Hearing, it is
widely accepted in the industry that “there would be a time to corrosion and a short propagation period as
part of [the] 100 years [requirement].”358 Finally, it is also undisputed that SIMCO assumed that there
would be no improvement in the transport properties of concrete after 28 days of curing for its calculations
in the submittal.359 In reality however, the transport properties of concrete keep improving well beyond this
limit, again making its service life assessment particularly conservative.360
144. In any case, SIMCO’s service life analysis using STADIUM, in particular the input parameters used
therein, did not raise any concerns (even to ACP) that could prevent GUPC from pouring SMC in February
2011. In this regard, ACP’s Ms George admitted at the Hearing that ACP’s review comments in February
2011 regarding the input parameters of STADIUM were only clarification requests (although this was not
communicated to GUPC at the time).361 In fact, GUPC’s substantiation of the 100-year service life
requirement was also confirmed by ACP’s own expert at the time, Dr Di Pace, who ran an alternate service
life model and concluded “that structural concrete proposed for upper locks complies with the 100 years
durability service life.”362 GUPC, therefore, had substantiated the 100-year service life requirement in the
ER in the February 2011 submittal. Yet, ACP still prohibited GUPC from proceeding with SMC
placement, as indicated by its general “Revise and Resubmit” disposition to the February 2011 submittal.
(c) GUPC substantiated compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement, submitting
data that showed that its SMC mixes would meet 1,000 Coulombs at or before service
145. As regards the SMC’s permeability requirement, the ER required the “maximum total charge passed per
ASTM C1202” to be below 1,000 Coulombs, without specifying the age at which this value must be
reached.363 The Parties agree that this gave GUPC the discretion to determine the timeframe for achieving
the 1,000 Coulomb threshold.364 As explained above,365 GUPC decided that its SMC mixes would meet
the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at or before service on the Project (which undisputedly would happen years
after SMC placement). GUPC’s approach was consistent with the ASTM C1202 standard itself, which
states that the “anticipated exposure conditions and time before a structure will be put into service” are
relevant factors for assessing compliance with the requirement.366 So, what GUPC had to substantiate was
356

ACP’s attempt to rely on more recent measurements (whose evidentiary value is disputed, see {C-WS-38/18} Marchand II,
p. 18 [pp. 15-17], ¶ 69-75; {Day17/101:20}, [101:20-102:25] (Nilsson Re-direct)) taken in the Locks years after construction
must be dismissed because GUPC and ACP could only rely at the time on the data that they had.

357

{C-0187/154}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 154 [p. 31 of SIMCO Report]; {Day16/167:22},
[167:22-25] (Mindess Presentation); “[PROF CAPPER] What propagation period was used in GUPC’s service life
analysis when submitting in Feb. 2011? [PROF HOOTON] In February they didn’t use any.” {Day17/185:10},
[185:10-12] (Hooton Cross). As explained at the Hearing, the propagation period is the time it takes the corrosion
process to initiate once the chlorides have reached the protective layer at the rebar.
{Day17/153:10}, [153:10-13] (Hooton Cross).
{C-0187/155}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 155 [p. 32 of SIMCO Report].
“[DR D’AMBROSIA] … the ageing process that I mentioned earlier, which is really promoted quite a bit by the
inclusion of pozzolan. This reduces the diffusion over time and improves long-term durability. And this ageing process
was not considered on this project past 28 days. This is very conservative, in my opinion.” {Day16/69:10}, [69:10-17]
(D’Ambrosia Presentation).
{Day15/239:23}, [239:23-240:7] (George Cross); see also, {Day15/257:9}, [257:9-258:2] (George Re-direct). Ms
George admitted that Comments 21 and 22 in {C-0189}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011, which dealt
with input parameters used in STADIUM, were only clarifications.
{R-0499/16}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 16.
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4.
See ¶ 34 above; {Day15/195:17}, [195:17-22] (George Cross); {Day17/254:4}, [254:4-10] (McCall Cross).
See Sec. V.B.2.b and ¶ 53 above.
{C-0439/2}, ASTM C1202-10, dated 1 Feb 2010, p. 2 [p. 2], Note 1; see also {SOC/501}, p. 501 [Ch. 5, pp. 470-475],
¶¶ 1594-1608.
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that its SMC mixes would reach the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at or before service.367 The DAB
unanimously agreed that at mix qualification stage, GUPC only had to provide evidence sufficient to
substantiate that the 1,000 Coulomb threshold would be met before the structures were put into service.368
146. At the Hearing, ACP’s Ms George admitted that, during the July 2010 OTS workshop, GUPC informed
ACP of its approach that the 1,000 Coulomb requirement was to be met at service,369 and asked for ACP’s
views on early age Coulomb thresholds (at 7 or 28 days age).370 Ms George also confirmed that, if ACP
had any concerns about meeting the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at service, it would have voiced such
concerns at the time (which ACP undisputedly did not).371 GUPC was, therefore, justified in continuing to
work on the basis of its stated approach (also keeping in mind that ACP had no approval role regarding
CMD).
147. As explained in Section V.B.2.b above, GUPC’s approach in this regard was also consistent with (i) the
ER, which specifically encouraged the use of slow-reacting pozzolan, (ii) GUPC’s Technical Proposal (part
of the Contract), in which GUPC specifically stated its intention to use slow-reacting fly ash or natural
pozzolan, and (iii) GUPC’s stated intent to use natural pozzolan in SMC in the March and July 2010 OTS
workshops.372 The use of natural pozzolan in SMC, as explained by Dr D’Ambrosia and Mr Awad, meant
that the concrete developed its properties progressively, and that the ASTM C1202 results would decrease
relatively slowly over time.373
148. In this context, GUPC’s ASTM C1202 test results for mixes S1 and S8 included in the February 2011
submittal374 (2,404 Coulombs for S1 (245+105) and 1,771 Coulombs for S8 (289+86) at 56 days), which
were extensively discussed at the Hearing,375 substantiated compliance with this requirement.376 To any
competent professional in the field of concrete, this data, which showed Coulomb values decreasing with
time, substantiated that the mixes would meet the 1,000 Coulomb requirement at or before service, in
367
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“[MR LEWIS] … Are you saying that the test reports that could be submitted as part of the final design did not have to
be test reports on five samples? [PROF MINDESS] They had to be a report that would substantiate the -- substantiate
the concrete reaching 1,000 Coulombs at the time it went into service.” {Day16/204:15}, [204:15-21] (Mindess Cross).
{C-0246/53}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 53 [p. 50], ¶ 149.
See ¶ 53 above; {Day15/200:14}, [200:14-19] (George Cross).
{Day15/199:20}, [199:20-200:13] (George Cross); see also, {C-0459/63}, Second OTS GUPC Presentation, p. 63.
{Day15/201:14}, [201:14-21] (George Cross).
See ¶ 37 above.
“[DR D’AMBROSIA] And having something like a natural pozzolan was allowing for things like workability to be
met while, at the same time, allowing all those durability properties to develop over time. And they still continue to
develop at later ages.” {Day16/131:15}, [131:15-17]; {C-EX-14/12}, Awad I, p. 12 [pp. 10-11], ¶ 51; see also,
{SOR/1004}, p. 1004 [Ch. 6, pp. 72-73], ¶ 249.
{C-0187/145}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 145, Table 9.
{C-P-0015/27}, D'Ambrosia Pres., p. 27 [pp. 27-30]; {C-P-0016/40}, Mindess Pres., p. 40 [p. 39]; {C-P-0017/29},
Awad Pres., p. 29 [pp. 29-31]; {C-P-0018/28}, Nilsson Pres., p. 28 [pp. 28-32]. In this regard, ACP wrongly insisted at
the Hearing that the SIMCO statement below these test results in the Feb. 2011 submittal allegedly showed SIMCO’s
position that the mixes would never reach 1,000 Coulombs. As Dr Marchand and Mr Zaffaroni explained at the
Hearing, this statement must be understood in light of the SIMCO sub-contract, which at the time was to test samples
up to 90 days. Thus, SIMCO was merely stating that the candidate mixes were unlikely to reach the 1,000 Coulomb
threshold within the first 90 days, which is correct. See, {Day15/70:16}, [70:16-71:1], [85:5-12] (Marchand Cross);
{Day14/26:11}, [26:11-27:1] (Zaffaroni Cross).
ACP also argues (wrongly) that GUPC not performing ASTM C1202 testing on five samples at the mix qualification
stage was a non-compliance with the ER. This position, which was not raised or discussed by ACP in 2011, is borne
out of an incorrect reading of the ER. GUPC needed to provide the ASTM C1202 results on an average of five
samples after the 1,000 Coulomb threshold was attained (at later ages). As explained by Dr Marchand, this is what
GUPC did, when it provided ASTM C1202 tests performed for mix SMC A3 (functionally equivalent to mix S8) on
five samples showing an average charge of 841 Coulombs, see {Day15/2014:11}, [104:11-18]. (Marchand Re-direct)
and {C-0866/16}, GUPC’s SMC Submittal, dated 29 Jun 2012, p. 16. Using five samples each time GUPC was
running an RCPT test was totally impractical as each batch had a limited volume and other tests needed to be carried
out (e.g., compressive strength, etc.), see {Day15/98:8}, [98:8-24] (Marchand Cross). This was logical and
contractually compliant, as the DAB unanimously held, see {C-0246/49}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec
2014, p. 49 [pp. 46-47], ¶ 140. See also, {Day16/203:11}, [203:11-205:12] (Mindess Cross).
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accordance with what GUPC had told ACP in the OTS process. In other words, this data was sufficient for
any professional reviewing the submittal to extrapolate and conclude that the 1,000 Coulomb threshold
would be met at or before service.377
149. In fact, GUPC’s Dr Schrader (who has decades of experience on mass concreting projects) explained at the
Hearing that any concrete professional who analyzed these SMC mix proportions and these ASTM C1202
test results would “have no doubt that … [GUPC] will get the 1,000 Coulombs in the long-term.”.378 Dr
Marchand, who has worked as an internationally recognized concrete expert for over 20 years, further
explained:
“And when you look at the values that are presented in table 9 [of the SIMCO Report in
the February 2011 submittal], you have pretty low values after 56 days. And it was -- it
is clear, for anyone who has got technical background, that, as you would keep curing
the mixes, they will reach the 1,000 Coulomb value. And, by the way, they did.”379
150. World-renowned concrete experts, who appeared at the Hearing, also confirmed these conclusions.380 In
particular, Prof Mindess, a leading author on concrete durability, explained that “any competent engineer
looking at these results would have been able to extrapolate, in his or her mind, that … these values would
… continue to decrease over a year and would reach about 1,000”.381 In fact, the evidence also shows that
ACP’s consultant, Contecon, and ACP’s internal reviewers of GUPC’s submittal did not consider at the
time that the February 2011 submittal was non-compliant with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement, but only
that a clarification was required.382
151. Additionally, SIMCO’s state-of-the-art STADIUM methodology, which includes an improved ASTM
C1202 test,383 confirmed that the SMC mixes complied with the 100-year service life requirement, which
was further substantiation for compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement. This was, in fact, precisely
377

378

379
380

381
382

383

“[PROF MINDESS] I don’t know what -- whether you and I share the same meaning of an extrapolation exercise. I
think when you look at the results in table 9 is clear - - sorry - - it is clear, at least to me, and I think to most engineers,
that the results would continue to decrease and would reach a value of 1,000 in about a year. Now, that is extrapolation
of the results; it’s not an extrapolation exercise. I didn’t sit down with a slide rule and pen and ink and somehow do
calculations.” {Day16/223:23}, [223:23-224:5]. (Mindess Cross). In any case, GUPC did not have provide any
extrapolation, as GUPC unequivocally stated in the submittal that the mixes complied with the ER.
“[DR SCHRADER] No, but if you take the entire submittal, with this wealth of information and you - - especially if
you’re familiar with the industry -- certainly if you’re a concrete expert. If you’re an administrator, it may not be so
obvious. But with the water-cement ratios we had; with the cement contents we had; with the pozzolan we had,
considering what it’s chemistry was; with the cement; with our special requirements for the cement -- you put all that
together with the strength gain curves and how that the mix performed with regard to strength , there’s no doubt that
we’re going to meet our - - get our durability and that we will get the 1,000 Coulombs in the long-term.”
{Day14/214:15}, [214:15-215:1] (Schrader Cross).
{Day15/85:17}, [85:17-22] (Marchand Cross).
“[MR AWAD] … but this is my knowledge, my experience, the data that I have, science is telling me: when you get
1,771 Coulombs after 56 days with the pozzolan – slowly reactive pozzolan, you will get 1,000 Coulombs.”
{Day16/260:8}, [260:8-11] (Awad Presentation); “[DR D’AMBROSIA] The submitted data for up to 56 days from the
Feb. 4 submittal was sufficient, in my mind, to substantiate compliance with the 1,000 year (sic) requirement. The
mixtures did achieve 1,000 Coulombs at later ages; and this was done at around one year… And these are the results
that I’m referring to that demonstrate compliance, clearly, to me, because they’re evolving over time... I would expect
that these tests would easily have reached 1,000 Coulombs.” {Day16/71:23}, [71:23-72:11] (D’Ambrosia
Presentation); “[PROF NILSSON] So you didn’t have to meet the 1,000 Coulombs threshold at the time of
submittal… But what the contractor did, he submitted concrete mixes that would show an impermeability like that, less
than1,000 Coulombs, at a later age, at – but before exposure when it was needed.” {Day17/17:20}, [17:20-18:2]
(Nilsson Presentation); “[DR POSTON] ASTM C1202 does not require a specific value at testing because it is project
dependent and they recognize that. Using concrete mixtures to achieve 1,000 Coulombs at a later age is appropriate. ...
This is in fact what GUPC did.” {Day17/114:23}, [114:23-115:5] (Poston Presentation).
{Day16/222:16}, [222:16-20] (Mindess Cross); see also, {Day16/170:23}, [170:23-171:8] (Mindess Presentation).
{C-1475/3}, Contecon' Review of GUPC's Feb. 2011 submittal, p. 3; {C-1662}, ACP's draft review comments on
GUPC's Feb. 2011 submittal (3).
See ¶ 59 above.
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what the DAB concluded in relation to GUPC’s substantiation of the 1,000 Coulomb requirement in the
February 2011 submittal.384
152. Moreover, and independent of GUPC’s ASTM C1202 test results in the February 2011 submittal, ACP had
its own permeability test results of a leaner mix (227+123)385 that used the same cement, natural pozzolan
(in higher proportions than in GUPC’s SMC mixes), and other components as GUPC’s SMC mixes.386 In
February 2011, these results showed that the mix, which used Cemento Panama cement (same as GUPC’s
mixes), had reached 1,270 Coulombs (i.e., very close to the 1,000 Coulomb threshold) at 90 days.387 In
fact, this leaner mix showed a decreasing trend of Coulomb values at different testing ages (same as
GUPC’s SMC mixes) and ultimately reached below 1,000 Coulombs at around 180 days, which data was
available to ACP in May 2011.388 This was further confirmation available to ACP at the time that GUPC’s
SMC mixes would reach the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at or before service.
153. Indeed, it is also undisputed that GUPC’s 289+86 mix (S11 mix in the March 2011 submittal, which was
effectively identical to the S8 mix in the February 2011 submittal)389 did reach below 1,000 Coulombs (624
Coulombs) at 455 days, i.e., well before the structure came in contact with water.390 Subsequent test results
also confirmed that the SMC A3 and P3 mixes (functionally equivalent to the S8 mix)391 eventually
reached 1,000 Coulombs at a little longer than one year,392 as the DAB pointed out.393 This further
confirms that GUPC had compliant SMC mixes in February 2011 to start SMC placement.
154. The wrongfulness of ACP’s conduct that delayed the Project is further demonstrated by the fact that GUPC
intended to use the mixes submitted in February 2011 only in areas of low and low-to-moderate salinity essentially freshwater conditions (and in fact, the same water that GUPC used to batch the concrete). As
ACP’s then concrete expert, Dr Di Pace, recognized in February 2011 in an email to ACP’s Ms George, the
1,000 Coulomb requirement for permeability made “no sense” for low salinity areas.394 World-renowned
concrete experts confirmed this position at the Hearing.395 In addition, Dr Di Pace further concluded in his
assessment of GUPC’s February 2011 submittal that “no chloride induced reinforcement corrosion will be
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394
395

{C-0246/53}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 53 [p. 50], ¶ 149.
227 kg of cement and 123 kg of natural pozzolan i.e, 350 kg of total cementitious material. This was the same as the
total cementitious material content of the S1 mix (245+105). But, GUPC’s mixes (S1 and S8) had more cement
content and less natural pozzolan content, which meant they had better strength and permeability properties.
{C-0470}, Email from M. Baz to J. Mackintosh et al.; see, {C-1476/1}, Email from C. Chavarria to F de la Barrera,
dated 3 Dec 2010, p. 1 for the exact mix proportions.
{C-0470/2}, Email from M. Baz to J. Mackintosh et al., p. 2. The email dated 12 May 2011 contained ASTM C1202
results of 180 days, which meant that the 90 day test results were available to ACP in Feb. 2011.
{C-0470/2}, Email from M. Baz to J. Mackintosh et al., p. 2; see also, {Day15/216:4}, [216:4-218:21] (George Cross).
As Prof Nilsson explained at the Hearing, the S11 mix was very similar to the S8 mix. The differences between them
“are not giving any large differences in the chloride transport properties of these concretes”. See {Day17/33:3}, [33:35] (Nilsson Presentation); see also, ¶ 72 above.
{C-1315}, ASTM C1202 Test Results for Mix S11. There are no test results available for mix S8 beyond 126 days, at
which point it reached 1,230 Coulombs. In light of the test results for mix S11, mix S8 would also have reached the
1,000 Coulombs threshold at around one year.
As Prof Nilsson explained, the A3 and P3 mixes were very similar to the S8 mix, {Day17/33:3}, [33:3-5] (Nilsson
Presentation); see also, ¶ 84 above.
{C-0866/16}, GUPC’s SMC Submittal, dated 29 Jun 2012, p. 16; {C-0870/14}, GUPC's submittal, dated 23 Nov 2012,
p. 14; {C-1315}, ASTM C1202 Test Results for Mix S11. There are no test results available for mix S8 beyond 126
days, at which point it reached 1,230 Coulombs. In light of the test results for mix S11, mix S8 would also have
reached the 1,000 Coulombs threshold at around one year.
{C-0246/53}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 53 [pp. 50, 52], ¶¶ 148, 153.
{R-1222/5}, Email from C. George to G. Di Pace et al., dated 23 Feb 2011, p. 5.
{Day16/112:21}, [112:21-25] (D’Ambrosia Cross); “[PROF MINDESS] … this 1,000 Coulomb limit can’t be seen as
an acceptance test, but as a performance value that the concrete has to meet before it is put into service… And I would
add that since the test is meant to give an indication of the movement of chloride ions - - rapid chloride permeability
test - - from a technical point of view it’s really irrelevant for concrete that is going to be exposed only to freshwater or
to water with very low chloride contents.” {Day16/162:5}, [162:5-16] (Mindess Presentation).
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produced at any time for the upper and medium locks and related structures.”396 At the Hearing, ACP’s
expert, Mr McCall, also agreed with this conclusion.397 Indeed, ACP formally acknowledged this
technically justified position in March 2011 in its response to GUPC’s RFV 57,398 when it confirmed that a
2,000 Coulomb requirement at 90 days for the LUC and LMC ensured that the concrete quality was “not
adversely affecte[d]”, i.e., the durability requirement for SMC in the ER was not compromised.399 This
confirms that ACP had no technical basis (in addition to no contractual basis) to ask for RCPT test results
below 1,000 Coulombs at the mix qualification stage.
(d) ACP’s newly-raised issues should not be considered by the Tribunal and, in any case,
are meritless
155. As stated above, the Tribunal’s assessment of the compliance of the February 2011 submittal must be
restricted to the alleged non-compliances raised by ACP at the time of the submittal. It should not be based
on new arguments raised by ACP after the fact, including in the course of this arbitration, such as the
quality of the natural pozzolan used by GUPC400 or compliance with the shrinkage requirement in the
ER401 – two alleged issues that were never raised at the time despite ACP having all relevant data. While
ACP relies on many of these new arguments402 to justify its wrongful conduct during the Project, it has
placed much focus on the alleged issues concerning natural pozzolan and shrinkage, which are therefore
addressed below. None of ACP’s ex post facto arguments are relevant.
156. As regards the alleged natural pozzolan issue, the ER and all of GUPC’s Concrete Specifications provided
that the natural pozzolan used by GUPC had to comply with ASTM C618,403 which requires the minimum
oxide content for Class N and F pozzolan to be 70%. GUPC’s Concrete Specifications also stated that
compliance with this requirement would be substantiated based on the manufacturer’s certification of
396
397

398
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400
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{R-0499/15}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 15.
“[MR BOUCHARDIE] And do you see his comment there, which is comparing the chloride concentration present and
– to the – I think the chloride concentration threshold to initiate concrete corrosion, he says: ‘No chloride induced
reinforcement corrosion would be produced at time for the upper and medium locks and related structures.’ ... Do you
agree with this conclusion? … let’s assume that the beginning of that sentence is correct … if CS equals 0.03% which
is inferior to 0.16%... [MR MCCALL] If everything is correct I would agree with the conclusion.” {Day17/243:7},
[243:7-244:17] (McCall Cross).
{C-0661}, Letter from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 Mar 2011.
{R-WS-20/18}, George II, p. 18 [p. 16], ¶ 62. As the DAB confirmed, this was not a “concession” to the ER ({C0246/57}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 57 [p. 54], ¶ 157). GUPC, however, could not accept this
as ACP’s delayed response, which was a counter-proposal to RFV 57 and insisted that there be no time or cost
implication to ACP, see ¶ 73 above.
In its review comments to the Feb. 2011 submittal, ACP did not raise any issue regarding the compliance of the natural
pozzolan used by GUPC with ASTM C618. {C-0189}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011. It did ask a
question with its review comments on the Mar. 2011 submittal, but only sought additional data. {C-0469/3}, ACP’s
submittal comments, dated 28 Mar 2011, p. 3, Comment 9.
ACP never raised any concerns at the time regarding compliance with the ER’s shrinkage requirement. See, {C-0189},
ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011, {C-0469}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 28 Mar 2011, {C-0663},
ACP’s submittal comments, dated 5 May 2011. Contrary to Ms George’s testimony, ACP could not have
“overlooked” the issue of shrinkage when it reviewed the submittals. {Day15/62}, p. 62 [243:13-19]. (George Cross).
In fact, the reason why ACP did not raise this issue at the time was because it thought (and correctly so) that the
shrinkage result would be compliant.
For example, ACP alleges (i) non-compliance with the ER because ASTM C1202 tests were not performed on five
samples, (ii) STADIUM’s failure to take cracking into account, (iii) drying of capillary pores near the concrete surface
in the period after placement that would make the concrete allegedly susceptible to rapid chloride ingress once the
chambers are flooded (capillary suction), and (iv) impact of air-borne salts in the context of corrosion. These
allegations, in addition to being devoid of any merit, were never raised by ACP at the time in 2011 and/or before the
DAB in 2014. Similarly, ACP has also placed much focus on the construction stage issues in Mar.-Apr. 2011 to
challenge GUPC’s SMC mixes. As explained in Sec. V.F.1.b above, these issues had no bearing on the mix design
formula developed by GUPC or GUPC’s ability to produce and place SMC in required volumes at the time. ACP did
not raise these issues even once in its review comments to GUPC’s SMC submittals of Feb., Mar., and May 2011.
{C-0437/8}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 8, Art. 1.05.C.2.d;.{R-0477/19}, Technical Specification – Section 03 30
00 [Concrete], Rev.PC, p. 19 [p. 11], Art. 2.01.B(3).
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compliance.404 As explained by Dr Schrader at the Hearing, this is common industry practice because the
supplier’s certificate, which is based on testing of an average of the lot being supplied as opposed to a
single “grab sample” of pozzolan, minimizes the problems with the inherent variability of the material.405
157. It is undisputed that the manufacturer’s certificates/mill reports produced by the supplier (Cemento
Panama) of the natural pozzolan used in CMD and included in GUPC’s SMC submittals confirmed that the
natural pozzolan complied with the minimum oxide content requirement and other requirements of ASTM
C618.406 By including these certificates, GUPC substantiated that the natural pozzolan it intended to use
(and did use) on the Project was ASTM C618 compliant based on the certificates provided by the
manufacturer, which are averaged over the production period and are the accepted industry standard. In
fact, this is precisely what ACP’s consultant, Contecon, confirmed at the time in its review of the February
2011 submittal.407
158. The argument raised by ACP for the first time in this arbitration (which was not an argument before the
DAB) is that certain in-house grab sample tests (not an average of tests) of natural pozzolan performed by
GUPC (through CTL laboratory) indicated a lower total oxide content (than 70% as required under ASTM
C618).408 This new argument has no basis. The in-house grab tests, which were not a requirement in the
ER or the Concrete Specifications, were provided to ACP in the interest of transparency and to hypothesize
that there may have been a potential mixing of cement with some of the natural pozzolan supplied by
Cemento Panama.409
159. In fact, the February 2011 submittal made clear that it was unlikely that the mixes had an increased cement
content, given that the heat development of the submitted mixes was fully in line with that of similar
mixes.410 This conclusion was made on the basis of additional adiabatic testing performed on the same
pozzolan, and GUPC clearly communicated the results to ACP at the time.411 Subsequent testing
performed by GUPC at the time further confirmed that the suspected potential mixing likely did not occur,
and that it certainly did not affect the validity of the CMD test results.412 As explained by Dr D’Ambrosia
at the Hearing, one possible explanation for the lower oxide values could be the inherent variability of the
natural pozzolan produced by Cemento Panama.413 He clarified that there was generally “a high amount of
variability” in natural pozzolan, and “the oxide composition varies substantially”,414 which is consistent
with ACI 232.1R referred to in the ER415 for the use of natural pozzolan.416
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{R-0477/19}, Technical Specification – Section 03 30 00 [Concrete], Rev.PC, p. 19 [p. 11], Art. 2.01.B(5).
“…[MR LEWIS] Just remind the Tribunal of the limit under ASTM C618 [DR SCHRADER] There is no limit for an
individual grab sample. There is a limit when you combine those samples according to the industry practice and the
ASTM.” {Day14/160:14}, [160:14-161:16] (Schrader Cross); see also, {C-WS-43/13}, Schrader II, p. 13 [pp. 10-11],
¶¶ 42-43.
{Day14/167:23}, [167:23-168:2] (Schrader Cross); {C-0187/73}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 73 [pp.
73, 75]; see also, {C-0471/405}, GUPC’s March 2011 Submittal, dated 10 Mar 2011, p. 405 [pp. 405-406].
{C-1361/2}, Contecon Review of GUPC's Feb. 2011 submittal, p. 2, sixth bullet point.
See, {SOR/1026}, p. 1026 [Ch. 6, pp. 94-96], ¶¶ 337-343.
{Day14/31:7}, [31:7-32:1] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{C-0187/26}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 26 [p. 14 of Concrete Report], where GUPC concluded
that “[t]he same materials used in phase 1 were sent to Levelton and used in the adiabatic tests. Results of those tests
are very close to the calculated or theoretical values at all age for the mass concrete and at all early ages for the marine
mix. If the contaminate was a substantial amount of un-hydrated cement, the early age heats would have been much
higher than predicted.”
{Day14/197:22}, [197:22-199:3] (Schrader Cross).
{Day14/239:8}, [239:8-12] (Schrader Cross); {C-0471/100}, GUPC’s March 2011 Submittal, dated 10 Mar 2011, p.
100 [pp. 15-16 of Concrete Report], where GUPC concluded that the “test result may still be used in the evaluation of
the test mix designs …. [i]f the contaminate was a substantial amount of un-hydrated cement, the early age heats
would have been much higher than predicted.” GUPC also set out the measures it undertook with the supplier to
ensure that such issues would not occur.
{Day16/76:20}, [76:20-24] (D’Ambrosia Presentation).
{Day16/149:21}, [149:21-150:4] (D’Ambrosia Cross).
{C-0437/2}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 2, Art. 1.03.A.3.
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160. Moreover, the same grab sample test results from CTL in the February 2011 submittal had already been
provided by GUPC to ACP in September 2010 with the Intermediate Design Submittal. Yet, ACP had not
raised any concern at the time about the compliance of GUPC’s natural pozzolan. On the contrary, despite
having these results, ACP used the same natural pozzolan (in higher proportions than GUPC) in the mixes
it prepared and tested through Contecon lab in late 2010.417
161. Finally and in any case, the ER required GUPC to provide ASTM C618 reports to ACP only at the
construction stage (under Art. 1.05.C), and not at the mix qualification stage (under Art. 1.05.B).418 ACP,
therefore, had no right under the ER to give a “Revise and Resubmit” disposition to GUPC on this basis at
the mix qualification stage. This accords with the fact that, contrary to ACP’s allegations in this arbitration
and in accordance with the conclusion of ACP’s consultant at the time, ACP did not raise any concerns
based on an alleged ASTM C618 non-compliance of natural pozzolan in its review comments to the
February 2011 submittal.419
162. As regards the alleged shrinkage issue, the ER provided that the average shrinkage of three specimens
should not exceed 0.042% at 28 days (with air storage commencing at 7 days age).420 In the February 2011
submittal, GUPC substantiated compliance with this requirement by submitting shrinkage test results up to
7 days.421 GUPC concluded that “[t]he 28 day shrinkage will definitely be less than the 0.042% limit, and
probably as low as 0.025%.”422 Among other things, GUPC was confident on this point also because of the
previous work performed by Dr Schrader, which had shown that shrinkage would not be an issue.423 As Dr
Schrader explained at the Hearing, the shrinkage data in the February 2011 submittal sufficiently
substantiated the requirement in the ER.424 World-renowned experts put forth by GUPC, who were
specifically asked to review the shrinkage test results, also agree that the data substantiated the shrinkage
requirement set out in the ER.425 As explained by Prof Nilsson, the slight deviation from the 0.042%
requirement apparent from later-age test results was within the margin of error of ASTM C157, and, when
the data is presented on a best-fit curve, within the prescribed 0.042% limit.426
163. In fact, back in 2011, ACP had no concerns about GUPC’s substantiation of the shrinkage requirement of
GUPC’s SMC mixes. The evidence shows that Dr Di Pace, ACP’s then concrete expert, recognized in
January 2011 that shrinkage tests were being performed by GUPC and that cracking (the avoidance of
which was the purpose of the shrinkage requirement) was not a problem.427 ACP’s consultant, Contecon,
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{R-0937/22}, ACI 232.1R-12, p. 22 [p. 20], Sec. 7.2.
{C-1476}, Email from C. Chavarria to F de la Barrera, dated 3 Dec 2010; {C-0470}, Email from M. Baz to J.
Mackintosh et al.; see also, ¶ 152 above.
{C-0437/8}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 8, Art. 1.05.C.2.d.
Comment 9 of ACP’s review comments to the submittal, which ACP alleges to be related to the compliance of natural
pozzolan (but made no mention of the ASTM C618 requirement), was only a clarification request (see ¶ 138 above).
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4, 1.04.A.7.c.
See {SOR/1028}, p. 1028 [Ch. 6, pp. 96-97], ¶¶ 344-351.
{C-0187/18}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 18 [p. 6 of Concrete Report].
“[DR SCHRADER] … I have my own database that I’ve kept of shrinkage results for many, many different mixes … I
did have, in addition to my own database, tests that I was told -- well ACP won’t accept our results. But we had done
shrinkage tests. It was shown at the July OTS -- not the results but making the samples, that we were doing shrinkage
tests. And those results ranged, as a result, from 0.025[] to 0.048. And the limit is 0.042[]. With all of that information,
and what I know about concrete, I felt we wouldn’t have a problem in the -- in the production to meet the shrinkage
requirement.” {Day14/215:12}, [215:12-216:16] (Schrader Cross); see also, {Day14/228:14}, [228:14-229:7]
(Schrader Cross); {C-0459/64}, Second OTS GUPC Presentation, p. 64 [pp. 64-66].
“[MR LEWIS] The drying shrinkage results which are produced in -- on page 18 -- don’t show compliance with the
0.042% contractual requirement, do they? [DR SCHRADER] What that does, it’s obvious, you don’t have to be an
engineer, you look at that curve and see where it is headed. And 28 days. The information available at that time clearly
substantiated we would reach it.” {Day14/212:17}, [212:17-23] (Schrader Cross).
“[PROF MINDESS] I obviously read the section on shrinkage. And, looking at the data that was provided, I was
confident -- I am confident -- that the shrinkage results met the -- substantiated the shrinkage requirement set out in the
ER.” {Day16/197:17}, [197:17-21] (Mindess Cross); {Day17/91:14}, [91:14-25] (Nilsson Cross).
{C-P-0018/42}, Nilsson Pres., p. 42 [pp. 42-43].
{C-1670/1}, ACP's Handwritten Notes of the Meeting dated 28 January 2011, p. 1.
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also concluded in its review of GUPC’s February 2011 submittal that there was sufficient information to
substantiate compliance with the shrinkage requirement at the time.428 Following this, naturally, ACP did
not raise a single comment in relation to the shrinkage requirement in its review comments to GUPC’s
February, March, or May 2011 submittals.429 Therefore, and as the DAB unanimously concluded, “the
shrinkage issue was not a fundamental reason for the rejection of the SMC mix design or for the prevention
of GUPC’s start of concreting” in February 2011.430
ACP’s claim that GUPC was not ready to pour concrete because CICP did not “approve”
the SMC mixes submitted in February 2011 is wrong
164. As explained above, under the ER and Revision PC of GUPC’s Concrete Specifications (applicable at the
relevant time), CICP’s role as Project Designer did not include the design or approval of GUPC’s CMD.431
CICP’s role was limited to reviewing the submittals to ascertain whether documentation was in order and to
check the requirements relevant for structural design, such as minimum compressive strength (which
GUPC significantly exceeded).432 In any case, the evidence shows CICP had no concern with GUPC using
its February 2011 SMC mixes in LUC, LH1, and LH2.433 Mr Hillebrenner of CICP confirmed at the
Hearing that CICP “had no concerns with the mix design itself.”434
165. CICP was in fact “co-located in the same office with GUPC, in the same rooms… [and had] frequent
discussions about the mix design”,435 and they “always worked together in a collaborative and cooperative
manner throughout the Project.”436 CICP was always apprised of GUPC’s work on the Project, including
CMD.437 It is therefore difficult to understand that CICP would have waited until the last minute, i.e., when
the submittal was provided to CICP, to raise any fundamental issues with the mixes and prevent SMC
placement, as this could have delayed the Works.
166. CICP’s review of GUPC’s SMC submittals was only to check the documentation of the submittal, which
had nothing to do with reviewing the actual mix design.438 As explained above, while there was no
requirement in the ER or the applicable Concrete Specifications for such review, CICP performed it to
accommodate ACP’s express request in this regard.439 Based on this review, CICP made some comments,
which related to the form and presentation of the submittal, especially as CICP knew that all the required
data to substantiate the ER existed with GUPC.440 For example, with respect to the comment on the 1,000
Coulomb requirement, CICP simply noted that the threshold was not met at early ages and acknowledged
GUPC’s intent to submit RFV 57 (which was already communicated to CICP at the time).441 Similarly,
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{C-1475/2}, Contecon' Review of GUPC's Feb. 2011 submittal, p. 2, seventh bullet point.
{C-0189}, ACP's submittal comments, dated 21 Feb 2011; {C-0469}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 28 Mar 2011;
{C-0663}, ACP’s submittal comments, dated 5 May 2011; see also, {Day15/242:15}, [242:15-243:7] (George Cross).
{C-0246/57}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 57 [p. 54], ¶ 159.
See Sec. V.B.1.d above.
{C-WS-33/11}, Hillebrenner I, p. 11 [p. 9], ¶ 36.
{SOR/998}, p. 998 [Ch. 6, pp. 66-70], ¶¶ 225-238; {C-WS-33/15}, Hillebrenner I, p. 15 [pp. 13-15], ¶¶ 54-61.
{Day15/115:25}, [115:25-116:10] (Hillebrenner Cross).
{Day15/115:7}, [115:7-16] (Hillebrenner Cross).
{C-WS-33/13}, Hillebrenner I, p. 13 [p. 11], ¶ 47.
{Day15/134:21}, [134:21-135:3] (Hillebrenner Cross).
“[MR HILLEBRENNER] ... I think the first thing to clarify is that CICP was reviewing the submittal for the
documentation; it was not reviewing the actual mix design.” {Day15/113:23}, [113:23-114:1] (Hillebrenner Cross);
{Day14/45:23}, [45:23-46:9] (Zaffaroni Cross); {C-WS-33/16}, Hillebrenner I, p. 16 [p. 14], ¶ 56.
See ¶¶ 29-30 above.
{Day15/122:10}, [122:10-16] (Hillebrenner Cross).
“[MR HILLEBRENNER] … We understood that the 1,000 Coulomb was not -- did not have a testing age and that just
needed to be met over the long-term. … the slower you can develop the strength, the slower you can get to 1,000
Coulombs, the better the concrete quality was going to be. And we understood this.” {Day15/124:10}, [124:10-125:8]
(Hillebrenner Cross); {C-WS-33/16}, Hillebrenner I, p. 16 [p. 14], ¶ 57.
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CICP’s comment on shrinkage, which was a request for further information, was not a source of concern
for CICP as the submittal already substantiated that shrinkage requirements would be met on the Project.442
167. This is further supported by the fact that CICP gave “Make Corrections Noted” dispositions to all of its
comments to GUPC’s March 2011 submittal, except for one comment that dealt with the form of the
document.443 This is important, as the March 2011 submittal was an updated redraft of the February 2011
submittal presenting the same mixes,444 and some of the data (such as ASTM C1202 results, shrinkage,
etc.) were simply repeated. After reviewing the information concerning the same mixes, CICP did not
provide a “Revise and Resubmit” disposition to its comments, confirming again that CICP was simply
checking for documentation and had no concerns about the SMC mix designs themselves.445
ACP continued to prohibit GUPC from starting concrete placement in the months
following the February 2011 submittal, despite GUPC’s proactive attempts to overcome
ACP’s prohibition
168. After the rejection of SMC by ACP in February 2011, GUPC engaged with ACP in a constructive
manner446 and “proactively attempted to resolve the problems” to start SMC placement.447
169. In order to accommodate ACP’s bureaucratic approach on the Project, GUPC made constructive proposals
in the form of two RFVs.448 As the DAB concluded, these RFVs were an attempt by GUPC “to overcome
the stalemate and the refusal of [ACP] to allow SMC to commence”.449 GUPC submitted RFV 57 in late
February 2011 to propose an improved version of the ASTM C1202 test (which was part of the STADIUM
methodology) as an alternate method to substantiate compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement.450
ACP rejected this and sent a counter-proposal imposing an additional requirement, while insisting that the
Variation have no cost or time implication to ACP.451 As Mr Zaffaroni explained at the Hearing, this was
unacceptable and generated a significant amount of “frustration” on GUPC’s side.452 Later in May 2011,
GUPC made a further constructive proposal in the form of RFV 69,453 which also met a similar fate.454
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{C-WS-33/16}, Hillebrenner I, p. 16 [p. 14], ¶ 58.
{C-1086}, CICP’s submittal review comments, dated 8 Mar 2011.
In addition to the S1 and S8 mixes of Feb. 2011, the Mar. 2011 submittal also presented the S11 mix. As explained
above, S11 was almost the same as the S8 mix, but from a different batch, see ¶ 72 above.
“[MR HILLEBRENNER] The March submittal, as you can note from the comments there, made corrections noted.
There was one “revise and resubmit” which was just to make sure that they included a summary section in the report.
So, again, we’re commenting on the documentation provided. And we’ve provided, again, or asked for a few
clarifications, but nothing of significance.” {Day15/146:11}, [146:11-17] (Hillebrenner Cross).
“[MR ZAFFARONI] … we were under threat of something more than a letter. So we were trying to - - to look nice in
writing, because we were willing to have a peaceful atmosphere and to be allowed to pour concrete without that our
action should have been taken as a way to put pressure on the ACP in order to be allowed to start pouring concrete. We
were -- we were not willing to put pressure on anybody. We were willing to have our plant running and producing.”
See {Day14/95:11}, [95:11-20]. (Zaffaroni Cross)
{C-WS-21/38}, Zaffaroni II, p. 38 [p. 34], ¶ 139; see also, {SOC/557}, p. 557 [Ch. 5, pp. 526-538], ¶¶ 1807-1856.
See example, {C-0651}, GUPC’s RfV No. 57, dated 23 Feb 2011.
{C-0246/54}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 54 [p. 51], ¶ 150.
“[DR MARCHAND] … but you need to put this back in context. And you need to read - - you need to read RFV 57, at
least the portion - - the section of RFV 57 that I have written. And you will clearly see that what we’re proposing is to
use an improved version of ASTM C1202 to do - - to substantiate compliance with the 1,000 Coulomb requirement
and the 100 year service life requirement … You need to read the document, the entire document. It’s quite clear,
when you read RFV 57, that the intention was to take ASTM C1202, substantiate the requirement using an improved
version of the test procedure, that could be used for multiple purposes, and minimise risk for all the stakeholders
involved in the project”. {Day15/88:23}, [88:23-89:14]. (Marchand Cross); see also ¶ 71 above.
See ¶ 73 above.
{Day14/63:1}, [63:1-5] (Zaffaroni Cross); see ¶ 73 above.
{C-0665}, GUPC’s RfV 69, dated 13 May 2011.
See ¶ 80 above.
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170. In parallel, GUPC continued to provide ACP with information through the submittals, namely (i) the
March 2011 submittal for the same SMC mixes but covering additional areas of moderate salinity and
providing additional information, only to see that submittal again rejected by ACP,455 and (ii) the May 2011
submittal, which was again wrongfully rejected within a day after its submission.456 The evidence also
shows that GUPC engaged in several high-level and technical meetings with ACP during this period,
including a meeting between Mr Zaffaroni and Mr Aleman (ACP’s then Canal Administrator),457 all
without success.458
171. GUPC’s priority at this time, and generally throughout the Project, was “to try to find a way to have the
project moving on.”459 This co-operative approach, however, proved to be unsuccessful, as “ACP
consistently maintained its disruptive attitude, thereby thwarting all of [GUPC’s] attempts to resolve these
misunderstandings.”460
G.

GUPC TIMELY DEVELOPED ITS SMC MIX DESIGNS IN 2010, BUT ACP’S INTERFERENCE
REQUIRED GUPC TO CONDUCT ADDITIONAL WORK IN DECEMBER 2010

172. In 2010, GUPC was diligent in carrying out its CMD works and developed compliant SMC mixes in a
timely manner on the Project. However, ACP’s interference on the exposure conditions required GUPC to
perform additional works in relation to water salinity analysis, which led to a five-week delay in late 2010.
GUPC is therefore entitled to EOT and compensation for the delays caused by ACP’s imposed work
outside the scope of the Contract.
GUPC timely developed its SMC mix designs in 2010
173. As demonstrated in the SoC and the SoR, GUPC was diligent in carrying out its CMD works and
developed compliant SMC mixes in a timely manner.461 ACP’s criticisms of the timeliness of GUPC’s
CMD work in 2010, which ACP formulated only after the dispute arose and developed in this arbitration,
are baseless and unsupported.462
174. GUPC had a very experienced CMD team that set up a laboratory, acquired equipment, conducted
extensive investigations and made enquiries regarding materials and potential suppliers during the first six
months of the Project.463 It is not disputed that selecting the materials to be used for concrete production
and ensuring that suppliers are able consistently to deliver the huge volumes of cement, pozzolan and other
materials necessary for the Project, with a constant quality, are very important and time-consuming
preliminary steps in the CMD process.464
175. GUPC presented a work plan in early 2010 that ACP found reasonable. Thus, in February 2010, ACP
accepted GUPC’s Baseline Programme, considering that it was “a reasonable plan for the execution of the
Works”.465 As explained above, on 1 March 2010, GUPC, and in particular Dr Schrader, summarized
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See ¶¶ 72, 75 above; see also {SOC/559}, p. 559 [Ch. 5, pp. 528-531], ¶¶ 1819-1827; {SOR/1018}, p. 1018 [Ch. 6, pp.
86-88], ¶¶ 307-313.
See ¶¶ 76 above; {SOC/565}, p. 565 [Ch. 5, pp. 534-535], ¶¶ 1839-1845; {SOR/1037}, p. 1037 [Ch. 6, pp. 105-111],
¶¶ 386-408.
{C-WS-47/43}, Zaffaroni III, p. 43 [p. 40], ¶¶ 166-169; {C-WS-28/5}, Casas I, p. 5 [p. 3], ¶¶ 15-21.
See ¶ 76 above; see also, {C-WS-16/44}, Marchand I, p. 44 [pp. 40-41], ¶¶ 170-172.
{Day14/72:23}, [72:23-24] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{C-WS-21/40}, Zaffaroni II, p. 40 [p. 36], ¶ 152.
{SOR/972}, p. 972 [Ch. 6, pp. 40-59], ¶¶ 131-202; {SOC/511}, p. 511 [Ch. 5, pp. 480-496], ¶¶ 1633-1691.
{Rejoinder/620}, p. 620 [Ch. 5, pp. 6-34], Sec. 2; {SOD/720}, p. 720 [Ch. 7, pp. 72-92], ¶¶ 7.15-7.92. See e.g.,
{Day13/221:12}, [221:12-222:3], [247:18-23] (ACP’s CMD Opening).
See ¶¶ 46-47 above; {SOR/976}, p. 976 [Ch. 6, pp. 44-47], ¶¶ 147-155.
Furthermore, GUPC also covered a wide range of investigations to provide the elements needed for the structural
design to the Project Designer CICP.
See ¶ 48 above; {Ramey(I)-8}, Letter from the ACP to the Contractor (IAE-UPC-0124), dated 12 Feb 2010.
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GUPC’s CMD development process during the first OTS workshop.466 During the Hearing, Ms George
agreed that the purpose of the OTS meetings was for ACP to ascertain whether GUPC was working toward
the correct objectives for the Project, and to inform GUPC of any difference of view.467 Ms George also
admitted that if ACP had a concern during an OTS workshop, it would have voiced it.468 However, it is
undisputed that ACP raised no concerns regarding GUPC’s CMD development during the first OTS
workshop in March 2010. ACP’s then concrete expert, Mr Chrzanowski, even opined at the time in an
internal report to ACP that “GUPC appears to be heading in the correct direction for achieving durable
concrete”.469
176. The evidence shows that GUPC continued its CMD development thereafter and ACP still had no
concerns.470 In October-November 2010, GUPC hired world-renowned concrete durability expert Dr
Marchand and his team from SIMCO to perform a service-life analysis and ASTM C-1202 permeability
testing on the SMC mixes GUPC had prepared (since late July 2010). As explained previously, and as
confirmed at the Hearing, SIMCO’s hiring (which was suggested by ACP’s consultant, Mr Chrzanowski)
was timely, as service life analysis is performed after the preliminary CMD program is completed by the
contractor.471 Indeed, as Dr Schrader explained, GUPC had ordered ASTM C1202 testing equipment for
SIMCO to perform the Rapid Chloride Permeability tests many months earlier in early 2010,472 and had
developed a “whole range of mixes”473 with “multiple cement contents and pozzolan contents … at
different temperatures” to find the best candidate mixes for SIMCO to perform the durability analysis.474
Mr Awad, past president of ACI, also confirmed during the Hearing that GUPC’s timeline was “amply
sufficient to develop mixtures complying with the specifications” and that “there was no real delay in
grouping resources for developing the mixtures for the project.”475
177. As explained previously, GUPC’s CMD program was at an advanced stage in November 2010,476
consistent with the Project Schedule.477 Indeed, Dr Marchand confirmed that GUPC would have been able
to make the final CMD submittal at the end of December 2010 at the latest.478
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See ¶ 49 above.
See ¶ 27 above; {Day15/200:16}, [200:16-24] (George Cross).
{Day15/200:12}, [200:12-201:21] (George Cross).
See ¶ 49 above; {C-0184/8}, Mr Chrzanowski's report to ACP, dated 30 Mar 2010, p. 8.
As explained above, GUPC further discussed its CMD development process on 22-23 Jul. 2010 at the second OTS
workshop, and, on 1 Sep. 2010, when it issued a revised breakdown of the CMD schedule. See ¶¶ 53-56 above. GUPC
also submitted the Intermediate Design Submittal to ACP on 14 Sep. 2010, providing details on the materials
(including compliant ASTM C618 results of the natural pozzolan) for concrete, and confirming GUPC’s intent to use
predictive modelling (such as STADIUM) for substantiating the 100-year service life requirement in the ER. See ¶ 57
above. As explained above, GUPC was considering the various options for substantiating the 100-year service life
requirement in the ER at an early stage in the Project. See also {SOR/982}, p. 982 [Ch. 6, p. 50], ¶¶ 168-169. ACP
gave a “Proceed as Noted” disposition to this submittal without raising any substantive concerns as to the manner in
which GUPC was proceeding with the Works or the timeliness thereof. See ¶ 58 above.
“[MR LEWIS]: It wasn’t until SIMCO came on board, in October 2010, that they started work on quantitatively
analysing the 100 year design life. That’s correct, isn’t it? [DR SCHRADER]: Yes, nothing wrong with that. That fit
our timetable. {Day14/178:1}, [178:1-6] (Schrader Cross); see also, GUPC’s expert Dr Awad also opined that
SIMCO’s hiring and “GUPC’s mix design program in 2010 was in conformity with Prudent Industry Practices as
defined in the Conditions of the Contract, and left enough time to design and test … compliant SMC mixtures.” {CEX-14/23}, Awad I, p. 23 [pp. 21-22], ¶ 91; see also, {SOR/982}, p. 982 [Ch. 6, pp. 50, 55-56], ¶¶ 171, 188.
{Day14/179:4}, [179:4-13] (Schrader Cross).
{Day14/178:16}, [178:16-23] (Schrader Cross).
{Day14/180:24}, [180:24-181:7] (Schrader Cross).
{Day16/259:7}, [259:7-21] (Awad Cross); see also, {C-EX-14/22}, Awad I, p. 22 [pp. 20-22], ¶¶ 87-93.
Indeed, on 11-12 Nov. 2010, GUPC and ACP held the third OTS workshop where GUPC further summarized the
CMD work, and SIMCO made a comprehensive presentation on the UFGS protocol and the functioning of
STADIUM. {SOC/524}, p. 524 [Ch. 5, p. 493], ¶¶ 1681-1682; {SOR/988}, p. 988 [Ch. 6, pp. 56-58], ¶¶ 190-196.
{SOR/987}, p. 987 [pp. 55-58] ¶¶ 188-196; {C-WS-16/10}, Marchand I, p. 10 [pp. 6-7], Sec. IV.B; {C-EX-16/38},
D'Ambrosia I, p. 38 [p. 35], ¶ 106.
{C-WS-48/7}, Marchand III, p. 7 [p. 4], ¶ 22.
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178. Therefore, ACP’s criticism of the timeliness of the CMD work performed by GUPC’s team is baseless.
Indeed, Dr Schrader, a world-renowned concrete specialist who has overseen the pouring of over 90
million cubic meters of concrete,479 was confident about GUPC’s CMD work.480
179. Notably, ACP never complained about any alleged delay to the CMD work progress at the time in 2010,
nor even during the DAB proceedings.481 Furthermore, given the significance of the start of SMC
placement for the Project, had GUPC been experiencing delays before late 2010, it would undoubtedly
have memorialized it at the time and taken measures to accelerate the progress. In fact, there is no
contemporaneous evidence showing that GUPC or ACP believed that CMD was running late.
Additionally, the evidence shows that GUPC was always very transparent when it encountered issues,482
and GUPC never told ACP that the start of SMC placement was delayed in 2010 (until ACP caused a fiveweek delay, as discussed below).
ACP’s doubts regarding the exposure conditions were unjustified and caused GUPC to
perform an additional salinity analysis that delayed the SMC submittal by 5 weeks in
December 2010
180. Despite GUPC’s steady progress with its CMD works throughout 2010, GUPC experienced a five-week
delay in late 2010 due to concerns voiced by ACP regarding the salinity levels of water that would be in
contact with the upper structures. To avoid further delays, GUPC had no option but to extract cores and
carry out salinity measurements in the old locks to overcome ACP’s demand that it further substantiate
exposure conditions, even though such activity was not required by the ER. In this arbitration, ACP tried to
argue that the purpose of the additional testing by GUPC was not to address ACP’s concerns, but to use this
information to confirm SIMCO’s durability analysis.483 This allegation is unsupported by the evidence and
contradicted by Dr Marchand’s testimony.484
181. As explained in Section V.B.2.c above, it is undisputed that the concrete used on the Project was to be
exposed to widely different exposure conditions depending on the location.485 Given that ACP did not
specify the exposure conditions in the ER, GUPC, as the design-build Contractor, had the discretion to
determine the exposure conditions.486 In particular, as explained in the SoR and by Dr Marchand, ACP
chose to leave the discretion to GUPC to set the salinity values to be used for the different parts of the locks
based on its measurements.487
182. Contrary to the suggestions of ACP’s counsel at the Hearing,488 the evidence shows that GUPC had
performed an analysis of the exposure conditions well before late 2010.489 Indeed, as explained by Dr
Marchand, “at the November 2010 OTS, GUPC had presented the results of the analysis of water samples
from Gatun and Miraflores lakes”.490 Dr Marchand explained that GUPC had determined that the salinity
479
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{Day14/126:23}, [126:23-127:1] (Schrader Cross).
{Day14/132:5}, [132:5-24] (Schrader Cross).
Indeed, during the DAB proceedings, ACP’s delay expert found no critical delay in 2010, see Sec. V.K.2.a below.
See for example, the 4 May 2011 submittal where GUPC explained a production problem while using aggregates
produced with PLE Basalt crushed onsite in SMC. {C-0474}, GUPC’s SMC submittal, dated 4 May 2011; see also
Sec. V.C above.
{SOD/739}, p. 739 [Ch. 7, p. 91], ¶¶ 7.89-7.90; {R-WS-20/11}, George II, p. 11 [pp. 9-10], ¶¶ 30-33.
{Day15/34:3}, [34:3-13] (Marchand Direct); {C-WS-16/23}, Marchand I, p. 23 [pp. 19-23], ¶¶ 97-112; {C-WS38/31} Marchand II, p. 31 [pp. 28-30], ¶¶ 108-115.
See ¶ 38 above.
See ¶ 39 above.
{SOR/949}, p. 949 [Ch. 6, pp. 17-21], ¶¶ 65-71; {C-WS-16/23}, Marchand I, p. 23 [pp. 19-20], ¶¶ 97-100.
{Day14/178:23}, [178:23-179:2] (Schrader Cross).
GUPC had performed analysis of the salinity of the water that would be in contact with the locks since Apr. 2010. {C0186/49}, GUPC’s Intermediate Design Submittal, dated 14 Sep 2010, p. 49 [pp. 49-53], Appendix 3.
{C-WS-16/24}, Marchand I, p. 24 [p. 20], ¶ 101; {C-0652/106}, Third Concrete Mix OTS, dated 11 Nov 2010, p. 106
[pp. 106-109], item 2.7; {C-0186/49}, GUPC’s Intermediate Design Submittal, dated 14 Sep 2010, p. 49 [pp. 49-53],
Appendix 3. GUPC also had information provided by ACP at tender stage measuring the salinity levels at different
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of the Miraflores and Gatun lakes would be very close to the salinity of the water in the LUC and LH1,491
which was very low (low enough to be considered freshwater).492
183. SIMCO and GUPC were confident about the salinity values they had, and that these values could have
been used for the service-life simulations.493 However, it is undisputed that, around November 2010, ACP
raised concerns about the salinity of the Miraflores water.494 ACP’s Ms George alleges that ACP was
concerned about GUPC’s salinity values only in relation to the suitability of using the Miraflores water as
mixing water for the concrete.495 This argument is illogical – the mixing water to be used by GUPC was
the very water with which the structures were to be in contact in low salinity areas (LUC and LH1). If
ACP had a concern about the salinity of the former, it necessarily meant that it also had a concern about the
salinity of the latter. Dr Marchand confirmed during the Hearing that Ms George’s concern about the
Miraflores water was not only a concern about the salinity in the water to be used as mixing water, but also
a concern about the salinity values to be used as input data for the exposure conditions in the service-life
simulations.496
184. During the Hearing, Dr Marchand also confirmed that GUPC had no choice but to perform an additional
analysis of the chloride penetration in the old locks’ concrete using cores extracted from each section of the
old locks, and additional salinity measurements in the old locks’ chambers.497
185. The evidence further demonstrates that ACP’s concerns regarding the exposure conditions were completely
unjustified. Indeed, in an email sent by Ms George to Dr Di Pace in February 2011, Ms George provided
salinity measurements taken by ACP in 2009 and 2010,498 and confirmed that the LUC and LH1 will be
exposed to “fresh water”.499 ACP’s own concrete expert at the time explained in his witness statement that
these salinity values were the ones “ACP were willing to accept for the various chambers”.500 ACP’s
actual salinity measurements of 2009 and 2010 were in fact lower than the values used by SIMCO for its
service-life simulation. Thus, given that SIMCO’s salinity values were more conservative than the data
provided by ACP’s actual measurement, Dr Di Pace concluded that “no chloride induced reinforcement
corrosion will be produced at any time for upper and medium locks and related structures.”501 It is difficult
to understand why, having itself obtained lower salinity values, ACP raised doubts regarding the higher
(and therefore more conservative) values obtained by GUPC and used in SIMCO’s durability analysis.
186. The concerns raised by ACP regarding salinity values were therefore an (unnecessary and extracontractual) interference in the design process, which constituted a Variation under Clause 13 and led to a
five-week delay on the Project, for which GUPC is entitled to an EOT under SC 8.4 and the corresponding
prolongation costs.502
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points of the locks, but that did not specify the exposure conditions to be applied to each chamber. {C-WS-38/31}
Marchand II, p. 31 [pp. 28-29], ¶ 111.
{C-WS-16/24}, Marchand I, p. 24 [p. 20], ¶ 101.
{C-WS-16/24}, Marchand I, p. 24 [p. 20], ¶ 102.
{C-WS-16/24}, Marchand I, p. 24 [pp. 20-21], ¶¶ 102-104.
See e.g, {R-WS-8/36}, George I, p. 36 [p. 33], ¶ 136: {R-WS-20/11}, George II, p. 11 [p. 9], ¶ 30.
{R-WS-8/37}, George I, p. 37 [p. 34], ¶ 138; {R-WS-20/11}, George II, p. 11 [p. 9], ¶ 30.
{Day15/34:3}, [34:3-13] (Marchand Direct); {C-WS-38/31} Marchand II, p. 31 [pp. 28-29], ¶¶ 111-112.
{C-WS-16/25}, Marchand I, p. 25 [p. 21], ¶ 104; {Day15/10}, p. 10 [34:3-13] (Marchand Direct).
{R-1222/3}, Email from C. George to G. Di Pace et al., dated 23 Feb 2011, p. 3; {R-0499/6}, Di Pace’s Technical
Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 6.
{R-1222/5}, Email from C. George to G. Di Pace et al., dated 23 Feb 2011, p. 5. ACP’s concerns about the exposure
conditions were all the more unfounded because GUPC did end up using Miraflores lake water as mixing water in the
concrete mixes (which is the same water the LUC and LH1 will be exposed to). {C-0187/5}, GUPC's SMC submittal,
dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 5 [p. 4], Sec. 4.2.
{R-WS-23/9}, Di Pace II, p. 9 [p. 7], ¶ 34.
{R-0499/15}, Di Pace’s Technical Memo No. 5, dated 27 Feb 2011, p. 15; {R-WS-23/10}, Di Pace II, p. 10 [p. 8], ¶¶
40-42.
The quantification of the EOT is further explained in Sec. V.K below.
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H.

ACP’S INSTRUCTION TO USE SILICA FUME IN ALL THE SMC MIXES CONSTITUTED A VARIATION
ACP’s instruction to use silica fume had no contractual support

187. It is undisputed that GUPC had the discretion to use slow-reacting natural pozzolan in the concrete mixes it
developed.503 Yet, in May 2011, ACP instructed GUPC to use silica fume in its SMC mixes.504 ACP’s
insistence on achieving the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at early ages by adding silica fume to the SMC mixes
had no basis in the ER and thus amounted to a Variation.
188. As Mr Awad explained during the Hearing, the ER did not recommend, let alone mandate, the use of silica
fume or any equivalent fast-reacting pozzolan in the SMC.505 To the contrary, the ER encouraged the “use
of fly ash or ground granulated blast-furnace slag in the mixture”,506 which are slow-reacting pozzolans.507
In this respect, Mr Awad further explained that fly ash and slag “will provide long-term properties”, which
clearly indicated that the ER were “not looking for early age chloride Coulombs below 1,000”.508 GUPC’s
witnesses and world-renowned experts have also explained that there are several disadvantages in using
silica fume in concrete, such as increased cracking risk and reduced workability and finishability,509 which
explained and justified GUPC’s decision to use natural pozzolan instead. Simply put, the use of silica
fume where it was not absolutely needed had more risks than benefits.510
189. Furthermore, it is now undisputed between the Parties that ACP had no right to approve GUPC’s CMD.511
Therefore, it is undisputed that ACP had no right to interfere with GUPC’s design decision to use natural
pozzolan instead of silica fume in its SMC mixes.512
ACP wanted to “force” GUPC to use silica fume
190. The record shows that Dr Di Pace clearly wanted to impose the use of silica fume as pozzolan on GUPC
right from the beginning of the Project.513 In fact, Dr Di Pace’s position that using silica fume was the only
way to achieve the 1,000 Coulomb threshold at early ages (90 days or less) is evident from the documents
on record.514 Further, in April 2011, Dr Di Pace unambiguously communicated to ACP that the SMC
mixes “must have silica fume”.515 Dr Di Pace’s position thus confirms ACP’s intention, even in February
2011, to vary the ER by requiring that the SMC mixes reach 1,000 Coulombs at early ages.516
503
504
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See ¶¶ 34-37 above. See also, C-EX-8 Mindess I, p. 10 [p. 8], ¶ 16; {R-WS-8/22}, George I, p. 22 [pp. 19-20], ¶ 75.
{SOC/570}, p. 570 [Ch. 5, pp. 539, 541-543], ¶¶ 1862, 1868-1875; {SOR/1043}, p. 1043 [Ch. 6, pp. 111-116], ¶¶ 409426.
{C-P-0017/33}, Awad Pres., p. 33; {Day16/67}, p. 67 [262:11-17] (Awad Presentation).
{C-0437/4}, ER 03 30 00, dated Oct 2008, p. 4, Art. 1.04.A.4.
{C-EX-14/13}, Awad I, p. 13 [pp. 11-12], ¶¶ 52, 54; {C-EX-16/30}, D'Ambrosia I, p. 30 [pp. 27-28], ¶ 84.
{Day16/262:11}, [262:11-17] (Awad Presentation).
{Day16/73:15}, [73:15-74:4] (Mindess Cross). As Mr Zaffaroni and Dr Schrader explained, silica fume, while having
its benefits in extremely saline areas, was not appropriate to be used for the SMC mixes in this case, for it would
increase the undesirable properties such as cracking property. See {C-WS-47/32}, Zaffaroni III, p. 32 [p. 29], ¶ 119;
{C-WS-19/35}, Schrader I, p. 35 [p. 32], ¶ 131. The use (or not) of silica fume was for GUPC to decide.
{C-P-0015/32}, D'Ambrosia Pres., p. 32; {SOC/571}, p. 571 [Ch. 5, pp. 540-541], ¶¶ 1864-1867.
See ¶ 17 above.
{Day16/245:19}, [245:19-21] (Awad Presentation).
In fact, at tender stage, none of the tenderers intended to use silica fume in the SMC mixes and Dr Di Pace, who
reviewed the tenders, criticized this approach in each instance. See, {C-1469/4}, Mr Di Pace's Review of GUPC's
Tender, p. 4 [pp. 4-6]; {C-1467/4}, Mr Di Pace's Review of CANAL's Tender, p. 4 [pp. 4-5]; {C-1468/3}, Mr Di Pace's
Review of BTM's Tender, dated 30 Apr 2009, p. 3 [pp. 3, 5].

514

{C-1279/17}, Dr Di Pace's Technical Memo No. 4, p. 17. Dr Di Pace reiterated in this technical memorandum dated Jul. 2011
that “[t]he use of silica fume is mandatory to obtain concrete mixes with less than 1,000 Coulombs at 90 days”.

515

{C-1482/2}, Email from C. George to G. Di Pace , dated 5 Apr 2011, p. 2.
See Sec. V.E.2 above. Furthermore, during the Hearing, Ms George admitted that ACP did not have the right under the
Contract to require GUPC to design SMC mixes that would reach 1,000 Coulombs at early ages without issuing a
Variation. {Day15/196:1}, [196:1-6] (George Cross).

516
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191. The evidence also shows that ACP was fully on board with Dr Di Pace’s position. In an email of 1 August
2011 from Mr Delgado to the senior management of ACP, including Mr De La Guardia (Employer’s
Representative), Mr Cazares, and Ms George,517 Mr Delgado confirmed that ACP’s ‘suggestion’ was in
fact an instruction to force GUPC to use silica fume in its mixes.518 Indeed, Mr Delgado wrote that ACP
should use the ER’s 1,000 Coulomb requirement at early age “in order to force suggest them [GUPC] to
get rid of the pozzolan” so as “to encourage [GUPC] to use [silica fume] for all [SMC] mixes.”519
In May 2011, through Dr Di Pace, ACP instructed GUPC to use silica fume in its mixes
192. In May 2011, ACP, through Dr Di Pace, insisted that GUPC use silica fume in SMC even for low salinity
areas.520 In particular, Dr Di Pace wrote in an email to Dr Marchand on 16 May 2011 that “the use of low
percentage of natural pozzolan in the marine concrete in the upper chamber is acceptable … but only if a
proper amount of silica fume is added.”521 Dr Di Pace also made ACP’s position clear to GUPC during his
presentation at the meeting of 21 May 2011 between ACP and GUPC. He first criticized the use of natural
pozzolan by stating that it “does not assure [the] minimal technical requirements to be used in the project”,
and then explained that silica fume should be added to the SMC.522
193. GUPC’s witnesses have all confirmed that, in May 2011, through Dr Di Pace, ACP forced GUPC to use
silica fume in SMC.523
a) Mr Casas, who was CICP’s Executive Director and who had a personal relationship with Dr Di
Pace, recalled that Dr Di Pace was “very adamant that the only way of placing concrete is with
silica fume”,524 and he made that demand “on behalf of ACP, because, at that moment, he was a
consultant of ACP”.525
b) Dr Schrader confirmed that, in a May 2011 meeting, Dr Di Pace was “very, very clear that he
wanted silica fume”.526
c) In emails exchanged between SIMCO and Dr Di Pace, it was clear to Dr Marchand that ACP,
through Dr Di Pace, was instructing GUPC to use silica fume.527
d) As Mr Zaffaroni testified, “in May 2011, ACP unreasonably imposed the requirement to use
silica fume in the concrete mixes” on GUPC.528
517
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{C-1483/1}, Email from R. Delgado to M. Lorenzo et al, dated 1 Aug 2011, p. 1.
{C-1483/1}, Email from R. Delgado to M. Lorenzo et al, dated 1 Aug 2011, p. 1.
{C-1483/1}, Email from R. Delgado to M. Lorenzo et al, dated 1 Aug 2011, p. 1.
See example, {C-0667}, Emails between G. Di Pace and J. Marchand dated between 14 and 17 May 2011; see also {C0190/13}, Presentation on Concrete Mixes, dated 21 May 2011, p. 13; {C-0668}, Attachment to Email from Jacques
Marchand to Guillermo Di Pace, dated 16 May 2011.
{C-0668/6}, Attachment to Email from Jacques Marchand to Guillermo Di Pace, dated 16 May 2011, p. 6. [Emphasis
added]
{C-0190/13}, Presentation on Concrete Mixes, dated 21 May 2011, p. 13.
See ¶ 82 above; {C-WS-19/35}, Schrader I, p. 35 [p. 32], ¶ 133; {C-WS-39/10}, Möder VI, p. 10 [p. 9], ¶ 37; {CWS-28/6}, Casas I, p. 6 [p. 4], ¶ 24.
{Day15/15:15}, [15:15-16] (Casas Cross).
{Day15/8:13}, [8:13-20, 15:18-20] (Casas Cross).
Dr Schrader was certain that Dr Di Pace insisted on the use of silica fume in May 2011, although he could not recall
precisely the exact date in May 2011, which is quite understandable given the time that has passed since these events.
“[DR SCHRADER] I -- I'm not certain of -- of the date. I had information that it looked like it was on the 21st. As
we've been talking about this and it's -- perhaps it wasn't the 21 May. What I do remember is I sat about the fifth chair
up from the right-hand side, after you walk through the front doors. The tables were in a U shaped. Di Pace was
diagonally across from me. He got very animated about the pozzolan issue. And then very, very clear that he wanted
silica fume.” {Day14/256:9}, [256:9-256:17] (Schrader Cross).
{Day15/34:20}, [34:20-35:8] (Marchand Re-direct); {C-0667}, Emails between G. Di Pace and J. Marchand dated
between 14 and 17 May 2011; {C-0668}, Attachment to Email from Jacques Marchand to Guillermo Di Pace, dated 16
May 2011.
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194. Tellingly, GUPC started using silica fume for low and moderate salinity areas soon after Dr Di Pace’s
instruction in May 2011,529 and once GUPC submitted mixes containing silica fume on 12 August 2011,530
ACP swiftly approved the mixes (in just four days),531 which was followed by the start of the SMC pouring
two days later.532
195. The evidence summarized above therefore confirms that ACP instructed GUPC to use silica fume in SMC,
which constitutes a Variation under the Contract. This entitles GUPC to an EOT, full compensation for its
losses, and the additional cost resulting from the use of the silica fume.
I.

ACP BREACHED 133(6) AND 134(4) OF ITS REGULATIONS, SUB-CLAUSE 3.5 OF THE CONTRACT,
AND THE PRINCIPLES OF GOOD FAITH AND COOPERATION UNDER PANAMANIAN LAW

196. ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s February 2011 submittal, its prohibition against the start of SMC
placement, and the imposition of silica fume, were all in breach of Art. 133(6) and 134(4) of ACP’s
Regulations.533 First, Art. 133(6) prevents ACP from imposing extra-contractual requirements and/or
additional unnecessary burdens in the implementation of GUPC’s obligations. During the Project, GUPC
had to dedicate significant resources to address ACP’s extra-contractual requirements arising from ACP’s
misplaced concerns, which constituted an unnecessary and wrongful burden on the CMD process. Second,
Art. 134(4) prohibits ACP from conditioning the acceptance of a Variation on the waiver of any claims by
GUPC. It is undisputed that ACP explicitly conditioned its acceptance of RFV 57 and RFV 69 on the
waiver of any claims by GUPC, insisting that its acceptance was contingent upon GUPC’s agreement that
they would “have no cost or time implications” to the Employer,534 which was quite understandably not
acceptable to GUPC, as Mr Zaffaroni confirmed at the Hearing.535 ACP’s actions therefore constitute
breaches of Arts. 133(6) and 134(4) of its Regulation. ACP also breached SC 3.5 [Determination] of the
Conditions of the Contract, because it failed promptly and fairly to determine GUPC’s entitlements.536
Finally, as explained in the SoC, under the Panamanian Civil Code, the parties to a contract have the
obligation to act in good faith and to collaborate with their counterpart during the performance of the
contract.537 ACP’s behaviour in relation to the CMD issues violated these obligations.538 ACP’s violations
of its Regulations and Panamanian law entitle GUPC to an EOT and full compensation for the damage it
has suffered.
J.

GUPC VALIDLY NOTIFIED ITS CLAIMS UNDER SUB-CLAUSE 20.1 OF THE CONDITIONS OF
CONTRACT

197. There is no dispute that, throughout 2010 and 2011, GUPC sent several notices to ACP arising out of
ACP’s continued misuse of SC 5.2 of the Conditions of Contract and continued failure to operate in
accordance with the procedures set out in the Contract, all of which was delaying the Project.539 This was
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{C-WS-21/40}, Zaffaroni II, p. 40 [p. 36], ¶ 150.
Indeed, Ms George admitted during the Hearing, in response to the Tribunal’s question that GUPC started using silica
fume right after Dr Di Pace’s presentation at the May 2011 meeting. {Day15/263:14}, [263:14-23] (George Cross).
{C-0861}, GUPC’s SMC submittal (Atlantic), dated 12 Aug 2011; {C-0862}, GUPC’s SMC submittal (Pacific), dated
12 Aug 2011. Between mid May 2011 and 12 August 2011, GUPC prepared silica fume SMC mixes in the laboratory
and made necessary batching plant adjustments to produce SMC with silica fume.
{C-0863}, ACP’s submittal comments (Atlantic), dated 16 Aug 2011; {C-0864}, ACP’s submittal Comments (Pacific),
dated 17 Aug 2011.
See ¶ 84 above.
{SOC/583}, p. 583 [Ch. 5, pp. 552-554], Sec. V.K.3-4.
{C-0661/5}, Letter from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 Mar 2011, p. 5; {C-0666/6}, Letter from ACP to GUPC, dated 8 Jun
2011, p. 6.
{Day14/72:2}, [72:2-72:24] (Zaffaroni Cross).
{SOC/587}, p. 587 [Ch. 5, pp. 556-558], Sec. V.K.6.
{SOC/65}, p. 65 [Ch. 2, pp. 59-80], Sec. B.
{SOC/585}, p. 585 [Ch. 5, pp. 554-556], Sec. V.K.5.
{SOC/589}, p. 589 [Ch. 5, pp. 558-559], ¶¶ 1937-1945; {SOR/1056}, p. 1056 [Ch. 6, pp. 124-125], ¶¶ 453-459.
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confirmed by the DAB in the Referral 11 decision.540 Specifically, GUPC sent these Notices on 18 May
2010,541 1 October 2010,542 28 October 2010,543 24 March 2011,544 and 5 May 2011.545 ACP, therefore,
cannot argue in good faith that it was not notified of GUPC’s claimed entitlements arising from ACP’s
failure to comply with SC 5.2, which is the primary basis of entitlement pursued by GUPC in relation to
CMD in this arbitration.
198. ACP’s wrongful imposition of additional requirements in relation to CMD, as explained above, are also
Variations under Clause 13 of the Conditions of Contract (e.g., imposition of an early-age ASTM C1202
value of 1,000 Coulombs, or instruction to use silica fume in SMC, when ACP now admits that there were
no such requirements in the ER). It is well-accepted that, in such circumstances, the Contractor does not
need to issue a formal notice under SC 20.1, as the Employer cannot ignore that its instruction(s) for
additional work may result in additional cost and time needed to complete the Works.546
K.

GUPC IS ENTITLED TO A 202-DAY EOT AND FULL COMPENSATION AS A RESULT OF ACP’S
BREACHES AND VARIATIONS IN RESPECT OF CMD

199. GUPC is entitled to an EOT of 202 CDs arising from the delayed submission and wrongful rejection of its
SMC mix design, which were solely attributable to ACP, pursuant to SC 8.4. To recall, the breakdown of
GUPC’s EOT entitlement is as follows:


24 CDs of critical delay from 28 January 2011 to 21 February 2011 due to the delayed
submission of the SMC mix design as a result of ACP’s wrongful interference with the
determination of the exposure conditions to be used as input parameters for STADIUM, as well as
ACP’s decision not to accept the accelerated curing of concrete samples for purposes of assessing
the concrete’s longer term properties; and



178 CDs of critical delay from 21 February 2011 to 18 August 2011 due to ACP’s wrongful
interference with, and frustration of, the SMC mix design review process through the wrongful
rejection of, and comments on, the SMC mix designs and prohibition against the start of SMC
placement.547
GUPC and its delay expert Ms Ramey correctly calculated GUPC’s EOT entitlement as
202 Calendar Days
(a) Ms Ramey used the correct approach to quantify GUPC’s EOT entitlement
Ms Ramey conducted an “as-planned versus as-built” delay analysis using the ABP and
MUs in accordance with the contractual requirements

200. To quantify GUPC’s EOT entitlement, GUPC’s independent delay expert Ms Ramey carried out an “asplanned versus as-built” delay analysis using the contractually required Accepted Baseline Programme
(ABP) and the Monthly Programme Updates (MUs). Ms Ramey thus undertook a comprehensive review
of the Project records to establish GUPC’s actual advancement of the works, which she then compared to
the planned performance in the ABP and relevant MUs.548
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{C-0246/59}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 59 [p. 56], ¶ 164.
{C-0709}, GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 18 May 2010.
{C-0715}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 1 Oct 2010.
{C-0716}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 28 Oct 2010.
{C-0717}, GUPC's Notice of Claim, dated 24 Mar 2011.
{C-0865}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 5 May 2011.
{SOR/1056}, p. 1056 [Ch. 6, p. 124], ¶ 454.
{SOC/689}, p. 689, [Ch. 10, p. 647], ¶ 2265(b); {SOR/1226}, p. 1226, [Ch. 11, p. 1] ¶ 1(b), {SORDD/5}, p. 5, [p. 2], ¶
6(a).
{C-EX-11/9}, Ramey I, p. 9 [p. 5], ¶¶ 32-40.
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201. The Parties’ experts agree that an “as-planned versus as-built” analysis is the correct methodology to adopt;
however, the experts disagree as to the correct baseline and programmes against which to measure delay.
While Ms Ramey used the ABP and the MUs, which is what the Contract mandates (see below), ACP’s
delay expert, Mr Harvey, chose to use (in this arbitration for the first time) a single slide from the Concrete
Workshop Presentation which Dr Schrader presented to ACP on 1 March 2010 in a meeting that was
unrelated to planning or progress monitoring.549 Thus, instead of utilizing the activities contained in the
ABP and the MUs as Ms Ramey correctly did, Mr Harvey instead measured CMD delay against the very
general time periods set out in a 5-row table contained in a single presentation slide. Mr Harvey even
renamed this table “CMD programme”, when there is no evidence that it was ever intended as a
programme to be used for scheduling purposes.
202. At the Hearing, Mr Harvey appeared to retreat from his previous position that the 5-row table was the most
appropriate baseline programme, and claimed that “[t]he ABP is the appropriate baseline programme to be
used in the delay analysis.”550 In reality however, Mr Harvey has not used the ABP as a benchmark for his
delay analysis. Mr Harvey has used the ABP solely to establish the date for the start of SMC placement
contained in the ABP (i.e., 4 January 2011 – which is notably absent from the 5-row table), but he has
ignored the key activities relating to CMD in the ABP and MUs. This is despite having relied on the ABP
as a benchmark before the DAB. Mr Harvey could provide no objective basis for his decision when
challenged on this point at the Hearing.
203. In order for the Tribunal to decide what is the most appropriate benchmark against which to measure delay
on this Project, one must first look at how progress and thus delays: (i) were to be assessed under the
Contract; and (ii) were contemporaneously assessed in practice.
204. The Employer’s Requirements - Section 01 31 00 [Project Management and Coordination] - provides that
the ABP will be used by the Employer’s Representative as “the base against which the Current Programme
will be compared to determine progress and performance measurement.”551 ER Section 01 31 00 also
defines the “Current Programme” (i.e., the MUs) as follows:
“The Current Programme shall be based on the Accepted Baseline Programme by
incorporating current and past monthly status update and as-built information. The
status update and as-built information shall contain accurate information on logic,
status, completion percentages, earned value, actual start and finish dates, remaining
duration, and critical path and near critical path changes from the prior month.”552
205. The ER also required that the critical path and all delays be assessed by reference to the “Current
Programme”.553 Mr Harvey indeed confirmed under cross examination that the critical path analysis
required the use of the ABP and Current Programme.554
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Mr Harvey refers to this as the “CMD Programme”. {R-EX-8/9}, Harvey I, p. 9, ¶ 1.22; {C-0449/15}, First OTS
GUPC Presentation, dated 1 Mar 2010, p. 15.
“[MR HARVEY] In my experience, tribunals like benchmarks. There is a lot of effort put into the accepted baseline
programme by the parties to agree on that. I have used the baseline programme. Ms. Ramey has used the baseline
programme. I think the only caveat that I have is, rather than using the two CMD activities that are contained in the
baseline programme, I’ve used the CMD programme, which I believe is consistent with the accepted baseline
programme; it just adds a level of detail . It adds the three stages of testing, which the CMD activity does not. The
CMD activities in the baseline programme did not.” {Day18/147:22}, [147:22-148:9] (Harvey Cross). [Emphasis
added]
{R-0353/12}, ER - - Section 01 31 00 [Project Management and Coordination], p. 12, Sec. 1.09(F).
{R-0353/13}, ER - - Section 01 31 00 [Project Management and Coordination], p. 13, Sec. 1.09(G).
{R-0353/22}, ER - - Section 01 31 00 [Project Management and Coordination], p. 22, Sec. 1.11.
“[MR GARTON] Q. You will agree with me that the critical path analysis that is being required there is making use of
both the accepted baseline programme and the current programmes. [MR HARVEY] Yes that’s what it says here. I
think the concern would be if you did not believe a current programme was reasonable.” {Day18/200:9}, [200:9-14]
(Harvey Cross).
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206. The Employer’s Requirements also states that the ABP “is intended to be a reasonable plan for the
execution of the Works”.555 This is further confirmed in ACP’s letter dated 12 February 2010, in which
ACP accepted GUPC’s Baseline Programme (after three submission cycles between GUPC and ACP556)
and stated that: “the proposed Baseline Programme and supporting documentation developed is considered
a reasonable plan for the execution of the Works.” 557
207. Thus the Contract requires that the Employer’s Representative, and in turn this Tribunal, must use the ABP
and the MUs (also referred to in the Contract as the Current Programmes), to assess progress of and delays
to the Works. Mr Harvey’s decision not to do so in this arbitration (which is a departure from what he did
in front of the DAB, see Section V.K.2(b) below) is therefore inconsistent with the Contract and wellestablished delay analysis practice.
208. As previously explained, a project programme (such as the ABP and MUs) contains ‘logic links’ and
sequences for the whole of the works which, as it is updated, shows the relative progress that the activities
are achieving against one another (something which is fundamental to assessing progress / delay and is key
to considering criticality and concurrency).558 A contemporaneous project programme is in no way
comparable to a single slide containing five rows of very general overlapping time periods, which has no
logic links and was never used to assess progress against. By using a static 5-row table, Mr Harvey is
unable to assess links with other work on the Project and cannot assess how the CMD was progressing
relative to the other works such as design, excavation, industrial plants, procurement etc. Hence the
requirement under the Contract to use the ABP and MUs to track progress of the various activities and
measure delay.559
Ms Ramey has analysed the CMD activities and verified they are reasonable and accurately
reflect GUPC’s planning
209. One of Mr Harvey’s main arguments to support his decision to use the 5-row table as baseline was that the
ABP contained “only two cursory activities for the CMD work”.560 This is in dispute between the delay
experts, as Ms Ramey concludes there were in fact four CMD activities in the ABP.561 Mr Harvey seems
to ignore the important fact that ACP approved the CMD activities in the ABP. Indeed, ACP did not raise
any concerns or comments with respect to the reasonableness of the CMD activities in the ABP at the time
of its approval562 nor did Mr Harvey raise any such concerns during the DAB proceedings where the SMC
mix design delays were extensively discussed.563
210. ACP and Mr Harvey have also repeatedly failed to take into account the additional breakdown of CMD
activities introduced in the early MUs. Ms Ramey’s First Report analysed the ‘Changes to Concrete Mix
Design Activities in MUs’ in Appendix C564 and identified the elaboration of the CMD plan from the ABP
through MU19RR (when GUPC began placing SMC), which Mr Harvey elected not to utilise in his
‘search’ for a more detailed CMD plan.
211. As Ms Ramey explained at the Hearing, the development of the activities in the MUs was a “natural
expansion” of the activities that were required to achieve SMC placement.565 Mr Harvey, on the other
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{R-0353/12}, ER - - Section 01 31 00 [Project Management and Coordination], p. 12, Sec. 1.09(F) and p. 19, Sec.
1.10. [Emphasis added]
{Day18/198:21}, [198:21-22] (Harvey Cross).
{Ramey(I)-8}, Letter from the ACP to the Contractor (IAE-UPC-0124), dated 12 Feb 2010.
{SORDD/9}, p. 9 [p. 6], ¶ 33.
{SORDD/9}, p. 9 [p. 6], ¶ 33.
{R-EX-22/7}, Harvey II, p. 7, ¶ 2.12.
See {C-EX-11.AppC/7}, Ramey I, App. C, p. 7 [p. 2], Sec. 2.1 and {C-EX-25/18}, Ramey II, p. 18 [p. 13], ¶¶ 57-61.
{Ramey(I)-8}, Letter from the ACP to the Contractor (IAE-UPC-0124), dated 12 Feb 2010.
See Sec. V.K.2.b below.
{C-EX-11.AppC}, Ramey I, App. C.
“[MS RAMEY] I’m going to show you that it’s a normal development in a design-build project, where the programme
starts out at a fairly high level or outline level for activities. There’s a signpost of a period of time to do elements of the
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hand, ignored the fact that GUPC continued to develop the CMD plan in the subsequent MUs. For
example, MU03 which has a data date 19 April 2010, (just one month after Dr Schrader’s 5-row table),
introduced 6 additional activities related to these works (including both preparatory and subsequent
works).566 MU08 (data date 20 September 2010) introduced 88 new CMD activities, none of which were
reported as being on the critical path at that time.567 The new activities in MU08 were consistent with the
previous activities, they were just broken down into more detail (as Ms Ramey explained is normal
practice).568 Thus, even if Mr Harvey felt there was insufficient detail in the CMD activities in the ABP,
there is no basis for Mr Harvey not to utilize the additional CMD activities introduced in the subsequent
MUs to measure delay / progress (as Ms Ramey has done). In order to justify this failure, Mr Harvey
raised a number of arguments, which are meritless, as explained below.
212. First, ACP and Mr Harvey sought to rely on the fact that there are changes in logic relationships between
the ABP and MU19. However, as explained above, it is typical for the activities in a baseline schedule to
be further detailed as the work progresses and in this context one would expect logic links to be deleted and
changed, as Ms Ramey explained at the Hearing.569 Thus, the fact that there are changes to the logic
relationships between activities is simply as a result of the “natural expansion” of the activities described by
Ms Ramey; it is not a valid reason to discard reliance on the MUs (which is mandated under the Contract).
Moreover, it certainly does not justify abandoning the MUs in favour of a table with no logic whatsoever.
213. Second, ACP and Mr Harvey repeatedly pointed out that the MUs570 were adjusted contemporaneously to
hold the completion date of 20 October 2014, therefore showing no delay.571 It is difficult to understand
the relevance of this point. As Ms Ramey explained at the Hearing, “the adjustments that are being made
in the MUs to control the project completion date, to keep it from slipping out, are in activities that are past
the period of time you’re looking at the actual delay.”572 Thus, any adjustments being made to the MUs to
keep the completion date from slipping are irrelevant to the activities that are being assessed for delay in
this arbitration.
214. Further, the evidence and Ms Ramey’s analysis show that GUPC’s CMD development was progressing in
a timely fashion up until December 2010 when GUPC incurred a 5 week delay on account of ACP’s
concerns over GUPC’s salinity data, which forced GUPC to perform additional coring activities in the old
locks to further confirm its data (which was not necessary otherwise).573
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568
569

570
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573

work. And, as that work becomes closer to actually starting, a major milestone such as starting SMC placement, there
is a development in the programme of the level of detail of activities.” {Day18/9:21}, [9:21-10:3] (Ramey Cross).
[Emphasis added]
{C-1872}, PDF extract from MU03: (i) P-12920-10 P_Batching: Prepare Cement, Pozzolan test and Petrographic
examinations on available basalt; (ii) P-12920-20 P Batching:Perform initial test aggregate processing; (iii) P-1292040 P_Batching: Prepare material for special tests; (iv) P-12920-50 P_Batching: Perform special tests on materials; (v)
P-12920-60 P_Batching: Adjust mixes; and (vi) P-12980 P_Batching: Plant completion before concrete works.
{C-1877}, PDF extract from MU08.
{Day18/9:21}, [9:21-10:3] (Ramey Cross).
“[MR LEWIS] There are over 1,500 deleted logic relationships. [MS RAMEY] I don’t know the exact number; but I
can tell you, as I said before, it’ s a normal development on a design-build project that we see the level of detail
increase as the particular work is coming. If you add activities to the programme and how we see they did this on the
project is they took the original baseline programme -- or baseline activity and they broke it into five or six activities,
that kept the original number, like 19 - 12920; and then they put on a suffix on the end of it that said dash 10, 20, 30,
40, that broke down that activity. So you take one activity that was in the ABP; and you break it down into five. If you
add five activities, you’re going to have add a logic activity to the start, you’re going to have to add a logic link to the
end. So one activity gets at least two links added to it. So, as activities change, links change. So you’re giving me
statistics without meaning.” {Day18/72:12}, [72:12-73:4] (Ramey Cross). [Emphasis added]
Up to MU26.
See example, {R-EX-22.AppB/4}, Harvey II, App. B, p. 4, ¶ 1.7 and {Day18/66:1}, [66-67] (Ramey Cross).
{Day18/70:4}, [70:4-7] (Ramey Cross).
See Sec. V.H.2.
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215. Third, at the Hearing, Mr Harvey repeatedly referred to the fact that, between MU07 and into MU08,
GUPC broke out the new stages of the CMD process – deleting and replacing the previous activities.574 Mr
Harvey suggested that, as a result of these changes “tracking or assessing delay through those updates,
using those CMD activities, is not possible.”575 This is incorrect. The evidence shows that GUPC updated
its scheduling programmes to add more detail, and one can track all the same work just in greater detail –
the more detailed activity structure in MU08 is consistent with the earlier MUs. In fact, GUPC provided
the additional breakdown to ACP at ACP’s request on the 1 September 2010.576
216. The progress of the key CMD activity (i.e. the start of CMD testing), from the ABP, MU03, MU06 and
MU08 can be tracked and confirms that the CMD testing was progressing in a timely manner, as
demonstrated at the Hearing and summarised below:
1.

ABP (data date 15 July 2009, approved on 12 February 2010)

217. The ABP had four CMD activities, which were approved by ACP.577 The first CMD activity “P-12920:
Batching Prepare Initial Mix Design”578 had an early start date of 15 June 2010 and a late start date of 18
July 2010.579 Thus, the earliest possible date that GUPC planned to start CMD development was 15 June
2010 and this activity had 33 days of float meaning the latest it could start without causing delay would be
18 July 2010. Moreover, this activity had a late finish date of 25 September 2010. Notably, Mr Harvey
confirmed under cross-examination that this activity relates to Mix Designs, as opposed to just SMC, so it
would include, for example, mixes for IMC as well as SMC.580
2.

MU03 (data date 19 April 2010)

218. MU03, which has a data date of 19 April 2010 (approximately one month after Dr Schrader’s OTS
presentation with the 5-row table) introduced 6 additional CMD activities.581 These activities added further
detail to the programme but were consistent with the activities in the ABP.
219. Notably, the following preparatory activity was introduced “P12920-10: P_Batching: Prepare Cement,
Pozzolan test and Petrographic examinations on available basalt”, which had an actual start date of 10
February 2010 and a late finish of 28 June 2010. Another preparatory activity “P-12920-20: P_Batching:
Perform initial test aggregate processing” was also introduced in MU06 which had a late start date of 14
June 2010 and a late finish date of 3 July 2010.
220. Importantly, it was in MU03 that the start of SMC placement was moved from 4 January 2011 to
28 January 2011 due to the resequencing of the works for reasons unrelated to CMD, as confirmed by Mr

574
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579
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581

{Day18/236:11}, [236:11-21] (Harvey Cross).
{Day18/280:25}, [280:25-281:1] (Harvey Cross).
{C-0463}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 1 Sep 2010.
{R-1657}, PDF extract from Exhibit R-0853 (SB06) (i) P-12920 P Batching: Prepare Initial Mix Design; (ii) P-12940
P Batching: Prepare test samples and trial placement; (iii) P-12960 P Batching: test and startup of batch and crushing
plant; (iv) P-12980 P Batching: Plant completion before concrete works.
{R-1657/9}, PDF extract from Exhibit R-0853 (SB06), p. 9, Activity ID, P-12920-30, ABP.
{C-LA-0450/43}, Practice Standard for Scheduling (Second Edition), 2011, p. 43 [p. 31], ¶ 6.
{Day18/212:3}, [212:3-8] (Harvey Cross). “[MR GARTON] And if you trace that activity along to the date. Well,
actually, just on that activity, would you agree with me, Mr Harvey, that the initial mix designs would not only include
SMC mix design but also interior mass mix designs? [MR HARVEY] I would assume they would include everything,
all of the mix designs.”
{C-1872/14}, PDF extract from MU03, p. 14 (i) P-12920-10 P_Batching: Prepare Cement, Pozzolan test and
Petrographic examinations on available basalt; (ii) P-12920-20 P Batching:Perform initial test aggregate processing;
(iii) P-12920-40 P_Batching: Prepare material for special tests; (iv) P-12920-50 P_Batching: Perform special tests on
materials; (v) P-12920-60 P_Batching: Adjust mixes; and (vi) P-12980 P_Batching: Plant completion before concrete
works.
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Harvey.582 This meant that all the activities leading to the start of SMC placement had an additional 24
CDs of float as compared to the ABP.
3.

MU06 (data date 19 July 2010)

221. MU06 (data date 19 July 2010), introduced an additional breakdown of CMD activities. MU06 showed
that the CMD activities were proceeding on time. For example, MU06 recorded that activity “P-12920-20:
Perform initial test aggregate processing (crushed by external supplier)” was completed on 15 June 2010,
more than two weeks earlier than the MU03 forecast late finish date of 3 July 2010, as Mr Harvey admitted
at the Hearing.583
222. Moreover, Activity “P-12920-30: Prepare initial test mixes” was amended to include the time for the
“compressive strength test results at 90 days”. MU06 recorded that this particular activity started on 19
June 2010,584 which is one month earlier than the ABP late start date of 18 July 2010.585 Mr Harvey sought
to deny this by arguing that this was a “different activity” from the ABP and MU03 as the duration and
description of the activity had changed. This is manifestly wrong. As explained at the Hearing, “in MU03,
its activity ID was P-12920-30, which is the same activity ID … And we see they have almost identical
required start dates.”586
223. Further, Mr Harvey agreed that this activity (“P-12960-30: Prepare initial test mixes”) relates to CMD
including IMC and SMC. The actual trial mixes for IMC were in fact prepared on 30 June 2010 (with 18
CDs of float remaining compared to the ABP late start date)587 and the actual trial mixes for SMC were
prepared on 26 July 2010.588 If one adds 90 days for the compressive strength test results from 26 July
2010, this takes the end date of the activity to 24 October 2010. Thus, this activity was to be completed by
24 October 2010, which is almost one month before the MU06 late finish date for this activity on 23
November 2010.
4.

MU08 (data date 20 September 2010)

224. In MU08 (data date 20 September 2010), GUPC broke out the stages of the CMD process – deleting and
replacing the previous activities with 88 new activities, which can be aligned and tracked against the
previous CMD activities. For example, Activity “AP-N2170: Initial: trial mixes class 1- structural marine”
had an actual start date of 26 July 2010 and an actual finish date of 6 August 2010. Activity “AP-N2180:
Initial trial mix class 2 - - interior mass” had an actual start date of 30 June 2010 and an actual finish date of
16 July 2010. Clearly, those activities are the initial trial mixes that were anticipated in the initial trial mix
activity from the ABP “P-12920: Batching Prepare Initial Mix Design”. The late start date of that activity
in the ABP was 18 July 2010 and according to MU08, GUPC started the first interior mass mix design on
30 June 2010. Therefore, compared to the ABP, this activity started with 18 days of float remaining (as Mr
Harvey confirmed at the Hearing).589 Therefore, based on the ABP and the relevant MUs, there was no
critical delay to the CMD activities as at September 2010.
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“[MR GARTON] And now, in this schedule, we heard -- we heard Ms Ramey give evidence to this effect: it was in
this schedule that the start of concreting was moved from 4 January 2011 to 28 January 2011. Do you recall that? [MR
HARVEY] Yes, I do.” {Day18/216:25}, [216:25-217:4] (Harvey Cross).
“[MR GARTON] And it will be on the transcript because we worked through it a moment ago; but I represent to you
that the late finish date for this activity in MU03 was 3 July 2010. And if 3 July 2010 was the late finish date for this
activity, and it finished on 15 June 2010, it finished with two days - - two weeks of float remaining, didn’t it ? [MR
HARVEY] If that’s what the prior programme showed.” {Day18/221:17}, [221:17-23] (Harvey Cross).
Moreover, this activity still had 24 CDs of float as of MU06.
{C-1875}, PDF extract from MU06.
{Day18/225:6}, [225:6-9] (Harvey Cross).
In MU06, this activity was recorded with an as-built start date of 19 Jun 2010; however, the as-built date was revised
in MU08 to 30 Jun 2010.
{C-0463/8}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 1 Sep 2010, p. 8.
“[MR GARTON] So they started that activity with 18 days of float. [MR HARVEY] (Pause). Yes. I think that the
difficulty, though, is you can’t tell, from the ABP, whether those activities represent which -- so is it stage 1 and stage
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225. The above shows that Ms Ramey’s analysis of the CMD activities from the ABP through MU19RR is
sound and there is simply no basis for Mr Harvey to have abandoned the activities contained in the ABP
and MUs which had contractual standing (and indeed which he used in his own previous analysis before
the DAB)590 and attempt to replace them with the 5-row static table.
Mr Harvey’s evidence at the DAB supports Ms Ramey’s analysis
226. Mr Harvey was initially engaged by ACP in 2012,591 and he has written a number of reports for ACP in the
context of DAB proceedings, all denying or largely denying GUPC’s entitlement. Mr Harvey’s evidence
on CMD at the Referral 11 DAB supports Ms Ramey’s analysis in this arbitration, and contradicts his
current position.
(a) Mr Harvey found no critical delay to the CMD in 2010 and day for day delay
between February and August 2011 at the DAB stage
227. According to Mr Harvey’s analysis in the DAB proceedings, there was no critical delay to the CMD in
2010. As Mr Harvey admitted at the Hearing, his delay calculation in front of the DAB was that there was
no critical delay in 2010 and only 48 CDs of critical delay between 4 January and 21 February 2011.592
This is in stark contrast to his quantification of 156 CDs of critical delay that he now claims in this
arbitration occurred before 4 February 2011.
228. Mr Harvey admitted that this disparity was the result of his (new) reliance on the 5-row table prepared by
Dr Schrader for assessing delay (as opposed to the ABP as he had done for the DAB).593
229. Moreover, in relation to the period of time after the rejection of the SMC mix design in February 2011, Mr
Harvey’s evidence in front of the DAB was that from the date ACP rejected the SMC mix design on 21
February through until 18 August 2011 there was day for day critical delay:
“[MR HARVEY] Now moving on, the next period of time, 22 February 2011 to 24
March 2011 it is my view that 31 days of additional delay were incurred, that’s day for
day delay during that time period so that is the time period. Now, why did I select 24
March 2011? That’s the date I believe the concurrent delay period ends. And from that
point going forward it’s all the concrete mix design.”594
230. This is precisely what Ms Ramey found in her analysis in this arbitration. Mr Harvey’s delay calculations
in the DAB proceedings therefore support Ms Ramey’s findings in this arbitration.

590
591
592

593
594

2? You don’t know. So in the MU08 they’ve broken it down into the stages that was consistent with the CMD
programme. In the ABP programme you can’t tell the mix designs, whether it is just stage 1 or whether it is inclusive
of stage 2 or stage 3 - - [MR GARTON] Mr Harvey, we’re just looking at start dates here. This says “prepare initial
mix design”. And they have prepared their initial mix design with 18 day float remaining on the activity. They’ve
started the preparation. [MR HARVEY] They started the initial mix design for the interior mass on 30 June, based on
this programme, I which agree with.” {Day18/233:2}, [233:2-18] (Harvey Cross).
See Sec. V.K.2.b below.
{Day18/185:13}, [185:13] (Harvey Cross).
“[MR GARTON] Mr Harvey, before we leave the DAB referral 11, do you recall that, at that time, it was your expert
opinion that between March 2010 and 21 February 2011 there was just 48 days of critical delay?[…] [MR HARVEY]
It should be, yes. And I think just in terms of explaining the delay at that point in time, I think I certainly did not have a
detailed understanding of the mix design during that time period. And what I was measuring delay to was the concrete
was planned to start on 4 January. As of 21 February, it hadn’t. And that was the 41 days. So it’s a very simple
exercise - - calculation. That’s what I’m referring to there. [MR GARTON] Mr Harvey, are you in the habit of giving
evidence about things you don’t understand in arbitrations worth hundreds of millions of dollars? [MR HARVEY] I
was quantifying the delay to the start of concrete production, which the plan was 4 January, as at 21 February. That’s
the 48 days. I wasn’t say that - - it doesn’t say the delay to the concrete mix design; it says the delay to the start of
concrete production.” [emphasis added] {Day18/202:5}, [205:5 – 206:19] (Harvey cross).
{Day18/207:10}, [207:10-19] (Harvey Cross) [emphasis added].
{C-0836/640}, Referral 11 DAB Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 640 [128:22-129:3].
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(b) Mr Harvey used the ABP to measure delay at the DAB stage
231. In the Referral 11 DAB proceedings (and also in the Cofferdam Arbitration), Mr Harvey was adamant that
the ABP must be used for measuring delay.595
232. Mr Harvey admitted at the Hearing that he used the ABP in front of the DAB, despite the fact that he was
already in possession of the 5-row table, on which he is now basing his analysis, which leads to a massive
decrease in the days of critical delay attributable to ACP’s rejection of GUPC’s SMC.596 When asked at
the Hearing why he had not used the table as a benchmark in his DAB analysis, Mr Harvey responded: “In
the DAB I wasn’t - - I didn’t know what the origins of the CMD programme were. I didn’t know who
prepared it.”597 This answer is simply not credible given that Dr Schrader’s name and CV was at the
forefront of the presentation.598
233. In any event, Mr Harvey now knows that Dr Schrader was the author and that Dr Schrader describes the
table as follows: “This isn’t a schedule. This was a work plan. I presented it as a work plan. I tried to kind
of group things as to things we needed to accomplish in order to get to our goal … I had nothing to do with
the schedule. I wasn’t an official scheduler.”599
234. In light of Dr Schrader’s evidence regarding the table, Mr Harvey has no justifiable reason to rely on it
instead of the ABP and MUs.
(c) Mr Harvey found limited concurrent delay at the DAB stage
235. In this arbitration, Mr Harvey gave evidence suggesting that GUPC was in concurrent delay up to 11
August 2011.600 This is wrong. Ms Ramey has undertaken a thorough analysis and correctly assessed that
the other concrete predecessors were not in concurrent delay and were sufficiently progressed to support
the start of SMC placement from February 2011.601 Mr Harvey’s testimony in this arbitration is also
inconsistent with his previous position in front of the DAB that the period of concurrent delay ended on 24
March 2011.602
236. When the discrepancies between his previous evidence before the DAB and his analysis in this arbitration
were pointed out to him at the Hearing,603 Mr Harvey attempted to explain that he was “instructed” by ACP
to take a new / different approach to assessing concurrent delay in this arbitration:
“The instruction [in this arbitration] was to consider the concrete production and the
contractor’s ability to proceed at the rates in the ABP. So - - which I hadn’t fully done
when I did the DAB assessment.
And so when I did the - - when I looked at the DAB, we -- I did not consider what the
contractor would have been able to achieve by taking all those factors into account,
which I’ve done now. And that’s explained in my first report.”
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See {C-0836/640}, Referral 11 DAB Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 640, [125:121:119]; and {C-0914/22}, p. 22,
¶¶ 4.1-4.2.
“[MR GARTON] But you were aware of Dr Schrader’s table at the time you gave evidence to the DAB; and this was
your delay calculation wasn’t it? [MR HARVEY] It was my delay to the start of concrete production.
Absolutely.”{Day18/208:4}, [208:4-7] (Harvey Cross).
{Day18/247:19}, [247:19-21] (Harvey Cross).
{C-0449/6}, First OTS GUPC Presentation, dated 1 Mar 2010, p. 6.
{Day14/131:17}, [131:17-24] (Schrader Cross). [Emphasis added]
See {R-EX-22.AppA/11}, Harvey II, App. A, p. 11, ¶ 2.16; and {Rejoinder/718}, p. 718 [Ch. 7, p. 6], ¶ 4.17. He then
changed his analysis at the Hearing from 219 days to 218 days of concurrent delay, which reduces his calculation of
concurrent delay to 10 Aug. 2011. {R-EX-22.Errata/3}, p. 3 [p. 3], ¶ 16.
{C-EX-11/15}, Ramey I, p. 15 [p.11], Sec. 4.2; {C-EX-25/49}, Ramey II, p. 49 [p. 44], Sec. 5.
{C-0836/641}, Referral 11 DAB Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 641 [129:1-2].
{Day18/189:8}, [189:8-17] (Harvey Cross).
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237. However, as explained in Section V.K.3(d) below, GUPC did not need to place SMC at the ABP rates from
the outset. It is transparent that Mr Harvey was instructed to alter his definition of concurrent delay in order
to extend the period of alleged concurrent delay in an attempt to help ACP escape its liability for its
wrongful rejection of the SMC mix design in February 2011.
238. It is telling that prior to this “instruction” from ACP, Mr Harvey had assessed concurrency in the same way
as Ms Ramey (and in accordance with industry practice). Indeed, the only difference between Mr Harvey
and Ms Ramey on that basis was the question of when GUPC was capable of pouring concrete at the
necessary temperature.604 The above demonstrates that the Tribunal should treat Mr Harvey’s evidence in
this arbitration with great caution given the contradictory evidence he presented at the DAB. In contrast,
the independent analysis presented by Ms Ramey, which has not changed since the DAB, analyses the
CMD delays relative to the other predecessors, and is fully in accordance with the Contract and industry
practice.
ACP’s defensive strategy in this arbitration is fundamentally flawed
(a) ACP is attempting to escape liability by arguing that the critical delay occurred in
2010 before ACP’s wrongful rejection of GUPC’s SMC mix design
239. As exemplified by his use of 5-row OTS table in lieu of a proper baseline, Mr Harvey’s critical delay
calculations in this arbitration are detached from the Project’s reality and unduly shifts critical delay away
from ACP’s wrongful rejection of the SMC mix design in February 2011 (contrary to the analysis he
presented before the DAB). According to Mr Harvey’s new delay “analysis” in this arbitration:


By 26 July 2010, 116 CDs of critical delay had been incurred, postponing the start of SMC
placement to 24 May 2011 (despite contemporaneous MUs showing the CMD activities
progressing on time, as explained above).



By 4 February 2011, 156 CDs of critical delay had been incurred, postponing the start of SMC
placement to 3 July 2011 (despite the evidence that GUPC was ready to place SMC in February
2011).

240. ACP’s and Mr Harvey’s strategy here is transparent. A unanimous DAB found against ACP on liability in
respect of its wrongful rejection of GUPC’s SMC mix design in February 2011. ACP and Mr Harvey are
now looking for every possible route to minimise their liability flowing from that wrongful rejection. They
are therefore now trying to shift the critical delay away from the wrongful rejection of the CMD by arguing
that it occurred in 2010. In order to give effect to this strategy, Mr Harvey has had to abandon the analysis
he presented to the DAB and introduce his new (albeit inconsistent) interpretation of (and reliance upon)
the 5-row OTS table. This interpretation is in any event wrong, as explained below.
(b) Mr Harvey’s use of the 5-row OTS table is wrong and only serves to give effect to
ACP’s new defensive strategy
241. In Mr Harvey’s “analysis” of the SMC mix design delays on “one of the largest civil construction Projects
ever built”605 (to use Mr Harvey’s own words), he has replaced the formal Project schedules (i.e. the ABP
and MUs), which had contractual standing,606 with a 5-row table from a single slide out of a 48 slide power
point presentation given during an “informal” OTS meeting that took place in March 2010. This is despite
the table never having been used as part of the formal contractual scheduling and reporting process between
GUPC and ACP. Mr Harvey claimed in his reports that this table – not the formal ABP and MUs –
represents the “best benchmark available”.607 This is simply not credible.

604
605
606
607

See ¶ 284 below.
{R-EX-8/21}, Harvey I, p. 21, ¶ 3.8.
See Sec. V.K.1.a.i above.
{R-EX-8/31}, Harvey I, p. 31, ¶ 4.34.
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242. The explanations Mr Harvey advanced during the Hearing are superficial and ultimately incapable of
resolving the methodological flaws of his approach as explained below. The 5-row OTS table is not a
“programme” in the scheduling sense against which to measure progress and delay.
243. First, as explained above, the Contract expressly required the progress of the Works to be measured against
the “Current Programme”, i.e., the MUs. As Ms Ramey explained at the Hearing: “[Mr Harvey’s] baseline
is a PowerPoint slide – one slide that was made in a presentation at the first over the shoulder meeting in
March 2010. That’s not a programme. It doesn’t tell us how it relates to the other predecessors. It doesn’t
give us logic. It was never updated on the project. It’s just a snapshot of what the tests are going to be done
on the project. The programme[s] are the MUs that were issued by the contractor during the work.”608
244. Indeed, Dr Schrader, the author of the table, confirmed under cross-examination that the 5-row OTS table
was never intended to be used as an official schedule against which to measure delay.609 Each time Mr
Harvey reproduces this slide, the title of this table is omitted which states: “Concrete Trials Mixes –
Crushing and Batching Plant Tests Program”. Thus, the word “program” in the title relates to the crushing
and batching plant test program. When challenged on this at the Hearing, Mr Harvey placed much
emphasis on the word “scheduled activities” in a prior email from GUPC to ACP attaching the 5-row static
table.610 However, this table simply reflects the general timeframe in which GUPC was planning to
undertake certain works. The document (or the OTS meeting) nowhere implied that this was a formal
Project programme against which progress should be measured.611
245. Moreover, real scheduling programmes like the ABP and MUs have float calculations and logic links, all of
which allow one to calculate the critical path. It is not disputed that Dr Schrader’s 5-row table has no logic
links and there is no indication of how much float there was in relation to any of these activities. Indeed,
Mr Harvey admitted during the Hearing that he had worked on the assumption that there was no float.612
This assumption is unsupported and in fact plainly incorrect, as Dr Schrader, the author of the table,
confirmed at the Hearing.613
246. In fact, the table was simply a grouping of CMD work prepared by someone on the Project who had
nothing to do with scheduling. It was never intended to be used for measuring progress or delay on this
Project. When this was put to Mr Harvey under cross-examination, he simply stated, “I don’t know exactly
the purpose”.614
247. Second, the work description items in the table’s rows have vague timeframes within which the item will
be performed, which are measured in whole months. They do not even specify start and finish dates. This
is unlike a real scheduling programme such as the ABP and MUs, which not only have specific start and
finish dates, but also early start and finish and late start and finish dates, as Mr Harvey admitted at the
Hearing.615
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{Day18/28:17}, [28:17-25] (Ramey Direct). [Emphasis added]
{Day14/131:15}, [131:15- 132:4] (Schrader Cross).
{Day18/242:5}, [242:5-12] (Harvey Cross).
{Day18/241:17}, [241:17-242:12] (Harvey Cross).
“[MR HARVEY] My assumption is there is no float. My assumption is it’s a reasonable plan, you know, as described
by Dr Schrader. ACP thought it was reasonable but tight. It takes it right up to - - and they expressed their
contemporaneous concerns about that. So they said it doesn’t leave much room for error if we want to start concrete in
January 2011. And, with the benefit of hindsight, I would say that Mr Chrzanowski got that observation correct.”
{Day18/242:17}, [242:17-25] (Harvey Cross). [Emphasis added]
“[MR LEWIS] And it was designed to fit in with the date when the contractor planned to start pouring concrete? [DR
SCHRADER] Or -- I can’t recall exactly, but I suspect we had a little bit of comfort factor at the very end, but it was
essentially what’s shown on our slide was the plan -- work plan as of 1 March. [MR LEWIS] And that corresponded
with what you intended to do? [DR SCHRADER] Certainly that was a work plan.” {Day14/132:19}, [132:19-133:1]
(Schrader Cross).
{Day18/245:21}, [245:21] (Harvey Cross).
{Day18/209:21}, [209:21-210:3] (Harvey Cross).
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248. Mr Harvey’s analysis in his reports measured delay to the first day of each month contained in the general
timeframes in the static 5-row table. This had the consequence of shifting as much of Mr Harvey’s
assessed delay earlier in time and away from ACP’s wrongful rejection of the SMC mix design (as
explained above). When faced with these criticisms, Mr Harvey introduced an “alternative analysis” using
the last date of each month to measure delay.616 Thus, the 5-row OTS table is so generalised and imprecise
in nature that it is not even clear whether to use the start or the end of each month. This confirms that the
table is not a proper baseline against which to measure progress and delay.
249. Third, Mr Harvey tries to justify his decision to abandon the formal ABP and MUs (that he used before the
DAB) and replace them with the 5-row static table, by repeatedly referring to the table as being “formally
presented to the Employer” at the March 2010 OTS workshop.617 This is wrong. The OTS workshops
(although very important and helpful as explained above) were expressly stated to be “informal work
meetings” as defined in Art. 1.02(B)(2) of ER Section 01 42 16 [Definitions].618 This further confirms that
Mr Harvey’s decision to use the 5-row OTS table has no basis.
250. With all his years of experience, Mr Harvey knows full well that the OTS table is not a “programme”,
which is precisely why he did not use it for analyzing the delay in his evidence to the DAB. His decision to
abandon the ABP and MUs and replace them with the table, along with his incorrect interpretation and
reliance on this table, has had the dramatic effect of shifting the vast majority of the delay in question in this
arbitration back into 2010 before ACP’s wrongful rejection of the CMD; thus creating “phantom” delay in
2010.
(c) Mr Harvey’s interpretation of the 5-row OTS table is incorrect and should be
disregarded
251. As demonstrated at the Hearing and summarised below, Mr Harvey’s interpretation of the 5-row OTS table
is misleading and should be disregarded. Ultimately, the correct interpretation of the table actually
confirms there was no critical delay to CMD in 2010, which is consistent with the results of Ms Ramey’s
analysis (and Mr Harvey’s analysis in the DAB).
Window 1 of Mr Harvey’s analysis (25 August 2009 to 1 March 2010)
252. Mr Harvey alleges that “substantial time was squandered” in the period 25 August 2009 to 1 March
2010.619 This is incorrect for the reasons explained in GUPC’s submissions.620 Ultimately, however, Mr
Harvey’s comments on Window 1 are irrelevant, as he does not attribute any critical delay to this period.
Window 2 of Mr Harvey’s analysis (1 March 2010 – 26 July 2010)
253. Mr Harvey avers there was a delay of 116 CDs in this period due to the “Contractor’s Late Start of CMD
Testing”.621 Mr Harvey’s calculation compares the actual start date of SMC mix design development on 26
July 2010, with the planned start of CMD development, which according to Mr Harvey’s interpretation of
the OTS table was 1 April 2010. He then states that the difference constitutes a delay to the start of SMC
mix design development of 116 Calendar Days.
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“[MR HARVEY] In terms of the criticisms that were made of the programme, it was: well, how do you know if it’s
the 1st date or the last date of the month? So what I’ve done is I’ve adjusted all my delay calculations. And those were
the alternative delay calculations, assuming that they were all - - that the first stage started on 30 April and finished on
30 June and the second stage started on 30 June and finished on 30 September. So I listened to the criticism. And I’ve
provided the Tribunal some alternative calculations, if the Tribunal deems that those calculations are necessary. And
they’re in one of the appendix slides to this presentation.” {Day18/164:3}, [164:3-14] (Harvey Direct). [Emphasis
added]
{R-EX-22/5}, Harvey II, p. 5, ¶ 2.5.
{C-0710/2}, Final RFP, Vol. II, ER, Sect. 01 42 16, p. 2 [p. 2]
{R-EX-8/9}, Harvey I, p. 9 [p. 9], ¶ 1.22.
{SOR/1115}, p. 1115 [Ch. 9, pp. 21-23], ¶¶ 129 – 138.
{R-EX-8/9}, Harvey I, p. 9 [p. 9], ¶ 1.24.
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254. Mr Harvey assumes the 1 April 2010 date from row 2 of Dr Schrader’s OTS table (entitled “First stage
(preliminary tests) crushing plant, Final stage of concrete mixtures”), which indicated that this activity is
scheduled to take place within the period April to June 2010.622 However, Mr Harvey here assumes that
the activity was to start on 1 April 2010 (when the table only says April 2010) and that on day one, GUPC
should have prepared its SMC test mixes. This assumption has no basis and is in fact incorrect. It is wrong
to use the actual start of SMC mix design development and compare it with a planned timeframe for CMD
development, which as explained above includes SMC but also IMC and other kinds of concrete to be used
on the Project. The only planned date to which GUPC committed in the ABP was the planned late start of
CMD development on 18 July 2010.623 Therefore, the only comparison that can be made is between the
planned late start of CMD development on 18 July 2010 and the actual start of CMD development (which
started with IMC) on 30 June 2010. Therefore, the start of CMD testing did in fact take place in
accordance with the contractually agreed ABP plan.
255. Alongside the OTS table, Mr Harvey has purported to align the rows with the three stage of CMD work set
out in Art. 1.05 of ER Section [Concrete] (discussed above), namely (i) Intermediate Design (which Mr
Harvey renamed “characterization stage”), (ii) Final Design (which Mr Harvey renamed “qualification
stage”), and (iii) Construction (which Mr Harvey renamed “Field / Trial Placement Stage”).624 According
to Mr Harvey, row two (“First Stage of preliminary tests of concrete mixtures”) would correspond with the
start of the qualification stage.
256. However, Dr Schrader described the qualification stage in his first witness statement, and explained the
various work involved as part of this stage before one can start making test mixes.625 Dr Schrader thus
explained: “Once the basic properties of the potential constituent materials are determined, or at least
initially estimated, the probable constituents and their source are selected. The aim is to ensure that the
quality of the constituents that are to be used in the mix allows the desired properties to be achieved. After
this, it is necessary to establish the precise proportions to be used in each mix, taking into account the
specific characteristics (for example, absorption) of each material or constituent that has now been
identified, sourced, acquired, and/or produced and tested.”626
257. Faced with this evidence, Mr Harvey accepted at the Hearing that there were in fact multiple work stages
involved before starting the test mixes.627 Thus, it was incorrect for Mr Harvey to have assumed that
GUPC was planning to and should have prepared its SMC test mix on 1 April 2010.
258. For reasons that are difficult to understand, Mr Harvey has also omitted any reference to row 3 of the OTS
table (“Second Stage of preliminary tests of concrete mixtures”) in his analysis of Window 2628. However,
rows 2 and 3 of the OTS table are in fact stage one and stage two of the preliminary tests of concrete
mixtures, (as the names suggest), and these preliminary tests of concrete mixtures activities run in the
timeframe from April to September 2010.
259. These dates (April – September 2010) closely align with the dates of the activities contained in the MUs.
For example, MU03629 (data date April 2010) contains two activities that correspond to rows 2 and 3 in the
OTS table. The first of these activities “Perform initial test aggregate processing” has an early start date of
16 May 2010 and the second of these activities, “Prepare initial test mixes”, has an early Finish Date of 30
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{C-0449/33}, First OTS GUPC Presentation, dated 1 Mar 2010, p. 33.
{R-1657}, PDF extract from Exhibit R-0853 (SB06).
{R-EX-22/36}, Harvey II, p. 36 [p. 36], ¶ 5.25.
“The next step is to make concrete samples in the laboratory and to test them.” {C-WS-19/7}, Schrader I, p. 7 [p. 4], ¶
17.
{C-WS-19/7}, Schrader I, p. 7 [p. 4] ¶ 17. [Emphasis added]
{Day18/256:4}, [256:4-257:4] (Harvey Cross).
It is also omitted from his analysis of Window 3.
{C-1872/14}, PDF extract from MU03, p. 14.
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September 2010.630 Thus, the dates for these activities in MU03 and the described scope of work align
with the timeframes in rows 2 and 3 of Dr Schrader’s table.
260. Moreover, the activity “Perform initial test aggregate processing” (introduced in MU03) is very similar to
the sort of work Dr Schrader described in the first bullet point of his description of the qualification
stage.631 The “Prepare initial test mixes” activity also aligns with the second bullet point in Dr Schrader’s
description of the qualification stage.632
261. Thus, when properly read, neither the ABP, Dr Schrader’s table nor MU03, anticipated that GUPC would
prepare SMC test mixes on 1 April 2010. Instead, rows 2 and 3 from Dr Schrader’s table anticipated that a
significant amount of other work would be done before any test mixes were prepared.
262. Furthermore, GUPC’s letter dated 1 September 2010633 (which set out the detailed breakdown of CMD
activities which was introduced in MU08) set out two stages of trial mixes and the dates for Stage 1 and 2
initial trial mixes are all scheduled to start on 26 July 2010 and be finished by September 2010, as was
confirmed with Mr Harvey under cross examination.634 In light of this, Mr Harvey cannot credibly justify
his delay calculation, which assumes that GUPC had to prepare its SMC test mix on 1 April 2010.
263. Mr Harvey’s argument that there was critical delay to SMC placement (and indeed the entire Project) from
1 April 2010 until GUPC prepared its SMC test mix on 26 July is equally not credible. As established in
Section V.K.1(a)(i) above, when one compares GUPC’s preparation of its SMC mixes to the ABP and
MUs, GUPC did in fact prepare its SMC mixes on time and with float. Mr Harvey’s suggestion that there
was a critical delay of 116 CDs, when the programmes (which had contractual standing and against which
progress was being reported contemporaneously) show that GUPC was progressing its mix design in a
timely manner, must therefore be rejected.
264. By applying Mr Harvey’s analysis, ACP is claiming that GUPC should have to pay ACP USD 300,000 per
day (being USD 35 million for the alleged delayed 116 days that Mr Harvey finds in his Window 2) for not
having prepared the SMC mix designs on 1 April 2010 based on Mr Harvey’s flawed interpretation of an
informal 5-row table from a single slide in a PowerPoint presentation that has no contractual standing. This
is plainly incorrect.
Window 3 of Mr Harvey’s analysis (26 July 2010 – 4 February 2011)
265. Mr Harvey claims that there was a further delay of 40 days in the period 26 July 2010 through 4 February
2011 due to “[t]he Contractor’s premature and deficient CMD submission”.635 Mr Harvey arrives at his
calculation as follows: “[T]he Contractor planned to start its testing using aggregates from the crushing
plant on 1 September 2010. Therefore, at this stage the Project was approximately 156 days late (4
February 2011 – 1 September 2010). As such, an additional 40 days of delay had been incurred during this
Window (in addition to the 116 days incurred during Window 2).”636
266. Mr Harvey gets the 1 September 2010 date from row 4 of Dr Schrader’s OTS table (“First stage
(preliminary tests) crushing plant, Final stage of concrete mixtures”). Row 4 is scheduled to take place
between September 2010 and November 2010. In the narrative that follows the OTS table in his
presentation, Dr Schrader made the following comments in relation to row 4: “In the final stage of trial
mixes all the components of concrete will be those ones to be finally used for the different works. The fine
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{Day18/257:18}, [257:18-22] (Harvey Cross).
{C-WS-19/6}, Schrader I, p. 6 [p. 3] ¶ 17.
{C-WS-19/6}, Schrader I, p. 6 [p. 3] ¶ 17.
{C-0463}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 1 Sep 2010.
{Day18/261:16}, [261:16-20] (Harvey Cross).
{R-EX-8/11}, Harvey I, p. 11 [pp. 11-12], ¶ 1.35.
{R-EX-8/11}, Harvey I, p. 11 [pp. 11-12], ¶ 1.35.
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and coarse aggregates will be those ones produced at GUPC crushing plant.”637 Dr Schrader explained at
the Hearing, in relation to this stage:
“[MR LEWIS] So in March 2010 your intention for the final stage of the works was to
use the fine and coarse aggregates produced at the GUPC crushing plant; yes?
[DR SCHRADER] If […] they were available. But for a mix design programme you
just need to use representative materials. If those were available we would use those at
that time.
[MR LEWIS] But that was your plan in March 2010; yes?
[DR SCHRADER] If the materials were available. But you will see step 5 talks about
the batching plant and the final stages of the crushing plant. So it was pretty clear that
they may not be available at that time. In which case we just simply -- what you do in
the industry. You continue on with representative materials that you have.”638
267. Thus, Dr Schrader explained that it was entirely appropriate for GUPC to prepare its SMC mix design with
“representative” aggregates, precisely as GUPC was doing during this period. Moreover, there was no
contractual requirement for GUPC to use actual aggregates from GUPC’s crushing plant.639
268. Furthermore, in the OTS table, row 4 activities were scheduled to take place sometime between September
and November 2010 - again there are no specific dates. However, it would be logical to assume that the
first of these activities, “First stage (preliminary tests) crushing plant” would come before the second
activity, “Final stage of concrete mixtures”, particularly in light of Mr Harvey’s suggestion that the final
stage CMD tests were initially planned to be done with aggregates from the crushing plants. It is therefore
hard to understand (to say the least) how Mr Harvey, as an independent delay expert, thought it was
appropriate to measure the delay to the activity “Final Stage of Concrete Mixtures” from 1 September
2010. This position cannot be justified.
269. A more credible interpretation of row 4 of the OTS table would be that this second item (“Final stage of
concrete mixtures”) in row 4 had to be completed by the end of November 2010. This interpretation is
more in line with the reality of the Project because the OTS table was prepared when SMC placement was
scheduled to start on 4 January 2010, so the row 4 item would only have to be completed a little over a
month prior to start of SMC placement. However, in MU03 (data date 19 April 2010) the start of SMC
placement was shifted by 24 days to 28 January 2010. Therefore, if one were to allow for that additional
time prior to starting SMC placement, the row 4 item which was originally due to complete at the end of
November 2010 would now be able to finish in late December 2010 whilst still maintaining the same
period between its completion and the start of SMC placement.
270. Furthermore, by mid-December 2010 SIMCO had reported a 5-week delay to the works (from
20 December 2010 to late January 2011)640 due to the need to undertake extraction and testing of cores and
testing of water samples for the validation of exposure conditions. 641 Therefore the work in row 4 of the
OTS table would only need to be complete a further 5 weeks later, i.e., in late January / early February
2011, with concreting expected to start 28 days thereafter, in early March 2011.642
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{C-0449/33}, First OTS GUPC Presentation, dated 1 Mar 2010, p. 33.
{Day14/133:17}, [133:17-134:4] (Schrader Cross). [Emphasis added]
{C-EX-16/37}, D'Ambrosia I, p. 37 [p. 34], ¶ 104.
See {Ramey(I)-58}, SIMCO Progress Report No. 2, Section Schedule, dated 14 Dec 2010; and {Ramey(I)-59},
SIMCO Progress Report No. 3, Section Schedule, dated 12 Jan 2011,{C-EX-11/19}, Ramey I, p. 19 [p. 15], ¶ 87.
This delay was not reflected in the Contractor’s programme update of 20 Dec. 2010 (MU11) due to the timing of the
events, taking place soon after the cut-off date of SIMCO’s Dec. 2010 Progress Report. See {C-EX-11/19}, Ramey I,
p. 19 [p. 15], ¶ 87.
{C-EX-11/19}, Ramey I, p. 19 [p. 15], ¶ 87.
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271. In early January, GUPC used “representative” aggregates in the final stage of trial mixes. GUPC confirmed
this in the 4 February 2011 submittal.643 This submittal also shows that the SMC Stage III644 final trial mix
was started on 4 January 2011 and 11 January 2011.645 MU13 (data date 21 February 2011) 646 also
confirms that the Stage III testing occurred in early January 2011.647
272. The contemporaneous documents thus show that the final test mixes with representative aggregates were in
fact prepared over 1.5 months prior to the then expected start of SMC placement. Thus, contrary to Mr
Harvey’s calculation, there was no critical delay caused by this issue.
Window 4 of Mr Harvey’s analysis (4 February – 2 June 2011)
273. In his Window 4 (4 February to 2 June 2011), Mr Harvey avers that the Project was delayed by an
additional 57 CDs due to “problems with production aggregates”.648 He arrives at this calculation by
stating that “[a]ccording to the Contractor’s CMD Programme, its’ testing using the aggregate from the
crushing facility was planned to be performed starting on 1 September 2010 and completed by 1 November
2010”649 and again refers to row 4 of the OTS table in support of these dates.
274. Row 4 (“Final Stage of concrete mixtures”) runs from September to November 2010; however, again, Mr
Harvey has not explained on what basis he takes the date of 1 November and not 30 November 2010 as the
date for which this work was to be complete. This is yet another example of how Mr Harvey has
interpreted the OTS table in a way that shifts delay away from ACP’s wrongful rejection of the SMC mix
design.650
275. In any event, as established in respect of Mr Harvey’s Window 3 above, GUPC did use representative
aggregates in its tests (as it was entitled to), which started in early January 2011,651 and GUPC proceeded
with the final trial testing using “representative” aggregates. As discussed above, there was no contractual
requirement that GUPC use actual aggregates from GUPC’s crushing plant.
Window 5 of Mr Harvey’s analysis (2 June – 18 August 2011)
276. In his Window 5 (2 June to 18 August 2011), which he calls the Contractor’s “Path Forward Plan”, Mr
Harvey states that there were 13 CDs of additional delay to the start of SMC placement.652 Mr Harvey
arrives at this calculation by utilising the actual start of SMC placement and comparing it to the ABP
planned start of SMC placement (4 January 2011 to 18 August 2011 = 226 CDs). Mr Harvey has therefore
relied on the ABP in his calculation for this Window as he uses the ABP planned start of SMC placement
of 4 January 2011. This is apparently because the OTS table does not provide a date for the start of SMC
placement.
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{C-0187/7}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 7 (“The aggregates used for the final concrete mix of Stage
III were obtained by crushing and screening basaltic rock at the existing Pacific site Crushing Plant of GUPC.”).
Stage 3 is defined in {C-0463/7}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 1 Sep 2010, p. 7, as follows: “Stage III - In this stage one
trial mix for each concrete class will be selected to undergo verification tests using aggregates produced by the on-site
aggregate processing plant and mixed in the site batching plant.”
{C-0187/116}, GUPC's SMC submittal, dated 4 Feb 2011, p. 116. Stage 3A (Cemento Panama) and Stage 3B (Cemex
cement).
{R-1669/2}, PDF extract of MU13, dated 21 Feb 2011, p. 2.
Stage 3A (Cemento Panama), Final Trial Mix Class I – Structural Marine (AP-N2280) with actual start on 3 Jan 11
and actual finish on 17 Jan 11; and Stage 3B (Cemex Cement), Final Trial Mix Class I – Structural Marine (APN3050) with actual start of 3 Jan 11 and actual finish on 11 Jan 11.
{R-EX-8/65}, Harvey I, p. 65, ¶ 5.110, Table 11.
{R-EX-8/64}, Harvey I, p. 64, ¶ 5.108.
In recognition of this failing, Mr Harvey introduced an “alternative analysis” whereby he uses the last date of each
month against which to measure delay; however, this does not rectify his incorrect interpretation of the OTS table.
See ¶ 271 above.
{R-EX-8/15}, Harvey I, p. 15, ¶ 1.56.
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277. Mr Harvey then quantifies delay in the period by subtracting the delay quantified in the previous four
periods (226 days less 213 days quantified in previous 4 periods = 13 days). Thus, Mr Harvey has relied on
a purely mathematical and circular exercise in order to reach the 13 day figure – he has not actually
identified a cause of delay during this period.
278. Furthermore, this ignores the fact that the resequencing to the Works in 2010 meant that SMC placement
did not need to start until 28 January 2011. Therefore, the delay to start of SMC placement as at 18 August
2011 was only 202 days, which is less than what Mr Harvey had already attributed to other windows using
his (incorrect) 5-row OTS table analysis.
279. The above shows that Mr Harvey’s use and interpretation of the 5-row OTS table (instead of the ABP and
MUs as mandated by the Contract) does not withstand scrutiny. In fact, when properly understood in light
of available and contemporaneous evidence, the 5-row table does not support Mr Harvey’s conclusion that,
contrary to what he argued in front of the DAB, much of the critical delay incurred by GUPC happened in
2010.
(d) ACP attempts to introduce a new definition of concurrency and many new so-called
predecessors to run a series of new concurrent delay defences not raised in front of
the DAB
ACP’s and Mr Harvey’s definition of concurrent delay is wrong and has no legal basis
280. Contrary to his evidence in the DAB, Mr Harvey adopted in this arbitration a new and rather novel
definition for what he calls “concurrent delay”, which is “if an event / issue would have substantially
delayed the start of concrete production, regardless of and independent from the delay to the CMD.”653
During the Hearing, it became clear that this change in approach resulted from an instruction by ACP.654
Mr Harvey’s novel definition makes no reference to the critical path or any consideration of whether the
alleged concurrent delays are on the critical path. And indeed, at no point during the Hearing did Mr
Harvey state that any of his so-called predecessors were concurrently critical to CMD.
281. Instead, Mr Harvey is asking this Tribunal to find that if any of his so-called predecessors, no matter how
far off the critical path they might be as a result of other much greater delays (namely, the CMD), could
have delayed the start of concrete production had no other delays on the Project occurred, then those
activities should be considered to be in concurrent delay. This is wrong.
282. Not only does such a definition have no legal basis; it also ignores the fact that a contractor is entitled to
adjust its work planning to take account of critical delays caused by the employer. One would expect a
contractor to reallocate resources to the issue causing critical delay and away from other works which are
not on the critical path. While this can potentially cause those non-critical activities to proceed more
slowly, this does not change the fact that the project can only be delayed by activities on the critical path.
A contractor is also entitled to adjust its work planning to avoid prejudicial impacts on its cash flow, in case
it were to incur costs which it will not be able to recover for a significant period due to the employer’s
critical delay.
283. In a further attempt to escape its liability for its wrongful rejection of the SMC mix design in February
2011, ACP takes Mr Harvey’s novel definition of concurrent delay and seeks to apply it in the form of a
“but-for” test.655 ACP thus argues that even if ACP are responsible for the delays caused to the CMD, ACP
should be excused from paying prolongation costs to GUPC if any other activities related to SMC
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{R-EX-22/38}, Harvey II, p. 38, ¶ 6.9. [Emphasis added]
{Day18/189:8}, [189:8- 190:3] (Harvey Cross).
{Rejoinder/716}, p. 716 [Ch. VII, p. 4], ¶ 4.9.
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placement were not progressing at the rate originally anticipated in the ABP.656 This is not credible as a
matter of fact and it has no basis under the Contract or Panamanian law.657
284. ACP also tries to argue that “the DAB in Referral 11 adopted a similar definition of concurrent delay to Mr
Harvey”. This is incorrect. The DAB in Referral No.11 was correct in its definition of concurrency, which
expressly requires concurrent critical activities.658 This is the same approach taken by Ms Ramey.
Importantly, although the DAB was correct in finding that the “other predecessors” were “non-critical” and
thus not concurrent, it reached the wrong decision with respect to the criticality of the Cooling Plant up to
19 March 2011 because the DAB considered that GUPC did not submit evidence to counter the assertion
that the Cooling Plant was concurrently critical. As demonstrated at the hearing, GUPC has provided
additional evidence in this arbitration that its Cooling Plant was sufficiently progressed by 23 February
2011 to pour concrete at below 15 degrees, which is the temperature assessed as necessary to place
concrete at 17 degrees.659
ACP’s and Mr Harvey’s claim that many new so-called predecessors were concurrently
delayed is wrong
285. ACP accepts that the delays to the CMD caused critical delay to the start of SMC placement, but it attempts
to argue that the other (alleged) “concrete predecessors” were concurrently delayed and that this should
deny GUPC its right to compensation.660 To support this defence, ACP seeks to argue that a “concrete
predecessor” should be treated as being in concurrent delay until it is either 100% complete and / or capable
of supporting the “aggressive”661 SMC placement rates originally proposed in the ABP. This is
fundamentally incorrect.
286. First, the other concrete predecessors did not need to be 100% complete in order to support the February
2011 start of SMC placement. All that was required was sufficient progress to these predecessors to allow
SMC placement to start and then progress.662
287. Second, GUPC did not need to place SMC at the original ABP rates from the outset of SMC placement.663
Yet, throughout ACP’s submissions and in the witness statements of Mr Belken and Mr Montanari, ACP’s
allegations that certain so-called concrete predecessors were in delay is systematically qualified by the
words “in accordance with the ABP rates”. Therefore, ACP’s allegations of delay to predecessors is
premised on the assumption that if each predecessor could not support SMC placement in accordance with
the ABP rates then this constitutes a concurrent delay. This is wrong. The ABP rates had already been
revised on numerous occasions by the start of 2011 and continued to be updated throughout the course of
the concreting works in order to reflect the changing needs of the Project. This was confirmed during the
Hearing by ACP’s Pacific Site Construction Manager, Mr Belken.664
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{Rejoinder/718}, p. 718 [Ch. VII, p. 6], ¶ 4.17.
{C-EX-30/13}, Hoyos VI, p. 13, ¶ 36. In fact, it is not disputed that Panamanian law does not apply a “but-for”
approach to causality.
{C-0246/62}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 62, [p. 59], ¶ 176
{C-WS-46/32}, Versteele I, p. 32 [p. 28], ¶¶ 142 – 143; {C-EX-25/57}, Ramey II, p. 57 [p. 52], ¶ 238; {Ramey(II)21}, Pacific SMC Register, dated 21 Oct 2015.
{Rejoinder/718}, p. 718 [Ch. VII, p. 6], ¶ 4.17.
As confirmed by Mr Belken, “[MR GARTON] You agree the ABP provided for very aggressive ramp up for concrete
placement, didn’t it? [MR BELKEN] Yes, that was the contractor’s plan.”{Day15/291:1}, [291:1-13] (Belken Cross).
{C-EX-25/49}, Ramey II, p. 49 [p. 44], Sec. 5.
{C-EX-25.AppC}, Ramey II, App. C.
“[MR GARTON] Mr Belken, the ABP rates - - monthly rates varied numerous times over the course of the project and
prior to start of concrete placement, didn’t they? [MR BELKEN] Yes, they did.” {Day15/291:20}, [291:20-23]
(Belken Cross).
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288. Ms Ramey has also explained that the SMC production ramp up is “aggressive in the ABP”665 whereas the
planned SMC production ramp up was less aggressive in the subsequent MUs for the first six months. Ms
Ramey’s analysis shows that, “the period of gradual increase could extend beyond that which was planned
without affecting peak SMC production rates and without causing critical delay.”666 Ms Ramey used the
example of adjusted SMC placement rates reflecting the extended ramp up with no delay to the completion
of the works. In Ms Ramey’s example, the period of gradual production increase that was planned in the
ABP could have been extended to six months without affecting the peak concrete production rates and
without causing a critical delay. Mr Harvey knew this, which is why he did not use his current approach of
comparing everything to the ABP rates in his evidence to the DAB. It is only since being instructed to do
so by ACP in this arbitration that he has adopted this new, incorrect approach.
289. Third, ACP’s “concrete predecessors” defence has also changed significantly since the Referral 11 DAB
proceedings. In front of the DAB, the Parties agreed that there were five key predecessors to the start of
SMC Placement (as set out in the ABP).667 As pointed out above, Mr Harvey’s evidence to the DAB was
that the alleged concurrent delay to predecessors ended on 24 March 2011. This is in stark contrast to his
current position that there was concurrent delay up to 11 August 2011. This is not credible. Mr Harvey’s
analysis appears to have evolved to fit ACP’s new case strategy in this arbitration.
290. Finally, at the Hearing, ACP did not challenge many of GUPC’s witnesses who provided evidence
demonstrating that the concrete predecessors were sufficiently progressed to support the start of SMC
placement in February 2011.668 GUPC, on the other hand, called ACP’s key witnesses dealing with the
other (alleged) concrete predecessors; namely Messrs Belken and Montanari. Although presented as fact
witnesses, the majority of their evidence was based on “belief” and “opinion” and was presented without
supporting evidence. In fact, Messrs. Belken’s and Montanari’s CVs show that they are in fact employed
by ACP as claims consultants.
291. The transparent purpose of the relevant sections of their witness statements was to attempt to provide
support for ACP’s new concurrent delay defence. For example, in relation to the Fine Aggregate Canopy
(FAC) (one of the new “concrete predecessors” introduced by ACP and Mr Harvey in this arbitration),669
Mr Montanari argued in his second witness statement that the FAC “directly impacted the Contractor’s
ability to produce consistently workable concrete, [in order to] pass Uniformity Testing”.670 However, the
successful uniformity test on the Atlantic Site was completed on 2 April 2011, which was over 3 months
before the installation of the FAC. Mr Montanari was unable to explain this discrepancy at the Hearing.671
Mr Montanari also alleged in his first witness statement that, “[t]he conversation log shows how production
could not proceed without the Fine Aggregate Canopy.”672 However, on closer examination, this log
(dated 16 July 2011) relates to the Atlantic not the Pacific site.673 Contrary to Mr Montanari’s evidence,
this note actually confirms that GUPC was producing concrete prior to installing the FAC, but that it
stopped producing concrete for a very short period whilst it installed the FAC – as Mr Montanari conceded
at the Hearing.674 The evidence thus contradicts Mr Montanari’s and ACP’s position that the FAC would
have delayed the start of SMC placement.

665
666
667

668
669
670
671
672
673
674

{C-EX-25/51}, Ramey II, p. 51 [p. 46], ¶ 199.
{C-EX-25/52}, Ramey II, p. 52 [p. 47], ¶ 205.
(i) Concrete Mix Design; (ii) Plant Deployments (Crushing Plant, Batching Plant, Cooling Plant and Reclaiming
Plant); (iii) Structural Design Submission and Approval; (iv) Excavation; (v) Foundation Treatment.
For example, Ms Baz, Mr Versteele, Mr Hillebrenner, etc.
The ER do not even require a FAC.
{R-WS-27/37}, Montanari II, p. 37 [p. 34], ¶ 157.
{Day16/22:15}, [22:15-24].
{R-WS-15/34}, Montanari I, p. 34 [p. 33], ¶ 141.
{Day16/25:17}, [25:17]-[26:4] (Montanari Cross).
“[MR GARTON] What this note actually confirms is that GUPC was producing concrete prior to installing the fine
aggregate canopy, but that it had to stop production of concrete whilst it was installing the fine aggregate canopy; do
you agree with that? [MR MONTANARI]. Yes, that’s what it says.” {Day16/27:3}, [27:3-8] (Montanari Cross).
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292. In relation to rebar, Mr Belken went so far as to suggest that “[a]t the time [in early 2011], I do not believe
any of the suppliers [available to GUPC] provided cut and bent rebar.”675 Mr Belken and ACP then used
this statement to allege that, even if ACP had not prevented GUPC from starting SMC placement, GUPC
would not have been able to do so because of the lack of rebar. However, Mr Zaffaroni’s third witness
statement explained that in 2010 GUPC procured cut and bent rebar from local suppliers for the temporary
works.676 It became clear at the Hearing that Mr Belken’s statement was based on his belief that the rebar
being cut and bent in the 2011 works contained a large amount of size 11 and 14 rebar, and that this size of
rebar was unavailable on the local market. Yet, Mr Belken ultimately admitted that he had not actually
reviewed any of the relevant shop drawings that GUPC was relying on to install the cut and bent rebar in
February 2011,677 and Mr Belken did not include any such shop drawings with his witness statements. Mr
Belken’s assumption therefore had no factual basis.
293. As summarized above and demonstrated at the Hearing, the other so-called predecessors to the start of
SMC placement (other than SMC mix design) were not critical and as such, there was no concurrent delay.
Thus, Mr Harvey’s declarations of “concurrent” criticality with the other concrete predecessors are
unfounded.
The Tribunal cannot decrease the EOT previously determined by the DAB
294. On 30 December 2014, the Referral 11 DAB issued its binding decision that, pursuant to SC 8.4 [Extension
of Time for Completion], GUPC was entitled to an EOT of 176 CDs as a result of ACP’s wrongful rejection
of the SMC mix design. After that DAB decision, GUPC proceeded with and completed the Works on the
basis that GUPC’s contractual obligation under SC 8.2 [Time for Completion] was to complete the whole
of the Works within the amended Time for Completion (noting this was further amended by several
additional extensions of time granted after 30 December 2014).
295. However, in this arbitration, ACP is suggesting to this Tribunal that it should now, years after the Works
have been completed, revise the DAB decision by decreasing the previously determined contractual Time
for Completion by 176 days. The effect of this would be to retrospectively amend GUPC’s contractual
obligation under SC 8.2 to “complete the whole of the Works, within the [extended] Time for Completion”
(and after the Works have been completed).
296. This would potentially result in GUPC becoming liable to pay delay damages in circumstances where it
proceeded in accordance with its contractual obligation at the time and in circumstances where it no longer
had any opportunity to revise its work planning to meet a different and shorter Time for Completion.
Unsurprisingly, this is not permitted by the Contract.
297. For the reasons explained in GUPC’s SORDDC and again at the Hearing,678 the Tribunal in this arbitration
cannot decrease the EOT previously determined by the DAB.
298. At the Hearing, ACP claimed: “We’re not appealing the decision in the DAB. You are looking at this de
novo.”679 This is incorrect. The Tribunal’s role in this arbitration is not to determine an EOT claim for the
first time. The Tribunal’s role is to “review and revise”680 a binding EOT that has already been awarded
and to which effect has already been given, and to do so only to the extent allowable under the Contract.
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680

{R-WS-21/43}, Belken II, p. 43 [p. 41], ¶ 121.
{C-WS-47/29}, Zaffaroni III, p. 29 [p. 26], ¶ 108.
[MR GARTON] “Mr Belken, did you review the shop drawings that GUPC was installing the rebar against in
February 2011? [MR BELKEN]. I probably didn’t, but more than likely my structural engineer did.” {Day15/293:4},
[293:4-8] (Belken Cross).
{SORDD/13}, p. 13 [pp. 10-13], ¶¶ 59-77; {C-P-0020/25}, GUPC’s Opening on Delay and Delay Damages, p. 25 [pp.
24-32].
{Day13/292:10}, [292:10-11] (ACP Opening on CMD).
{C-0001/139}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 139 [p. 126], SC 20.6 [Emphasis added].
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299. The Tribunal’s role and powers in this respect are governed by the following two provisions:
a) SC 20.6: “The arbitrators shall have full power to open up, review and revise any certificate,
determination, instruction, opinion or valuation of the Employer’s Representative, and any decision
of the DAB, relevant to the dispute.”681
b) SC 8.4: “… When determining each extension of time under Sub-Clause 20.1 [Contractor's Claims],
the Employer's Representative shall review previous determinations and may increase, but shall not
decrease, the total extension of time.”682
300. Under the Contract, the Tribunal’s role is therefore to take the DAB’s decision, which is at present binding
on the Parties (and has been since 30 December 2014 and which the Parties have been giving effect to
since), and to review it. If the Tribunal finds it appropriate to revise the DAB’s decision it may do so, but
only within the powers conferred on it by the Contract. SC 8.4 is in this regard the sole provision providing
the Tribunal (and the Employer’s Representative and DAB before it – noting that the DAB’s decision was
also given pursuant to SC 8.4) with the power to amend the Time for Completion. This provision makes it
clear that the Time for Completion can only ever be extended (i.e., “not decreased”). This, of course, is
entirely logical, for the reasons described above and in GUPC’s previous submissions.683
L.

ACP’S DELAY DAMAGES CLAIM IS PREMATURE AND CANNOT BE DETERMINED IN THIS
ARBITRATION

301. As explained in Section V.K above, ACP is solely responsible for the critical delays to start of SMC
placement. Accordingly, GUPC is entitled to a full EOT of 202 CDs and corresponding prolongations costs
for this particular period of the Project, and ACP is not entitled to any delay damages. In any event, ACP's
delay damages claim is premature and cannot be determined in this arbitration.
The contractual mechanism for determining ACP’s entitlement to delay damages requires
the consideration of issues outside the scope of this arbitration
302. As demonstrated in the SOR,684 the contractual process for determining ACP’s entitlement to any delay
damages requires the prior determination of the Time for Completion “with any extension under SC 8.4
[Extension of Time for Completion]” as only then can the time which has elapsed between the Time for
Completion and the “date stated in the Taking-Over Certificate”685 (or, in the absence of a valid TakingOver Certificate, the date of Taking Over) be calculated. Therefore, the only period to be considered by a
tribunal in order to determine ACP’s claim for delay damages is the period between the Time for
Completion as extended by SC 8.4 and the date of Taking-Over.
303. However, the extended Time for Completion has not yet been (and cannot yet be) determined. This is
because the period between the Time for Completion - which on either Party’s case falls years after the cutoff date for this arbitration of 18 August 2011 - necessarily falls outside of the period that is the subject of
this arbitration. Accordingly, given that this Tribunal is only being asked to consider and determine critical
delay that occurred prior to 18 August 2011, it is not within the scope of this arbitration to determine the
Time for Completion (as extended) and any time that might elapse thereafter until the date of Taking-Over.
As such, this Tribunal cannot determine ACP’s delay damages claim.

681
682
683
684
685

{C-0001/139}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 139 [p. 126], SC 20.6 [Emphasis added].
{C-0001/83}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 83 [p. 70], SC 8.4 [Emphasis added].
{SORDD/13}, p. 13 [pp. 10-13], ¶¶ 59-77.
{SOR/1125}, p. 1125 [Ch. IX, pp. 31-33], ¶¶ 184-191.
{C-0001/86}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 86 [p. 73], SC 8.7.8.
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Sub-Clause 20.11 [Delay damages dispute procedure] (which was inserted by MOU and VO
108) has no impact on the Sub-Clause 8.4 mechanism
304. ACP continues to place much weight on the word “any” in SC 20.11 [Delay damages dispute
procedure].686 ACP argues that the words “any ICC arbitration proceedings”, means that ACP could have
its claim for delay damages decided in whatever arbitration proceeding may be pending, irrespective of
whether further EOTs remain to be finally determined. ACP provides no support (or contemporaneous
evidence) that this interpretation is the proper one. The wording “any ICC arbitration proceedings” in SC
20.11 simply refers to the fact that ACP’s entitlement to delay damages could only be decided in arbitration
and not by the Employer’s Representative. This current Tribunal does not have the evidence before it, and
thus cannot possibly assess all of GUPC’s EOT entitlements in order to determine the Time for Completion
(as extended). Only a tribunal with the ability to assess all of these issues (whether itself or by reference to
earlier arbitral determinations) and thus the extended Time for Completion is capable of determining what,
if any, delay damages are due by calculating the days that elapse between the extended Time for
Completion and the date of Taking-Over.
Critical delay during the Works is not the same thing as actual delay to completion of the
Works
305. Contrary to what ACP sought to argue at the Hearing, critical delay during the course of the Works and
actual delay to completion of the Works are two different things.687 ACP’s argument is premised on the
incorrect assumption that a delay cannot be critical if it can be, or is, subsequently recovered through
acceleration. This is wrong.
306. The fact that a contractor does not get an EOT in respect of a critical delay during an early period of the
Works does not mean the contractor will definitely be liable for delay damages at the end of the project.
This is precisely why the Contract provides for delay damages to be assessed by reference to the actual
days that “elapse between the Time for Completion [as extended] and the date stated in the Taking-Over
Certificate”,688 and not by reference to critical delays that occur during the course of the Project.
307. On this Project, GUPC undertook various acceleration measures and resequencing exercises on several
occasions, including after 18 August 2011. Only once the impact of these measures and all other EOT
claims are assessed will a tribunal be in a position to determine if any delay damages are payable to ACP.
308. As to ACP’s repeated claims that GUPC is indefinitely putting off their delay damages claim; this is
incorrect. As ACP is well aware, GUPC is not maintaining this jurisdictional challenge in the remaining
claims arbitration,689 which is the correct forum to decide ACP’s delay damages claim. This is because that
is the only arbitration in which the Tribunal can assess the period between the Time for Completion as
extended by SC 8.4 and the date of Taking-Over.

686

687

688
689

SC 20.11 provides: “The Employer and the Contractor agree that the Contractor shall not pay or allow to the Employer
any delay damages to which the Employer may become entitled pursuant to SC 8.7 … of the Contract, other than
pursuant to any ICC arbitration proceedings between the Employer and the Contractor, wherein the Employer shall
have and retain all of its rights to claim the full amount of delay damages to which it is entitled pursuant to such SC 8.7
… of the Contract. The Employer and the Contractor agree that the Employer’s right to deduct or claim delay damages
pursuant to SC 8.7 … of the Contract shall not be required to be the subject of a prior decision of the DAB and may be
raised for the first time by the Employer as part of any ICC arbitration proceedings between the Employer and the
Contractor.” {C-0006/55}, Variation Order No. 108 (excluding appendices), dated 1 Aug 2014, p. 55 [pages 55-56],
Art.22.5 inserting SC 20.11.
{R-P-0015/17}, ACP's Opening Statement on Delay, p. 17 [p. 17], “ACP entitled to delay damages up to delay
damages Cap (182 days of delay at USD 300,000 per day) as period of delay to start of SMC production was greater
than 182 days, was critical, and Contractor not entitled to EOT in this regard.”
{C-0001/86}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 86 [p. 73], SC 8.7.8.
ICC Case No. 22466.
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-1

22 Jul 2010 to 23 Jul 2010
Second Concrete OTS workshop
between GUPC and ACP. C-0459
26 Jul 2010
30 Jun 2010
1 Mar 2010
First Concrete OTS workshop
between GUPC and ACP.
C-0448; C-0449; C-0450

GUPC started CMD
testing (starting with
Interior Mass Concrete).
C-1875; C-0463, p. 8

30 Sep 2010 to Nov 2010
Following ACP's suggestion, GUPC contacted and
hired Dr. Marchand and his team from SIMCO for
using its STADIUM methodology to substantiate
service-life on the Project. Marchand(I), paras. 32-42

15 Jun 2010

Dec 2007 to Feb 2009
RFP period (as extended): GUPC conducted
preliminary investigations into materials for concrete
and suppliers, and prepared preliminary mix
designs for assessing the basic properties and cost
of concrete at tender stage.
C-1200; C-1201; C-1202; C-1203; C-1204; C-1205
ct 2007

GUPC prepared samples of trial SMC mixes and
started SMC mix design testing in the laboratory.
C-0186, pp. 71-80; C-0463, p. 8

Jan 2009

J

25 Aug 2009 to Feb 2010
GUPC conducted further investigations into
materials for concrete and potential suppliers for
the Project, and hired Dr. Schrader as external
concrete expert. Zaffaroni(III), paras. 110-120

2009

t 2009

11 Aug 2009
GUPC and ACP signed the Contract. C-0069

Jan 2010

GUPC completed initial
test aggregate
processing (crushed
off-site) for use in CMD
testing. Ramey(I)-39;
C-1875

p 2010

12 Feb 2010
ACP accepted the ABP, which
set out a plan to start SMC
placement on 4 Jan 2011.
Ramey(I)-8; R-1657

11 Nov 2010 to 12 Nov 2010
Third Concrete OTS meeting between
GUPC and ACP. C-0457

J

2010

t 2010

18 May 2010

Dec 2010

GUPC sent a Notice
under Sub-Clause 20.1
about ACP's misuse of
the submittal process.
C-0709

GUPC incurred a five-week delay in its CMD work on
account of the coring activities it had to undertake in
Nov/Dec 2010 to overcome ACP's misunderstandings
about water salinity. Ramey(I)-58; Ramey(I)-59

28 Oct 2010

Timeline for Concrete Mix Design (CMD)
General CMD-related events
GUPC’s submittals

GUPC sent a Notice under Sub-Clause 20.1 about ACP's
misuse of the submittal process. C-0716
13 Oct 2010
ACP gave a "Proceed as Noted" disposition to GUPC's
Intermediate Design Submittal. C-0440
1 Oct 2010

ACP’s interferences in the CMD works

C-PHB-1//295

Notices under Sub-Clause 20.1 sent by GUPC

GUPC sent a Notice under Sub-Clause 20.1 about
ACP's misuse of the submittal process. C-0715
14 Sep 2010
GUPC submitted the Intermediate
Design Submittal. C-0186

24 Mar 2011
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GUPC sent a Notice under Sub-Clause 20.1 about the delay caused by
ACP's failure to implement the OTS process on the Project. C-0717
24 Mar 2011
ACP provided its response to RFV 57, rejecting GUPC's original
proposal, but proposed higher early age Coulomb thresholds. C-0661

Timeline for Concrete Mix Design (CMD)

8 Apr 2011
GUPC sent letters to ACP about achieving the
Milestones of pouring 5,000 cubic meters of concrete
on the Pacific and Atlantic sides ahead of schedule.
C-1220; C-1219

General CMD-related events

GUPC’s submittals

5 May 2011
Feb 2011

GUPC sent a further Notice under Sub-Clause 20.1 about
concrete mix designs. C-0865

GUPC started producing
compliant sand on the Project.
Baz(II), para. 45

13 May 2011
GUPC submitted RFV 69, follow ing the discussions in the meeting of
11 May 2011. C-0665

7 Feb 2011
GUPC started pouring the 245+105(S1)
SMC mix in lieu of lean concrete on the
Project. C-1368; Hunter(I)-32, row 432

ACP, through its concrete expert, insisted on the use of silica fume in
SMC mixes even for low salinity areas. C-0667; C-0668; C-0190
8 Jun 2011

GUPC submitted Request for Variation
(RFV) 57. C-0651

e 2011

4 Feb 2011
GUPC submitted the
Final SMC mix design
submittal w ith the S1
mix (245+105) and
the S8 mix (289+86)
for use in the LUC,
LH1, and LH2 for
ACP's review . C0187
16 Feb 2011
Pre-construction
meeting betw een ACP
and GUPC, w here
ACP expressly
prohibited GUPC
against starting SMC
placement. C-1206
21 Feb 2011
ACP provided its
review comments to
the 4 Feb 2011 SMC
submittal w ith a
general "Revise and
Resubmit" disposition.
C-0189

Ma 2011

Notices under Sub-Clause 20.1 sent by GUPC

May 2011

23 Feb 2011

Jan 2011

ACP’s interferences in the CMD works

p 2011

ACP provided its response to RFV 69, rejecting GUPC's original
proposal, but again proposed higher early age Coulomb
thresholds. C-0666
May 2011

J n 2011

J

2011

2011

J n 2012

10 Mar 2011

J

2012

2012

Sep 2012

t 2012

2012

e 2012

J

29 Jun 2012 to 6 Aug 2012

GUPC submitted its updated
Final SMC mix design submittal.
C-0471

18 Aug 2011
GUPC started pouring
SMC using silica fume
in the LUC, LMC, LH1,
and LH2. Ramey (I)-1

28 Mar 2011
ACP provided its review comments to
the 10 Mar 2011 SMC submittal w ith a
general "Revise and Resubmit"
disposition. C-0469

GUPC submitted its 4 May 2011 SMC mix design
submittal, w ith the same SMC mix submitted
previously (289+86 mix). GUPC also explained the
problem it encountered w hile using PLE basalt
production aggregates in SMC and the identified
solution. C-0474

ACP provided its review comments to
the 4 May 2011 SMC submittal w ith a
general "Revise and Resubmit"
disposition. C-663

ACP accepted the 289+86 mix
for use in low , moderate, and
high salinity areas of Pacific and
Atlantic sides. C-0872; C-0193

16 Jul 2012 to 29 Aug 2012
ACP accepted the 289+86 mix for use in low salinity
areas of Pacific and Atlantic sides. C-0192; C-0873

17 Jul 2013

16 Aug 2011

4 May 2011

5 May 2011

29 Jul 2013

GUPC submitted the 289+86 mix, w hich w as functionally
equivalent to the S8 mix of Feb 2011, for use in low salinity
areas of Pacific and Atlantic sides. C-0866; C-0869

ACP gave a "Proceed" disposition
to the submittals presenting
GUPC's silica fume SMC mixes.
C-0863; C-0864
12 Aug 2011
GUPC submitted SMC mixes that contained
silica fume for use in the LUC, LMC, LH1,
and LH2 (Pacific and Atlantic sides). C0861; C-0862
19 Jul 2011
ACP gave a "Proceed as Noted" disposition to the
submittals of 28 Jun 2011 and 4 Jul 2011. C-0671;
C-0672

28 Jun 2011 to 4 Jul 2011
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GUPC submitted its SMC mix (289+86 mix) w ith the
designation Structural Protective Concrete (SPC) for
use in limited locations in the Pacific and Atlantic
sides (some of w hich w ere exposed to w ater).
C-0669; C-0670

2013

5 Dec 2012 to 12 Dec 2012
ACP accepted the 289+86
mix for use in low and
moderate salinity areas of
Pacific and Atlantic sides.
C-0194; C-0874
21 Nov 2012 to 23 Nov 2012
GUPC submitted the 289+86 mix, w hich
w as functionally equivalent to the S8 mix
of Feb 2011, for use in low and moderate
salinity areas of Pacific and Atlantic sides.
C-0867; C-0870

GUPC submitted the 289+86 mix,
w hich w as functionally equivalent to
the S8 mix of Feb 2011, for use in
low , moderate, and high salinity areas
of Pacific and Atlantic sides. C-0868;
C-0871
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VI.

GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENTS WITH RESPECT TO ON-SITE LABORATORIES
A.

INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As the Employer, ACP was obliged to state its requirements for the Works clearly and unambiguously in
the Contract including the Employer’s Requirements. As the Contractor, GUPC was permitted to perform
the Works in the manner it deemed appropriate, provided that it met the requirements set out by ACP and
subject to any agreement between the Parties as to how the Works were to be carried out.
ACP specified that GUPC would be responsible for the Quality Control (“QC”) and Quality Assurance
(“QA”) aspects of the Works, and required GUPC’s QA and QC personnel to be structurally separate and
independent from the other GUPC functions that were subject to quality surveillance. The on-Site
laboratories were under the responsibility of GUPC’s separate and independent QC and QA personnel.
The Employer’s Requirements state that the on-Site laboratories “shall be established by independent
testing organizations”, and that they could not operate until they had been audited by an “independent
testing agent/consultant.” Nothing in the Employer’s Requirements or elsewhere required GUPC to hire a
third-party to establish or operate the on-Site laboratories.
Relying on ACP’s requirements, GUPC’s Technical Proposal made clear that the on-Site laboratories
would be under the control of its Construction Quality Control Manager (“CQCM”) and would be staffed
by GUPC’s independent quality personnel after an initial third-party audit. BTM also planned in its tender
to operate the on-Site laboratories with its own personnel. ACP’s tender evaluations of both GUPC’s and
BTM’s proposals confirm that ACP understood GUPC’s and BTM’s intentions in this regard.
After Contract award, in July 2010, ACP instructed GUPC to hire a third-party subcontractor to operate the
on-Site laboratories. GUPC informed ACP that its instruction was a Variation to the Contract and would
result in additional costs. GUPC then promptly conducted a detailed procurement for a suitable
subcontractor to operate the on-Site laboratories. With ACP’s approval, GUPC ultimately retained Fall
Line to manage and operate the laboratories. Fall Line performed that function for the duration of the
Works without objection from ACP.
After retaining Fall Line as instructed by ACP, GUPC submitted a claim to the DAB in Referral 1 seeking
to confirm that ACP’s instruction to hire a third-party subcontractor to operate the laboratories was a
Variation to the Contact. The DAB unanimously agreed with GUPC. GUPC then sought to engage with
ACP to agree upon the amounts due as a result of ACP’s Variation. ACP refused to offer any significant
amounts, and GUPC had no choice but to go back to the DAB in Referral 10 to obtain the amounts due.
The DAB again unanimously agreed with GUPC and awarded it USD 14,822,970.54 plus additional
finance costs, to be agreed by the parties. After ACP again refused to engage in good faith and to offer any
additional amounts for the finance costs due, GUPC was compelled to go back to the DAB for a third time
in Referral 14B in which the DAB again unanimously agreed with GUPC and awarded an additional
USD 6,415,216.00.
In this arbitration, ACP is attempting to re-litigate this entire claim. However, as GUPC has elaborated in
its written pleadings summarized below, ACP’s instruction that GUPC retain a third-party subcontractor to
operate the on-Site laboratories was a clear Variation to the Contract. As the DAB unanimously
recognized, nothing in the Contract prohibits GUPC from establishing and operating the on-Site
laboratories with its own independent personnel. The quantum due to GUPC as a result of ACP’s
Variation is detailed in the two reports of GUPC’s quantum expert Mr. Hunter. ACP’s wrongful attempts
to reduce the amounts owed should be rejected as discussed below.
B.

ISSUES BEFORE THE TRIBUNAL

The issues that the Tribunal must consider with respect to this claim are:
1.

Does the Contract permit GUPC to use its own independent QA/QC personnel to operate the onSite laboratories?
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2.

Was ACP’s instruction that GUPC hire a third-party subcontractor to operate the on-Site
laboratories a Variation under Clause 13 [Variations and Adjustments] of the Conditions of
Contract?

3.

Is GUPC entitled to be fully compensated for its additional costs due to the Variation?

As the DAB found in three separate referrals, and as GUPC has demonstrated, the answer to all three
questions is “yes.”
C.

THE RELEVANT CONTRACT PROVISIONS

GUPC identified the relevant Contract provisions in its SoC1 and SoR2. A summary of those requirements
is:
a) SC 7.4 [Testing] of the Conditions of Contract provides: 3
“This Sub-Clause 7.4 shall apply to all tests specified in the Contract, other
than the Tests after Completion (if any).
The Contractor shall provide all apparatus, assistance, documents and other
information, electricity, equipment, fuel, consumables, instruments, labor,
materials, and suitably qualified and experienced staff, as are necessary to carry
out the tests efficiently. ...
The Employer’s Representative may, under Clause 13 [Variations and
Adjustments], vary the location or details of specified tests, or instruct the
Contractor to carry out additional tests.”
b) SC 13 permits ACP to issue Variations to the Contract through instructions to the Contractor, but
ACP is obliged to adjust the Contract Price and/or Time for Completion as a result of such
instructions. If no agreement is reached between the parties, ACP is obliged under SC 3.5
[Determinations] to make a “fair determination in accordance with the Contract, taking due regard of
all relevant circumstances.” 4
c) SC 4.9 [Quality Assurance] identifies the relevant sections of the Employer’s Requirements related
to quality and testing: 5
“In addition to the requirements of this Sub-Clause 4.9 the Contractor shall
carry out quality assurance in accordance with Section 01 40 00 [Quality
Requirements] of the Employer’s Requirements.”
d) Section 01 40 00 [Quality Requirements] of the Employer’s Requirements provides that the
Contractor is solely responsible for the quality of all aspects of the Works. 6
e) The Contractor was required to organize itself in such a way that “the quality-planning, QA, and QC
functions are structurally separate and independent from the functions responsible for performing the
Works subject to the quality surveillance. Managers responsible for quality planning, assurance, and
control shall be peers to, or be hierarchically above, the managers responsible for the design and
construction of the Works.” 7
f) The Contractor’s own Construction Quality Assurance Manager (“CQAM”) and Construction
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

{SOC/596}, p. 596 [Ch. 6, pp. 562-568], Sec. VI.B.
{SOR/1067}, p. 1067 [Ch. 7, pp. 3-6], Sec. II.B.
{C-0001/79}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 79 [p. 66], SC 7.4.
{C-0001/44}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 44 [pp. 31, 85], SC 3.5, 13.
{C-0001/58}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 58 [p. 45], SC 4.9.
{C-0718/1}, ER, Sect. 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements, dated Feb 2009, p. 1, Sec. 1.01.
{C-0718/2}, ER, Sect. 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements, dated Feb 2009, p. 2 [pp. 2-3], Sec. 1.03.A. [Emphasis added.]
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Quality Control Manager (CQCM) were required to have “complete independence” to stop any noncompliant construction work. 8
g) With respect to laboratory testing, the Employer’s Requirements provided: 9
“J.

Laboratory Testing:

1.

Except where they are specifically indicated to be provided by another identified
entity, the Contractor shall provide for laboratory testing of Materials and Plant to
demonstrate compliance with applicable standards and the Contract and as
specified or required by governing authorities. Laboratory testing shall be
performed by a competent testing laboratory.

2.

The Employer may require that the varied or additional tests instructed by the
Employer under the Conditions of Contract Sub-Clause 7.4 (Testing) be performed
by an independent testing laboratory designated by the Employer.

3.

All off-Site testing laboratories shall be registered, licensed, or certified, for
capability to perform the proposed tests, by government agencies or appropriate
certification agencies in the country where they operate. Within Panama, they may
be recognized government or university laboratories. Details of laboratory, control
systems, and capability/registration documents shall be submitted to the Employer
for review, if so requested.

4.

Any on-Site laboratories shall be established by independent testing organizations.

5.

The Contractor shall arrange and pay for an independent quality-audit programme
for his on-Site testing laboratories, which shall be carried out by recognized
independent consultants or testing agencies whose details shall, if so requested, be
submitted to the Employer for review. Independent audits shall be conducted for
initial acceptance, after the first 6 months of operation of the laboratory, and, as a
minimum, annually thereafter.

6.

On-Site laboratories shall not be used for testing Goods and the Works until such
laboratories have been subjected to the initial audit and approval for the
appropriate activities by the Contractor’s independent testing agent/consultant.

7.

The Contractor shall notify the Employer of the timing for independent audits so
that the Employer may attend as an observer. The Employer shall also be permitted
to carry out such further audits of the testing facilities as he reasonably requires
between the independent audits.”

There is no dispute that (i) GUPC was required by the Contract to employ its own independent QA/QC
personnel on the Project, and (ii) those independent QA/QC personnel were required to manage, among
other things, the required on-Site and off-site laboratory testing.
The two main requirements for the on-Site laboratories were that they (a) be established by independent
testing organizations and (b) not be used until they were subjected to initial audit and approval. The initial
audit and approval was carried out by a third-party, and is not part of this dispute, which concerns only the
establishment and operation of the laboratories themselves.
There is no provision anywhere in the Contract that required GUPC to hire a third-party subcontractor to
operate the on-Site laboratories. Rather, the Contract gave GUPC the discretion either to operate the onSite laboratories with its own independent QA/QC personnel, or to retain a third-party subcontractor for
that purpose.
8

9

{C-0718/6}, ER, Sect. 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements, dated Feb 2009, p. 6 [pp. 6-9], Sec. 1.03.E. and 1.03.F.
[Emphasis added.]
{C-0718/38}, ER, Sect. 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements, dated Feb 2009, p. 38 [pp. 38-39], Sec. 1.10.J. [Emphasis
added.]
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D.

CHRONOLOGY OF THE MAIN RELEVANT FACTS

A detailed chronology of the relevant facts is set out in LABS-1 hereto and summarized below:
a) March 2009: GUPC submits its Technical Proposal for the Project, which includes its plan for
establishing and operating the on-Site laboratories with its own personnel 10 and an organization
chart of its planned staffing of the laboratories. 11
b) 22 May 2009: ACP’s internal evaluations of GUPC’s 12 and BTM’s13 technical proposals recognize
that both tenderers planned to staff the on-Site laboratories with their own QA/QC personnel.
c) July 2009: In the categories of Quality Assurance Manager and Overall Quality Management, ACP
awarded GUPC the highest technical scores among the tenderers. 14
d) 11 August 2009: ACP awards the Contract to GUPC.
e) 20 April 2010: GUPC informs ACP that it is constructing the laboratory buildings on each site and
that both laboratories will report to the Engineering Department rather than the Production
Department, in order to maintain the required independence. 15
f) 29 April 2010: ACP tells GUPC that the Engineering Department is not structurally separate and
independent from functions responsible for carrying out the works and confirms that GUPC’s tender
indicated that the laboratories would report directly to the CQCM at each Site, independent from the
organizations responsible for performing the Works. 16
g) 17 May 2010: GUPC confirms to ACP that the on-Site laboratories will report to the CQCM. 17
h) 2 July 2010: ACP for the first time contends that the Employer’s Requirements do not permit GUPC
to operate the on-Site laboratories with its own QA/QC personnel, and instructs GUPC to hire a
third-party. 18
i) 30 July 2010: GUPC confirms that it will comply with ACP’s instruction, but that ACP’s position is
contrary to the Contract requirements and will result in additional costs. 19
j) August through October 2010: GUPC prepares subcontract documents for the on-Site laboratories
and solicits proposals from five qualified companies. 20
k) November 2010 through February 2011: GUPC evaluates the proposals from the five prospective
subcontractors, and concludes that Fall Line is the best overall choice. 21

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

{C-0879/12}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Part 4, dated March 2009, p. 12 [p. 1], Part 4, Sec. G.2.
{C-0880/5}, GUPC's Technical Proposal, Part 6, dated Mar 2009, p. 5, Exhibit 6.D.1-1, Quality Organizational Chart.
{C-1493}, TEB Team No. 1, Summary Evaluation Form, Green Proposal, dated 22 May 2009.
{C-1495}, TEB Team No. 1, Summary Evaluation Form, Blue Proposal.
{C-0704/2}, ACP’s Technical Evaluation Scoring Sheets, p. 2, Table 1, GUPC’s scores are in the green column.
{C-0720}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0210A from GUPC to ACP, dated 20 Apr 2010.
{C-0721}, Letter IAE-UPC-0176 from ACP to GUPC, dated 29 Apr 2010.
{C-0722}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0243 from GUPC to ACP, dated 17 May 2010.
{C-0724}, Letter IAE-UPC-0264 from ACP to GUPC, dated 2 Jul 2010.
{C-0728}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0348 from GUPC to ACP, dated 30 Jul 2010.
See {SOC/610}, p. 610 [Ch. 6, pp. 576-577], ¶¶ 1993-1997.
See {SOC/612}, p. 612 [Ch. 6, pp. 578-579] ¶¶ 1999-2000, p. 578; {C-WS-21/53}, Zaffaroni II, p. 53 [p. 49], ¶ 185.
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l) 19 March 2011: With ACP’s approval, GUPC enters into the subcontract with Fall Line for the
management and operation of the on-Site laboratories. 22
m) February 2011 through May 2016: Fall Line performs its work under the subcontract and is paid
in full by GUPC. 23
n) 20 April 2011: GUPC submits its Statement of Case in DAB Referral 1, seeking a decision that
ACP’s instruction to retain a third-party subcontractor to establish and operate the on-Site
laboratories constituted a Variation to the Contract. 24
o) 23 August 2011: The DAB issues its Referral 1 decision, finding that ACP’s instruction was a
Variation to the Contract for which GUPC is entitled to compensation. 25
p) 26 June 2012: GUPC informs ACP that the increased costs associated with ACP’s Variation
amount to USD 18,479,076.56 and suggests that the parties meet to resolve the issue. 26
q) 13 August 2012: The Employer’s Representative issues a determination providing that GUPC is
only entitled to USD 1,033,363 for the additional costs incurred due to its Variation. 27
r) 27 September 2012: GUPC submits its Statement of Case in DAB Referral 10, seeking full
compensation for the additional costs associated with ACP’s Variation.28
s) 29 April 2013: The DAB awards GUPC USD 14,822,970.54 in Referral 10 and reserves its decision
on additional financing costs pending further submissions from the parties. 29
t) 2 June 2015: ACP rejects GUPC’s claim for additional financing costs in its entirety claiming that
“there is no basis for the Contractor to now assert new and separate claims for further adjustments to
the Contract Price.“ 30
u) 3 July 2015: GUPC submits its Statement of Case in DAB Referral 14B, requesting that ACP pay
the additional financing and delay-related costs associated with ACP’s Variation. 31
v) 20 July 2016: The DAB issues its decision in Referral 14B awarding GUPC an additional
USD 6,415,216. 32
E.

ACP’S INSTRUCTION THAT GUPC HIRE A THIRD-PARTY SUBCONTRACTOR TO ESTABLISH AND
OPERATE THE ON-SITE LABORATORIES WAS A VARIATION TO THE CONTRACT
The Contract allows GUPC to establish and operate the on-Site laboratories with its
independent QA/QC organization and does not require that GUPC hire a third-party
subcontractor

In its Employer’s Requirements, ACP expressly chose to require that the on-Site laboratories be part of,
and subject to, GUPC’s QA and QC functions. The on-Site laboratories were required to be “established

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

{C-0737}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0649 from GUPC to ACP, attaching the Fall Line Subcontract, dated 19 Mar 2011.
{Hunter(I)-12}, Fall Line Closeout Agreement; {Hunter(I)-14}, Fall Line MPS and Invoices.
{C-0739}, Statement of Case for DAB Referral 1, dated 20 Apr 2011.
{C-0885}, DAB Decision on Referral 1, dated 23 Aug 2011.
{C-0890}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1308 from GUPC to ACP, dated 26 Jun 2012.
{C-0891}, Letter IAE-UPC-1203 from ACP to GUPC, dated 13 Aug 2012.
{C-0892}, GUPC’s Statement of Case for Referral 10, dated 27 Sep 2012.
{C-0249}, DAB Decision on Referral 10, dated 29 Apr 2013.
{C-0898/5}, Letter IAE-UPC-2552 from ACP to GUPC, dated 2 Jun 2015, p. 5 [p. 4], ¶ 16.
{C-0899}, Statement of Case for Referral 14B, dated 3 Jul 2015.
{C-0250}, DAB Decision on Referral 14B, dated 20 Jul 2016.
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by independent testing organizations” and could not operate until they had been audited by the
“Contractor’s independent testing agent/consultant.” 33
In spite of ACP’s attempts to manufacture one, there is no requirement in the Contract that GUPC hire a
third-party subcontractor to establish or operate the on-Site laboratories. To the contrary, as recognized by
GUPC and BTM, as well as ACP during the tender period, the Contract contemplated that the on-Site
laboratories could be established and operated with the contractor’s own QA/QC personnel, as long as they
remained independent from the functions performing the work subject to the testing.
The issue is whether the Contract required that GUPC operate the on-Site laboratories
with a third-party subcontractor, not whether GUPC could have chosen to hire a thirdparty subcontractor for that purpose
ACP, as the Employer, was required to state any requirements clearly and unambiguously. This basic
principle was recognized by the DAB in Referral 1: 34
“In a design and construct contract it is vital that the Employer states with clarity its
requirements and that such requirements create no ambiguity. A contractor in a
competitive tendering environment should not be required to decide and to price what
an owner might wish to have undertaken but which was not clearly stated.”
ACP has sought to argue that GUPC is not entitled to a Variation because the Contract permitted it to retain
a third-party subcontractor to establish and operate the labs if it chose to do so. This is a
mischaracterization of GUPC’s position that completely ignores the terms and nature of the Contract –
GUPC was entitled to establish and operate the on-Site laboratories with its own independent QA/QC
personnel as nothing in the Contract required otherwise.
GUPC’s Technical Proposal was based on the Contract and made clear that it planned to
operate the on-Site laboratories with its own independent personnel
ACP also argued that GUPC’s Technical Proposal did not state that GUPC was going to use its own
QA/QC personnel to operate the on-Site laboratories. This is wrong. As set out in the SoC and SoR,
GUPC’s Technical Proposal made clear that GUPC would operate the two on-Site laboratories, that no
third-parties were contemplated for that purpose, and that the on-Site laboratories would be under the
responsibility of GUPC’s CQCM: 35
“GUPC shall provide for two on-Site laboratories (one in the Pacific site and another in
the Atlantic’s) which will perform the majority of the required testing, generally for soil
investigation and concreting activities. Each of these laboratories will be under the
responsibility of the respective Construction Quality Control Manager.”
The only references to third-party testing in GUPC’s proposal were (a) an initial quality audit of the on-Site
laboratories by an outside agency (not part of this dispute) and (b) off-site laboratory testing when deemed
necessary or requested. 36 Notably, GUPC included in its proposal a list of 16 external laboratories to
perform off-site laboratory work, but no potential subcontractors for the on-Site laboratories.37 Instead,
GUPC included an organizational chart indicating that the on-Site laboratories would be staffed with
GUPC personnel who would report to the CQCM. 38 ACP’s own internal evaluation of GUPC’s Technical

33

34
35
36
37
38

{C-0718/39}, ER, Sect. 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements, dated Feb 2009, p. 39, Sec. 1.10.J.4, 1.10.J.5. [Emphasis
added.]
{C-0885/31}, DAB Decision on Referral 1, dated 23 Aug 2011, p. 31, ¶ 64.
{C-0879/12}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Part 4, dated March 2009, p. 12 [p. 1], Part 4, Sec. G.2. [Emphasis added.]
{C-0879/12}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Part 4, dated March 2009, p. 12 [p. 1], Part 4, Sec. G.2.
{C-0879/13}, GUPC’s Technical Proposal, Part 4, dated March 2009, p. 13 [p. 2], Part 4, Figure 4.G.2.1.
{C-0880/5}, GUPC's Technical Proposal, Part 6, dated Mar 2009, p. 5 [p. 5], Exhibit 6.D.1-1, Quality Organizational
Chart.
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Proposal confirms that at the time ACP understood that this organizational chart related to GUPC’s planned
staffing of the on-Site laboratories:39
“Organizational Chart identifying testing laboratories professionals. (Exhibit
4.G.1-3)
• Tenderer presented the Organizational Chart with the internal laboratories. No
information was presented in relation to external laboratories.”
BTM interpreted the Contract requirements in the same way as GUPC
In the SoR, GUPC described in detail the technical proposal of BTM as it related to the on-Site
laboratories. BTM’s proposal was very similar to GUPC’s and provided that after initial calibration and
certification, the “project laboratories” would be audited by off-site peer laboratories. BTM’s proposal also
stated that its laboratory supervisor and staff will be impartial and free from outside influence that might
otherwise bias the integrity and objectivity of the work performed. It further confirmed that each staff
member in the laboratory will have the education, training, knowledge, and experience necessary to carry
out the tasks assigned. 40
The organizational chart that BTM submitted with its proposal indicated that BTM (like GUPC) intended
to have seven of its own laboratory staff on each site. BTM clarified that these personnel were not
members of any third-party contractor, but instead that “[a]ll units are members of Bechtel-TaiseiMitsubishi.“41
Importantly, ACP’s own internal evaluation of BTM’s technical proposal confirms that ACP understood
that BTM intended to operate the on-Site laboratories with its own personnel and that a subcontractor was
not intended for that purpose: 42

In its Rejoinder, ACP failed to even address BTM’s technical proposal, or ACP’s evaluation of it.43
After Contract award, ACP agreed with GUPC, but later changed its position and varied
the Contract
In April 2010, shortly after the start of the Project, ACP again recognized that GUPC intended to staff the
on-Site laboratories with its own personnel. By way of a letter dated 29 April 2010, ACP confirmed that
GUPC’s Technical Proposal indicated that “the testing laboratories would report directly to GUPC’s
Construction Quality Control Manager at each Site, independent from the organization responsible for
performing the Works.” 44

39
40
41
42
43

44

{C-1493}, TEB Team No. 1, Summary Evaluation Form, Green Proposal, dated 22 May 2009, dated 22 May 2009.
{C-0985/139}, BTM Tender: Binder 6, dated 3 Mar 2009, p. 139 [p. 6D-9].
{C-0985/134}, BTM Tender: Binder 6, dated 3 Mar 2009, p. 134 [p. 6D-23].
{C-1495}, TEB Team No. 1, Summary Evaluation Form, Blue Proposal.
As discussed in the SoR, CANAL’s technical proposal indicated that it intended to hire a third-party to operate the onSite laboratories. This is entirely consistent with GUPC’s position that it was the contractor’s choice to either operate
the on-Site laboratories with its own independent personnel or retain a third-party subcontractor for that purpose.
{C-0721}, Letter IAE-UPC-0176 from ACP to GUPC, dated 29 Apr 2010.
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Nevertheless, in July 2010, 45 ACP for the first time instructed GUPC that it was not permitted to operate
the on-Site laboratories with its own independent personnel, and was required to hire a third-party
subcontractor instead. GUPC promptly provided notice to ACP that its instruction was a Variation to the
Contract, for which GUPC was entitled to be fully compensated.46
F.

GUPC COMPLIED WITH ACP’S INSTRUCTION AND ULTIMATELY RETAINED FALL LINE TO
OPERATE THE ON-SITE LABORATORIES AND IS ENTITLED TO FULL COMPENSATION

As explained above, following ACP’s instruction, GUPC prepared the subcontract documents for the onSite laboratories and solicited proposals from five experienced and well-recognized testing companies.
GUPC carefully evaluated the proposals and ultimately determined that Fall Line was the best overall
choice. With ACP’s approval, GUPC subcontracted Fall Line to manage and operate the on-Site
laboratories. Fall Line properly performed the work required under the subcontract throughout the Project
and without objection from ACP.
Under Clause 13 [Variations and Adjustments], GUPC is entitled to be paid all of its increased Costs, plus
reasonable Profit (set at 5%), as a result of ACP’s instruction to hire a third-party subcontractor to operate
the on-Site laboratories. The quantum of GUPC’s claim is discussed further below.
G.

THE DAB AGREED WITH GUPC’S POSITION IN THREE SEPARATE REFERRALS

GUPC has detailed the long history of this claim before the DAB in its written pleadings. 47 Because of
ACP’s intransigence and refusal to acknowledge any responsibility for its actions, GUPC was forced to
seek the assistance of the DAB in three separate referrals over six years. In each case, the DAB
unanimously agreed with GUPC. ACP’s unreasonable and unfair conduct is a breach of SC 3.5 of the
Conditions of Contract and Panamanian law, as discussed in the SoC and SoR.48
H.

ACP’S NEW ARGUMENTS RAISED IN ITS REJOINDER MUST BE REJECTED
GUPC’s reliance on the word “established” is not new, and recognizes the language that
ACP inserted in the Contract

In its Rejoinder, ACP has attempted to dismiss GUPC’s reliance on the very language that ACP used in the
Contract. There is no disagreement that the Contract provides: “Any on-Site laboratories shall be
established by independent testing organizations.” 49
ACP’s position is that this provision requires GUPC to hire a third-party subcontractor to both establish and
operate the on-Site laboratories. As set out in the SoC and SoR, ACP’s interpretation is far broader than
the plain meaning of this provision. All that this provision requires is that GUPC use an independent
testing organization to establish the on-Site laboratories. Nowhere does it require a third-party to establish
the on-Site laboratories, and the operation of the on-Site laboratories is not even addressed. As a result,
GUPC’s independent QA/QC personnel were permitted to perform these functions.
The DAB recognized the distinction between “establish” and “operate” in its decision in Referral 1: 50
“[T]he DAB has reached the conclusion that the word “establish” in its plain meaning
and as used within the CMC 221427 Contract means just that, and does not include the
activities of operation and management. Further, that in the context of Contract CMC
221427, an independent testing organization may include an organisation within the
GUPC organisation as long as the measures that are set out in the Employer’s
Requirements (ERQ) are complied with, namely that the testing organisation is
structurally separate and independent from the construction of the Works organisation
45
46
47
48
49
50

{C-0724}, Letter IAE-UPC-0264 from ACP to GUPC, dated 2 Jul 2010.
{C-0728}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0348 from GUPC to ACP, dated 30 Jul 2010.
{SOC/614}, p. 614 [pp. 580-583], Sec. VI.D.2.
{SOC/619}, p. 619 [p. 585], Sec. VI.D.3; {SOR/1083}, p. 1083 [pp. 19-20], Sec. VII.
{C-0718/39}, ER, Sect. 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements, dated Feb 2009, p. 39, Sec. 1.10.J.4.
{C-0885/38}, DAB Decision on Referral 1, dated 23 Aug 2011, p. 38, ¶ 79.
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in a manner explained in the Contract. … GUPC is able to discharge its obligation
(under Section 1.10.J.4) to ‘establish (on-Site laboratories) by independent testing
organisations’ without needing to engage third-party testing sub-contractors.”
Contrary to ACP’s position in its Rejoinder, the Parties never had a “common understanding” that
“establish” meant “establish and operate”. As set out in the SOC and as summarized above, GUPC’s
Technical Proposal, ACP’s evaluation of that Proposal, and the initial correspondence between the Parties,
all demonstrate that GUPC intended from the outset to establish and operate the on-Site laboratories with
its own independent personnel and that ACP understood and accepted this intention.
GUPC relied on the term “establish” to show that even if it could somehow be construed that a third-party
was required to “establish” the on-Site laboratories (which it cannot), there is still no language anywhere in
the Contract that requires a third-party to operate those laboratories throughout the Project. It is the
additional costs associated with the operation of the on-Site laboratories that are the subject of this claim.
The DAB unanimously adopted GUPC’s position on this point.
Lastly, as the Employer, ACP was obligated to state its requirements clearly and unambiguously in the
Contract. At the very minimum, the language chosen by ACP was ambiguous as to the requirements for
the establishment and operation of the on-Site laboratories, and must be interpreted in favor of GUPC
pursuant to the doctrine of contra proferentum as recognized by Panamanian law. 51
ACP’s attempt to distinguish between “independent” and “independence” has no basis
and must be rejected
In its Rejoinder, ACP has attempted to distinguish between the words “independent” and “independence”.
According to ACP, its use of the term “independence” in the context of describing the CQAM and CQCM
responsibilities in one section of its Employer’s Requirements has a meaning entirely different from its use
of the term “independent” in describing the required testing organization. This artificial distinction must be
rejected as both words obviously have the same meaning, with one being a noun and the other an adjective.
Moreover, ACP used the word “independent” to both refer to the establishment of the on-Site laboratories
and the QA and QC functions generally. It was ACP that chose to place the on-Site laboratories under the
responsibility of the CQCM. Thus, the on-Site laboratories were required to be part of GUPC’s QA and
QC functions on the Project. In this regard, the Employer’s Requirements provide: 52
“A.

Organization and Role of the Contractor with Respect to Quality

The Contractor shall organize the Contract structure in a way that the quality-planning,
QA, and QC functions are structurally separate and independent from the functions
responsible for performing the Works subject to the quality surveillance. Managers
responsible for quality planning, assurance, and control, shall be peers to, or be
hierarchically above, the managers responsible for the design and construction of the
Works.”
As this language confirms, ACP chose to use the very same word – “independent” – both with respect to
the testing organization establishing the on-Site laboratories and GUPC’s overall QA and QC functions.
This is not surprising given that the laboratories were under the responsibility of GUPC’s independent
CQCM, and could be established and operated with the independent personnel of GUPC reporting to the
CQCM. There is no reason why any reasonably prudent tenderer would draw a distinction between the
terms “independence” and “independent” especially when ACP itself conflated the two in the Employer’s
Requirements.
Relevant industry practice supports GUPC’s position
In its Rejoinder, ACP continued to rely on certain selected publications that it claims show that industry
practice confirms that a third-party is required whenever the term “independent” is used with respect to
testing organizations. ACP has been advancing this argument, using the same set of “standards” since
51
52

{C-LA-0001/7}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 7, Art. 1139. See also, Chapter II of this PHB.
{C-0718/2}, ER, Sect. 01 04 00 - Quality Requirements, dated Feb 2009, p. 2, Sec. 1.03.A. [Emphasis added.]
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DAB Referral 1. As described in GUPC’s SoR, and as rejected by the DAB in Referral 1, 53 none of these
materials support ACP’s position or are tied to the Contract in any way.
As discussed in the SoC, the only industry reference material included in the Contract, ISO/IEC 17025-05
(General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories), specifically contemplates
that the testing laboratories may be part of the Contractor’s organization: 54
“4.1.4 If the laboratory is part of an organization performing activities other than
testing and/or calibration, the responsibilities of key personnel in the organization that
have an involvement or influence on testing and/or calibration activities shall be defined
in order to identify potential conflicts of interest.
NOTE 1 -- Where a laboratory is part of a larger organization, the organizational
arrangements shall be such that departments having conflicting interests, such as
production, commercial marketing or financing do not adversely influence the
laboratory’s compliance with the requirements of this International Standard.”
GUPC’s Mr. Zaffaroni, who has managed many large concrete projects around the world, confirms that
GUPC complied with industry practice: 55
“GUPC’s proposal was consistent with industry practice as the establishment and
operation of the necessary on-Site laboratories with the Contractor’s own independent
personnel, as opposed to hiring a third-party subcontractor to perform that function, is
normal practice on large international construction projects such as this. In fact, on
every large project that I have managed … the on-Site laboratories were established and
managed with the Contractor’s own independent personnel, and in no case was the
Contractor’s approach in this regard challenged by the Employer.”
GUPC has correctly quantified its entitlement
(a) Summary of amounts due
In its SoR, GUPC properly quantified the direct costs (without overhead and profit) due GUPC as a result
of ACP’s Variation, which are summarized as: 56

The proper measure of amounts due to GUPC for ACP’s Variation is the difference between the additional
costs that GUPC incurred due to ACP’s instruction to retain Fall Line (additive costs) and the costs that
GUPC would have incurred had GUPC been permitted to establish and operate the laboratories with its
own personnel (deductive costs), plus Profit.
(b) The additive costs incurred by GUPC properly include variations issued to Fall Line
during the Project
Procurement of laboratory equipment
In its Rejoinder, ACP asserted that certain variations that GUPC paid to Fall Line should be excluded from
the additive costs claimed by GUPC. As explained above, GUPC went to significant efforts to procure a
third-party subcontractor that provided the best value to the Project, and ACP reviewed and approved the
53
54
55
56

{C-0885/37}, DAB Decision on Referral 1, dated 23 Aug 2011, p. 37, ¶ 77-78.
{C-0719/8}, ISO/IEC 17025-05, dated 15 May 2005, p. 8 [p. 2]. [Emphasis added.]
{C-WS-21/47}, Zaffaroni II, p. 47 [pp. 43, 44], ¶ 162.
{C-EX-20/13}, Hunter II, p. 13 [p. 12], ¶ 4.2.
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scope and terms of Fall Line’s subcontract before it was issued. There was certainly no incentive for
GUPC to incur additional costs by issuing variations to Fall Line, except as necessary and where the works
were beyond the initial scope of Fall Line’s subcontract.
ACP’s suggestion in its Rejoinder that GUPC has failed to provide the relevant subcontract documents
supporting these additive amounts is baseless as ACP was provided in this arbitration with the variation
orders issued to Fall Line.57.
As set out in the second expert report of Mr. Hunter, GUPC paid Fall Line USD 71,469 for additional
laboratory equipment. GUPC agrees that it would have had to buy this equipment even if it was permitted
to operate the laboratories with its own personnel. However, GUPC would not have had to pay the markup on this equipment charged by Fall Line in the amount of USD 17,867. As stated by Mr. Hunter, it is not
reasonable for ACP to demand retrospectively that GUPC should have bought this equipment on Fall
Line’s behalf, especially when ACP demanded that Fall Line remain separate and independent from GUPC
during the Works. This mark-up would not have been incurred absent ACP’s Variation.
PCM compliance
As set out in its Technical Proposal, 58 GUPC always planned to, and did, throughout the Project, employ a
large number of QA and QC personnel on site. By contrast, the scope of Fall Line’s subcontract with
GUPC was limited to the specific requirements set out in the subcontract for testing at the on-Site
laboratories. Had GUPC been permitted to establish and operate the on-Site laboratories with its own
QA/QC personnel, the requirements to upload testing results through the PCM system would have been
performed by GUPC’s existing QA/QC administrative personnel. This additional cost of USD 50,000 paid
to Fall Line should therefore be included in the additive costs due GUPC resulting from the Variation. 59
Thermocouples
In its Rejoinder, ACP continued to misrepresent the nature of the additive costs related to the
thermocouples. The additional costs paid to Fall Line are not related to the purchase of additional
thermocouples as alleged by ACP’s quantum expert Mr. Fuchs. Rather, these costs are the additional labor
costs associated with the installation, monitoring and reporting of the thermocouples, which was not
included in the scope of Fall Line’s subcontract. This additional work would have been performed by
GUPC’s QA/QC personnel already assigned to the Works had GUPC been permitted to operate the on-Site
laboratories as intended. These additional costs paid to Fall Line in the amount of USD 388,765.44 are
therefore properly included in the additive costs due GUPC. 60
Pull-off testing and on-Site resistivity tests
Similarly, for the Atlantic and Pacific sites, GUPC was required to issue variations to Fall Line in the
amount of USD 47,320.00 for pull-off testing. 61 Again, this additional work for Fall Line would have been
performed by GUPC’s existing QA/QC personnel assigned to the laboratories had GUPC been permitted to
operate the on-Site laboratories as planned. The additional resistivity testing was a variation regardless of
which entity operated the laboratories and is properly included in the additive costs.
Overheads
With regard to additional overheads, Mr. Hunter properly calculated an overhead percentage of 23.15% on
additional direct costs incurred by GUPC. Without any support, ACP’s Mr. Fuchs has contended that this
percentage is wrong because, in his opinion, managing a third-party subcontract would require significantly
less overhead than managing a laboratory staffed with GUPC’s own personnel. Mr. Fuchs therefore added
only 5% overhead to the additive costs of Fall Line, but at the same time arbitrarily added 15% to the
deductive costs that GUPC would have incurred if it self-performed the work. The approach by Mr. Fuchs
57
58
59
60
61

See {Hunter(I)-15}, Fall Line Variation Orders.
{C-0880/5}, GUPC's Technical Proposal, Part 6, dated Mar 2009, p. 5, Exhibit 6.D.1 - 1: Quality Organizational Chart.
See {Hunter(I)-15/79}, p. 79 (PAC No. 9); and p. 112 (ATL No. 15).
See {Hunter(I)-15/54}, p. 54 (PAC No. 6); and p. 99 (ATL No. 12).
See {Hunter(I)-15/58}, p. 58 (PAC No. 7); and p. 107 (ATL No. 13).
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is incorrect and unreasonable. There is no basis to conclude that GUPC would have spent significantly
more overhead in managing itself than it was forced to do in managing Fall Line. To the contrary, less
overhead would be necessary if GUPC self-performed the work with its existing personnel than was
required to procure, oversee, manage and pay a third-party testing subcontractor and integrate Fall Line’s
work into GUPC’s overall Project planning and operations.
(c) GUPC has correctly quantified the deductive costs that would have been incurred by
GUPC absent the Variation
With respect to the appropriate deductive costs, Mr. Hunter and the DAB agree on the proper approach.
GUPC’s tender plan had 66 laboratory employees. Fall Line’s contemporaneous planning indicated that it
planned to use 64 employees, although GUPC’s profile had more technicians and fewer assistants and
workers. GUPC’s profile is the appropriate document to use in this regard, and it was previously adopted
by the DAB in its quantum awards to GUPC in Referrals 10 and 14B. 62
Nevertheless, in the Rejoinder submission, Mr. Fuchs and ACP have claimed for the first time that because
a Quality Management Manual issued by Fall Line in August 2012 63 (18 months after Fall Line began
work) purportedly showed that Fall Line had employed 83 persons at that time, that this figure should be
used to measure the total employees that GUPC would have employed to operate the on-Site laboratories
throughout the project.
This last-minute attempt to reduce GUPC’s entitlements should be rejected. First, the document now relied
upon by Mr. Fuchs does not reflect any contemporaneous effort to project the staffing required to operate
the laboratories throughout the Project, but simply indicates the number of people that Fall Line was
employing at that particular time. This does not account for ramp up and ramp down periods. Second, Mr.
Fuchs has not calculated the 83 staff accurately or correctly classified staff into the different roles. The
chart actually shows 79 personnel. Lastly, regardless of Fall Line’s August 2012 report, there is nothing to
suggest that GUPC would have increased its staff to equivalent levels at any point had it been permitted to
operate the on-Site laboratories with its own personnel.
The new witness evidence submitted by Mr. Montanari with ACP’s Rejoinder is irrelevant
and untimely
For the first time with its Rejoinder, ACP submitted witness evidence by Mr. Montanari related both to (a)
industry standards concerning on-Site laboratories and (b) the variation orders issued to Fall Line, as
discussed above. 64 Both issues were discussed in GUPC’s SoC submission and supported by witness
evidence from Mr. Zaffaroni, and could therefore have been raised in ACP’s SOD. In its SoD, however,
ACP chose not to submit any witness evidence from Mr. Montanari, or anyone else, on these topics. As a
result, nothing further in that respect was included by GUPC in its SoR. The late submission of witness
evidence from Mr. Montanari in the Rejoinder regarding the on-Site laboratories should be disregarded by
the Tribunal as untimely since GUPC has been given no opportunity to submit further witness evidence in
response.

62

63
64

{C-0249}, DAB Decision on Referral 10, dated 29 Apr 2013 and {C-0250}, DAB Decision on Referral 14B, dated 20
Jul 2016.
{R-1606}, Submittal 01 40 00-298, Rev. 2, Fall Line Quality Management Manual, dated 3 Aug 2012.
{R-WS-27/41}, Montanari II, p. 41 [pp. 41-44], Sec. V.
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29 Apr 2010
ACP’s letter to GUPC stated that the Engineering Department was not structurally separate and independent from
the functions responsible for carrying out the Works, and that GUPC’s proposal indicated that the testing laboratories
would report directly to the Construction Quality Control Manager (CQCM) at each Site, independent from the
organization responsible for performing the Works

22 May 2009
ACP’s internal evaluation of GUPC’s
Technical Proposal regarding the on-site
laboratories recognized that GUPC would
staff the laboratories with its own independent
internal personnel C-1493; SoR, Ch. VII,
paras. 35, 36

22 May 2009
ACP’s internal evaluation of BTM’s Technical
Proposal recognized that BTM also intended
to set up its on-site laboratories with its own
internal supervisors and technicians and did
not intend to retain a third-party for that
purpose C-1495; SoR, Ch. VII, paras. 44, 45

ACP’s letter did not indicate that third-party subcontractor would be required to establish or operate the on-site
laboratories C-0721; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1982

2 Jul 2010

Jul 2009
In the specific categories of
Quality Assurance Manager and
Overall Quality Management,
ACP awarded GUPC the
highest scores among the final
tenders C-0704; SoC, Ch. VI,
paras. 1978, 1979

Jul 2009
Feb 2009
ACP issued Amendment 23 to the RFP, setting
out the requirements for quality assurance and
testing on the Project, including the on-site
laboratories C-0548

ACP assigned GUPC the
highest overall technical
score among the three final
tenderers C-0881; SoC, Ch.
VI, para. 1977

ACP’s letter instructed GUPC that that the ER did
not permit GUPC to operate the on -site laboratories
with anyone under the “direct
hire/supervision/control of GUPC”, but rather must
be third-parties under contract to GUPC and paid
for by GUPC C-0724; SoC Ch. VI, para. 1987

ACP again demanded that GUPC retain a thirdparty subcontractor to operate the on-site
laboratories C-0726; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1989

29 Oct 2010
ACP’s letter to GUPC acknowledges receipt
of the General Conditions and related
documents C-0731; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1995

Oct 2007

Jan 2009

Apr 2009

Jul 2009

2 Jul 2016

DAB issued its decision that ACP’s
instruction was a Variation to the
Contract for which GUPC was entitled
to seek compensation C-0885; SoC,
Ch. VI, para. 2007

DAB issued its decision in Referral 10 awarding
GUPC the amount of USD 14,822,970.54, and
reserved its decision on the additional amount
due to GUPC for financing costs pending
additional submissions from the Parties C-0249;
SoC, Ch. VI, para. 2014

DAB issued its decision in Referral 14B
awarding GUPC an additional USD
$6,415,216 for the Fall Line-related
costs sought by GUPC C-0250; SoC,
Ch. VI, para. 2025

30 Mar 2011
ACP’s letter to GUPC gave its
consent for Fall Line to operate
and manage the on-site
laboratories C-0738; SoC, Ch.
VI, para. 2001

7 Feb 2012

13 Aug 2012

ACP rejected GUPC’s proposal on
the grounds that GUPC interpreted
the scope of the Variation too
broadly and that the Variation did
not include all testing but rather just
“control and acceptance testing”
C-0888; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 2010

ACP issued to GUPC a
determination that GUPC was
only entitled to USD 1,033,363
for the additional costs incurred
due to its Variation C-0891;
SoC, Ch. VI, para. 2012

5 Mar 2015

2 Jun 2015

ACP’s letter to GUPC
refused to pay the
additional financing costs
claimed by GUPC C0896; SoC, Ch. VI, para.
2019-2020

ACP rejected GUPC’s
claim for additional
financing costs in its
entirety C-0898; SoC, Ch.
VI, para. 2023

Feb 2011 through Jul 2016

ACP awards GUPC the
Contract for the Project
C-0069

ACP issued its RFP for the Project
C-0007

29 Apr 2013

14 Jul 2010

11 Aug 2009

Dec 2007

23 Aug 2011

Fall Line performed its work under the subcontract and was paid by GUPC for its work Hunter(I)-12; Hunter(I)-14; Hunter(I)-15

Apr 2010

Jul 2010

Jan 2011

Apr 2011

Jul 2011

Jan 2012

Apr 2012

Jul 2012

20 Apr 2011

Mar 2009

20 Apr 2010
GUPC’s letter to ACP stated that it is constructing laboratory buildings on each site and would be operating
them following independent testing

GUPC entered into a subcontract with Fall
Line for the management and operation of
on-site laboratories C-0737; SoC, Ch. VI,
para. 2000

17 May 2010
GUPC’s letter to ACP confirmed that the on-site laboratories would report to GUPC’s Construction Quality
Control Manager C-0722; SoC, Ch. VI, 1984

6 Jun 2010
GUPC’s letter to ACP stated that GUPC would employ local qualified technicians to perform testing and would
train additional technicians as necessary C-0725; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1988

29 Jul 2010
At the monthly Project meeting, GUPC informed ACP that it would pr epare a claim based upon ACP’s instruction to
hire a third-party subcontractor to operate the on-site laboratories C-0727; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1990

26 Oct 2010
GUPC’s letter to ACP enclosed a copy of the General Conditions
and Contractor’s Requirements for the management of the on site laboratories, and stated that it had invited five of the most
recognized specialized companies to present their bid C-0730;
SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1994

Apr 2015

GUPC submitted its Statement of Case in DAB
Referral 14B requesting that ACP pay the additional
financing and delay-related costs associated with the
Fall Line subcontract C-0899; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 2024

26 Jun 2012

21 Apr 2015

GUPC provided ACP with a revised proposal in the amount of USD
18,479,076.56 and suggests that the Parties meet to reach a resolu tion C0890; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 2011

26 Mar 2012
GUPC provided to ACP additional support for its position that the Variation included
all testing performed by Fall Line in the on-site laboratories C-0889; SoC, Ch. VI,
para. 2011

18 Jan 2012

Jul 2016

3 Jul 2015

GUPC submitted its Statement of Case in DAB Referral 10
to resolve the quantum due GUPC as a result of ACP’s
Variation C-0892; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 2013

19 Mar 2011

The letter stated that both on-site laboratories would report to the Engineering Department and not the
Production Departments. In doing so, they would maintain the inde pendence of the QA/QC functions and
remain structurally separate and independent as required by the Contract C-0720; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1981

Jan 2015

27 Sep 2012

GUPC submitted its Statement of Case
in DAB Referral 1 seeking a decision
that ACP’s instruction to retain a thirdparty subcontractor to establish and
operate the on-site laboratories
constituted a Variation to the Contract
C-0739; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 2006

GUPC submitted its Technical Proposal for the Project, including its plan for establishing
and operating the on-site laboratories with an independent organization of its own
employees C-0879; C-0880; SoC, Ch. VI, paras. 1971-1976

Apr 2013

GUPC submitted to ACP its claim for additional financing costs
as indicated in the DAB’s decision in Referral 10 C-0897; SoC,
Ch. VI, para. 2022

6 Feb 2015
GUPC’s letter to ACP requested that ACP pay (a) financing costs incurred for the
original duration of the Fall Line subcontract (February 2001 through April 2014)
and (b) full additional direct costs incurred for the extended on-site laboratory
services consistent with the extensions of time granted by ACP and as awarded in
Referral 11 C-0895; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 2018

GUPC submitted to ACP its proposal for the costs associated with
the Variation in the amount of USD 19,887,323.99 C-0887; SoC, Ch.
VI, para. 2009

23 Oct 2010
GUPC issued RFP to five companies soliciting technical and
price proposals to manage and operate the on -site
laboratories SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1998

Timeline for the On-Site Laboratories Claim
General on-site laboratories events

30 Jul 2010
GUPC’s letter to ACP stated that it would comply with ACP’s instruction, but that ACP’s position was contrary
to the terms of the Contract and would result in additional costs. GUPC gave notice under Sub-Clause 20.1
that it was entitled to additional payment from ACP C-0728; SoC, Ch. VI, para. 1991

ACP’s instructions and interferences
regarding on-site laboratories and refusal to
pay GUPC / comply with the DAB decisions
GUPC’s actions
DAB decisions
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VII. IN THE ALTERNATIVE, ACP HAS A DUTY TO MAINTAIN AND RESTORE THE CONTRACTUAL EQUILIBRIUM
As explained above, ACP had a statutory obligation under Art. 133(5) of its Regulation to maintain and
restore the technical, economic and financial conditions existing at the time of signature of the Contract. 1
This duty applied even in the absence of fault on the part of ACP. It therefore provides an alternative legal
ground for all of Claimant 1’s entitlements in this arbitration.
There can be no dispute that, because of the serious difficulties encountered by Claimant 1 in relation to the
events underplaying the claims covered in this arbitration (which represent only a portion of GUPC’s
entitlements towards ACP), the technical, economic and financial conditions existing at the time when the
Parties signed the Contract were fundamentally altered. Several of GUPC’s (and ACP’s) technical bases for
the Project proved entirely unfeasible through no fault of GUPC (in particular in relation to the use of the
PLE Basalt as crushing plant feedstock and the foundation of the Pacific Lock Structures) and required
Claimant 1 to make very significant changes to its work methodologies (including logistics, additional works,
etc.), as described above. These unforeseen events had a massive impact on the Project’s cost, schedule and
logistics. In fact, the evidence shows that, because of these events (which had far-reaching consequences
that go beyond the particular claims to be decided in this arbitration and which will be the subject of other
proceedings), the Project as actually performed by GUPC was very different from what had been envisaged
and agreed by the Parties.
In these circumstances, ACP had a duty to adopt the required measures to restore the original contract
equilibrium. Yet, it is not disputed that ACP failed to adopt any such measures, or to even attempt to negotiate
them in good faith. On the contrary, ACP rejected any and all of Claimant 1’s requests for additional
payments, and let the Claimants bear alone the massive burden of the imbalance to the economic and
technical conditions of the Contract. In doing so, ACP breached its duties under the Regulation.
The Tribunal is empowered to order the required measures to palliate ACP’s shortcomings and restore the
equilibrium of the Contract, which necessarily implies the full compensation of Claimant 1 for the additional
costs incurred (through no fault of Claimant 1) in relation to the claims being pursued in this arbitration

1

See above Ch. II, Sect. II.C.2(d)(vi).
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VIII. ACP’S FAILURE TO DETERMINE FAIRLY GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENTS
ACP (through the Employer’s Representative) had a duty to promptly and fairly determine Contractor
entitlements under the explicit language of SC 3.5 of the Conditions of Contract:
“Whenever these Conditions of Contract provide that the Employer’s Representative
shall proceed in accordance with this Sub-Clause 3.5 to agree or determine any matter,
the Employer’s Representative shall endeavour to reach agreement with the Contractor.
If agreement is not achieved, the Employer’s Representative shall make a fair
determination in accordance with the Contract, taking due regard of all relevant
circumstances.” 1
ACP does not dispute – and indeed has acknowledged – that it had the obligation to make prompt and fair
determinations of the Contractor’s entitlements. Indeed, during the Advance Payments hearing, Mr Quijano
admitted unequivocally that ACP has the obligation to make fair determinations under SC 3.5:
“[MR VASQUEZ] Clause 3.5 on Page 69. All right. This says: “Whenever these
Conditions of Contract provide that the Employer's Representative shall proceed in
accordance with this Sub-Clause 3.5 to agree or determine any manner, the Employer's
Representative shall endeavor to reach agreement with the Contractor. If Agreement is
not achieved, the Employer's Representative shall make a fair determination in
accordance with the Contract, taking due regard of all relevant circumstances.” So, that's
what it says; right?
[MR QUIJANO] That's correct.
Q. So, according to this, ACP was supposed to first see if it could reach agreement on
Contractor's claims; is that right?
A. If we can reach agreement, yes.
Q. And then the ACP was to make a fair determination if agreement could not be reached;
is that right?
A. That's the next step.” 2
ACP’s duty to issue fair determinations under SC 3.5 is closely related to ACP’s duties of good faith, fairness,
impartiality and cooperation, as expressly set out in Arts. 2 and 130 of ACP’s Regulation3 and Art. 34 of
Law 38. 4
In addition, under Art. 100 of ACP’s Regulation the Contracting Officer (i.e. ACP’s representative appointed
to oversee the execution of the Contract) also had an obligation to attempt in good faith to reach an agreement
with the Contractor in respect of any claim regarding the interpretation or performance of the Contract.
Further, Art. 101 of ACP’s Regulation requires that if no agreement can be reached, ACP’s representative
1
2

3

4

{C-0001/44}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 44 [p. 31], SC 3.5.
{C-1780/898}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 898 [898:22-899:14] (Quijano Cross). [Emphasis
added].
{C-LA-0021/5}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 5, Art. 2: “The contracting system shall be based
on the following: … 5. Impartial decisions.”
Art. 130: “Contracts are entered into and formalized primarily because this allows for a closer concerted effort between
the parties and permits greater administrative efficiency. Notwithstanding the preceding purpose, the contract shall also
strive to guarantee the rights and interests of the parties. All actions taken by those persons who participate in the
procurement shall be based upon principles of transparency, economy and responsibility, in accordance with the rules
that govern administrative functions, as well as the rules of ethics and conduct that apply to the Authority, the rules of
contract interpretation, and those general principles of law and specific provisions contained in administrative
regulations.” [Emphasis added]
{C-LA-0142/2}, Law 38 of 2000, p. 2 [p. 2], Art. 34: “The administrative actions in all public entities shall be conducted
in accordance with the norms of informality, impartiality, uniformity, economy, speed and efficacy, guaranteeing the
appropriate performance of the administrative function, without impairment of due process, with objectivity and with
adherence to the principle of strict legality …” [Emphasis added]

1
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must “document” any such attempt to reach an agreement. 5 This requirement confirms that ACP is required
to undertake concrete steps towards a good faith resolution of the dispute.
In the present case, it cannot be seriously disputed that ACP, through its Employer’s Representative, Mr Jorge
de la Guardia, made no real good faith attempt to reach an agreement with GUPC S.A., and failed to make a
fair determination of GUPC S.A.’s entitlements with regard to any of the events described above.
In violation of its obligations under the Contract and Panamanian law, ACP assumed an obstructionist
approach and refused promptly and fairly to determine GUPC S.A.’s claims. For example, with regard to
the concrete aggregate production claim, in November 2011, ACP acknowledged that there was a “concrete
variance”, yet told GUPC that it “should be worried about collecting the unpaid [USD] 5 million.” 6
Tellingly, a mere two days after receiving the first notice of claim relating to the unsuitable basalt, and despite
having not yet received the relevant particulars, the Employer’s Representative rejected GUPC S.A.’s claims
outright. 7 In its rejection, the Employer’s Representative noted summarily that it considered GUPC S.A.’s
Notice of Claim time barred and without merit, and that “a proper assessment of the material and its expected
crushing characteristics should have been made prior to mobilization of the crushing equipment.” 8
GUPC S.A., nevertheless, continued to pursue resolution with ACP in good faith, and diligently worked to
supplement its initial notice of claim. In mid-2012, Claimant 1 submitted fully detailed Claims 43 and 52
(underlying Referral 11) to the Employer’s Representative, providing more than 100 pages of information,
as requested by ACP. 9 Ignoring GUPC S.A.’s considerable efforts in drafting its fully detailed claims and
the extensive data provided in support of the claims – and in violation of its obligations under SC 3.5 – ACP
yet again rejected GUPC’s claims, while at the same time stating that “further information” still was
required. 10 ACP pursued the same obstructive strategy with Claimant 1’s other claims underlying this
arbitration.11
The motivations behind ACP’s systematic rejection of GUPC S.A.’s claims were uncovered during this
arbitration.12 This policy is referenced in ACP’s “Program Management Plan” dated March 2010, wherein
ACP indicated that one of the “measures of success” for the Panama Canal Expansion Program required that
“100 percent of claims are decided in favor of the ACP”. 13 During his testimony in the Advance Payments
arbitration, Mr Quijano expressly affirmed ACP’s policy (never communicated to GUPC at the time) and
admitted ACP’s goal to deny all of GUPC S.A.’s entitlements:
“[MR VASQUEZ] … Is the hundred percent of claims decided in favor of the ACP a
realistic goal in a construction Project of this magnitude?
[MR QUIJANO] A. That’s a bar. It’s a goal. . . .

5

6
7

8

9

{C-LA-0021/40}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 40, Art. 100: “When a controversy arises due to
the performance, interpretation or termination of a contract, the contractor and the contracting officer shall try to reach
an agreement.”
Art. 101: “Should the parties fail to agree, the contracting officer shall document the fact regarding the results of this
attempt and the parties shall submit the matter to an administrative process for the resolution of controversies as agreed
to at the time the contract was formalized. This process shall not cause the suspension or delay of obligations arising
from the contract.”
{C-0614/2}, Minutes of Monthly Progress Meeting, dated 17 Nov 2011, p. 2.
{C-0590}, Letter IAE-UPC-0528 from ACP to GUPC re Notice of Claim No. 43 – Production of Concrete Aggregates,
dated 18 Feb 2011.
{C-0590/2}, Letter IAE-UPC-0528 from ACP to GUPC re Notice of Claim No. 43 – Production of Concrete Aggregates,
dated 18 Feb 2011, p. 2.
{C-0877}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1348 from GUPC to ACP , dated 20 Jul 2012.

10

{C-1000/50}, Letter IAE-UPC-1358 from ACP to GUPC - Claims 43 and 52, dated 24 Dec 2012, p. 50 [pp. 50, 54-55, 63]; see
also {C-0876}, Letter IAE-UPC-1552 from ACP to GUPC re Claims 43 and 52 Determination, dated 24 May 2013

11

See, e.g., {C-0728}, Letter GUPC-IAE-0348 from GUPC to ACP, dated 30 Jul 2010; {C-0729}, Letter IAE-UPC-0309
from ACP to GUPC, dated 3 Aug 2010; {R-0680}, Contractor's Fully Detailed Interim Claim in Referral No. 13A, dated
22 May 2013{R-0700}, Employer's Determination on Claims 47, 50 and 57 (IAE-UPC-1718), dated 8 Oct 2013
{SOC}, Ch. 9, Section A.2(c); {SOR}, Ch. 10, Section I.C.
{C-0416/28}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, p. 28 [pp. 1-15].

12
13
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Q. Did you expect that all the claims would be decided in favor of ACP if you litigated
them long enough?
A. No.
Q. That would have been a fantasy, wouldn’t it?
A. That would have been a fantasy, but that’s always a goal.” 14
It is telling, in fact, that until the Taking-Over of the Project, the Employer’s Representative voluntarily paid
only USD 3.8 million of USD 3.7 billion in Contractor entitlements, i.e., only 0.1% of all entitlements
claimed by GUPC S.A. during the Project.15 As Mr Möder attested during the Hearing, in his more than
40-year career in the construction industry, he has “never seen an employer behave in such a way. This is
unprecedented.” 16 Even in other projects performed by Salini-Impregilo where the Employer’s
Representative was also an employee of the Employer, Mr Möder explained, the Employer’s Representative
had “been acting fairly.”17 In this case, however, the Employer’s Representative was “deprived of any power
and actually, in reality, only in the end of the top management [of ACP] would decide what he can do or
cannot do.” 18 And indeed, in the Advance Payment arbitration, Mr Quijano referred to Mr De La Guardia as
“my ER”, thus confirming his lack of independence and inability to fairly determine GUPC S.A.’s
entitlements. 19
In its Rejoinder, ACP asserted for the first time that its Program Management Plan actually referred to “thirdparty determinations.” 20 ACP’s assertion, however, contradicts the plain language of the Program
Management Plan, which contains no reference to third-party determinations. 21 Nor does such a third-party
exist. Rather, ACP amended the FIDIC form contract to replace the independent engineer with an employee
of its own, Mr Jorge De La Guardia, as the Employer’s Representative.22 Furthermore, Mr Quijano admitted
that he personally participated in the creation of ACP’s Project Management Plan, which was designed to
govern the administration of the Contract with GUPC S.A.. 23 Mr Quijano made it clear that the purpose of
the Project Management Plan was to “make sure that the Contractor stays on track ... [and] to also make sure
that claims are minimal.” 24
Contemporaneous evidence and witness testimony shed light on ACP’s motivations in maintaining its policy
of 100% denial of Contractor claims. In an attempt to avoid political scrutiny and consequences from the
Panamanian government and its people, ACP sought to insulate itself from additional costs and to force
GUPC S.A. to bear the entire burden of events and Variations that were ACP’s responsibility, pending
resolution of these matters by way of DAB or arbitration proceedings years down the road.
To recall, ACP and its Administrator, Mr Quijano, are subject to heavy governmental oversight. Pursuant to
Law 28 of 17 July 2006 approving the proposal for the construction of the Third Set of Locks and ACP’s
Financial Regulation, as Mr Miguez confirmed, ACP is required to provide annual contributions to the
National Treasury consistent with amounts contributed in 2005. 25 ACP’s in-housel counsel Mr Pulice further

14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

{C-1780/903}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 903 [903:10-15]; [916:1-4]; [917:24-918:15];
[920:14-19] (Quijano Cross). (Emphasis added).
{C-WS-39/7}, Möder VI, p. 7 [pp. 6-7], ¶¶ 24-29; {C-1069}, Chart of GUPC S.A’s Claims, dated March 2018; {C0237}, Statement at Completion issued with Letter GUPC-IAE-4990, dated 15 Sep 2016.
{Day20/92:19}, [92:19-22] (Möder Direct).
{Day20/102:16}, [102:16-18] (Möder Direct).
{Day20/102:22}, [102:22-103:2] (Möder Direct).
{C-1780/903}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 903 [903:7] (Quijano Cross).
{Rejoinder/800}, p. 800 [pp. 16-17], ¶¶ 4.12-4.15.
{C-0416}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010.
See {C-0245/1}, Appendix to Tender, dated February 2009, p. 1.
{C-1780/909}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 909 [909:12-910:2]; [912:4-9] (Quijano Cross).
{C-1780/909}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 909 [909:12-910:2]; [912:4-9] (Quijano Cross).
{Day7/26:20}, [26:20-28:18]; [73:23-74:5] (Miguez Cross); {EA-L-0042}, Financial Management Regulations (counsel
translation), dated 2016.
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attested that ACP is required to report regularly to the Panamanian National Government. 26 ACP also is
required – on a continuous basis – to seek approval from the National Assembly regarding its budget, 27 and
must defend it before the National Assembly, including any additional payments spent on the Project. This
is critical, given that before the tender could begin, ACP was required to request approval from the
Panamanian National Assembly, as well as through a national referendum of the Panamanian people, of its
initial Project Proposal, including the total allotted budget. 28
As a result of the heavy governmental oversight and approval required for its financial decisions, Mr Miguez
admitted that ACP was reluctant to return to the Parliament and request additional funds for the Project:
[THE PRESIDENT] And under that scenario, depending, in fact, on whether the
contractor would be successful, was it the understanding that, based on what could
possibly be due to the contractors, you may have to go back to the Parliament? Was it
something which was considered?” ...
[MR MIGUEZ] “No, because -- that’s my opinion, okay, barring legal counsel. But once
the contract - - once the project was started, we were committed.” 29
In fact, as Mr Quijano clarified, even if ACP voluntarily had approved any of the Contractor’s claims, such
amounts would have to be limited to an amount that ACP “could sign and be able to sign,” and which would
prevent the Administrator from “end[ing] up in jail.”30 Presumably, such an amount would not even come
close to covering the massive additional costs incurred as a result of ACP’s wrongful actions and failures to
act. Tellingly, in early 2016, Mr Quijano openly boasted of ACP’s low acceptance rates for Contractor’s
claims before the National Assembly:
“We are also coming here to present our budget and when we come to submit a budget,
we go through the scrutiny of all of you, where you analyze and check numbers that we
are also going to explain. ... To this day, seventeen claims have been received for a total
amount of two thousand three hundred ninety one millions. Out of these seventeen claims
submitted to the ACP, the ACP has recognized three claims in the first instance.” 31
In an attempt to escape liability for its wrongful rejection of nearly all of the Contractor’s claimed
entitlements, ACP has argued in front of this Tribunal that all of the Contractor’s claims lacked merit or were
time barred. 32 This is untenable. In stark contrast to ACP’s rejection of 99.9% of Contractor claims, the
DAB held ACP responsible for a large amount of additional costs. With regard to the concrete aggregate
production claim, at the end of 2014 – nearly three years after GUPC S.A.’s initial Notice of Claim was
received by ACP – the DAB issued its decision on Referral 11, finding ACP to have acted with “negligence,”
inter alia, by making erroneous representations regarding the quality of the basalt and inducing GUPC S.A.’s
reliance on these representations:
“In the opinion of the DAB, the Employer should have known, actually or constructively,
of the reliance to be placed by Contractor on the suitability of the PLE material as the
26

27
28

29
30

31

32

{R-WS-4A/2}, Pulice II, p. 2 [pp. 2-4], ¶¶ 5-13; see also {Day7/26:20}, [26:20-28:18] (Miguez Cross) (“ACP ‘is
accountable to the National Assembly, the Executive Branch and the General Comptroller of the Republic and must
submit ‘every three months, public reports on the status of the contracting and the progress of the works’ of the [Project].
. . . [T]he President of the Board of Directors of the ACP (who is also the Ministry of the Canal Affairs) and the
Administrator of the ACP ‘must attend personally the plenary session of the Legislative Branch, once every six months,
or when required by the National Assembly.’”
{R-WS-4A/2}, Pulice II, p. 2 [pp. 2- 4], ¶¶ 5-13.
{C-0966/1}, ACP Press Release, dated 17 Jul 2006, p. 1 [p. 1]; {C-0967/1}, ACP Press Release, dated 22 Oct 2006, p.
1.
{Day7/72 :4}, [72:4-23] (Miguez Tribunal Questions).
{C-1780/903}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 903 [903:10-15]; [905:9-14]; [920:14-19] (Quijano
Cross).
{R-0163/1}, Minutes of the Plenary Session of the National Assembly, dated 12 Jan 2016, p. 1 [pp. 1-2]; {R-0126/1},
Minutes of the Plenary Session of the National Assembly, dated 19 Jan 2015, p. 1 [p. 1].
See, e.g., {Rejoinder/356}, p. 356 [Ch. III, pp. 232-233], ¶¶ 10.1-10.3; id., Ch. V, p. 694 [p. 80], ¶¶ 10.1-10.3, 12.112.15; id., Ch. VII, p. 714 [p. 2], ¶¶ 3.1-3.3; id.. Ch. IX, p. 790 [pp. 6-9], ¶¶ 3.19-3.29; id., Ch. IX, p. 800 [pp. 16-17],
¶¶ 4.12-4.15; {R-WS-18/14}, Quijano III, p. 14 [p. 12], ¶ 53.
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primary aggregate feedstock. . . . [T]he tenderers, including GUPC S.A., were led to
believe that they were secure in pricing the Works on the basis that PLE and Pacific basalt
generally were good for the purpose of aggregate production.”33
ACP has sought – and still seeks – to hide behind purported risk allocation and exculpatory clauses. ACP
has also sought to argue that Claimants “underbid” the Contract and assumed the sufficiency of the original
Contract Price, and any risk for additional costs.34 This is false. In fact, the bid was developed – and the
Contract ultimately signed – by Claimants in reliance on the information and representations provided by
ACP, including a fundamental datum that turned out to be inaccurate and incomplete. Claimants’ bid amount
also was very much in line with ACP’s own cost projections and updated budget for the Project, and
Claimants received the highest technical score from ACP, further evidencing the reasonableness of
Claimants’ Financial Proposal.35 Indeed, ACP itself acknowledged that Claimants’ design, which relied on
ACP’s information and representations, was fundamentally different from, and superior to, those developed
by the rest of the tenderers, such that it kept the Project’s cost at a lower level.36 In this regard, the DAB
correctly held that ACP cannot be permitted to avoid responsibility for its negligence, and it would be “unjust
in any system of law to allow [ACP] to benefit by exclusory clauses in a situation which, by its own
negligence, it created.”37
Consequently, the DAB awarded GUPC S.A. approximately 57% of the amounts claimed with regard to the
matters in this arbitration, including nearly USD 250 million for GUPC S.A.’s claims under Referral 11
relating to the concrete aggregate production and concrete mix issues, and more than USD 21 million for
claims under Referrals 1, 10 and 14B relating to on-site laboratories.38
Referral
No.

33
34
35
36

37
38
39

Claim
No.

Date of Claim

Amount Claimed

ACP’s
Determination

DAB Award
Awarded
GUPC
USD 21,238,187
(28 August 2011,
29 April 2013 and
20 July 2016)

1, 10, 14B

19

30 July 2010

USD 25,262,877

Rejected in its entirety
(3 August 2010)

11

43, 52

16 February 2011

USD 379,981,690

Rejected in its entirety
(24 May 2013)

Awarded
GUPC
USD
244,061,313
(30 December 2014)

13A

47,
57

22 May 2013

USD 34,763,748

Rejected in its entirety
(8 October 2014)

Dismissed
GUPC’s
claims 39
(26 July 2016)

50,

{C-0246/46}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 46 [p. 43], ¶ 129.
See {Rejoinder/789}, p. 789 [Ch. 9, pp. 5-6], ¶¶ 3.11-3.17.
{C-0064/44}, Contracting Officer’s Technical Report, p. 44 [p. 40].
{C-D-0001}, Claimants' Demonstrative Opening Video at 05:39 (showing {C-1867}, in which ACP explains that “[t]he
price of the proposals for design and construction of the Third Set of Locks cannot be compared since each of the
proposals have different designs. For instance, the winning proposal had nine water saving basins for each lock, while
the proposal recommended by Bechtel, Taisei, Mitsubishi Corporation had 18 water saving basins and bigger gates. This
requires the use of more concrete, steel and labour which, in turn, increases the project’s price)”. See also {C-1867},
ACP
Difference
Between
Panama
Canal
New
Locks
Project
Proposals,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2x3WTb5Jn8; see also {Day1/4}, p. 4 [12:1-15] (Claimants’ Opening).
{C-0246/46}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 46 [p. 43], ¶ 129.
See {C-0728}; {C-0729}; {C-0249}; {C-0182}; {C-0876}; {C-0246}; {R-0680}; {R-0700}; {R-0194}.
A divided DAB wrongfully rejected (by majority opinion) only those claims under Referral 13A relating to unforeseen
faults. The dissenting opinion of Mr Pierre Genton correctly held that the geological/geotechnical conditions
encountered by GUPC in the basalt reach of the PLE (at and below foundation level) were unforeseeable and more
adverse than the conditions interpreted by ACP, thereby entitling GUPC S.A. to additional time and costs under the
Contract and Panamanian law. The majority DAB decision in Referral 13A was flawed, and the DAB did not have access
to key testimony now before the Tribunal, including that of C.A.N.A.L. and other witnesses on the central issue of
unforeseeability. {R-0194/89}, DAB Decision on Referral No. 13A, dated 26 Jul 2016, p. 89 [pp. 26-28 of the DAB
Minority Opinion], ¶¶ 62-66.
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Cumulatively, the DAB has ordered ACP to pay GUPC S.A. for approximately 37% of all amounts GUPC
has referred to the DAB,40 a fact that ACP now attempts to challenge. 41 In fact, of the USD 3.8 billion of
Contractor entitlements referred to the Employer’s Representative, GUPC referred less than USD 1 billion
to the DAB, and the DAB ordered ACP to pay USD 342 million (some claims proceeded immediately to
ICC arbitration when the DAB proceeding became superfluous and inefficient). 42
In light of the above, there can be no dispute that ACP breached its duty to determine fairly and promptly
Claimant 1’s entitlements under SC 3.5 and Panamanian law.

40

41
42

{C-1069}, Chart of GUPC S.A’s Claims, dated March 2018; {C-0237}, Statement at Completion issued with Letter
GUPC-IAE-4990, dated 15 Sep 2016.
{Rejoinder/799}, p. 799 [pp. 15, 17], ¶¶ 4.9, 4.20.
{C-1069}, Chart of GUPC S.A’s Claims, dated March 2018.
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IX.

QUANTUM OF GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENTS
A.

CLAIMANTS’ INDEPENDENT QUANTUM EXPERT MR HUNTER HAS PROVIDED THE ONLY RELIABLE
QUANTIFICATION OF CLAIMANT 1’S ENTITLEMENTS

Claimants’ independent quantum expert, Mr Martin Hunter of Yendall Hunter, has submitted two reports on
the quantification of the additional direct and indirect costs incurred by Claimant 1, GUPC S.A., as a result
of ACP’s breaches and/or Variations in relation to the production of concrete aggregates, the foundation
conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE, concrete mix design and the on-Site laboratories.
As Mr Hunter explained during the Hearing, 1 to perform his independent assessment of the actual costs
incurred by Claimant 1, he correctly relied on contemporaneous primary sources of cost information (such
as invoices, extracts from GUPC S.A.’s on-site cost databases such as SAP 2, Adatta, 3 staff payroll data, the
rock balance and the plant and equipment fixed asset register, etc.), independently reviewed the entire pool
of available data, and sample-checked a considerable number of entries recorded in Claimant 1’s databases
against supporting documentation, such as invoices. Mr Hunter checked several sources of costing
information when available, and consistently chose the most conservative data, thus minimizing Claimant 1’s
entitlements. 4 Mr Hunter correctly elected not to rely upon Claimant 1’s “PECO” system, which is not a
primary source of costing information but an internal management tool used by Claimant 1 for cost
monitoring and value reporting purposes, which collates and processes the various primary sources of cost
data that are fed into it by Claimant 1 (the same primary sources actually relied upon by Mr Hunter). This
allowed Mr Hunter not to be influenced by Claimant 1’s own assumptions and parameters used in the PECO
system. As such, ACP’s and its expert Mr Fuchs’s repeated allegation that the “PECO” system is a more
reliable source of costing information than the raw cost data actually fed into it has no basis, and is merely
an attempt to unduly discredit Mr Hunter’s thorough analysis in order to divert the Tribunal’s attention from
the shortcomings in ACP’s own assessment of Claimant 1’s entitlements.
By contrast, it became clear during the Hearing that Mr Fuchs, who alleges to have carried out a so-called
“Current Maximum Assessment”, did not perform any independent assessment of the actual costs incurred
by Claimant 1, but merely made adjustments to Mr Hunter’s analysis, always to the detriment of Claimant 1.
As explained below, these adjustments are systematically incorrect and/or unsupported and cast very serious
doubts over the reliability of Mr Fuchs’ entire analysis.
Mr Hunter has produced enormous amounts of documentation, with both of his reports, to support his
assessment of Claimant 1’s entitlements. Claimant 1 further produced almost 4,000 documents in response
to ACP’s quantum-related document requests, as well as about 3,000 extracts from the “PECO” system
requested by Mr Fuchs. Yet, ACP and its expert Mr Fuchs have repeatedly alleged that the lack of sufficient
evidence hindered their assessment of Claimant 1’s entitlements. 5 This is not credible. ACP’s stance on the
level of substantiation required from Claimant 1 is unreasonable and, as confirmed by Mr Hunter, neither
practically feasible on a project of this size nor in line with standard construction industry practice. 6 It is
worth noting that ACP’s and Mr Fuchs’s approach to substantiation was much more lenient when it came to
assessing ACP’s counterclaim for alleged financing costs. Indeed, Mr Fuchs calculated ACP’s alleged
financing costs based on a spreadsheet prepared by ACP without verifying any supporting documentation
for the rates allegedly applicable to ACP, and ACP only produced said supporting documentation when
requested to do so in the context of the Document Production phase of this arbitration.
Finally, ACP and its expert Mr Fuchs have further attempted to discredit the reliability of Mr Hunter’s
assessment by alleging that he used a “total cost” or “global claim” approach because he did not demonstrate
that the additional costs incurred by Claimant 1 were not incurred as a result of alleged inefficiencies by
Claimant 1 or underestimation of the required work in GUPC’s tender. 7 ACP’s allegation is incorrect.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

{Day19/51:17}, [51:17-52:6] (Hunter Pres.).
SAP is GUPC S.A.’s accounting system.
Adatta is GUPC S.A.’s plant and equipment time recording system.
See, e.g., {C-P-0010/8}, Hunter First Quantum Pres., p. 8.
{SOD/861}, p. 861 [Ch. X, p. 21], ¶ 5.46; {R-EX-20/13}, Fuchs II, p. 13 [p. 7], ¶¶ 21-22.
{Day19/168:6}, [168:6-12] (Hunter Cross).
{Day19/36:1}, [36:1-37:25] (Respondent’s Opening on Quantum); {Day19/180:3}, [180:3-182:14] (Fuchs Pres.).
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Mr Hunter assessed the discrete costs associated with the additional works that Claimant 1 had to perform as
a result of ACP’s breaches and/or Variations. ACP has thus improperly sought to reverse the burden of proof
by requiring Claimant 1 to bring the negative proof that its additional costs were not caused by alleged events
which ACP uses as causation defences, for which it bears the burden of proof (which, as explained above, it
has failed to discharge). ACP’s criticisms of Mr Hunter’s assessment have no basis.
B.

MR HUNTER CORRECTLY CALCULATED THE QUANTUM OF CLAIMANT 1’S ENTITLEMENT AS
USD 426,825,912

Mr Hunter has assessed that the additional direct and indirect costs corresponding to the additional works
carried out by Claimant 1, on account of the claims in this arbitration amount to USD 426,825,912, as shown
in the following summary table:

Given that Claimant 1 already recovered some of these sums further to the DAB’s favorable decisions in
Referrals 10, 11 and 14B, the total of the additional payments due by ACP to Claimant 1 in this arbitration
is summarized as follows:

The summary tables above take into account the minor adjustments made by Mr Hunter in his errata dated
18 April 2019 8 to reflect the removal of the hydraulic hammers from the equipment costs, as mentioned in
his Hearing presentation on quantum, 9 and the corresponding impact on Claimant 1’s claimed indirect costs.
Claimant 1 relies upon the first and second expert reports of Mr Hunter and his presentations to the Tribunal
during the Hearing (as adjusted by his errata dated 18 April 2019) for a complete explanation of the
quantification of Claimant 1’s claimed entitlement, and focuses below on the issues that arose during the
Hearing.
Claimant 1 is entitled to the payment of all its additional direct costs and corresponding
overheads for the additional works it had to perform
Claimant 1 is entitled to recover the direct costs resulting from the additional quantities of works that it had
to perform as a result of ACP’s breaches and/or Variations to the Contract. Mr Hunter’s assessment of the
direct costs incurred by Claimant 1 in relation to each of the claims covered by this arbitration and GUPC’s
responses to ACP’s and its quantum expert Mr Fuchs’s main criticisms are detailed below.

8
9

{C-EX-20.Errata}, Hunter Errata, dated 18 Apr 2019. This errata was provided to ACP by email dated 18 April 2019.
{C-P-0023/9}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 9.
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(a) Claimant 1’s direct costs in relation to the production of concrete aggregates
As a result of the adverse properties of the PLE Basalt which rendered it unsuitable to produce concrete
aggregates and as further explained above, Claimant 1 had to implement various remedial measures to be
able to produce aggregates in industrial quantities as required for the Project. Mr Hunter assessed the
corresponding additional costs incurred by Claimant 1, listed below:
a)

cost of modifications to GUPC’s crushing plants;

b)

additional cost of processing additional basalt (in order to be able to produce the volumes of coarse and
fine aggregates (sand) required for the Project);

c)

additional cost of processing aggregates (as a result of the use of clarifier materials as well as the
additional electrical power consumption and the maintenance, repair and running costs required to
operate the modified crushing plants); and

d)

additional cost of extracting aggregates from the Aguadulce quarry.

Mr Hunter’s updated assessment shows that the total additional direct costs incurred by GUPC S.A. in
relation to the production of concrete aggregates amount to USD 153,972,543, 10 summarized as follows:

Each of Claimant 1’s head of entitlement is addressed in turn below.
Cost of modification to crushing plant
The cost of modification to the crushing plant includes (i) the cost of procuring the additional equipment, (ii)
the costs incurred to transport that equipment to the Site, and (iii) the cost of the Site works required to
accommodate and install the additional equipment. 11 As shown in the summary table above, after the
removal of the hydraulic hammers from the list of additional equipment installed by Claimant 1 as a remedial
measure, Mr Hunter’s assessment of these additional costs is USD 17,465,189. 12
ACP and its quantum expert Mr Fuchs do not dispute the costs actually incurred by GUPC S.A. on account
of the crushing plant equipment incurred by Claimant 1 as determined by Mr Hunter, i.e., about USD 12.5
million. The same is true as regards the corresponding transportation costs, and the quantities and unit rates
for civil works calculated by Mr Fuchs are extremely close to Mr Hunter’s. 13
However, taking Mr Hunter’s analysis as a starting point and relying on Mr Pauletto’s opinion, Mr Fuchs has
removed the cost of the vast majority of the additional equipment claimed by Claimant 1 (and the
corresponding transportation and installation costs) on the basis that these pieces of equipment were allegedly
not required to deal with the excessive fines generation issues faced by GUPC – ultimately allowing only
around 1% of those costs. 14 As demonstrated above, these deductions have no basis because the additional
crushing plant equipment procured and installed by GUPC was indeed necessary, and should therefore be
compensated by ACP. 15 It is worth recalling in this regard that the DAB correctly recognized that “the
10

11
12

13
14
15

This total amount does not include the additional cost of concrete production included in the summary table prepared by
Mr Hunter, which is dealt with below.
{C-EX-20/24}, Hunter II, p. 24 [p. 23], ¶ 5.3; {C-P-0023/9}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 9.
Mr Hunter adjusted those costs after his second report to reflect the removal of the hydraulic hammers, which are no
longer claimed by Claimant 1 – see {C-EX-20.Errata}, Hunter Errata, dated 18 Apr 2019.
[{R-EX-20.AppD-1-2}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-2].
[{R-EX-20.AppD-1-2}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-2]; {Day19/255:25}, [255:25-257:24] (Fuchs Cross).
See above Ch. III, Sec. G.1.
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Contractor would have been unlikely to have installed equipment in the crushing plant that was greatly in
excess of what was actually necessary to deal with and remove the excessive fines”. 16
Mr Fuchs admitted during the Hearing that he relied exclusively on the opinion of Mr Pauletto to determine
whether the additional equipment installed by GUPC was justified or not. In doing so, he completely ignored
the opinion of Mr Dance, ACP’s other expert opining on the suitability of the crushing plant modifications
implemented by GUPC (both before the DAB and in this arbitration).17 As pointed out at the Hearing and
explained above, Mr Dance’s opinion on the suitability of a number of those modifications differed from
Mr Pauletto’s, and Messrs. Dance and Pauletto have been unable to agree that any of the modifications
designed and implemented by GUPC were unjustified. If Mr Fuchs’s goal truly was to establish a “Current
Maximum Assessment” on ACP’s case, he should have considered that if at least one of ACP’s expert
concurred with GUPC on the reasonableness of the modifications carried out, such modification was justified
and should be allowed in his assessment. Mr Fuchs did not do that, and instead chose – of his own accord or
upon ACP’s instruction – to exclude every single piece of equipment not expressly validated by
Mr Pauletto. 18
The unreliability of Mr Fuchs’s assessment is further confirmed by the fact that Mr Fuchs actually also
excluded pieces of equipment, which Mr Pauletto did not even criticize. A good example of this issue
(though not the only one), which was discussed at length at the Hearing, is Mr Fuchs’s exclusion of the
multicyclone system at the tertiary stage for both the Pacific and the Atlantic sites.19 To recall, Mr Fuchs
justified this exclusion by reference to paragraph 6.57 of Mr Pauletto’s first expert report. 20 However, a
review of this paragraph, in which Mr Pauletto opines that he disagrees with the multicyclone system, shows
that it is preceded by the title “Multi-cyclone system and Clarifier (primary)”. 21 Hence, Mr Pauletto’s
comment related only to the multicyclone system installed in the primary washing system, not in the tertiary
crushing stage. And indeed, Mr Pauletto confirmed during the Hearing that installing multi-cyclones in the
sand treatment plant (tertiary crushing stage) was a “good design decision”. 22 There was therefore no basis
for Mr Fuchs to exclude the cost of the multicyclones at the tertiary stage from Claimant 1’s entitlement.
Yet, when Mr Fuchs was presented with this inconsistency between Mr Pauletto’s analysis and his, he
refused to acknowledge the obvious and repeatedly asserted that he was “very clear with Mr Pauletto’s
position”, that he was “not aware” of any “confusion”, “dispute or problem with the equipment [he] was
leaving in” or “discrepancies” with Mr Pauletto’s opinion. 23
In light of the above, it is clear that Mr Fuchs’s approach to Claimant 1’s entitlement for the crushing plant
equipment is biased, unjustified and not that expected of a reasonable, independent expert. Instead, Mr Fuchs
sought to exclude as many pieces of equipment as possible, even if that entailed relying on a biased reading
of ACP’s own evidence. Mr Fuchs’s analysis is unreliable and must be disregarded.

16
17

18

19

20
21

22

23

{C-0246/44}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 44 [p. 41], ¶ 125.
{Day19/257:25}, [257:25-261:6] (Fuchs Cross) – Mr Fuchs in fact testified that he was not even aware that Mr Dance
opined on the crushing plant design and modifications.
For example, Mr Fuchs excluded the modifications categorized as “Basalt Washing System at Primary Lines” even
though Mr Dance opined before the DAB that the installation of the primary washing line “appears reasonable” ({C1803/28}, Supplemental RSOC Crushing and Processing of Basalt, p. 28 [p. 21], ¶ 6.3) and confirmed during the Hearing
that his opinion on the various crushing stages and modifications has not changed since the DAB – {Day9/259:7},
[259:7-260:8] (Dance Cross).
{Day19/261:7}, [261:7-267:14] (Fuchs Cross). For the avoidance of doubt, there is no primary or secondary crushing
stage at the Atlantic site. There can therefore be no dispute that the multicyclone system at the Atlantic site was installed
in the sand treatment plant, i.e., as part of the tertiary crushing stage.
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-2}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-2, tab “D-1-2-1-1 Add'l Equip. Detail”, rows 24 and 37-42.
{R-EX-16/51}, Pauletto I, p. 51 [pp. 49-50], ¶ 6.57. See also ¶ 6.52, where Mr Pauletto expressly states that he “do[es]
not agree with the installation of a multi-cyclone system at the primary stage”. [Emphasis added]
{Day10/113:1}, [113:1-18] (Pauletto Cross). Mr Dance also opined in his first expert report that “the one positive
correction was the addition of multi-cyclones” (R-EX-4, Dance I, p. 24 [p. 25], ¶ 98.
{Day19/262:15}, [262:15-267:14] (Fuchs Cross).
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Additional cost of processing additional basalt
This head of entitlement relates to the additional cost incurred in processing additional quantities of basalt
rendered necessary due to the much higher than expected wastage experienced by GUPC S.A. 24 It comprises
the calculation of the additional quantity of basalt processed and the computation of the aggregate processing
cost. 25 Mr Hunter has correctly assessed this head of entitlement at USD 56,386,626.
Mr Hunter provided in his reports and at the Hearing a detailed explanation of his methodology to calculate
the wastage actually experienced by GUPC. 26 Mr Hunter correctly calculated this wastage as the difference
between the input and the output of the crushing plants (that is, end products, in particular concrete aggregates
and filters), based on reliable contemporaneous records of basalt actually fed to the crushing plants (e.g.,
truck counts and loads corrected based on uncontested survey data) and aggregates actually used on the
Project. As explained above, ACP’s criticisms of Mr Hunter’s wastage calculation have no basis and must
be disregarded. 27
Mr Fuchs, by contrast, did not carry out any independent calculation of the wastage experienced by GUPC.
Instead, Mr Fuchs made an indiscriminate pro-rata reduction of Mr Hunter’s excess wastage quantities using
an “excess waste percentage” of 5.31%, itself based on a total waste percentage of 10.18% allegedly
calculated by Mr Hammond. 28 However, a review of Mr Hammond’s second report shows that he calculated
a wastage percentage of 13.06% for the tertiary stage on the Pacific Site and 11.28% for the Atlantic Site,
and a waste percentage of 10.18% is nowhere to be found in his report. 29
When questioned about this at the Hearing in the context of his assessment of the additional basalt excavation
costs, Mr Fuchs acknowledged that Mr Hammond did not calculate a wastage percentage of 10.18%, but
alleged that he had used Mr Hammond’s wastage percentage at the tertiary stage on the Atlantic Site and
“adjusted it to use it at the primary at the Pacific [Site]”. 30 It is very difficult to follow Mr Fuchs’s logic as
to why the percentage of waste at the tertiary on the Atlantic Site would be an appropriate starting point to
measure the wastage using the primary stage quantities on the Pacific Site. Furthermore, Mr Fuchs provided
no calculation explaining how he adjusted the Atlantic wastage percentage based on the quantities of basalt
inputted at the primary stage on the Pacific Site, so his assessment cannot be verified. Finally, there is no
basis for Mr Fuchs to apply a single wastage percentage to each crushing stage on the Pacific Site and the
Atlantic Site, when even Mr Hammond acknowledged that different wastage percentages should apply. 31
Accordingly, Mr Fuchs’s adjustment to the additional quantities of processed basalt is unreliable and must
be disregarded.
As regards the unit rates applicable to this claim, Mr Fuchs accepts the total costs incurred by Claimant 1 to
process the total quantities of crushed basalt as calculated by Mr Hunter. However, Mr Fuchs uses
Mr Hunter’s assessment as a starting point for his own analysis, and makes two major adjustments to those
unit rates.
First, Mr Fuchs incorporated a so-called “inefficiency adjustment” of USD 0.35 to the unit rate applicable to
the primary crusher, claimed to be aimed at eliminating the impact of GUPC’s alleged inefficiency at the
beginning of the crushing operations caused by its failure to remove unsuitable materials from the basalt fed
to the primary crushing plant (on ACP’s case). To do so, Mr Fuchs compared GUPC’s budget assumptions
until January 2012 as recorded in the PECO forecast reports for the relevant WBE Code, on the one hand,
and the actual rate achieved by GUPC, on the other hand, and assumed that the difference between the two
was due to GUPC’s alleged inefficiency. 32 Mr Fuchs’s adjustment is completely unsupported. As explained
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

{C-EX-20/28}, Hunter II, p. 28 [p. 27], ¶ 5.27; {C-P-0023/10}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 10.
{C-EX-20/28}, Hunter II, p. 28 [p. 27], ¶ 5.28.
{C-EX-10/33}, Hunter I, p. 33 [pp. 32-39], ¶¶ 5.26-5.56; {C-P-0010}, Hunter First Quantum Pres..
See above Ch. III, Secs. G.2 and G.3.
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-3}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-3, tab D-1-3 Smy] and {R-P-0018/26}, Fuchs Pres., p. 26.
{R-EX-21/99}, Hammond II, p. 99 [pp. 99-100].
{Day19/234:1}, [234:1-236:8] (Fuchs Cross).
{R-EX-21/99}, Hammond II, p. 99 [pp. 99-100].
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-3}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-3 and {R-P-0018/26}, Fuchs Pres., p. 26 [pp. 26-27].
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above, ACP failed to prove that GUPC fed unsuitable materials to the crushing plant. As explained by
Mr Hunter, there are many reasons why the PECO budget and the achieved reports could be different,
including for example because the budget was very ambitious, or inaccurate. 33 It is therefore incorrect to
assume, as Mr Fuchs does, that any difference between the budget and the achieved rate was due to GUPC’s
inefficiency.
Second, Mr Fuchs adjusted the equipment component of each unit rate to account for a so-called “incremental
impact”, which led to substantial reductions of those unit rates. In practice, Mr Fuchs apportioned the total
quantities of basalt crushed at each crushing stage between “planned” quantities and “incremental” quantities,
the latter corresponding to the claimed additional quantities of crushed basalt. Then, Mr Fuchs allocated the
equipment ownership costs between (i) on the one hand, the “planned” ownership costs, which Mr Fuchs
assessed to be the difference between the equipment cost and the salvage value GUPC planned to recover in
its tender (i.e., 85% of the equipment cost), and (ii) on the other hand, the “incremental” ownership costs,
which Mr Fuchs assessed to be the difference between the planned salvage value (15%) and the actual
average salvage value (8%), i.e., 7% of the ownership costs, and which Mr Fuchs considered was the only
amount to which Claimant 1 would be entitled as a result of the additional processed basalt.34 As Mr Hunter
explained at the Hearing, 35 this approach is not consistent with accepted quantity surveying and construction
costs assessment practices (and indeed, Mr Fuchs did not adopt this approach to the ownership component
of the unit rates either in his first report or in the Cofferdam arbitration). Mr Hunter also correctly noted that
this assumes that ACP is entitled to the free (or almost free) use of plant and equipment once it is
depreciated,36 which is wrong because the Contract is a construction contract for works and not a contract
for the purchase of equipment.
Mr Fuchs’s adjustments to the basalt processing unit rates are therefore biased, unreliable and unsupported,
and must be disregarded.
Additional cost of aggregate processing operations
This head of entitlement relates to the additional costs incurred in operating and maintaining the modified
plant and includes the additional cost of (i) clarifier materials, (ii) electrical power consumption, and
(iii) additional maintenance, repairs and running costs, which arose from having to run the modified plant
and deal with the excess wastage. 37 Mr Hunter has correctly assessed this head of entitlement at
USD 32,192,971.
Focusing on the costs relating to clarifier materials, Mr Hunter assessed that Claimant 1 incurred
USD 22,225,892 to purchase the coagulant that it was required to add to the PAC and ATL water treatment
plants in order to accelerate the sedimentation of the unusual amount of particles in the water and enable the
water treatment plants to function.38
ACP’s expert Mr Fuchs agrees with the cost of coagulant incurred by Claimant 1. 39 However, he reduced
Claimant 1’s corresponding entitlement down to USD 1,091,700, on the basis that GUPC allegedly used
more coagulant than required. 40 Significant time was spent on this issue during Mr Fuchs’s crossexamination, and it became obvious that his so-called assessment of Claimant 1’s claim, while admittedly
creative, is utterly wrong and entirely unsupported.

33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40

{Day19/56:6}, [56:6-19] (Hunter Pres.).
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-3}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-3, tab “D-1-3-1b-2 Adj - Incr”. In performing this allocation, Mr Fuchs
failed to account for the cost of rental equipment included in the plant and equipment ownership costs. As discussed
below in the context of Mr Fuchs’s adjustment to the quarry excavation unit rate, this is wrong because no salvage value
is associated with rented equipment (see below ¶ 55).
{Day19/56:20}, [56:20-57:17] (Hunter Pres.).
{Day19/57:3}, [57:3-17] (Hunter Pres.).
{C-EX-20/44}, Hunter II, p. 44 [p. 43], ¶ 5.88; {C-P-0023/14}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 14.
{C-EX-20/45}, Hunter II, p. 45 [p. 44], ¶ 5.89 ; {C-P-0023/14}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 14.
{Day19/203:8}, [203:8-14] (Fuchs Cross).
{R-EX-6/63}, Fuchs I, p. 63 [pp. 58-59], ¶ 142c)i.
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To recall, Mr Fuchs confirmed that the only piece of evidence he relied upon to reduce Claimant 1’s
entitlement for coagulant usage over almost the entire length of the Project (58 months) is a letter of Mapei,
the supplier of the admixtures used in the concrete for the Project, dated early May 2011. 41 In this letter,
Mapei, commenting on the results of a laboratory test carried out in the water treatment plant on 6 May 2011,
stated that on that day “the actual dosage of the coagulant used in the water recycling treatment plant was
roughly ten times higher than the dosage recommended by the manufacturer”. 42 It is not disputed that Mapei
was neither the manufacturer of the coagulant, nor a crushing plant supplier/operator, and therefore could not
– and did not – opine on the reasonableness and effectiveness of the quantity of coagulant used by GUPC to
help with fine sedimentation in the water treatment plant. Instead, Mapei was simply analyzing the potential
interaction between the coagulant and flocculant in the water used to wash the aggregates and the
superplasticizer used in the concrete mixes (which was later determined to be a non-issue). 43
Yet Mr Fuchs, who admitted to being neither a coagulant nor a water treatment plant expert,44 decided to use
this letter – which he “found [] interesting” although he did not “know if it is right or wrong” 45 – to justify
making a considerable reduction of Claimant 1’s entitlement, on the basis that GUPC allegedly used more
coagulant than needed throughout the life of the Project. However, as demonstrated during the Hearing,
every step of his analysis was flawed:
First, even though the letter discussed the result of a laboratory test carried out on a single day of the Project,
Mr Fuchs alleged that “[t]here is evidence that the contractor was using ten times the manufacturer’s
recommended dosage at least for the period between February and May 2011”.46 When asked what his
justification was for extrapolating a comment made about one day to a period of four months, Mr Fuchs
admitted that he did not have any and that he would have to review the Mapei letter to see if “maybe” it
contained something to support his allegation. 47 It does not. In fact, a review of Mr Fuchs’s own appendix
shows that Claimant 1 actually did not use any coagulant in February 2011. 48
Second, Mr Fuchs admitted that he did not know what the “recommended dosage” for coagulant was 49 – as
a result, he could not know what a ten-time over-dosage would correspond to, so he “[took] on face value the
ten times”. 50 However, Mr Fuchs did not simply divide GUPC’s entire coagulant costs by a factor of ten
(which would have been entirely unwarranted, but at least would have followed some understandable logic).
Instead, to perform his analysis of GUPC’s coagulant usage, Mr Fuchs invented an arbitrary monthly ratio
between the quantity of coagulant used in the water treatment plant to wash the aggregates, on the one hand,
and the quantity of sand used in the batching plant for the production of concrete, on the other hand – i.e.,
two metrics entirely unrelated to each other. 51
Third, even assuming that performing any analysis based on a coagulant/sand ratio would make any sense
(which is denied), Mr Fuchs did not seek to determine what that ratio was on 6 May 2011, the day when the
laboratory test allegedly showed that GUPC’s usage of coagulant was ten times higher than the recommended
dosage. Instead, he calculated the average ratio over the period March-June 2011 – another arbitrary period
41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

{Day19/199:16}, [199:16-200:18] (Fuchs Pres.).
{R-0557/15}, Letter from the Contractor to the ACP (GUPC-IAE-0823), dated 23 Jun 2011, p. 15 [p. 3/3].
{R-0557/15}, Letter from the Contractor to the ACP (GUPC-IAE-0823), dated 23 Jun 2011, p. 15 [p. 3/3].
Mr Fuchs even admitted that he did not understand the details of how the water treatment plant operates or how the
coagulant was added to the water – see {Day19/213:7}, [213:7-24] (Fuchs Cross). As Mr Hunter explained, a measured
dose of coagulant was added automatically to the water based on water turbidity – {Day19/58:18}, [58:18-22] (Hunter
Pres.).
{Day19/210:9}, [210:9-11] (Fuchs Cross).
{R-EX-6/63}, Fuchs I, p. 63 [p. 58], ¶ 142(c).
{Day19/206:24}, [206:24-207:15] (Fuchs Cross).
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-4}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-4, tab “D-1-4-2 Monthly Coagulant Used”, rows 25 and 26.
{Day19/204:13}, [204:13-15] (Fuchs Cross).
{Day19/204:16}, [204:16-21] (Fuchs Cross).
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-4}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-4, tab “D-1-4-2 Monthly Coagulant Used” and {Day19/212:20}, [212:20214:23] (Fuchs Cross). Mr Fuchs explained that he also considered other ratios such as coagulant usage over aggregates
or concrete production, which are as arbitrary as the ratio he ultimately picked.
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of time, which does not even correspond to the period February-May 2011 identified in his report and which
could not on any account have been fully covered by Mapei’s letter dated early May 2011. Mr Fuchs then
somehow determined that this average ratio of 1.320 was the baseline corresponding to ten times the
manufacturer’s recommended usage. As a result, Mr Fuchs made a wholesale division of the quantity of
coagulant used by Claimant 1 over that period (and the corresponding claimed costs) by a factor of ten, from
USD 69,573 down to USD 6,957. 52 This assumed that Claimant 1 used ten times more coagulant than
required every single month during that period, when in fact the ratios Mr Fuchs calculated for March and
April 2011 were much, much lower: 0.12 and 0.83, respectively, and therefore on Mr Fuchs’s own case did
not warrant a tenfold reduction. 53
Fourth, Mr Fuchs did not stop there. It is undisputed that there is no factual evidence suggesting that
Claimant 1 overdosed the coagulant on any day except 6 May 2011, let alone until the end of the Project.
Yet, based on his alleged baseline average ratio, Mr Fuchs examined Claimant 1’s coagulant usage until
December 2015 and determined that the coagulant/sand ratio over that period still appeared to be higher than
what he deemed to be the recommended ratio (which as explained above is based on no evidence). Again,
Mr Fuchs did not analyse the coagulant/sand ratio on a monthly basis. Instead, he identified another arbitrary
period spanning over almost two years, from July 2011 to February 2013, during which the average ratio
was 1.251. Mr Fuchs then determined that this ratio was close enough to the one he had calculated for MarchJune 2011 (1.320) to justify making another indiscriminate tenfold division of Claimant 1’s claimed
coagulant costs for that period, from USD 5,192,985 down to USD 519,299. 54 This is again based on no
evidence whatsoever that GUPC “overdosed” the coagulant during that period of time.
But as became apparent at the Hearing, the true purpose of Mr Fuchs’s use of a ratio was that Mr Fuchs then
managed to isolate a third, even longer arbitrary period of time (March 2013-December 2015) during which
his average coagulant/sand ratio was 3.74 - i.e., almost three times his initial arbitrarily calculated ratio. This
allowed Mr Fuchs to divide the cost of the coagulant used by Claimant 1 over that entire period by a factor
of thirty, from USD 16,963,334 down to USD 565,444 – assuming therefore that during 2.5 years,
Claimant 1 used 30 times more coagulant than required to assist with the sedimentation of the fines in the
Project’s water treatment plants.55
Aside from the complete lack of technical basis to Mr Fuchs’s so-called assessment, his conclusion also begs
the following question: why would Claimant 1 voluntarily chose to overdose the coagulant poured in the
water treatment plants by a factor of ten to thirty, over a period of almost five years, incurring over
USD 22 million in the process, when it could have incurred, if Mr Fuchs is to be believed, only
USD 1 million? Mr Fuchs’s allegation defies logic.
Credit must be given to Mr Fuchs for his ability to build up a seemingly sophisticated analysis entirely out
of thin air (based on a letter dealing with testing done on a single day by someone who is not even the supplier
of the coagulant) to justify making considerable yet arbitrary deductions to Claimant 1’s entitlement.
Unfortunately, Mr Fuchs’s approach to the coagulant costs incurred by Claimant 1 is symptomatic – and
perhaps the most egregious example – of his approach to the quantification of Claimant 1’s entitlements in
this arbitration - i.e., one that aims solely at reducing Claimant 1’s entitlement by any available means,
whether justified or not. The only possible inference that can be drawn from the above is that Mr Fuchs’s
alleged “Current Maximum Assessment” is completely unreliable and must be disregard entirely.

52
53
54

55

{R-EX-20.AppD-1-4}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-4, tab “D-1-4-2 Monthly Coagulant Used”, row 65.
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-4}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-4, tab “D-1-4-2 Monthly Coagulant Used”, row 37.
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-4}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-4, tab “D-1-4-2 Monthly Coagulant Used”, row 66. {Day19/217:13},
[217:13-19] (Fuchs Cross).
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-4}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-4, tab “D-1-4-2 Monthly Coagulant Used”, row 67. {Day19/217:20},
[217:20-218:3] (Fuchs Cross).
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Additional cost of aggregate excavation and transportation
This head of entitlement relates to the additional costs incurred in extracting basalt from the Aguadulce quarry
because the basalt extracted from the PLE turned out to be unusable for the industrial production of
aggregates. 56 Mr Hunter correctly assessed that GUPC extracted 5,804,686 m3 of basalt from the Aguadulce
quarry that it sent to the crushing plant (i.e., 16,078,980 tonnes based on a conversion factor of 2.77 tonnes
per m3), for a total additional cost of USD 47,927,757.
ACP’s Mr Fuchs does not dispute that 5.8 million m3 were extracted from the Aguadulce quarry and
transported to the crushing plant for concrete production. He does not dispute either the total costs incurred
by Claimant 1 to excavate the Aguadulce quarry, as calculated by Mr Hunter to derive the excavation unit
rate. Instead, Mr Fuchs made a series of deductions to Claimant 1’s claimed quantities and to the excavation
unit rate calculated by Mr Hunter, ultimately reducing the quantum of Claimant 1’s entitlement to
USD 2,318,173 (5% of Mr Hunter’s assessment). 57 As explained below, Mr Fuchs’s assessment contains
numerous errors, inconsistencies and incorrect assumptions (many of which were discussed at the Hearing),
which render his analysis entirely unreliable. 58
Starting with Mr Fuchs’s adjustments to the claimed quantities of Aguadulce basalt, this assessment is
riddled with mistakes on the part of Mr Fuchs.
First, Mr Fuchs split the total tonnage of Aguadulce basalt processed in the crushing plant between two
categories, one called “Excess Waste Replacement” based on the excess wastage calculated by Mr Hunter
(3,696,226 tonnes) and the other, containing the balance, called “PLE Replacement” (12,382,754 tonnes),
from which he deducted 16,049 tonnes to account for the additional basalt required for the production of
replacement concrete identified by Mr Hunter. Then, Mr Fuchs made his first adjustment to the tonnage
claimed by Claimant 1 by recalculating it based on a conversion factor of 2.70 ton per m3 (which corresponds
to the theoretical conversion factor estimated by GUPC at tender stage for cost estimation purposes) instead
of 2.77 m3 (which corresponds to the conversion factor independently measured on site by Fall Line during
the Project). This allowed him to reduce artificially the total tonnage of basalt excavated in the Aguadulce
Quarry from 16,062,931 to 15,657,008. 59 Given that the total cost incurred by Claimant 1 is calculated by
multiplying the tonnage (and not the volume in m3) of excavated basalt by a unit rate for excavation works,
the direct impact of Mr Fuchs’s adjustment is to incorrectly reduce the total costs incurred (and claimed) by
GUPC to excavate the 5.8 million m3 of basalt from the Aguadulce Quarry that it sent to the crushing plant.
This first adjustment by Mr Fuchs is improper, because it assumes that GUPC’s tender assumption regarding
basalt density is more reliable than actual independent density testing carried out on the basalt found on Site.
This is not credible.60 At the Hearing, Mr Fuchs attempted to justify his use of a lower conversion factor by
the fact that he allegedly wanted to compare, on an “apples-to-apples” basis, the volume of basalt actually
excavated in the PLE and the Aguadulce Quarry and the tonnage of PLE Basalt estimated in GUPC’s tender.
However, Mr Fuchs also admitted that he could have chosen, instead, to recalculate the total estimated
tonnage of basalt that GUPC expected in its tender to excavate from the PLE using the actually measured
conversion rate of 2.77. 61 This would have been the most accurate methodology to compare the

56
57
58

59
60

61

{C-EX-20/51}, Hunter II, p. 51 [p. 50], ¶ 5.117; {C-P-0023/16}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 16.
{R-EX-20.Errata/19}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 19 [pp. 19-23].
Mr Hunter provided, as part of his quantum presentation, an analysis of the maximum adjustment that could be made to
Claimant 1’s claimed entitlement if all the deductions made by Mr Fuchs for the quantities of basalt that GUPC allegedly
would always have had to excavate from the Aguadulce quarry to produce aggregates were accepted (which they should
not be) and the errors in his assessment were to be corrected (see {C-P-0023/39}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 39
[pp. 39-40]. However, these corrections did not take into account the adjustments made by Mr Fuchs in the errata he
distributed at the Hearing.
{R-EX-20.Errata/22}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 22.
In this regard, the suggestion by ACP’s counsel at the Hearing that Fall Line’s measured basalt density was less reliable
than GUPC’s tender assumption because Fall Line had measured the density of aggregates, not basalt in bank, is
nonsensical ({Day8/260:5}, [260:5-24] (Hunter Cross)). Density is always measured in bank.
{Day19/223:19}, [223:19-225:11] (Fuchs Cross).
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reasonableness of GUPC’s tender to the actual tonnage of PLE Basalt encountered on site, and assess the
actual costs incurred by Claimant 1.
Second, Mr Fuchs recalculated the tonnage of “Excess Waste Replacement” based on the excess waste
percentage calculated by Mr Hammond. This led to a further reduction of 2,582,341 tonnes to the tonnage
of Aguadulce basalt allowed in Mr Fuchs’s assessment. 62 This adjustment is improper because Mr Hunter
accurately calculated the excess wastage as 18.75%. In addition, again, Mr Fuchs used an “excess waste
percentage” of 5.31% based on a total waste percentage of 10.18 % allegedly calculated by Mr Hammond
(even though this number is nowhere to be found in Mr Hammond’s reports). As explained above, 63
Mr Fuchs’s pro-rata reduction of the excess wastage experienced by GUPC is unsupported and impossible
to verify. Accordingly, Mr Fuchs’s second adjustment is unreliable and must be disregarded.
Third, turning to the “PLE Replacement Quantities”, Mr Fuchs deducted from Claimant 1’s claimed
quantities the quantities, which he considers GUPC always planned to excavate from Aguadulce and process
into aggregates. To do so, Mr Fuchs sought to rely on the explanation given by Mr Lampiano about GUPC’s
tender plan as reflected in its tender cost assessment software called “PV2”. In particular, Mr Lampiano
explained that GUPC planned, for cost calculation purposes, to transport to the aggregates crushing plant
85% of the total tonnage of basalt (coming from the PLE, quarries and other sources) that it planned to send
to the “crushing plant area” (which included the aggregates crushing plant and the grizzly, where the
remaining 15% would be sent).64 Based on this explanation, Mr Fuchs assumed that GUPC always planned
to use only 85% of the total planned quarry basalt to produce aggregates, and deducted the corresponding
tonnage (1,832,702 tonnes) from GUPC’s claimed quantities.65 This adjustment is wrong on two accounts:
a)

Mr Lampiano explained that it was impossible to determine, based on the PV2 extracts provided with
his witness statements, how much of the 85% to be sent to the aggregates crushing plant was to come
from the PLE and how much was to come from a quarry (or other sources). Mr Lampiano added that
since GUPC planned to start crushing basalt from a quarry only towards the end of the Project, i.e., after
most if not all of the concrete aggregates would already have been produced and the concrete placed,
virtually all the quarry basalt would be used for other purposes.66 There is therefore no basis for
Mr Fuchs to assume that 85% of the quarry basalt would have been sent to the crushing plant.

b)

Mr Fuchs also assumed that the 85% of quarry basalt allegedly planned to be transported to the crushing
plant area for cost estimate purposes would actually be fed to the crushing plant. This is incorrect,
because Mr Lampiano explained in his witness statement that, for cost allocation purposes, GUPC
allocated the transportation costs of an extra 10% of the total tonnage of basalt to be fed to the crushing
plant to the PV2 Code for primary basalt crushing operations, but in fact planned to use this basalt for
other purposes (in other words, that only 91% of the basalt planned to be transported to the crushing
plant in the PV2 system would actually be fed to the crushing plant). 67 Accordingly, even if Mr Fuchs’s
deduction was justified (it is not), it would have to be reduced by 10%, i.e., 166,611 tonnes.

Fourth, Mr Fuchs then calculated (i) the total quantity of PLE basalt that GUPC planned to use to produce
aggregates, which he incorrectly assumed to be 85% of the total tonnage of basalt planned to be excavated
from the PLE (i.e., 12,035,668 tonnes out of 14,206,206 tonnes), and (ii) the alleged maximum quantity of
PLE Basalt that GUPC actually could have used for the production of aggregates, which he also incorrectly
assumed to be 85% of the total volume of basalt actually excavated from the PLE based on GUPC’s Rock
Balance Database (i.e., 8,097,753 tonnes out of 9,558,254 tonnes). Finally, Mr Fuchs calculated the balance
between those two quantities (3,937,915 tonnes), which he characterized as a “PLE shortfall” that GUPC
would always have had to excavate from a quarry, and which he therefore deduced from Claimant 1’s

62
63
64
65
66
67

{R-EX-20.Errata/22}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 22.
See above ¶¶ 22-23.
{C-WS-34/20}, Lampiano I, p. 20 [pp. 17-18]; ¶¶ 67-73.
{R-EX-20.Errata/22}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 22.
{C-WS-34/21}, Lampiano I, p. 21 [pp. 18-19]; ¶¶ 74-75.
{C-WS-34/22}, Lampiano I, p. 22 [pp. 19-20]; ¶¶ 77-78.
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claimed quantities of excavated Aguadulce basalt. 68 There are, again, numerous issues with this adjustment
by Mr Fuchs:

68
69

70

71

72

73

a)

Mr Fuchs’s total quantity of PLE Basalt allegedly planned to be used for aggregate production is
overstated because, again, Mr Fuchs failed to deduct the extra 10% of basalt tonnage that GUPC
allocated to the crushing plant for cost estimation purposes but in fact planned to use for other purposes
and would not have been used to produce aggregates. Accordingly, the planned PLE Basalt quantities
in Mr Fuchs’s assessment are overstated by a factor of 10%, i.e., 1,094,163 tonnes. 69

b)

Mr Fuchs’s total quantity of PLE Basalt allegedly planned to be used for aggregate production is further
overstated because he failed to account for the quantities of basalt that GUPC planned to obtain from
sources other than the PLE and quarries, i.e., 100,260 m3, as described in Mr Lampiano’s witness
statement. 70 Following Mr Fuchs’s own logic (which is wrong as explained above), 85% of that volume
would have been sent to the crushing plant, reducing by the same proportion the amount of PLE Basalt
sent to the crushing plant. Using the tender conversion factor of 2.70 tonnes per m3, and assuming only
91% of the basalt transported would be fed to the crushing plant, this means that Mr Fuchs’s planned
PLE Basalt for aggregate production is overstated by about 208,000 tonnes.

c)

Mr Fuchs’s alleged tonnage of actually excavated PLE basalt available for the production of aggregates
(8,097,753 tonnes) is underestimated, because Mr Fuchs calculated it using a conversion factor of 2.70
tonnes per m3, when independent laboratory tests have measured that the basalt excavated on site
actually had an average density of 2.77 tonnes per m3. Assuming, as Mr Fuchs does, that GUPC would
have used only 85% of the excavated basalt to produce aggregates (which remains an unsupported
assumption), the total tonnage of PLE Basalt available for aggregate production would have been
8,307,695 tonnes.

d)

Mr Fuchs has also overestimated the alleged shortfall of excavated sound basalt faced by GUPC,
because he has failed to take into account the volume of sound basalt excavated at the northern limit of
the Gatun approach channel by Claimant 1’s subcontractor, as explained during the Hearing. 71

e)

As also explained at the Hearing, Mr Fuchs has failed to take into account the quantities of sound basalt
shown in GUPC’s Rock Balance Database to have been excavated from Cocoli, Sucre and No Name
Hills and fed to the crushing plant (1,864,105 tonnes), 72 as well as the quantities of sand purchased from
external suppliers for the Borinquen dam filters (581,759 tonnes). 73 These quantities, which are not
claimed from ACP in this arbitration, participated in compensating any shortfall in the available
quantities of PLE Basalt. However, because Mr Fuchs did not take those quantities into account, the
result of his deduction of the corresponding quantities from those coming from the Aguadulce quarry

{R-EX-20.Errata/22}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 22.
Mr Fuchs’s overstatement of the tonnage of PLE and Aguadulce basalt that GUPC allegedly planned to feed to the
crushing plant is evidenced by the fact that, when combined, those quantities amount to 12,035,668 + 1,832,702 =
13,868,369 tonnes. Yet, Mr Lampiano clearly explained in his witness statement that GUPC planned to feed a total of
12,816,873 tonnes of basalt to the crushing plant (whether coming from the PLE, a quarry or other sources) - see {CWS-34/22}, Lampiano I, p. 22 [p. 19], ¶ 76.
{C-WS-34/26}, Lampiano I, p. 26 [p. 23], Annex 1. In fact, Mr Fuchs noted in his appendix that GUPC planned to use
270,702 tonnes from other sources allegedly “Not shown on [Mr Lampiano’s] graphic but included in quantity split in
para 70”, yet he failed to remove those quantities from the alleged PLE shortfall encountered by GUPC (see {R-EX20.AppD-1-1}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-1, tab “D-1-1a-1 Qty Analysis”).
{Day19/18:17}, [18:17-24] (Claimants’ Quantum Opening); {C-P-0022/19}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 19
[p. 18]. This volume amounts to approximately 3 million tonnes. However, since Mr Fuchs only performed his
adjustment of the claimed quantities of basalt excavated from the Aguadulce quarry with its second report, Claimants
did not have the opportunity to produce the documentation supporting this figure.
{C-P-0023/40}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 40 [p. 40]; {C-P-0022/19}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 19
[p. 18].
{C-P-0022/18}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 18 [p. 17]; {Hunter(I)-32}, Equipment Operator List Sheet dated June
2011.
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is that Claimant 1 would have to bear the corresponding costs twice. This cannot be. 74
Fifth, Mr Fuchs produced at the Hearing an errata allegedly aimed at correcting a double counting error in
his assessment. However, Mr Fuchs also took that opportunity to further reduce the quantities of Aguadulce
basalt allowed in his assessment by deducting quantities of PLE Basalt that GUPC used to fill the 1939
excavations and for the improvement of certain disposal areas, which he alleges Claimant 1 would always
have had to excavate from Aguadulce for those purposes had it used the corresponding PLE Basalt for the
production of aggregates. Mr Fuchs thus removed on this basis the full balance of “PLE Replacement” basalt
remaining after his other adjustments discussed above. Mr Fuchs did not provide the exact corresponding
tonnages based on the Rock Balance Database (or other evidence on the record), so that his assessment cannot
be checked. 75 In addition, this adjustment is unsupported, because Claimants have explained that GUPC
used the PLE Basalt as backfill for the 1939 excavations and other uses as a mitigation measure, instead of
simply disposing of it. There is no basis to allege that Claimant 1 would have excavated basalt from a quarry
for that purpose had it not used the PLE Basalt. On the contrary, since the Contract did not require GUPC to
use sound basalt for backfill and site disposal improvement, Claimant 1 would logically have used cheaper,
readily available materials such as Pedro Miguel and La Boca, weathered basalt and/or earthfill for those
purposes - not quarry basalt that it would have had to blast and excavate at a high cost. 76 Accordingly,
Mr Fuchs’s deduction is unjustified and must be ignored.
Conclusion: In light of the above, there can be no dispute that every single adjustment performed by Mr Fuchs
to the quantities of Aguadulce basalt claimed by Claimant 1 is affected by one or several mistakes, always to
the detriment of Claimant 1. This confirms that Mr Fuchs’s alleged “Current Maximum Assessment” solely
aims at reducing Claimant 1’s entitlement as much as possible – not at providing the Tribunal with a fair
assessment of Claimant 1’ entitlement. Mr Fuchs’s analysis of the quantities of Aguadulce basalt for which
Claimant 1 is entitled to compensation must therefore be entirely disregarded.
Turning now to Mr Fuchs’s adjustment to the excavation unit rate, there are again several errors in
Mr Fuchs’s analysis which discredit its reliability.
First, it is worth noticing that the starting point of Mr Fuchs’s analysis of the excavation unit rate is the unit
rate per ton calculated by Mr Hunter (i.e., USD 2.98). 77 This means that Mr Fuchs accepts (i) the total
quantity of basalt excavated from Aguadulce and taken into account by Mr Hunter for the calculation of his
unit rate, and (ii) the total costs incurred by Claimant 1 to excavate those quantities. However, it is to be
noted that, in order to calculate his unit rate, Mr Hunter calculated the total tonnage of materials excavated
by GUPC based on a conversion factor of 2.77 tons per m3, and divided the total costs by this calculated total
tonnage to derive a unit rate per ton of excavated basalt. Contrary to his approach in relation to the quantities,
as discussed above, Mr Fuchs did not think it necessary to recalculate a unit rate per tonne based on a total
tonnage of Aguadulce basalt calculated using a conversion factor of 2.70 tonnes per m3. Doing so would
have resulted in a higher unit rate per ton, since the total costs incurred by Claimant 1 would have
corresponded to a lower total tonnage. In turn, this would have increased the quantum of Claimant 1’s
entitlement. Mr Fuchs’s inconsistent approach regarding the applicable conversion factor therefore consisted
in systematically cherry-picking the conversion factor that would allow him to assess the lowest possible
entitlement for Claimant 1. 78
74

This also puts to rest any allegation by ACP that the quantities of lost basalt claimed by GUPC in the Cofferdam arbitration as
a result of the impossibility to divert the Cocoli River and relocate the Cofferdam closer to the Site limit, which make up some
of the PLE shortfall calculated by Mr Fuchs, are duplicative of those claimed in the present arbitration, as ACP’s counsel
incorrectly tried to make Mr Hunter admit ({Day19/110:25}, [110:25-111:13] (Hunter Cross)). Those quantities were
compensated by Cocoli, Sucre and No Name Hills basalt, and are not claimed against ACP.

75

{R-EX-20.Errata/22}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 22.
{C-P-0022/20}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 20 [p. 19].
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-1}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-1, tab “D-1-1b Rate Smy”.

76
77
78

{Day19/239:4}, [239:4-242:12] (Fuchs Cross). When asked about this inconsistency at the Hearing, Mr Fuchs simply denied
that he had applied different conversion factors on purpose in order to reduce Claimant 1’s entitlement. This is beyond the
point. As an independent expert, Mr Fuchs should have adopted a consistent approach and ensured that his assessment was
not incorrectly detrimental to Claimant 1. Mr Fuchs also sought to argue that his inconsistent approach had no impact on
Claimant 1’s entitlement because Mr Hunter allegedly explained that the density used was “irrelevant because it sort of washes
its way through (sic)”. Mr Fuchs’s attempt to put the blame on Mr Hunter for his own shortcomings must fail. Mr Hunter
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Second, Mr Fuchs made what he called an “incremental cost adjustment” of USD 0.71 to the excavation unit
rate, apparently to account for the costs that GUPC allegedly would always have incurred for the quantities
of Aguadulce basalt it planned to excavate, regardless of any additional quantities extracted from the
Aguadulce quarry. 79 To do so, Mr Fuchs apportioned the total quantities of basalt excavated from the
Aguadulce quarry (22,189,639 tonnes) between what he called the “planned” quantities (6,126,708 tonnes)
and the “incremental” quantities (16,062,931 tonnes). He then calculated a unit rate specifically applicable
to the “incremental” quantities, which he applied to his assessment of Claimant 1’s entitlement. 80
However, it became clear during the Hearing that Mr Fuchs’s alleged “planned” quantities in fact did not
correspond at all to the quantities GUPC always planned to excavate from Aguadulce. Upon being
questioned by the President of the Tribunal on his spreadsheet, Mr Fuchs had to admit that his “incremental”
quantities in fact corresponded to the quantities of Aguadulce basalt sent to the crushing plant and claimed
by Claimant 1, whereas his “planned” quantity corresponded to the balance of Aguadulce basalt used for
other purposes (and not claimed by Claimant 1 in this arbitration) and would have been more appropriately
called “other works”. 81
It also became clear that Mr Fuchs’s use of the “planned” and “incremental” categories was not merely a
poor choice of words. Indeed, Mr Fuchs admitted at the Hearing that the purpose of this division, which he
only performed in his second report, 82 was to allow him to allocate the equipment ownership costs between
(i) on the one hand, the “planned” ownership costs, which Mr Fuchs assessed to be the difference between
the equipment cost and the salvage value GUPC planned to recover in its tender (i.e., 85% of the equipment
cost), and (ii) on the other hand, the “incremental” ownership costs, which Mr Fuchs assessed to be the
difference between the planned salvage value (15%) and the actual average salvage value (8%), i.e., 7% of
the ownership costs, and which Mr Fuchs considered was the only amount to which Claimant 1 would be
entitled as a result of the additional Aguadulce excavation. 83 This is how Mr Fuchs calculated a reduction of
the unit rate by USD 0.71. 84 However, the result of Mr Fuchs’s approach was that according to his
assessment, Claimant 1 would have incurred USD 16,313,582 in ownership costs to excavate 6,126,708
tonnes of so-called “planned” basalt (in fact, basalt not sent to the crushing plant) whereas it would have
incurred only USD 1,343,471 in ownership costs to excavate the 16,062,931 tonnes of “incremental” (in fact,
claimed) basalt. 85 This is not credible.86 This again demonstrates that Mr Fuchs’s goal was to find every
possible way to reduce Claimant 1’s entitlement, whether justified or not.
Third, in apportioning the ownership costs between “planned” and “incremental”, Mr Fuchs failed to account
for the costs associated with rental equipment (about USD 2.5 million). Since no salvage value is associated
with these costs, it was incorrect to allocate 85% of them to the alleged “planned” quantities and only 7% to
the alleged “incremental” quantities. When questioned about this issue at the Hearing, Mr Fuchs
acknowledged that this was a mistake in his assessment that should be corrected, but attempted to put the
explained in his second expert report that if the same density conversion factor is used for the calculation of the quantities of
excavated basalt and the applicable unit rate, then the actual conversion factor used would be irrelevant and would lead to the
same total cost incurred (this is because a higher unit rate would be applied to lower quantities, and vice-versa). This obviously
does not apply if a lower unit rate is applied to a lower quantity of excavated basalt, which can only lead to a lower entitlement
(see {C-EX-20/52}, Hunter II, p. 52 [p. 51], ¶ 5.122 and footnote 140).
79
80
81

{R-EX-20.AppD-1-1}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-1, tab “P100106 Unit Rate”.
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-1}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-1, tab “D-1-1b-2 Adj - Incr”.
{Day19/247:9}, [247:9-249:23] (Fuchs Cross).

82

While Mr Fuchs sought to deny that this was the case, he was unable to remember whether he had mentioned this approach in
his first report. A review of his first report confirms that he had not. See {Day19/249:18}, [249:18-252:19] (Fuchs Cross).

83

{Day19/249:24}, [249:24-250:17] (Fuchs Cross).
Mr Fuchs adopted this approach only for the ownership costs. By contrast, Mr Fuchs allocated the other types of costs
accounted for in the unit rate calculation (i.e., plant & equipment, operating, operator and other costs) proportionately
between the “planned” and “incremental” quantities, which therefore had not impact on the unit rate.
{R-EX-20.AppD-1-1}, Fuchs II, App. D-1-1, tab “D-1-1b-2 Adj - Incr”.
Even Mr Fuchs admitted that his assessment was unreliable ({Day19/253:8}, [253:8-254:10] (Fuchs Cross)): “The
second point I want to add to this is … this particular [assessment] we’re looking at is a little perverse because of the
notion that all of this is incremental. So that’s what’s driving this sort of perverse outcome. 16 million tons is not
incremental.”

84

85
86
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blame on Mr Hunter for including rental equipment in his ownership costs for unit rate calculation
purposes. 87 Mr Fuchs’s criticisms of Mr Hunter’s assessment are, however, misguided. Mr Hunter’s
inclusion of rental costs in the unit rate was perfectly appropriate. It was Mr Fuchs’s duty, as an independent
expert, to check that his own proposed adjustments to the unit rate calculated by Mr Hunter were sound and
supported. They were not.
Given the numerous errors in Mr Fuchs’s assessment of Claimant 1’s additional excavation costs, his
assessment cannot be relied upon by the Tribunal to determine the quantum of Claimant 1’s entitlement.
Mr Hunter’s assessment of the costs incurred by Claimant 1 is therefore the only reliable analysis available
to the Tribunal.
(b) Claimant 1’s direct costs in relation to the foundation conditions within the basalt
reach of the PLE
Claimant 1 incurred various additional costs as a result of the adverse foundation conditions within the basalt
reach of the PLE. Mr Hunter assessed the various heads of costs in relation to each zone impacted by the
adverse conditions.
Thus, as a result of the of the over-excavation GUPC suffered in the basalt reach of the PLE and the faulting
and shearing at the Inlet Wing Wall (Claim 47) – Claimant 1 incurred additional costs in relation to the
following activities: (i) redesign of the foundations; (ii) additional excavation; (iii) fine cleaning of exposed
rock faces; and (iv) placing of additional lean mix concrete beneath the Inlet Wing Walls, Lock Head 1,
Locks Upper Chamber, Lock Head 2 and Locks Middle Chamber.
As a result of the extensive shear zones within the Aguadulce Fault Zone in the Pacific Locks Upper Chamber
(Claim 50), Claimant 1 incurred additional costs in relation to the following activities: (i) additional
geotechnical investigation; (ii) re-design and additional design; (iii) additional excavations that were required
in the affected area; (iv) fine cleaning of exposed rock faces; (v) placing of additional lean mix concrete
including a two metre thick layer of concrete beneath the affected monoliths; and (vi) placing of a two metre
thick reinforced structural marine concrete floor underlain by a 100 mm levelling/blinding/concrete layer and
300 mm thick blanket drain in the area of the fault.
Finally, as a result of the additional fault zone in the Pacific Locks Upper Chamber (also known as the Lock
Head 1 Fault, Claim 57), Claimant 1 incurred additional costs in relation to the following activities:
(i) additional geological investigations; (ii) additional excavation works; (iii) additional lean mix concrete
foundation treatment in the vicinity of the fault; and (iv) additional and varied work.
Mr Hunter’s calculation of the total additional direct costs incurred by Claimant 1 in relation to the foundation
conditions within the basalt reach of the PLE is summarized as follows:

As noted by Mr Hunter during the Hearing, the only significant difference between his and Mr Fuchs’s
assessment relates to Claimant 1’s entitlement in relation to Claim 47, and specifically the quantities of lean
concrete allowed in Claimant 1’s claim. 88 These quantities are driven by two factors: (i) the total quantity of
lean concrete actually poured, and (ii) GUPC’s tender allowance for lean concrete.
As regards the quantities of lean concrete, Mr Hunter’s assessment relies on the actual quantities of concrete
poured according to batching plant records, which he verified by sampling entries to ensure they match
concrete delivery slips. 89 By contrast, Mr Fuchs relied on Mr Lewis’s assessment, who assessed the quantity

87
88
89

{Day19/254:11}, [254:11-255:24] (Fuchs Cross)
{C-P-0023/19}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 19 [pp. 19-20].
{C-P-0023/20}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 20.
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of lean concrete based on the ACP’s so-called Patchwork Quilt Analysis (“PQA”).90 As explained by
Mr Hunter, however, the PQA is a geotechnical tool that it is not based on actual pour records, and is therefore
not a reliable measure of the concrete actually poured by Claimant 1. 91
As regards the tender allowance for lean concrete, Mr Hunter relied on Mr Shilston’s independent assessment
of the reasonable allowance that a contractor would have made at tender stage, i.e., 250 mm. 92 By contrast,
Mr Fuchs relied on Mr Lewis’s and Dr Konya’s assessments and assumed that GUPC should have allowed
600 mm for non-fault areas and 1 to 2 metres for fault areas.93 Claimants have demonstrated that
Mr Shilston’s reasonable tender allowance of 250 mm was appropriate, so that Mr Fuchs’s reduction of
Claimant 1’s lean concrete quantities is not justified.
(c) Claimant 1’s direct costs in relation to concrete mix design (CMD)
As a result of ACP’s wrongful instruction that GUPC use silica fume in its SMC mixes, Claimant 1 had to
incur additional costs to procure silica fume and procure and install the equipment (e.g., silos) required to
process it.
Mr Hunter’s updated calculation of the total additional direct costs incurred by Claimant 1 in relation to the
production of SMC concrete using silica fume is summarized as follows:

Mr Fuchs does not dispute the total quantities of silica fume used in the concrete mixes or the corresponding
costs incurred by Claimant 1, including for its transportation, for which Mr Fuchs applies the same rate as
Mr Hunter. 94
The main difference between Mr Hunter’s and Mr Fuchs’s respective analyses relates to the quantities of
silica fume actually allowed in their assessment, since Mr Fuchs only allows (i) the silica fume used in the
mixes for the Upper Chambers, on the basis that ACP’s instruction to use silica fume mixes allegedly was
only for that area, and (ii) the silica fume used up to 3 August 2012, on the basis that GUPC allegedly was
allowed to pour a mix without silica fume after that date. 95
Both of these allegations are incorrect. First, as explained above, ACP’s instruction that GUPC use silica
fume applied to all of GUPC’s SMC mixes, not only the mixes to be used in the Upper Chambers.96 Second,
as explained during the Hearing, ACP’s approval of a mix without silica fume on 3 August 2012 was only
for concrete to be used in the Upper Chamber - i.e., in low salinity conditions. ACP only gradually approved
mixes for the other exposure conditions, which means that in the meantime GUPC had no choice but to keep
using the silica fume mixes in those areas. 97 This is obvious from the following chart shown at the Hearing: 98

90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98

{R-P-0018/35}, Fuchs Pres., p. 35.
{C-P-0023/20}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 20.
{C-P-0023/20}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 20. This assessment was independently corroborated by Claimants’
experts Mr Wallace and Dr Aimone-Martin.
{R-P-0018/35}, Fuchs Pres., p. 35.
See, e.g., {R-EX-12/79}, Lewis I, p. 79 [pp. 75, 84], ¶¶ 2.10, 3.18.
{R-P-0018/37}, Fuchs Pres., p. 37 [pp. 37-38].
See above Chapter V.
{Day19/30:10}, [30:10-31:12] (Claimants’ Quantum Opening).
{C-P-0022/43}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 43 [p. 42].
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As regards the equipment procured by Claimant 1 to handle the silica fume, Mr Fuchs agrees with the
corresponding costs assessed by Mr Hunter. 99 However, Mr Fuchs asserts that Claimant 1 could have sold
that equipment on 31 December 2012 and recovered between 72% and 89% of its initial outlay, and deducts
this alleged potential salvage value from Claimant 1’s entitlement. 100 Mr Fuchs’s assessment is both
theoretical and without support:
a)

First, as Mr Hunter explained, Mr Fuchs failed to take into account the upheaval of removing the silica
fume equipment from the modified batching plant and the disruption that this would cause to the
concrete batching operations, or the risk for GUPC of demobilizing this equipment and losing the ability
to add silica fume to any future mixes if required. 101

b)

Second, even assuming that Claimant 1 did not need the silica fume equipment after ACP approved the
first mix without silica fume in August 2012 (which is incorrect as explained above), Mr Fuchs does
not explain why 31 December 2012 would be a reasonable (or even feasible) date for Claimant 1 to
have sold all of the silica fume equipment – it therefore seems to be yet another arbitrary date picked
by Mr Fuchs to perform an otherwise unsupported reduction of Claimant 1’s entitlement.

c)

Third, Mr Fuchs did not perform any independent analysis of the potential values of the silos and feeders
used on site as of 31 December 2012. Instead, he calculated their monthly depreciation based on the
residual value assessed by Mr Hunter as of their actual salvage date (30 June 2016) and simply assumed,
without basis to do so, that the price at which the equipment could have been sold on 31 December
2012 would have been a function of this monthly depreciation rate.102 This approach is entirely
theoretical and disconnected from the hypothetical market value of a second-hand piece of equipment
that was tailor-made for this Project. Mr Fuchs’s reduction of Claimant 1’s entitlement is entirely
unsupported and must be disregarded.

At the Hearing, ACP’s counsel sought to make Mr Hunter admit that if GUPC always needed to use silica
fume in the concrete mixes for Lock Head 4, the Ocean Wing Walls and the ocean side approach structures
(which correspond to areas for which Mr Hunter was instructed to remove the corresponding silica fume
costs103), then it always needed the infrastructure in the batching plant to handle that silica fume, so that
Claimant 1 cannot claim the corresponding costs from ACP. 104 Notwithstanding the fact that Mr Hunter is
not a concrete or batching plant expert and is therefore not qualified to opine on the necessity of specific
infrastructure to handle silica fume, both the premise and the conclusion of ACP’s counsel’s line of
99
100
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{R-EX-20.Errata/26}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 26.
{R-EX-20.AppD-2}, Fuchs II, App. D-2, tab D-2-3-2 “Add'l Equip. Salv.”, as corrected by {R-EX-20.Errata/27},
Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 27.
{C-EX-20/59}, Hunter II, p. 59 [p. 58], ¶ 5.152.
{R-EX-20.Errata/27}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 27.
{C-EX-20/57}, Hunter II, p. 57 [p. 56], ¶ 5.143.
{Day19/139:6}, [139:6-18] (Hunter Cross).
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examination were unfounded. First, there is no evidence that GUPC either intended or needed to use silica
fume in the mixes for those areas. Second, given the small quantities of silica fume actually used in those
areas, there is no basis to argue that GUPC would have needed to procure and install the same infrastructure
actually installed on the batching plant to handle the huge quantities required due to ACP’s instruction,
instead of simply manually adding the small quantities of silica fume to the concrete mixes. It is therefore
incorrect for ACP to suggest that Claimant 1 would always have had to incur the corresponding costs. And
indeed, the DAB granted the silica fume equipment costs claimed by Claimant 1. 105
Mr Hunter’s assessment of the additional costs incurred by Claimant 1 in relation to silica fume is the only
reliable assessment the Tribunal can consider.
(d) Claimant 1’s direct costs in relation to ACP’s instruction to hire a third party to install
and operate the on-site laboratories
As a result of ACP’s instruction that GUPC hire a third-party to organize and manage the on-site laboratories,
Claimant 1 incurred additional costs to hire subcontractor Fall Line compared to what it would have paid if
it had been able to use its own employees and organization.
The relevant aspects of the quantification of Claimant 1’s entitlements in relation to the hiring of Fall Line to
install and operate the on-site laboratories are addressed in Chapter VI, above. Mr Hunter’s calculation of
the total additional direct costs incurred by Claimant 1 is summarized as follows: 106

(e) Claimant 1 is entitled to the payment of overheads on its direct costs
To the extent that Claimant 1 is entitled to recover the additional direct costs resulting from the additional
works it had to carry out due to ACP’s breaches and/or Variations, then it is also entitled to the additional
overheads incurred in respect of those additional works.
Mr Hunter explained in his expert reports and at the Hearing that, as is common in the construction industry,
Claimant 1 does not record its costs in a manner that allows him to discretely assess the site overheads
incurred as a result of one specific issue. 107 Accordingly, as is industry practice, Mr Hunter assessed
Claimant 1’s claim for site overheads based on an percentage of the increase in the direct works cost.108
Mr Hunter assessed site overheads at an average of 18.25% and head office overheads at 4.90%, based on
Claimant 1’s accounting records and financial statements.109 Mr Hunter’s updated assessment of the
overhead on direct costs to which Claimant 1 is entitled is USD 48,150,610. 110
Mr Fuchs agrees that additional direct costs may attract additional overhead. However, Mr Fuchs applied
two different allowances when assessing overheads on directs works, i.e.,15% on labour costs and 5% on
other costs, on the alleged basis that labour requires more support from human resources and payroll and
other costs require less support from the procurement department.111 Mr Fuchs included no allowance for
head office overheads on direct works based on an instruction by ACP that Claimants 2-4 are not allowed to
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{C-0246/100}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 100 [p. 97], ¶ 290.
{C-EX-20/13}, Hunter II, p. 13 [p. 12], ¶ 4.2
{C-EX-10/76}, Hunter I, p. 76 [p. 75], ¶ 7.5; {Day19/63:17}, [63:17-64:2] (Hunter Pres.) and {Day19/148:6}, [148:6149:21] (Hunter Cross).
{C-EX-10/75}, Hunter I, p. 75 [p. 74], ¶ 7.4.
{C-P-0023/21}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 21.
{C-EX-20.Errata/5}, Hunter Errata, dated 18 Apr 2019, p. 5 [p. 4].
{R-EX-6/28}, Fuchs I, p. 28 [p. 22], ¶ 59; {R-P-0018/40}, Fuchs Pres., p. 40.
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make claims under the Contract.112 Although Mr Fuchs alleged at the Hearing that his percentages were
based on an “industry standard”, 113 he provided no support whatsoever for his selected percentages. 114 As
explained by Mr Hunter, Mr Fuchs’s approach is overly simplistic because he does not consider the
additional planning requirements, reporting, timekeeping, cost monitoring, warehousing, accounting, etc.
associated with costs other than labour costs. 115 Contrary to Mr Hunter, Mr Fuchs did not carry out any
analysis whatsoever to assess actual overhead costs incurred by Claimant 1. As a result, his approach is
artificial and unreliable, and must be disregarded.
ACP and its expert Mr Fuchs attempted to discredit Mr Hunter’s analysis by arguing that applying a 23.15%
mark-up on all the direct costs results in disproportionately high overhead costs in relation to some of
Claimant 1’s claimed entitlements, such as coagulant procurement costs.116 However, as Mr Hunter pointed
out at the Hearing, this criticism is misplaced. While the use of an average will inevitably lead to large
overhead costs on large items of direct costs, it will correspondingly lead to small overhead costs on many
items of direct works with a smaller cost but which actually require significant overhead resources, which
may therefore be underestimated, thereby balancing out Mr Hunter’s assessment of the overheads incurred
by Claimant 1. 117
Claimant 1 is entitled to the prolongation costs corresponding to its EOT entitlement
The Parties’ respective quantum experts agree that if the Tribunal finds (as it must) that there was a critical
delay to the Project’s Time for Completion resulting from ACP’s breaches in relation to the approval of
GUPC’s concrete mix design and the start of concrete placement, Claimant 1 will be entitled to the additional
costs it has incurred for time-related staffing, equipment and overhead costs for the extended Project duration.
Both experts also agree that the proper method for calculating the site overhead costs is to ascertain a daily
rate that is then applied to the duration of the critical delay. 118
Mr Hunter calculated the various heads of indirect costs incurred by Claimant 1 during the critical delay
(which Mrs. Ramey calculated as 202 Calendar Days between 28 January and 18 August 2011, as explained
above) based on his independent review of primary cost data, contemporaneous records, discussions with
Claimant 1 119 and his own extensive experience as a quantity surveyor. Mr Hunter’s calculation of
Claimant 1’s total indirect site overhead costs is summarized as follows:
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{R-EX-6/164}, Fuchs I, p. 164 [pp. 159-160], ¶ 383.
{Day19/194:17}, [194:17-18] (Fuchs Pres.).
Mr Fuchs stated in at the Hearing that his rates were allegedly “backed up … by the Compass estimating manual”, but
he did not provide any excerpt of this manual confirming his allegation, which therefore remains unsupported (see
{Day19/194:18}, [194:18-19] (Fuchs Pres.).
{C-P-0023/21}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 21; {Day19/64:3}, [64:3-16] (Hunter Pres.).
{Day19/43:20}, [43:20-44:6] (Respondent’s Quantum Opening); {Day19/195:4}, [195:4-9] (Fuchs Pres.).
{Day19/149:7}, [149:7-13] (Hunter Cross).
{C-P-0023/22}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 22; {R-EX-20/102}, Fuchs II, p. 102 [p. 96] ¶ 284.
At the Hearing, counsel for ACP criticized Mr Hunter for not having produced records of his discussions with
Claimant 1’s staff, or relying upon witness statements explaining the roles and functions of staff and equipment included
in Mr Hunter’s cost pool ({Day19/163:13}, [163:13-164:25] (Hunter Cross)). As Mr Hunter correctly explained, it is
not standard practice for an independent quantum expert to document his discussions with a contractor while assessing its costs,
or rely on witness evidence discussing the same ({Day19/126:11}, [126:11-127:22] (Hunter Cross)).
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(a) Staff costs
Mr Hunter reviewed the entire pool of expatriate staff, market staff and local staff employed by Claimant 1
in 2011 to identify which of them were affected by any critical delay as a result of ACP’s breaches described
above, and excluded staff whose role he considered was not impacted by the critical delay.
By contrast, Mr Fuchs did not use Claimant 1’s entire staff list to select core staff that would be impacted by
the delay. Mr Fuchs’ analysis of Claimant 1’s staff costs consisted in starting from Mr Hunter’s analysis,
looking at trends in the staff count and making deductions to Mr Hunter’s staff pool by removing the staff he
considered was not affected by concrete mix-related delay. While Mr Fuchs suggests that he carried out a
complex and detailed analysis of the staff costs incurred by Claimant 1, a careful review of the appendices
produced with his second report reveals that his analysis in fact consisted in making adjustments to any
category of staff that he considered to be related to earthworks in any way. Notably, Mr Fuchs made
indiscriminate deductions of 19% to staff he categorises as “earthworks/concrete” and 59% to staff he
categorises as “earthworks”. 120 As correctly explained by Mr Hunter, such indiscriminate deductions have
no basis, because excavation and concrete works are intrinsically linked (since excavation works are required
to produce aggregates for the concrete), so that a delay to concrete production and placement would most
likely impact earthworks-related staff, especially as in the present case the excavated basalt could not be
stockpiled (because of its degradation behaviour). 121
Mr Fuchs also excluded 60% of the cost of certain management supervision staff on the basis of “scope of
responsibilities”,122 without providing further details of the basis for these broad-brush exclusions. 123
A review of Mr Fuchs’s adjustment reveals that he excluded individuals such as Mr Jan Kop (Project
coordinator) and Mr Antonio Betti (Pacific Locks Project Manager).124 The reason why such individuals,
who undoubtedly occupied core functions on the Project, would not be fully impacted by a delay to the
Project is entirely unclear. Mr Fuchs’s so-called assessment of “non-core” functions is unreliable and must
be disregarded.
(b) Other indirect costs
It is undisputed that Claimant 1 also incurred other indirect costs, i.e., indirect site running costs that are
incidental to the direct works performed. Mr Hunter reviewed the other indirect costs listing to identify which
ones would have been affected by the critical delay to the concrete mix design and the start of concrete
placement, and excluded the categories of costs which he did not consider to have been impacted. 125
Again, Mr Fuchs used Mr Hunter’s analysis as a starting point for his own, and made further deductions of
costs he deemed not impacted by concrete-related delay. 126 Such adjustments, which Mr Fuchs performed
without properly considering the impact of delay, have no justification. Among others, Mr Fuchs made
overarching deductions to vehicle costs, bus costs and canteen costs which, as Mr Hunter correctly noted,
would necessarily be prolonged due to critical delay to the Project.127 Mr Fuchs has therefore not provided
any reason why Mr Hunter’s assessment of the other indirect costs should not apply in full.
(c) Insurance and bond costs
Claimant 1 was required to maintain various insurances as well as various securities, bonds and letters of
credit until the completion of the Works. Claimant 1 therefore incurred additional insurance and bond costs
120
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{R-EX-20-AppE-1-1a}, Fuchs II, App. E-1-1a, {R-EX-20.AppE-1-1b}, Fuchs II, App. E-1-1b, {R-EX-20.AppE-11c}, Fuchs II, App. E-1-1c, {R-EX-20.AppE-3-1}, Fuchs II, App. E-3-1 and {R-EX-20.AppE-3/6}, Fuchs II, App. E-3,
p. 6
{Day19/166:12}, [166:12-168:2] (Hunter Cross).
{R-EX-20.AppE-3}, Fuchs II, App. E-3
{R-EX-20-AppE-1-1a}, Fuchs II, App. E-1-1a, tab “E-1-1a-2 Analysis”.
{R-EX-20-AppE-1-1a}, Fuchs II, App. E-1-1a, tab “E-1-1a-2 Analysis”.
{C-P-0023/26}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 26.
{R-EX-20.AppE-1-2}, Fuchs II, App. E-1-2.
{Day19/66:21}, [66:21-67:13] (Hunter Pres.).
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as a result of the critical delay to the Project resulting from ACP’s breaches, which it is entitled to recover in
full.
Mr Hunter’s and Mr Fuchs’s assessments of the daily rates in relation to the additional insurance costs
incurred by Claimant 1 are close, the difference being due to the number of staff and plant and equipment
fed into the insurance calculation. Thus, the daily rate calculated by Mr Hunter amounts to USD 7,512, for
a total insurance cost incurred over 202 days of delay of USD 1,517,502, 128 while Mr Fuchs’s daily rate is
USD 7,008, 129 which translates into a total cost incurred over 202 days of delay of USD 1,415,616.
Further to the correction by Mr Fuchs, by way of the errata he distributed at the Hearing, of errors in his
calculation of the bond costs, Mr Hunter’s and Mr Fuchs’s assessments of the daily rates in relation to the
additional bond costs incurred by Claimant 1 are now extremely close. Thus, the daily rate calculated by
Mr Hunter amounts to USD 55,191, for a total bond cost incurred over 202 days of delay of
USD 11,148,520, 130 while Mr Fuchs’s daily rate is USD 55,061, 131 which translates into a total cost incurred
over 202 days of delay of USD 11,122,322.
(d) Plant and equipment
Mr Hunter and Mr Fuchs agree that, should the Tribunal find that the Project was critically delayed as a result
of the concrete mix design-related events, Claimant 1 would be entitled to the additional plant and equipment
indirect costs it has incurred. However, the experts disagree as to the relevant plant and equipment to be
included in the costs pool, as well as the depreciation rate and salvage value applicable to the plant and
equipment.
Mr Hunter calculated the daily ownership costs incurred by Claimant 1 based on the actual cost of equipment
paid by Claimant 1, the salvage value achieved, the actual tyre cost and the total worked hours (which are all
available now that the Project has been successfully completed, except in relation to some of Claimant1’s
fixed assets for which the actual worked hours were not available and for which Mr Hunter used the technical
life assumed by Claimant 1). Mr Fuchs, by contrast, did not review the entire plant and equipment pool, but
instead made several adjustments to Mr Hunter’s assessment to reduce Claimant 1’s entitlement.
First, Mr Fuchs adopted the same approach as for the staff costs and made broad-brush exclusions or
deductions of plant and equipment associated with earthworks. 132 As explained above, such deductions have
no basis because earthworks equipment was required until the completion of concrete placement (e.g., to
transport quarried basalt from the quarries to the primary crusher) and was therefore necessarily delayed by
a critical delay to the approval of GUPC’s concrete mixes. Mr Fuchs was provided with all of the Adatta
plant and equipment time recording data, which shows that earthworks-related plant and equipment were in
operation until the completion of the Project,133 i.e., were not idle after the completion of the excavation
works contrary to what Mr Fuchs incorrectly suggests. Accordingly, Mr Fuchs’ adjustment to the plant and
equipment pool is wrong and must be ignored.
Second, Mr Fuchs revised the revised plant and equipment salvage value taken into account by Mr Hunter
in his second report by reverting to the salvage values used in Mr Hunter’s first report, which allowed him to
reduce the plant and equipment daily rate by USD 874. 134 Mr Fuchs sought to justify this change by the fact
that Mr Hunter allegedly “provided no explanation for his reassessment of the [relevant] 665 pieces of
previously sold equipment.” 135 This adjustment is without basis. During the Document Production phase of
this arbitration, Claimant 1 provided to ACP, in response to ACP’s Document Request Nos. 201, 214
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{C-EX-20/89}, Hunter II, p. 89 [p. 88], ¶ 8.40.
{R-EX-20.Errata/12}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 12.
{C-EX-20/91}, Hunter II, p. 91 [p. 90], ¶ 8.52.
{R-EX-20.Errata/13}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 13.
{R-EX-20.E-2}, Fuchs II, App. E-2, tab “E-2-2 Analysis”; {R-EX-20.AppE-3/9}, Fuchs II, App. E-3, p. 9 [pp. 9-10]
{Hunter (I)-4}, Adatta Hours - Atlantic; {Hunter (I)-5}, Additional Atlantic Plant and Equipment Hours; {Hunter (I)6}, Adatta Hours - Pacific.
{R-EX-20/123}, Fuchs II, p. 123 [p. 117], ¶ 342.
{R-EX-20/123}, Fuchs II, p. 123 [p. 117], ¶ 342.
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and 236, summary spreadsheets setting out the salvage values obtained for hundreds of pieces of equipment,
including previously sold equipment, for which only provisional data was available when Mr Hunter
prepared his first report, as well as 774 PDF files supporting the data in those spreadsheets. Mr Fuchs
acknowledged at the Hearing that he was provided with those documents disclosed by Claimant 1. 136
Mr Hunter verified the contents of the summary spreadsheets, which should have been familiar to Mr Fuchs,
and relied on them to support his update of the salvage values achieved by Claimant 1 in his second report. 137
At the Hearing, the only justification that Mr Fuchs found to justify ignoring the updated data relied upon by
Mr Hunter was that he did not understand why the data had been updated. 138 It therefore became clear that
Mr Fuchs had either simply not performed any independent review of the documentation produced by
Claimant 1 (either with the SOC or during Document Production) to calculate his own depreciation costs
(and was again trying to blame Mr Hunter for his own shortcomings), or that he chose to ignore this
documentation and selected the data that would allow him to reduce Claimant 1’s entitlement. Either way,
Mr Fuchs’s use of outdated salvage values to calculate the depreciation costs incurred by Claimant 1 has no
basis and Mr Hunter’s assessment must prevail.
Third, Mr Fuchs also applied a deduction of 50% to the plant and equipment daily rate calculated by
Mr Hunter to account for idle time, on the basis that the plant and equipment allegedly would have been on
standby during the entire delay. 139 However, as Mr Hunter explained in his second report and at the Hearing,
the alleged industry standards referred to by Mr Fuchs to justify this deduction actually do not support
Mr Fuchs’s position, and no industry standard actually exists regarding the computation of standby rates. 140
Mr Fuchs’s analysis is another attempt to unduly reduce Claimant 1’s entitlement and cannot stand.
Head office overhead costs
Claimant 1 is also entitled to recover the additional head office overhead costs incurred by Claimants 2-4 due
to the delays to the Project, which have been or will be a liability of Claimant 1 towards Claimants 2-4. As
Mr Hunter explained in his reports, these costs are distinct from the Cocoli office overheads. 141
Mr Hunter calculated the shareholders’ unabsorbed head office overhead costs by ascertaining a daily rate
that would be applied to the duration of the critical delay, based on the Emden formula (excluding profit).
Mr Hunter confirmed at the Hearing that he “consider[s] the Emden formula to be a reasonable and widely
used approach”. 142 To demonstrate that his reliance on the Emden formula was reasonable, Mr Hunter
performed alternative calculations using different formulas, which showed that the Emden formula yielded
the lowest result. 143 Mr Hunter therefore correctly concluded that the total additional head office overhead
costs incurred by Claimant 1 amount to USD 16,394,635. 144
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{Day19/269:20}, [269:20-270:11] (Fuchs Cross).
{Hunter(II)-112}, Sold Asset Details. All supporting invoices, which were already in ACP’s possession, were added
to the record prior to the Hearing under {Hunter(II)-141}, Plant and Equipment Salvage Amounts.
{Day19/270:11}, [270:11-271:17] (Fuchs Cross).
{R-EX-20.Errata/11}, Fuchs Errata, dated 14 Feb 2019, p. 11.
{C-EX-20/101}, Hunter II, p. 101 [p. 100], ¶ 8.115; {Day19/66:21}, [66:21-67:13] (Hunter Pres.).
{C-EX-20/102}, Hunter II, p. 102 [p. 101], ¶ 8.123.
{Day19/71:23}, [71:23-72:21] (Hunter Pres.). At the Hearing, Dr Gaitskell asked Mr Hunter if he had seen evidence of
other projects on which the shareholders’ staff could have been engaged had they not been engaged on the Project for
an extended duration ({Day19/81:3}, [81:3-15] (Hunter Tribunal Questions)). As admitted in the construction industry,
it is extremely difficult (if not impossible) to provide evidence of such negative facts. However, given the size of the
Project, it is undisputable that the use of resources on this Project restricted the shareholders’ ability to use these resources
on other projects. In fact, as Mr Hunter indicated at the Hearing, there is evidence on the record that certain projects
were not pursued during the relevant period of time as a result of the Project’s extended duration ({Day19/161:3}, [161:35] (Hunter Cross); {C-WS-42/5}, Romiti I, p. 5 [pp. 4-5], ¶¶ 18-20; {C-1071}, Salini-Impregilo List of Submitted Bids
(2010-2017); {C-1072}, Salini-Impregilo’s Commercial Opportunities, 2010-2014; {C-1073}, Salini-Impregilo List of
Aborted Business Opportunities (2015-2017)).
{C-P-0023/31}, Hunter Second Quantum Pres., p. 31.
{C-EX-20/101}, Hunter II, p. 101 [p. 100], ¶ 8.118.
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Mr Fuchs has excluded any head office overhead costs from his assessment on the basis that there is allegedly
duplication between the mark-up for overheads on direct costs, the Cocoli office prolongation costs and the
head office overheads claimed by GUPC, and on an instruction by ACP that Claimants 2-4 are not allowed
to bring claims under the Contract.145 However, it is incorrect to contend that Claimant 1 does not incur head
office overheads, through its shareholders, in addition to its site overheads. The DAB confirmed in its
decision on Referral 11 that “this claim should not be dismissed on the premise that GUPC’s “head office’ is
in Panama and therefore its head office overheads have become its site overheads. The JV Partner[s] should
be recognised for the support that each provided without which GUPC and the Project could not be
delivered.” 146
At the Hearing, ACP sought to argue that Claimants 2-4 already recovered their head office overhead costs
through the invoicing to Claimant 1 of expatriate staff. To do so, ACP’s counsel referred to the “Agreement
for the Reimbursement of Head Office Costs and Expenses” between Claimant 1 and its shareholders, which
provides, among other things, that Claimants 2-4 had the duty to provide “Support to the Administration and
Financial Department” in the areas of “Budgetary and Accounting”, “Financial, Legal and Tax Matters”,
“Insurance and Custom Bonds” and “Support to Quality Control Department”. 147 ACP’s counsel then
speculated that since the Claimants 2-4’s invoices to Claimant 1 for expatriate staff were issued pursuant to
this agreement, a portion of the costs invoiced for expatriate staff already covered head office overheads, and
were already pursued through Claimant 1’s claim for expatriate staff costs as part of its prolongation claim.148
However, expatriate staff seconded to GUPC S.A. and billed by its shareholders has nothing to do with the
shareholders’ respective head office overhead costs. There is no evidence whatsoever that Claimants 2-4’s
invoices for expatriate staff actually comprise any overhead costs, and it is entirely speculative on the part of
ACP to allege that a mere reference in those invoices to the agreement between Claimant 1 and its
shareholders means that all the costs described therein are covered by such invoices. ACP’s allegation
therefore has no basis and must be disregarded.
Mr Hunter correctly made an adjustment for the labor escalation costs that Claimant 1
already recovered from ACP
Pursuant to SC 13.9 [Adjustment for Changes in Local Labor Rates] of the Conditions of Contract,
Claimant 1 is entitled to recover the additional costs incurred as a result of labor escalation. ACP and its
expert Mr Fuchs do not contest this. When calculating the labor escalation costs to which Claimant 1 is
entitled, Mr Hunter made an adjustment to take into account the amounts already recovered from ACP
pursuant to SC 13.1 during the course of the Project. Mr Hunter updated his assessment at the Hearing in
order to correct a clerical error showing the calculated labor escalation as a cost instead of a credit.
Mr Hunter correctly concludes that ACP is entitled to a labor escalation credit in the sum of USD 361,901. 149
Claimant 1 is entitled to ITBMS
Claimant 1 is also entitled to the ITBMS 150 incurred on the direct works set out above, which Mr Hunter
calculated using the rate of 5% applicable when the Contract was entered into. Mr Hunter’s assessment of
the total ITBMS to which Claimant 1 is entitled is USD 3,485,842. 151
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{Day19/197:12}, [197:12-198:1] (Fuchs Pres.); {R-EX-6/164}, Fuchs I, p. 164 [pp. 159-160], ¶ 383.
{C-0246/109}, DAB Decision on Ref. 11, dated 30 Dec 2014, p. 109 [p. 106], ¶ 315.
{R-1629/10}, Agreement for Reimbursement of Head Offices Costs and Expenses, dated 22 Feb 2010, p. 10 [pp. 1012].
{Day19/168:13}, [168:13-173:5] (Hunter Cross); {Day19/48:10}, [48:10-15] (Respondent Quantum Opening).
{C-EX-20.Errata/5}, Hunter Errata, dated 18 Apr 2019, p. 5 [p. 4].
ITBMS is the Panama VAT and stands for “Impuesto sobre la Transferencia de Bienes Corporales Muebles y la
Prestación de Servicios”.
{C-EX-20.Errata/5}, Hunter Errata, dated 18 Apr 2019, p. 5 [p. 4].
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ACP disputes that Claimant 1 is entitled to ITBMS.152 However, the IBTMS claimed by Claimant 1 are
costs actually incurred, as detailed in Mr Hunter’s Appendix P, so that there is no basis for ACP to dispute
that Claimant 1 is entitled to recover them.
Claimant 1 is entitled to profit
Mr Hunter and Mr Fuchs agree that depending on the findings of the Tribunal on entitlement and liability
related to all or any of the issues in dispute, profit should be calculated pursuant to the provisions of the
Contract, which define Reasonable Profit as “a sum of 5%” of the relevant Costs incurred. 153
Claimant 1 is entitled to its finance costs
Claimant 1 is also entitled to the finance costs it incurred because of ACP’s wrongful failure to recognize
and fairly determine GUPC’s entitlements, corresponding to (i) the lost interest that it would have earned on
the sums corresponding to the additional costs detailed above (for the period during which the Project was
cash positive) and (ii) the additional financing costs incurred (for the period during which the Project was
cash negative), by way of bank loans, loans from Claimants 2-4, non-payment of sums owed to
Claimants 2-4, etc. 154
Mr Hunter correctly calculated GUPC S.A.’s finance costs using actual additional costs (cost overruns) in
the period incurred, including interest paid, allocated proportionately to periods in which the corresponding
actual costs were incurred. Given that GUPC S.A. will continue to incur finance costs until the date of the
award, Mr Hunter’s calculation provisionally stops at 31 May 2018 and will need to be updated up to the
date of the Award. Mr Hunter’s current assessment of the total finance costs incurred by Claimant 1 until
31 May 2018 is USD 48,746,532. 155
ACP and its experts Mr Fuchs have alleged that Mr Hunter should have accounted for various payment
accommodations granted by ACP to Claimant 1. 156 This allegation has no basis. None of the alleged advance
repayment accommodations granted by ACP was aimed at compensating Claimant 1 for the significant
additional costs and delay it had to incur. 157 These accommodations have no impact on the fact that GUPC
had to contract loans in excess of USD 1 billion in order to finance the costs overruns caused by ACP’s
breaches. Further, the corresponding variations orders issued by ACP did not include any waiver by GUPC
S.A. of the recovery of its finance costs resulting from ACP’s breaches. They therefore cannot reduce
Claimant 1’s entitlement to finance costs.
C.

ACP IS NOT ENTITLED TO ANY RECOVERY OF THE SUMS PAID PURSUANT TO THE DAB DECISIONS

In addition to its claim for delay damages already addressed above, ACP asserts that it is entitled to the
recovery of the sums it paid to Claimant 1 pursuant to the DAB decisions in Referrals 1, 10, 14B and 11,
with interest.158 This counterclaim by ACP must be denied because ACP is not entitled to any recovery of
the sums already paid to Claimant 1 or of any finance costs arising therefrom, and should instead compensate
Claimant 1 for the losses it has suffered that were not adequately compensated under the DAB decisions.
As explained in Claimants’ SoR, and unchallenged by ACP either in its Rejoinder or at the Hearing, even if
the Tribunal were to consider that ACP’s claim for the recovery of the sums paid to Claimant 1 has merit
(which it should not), ACP’s claim for interest on the sums paid pursuant to the DAB decisions is flawed and
must be rejected for the following reasons: 159
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{Rejoinder/779}, p. 779 [Ch. 8, p. 34], ¶ 13.6.
{C-0001/19}, Conditions of Contract, dated Feb 2009, p. 19 [p. 6], SC 1.1.4.4.
{SOR/1166}, p. 1166 [Ch. IX, p. 72], ¶ 405; {C-P-0022/51}, GUPC's Opening on Quantum, p. 51.
{C-EX-20.Errata/5}, Hunter Errata, dated 18 Apr 2019, p. 5 [p. 4].
{Day19/45:22}, [45:22-47:12] (Respondent Quantum Opening).
{C-EX-20/108}, Hunter II, p. 108 [p. 107], ¶ 12.8.
{SOD/842}, p. 842 [Ch. X, pp. 2-4], ¶¶ 2.6-2.10; {Rejoinder/747}, p. 747 [Ch. VIII, p. 2], ¶¶ 2.3-2.5.
{SOR/1168}, p. 1168 [Ch. 9, pp. 74-75], ¶¶ 416-420.
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160
161

a)

First, neither the Contract nor Panamanian law provide any basis for ACP to claim interests on the sums
awarded to Claimant 1 by the DAB, even less so as from the date of such awards. As noted by
Mr Hunter, this would lead to the illogical and unfair result that Claimant 1 would be penalized for
having been awarded additional payments and damages by the DAB; 160 and

b)

Second, Mr Fuchs assessed the interest allegedly owed to ACP by applying interest rates including
coverage expenses, without ACP or himself explaining why Claimant should bear such expenses of
ACP. As Mr Hunter explains in his second report, coverage expenses are cash flow hedges to mitigate
the risk of fluctuations in the rate of interest. ACP provided no contract or other documentation for this
claimed hedging arrangement. In any event, as Mr Hunter concluded, cash flow hedges represent a
commercial risk to ACP and should not be included in ACP’s finance cost claim. 161

{Day19/73:19}, [73:19-23] (Hunter Pres.).
{C-EX-20/111}, Hunter II, p. 111 [p. 112], ¶ 13.14.
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X.

CLAIMANTS 2-4’S CLAIMS AND ENTITLEMENTS
A.

INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As detailed herein, ACP’s breaches of the Contract and Panamanian law, and its failure to address properly
GUPC S.A.’s entitlements resulted in a ripple effect, causing significant harm to Claimants 2-4. While
persistently denying GUPC S.A.’s entitlements, ACP wrongfully compelled Claimants 2-4 to pay for the
Project’s additional costs, as it systematically denied GUPC’s entitlements in pursuit of an internal policy
to avoid accountability and scrutiny from the Panamanian government and public. ACP’s conduct violated
its obligations to Claimants 2-4 – including the duties that arise under Arts. 90, 130, 133(6), 133(7),
133(12), and 134(1) of its Regulation, and Arts. 986 and 1109 of the Civil Code of Panama.
Claimants 2-4 were forced to provide managerial and technical expertise, as well as additional financing, as
primary obligors of GUPC S.A. under SC 1.1(a) of the JSG, and continue to bear the financial burden of
their substantial contributions. Indeed, with respect to the claims in this proceeding, Claimants 2-4 have
provided over USD 358 million in additional funding to GUPC S.A., and they are entitled to full
compensation for their lost opportunity costs arising from being deprived of these funds for
years. Claimants 2-4 have properly quantified their losses utilizing the conservative lost return on
investment (“ROI”) methodology. As of 31 May 2019, Claimants 2-4 are entitled to recover USD 260.15
million in lost opportunity costs, comprised of USD 182.05 million on the sums already awarded by the
DAB and USD 78.09 million on the remaining sums.
B.

THE COFFERDAM AND THE ADVANCE PAYMENTS AWARDS HAVE NO PRECLUSIVE EFFECT ON THE
TRIBUNAL’S DETERMINATION OF CLAIMANTS 2-4’S ENTITLEMENTS

As established above, there can be no preclusive effects of prior arbitral decisions as a matter of law,
because Panamanian law, as the applicable law, does not recognize issue preclusion. 1 Furthermore, there is
no predicate for applying issue preclusion, or giving persuasive effect to prior decisions, because key issues
in this arbitration are distinct from those determined by prior ICC tribunals. 2
The Tribunal here will determine, for the first time, whether Claimants 2-4 are entitled to recover for
deprivation of the use of funds that they were required to provide under SC 1.1(a) of the JSG to ensure
performance of the Contract by Claimant 1 (i.e., wrongfully compelled under the JSG and/or in violation of
Panamanian law and/or in violation of ACP’s Regulation), and the appropriate measure of compensation
for Claimants 2-4’s losses arising from ACP’s conduct. 3 Indeed, prior tribunals have not determined ACP’s
liability for the losses incurred by Claimants 2-4 in connection with the additional costs associated with
Claimant 1’s entitlements in relation to the concrete aggregate production, foundation conditions, concrete
mix design, and on-Site laboratories claims. Contrary to ACP’s allegations, therefore, the Tribunal is not
bound by the findings of the prior tribunals in the Cofferdam and Advance Payment awards.
C.

KEY EVENTS RELATED TO CLAIMANTS 2-4’S ENTITLEMENTS

As detailed above, the evidence shows that ACP failed to recognize and fairly determine Claimant 1’s
entitlements (which are at stake in this arbitration), and instead, demanded that Claimants 2-4 resolve the
issues, including by funding the significant additional costs incurred by Claimant 1 under the JSG SC
1.1(a). Despite significant additional work and costs, GUPC S.A. – together with Claimants 2-4 as its
shareholders and driving force behind it – fulfilled its contractual obligations, by completing the Works. 4
Pursuant to SC 1.1(a) of the JSG, which was mandated by ACP as a condition to assigning the Contract,
Claimants 2-4 remained “primary obligors” of GUPC S.A. and ensured the completion of the Project. 5
1
2
3
4

5

See Chapter II above.
See Chapters III-VI above.
See{C-P-0024/18}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 18 [Slide 17].
As a result of GUPC’s efforts, ACP now has a fully functioning Third Set of Locks since June 2016, which generates
billions in revenue every year and surpassed ACP’s own projections. {C-0170/2}, ACP Press Release, dated 26 Jun
2016, p. 2 [pp. 2-3]; {C-1789/1}, ACP Press Release, dated 17 Oct 2017, p. 1 [p. 1].
{R-0015}, Joint and Several Guarantee in Respect of the Third Set of Locks Contract, dated 31 May 2010 (“Each of
the [Shareholders] . . . as primary obligor and not as surety, unconditionally, jointly and severally guarantees to [ACP]
the due and punctual performance by the New Contractor of each and all the obligations, warranties, duties and
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Completing a project of this magnitude, however, depended on ACP’s good faith adherence to its
obligation to execute the Project “in a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation without litigation and
adversarial attitudes.” 6 In particular, ACP was obligated to pay for “all work done” by the Contractor,
including by making: (i) fair determinations of the Contractor’s entitlements under SC 3.5 [Determinations]
of the Conditions of Contract, (ii) interim and advance payments; and (iii) timely resolution of any disputes
under Clause 20 [Claims, Disputes and Arbitration] of the Conditions of Contract. 7
Instead of complying with its obligation to make “fair determinations” of the Contractor’s claims pursuant
to SC 3.5, ACP put in place a scheme to ensure that 100% of claims were decided in its favour. By
systematically rejecting GUPC S.A.’s claimed entitlements, ACP breached the Contract, creating a
financial ripple effect that resulted in compensable harm to Claimants 2-4 under the JSG and Panamanian
law. 8 Indeed, pursuant to ACP’s repeated demands, Claimants 2-4 contributed significant cash, staff, and
managerial and technical expertise over the course of the Project, including USD 357.8 million in cash
relating to the claims in this arbitration to ensure the timely completion of the Project.9 This is in addition
to the already provided letters of credit, counter-guarantees, and corporate guarantees provided by
Claimants 2-4, which secured all advance payment funds provided on the Project and over the course of the
Project amounted to USD 3.2 billion. 10 This of course had a further negative impact on Claimants 2-4.
ACP’s actions breached its obligations under Panamanian law, including its Regulation, which, as fully
detailed above, are integrated into the JSG. 11
The visual chronology of key factual events surrounding Claimants 2-4’s claim, which is attached as
Appendix A to this chapter demonstrates ACP’s repeated demands that Claimants 2-4 fund additional
costs pursuant to the JSG, and, in turn, Claimants 2-4’s funding.
As early as 2010 and 2011, ACP was aware of the issues encountered by GUPC S.A., as
well as the measures applied, but demanded that Claimants 2-4 fund the cost overruns
As detailed above, at the end of 2010 and beginning of 2011, GUPC S.A. observed excessive fines and
substantial amounts of sticky material while crushing excavated PLE Basalt – a crucial component for the
Project, which was one of the largest concreting projects in the world. 12 Indeed, Claimants had prepared
their tender on the basis that, as ACP consistently reiterated, 13 the excavated PLE Basalt was suitable and
should be used as primary crushing plant feedstock – and indeed, the other tenderers did the same. 14
Claimant 1 fully explained that GUPC S.A.’s design of the crushing plants was appropriate and there was
nothing that GUPC S.A. or the Shareholders, or indeed, any other contractor, could have reasonably done

6
7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

undertakings of the Contractor under and pursuant to the Contract according to the terms of the Contract”); see also
{C-WS-39/5}, Möder VI, p. 5 [pp. 4-5], ¶ 18; {C-WS-37/5}, Loureda III, p. 5 [pp. 4-5], ¶ 18.
{C-0025/11}, RFQ – 5th Revision, dated 8 Nov 2007, p. 11 [p. 11].
{C-0013/38}, RFP Amendment 16, Conditions of Contract, dated 16 Sep 2008, p. 38 [pp. 26, 75-84, 98-103], SCs 3.5,
14, 20.
{C-WS-13/2}, Möder IV, p. 2 [pp. 2-3], ¶¶ 3-7; {C-WS-31/3}, Desiati IV, p. 3 [p. 2], ¶ 8; {C-WS-37/5}, Loureda
III, p. 5 [pp. 4-5], ¶¶ 18-20; {C-EX-13/17}, Hart III, p. 17 [pp. 13-18], ¶¶ 30-36; {C-EX-18/79}, Hart IV, pp. 79-80,
106-107, Appendices C(u), G(u); {C-0389}, Chart of Shareholder Contributions; see also {C-0083}; {C-0092}; {C0114}; {C-0347}; {C-0140}; {C-0153}; {C-0156}.
See {C-EX-18/11}, Hart IV, p. 11 [pp. 5, 12-13, 108], ¶¶ 14, 29-30, Table 4.1, Appendix H(u).
{C-WS-9/3}, Desiati III, p. 3 [pp. 3-6], ¶¶ 6-11; {C-WS-25/2}, Lievens III , p. 2 [p. 2], ¶ 3; {C-WS-6/1}, Desiati II,
p. 1 [pp. 1-2], ¶¶ 2-3.
See Chapter II above; see also {SOC/668}, p. 668 [Ch. IX, pp. 627-633], Section A.3; {SOR/1046}, p. 1046 [Ch. X,
pp. 14-27], Section II.
See Chapter III above; {SOC/228}, p. 228 [Ch. III, pp. 212-244], Section III.B.7; {SOR/202}, p. 202 [Ch. IV, pp. 103173], Section III.
See {C-0180/2}, p. 2 [pp. 2-3]; {C-0181/4}, p. 4 [p. 4]; {C-0023/89}, p. 89 [pp. 9-10]; {C-0968/157}, p. 157 [pp. 3-88,
3-89, 4-17, 4-18, 7-79, 7-80]; {C-0683/679}, p. 679 [pp. 7-79]; {C-0023/89}, p. 89 [p. 9].
If another source had to be used as crushing plant feedstock, the cost, schedule, logistics, and environmental aspects of
the Project would have been so significantly affected that it would have been a different project altogether. See, e.g.,
{C-0558/1323} p. 1323 [p. 4 of 4]; {C-1090/7}, p. 7 [p. 5 of 5]; {C-0984/47}, p. 47 [pp. 1-12]; {C-WS-47/15},
Zaffaroni III, p. 15 [p. 12], ¶ 65.
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to avoid this problem. 15 ACP, however, began demanding “immediate action” from Claimants 2-4 to
resolve problems encountered during the Works, while at the same time refusing to recognize its own
responsibility for the issues. 16
Extensive further testing confirmed that – contrary to ACP’s assurances – the excavated PLE Basalt rapidly
degraded, and therefore was unsuitable for use as crushing plant feedstock. 17 As a result, GUPC S.A. was
forced, among other things, to make extensive and costly adjustments to the Project to address the problems
created by the excess fines produced by unsuitable excavated PLE Basalt, including modifications to the
PAC and ATL crushing plants.18 Those adjustments resulted in significant additional costs, for which ACP
should have compensated GUPC S.A. pursuant to the Contract. ACP’s failure to do so, in violation of its
obligations under the Contract and Panamanian law, resulted in Claimants 2-4 having to bear the burden of
financing the costs under SC 1.1(a) of the JSG. GUPC S.A. also encountered similar issues after it started
feeding the crushing plant with Aguadulce Basalt, and later, with Cocoli Basalt.19
ACP was at all times fully aware of these issues. On 16 February 2011, GUPC S.A. notified ACP that it
was experiencing “higher than foreseen production of fines.” 20 During a meeting on 2 March 2011, GUPC
S.A. further explained that “it’s a moment in the project w[h]ere activities are changing.”21 One month
later, on 25 April 2011, 22 GUPC S.A. again discussed that it will “continue to check aggregate fines every
day,” and that it had set up a process to “remov[e] much of the bad fines such as plastic material like
clays.” 23 While ACP admittedly was aware of GUPC S.A.’s claims, 24 ACP continued to dismiss GUPC
S.A.’s requests for payment of the additional costs in furtherance of its policy to deny all entitlements. On
5 May 2011, GUPC S.A. submitted its official Notice of Claim for Claim 52, explaining that the Contractor
has “encountered problems during the processing and handling of basalt . . . [as well as] during the
preparation and testing of concrete mixes,” which caused delays to occur. 25 On 13 May 2011, while
acknowledging the full scope of these issues, ACP’s then-Administrator, Mr Aleman, sent letters to
Claimants 2-4 and expressly demanded “the attendance of senior management representatives from each of
the consortium members, to come to Panama . . . with the intention to attempt to arrive at a feasible solution
to the problem at hand.” 26
Starting in March 2011, moreover, GUPC encountered a number of more adverse and unforeseeable
physical conditions at the foundation level of the basalt reach of the PLE, including: (i) significant levels of
over-excavation; (ii) substantial faulting and shearing in the AFZ; and (iii) the presence of two wholly

15
16
17
18

19

20

21
22
23

24

25
26

See Chapter III.E above.
{C-0083}, Letter from Alberto Alemán (ACP) to Alberto Rubegni (Impregilo), dated 8 Jun 2010.
See, e.g., {C-0584}; {C-0585}.
See Chapter III above; {C-WS-14/74}, Baz I, p. 74 [pp. 67-80], Section VIII; {C-WS-15/40}, Buffa I, p. 40 [pp. 3638], ¶¶ 113, 118-126; {C-EX-7/105}, Gold I, p. 105 [pp. 105-146], Section VIII; {C-EX-17/65}, Gold II, p. 65 [pp.
54-88], Sections 6 and 7; {C-WS-46/18}, Versteele I, p. 18 [pp. 14-24], Section VI.
See, e.g., {C-WS-14/74}, Baz I, p. 74 [p. 67], ¶ 123; {C-WS-26/26}, Baz II, p. 26 [p. 22], ¶ 75; {C-WS-46/28},
Versteele I, p. 28 [p. 24], ¶ 116.
{C-0590}, Letter IAE-UPC-0528 from ACP to GUPC re Notice of Claim No. 43 – Production of Concrete Aggregates,
dated 18 Feb 2011.
{C-0607/11}, Pacific Construction Meeting Notes, dated 2 Mar 2011, p. 11 [p. 11].
See {C-1478}, ACP's Minutes of Concrete Meeting, dated 25 Apr 2011.
{C-1478/1}, ACP's Minutes of Concrete Meeting, dated 25 Apr 2011, p. 1 [pp. 1-2]. GUPC noted that, despite its
efforts, a large amount fines was being produced during the crushing operation, and reiterated that it had “encountered
problems during the processing and handling of basalt.” {C-0865/1}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 5 May 2011, p.
1 [p.1].
{C-0537}, Variation No. 008, dated 24 Aug 2010; see also {R-0597}; {R-0602}; {R-0025}; {C-0207}; {R-0030}; {R0031}; {R-0033}; {R-0034}; {C-0125}}; {C-0211}; {C-0212}; {C-0213}; {R-0047}; {R-0059}; {C-0215}; {C-0217};
{R-0105}; {R-0106}; {C-0006}; {R-0112}; {R-0116}; {R-0139}; {C-0222}; {C-0229}; {R-0145}; {R-0149}; {R0161}; {C-0232}; {R-0178}; {R-0179}; {C-0323}.
{C-0865}, Letter from GUPC to ACP, dated 5 May 2011.
{C-0092}, Letter from ACP to CUSA, dated 13 May 2011.
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undisclosed fault zones. The discovery of these conditions required the placement of substantial additional
quantities of lean concrete, as well as major structural design changes. 27
These conditions were significantly more adverse than ACP’s interpretations in the GIR. 28 GUPC
immediately notified ACP of the foundation conditions issues as they arose from March 2011 onwards.
GUPC further informed ACP that “ongoing structural reanalysis required to determine what changes may
be required for the reinforcement design[.]” 29 ACP, however, persistently rejected GUPC’s claims for
additional payments, and instead, demanded Claimants 2-4’s participation in finding solutions to these
problems, and to bear any resulting costs. 30
In 2012 and 2013, despite being fully aware of the additionalworks and the increasing
costs, ACP continued to make demands of Claimants 2-4, including for their funding of the
additional costs
As detailed in Chapters III-VI, problems encountered by GUPC S.A. with respect to the above-noted issues
continued to effect GUPC’s performance of the Works and caused substantial and compounding impacts on
the concrete placement activities. As a result, GUPC was forced to continue to source aggregates from
Aguadulce Hill, and modify its logistics for transporting the materials. 31 At the same time, GUPC S.A.
commissioned further testing on the basalt, 32 and continued modifying its concrete aggregate production
plants, including by making adjustments to its crushing and sand treatment plants.33 These issues were
exacerbated by ACP’s instruction to accelerate the concrete works as a result of its delays in approving the
CMD. 34
By the end of 2012, additional costs incurred by GUPC S.A. compounded significantly and became so
substantial that GUPC S.A. was not able to perform the Works without even more funding from Claimants
2-4 as required under SC 1.1(a) of the JSG, which required Claimants 2-4 to ensure timely performance of
the Contract by GUPC S.A. 35 ACP, despite being fully aware of the massive additional costs and the
urgent need for funding, refused promptly and fairly to determine the claims set forth by GUPC S.A., and
insisted that Claimants 2-4 – as “primary obligors” under the JSG – were “fully responsible” for
performing and financing the Works, and required Claimants 2-4 to fund the additional costs. In a letter
dated 20 November 2012, for example, ACP specifically demanded Claimants 2-4’s performance,
declaring that the “legal structure” behind GUPC S.A. and the assignment of the Contract did not change
Claimants 2-4’s obligation to ensure performance of the Project. In particular, ACP compelled the
Shareholders to inject further financing in the Project. 36 ACP explicitly directed the Shareholders to “fund
the position pending final resolution of any claims,” further alleging that “no sums are presently ‘due’ to
27
28

29
30

See {C-EX-20}, Hunter II; see also {C-WS-17/51}, Ottsen I, p. 51 [p. 46], ¶ 148.
See Chapter IV above. Notably, none of the Tenderers, including BTM and C.A.N.A.L. foresaw the actual conditions
encountered by GUPC, or accounted in their bids for the significant additional costs that consequently would be
required. {C-0944/31}, BTM Tender, Excavation and Fill, dated 3 Mar 2009, p. 31; {C-0949/45}, CANAL Tender,
Geotechnical, p. 45-46 [pp. 41-42].
{C-0748/2}, DFI Meeting Summary, dated 11 Jul 2011, p. 2.
{C-0092}, Letter from ACP to CUSA, dated 13 May 2011; {C-0083}, Letter from Alberto Alemán (ACP) to Alberto
Rubegni (Impregilo), dated 8 Jun 2010.

31

See Chapter III above. {SOR/358}, p. 358 [Ch. IV, pp. 259-262], ¶¶ 937-947; {C-WS-46/27}, Versteele I, p. 27 [pp. 23-24],
¶¶ 113-117; {C-WS-14/71}, Baz I, p. 71 [pp. 64-67], Section VII; {C-WS-26/21}, Baz II, p. 21 [pp. 17-22], Section III.B.2.

32

See Chapter III above. {SOR/214}, Ch. IV, p. 214 [pp. 115-120], ¶¶ 453-467; {C-WS-14/34}, Baz I, p. 34 [p. 27], ¶
39; {C-WS-26/26}, Baz II, p. 26 [pp. 22-30], ¶¶ 75-93; see also {C-0584}; {C-1167}; {C-1169}; {C-1170}; {C-1264};
{C-1265}; {C-1266}; {C-1267}; {C-1268}; {C-1270}; {C-1538}; {C-1542}; {C-1543}; {R-0564}; {R-0566}; {R0600}; {R-0633}.
See Chapter III.C above. {SOC/264}, p. 264 [Ch. III, pp. 248-251], ¶ 811-826; {SOR/364}, p. 364 [Ch. IV, pp. 265269], ¶¶ 963-976; {C-WS-14/67}, Baz I, p. 67 [pp. 60-63], ¶¶ 97-112; {C-WS-26/18}, Baz II, p. 18 [pp. 14-18], ¶¶
52-65; {C-WS-21/32}, Zaffaroni II, p. 32 [p. 28], ¶¶ 112-113; {C-WS-15/40}, Buffa I, p. 40 [pp. 36-37], ¶¶ 116-117;
see also {C-1578}; {C-0594}; {C-1240}; {C-1241}.
The impact of this acceleration is addressed in other proceedings.
See {C-0640/1}, Project Control Meeting, dated 12 Jul 2012, p. 1 [p. 1]; {C-0639/2}, Project Control Meeting Notes,
Record No. 1987, dated 7 Sep 2012, p. 2 [pp. 2-5].
{C-0118}, Letter IAE-UPC-1313 from ACP to GUPC, dated 20 Nov 2012.

33

34
35

36
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the Contractor as alleged and no facility exists for interim payments on claims, especially claims which are,
in the Employer’s view, meritless.”37 As detailed in Section D below, ACP’s actions were consistent with
ACP’s internal policy of denying all Contractor entitlements, which breached SC 3.5 of the Conditions of
Contract, and set in motion a financial ripple effect to the detriment of Claimants 2-4. ACP’s demands to
Claimants 2-4 to fund the resulting additional costs pursuant to the JSG have a consequence: to the extent
that ACP is found to be responsible for these additional costs, ACP must compensate Claimants 2-4 for the
reasons described below.
ACP’s refusal to accept responsibility for its breaches and/or Variations continued through 2013.
Notwithstanding, at the same time, ACP continued to mandate that Claimants 2-4 fund any “shortfall in
cash” by GUPC S.A. pursuant to their obligations under the JSG. 38 In October 2013, despite having
conducted a review of GUPC S.A.’s financial position and having been informed of the full extent of
additional financing provided by Claimants 2-4 under the JSG, 39 ACP still demanded that Claimants 2-4
must continue to ensure GUPC S.A.’s performance, and cover additional costs incurred by GUPC S.A. 40
ACP likewise ignored GUPC S.A.’s warnings that the Project was in a dire situation due to ACP’s
continuous refusal to act promptly and fairly in determining liability for the additional costs in real time
(during the performance of the Project) and the immense pressure ACP placed on GUPC S.A. to continue
the Works despite the critical issues encountered. 41 By the end of 2013, GUPC S.A. had submitted claims
regarding its entitlements to additional costs in the amount of USD 1.44 billion, which ACP refused to
certify or promptly and fairly determine and pay. As a result, Claimants 2-4 were forced to provide USD
275 million in direct cash infusions, as well as significant managerial and technical expertise, to the Project
in order to cover additional costs incurred. 42
From 2014 to the Taking-Over of the Project in June 2016, ACP continued to reject GUPC
S.A.’s entitlements to additional payments, and instead required Claimants 2-4 to provide
further funding
Despite GUPC S.A.’s good faith efforts to obtain prompt and fair determinations of its entitlements from
ACP under SC 3.5, ACP acting through its Representative systematically rejected GUPC S.A.’s claims. As
a result, pursuant to the obligations under SC 1.1(a) of the JSG, Claimants 2-4 continued to provide
additional support, including cash, funding, and managerial and technical expertise. In a letter to each of
the Shareholders, ACP expressly “demand[ed] that each” Shareholder “(i) perform[] the obligations,
warranties, duties and undertakings of which the Contractor is in breach under the Contract . . . and (ii)
otherwise ensure[] that the Contractor so performs all of its obligations under the Contract.”43 ACP also
emphasized that “each of the [Shareholders] is jointly and severally liable” to indemnify GUPC S.A.
pursuant to the JSG. 44 In addition, ACP demanded that each Shareholder “indemnify the Employer against
all such losses, damages, costs and expenses, particulars of which shall be advised to the [Shareholders] in
due course.” 45 The financial impact of these direct demands was financially massive for Claimants 2-4,
and indeed, was far more onerous than could have been envisaged when the JSG was executed. As
detailed below, by wrongfully making Claimants 2-4 assume this burden, ACP breached its obligations
under Panamanian law, including Arts. 133(6), 133(7), 133(12), and 134 of its Regulation.
The Shareholders, in response, explained that they could no longer provide funding to the Project and
emphasized the urgent need for ACP to provide the necessary financing. ACP maintained its position until
the Parties finally were able to come to agreement for the temporary financing of additional costs, which
37
38
39
40
41

42

43
44
45

{C-0124}, Letter IAE-UPC-1359 from ACP to GUPC, dated 24 Dec 2012.
{C-0347}, Letter IAE-UPC-1441 from ACP to GUPC S.A., dated 25 Feb 2013.
See {C-0134}, Letter IAE-UPC-1461 from ACP to GUPC, dated 22 Mar 2013.
{C-0140}, Letter IAE-04233 from ACP to Shareholders, dated 30 Oct 2013.
{C-0143/1}, Letter GUPC-IAE-2273 from GUPC to ACP, dated 25 Nov 2013, p. 1 [pp. 1-3]; {C-0148/1}, Letter IAEUPC-1849 from ACP to Shareholders, dated 10 Jan 2014, p. 1 [pp. 1-2].
See {C-EX-18/11}, Hart IV, p. 11 [pp. 5, 12-13, 108], ¶ 14, Table 4.1, Appendix H(u). {C-1069}, Chart of GUPC
S.A’s Claims, dated March 2018
{C-0148/2}, Letter IAE-UPC-1849 from ACP to Shareholders, dated 10 Jan 2014, p. 2 [p. 2].
{C-0148/2}, Letter IAE-UPC-1849 from ACP to Shareholders, dated 10 Jan 2014, p. 2 [p. 2].
{C-0148/2}, Letter IAE-UPC-1849 from ACP to Shareholders, dated 10 Jan 2014, p. 2 [p. 2].
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allowed the Project to continue beyond 2013. In the Memorandum of Understanding (“MoU”) signed
between GUPC S.A. and its Shareholders, and ACP, on 14 March 2014, Claimants 2-4 agreed to provide
yet additional funding in exchange for a moratorium on the repayment of the Advance Payments and
ACP’s undertaking to resolve the disputes over the additional costs and entitlements by the end of 2018. 46
With the signing of the MoU, Claimants 2-4 made further direct cash contributions, approximately USD
411 million this time, which was additional to the financing Claimants 2-4 provided to secure repayment of
the Advance Payments as demanded by ACP. 47
By the end of 2014, with the additional funding provided pursuant to the MoU, Claimants 2-4’s funding of
the additional costs related to this arbitration reached USD 357.8 million in direct contribution.48 As
explained below, while Claimants 2-4’s funding of the additional costs at issue in the arbitration remained
relatively less substantial throughout 2015 and 2016 (approximately USD 20.47 million),49 Claimants 2-4
continued to provide significant technical and managerial support to ensure the completion of the Project.
In the meantime, ACP systematically rejected (and continues to reject) Claimants’ entitlements, thereby
compounding the losses suffered by Claimants 2-4.
D.

BY SYSTEMATICALLY DENYING GUPC S.A.’S ENTITLEMENTS AND WRONGFULLY COMPELLING
PAYMENT BY CLAIMANTS 2-4, ACP BREACHED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER PANAMANIAN LAW AS
INTEGRATED INTO THE JSG
ACP had contractual and legal obligations to certify the Project’s additional costs, and
fairly determine the Contractor’s entitlements

Over the course of the Project, while repeatedly demanding Claimants 2-4’s immediate involvement and
funding, ACP systematically dismissed GUPC S.A.’s claims for additional costs, which set in motion a
financial ripple effect to the detriment of Claimants 2-4. As Claimants previously have detailed, and
explained in Chapter II above, 50 ACP has a duty to promptly and fairly determine Contractor entitlements
under the explicit language of SC 3.5 of the Conditions of Contract,” and by systematically denying the
Contractor’s entitlements, ACP breached this duty. 51
ACP’s duty to promptly and fairly determine the Contractor’s entitlements is further reinforced by
numerous other provisions of the Contract signed by Claimants 2-4 (acting as the GUPC Consortium) and
ACP on 11 August 2009, 52 as well as ACP’s Regulation under Arts. 90, 130, 133(6), 133(7), 133(12),
134(1) and the Civil Code under Arts. 986 and 1109. 53 Indeed, there can be no dispute over the scope or
meaning of ACP’s contractual and legal obligations, as ACP itself, during the tender period, assured the
tenderers on multiple occasions that ACP would finance the Project and “the Contractor of the Project will
not be required to provide financing.” 54 Critically, ACP guaranteed to the tenderers that the Project would
“be executed in a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation without litigation and adversarial attitudes.” 55 In
46
47

{C-0005}, Memorandum of Understanding, dated 13 Mar 2014.
See {C-EX-18/11}, Hart IV, p. 11 [pp. 5, 12-13, 108], ¶¶ 14, 29-30, Table 4.1, Appendix H(u); {C-1069}, Chart of
GUPC S.A’s Claims, dated March 2018. As of Mar. 2019, Claimants have repaid, in full, all of the Advance
Payments.

48

{C-EX-13/24}, Hart III, p. 24 [p. 20], ¶ 40; {C-EX-18/18}, Hart IV, p. 18 [pp. 12-13], ¶¶ 29-30, Table 4.1, Appendix H(u).

49

See {C-EX-18/106}, Hart IV, p. 106, Appendix G(u).
See, e.g., {SOR/100}, p. 100 [Ch. IV, pp. 1-7]; {C-P-0001/17}, GUPC's General Opening, p. 17 [Slides 18, 19, 46, 62,
63, 65, 68, 71, 78].
{C-0013/38}, RFP Amendment 16, Conditions of Contract, dated 16 Sep 2008, p. 38 [p. 26], SC 3.5.
The Conditions of Contract, reflecting FIDIC principles and ACP’s mandate as expressed during the tender, clearly
state that the Contract Price is “subject to adjustments,” and that in the event of unforeseeable circumstances or
Variations, the Contractor is “entitled” to receive – and ACP is therefore required to pay – the additional costs of the
Project. See {C-0013/31}, RFP Amendment 16, Conditions of Contract, dated 16 Sep 2008, p. 31 [pp. 19-20, 37, 7172, 75-76, 82-84, 99-100], SCs 1.9.4, 4.12.4, 13.1, 14.1, 14.10, 14.14, 20.1.
See Chapter II.
{C-0025/12}, RFQ – 5th Revision, dated 8 Nov 2007, p. 12 [p. 12] (emphasis added); see also {C-WS-39/3}, Möder
VI, p. 3 [p. 2], ¶ 7; {C-WS-37/4}, Loureda III, p. 4 [p. 3], ¶ 12; {SOC/659}, p. 659 [Ch. IX, pp. 618-621], Section
A.2(a)(i), {SOR/1035}, p. 1035 [Ch. X, p. 3], Section I.A.
{C-0025/12}, RFQ – 5th Revision, dated 8 Nov 2007, p. 12 [p. 12] (emphasis added); see also {C-WS-39/3}, Möder

50

51
52

53
54

55
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this regard, and reflecting Claimants’ understanding of ACP’s representations in entering the Contract,
Mr Möder explained at the Hearing that the Shareholders understood that “the cost of the works has to be
financed by ACP, including fair and timely determination and payment of any cost overrun which is due to
the responsibility of ACP.” 56 Based on ACP’s representations, the provisions of the Contract (including
SC 3.5), and Panamanian law, Claimants reasonably expected that they would not be liable for the
additional costs that were the responsibility of ACP for any protracted period of time, and such costs (and
underlying entitlements), if disputed, would be determined promptly and fairly.
In this arbitration, ACP has attempted to distract from its failures and its breaches of obligations by arguing
that it did not represent that the Project would be cash flow positive, and rather, that the Contract had a
lump-sum, fixed price, and this allegedly is “fatal” to Claimants 2-4’s claims. 57 This is incorrect.
First, ACP’s argument has no merit because Claimants 2-4’s claims do not depend on a finding as to the
cash flow structure of the Project.58 Claimants 2-4’s claims in this arbitration arise from ACP’s breaches of
its obligations under the JSG and Panamanian law in failing to determine promptly and fairly the
Contractor’s entitlements and to certify the Project’s additional costs. As Mr Loureda explained:
“[MR LOUREDA]: I understood Mr Quijano to be saying that the Contractor would
not have to provide financing for the originally-budgeted costs of completing the
Project or for cost overruns and delays that were ACP’s responsibility under the
Contract (or otherwise). . . . [W]e certainly did not expect that we would be called upon
to provide project-financing for costs that properly fell to ACP.” 59
Second, ACP cannot contest the clear language of the tender documents, which expressly states that “the
contractor of the Project will not be required to provide financing” 60 and that the Project would “be
executed in a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation without litigation and adversarial attitudes.”61 ACP’s
tender representations and assurances, thus, only confirmed ACP’s obligation to make prompt and correct
determinations of the Contractor’s entitlements, which would – if complied with – keep the Project cash
flow positive.
As explained below, ACP’s contractual obligation to fairly determine the Contractor’s claimed entitlements
further is supported by Panamanian law.
Pursuant to the principle of integration, the JSG integrates ACP’s duties and obligations
under Panamanian law
As detailed above, ACP forced Claimants 2-4 – as “primary obligors” pursuant to the SC 1.1(a) of the JSG
– to ensure the successful and timely completion of the Project, and to absorb the significant additional
costs required to do so.62 By forcing Claimants 2-4 to fund the additional costs, ACP violated its
obligations to Claimants 2-4 under Panamanian law, which are integrated into the JSG pursuant to principle

56
57

58

59

60

61

62

VI, p. 3 [p. 2], ¶ 7; {C-WS-37/4}, Loureda III, p. 4 [p. 3], ¶ 12; {SOC/659}, p. 659 [Ch. IX, pp. 618-621], Section
A.2(a)(i); {SOR/1035}, p. 1035 [Ch. X, p. 3], Section I.A.
{Day20/91:2}, [91:2-5] (Möder Direct).
{Rejoinder/446}, p. 446 [Ch. IX, pp. 29-30], ¶¶ 3.30-3.32; see also id., p. 797 [Ch. IX, p. 13], ¶ 3.47; {R-P-0019/13},
Respondent's Opening on ROI, p. 13 [Slide 12]; {Day20/85:16}, [85:16-86:5].
See, e.g., {Rejoinder/797}, Ch. IX, p. 797 [p. 13], ¶ 3.47; {Day20/57:23}, [57:23-60:16] (GUPC’s Opening on C-24).
See {C-WS-37/3}, Loureda III, p. 3 [p. 2], ¶ 8; see {SOC/668}, p. 668 [Ch. IX, pp. 627-633], Sections A.1-3;
{SOR/1033}, p. 1033 [Ch. X, pp. 1-27], Sections I-II.
{C-0025/12}, RFQ – 5th Revision, dated 8 Nov 2007, p. 12 [p. 12] (emphasis added); see also {C-WS-39/3}, Möder
VI, p. 3 [p. 2], ¶ 7; {C-WS-37/4}, Loureda III, p. 4 [p. 3], ¶ 12; {SOC/659}, p. 659 [Ch. IX]; {SOR/1035}, p. 1035,
[Ch. X, Section I.A, p. 3].
{C-0025/12}, RFQ – 5th Revision, dated 8 Nov 2007, p. 12 [p. 12] (emphasis added); see also {C-WS-39/3}, Möder
VI, p. 3 [p. 2], ¶ 7; {C-WS-37/4}, Loureda III, p. 4 [p. 3], ¶ 12; {SOC/659}, p. 659 [Ch. IX]; {SOR/1035}, p. 1035,
[Ch. X, p. 3], Section I.A.
See {C-WS-39/5}, Möder VI, p. 5 [pp. 4-5], ¶ 18; {C-WS-37/5}, Loureda III, p. 5 [pp. 4-5], ¶ 18; {C-0118}, Letter
IAE-UPC-1313 from ACP to GUPC, dated 20 Nov 2012; see also {C-0116/59}, Letter GUPC-IAE-1545 from GUPC
to ACP, dated 9 Nov 2012, p. 59 [pp. 43-44], SC 14.4.
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of integration. Indeed, this is confirmed by SC 9.1 of the JSG expressly mandates that the JSG be
“construed” in accordance with “the laws of Republic of Panama.” 63
In particular, as Claimants have demonstrated, the JSG integrates ACP’s duties under Panamanian law,
including: 64
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art. 90 of ACP’s Regulation: ACP is required to interpret its contracts and deal with contractors in
accordance with the principle of equity.
Art. 130 of ACP’s Regulation: ACP must act in accordance with the principles of economy,
responsibility, and transparency.
Art. 133(6) of ACP’s Regulation: ACP is required to act timely and not to additionally burden the
Contractor, to prevent disruptions, and to immediately and accurately resolve any disputes.
Art. 133(7) of ACP’s Regulation: ACP is obligated to “[m]ake payments within the terms
provided in the contract and recognize and pay interests in case of delays attributable to the
Authority.”
Art. 133(12) of ACP’s Regulation: ACP is obligated to “[n]ot act with devious or abusive use of
power, nor carry out improper practices.”
Art. 134(1) of ACP’s Regulation: Providing the contractor with the right to receive timely
payments due.
Art. 986 of Civil Code: Granting a broad right to seek compensation for damages caused by both
those who engage in willful misconduct, negligence, or default in connection with their obligations.
Art. 1109 of Civil Code: The parties’ contractual obligations are governed by the duty of good faith.

ACP, however, has argued in this arbitration that it does not owe any duties or obligations under the JSG to
Claimants 2-4. 65 At the Hearing, for example, ACP asserted that it did not owe any duties to Claimants 24, because allegedly “the JSG is a unilateral fianza contract under Panamanian law” and that it “only
impose[d] obligations on the guarantors, not on the ACP.” 66 ACP’s contention is wrong as it ignores the
principles of integration and good faith under Panamanian law. As explained in Chapter II above, pursuant
to the well-recognized integration principle enshrined in Arts. 30 and 1109 of the Civil Code, the JSG
integrates duties that arise from the mandatory provisions of the Civil Code of Panama, ACP’s Regulation,
and the duty of good faith. 67 Moreover, the JSG is an administrative and sui generis contract, and under
Panamanian law, administrative contracts incorporate all laws that govern the contracting public institution.
The JSG thus incorporates ACP’s duties as a public institution, such as its duties under ACP’s Regulation
(as developed by Law 22 and Law 38), and the duty of good faith, which is an imperative norm under
Panamanian law. 68

63

64

65

66

67

68

{R-0015/7}, Joint and Several Guarantee in Respect of the Third Set of Locks Contract, dated 31 May 2010, p. 7 [p.
7], SC 9.1.
{SOC/668}, p. 668 [Ch. IX, pp. 627-633], ¶¶ 2204-2223; {SOR/1046}, p. 1046 [Ch. X, pp. 14-23], ¶¶ 46-82; {C-EX2/11}, Hoyos II, p. 11 [p. 11], ¶ 29; {C-EX-6/81}, Hoyos IV, p. 81 [p. 78], ¶ 254;{C-P-0003/19}, Hoyos Pres., p. 19
[Slide 19]; {C-EX-28/34}, Troyano I, p. 34 [pp. 34-35], ¶¶ 155-156; {Day2/113:6}, [113:6-21] (Troyano
Presentation); see also {C-P-0024/68}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 68 [Slide 67].
See {R-P-0002/141}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 141 [pp. 141-144]; see also {SOD/899}, p. 899 [Ch. XI, pp.
15-17], ¶¶ 7.1-7.9, {Rejoinder/803}, p. 803 [Ch. IX, pp. 19-20], ¶¶ 5.1-5.4.
See {R-P-0002/142}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 142 [pp. 142-144]; {Day1/266:20}, [266:20-268:18]
(ACP’s Opening on the Law).
{C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, Arts. 30, 1109, p. 1 [pp. 1-3]; {SOD/668}, p. 668 [Ch. XI, pp. 627-628], ¶¶
2204-2205; {SOR/1046}, p. 1046 [Ch. X, pp. 14-15], ¶¶ 48-51; {C-EX-6/18}, Hoyos IV, p. 18 [pp. 15, 78], ¶¶ 52-53;
254; {C-EX-19/66}, Hoyos V, p. 66 [p. 64], ¶ 333; {C-EX-28/34}, Troyano I, p. 34 [pp. 34-35], ¶¶ 152-157;
{Day2/113:22}, [113:22-114:5] (Troyano Presentation).
{SOD/668}, p. 668 [Ch. XI, p. 627], ¶ 2204; {SOR/1049}, p. 1049 [Ch. X, p. 17], ¶ 59; {C-EX-28/35}, Troyano I, p.
35 [pp. 35-37], ¶¶ 160-166; see also {Day1/185:8}, [185:8-11] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law).
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In response, ACP has insisted that Arts. 30 and 1109 of the Civil Code do not require the integration of
ACP’s duties under Panamanian law into the JSG. 69 As detailed in Chapter II above, ACP’s allegation is
wrong as a matter of Panamanian law. 70 Indeed, several decisions by the Panamanian Supreme Court
support Claimants 2-4’s position, both Justice Troyano and Dr Hoyos, and Panamanian jurisprudence,
confirmed that the above-listed obligations are integrated into the JSG. 71
Moreover, the Panamanian Supreme Court clearly recognized in the Markela case that, even in case of a
unilateral contract (a fianza for example), the guarantor can bring a claim against the creditor if an
imperative norm, such as the duty of good faith is breached by the creditor. 72 In this context, the Court in
the Markela case held that liability arose for the creditor (a bank) in a unilateral contract (a mortgage
contract) under Arts. 986 and 1109 of the Civil Code for the harm caused by the creditor due to its
wrongfully requiring performance (payment of mortgage before due date) by the guarantor. As
demonstrated above, almost an identical situation exists in the present case, as ACP failed to make timely
and fair determinations on GUPC S.A.’s entitlements and instead wrongfully compelled Claimants 2-4, as
primary obligors of GUPC S.A.’s performance, to provide funding under the JSG. 73 Therefore, the
Markela case leaves no doubt that even if the JSG were to be considered a unilateral contract, which it is
not, Claimants 2-4 have the right to bring their claims against ACP for ACP’s wrongful demands from
Claimants 2-4 under the JSG. 74
Both Justice Troyano and Dr Hoyos confirmed that the principles expressed by the Panamanian Supreme
Court in Markela apply to the relationship between ACP and Claimants 2-4. As Dr Hoyos observed, the
significance of this case is that even in the case of a unilateral contract, the creditor owes duties, such as the
duty of good faith, to the guarantor and breach of those duties may give rise and compensation. 75 Dr Hoyos
further explained that “[i]n this regard, the Supreme Court of Panama confirmed that all parties to such
contracts are obliged to comply with their legal duties, and the creditor (here ACP) cannot exercise its
rights in violation of law, or in an abusive manner. If it does, ACP will be liable for damages.” 76 Similarly,
Justice Troyano observed that:
69

72

See {R-P-0002/146}, ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 146 [pp. 146-147]; see also {SOD/900}, p. 900 [Ch. XI, pp.
16-17], ¶¶ 7.8-7.9, {Rejoinder/804}, p. 804 [Ch. IX, pp. 20-22], ¶¶ 5.5-5-12.
Arts. 30 and 1109 of the Civil Code make it clear that the principle of integration applies to Panamanian law contracts
such that, when parties enter into such a contract, the contract incorporates all Panamanian legal provisions and the
principle of good faith. Art. 30 of the Civil Code expressly provides that “[i]n every contract, the laws in force at the
time of its execution are deemed to be incorporated.” Art. 1109, moreover, provides that contracts under Panamanian
law require compliance not only with their express provisions, but also with “all consequences that, according to their
nature, are in accordance with good faith, the uses, and the law.” {C-LA-0001/1}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 1 [p. 1],
Art. 30; {SOD/668}, p. 668 [Ch. XI, p. 627], ¶ 2204; {SOR/1047}, p. 1047 [Ch. X, p. 15], ¶ 50; {C-EX-6/18}, Hoyos
IV, p. 18 [p. 15], ¶ 52; {C-EX-19/66}, Hoyos V, p. 66 [p. 64], ¶ 133 {C-EX-28/34}, Troyano I, p. 34 [p. 34], ¶ 154.
{C-P-0004/17}, Troyano Pres., p. 17 [pp. 17-18, 28].
{R-LA-0041/17}, Decision of the Supreme Court, dated 24 May 1995, p. 17 [pp. 17-18]; {C-LA-0012}, Markela
Rogers v. Banco General, Ruling of the Superior Tribunal, dated 25 Mar 2003; {Day1/185:12}, [185:12-14] (GUPC’s
Opening on the Law). At the Hearing, ACP attempted to distinguish the Markela case, by arguing that “contrary to the
case of the ACP and the Guarantors [Claimants 2-4] . . . the bank had acquired an obligation using its freedom to
contract and thus was not found responsible by virtue of the unilateral mortgage contract.” See {R-P-0002/147},
ACP’s Panamanian Law Opening, p. 147 [Slide 147]. ACP’s argument does not make any sense and lacks merit. ACP
appears to argue that, by granting an extension of the fianza (mortrage) contract, the bank in Markela obtained an
obligation towards the guarantor. Here, even more so than the bank, ACP had several obligations, including certifying
and determining promptly and fairly the Contractor entitlements, and not making Claimants 2-4’s obligations more
onerous, but failed to comply with them. ACP’s attempt to distinguish the Markela case, in fact, supports Claimants’
position that, even under a unilateral contract, the creditor may have obligations arising from outside the text of the
contract, such as by virtue of its actions and mandatory provisions of Panamanian law including the duty of good faith.

73

See Section B above; see also {SOD/669}, p. 669 [Ch. XI, p. 628], ¶ 2206; {SOR/1049}, p. 1049, [Ch. X, p. 17], ¶¶ 59-60.

74

{SOD/668}, p. 668, [Ch. XI, pp. 627-628], ¶¶ 2204, 2206; {SOR/1049}, p. 1049 [Ch. X, p. 17], ¶¶ 59-60; {C-EX6/81}, Hoyos IV, p. 81 [p. 78], ¶ 255; {C-EX-19/67}, Hoyos V, p. 67 [pp. 65-66], ¶¶ 344-345, {C-EX-28/35},
Troyano I, p. 35 [p. 35], ¶ 159; see also {Day1/185:12}, [185:15-22] (GUPC’s Opening on the Law).
{C-EX-19/68}, Hoyos V, p. 68 [p. 66], ¶ 345; see also {SOD/668}, p. 668, [Ch. XI, pp. 627-628], ¶¶ 2204, 2206;
{SOR/1049}, p. 1049 [Ch. X, p. 17], ¶¶ 59-60; {C-EX-28/35}, Troyano I, p. 35 [p. 35], ¶ 159.
{C-EX-6/47}, Hoyos IV, p. 47 [p. 45], ¶ 255; see also {SOD/668}, p. 668 [Ch. XI, p. 627], ¶ 2204; {SOR/1049}, p.
1049 [Ch. X, p. 17], ¶¶ 59-60; {C-EX-28/35}, Troyano I, p. 35 [p. 35], ¶ 159.

70

71

75

76
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“By operation of the aforementioned provisions of Panamanian law, a guarantee
agreement carries with it certain duties, the performance of which is mandatory not just
for the guarantor and the obligor, but also for the obligee. Therefore, if the oblige fails
to fulfill such duties, such non-fulfillment would give rise to the guarantor’s right to file
an action against the obligee.”77
Thus, ACP’s depictions of the relationships established by the JSG and its contention that it does not owe
any duties to Claimants 2-4, are not only inconsistent with its own demands of Claimants 2-4 but also
contradicted by Panamanian law. If ACP breaches its obligations under Panamanian law and fails to pay
GUPC S.A. causing Claimants 2-4 to pay, the consequence is that ACP is responsible under Panamanian
law for the damage it caused Claimants 2-4. Furthermore, ACP’s assertion that Claimants 2-4 cannot bring
claims under the JSG is also inconsistent with its position in this arbitration. ACP withdrew its
jurisdictional objections and conceded that Claimants 2-4 can, in fact, assert claims against ACP under the
JSG.78
E.

ACP WRONGFULLY COMPELLED PAYMENT BY CLAIMANTS 2-4 IN VIOLATION OF ARTS. 90, 130,
133(6), 133(7), 133(12), AND 134(1) OF ACP’S REGULATION AND ARTS. 986 AND 1109 OF THE
CIVIL CODE, AND CAUSED CLAIMANTS 2-4 TO SUFFER LOST OPPORTUNITY COSTS

As detailed in Chapter II above, ACP breached its obligations under the Contract and Panamanian law by
systematically denying GUPC S.A.’s entitlements pursuant to its internal policy. 79 In its “Program
Management Plan” dated March 2010, ACP expressly indicated that one of the “measures of success” for
the Panama Canal Expansion Program required that “100 percent of claims are decided in favor of the
ACP.” 80 ACP implemented and pursued this policy in an attempt to avoid political scrutiny and
consequences from the Panamanian government and its people. 81 By denying Contractor Entitlements,
ACP sought to insulate itself from additional costs and to force GUPC S.A. – and ultimately Claimants 2-4
as primary obligors under the JSG – to bear the entire financial burden of events and Variations that were
ACP’s responsibility. Indeed, ACP’s blanket denial of GUPC S.A.’s entitlements in furtherance of its
policy, and in breach of SC 3.5, resulted in a financial ripple effect, to the detriment of Claimants 2-4,
which is detailed below. By failing to timely determine and pay the Contractor entitlements and
wrongfully demanding Claimants 2-4’s performance, ACP violated its duties towards Claimants 2-4,
including the duties that arise under Arts. 90, 130, 133(6), 133(7), 133(12), and 134(1) of ACP’s
Regulation, and Arts. 986 and 1109 of the Civil Code of Panama. 82

77

78

79
80
81

82

{C-EX-28/35}, Troyano I, p. 35 [p. 35], ¶ 159; see also {SOD/668}, p. 668 [Ch. XI, p. 627], ¶ 2204; {SOR/1049}, p.
1049 [Ch. X, p. 17], ¶¶ 59-60.
{B.3/35/7}, Respondent's Post-Hearing Brief on Jurisdiction and Standing, p. 7 [pp. 5, 8], ¶¶ 17, 26 (“The ACP
accepts that the JSG is governed by Panamanian law, and that the Tribunal can hear claims asserted under the JSG’s
arbitration clause which allege breaches of Panamanian law ‘arising out of, under or in connection with [the]
Guarantee or the subject matter of [the] Guarantee’ pursuant to Sub-Clause 9.2. . . . [T]he Parties differ significantly as
to their interpretation of the applicable rights and obligations arising under Panamanian law”); see also {R-0002},
Partial Award on Jurisdiction and Standing, dated 22 May 2017 p. 51 [pp. 51, 64], ¶¶ 318, 390.
{C-0416/28}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, p. 28 [pp. 1-15].
{C-0416/28}, ACP’s Program Management Plan, dated March 2010, p. 28 [pp. 1-15].
{R-WS-4A/2}, Pulice II, p. 2 [pp. 2-4], ¶¶ 5-13; see also {C-P-0024/47}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 47 [p.
47] (“ACP ‘is accountable to the National Assembly, the Executive Branch and the General Comptroller of the
Republic and must submit ‘every three months, public reports on the status of the contracting and the progress of the
works’ of the [Project]. . . . [T]he President of the Board of Directors of the ACP (who is also the Ministry of the Canal
Affairs) and the Administrator of the ACP ‘must attend personally the plenary session of the Legislative Branch, once
every six months, or when required by the National Assembly.’”) See also {C-0966/1}, ACP Press Release, dated 17
Jul 2006, p. 1 [p. 1]; {C-0967/1}, ACP Press Release, dated 22 Oct 2006, p. 1 [p. 1].
{C-LA-0021/37}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 37 [pp. 37, 45-48], Arts. 90, 130, 133(6), 133(7),
133(120, 134; {C-LA-0001/2}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 2 [pp. 2-3], Arts. 986, 1109; {C-LA-0145}, Law 22 of 27
June 2006; {C-EX-6/12}, Hoyos IV, p. 12 [pp. 9-14, 49-54], ¶¶ 32(d), 36-38, 41-49, 159-178; {C-P-0024/68},
GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 68 [Slide 67].
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As a result of ACP’s blanket rejection of all of GUPC S.A.’s entitlements, GUPC S.A. was forced to refer
all claims to the DAB, and thereby, incurred additional delays and expenses, all while Claimants 2-4 were
wrongfully forced to provide funding for the additional costs.83 If ACP had promptly and fairly determined
GUPC S.A.’s claims through the Employer’s Representative, then the majority of claims would not have
been referred to the DAB, or otherwise to ICC arbitration.84 Nor would Claimants 2-4 have suffered
detrimental financial ripple effects of providing substantial unexpected funding, year after year, to complete
the Works.
First, pursuant to Art. 133(6) of ACP’s Regulation, ACP is obliged to proceed in a manner, which does not
make the Contractor´s obligations more onerous. 85 As Claimants have explained, ACP breached Art.
133(6) of its Regulation when it did not promptly and fairly determine Contractor entitlements pursuant to
SC 3.5, and thereby set into motion a financial ripple effect by wrongfully compelling Claimants 2-4 to
shoulder the additional costs. 86
As Dr Hoyos has observed, “Article 133(6) of the Regulation mandates ACP to avoid actions that directly
or indirectly would make the obligations of Claimants two through four more onerous. . . . If ACP failed to
correct the misleading information, or to make fair determinations pursuant to Sub-Clause 3.5 of the
Conditions of the Contract and the Regulation, it would place an undue burden on the Contractor and
Claimants two through four’s obligations under the Contract and the JSG, respectively.” 87 In addition, Dr
Hoyos has observed that “whenever ACP fails to correct or mitigate any additional burdens or costs
imposed on the Contractor, it is simultaneously imposing the financial burden on Claimants 2-[4] under the
JSG and making their obligations more onerous in breach of Article 133(6) of ACP’s Regulation. This
single event thus caused separate harm to GUPC S.A. under the Contract and to Claimants 2-[4] under the
JSG because in order to perform, the additional costs caused by ACP’s wrongful acts had to be funded.
Otherwise, GUPC S.A. would have defaulted.” 88
Similarly, Justice Troyano has observed that “[t]his obligation entails a duty of good faith, loyalty, and
cooperation. In addition, it is a conduct-related obligation that binds the ACP requiring that it refrain from
acting in any manner that would make the contractor’s obligations more burdensome. . . . ACP has
breached Article 133(6) of ACP’s Regulation, which as noted above, also constitutes a breach of the JSG,
for which Claimants 2-3 are entitled to independent damages.” 89
Second, Art. 1109 of the Civil Code requires ACP to comply and honor the Parties’ agreement in
accordance with the mandatory duty of good faith. 90 This further is confirmed by Art. 133(12) of ACP’s
Regulation, which requires ACP to “[n]ot act with devious or abusive use of power, nor carry out improper
practices.”91 As Dr Hoyos has explained, Art. 1109 of the Civil Code “imposes a duty to collaborate
between the contracting parties.” 92 In this regard, Dr Hoyos observed that, under Art. 1109, ACP would be
83

84
85

86

{C-WS-39/7}, Möder VI, p. 7 [pp. 6-7], ¶¶ 24-29; {R-0702}, Letter from the Contractor to the ACP (GUPC-IAE2210), dated 16 Oct 2013; {C-1782}, Letter GUPC-IAE-2248 from GUPC to ACP, dated 8 Nov 2013; see, e.g., {R0049}, Contractor's SOC in Referral No. 11, dated 30 Sep 2013.
See Chapters II, IV above.
{C-LA-0021/46}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 46 [p. 46], Art. 133(6) (providing that “[t]he
following shall be the responsibilities of the Authority: (6) Proceed in a timely manner, so that the actions attributable
to the Authority do not create a burden for the contractor in complying with the contract; correct in the least possible
time any disruptions that my occur, and agree on the pertinent mechanisms and procedures to prevent or to
immediately and accurately solve any differences or disputes that may arise, in accordance with the contract.”).
{SOC/673}, p. 673 [Ch. IX, pp. 632-633], ¶¶ 2220-2223; {SOR/1054}, p. 1054 [Ch. X, pp. 22-23], ¶¶ 76-81.

87

{C-EX-2/9}, Hoyos II, p. 9 [p. 9], ¶¶ 22-23; {C-P-0003/17}, Hoyos Presentation on Panamanian Law, p. 17 [Slides 17-19].

88

{SOR/1054}, p. 1054 [Ch. X, pp. 22-23], ¶¶ 76-81; {C-P-0024/70}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 70 [Slides 6970]; see also {C-EX-19/70}, Hoyos V, p. 70 [p. 68], ¶ 362; {C-P-0003/17}, Hoyos Pres., p. 17 [Slides 17-19].
{C-EX-28/39}, Troyano I, p. 39 [p. 39], ¶¶ 172-173.

89
90

{C-LA-0001/3}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 3 [p. 3], Art. 1109 (“The contracts are perfected by the mere consent, and from
then on bind, not only to the compliance of their express provisions, but also to all consequences that, according to their
nature, are in accordance with good faith, the uses and the law”).

91

{C-LA-0021/47}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 47 [p. 47], Art. 133(12).
{C-EX-6/83}, Hoyos IV, p. 83 [p. 80], ¶ 258; see also {SOD/669}, p. 669 [Ch. IX, p.628], ¶¶ 2206-2207;
{SOR/1047}, p. 1047 [Ch. X, pp. 15, 17], ¶¶ 50-59.
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“liable for failing to collaborate with Claimants 2-4, and instead improperly demanding and requiring their
performance through the JSG.” 93
With respect to ACP’s duty of good faith under Art. 1109, Justice Troyano further explained at the Hearing
that ACP must comply with the duty of good faith in all its contractual dealings and that a breach of that
duty is a separate breach from a contractual breach:
“[PRESIDENT] . . . [I]s my understanding correct that when you have an
administrative contract under the law of Panama you may apply principles of civil
law . . . such as the duty of good faith?
[JUSTICE TROYANO] Correct. That is so.
Q. . . . does the principle of good faith, in an administrative contract in Panama, applies
to both Parties?
A. Of course, both parties.” 94
ACP’s legal expert, Prof. Del Moral also accepted at the Hearing that a violation of good faith by ACP
would be a breach of the contract at issue, here the JSG. 95 As Claimants demonstrated, during both the
tender and contractual phases, ACP breached its duty to act in good faith in its dealings with Claimants 2-4
in violation of Art. 1109. 96 In particular, ACP failed to properly collaborate and timely make correct
determinations of the Contractor’s claims, causing Claimants 2-4 to pay for entitlements for which ACP
should have paid. Instead, ACP wrongfully demanded a constant influx of capital and other resources from
Claimants 2-4, in violation of its duty of good faith under Art. 1109 of the good faith. 97
Third, Art. 130 of ACP´s Regulation requires ACP to ensure that the tender information is non-ambiguous,
non-confusing, accurate, and complete information regarding the conditions of the Project site.98 Art. 130
further requires ACP to collaborate with contractors in the performance of its projects.99 As Dr Hoyos has
explained, “ACP has the legal obligation to collaborate with Claimants, to act in accordance with the
principles of transparency and economy, and to protect the rights and interest of the Contractor . . . not only
during the tender process but also during the performance of the Contract and the JSG.” 100 As Claimants
have demonstrated, ACP breached its obligation under Art. 130 when it provided incorrect information to
Claimants 2-4 during the tender period. 101 Furthermore, pursuant to Art. 90 of its Regulation, ACP is
required to interpret its contracts and deal with contractors in accordance with the principle of equity. 102
ACP breached its obligation under Art. 90 by shifting onto Claimants 2-4 onerous financial obligations. In
93

94

95

96

{C-EX-6/83}, Hoyos IV, p. 83 [p. 80], ¶ 258; see also {SOC/669}, p. 669 [Ch. IX, p. 628], ¶¶ 2206-2207;
{SOR/1047}, p. 1047 [Ch. X, pp. 15, 17], ¶¶ 50-59.
{Day2/180:11}, [180:11-20] (Troyano Tribunal Questions); see also {SOC/669}, p. 669 [Ch. IX, pp. 628-629], ¶¶
2206-2210; {SOR/1049}, p. 1049 [Ch. X, p. 17] ¶¶ 59-61; {C-EX-28/34}, Troyano I, p. 34 [pp. 34-35], ¶¶ 155-157.
“[PROFESSOR DEL MORAL] . . . We accept that good faith is one of the principles that is important in -- in
contractual relation[s]. . . . [PRESIDENT] . . . The question was whether if there is a breach of good faith is it a
contractual breach? . . . A. . . . We have to see the circumstances of the case . . . if any particular case the violation of
good faith would be a breach of the contract.” {Day2/274:24}, [274:24-275:19] (Del Moral Tribunal Questions)
{SOC/669}, p. 669 [Ch. IX, pp. 628-629], ¶¶ 2208-2210; {SOR/1049}, p. 1049 [Ch. X, pp. 17-19], ¶¶ 59-63.

97

{SOC/669}, p. 669 [Ch, IX, 628-629], ¶¶2206-2210; {SOR/1048}, p. 1048 [Ch. X, pp. 16-19], ¶¶55-65; {C-EX-6/83}, Hoyos
IV, p. 83 [p. 80], ¶258; {C-EX-2/7}, Hoyos II, p. 7 [p. 7], ¶ 15(b); {C-EX-6/24}, Hoyos IV, p. 24 [pp. 21-22, 31], ¶¶ 75, 109.

98

{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45 [p. 45], Art. 130 (providing that “[a]ll actions
taken by those persons who participate in the procurement shall be based upon principles of transparency, economy
and responsibility, in accordance with the rules that govern administrative functions, as well as the rules of ethics and
conduct that apply to the Authority, the rules of contract interpretation, and those general principles of law and specific
provisions contained in administrative regulations.); {SOD/670}, p. 670 [Ch. IX, pp. 629-630] ¶¶ 2211-2212;
{SOR/1051}, p. 1051 [Ch. X, pp. 19-21]¶¶ 66-75.
{C-LA-0021/45}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 45 [p. 45] Art. 130; see also {SOD/670}, p. 670
[Ch. IX, pp. 629-630], ¶ 2211-2212; {SOR/1051}, p. 1051 [Ch. X, pp. 19-20], ¶ 66.
{C-EX-2/9}, Hoyos II, p. 9 [pp. 9-10], ¶ 24-25; see also {SOD/670}, p. 670 [Ch. IX, pp. 629-630], ¶¶ 2211-2212;
{SOR/1051}, p. 1051 [Ch. X, pp. 19-21], ¶¶ 66-75.
{SOC/670}, p. 670 [Ch. IX, pp. 629-630], ¶¶ 2211-2212; {SOR/1051}, p. 1051 [Ch. X, pp. 19-21], ¶¶ 66-75.
{C-LA-0021/37}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 37 [p. 37], Art. 90.
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this regard, Dr Hoyos observed that Art. 90 “requir[es] ACP to act with equity in its dealings with the
contractors” and that “ACP may [therefore] not derogate its obligation to make Claimants 2-[4]’s
obligations more onerous.” 103
Fourth, Art. 134(1) of ACP’s Regulation expressly grants GUPC S.A. the right to “[t]imely receive
payments due.” 104 This obligation also is confirmed by Art. 133(7) of ACP’s Regulation, which requires
ACP to “[m]ake timely payments as provided in the contract and acknowledge and pay interests in case of
delays attributable to the Authority.”105 As demonstrated above, ACP had full knowledge of the additional
costs incurred by GUPC S.A. and GUPC S.A.’s costly and time-consuming resolutions for those issues.
Art. 134(1) thus placed a derivative duty on ACP to determine promptly and fairly GUPC S.A.’s
entitlements for those additional costs. When ACP breached Art. 134(1), including SC 3.5, by refusing to
timely compensate GUPC S.A. at the Employer’s Representative level, ACP set in motion a financial
ripple effect to the detriment of Claimants 2-4. Further, ACP once again agreed in paragraph 9 of the MoU
(that later became Art. 20.10 of the Conditions of Contract) to in good faith and expeditiously pursue the
claims so that “all disputes referred to ICC arbitration pursuant to Sub-Clause 20.6 [Arbitration] of the
Contract shall be the subject of final award by no later than October 31, 2018.” 106 ACP however, failed to
honor this commitment.
Finally, ACP’s attempt to waive its responsibilities under the JSG pursuant to SC 5(c) must be rejected. 107
As Claimants have demonstrated, and as fully explained above, under Panamanian law, ACP’s mandatory
statutory or regulatory duties, including to act in good faith, cannot be limited, or waived, by contractual
provision. 108 Dr Hoyos has confirmed this, explaining that “under Panamanian law, Sub-Clause 5(c) is not
enforceable if such waiver entails an exclusion or limitation of liability with respect to ACP’s statutory
duties, as that would be contrary to public policy. Furthermore, limitation of liability clauses are
unenforceable if they violate the duty of good faith.” 109
Claimants have demonstrated that ACP’s conduct during the tender process not only violated Art. 1109 of
the Civil Code and Art. 130 of its Regulation, but also constitutes gross negligence. 110 The Supreme Court
of Panama has confirmed that a violation of the norm is deemed intentional and as such, constitutes gross
negligence.111 Hence, ACP’s reliance on SC 5(c) to attempt to escape its statutory duties, including its
duties under Arts. 1106 and 1109 of the Civil Code and Art. 130 of its Regulation, should be dismissed as
such a waiver would be against public policy. 112 Moreover, as confirmed by Dr Hoyos, anticipatory waiver
operates as a rebuttable presumption of fact, and not a renunciation of rights, and thus it does not prevent
Claimants 2-4 from seeking damages. 113
Thus, ACP has breached its obligations under Panamanian law (including its own Regulation), which as
explained above, are integrated into the JSG and therefore apply to Claimants 2-4 pursuant to the JSG.

103
104
105
106

107
108

109

110

111
112

113

{C-EX-19/70}, Hoyos V, p. 70 [p. 68-69], ¶ 363.
{C-LA-0021/47}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 47 [p. 47], Art. 134(1).
{C-LA-0021/47}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 47 [p. 47], Art. 133(7).
{C-0005/15}, Memorandum of Understanding, dated 13 Mar 2014 p. 15 [p. 15]; {C-0013/110}, RFP Amendment 16,
Conditions of Contract, dated 16 Sep 2008, p. 110 [pp. 98-99], SC 20.10.
{SOD/900}, p. 900 [Ch. XI, pp. 16-19], ¶¶ 7.8-7.22; {Rejoinder/815}, p. 815 [Ch. IX, pp. 31-34], ¶¶ 5.55-5.66.
{C-EX-6/89}, Hoyos IV, p. 89 [p. 86], ¶¶ 275-276; {C-EX-19/35}, Hoyos V, p. 35 [pp. 33, 35, 69-70], ¶¶ 180, 192,
364-371; {C-LA-0175/1}, Decision by the Plenary Session of the Supreme Court of Justice of Panama, dated 7 Oct
2005, p. 1 [p. 1-2]; see also {C-LA-0021/47}, ACP’s Acquisition Regulation, dated May 2011, p. 47 [p. 47-48].
{C-EX-19/71}, Hoyos V, p. 71 [p. 69], ¶ 364; {SOD/674}, p. 674 [Ch. IX, pp. 633-634], ¶¶ 2224-2227; {SOR/1058},
p. 1058 [Ch. X, pp. 26-27], ¶¶ 91-99; {C-P-0024/79}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 79 [Slides 78-79].
{SOC/674} p. 674 [Ch. IX, pp. 633-634], ¶¶ 2224-2227; {SOR/1059}, p. 1059 [Ch. X, pp. 27], ¶ 97; {C-EX-19/71},
Hoyos V, p. 71 [p. 69], ¶ 365.
{C-LA-0228}, Law 28 of 2006; see above Chapter II.
{SOC/674} p. 674 [Ch. IX, pp. 633-634], ¶¶ 2224-2227; {SOR/1059}, p. 1059 [Ch. X, pp. 27], ¶ 97; {C-EX-6/89},
Hoyos IV, p. 89 [p. 86] ¶¶ 275; {C-EX-19/71}, Hoyos V, p. 71 [p. 69], ¶ 365.
{C-EX-19/38}, Hoyos V, p. 38 [p. 36], ¶ 197.
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F.

CLAIMANTS 2-4 ARE ENTITLED TO RECOVER THEIR LOST OPPORTUNITY COSTS

By wrongfully compelling Claimants 2-4 to fund the additional costs for a protracted period of time due to
ACP’s failure to promptly and fairly determine the Contractor’s claims, ACP has deprived (and continues
to deprive) Claimants 2-4 of the use of their funds in other business opportunities, which has caused them
to suffer lost opportunity costs.114 As detailed below, under Panamanian law, Claimants 2-4 are entitled to
compensation for their losses, and the Tribunal has discretion to determine the amount of compensation
based on the evidence presented by the Parties.115 Claimants 2-4 have provided overwhelming evidence
demonstrating the causal nexus between ACP’s wrongdoing and their lost opportunity costs, fully
satisfying the requisite standard of proof under Panamanian law. Claimants’ independent experts, Prof.
Coates and Mr Hart, both confirmed that Return on Investment (“ROI”), as calculated based on the
contemporaneous and audited financial records, provides a reliable, non-speculative, and conservative
measure of Claimants 2-4’s losses, upon which the Tribunal must award compensation. 116
Under Panamanian law, Claimants 2-4 are entitled to recover their lost opportunity costs
(a) The principle of full compensation under Panamanian law requires compensation of
lost opportunity costs
It is undisputed between the Parties that Panamanian law requires full compensation (restitutio in integrum)
of all losses incurred by one party due to other party’s wrongdoing, and this includes loss of opportunity. 117
Several authoritative decisions from the Panamanian Supreme Court, as well as the legal experts in this
arbitration (including ACP’s expert Prof. Del Moral), all acknowledged that loss of opportunity is a
recognized type of damage that needs to be compensated pursuant to the principle of full compensation
enshrined in Arts. 986 and 991 of the Panamanian Civil Code. 118
In this regard, the Panamanian Supreme Court has consistently recognized, including in the Insight
Advertising, Samba Bonita and Aseguradora Mundial cases, that the principle of full compensation
includes compensation for the loss of opportunity. 119 In particular, the Court in Samba Bonita held that
“loss of an opportunity constitutes certain harm that gives way to compensation” in cases where “the victim
lost the opportunity to carry out legal business that in normal course would have been fruitful.” 120
Furthermore, as explained by Justice Troyano, the Court in Aseguradora Mundial recognized that loss of
opportunity should be compensated “as the damage resulting from not being able to continue to profit from
a lawful arrangement which, in the ordinary course of events, would have been productive and yielded
profits.”121 Claimants 2-4’s claim is undeniably analogous to the claims in these cases: Claimants 2-4 are
114

115
116

117

118

119

See {SOR/1059}, p. 1059 [Ch. X, pp. 27-50], Section III;{C-P-0024/84}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 84
[Slides 83-109]; see also {C-WS-24/6}, Möder V, p. 6 [pp. 6-7], ¶ 13; {C-WS-23/5}, Loureda II, p. 5 [p. 5], ¶ 11;
{C-WS-39/7}, Möder VI, p. 7 [p. 6] ¶ 23; {C-WS-42/4}, Romiti I, p. 4 [pp. 3-4], ¶¶ 11-17; {C-WS-37/6}, Loureda
III, p. 6 [p. 5], ¶ 22; {C-EX-18/18}, Hart IV, p. 18 [pp. 12-14], ¶¶ 29-32; {C-EX-15/5}, Coates II p. 5 [p. 3]; see also
{C-EX-13/12}, Hart III, p. 12 [pp. 8, 39-42, 44] Table 2.1, Table 4.5, Table 4.6, Table 4.7, Table 5.1 p. 95, Appendix
K, p. 99, Appendix L, p. 103, Appendix M; {C-EX-12/7}, Coates I, p. 7 [pp. 7-8], ¶¶ 20-22.
See {C-EX-19/72}, Hoyos V, p. 72 [p. 70], ¶ 373; {C-EX-28/46}, Troyano I, p. 46 [pp. 46-47], ¶¶ 200-203.
{C-EX-13/12}, Hart III, p. 12 [pp. 8, 25, 44], ¶ 54, Tables 2.1, 5.1; {C-EX-18/13}, Hart IV, p. 13 [pp. 7, 14, 47-48],
¶¶ 22, 32, 99-101; {C-EX-15/5}, Coates II, p. 5 [p. 3].
{C-EX-6/84}, Hoyos IV, p. 84 [pp. 81-82], ¶¶ 262-264; {C-EX-28/44}, Troyano I, p. 44 [pp. 44, 46-47], ¶¶ 197, 202203; {C-LA-0261}, Ruling of the Panamanian Supreme Court, dated 19 Mar 2014; see also {SOC/675}, p. 675 [Ch.
IX, pp. 634-635], ¶¶ 2228-2231; {SOR/1062} p. 1062-1064 [Ch. X, pp. 30-32], ¶¶ 106-109.
Arts. 986 and 991 of the Civil Code provide that full compensation includes “both direct damages (dano emergente)
and foregone profits (lucro cesante) suffered by the aggrieved party.” {C-LA-0001/4}, Civil Code of Panama, pp. 4-5,
Arts. 986, 991; see also {C-P-0024/88}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 88 [Slide 87].
{C-LA-0261/9}, Ruling of the Panamanian Supreme Court, dated 19 Mar 2014, p. 9 [p. 9] (finding that “[i]t should be
noted that any kind of contractual non-performance . . . necessarily means the payment of compensation for the
damage caused and any profits not earned.”); see also {C-LA-0282}; {C-LA-0281}; {C-LA-0263}; {C-LA-0285}; {CEX-28/43}, Troyano I, p. 43 [p. 43], ¶ 190.

120

{C-LA-0263}, Decision of the Supreme Court of Panama (Civil Chamber) dated 27 Mar. 2015 (Samba Bonita); see also {CEX-28/44}, Troyano I, p. 44 [pp. 44-45], ¶¶ 197-198; {C-EX-19/72}, Hoyos V, p. 72 [pp. 70-71], ¶¶ 373, 382 {C-EX-6/85},
Hoyos IV, p. 85 [pp. 82-83], ¶¶ 266, 269; {C-P-0024/89}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 89 [Slide 88].

121

{C-EX-28/44}, Troyano I, p. 44 [pp. 44-45], ¶ 197 (emphasis removed).
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seeking to recover the losses they suffered from not being able to generate the returns they would have
generated in the ordinary course of business, had ACP not wrongfully compelled them to provide
substantial funding to the Project.
(b) Standard of proof for lost opportunity costs under Panamanian law
The applicable standard of proof under Panamanian law to establish contract damages, including lost
opportunity costs, is to a reasonable degree of certainty. 122 As Dr Hoyos explains, “Panamanian
jurisprudence acknowledges that in the case of the existence of a lost opportunity, the damage always is
‘certain’ (daño cierto)” 123 and “Panamanian courts assess the monetary value (quantum) of the
compensation on the basis of the evidence presented, and the nature of the breach of a contractual
obligation.” 124 Thus, as Dr Hoyos confirms once the liability is established, and if the aggrieved party had
opportunities that could have been impacted by the wrongful act of the other party, “it is certain that the
loss of such opportunities has a cost and results in damage to the aggrieved party that warrant
compensation.” 125
In measuring the extent of a loss of opportunity claim, Panamanian courts have routinely relied upon the
affected party’s financial records, as well as returns on commercial activity. In this context, the
Panamanian Supreme Court has held that financial records to determine the amount of compensation
included: “returns on its commercial activity, the company’s liabilities and equity, and the average monthly
interests rates in the industry, among others.” 126 In Aseguradora Mundial case, for example, the Court
expressly recognized that the defendant prevented the plaintiff from increasing its investments, and thus,
from generating profits, by withholding payments due to the plaintiff.127 In calculating the extent of the
opportunities lost, the Court used an expert report supporting the amount of future earnings as per the usual
returns of the companies in the construction industry. 128 As detailed below, Claimants 2-4 use similar
financial records to support and quantify their claims. 129
ACP wrongfully compelled Claimants 2-4 to provide USD 357.8 million for the additional
costs related to the claims in this arbitration, and caused Claimants 2-4 to suffer lost
opportunity costs as a consequence
As demonstrated above, ACP breached the Contract, the JSG, and Panamanian law by systematically
rejecting Contractor entitlements, and wrongfully shifted the financial burden of the Project onto
Claimants. As a result, since the Project’s Taking-Over in June 2016, Claimants have been left with over
USD 5 billion in unresolved claims pending against ACP.
Because ACP has systematically rejected these claims and failed to pay for the Project’s additional costs,
Claimants 2-4 have had to provide substantial additional funding to the Project from 2011 to 2016, and
122
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{SOR/1074}, p. 1074 [pp. 42-46], ¶¶ 143-154. This is also consistent with U.S. law and principles of international
law. See {C-LA-0267/74}, Kantor, Valuation for Arbitration (2008), p. 74 [p. 74, n. 238] (explaining that lost profits
in contract cases must be proved with reasonable certainty, and doubts as to the certainty are generally resolved against
the party in breach.); {C-LA-0042/313}, UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, p. 313 [p.
269], Art. 7.4.3. Indeed, Prof Coates explained that there is no justification for the application of a higher burden of
proof to demonstrate lost opportunity costs, but nonetheless, Claimants 2-4 have “met any burden of proof, even a
higher one, based on reliable and consistent average historical ROI.” {C-EX-15}, Coates II.
{C-EX-19/72}, Hoyos V, p. 72 [p. 70], ¶ 373; see also {C-EX-6/85}, Hoyos IV, p. 85 [p. 82], ¶ 266.
{C-EX-19/73}, Hoyos V, p. 73 [p. 71], ¶ 382; see also {C-EX-6/86}, Hoyos IV, p. 86 [p. 83], ¶ 269.
{C-EX-6/85}, Hoyos IV, p. 85 [p. 82], ¶ 266; {C-EX-28/46}, Troyano I, p. 46 [p. 46], ¶ 200.
{C-LA-0281}, Decision of the Supreme Court of Justice (Art. 1) of 30 November 2010 (Aseguradora Mundial, S.A. v.
Ministry of the President’s Office); see also {C-EX-28/46}, Troyano I, p. 46 [p. 46], ¶ 200; see also {C-EX-19/73},
Hoyos V, p. 73 [p. 71], ¶ 382.
{C-EX-28/46}, Troyano I, p. 46 [p. 46], ¶ 201; see also {C-LA-0281}, Decision of the Supreme Court of Justice (Art.
1) of 30 November 2010 (Aseguradora Mundial, S.A. v. Ministry of the President’s Office).
{C-EX-28/46}, Troyano I, p. 46 [p. 46], ¶ 201; see also {C-LA-0281}, Decision of the Supreme Court of Justice (Art.
1) of 30 November 2010 (Aseguradora Mundial, S.A. v. Ministry of the President’s Office).
As Claimants have demonstrated, use of financial records to determine the amount of loss of opportunity claim is fully
consistent with the legal practice in other civil law jurisdictions, including in Colombia. See {C-EX-19/73}, Hoyos V,
p. 73 [p. 71], ¶ 383.
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even beyond (during the course of protracted DAB and arbitration proceedings). Messrs Möder, Romiti,
and Loureda confirm130 (as also demonstrated at the Hearing by Mr Hart 131) that Claimants 2-4 provided,
cumulatively, over USD 1.9 billion in cash contributions (including over USD 800 million in full payment
of the Advances back to ACP), and another USD 3.2 billion in financial security and guarantees. 132

In connection with the specific claims in this arbitration, Claimants 2-4 provided over USD 357.80 million
in direct funding to cover the additional costs relating to the underlying concrete aggregate production,
foundation conditions, concrete mix design, and on-Site laboratories claims. 133 This amount is in addition
to the letters of credit, counter-guarantees, and corporate guarantees, which Claimants 2-4 also had to
provide to secure ACP’s Advances, and ensure the completion of the Project. The cash provided, letters of
credit, counter-guarantees, and corporate guarantees significantly impaired Claimants 2-4’s use of capital,
which – as Prof Coates testified to at the Hearing – “reduce[d] the amount of capital available to support the
business’s ability to grow.” 134 As Prof Coates concluded, “[p]otential returns, lost by [c]laimants 2 through
4, due to covering the cost overruns for GUPC S.A. are examples of opportunity cost of capital.” 135
Although ACP’s expert, Mr MacGregor, has not raised any issue with the amount of cash Claimants 2-4
provided to the Project, and indeed he takes the USD 358 million figure as the basis of his own quantum
analysis, ACP’s counsel, for the first time at the Hearing, made vague statements claiming that ACP “has
more than funded these claims.” 136 This statement is wrong. The funding provided by Claimants 2-4 to
cover the additional costs, which forms the basis of their quantum claim in the present arbitration, excludes
any amount provided by ACP in Advances. 137 Mr Hart calculated Claimants 2-4’s funding based on the
amount of direct cash injections by Claimants 2-4, 138 and his calculation does not include any amount
provided by ACP. Indeed, the funding provided by ACP in Advance were never transferred to
130

131
132

133
134
135
136
137

138

See {C-WS-24/6}, Möder V, p. 6 [p. 6], ¶ 13; {C-WS-37/5}, Loureda III, p. 5 [p. 4], ¶ 18; {C-EX-12/7}, Coates I, p.
7 [p. 7], ¶¶ 20-22.
{C-EX-13/19}, Hart III, p. 19 [p. 15], Figure 3.3.
{C-P-0024/8}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 8 [Slide 7]; see also {C-WS-24/6}, Möder V, p. 6 [p. 6], ¶ 13; {CWS-37/4}, Loureda III, p. 4 [p. 3], ¶¶ 11-12; {C-EX-12/7}, Coates I, p. 7 [p. 7], ¶¶ 20-22.
See {C-EX-18/11}, Hart IV, p. 11 [pp. 5-12, 108], ¶¶ 14, 29-30, Table 4.1, Appendix H(u).
{C-P-0025/10}, Coates Pres., p. 10 [Slide 10]; {TR/20/29}, p. 29 [110:6-8] (Coates Direct).
{C-P-0025/10}, Coates Pres., p. 10 [Slide 10]; {TR/20/29}, p. 29 [110:11-13] (Coates Direct).
{Day20/84:21}, [84:21-22]; {R-P-0019/4}, ACP's Opening on ROI, p. 4 [Slides 4, 7].
Moreover, the cash provided by Claimants 2-4 which covered the additional costs in this specific arbitration is in
addition to additional cash, as well as letters of credit, counter-guarantees, and corporate guarantees which also were
provided by Claimants 2-4 to fund additional cost overruns suffered by Claimant 1, as well advance payments
provided by ACP only on the condition of such guarantees from Claimants 2-4, which are the subject of Claimants 2-4
claims in to pending arbitrations.
{C-0389}, Chart of Shareholder Contributions.
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Claimants 2-4’s accounts, but always were utilized by GUPC S.A. in performance of the Works (as
required by ACP). Thus, Claimants 2-4’s funding, and therefore their losses, would only have increased,
had ACP not provided the Advances.
Moreover, Claimants 2-4, at all times, fully secured the Advances provided by ACP – from the moment
those Advances were made until they were fully repaid by Claimants 2-4 – by letters of credit and
guarantees.139 As of March 2019, Claimants 2-4 have repaid, in full and including interest, all of the
Advances. Thus, while Claimants 2-4’s capital and financing abilities for other projects were further
impaired due to the security they provided for the Advances, their quantum claim is based solely on the
cash they (not ACP), have contributed to the Project in relation to the underlying claims in this arbitration.
(a) Claimants 2-4 suffered impairment of their capital due to ACP’s wrongdoing,
resulting in measurable and foreseeable harm
The Contract with GUPC S.A. as guaranteed by Claimants 2-4 (as GUPC’s Shareholders) through the JSG
created a unique structure for financing and performance of the Project. ACP knew the gravity of the
additional costs, but forced Claimants 2-4 to pay for its Project, in breach of its contractual and legal
obligations. As confirmed by Claimants’ witnesses, Messrs Möder, Romiti, Loureda, and Lievens, whom
ACP chose not to examine during the Hearing, Claimants 2-4 seek recovery based on the JSG140 for lost
opportunities arising from the forced protracted impairment of their capital. 141
As a direct result of ACP forcing Claimants 2-4 to contribute additional funds and resources, ROI is the
only appropriate quantification of the damages suffered. Interest alone does not account for the harm
caused by ACP’s wrongdoing. In particular, the Advance Payments arbitration revealed the genesis and
execution of ACP’s 100 percent denial strategy. During his testimony in the Advance Payments arbitration,
Mr Quijano admitted that ACP’s policy of denying GUPC S.A.’s entitlements was its “goal” in
administrating the Contract with GUPC S.A. 142 In pursuit of its goal, as Mr Quijano admitted ACP did not
even attempt to make fair determinations of GUPC S.A.’s entitlements because it “wish[ed] to see this as
being zero.” 143 Under cross-examination, Mr Quijano testified at the Advance Payments hearing:
“[MR VASQUEZ]: Well, did you—did your people make a fair determination in that
case at all?
[MR QUIJANO]: A fair determination? How can you make a fair determination when
they, after discussing with us, they didn’t even bring it down to a number that we could
satisfy and be able to sign?” 144
As Mr Möder confirmed during his direct examination at the Hearing:
“[MS LAMM]: In the Advance Payments Arbitration, when asked about the
determinations of GUPC’s claims, Mr Quijano testified: ‘How can you make a fair
determination when GUPC, after discussing with us, they didn’t even bring it down to a
number we could satisfy and be able to sign.’ Could you describe what, if any impact
this had on the shareholders[?]
[MR MÖDER]: “This is a tremendous impact . . . [this is] the way they implemented
their policy to give zero claim. First of all, this is not what is in our
contract. . . . [B]ecause the amount is big, does not leave the duty that they have to
make a fair determination. . . . The ER was not at all an independent person. . . . [E]very
139

140
141

142
143
144

{C-WS-31/5}, Desiati IV, p. 5 [p. 4], Appendix 1; see also {C-0389}, Chart of Shareholder Contributions; {C-P0024/7}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 7 [Slide 7].
{R-0015}, Joint and Several Guarantee in Respect of the Third Set of Locks Contract, dated 31 May 2010.
{C-WS-42/4}, Romiti I, p. 4 [pp. 3-4], ¶¶ 11-17; {C-WS-37/6}, Loureda III, p. 6 [p. 5], ¶¶ 22-24; see also
{Day20/108:24}, [108:24-25] (Coates Direct) (explaining that “direct out of pocket costs” are “distinct” from
opportunity costs suffered by Claimants 2-4.).
{C-1780/916}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 916 [916:16-19].
{C-1780/918}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 918 [918:3-13].
{C-1780/903}, AP Guarantees Hearing Transcripts (Combined), p. 903 [903:10-15]. (emphasis added)
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decision [that] was taken at this level, [was done] at the level of the administrator, by
Quijano. The ER had no power whatsoever. [Mr Quijano] said ‘my ER’, many
times. . . . [ACP] knew in advance, always, that there would have been a flat, blanket
denial of all the claims.” 145
As Mr Möder further confirmed, and detailed in his witness statements, ACP’s actions in the context of
GUPC S.A.’s claims are also consistent with its “systematic under-certification of works actually
performed” by the Contractor. 146 As a consequence, Mr Möder concluded that Claimants 2-4 “cannot be
simply compensated by [] interest.” 147 As detailed below, Claimants 2-4 should be compensated for their
lost opportunity costs arising directly from ACP’s willful and premeditated wrongdoing, for which the ROI
method is the appropriate measure.
In this arbitration, ACP asserted that Claimants 2-4 have not established a causal nexus between ACP’s
breaches, Claimants 2-4’s additional financing, and Claimants 2-4’s lost opportunity costs. 148 At the
Hearing, ACP and its expert Mr MacGregor argued that funding provided by Claimants 2-4 was
“immaterial” in comparison to their year-end cash balances. 149 ACP’s assertions, and specifically those of
Mr MacGregor, are meritless because Claimants 2-4 have established the causal nexus between ACP’s
wrongdoing and their losses based on overwhelming evidence.
• First, capital is a limited resource and has an opportunity cost that needs to be compensated, and as
such, the amount of affected capital is irrelevant. 150 As Prof. Coates explained, “even for wellestablished and well-resourced companies” such as Claimants 2-4, “capital has a cost and cannot be
obtained for free.” 151 Even if the amount funded by Claimants 2-4 (i.e., USD 358 million) were to
be considered “immaterial,” which it is not, it has caused harm that needs to be compensated. 152 But
for ACP’s actions, Claimants 2-4 would not have been forced to provide an additional USD 357.8
million to the Project. 153
• Second, Claimants 2-4 did not have unrestricted cash. 154 As Messrs Romiti and Loureda explained,
Claimants 2-4, just like any major construction company, do not set aside or maintain large
accounts of additional funds enough to bid on other significant projects.155 Indeed, Mr Hart’s
145
146

147
148
149

150
151

152
153

154

155

{Day20/94:16}, [94:16-99:14]; see also {C-WS-39/7}, Möder VI, p. 7 [p. 6], ¶ 26.
{Day20/92:6}, [92:6-8]; {C-WS-39/7}, Möder VI, p. 7 [p. 6], ¶ 25, Appendix 2; {C-WS-8/11}, Möder III, p. 11 [pp.
11-13], ¶ 30.
{Day20/99:8}, [99:8-14].
{SOD/912}, p. 912 [pp. 28-32], ¶¶ 9.1-9.14.
{R-P-0019/8}, ACP's Opening on ROI, p. 8 [Slides 8-9]; see also {R-P-0020/10}, MacGregor Pres., p. 10 [Slides 1012]; {SOD/919}, p. 919 [p. 35], ¶ 11.7.
{C-EX-12/5}, Coates I, p. 5 [p. 5], ¶¶ 11-12.
{C-EX-15/6}, Coates II, p. 6 [p. 4], ¶ 14; see also {C-EX-13/24}, Hart III, p. 24 [p. 20], ¶ 40 (explaining that
Claimants 2-4 are “well established construction companies” and there can be no question that Claimants 2-4 “could
use this capital and obtain further returns on abundant business opportunities available to them.”).
{C-EX-15/6}, Coates II, p. 6 [p. 4], ¶ 14.
ACP has asserted that Claimants’ argument that the Project was expected to be cash flow positive is false, and that the
Contract had a lump-sum, fixed price, and that allegedly is “fatal” to Claimants 2-4’s claims. See {R-P-0019/15},
ACP's Opening on ROI, p. 15 [Slide 15]. As explained above, ACP’s assertion is meritless. Claimants 2-4’s claims,
however, do not depend on a finding as to the cash flow structure of the Project. Claimants 2-4’s claims in this
arbitration arise from ACP’s breaches of its obligations under the JSG and Panamanian law by wrongfully compelling
Claimants 2-4 to pay for costs that should have been borne by ACP. See also {C-P-0024/103}, GUPC’s Opening on
Claims 2-4, p. 103 [Slide 103]; {C-WS-37/3}, Loureda III, p. 3 [p. 2], ¶ 8.
Nor could Claimants 2-4 have easily and infinitely borrowed funds to pursue other opportunities, contrary to ACP’s
allegations. As Prof Coates explained, “capital has a cost and cannot be obtained for free.” {C-EX-15/6}, Coates II,
p. 6 [p. 4], ¶ 14. As Mr Hart explains, at the time, Claimants 2-4 “would not have been desirable candidates to
lenders” and additional or refinanced debt would not have resolved the liquidity issues. {C-EX-18/57}, Hart IV, p. 57
[p. 51], ¶ 110.
{C-WS-42/4}, Romiti I, p. 4 [p. 3], ¶ 11; {C-WS-37/6}, Loureda III, p. 6 [p. 5-6], ¶¶ 23-24. Indeed, the negative
effects of the forced-funding of the additional costs, including impairment of Claimants 2-4’s capital and financial
resources, were recorded contemporaneously in the financial reports published by Claimants 2-4 (and which they rely
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analysis of the Shareholders’ liquidity shows that Claimants 2-4 suffered from “low liquidity”
during funding of the additional costs. 156
• Third, the amounts provided by Claimants 2-4 were not only substantial but also carried over from
year to year, compounding the negative impact and Claimants 2-4’s losses over time. As explained
above, in addition to the cash injections, Claimants 2-4 provided financial security, which further
impaired their capital and ability to pursue other business opportunities.157 Claimants 2-4 have not
yet recovered their contributions, and continue to bear the resulting financial burden. 158 Contrary to
Mr MacGregor’s presentation at the Hearing, 159 it is misleading to compare the amount funded by
Claimants 2-4 on a yearly basis against their cash reserves in a given year.
• Last, the funding provided was not immaterial.160 Both Mr Möder and Mr Romiti confirmed that the
funding provided to the Project “materially impacted Salini-Impregilo”161 and as a result, it
“suffered diminished available capital and incurred losses from not being able to utilize these funds
in other projects and business opportunities.”162 Likewise, Mr Loureda confirmed that Sacyr
provided “a material amount of money,” which in turn caused “financial strain” and inability to
pursue other Projects.163 Mr Lievens also confirmed that Jan De Nul provided “substantial cash
disbursements and corporate guarantees” that “materially affected Jan De Nul.” 164
Indeed, as early as May 2008, the GUPC Consortium notified ACP of potential impacts of financing of the
Project. In a letter to ACP, the Consortium expressly noted that Claimants 2-4 would be making
substantial investment in the Project “in terms of personnel and money,” “huge percentage of the expected
margins will have to paid to the Surety Companies,” and the Shareholders would have to “make big efforts
and accept not to pursue smaller projects.” 165 ACP thus knew, as early as the pre-qualification phase, of
Claimants 2-4’s financial history and was aware of the ROI each of the Shareholders would have been able
to achieve “but for” being required by ACP to finance the additional costs.166 Claimants 2-4 provided ACP
with their detailed financial statements, containing the same type of financial information that is used to
calculate Claimants 2-4’s ROI in this arbitration. 167 Thus, ACP cannot argue that it did not or could not
foresee that compelling Claimants 2-4 to contribute substantial amounts of additional funding would impair

156
157
158
159
160

161
162
163
164
165

166

167

on to establish their quantum in this arbitration). {C-0410/198}, Impregilo Annual Report 2011, p. 198 [p. 196]; {C0390/65}, Sacyr Construction Group Financial Statements 2012, p. 65 [p. 65] (emphasis added).
See {C-EX-18/26}, Hart IV, p. 26 [p. 20], ¶ 41.
See {C-P-0025/10}, Coates Pres., p. 10 [Slide 10]; {TR/20/29}, p. 29 [110:11-13] (Coates Direct).
{C-EX-18/19}, Hart IV, p. 19 [p. 13], Table 4.1.
{R-P-0020/10}, MacGregor Pres., p. 10 [Slides 10-12].
{C-WS-24}, Möder V; {C-WS-23}, Loureda II; {C-WS-39}, Möder VI; {C-WS-42}, Romiti I; {C-WS-37},
Loureda III; {C-EX-18}, Hart IV; {C-EX-15}, Coates II; {C-EX-13}, Hart III; {C-EX-12}, Coates I; {C-WS24/6}, Möder V p. 6 [p. 6], ¶ 13; {C-WS-23/5}, Loureda II, p. 5 [p. 5], ¶ 11; {C-WS-39/7}, Möder VI, p. 7 [p. 6],
¶ 23; {C-WS-42/3}, Romiti I, p. 3 [pp. 3-4], ¶¶ 11-17; {C-WS-37/6}, Loureda III, p. 6 [p. 5] ¶ 22; {C-EX-18/18},
Hart IV, p. 18 [pp. 12-14], ¶¶ 29-32; {C-EX-15/5}, Coates II, p. 5 [pp. 3-5], ¶¶ 13-17 see also {C-EX-13/12}, Hart
III, p. 12 [pp. 8-44], Tables 2.1, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 5.1, Appendices K, L, M; {C-EX-12/7}, Coates I, p. 7 [p. 7], ¶¶ 20-22.
{C-WS-39/7}, Möder VI, p. 7 [p. 6], ¶ 23.
{C-WS-42/5}, Romiti I, p. 5 [p. 4], ¶ 16.
{C-WS-37/6}, Loureda III, p. 6 [p. 5], ¶¶ 21-25; see also {C-WS-23/5}, Loureda II, p. 5 [p. 5], ¶ 11.
{C-WS-25/2}, Lievens III , p. 2 [p. 2], ¶ 3.
See {C-0038}, Letter GUPC/ACP - 22/2008-AMZ from GUPC to ACP, dated 29 May 2008; see also {C-P-0024/6},
GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 6 [Slides 6-8].
In response to ACP’s RFQ, in Nov. 2007, the Shareholders provided ACP with their joint Statement of Qualification,
demonstrating that the GUPC Consortium satisfied – and indeed, exceeded – the Minimum Requirements. In light of
ACP’s qualification requirements, the Shareholders provided information demonstrating not only their experience and
technical ability, but also their financial capacity, including through audited financial statements, certifications of
financial information, and statements of net worth, net working capital, solvency, and average annual revenues. See
{C-0025/26}, RFQ – 5th Revision, dated 8 Nov 2007, p. 26 [p. 26]; see also {SOR/1071}, p. 1071 [Ch. X, pp. 39-42],
¶¶ 132-142.
{C-EX-13/34}, Hart III, p. 34 [p. 30], ¶¶ 66-67; see also {SOR/1071}, p. 1071 [Ch. X, pp. 39-42], ¶¶ 132-142.
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their ability to pursue business opportunities and cause them to suffer losses. 168
In any event, ACP’s assertions are incorrect as a matter of law because, as Justice Troyano explained, in
loss of opportunity cases, “there is no need to show a causal link between the wrong and the damage
caused” as the damage is considered to be “certain.” 169 Moreover, under Art. 992 of the Panamanian Civil
Code, the harmed party is entitled to compensation for all damages that “derive” from the conduct of the
breaching party, regardless of their foreseeability.170 As Dr Hoyos confirmed, under Panamanian law,
“neither foreseeability nor fault affects the quantum of the compensation for breaches of statutory duties or
violations of good faith.” 171
(b) Claimants 2-4 established their lost opportunity costs with a sufficient degree of
certainty and satisfied their burden of proof
Claimants 2-4 have presented extensive documentary, witness, and expert evidence to establish their lost
opportunity claim, 172 fully satisfying the standard of proof required under Panamanian law (i.e., reasonable
degree of certainty). 173 ACP has not been able to challenge the evidence presented by Claimants 2-4.
Notably, ACP chose not to cross-examine any of Claimants 2-4’s witnesses, including Messrs Möder,
Romiti, Loureda, and Lievens, who – as top executives of each of Claimants 2-4 – have proffered
testimony confirming the losses their companies suffered. Nor did ACP cross-examine Claimants 2-4’s
experts, Mr Hart or Prof. Coates.
Yet, at the Hearing, ACP sought to argue that Claimants 2-4 failed to present “meaningful” evidence of
impairment of capital or specific projects forgone. 174 As explained below, ACP’s allegation is wrong. As
an initial matter, and as detailed above, with respect to a claim for loss of opportunity, Panamanian
jurisprudence acknowledges that “loss of an opportunity constitutes certain harm,” such that “compensation
cannot be denied under the pretext that it would be a purely hypothetical or eventual harm.” 175 Under
Panamanian law, once the liability is established, the Tribunal’s assessment would be limited to
determination of the amount of Claimants 2-4’s losses (i.e., quantum), and as Dr Hoyos confirms, the
Tribunal must make that assessment “on the basis of the evidence presented, and the nature of the breach of
a contractual obligation.” 176
Furthermore, Messrs Möder, Romiti, Loureda, and Lievens, all have proffered testimony that the capital
impairment from being required to finance the additional costs caused Claimants 2-4 to be unable to pursue
other business during the relevant period. 177 In addition to the witness testimony, Mr Hart assessed the
168
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Indeed, Mr Coates confirmed that “ACP should have foreseen that requiring [Claimants 2-4] to use their capital to
fund the overruns would cause them harm as measured by that ROI” because “the average ROIs are within historical
norms and hence foreseeable,” and the “ROI measure for [Claimants 2-4] is no different than the ROI that ACP would
have observed and expected from profitable contracting companies that it chose for this project.”). {C-EX-15/20},
Coates II, p. 20 [pp. 18-19], ¶ 54.
{C-EX-28/45}, Troyano I, p. 45 [pp. 45-47], ¶¶ 198, 204
{C-EX-6/87}, Hoyos IV, p. 87 [p 83], ¶¶ 271-272; {C-LA-0001/5}, Civil Code of Panama, p. 5, Arts. 992.
{C-EX-19/72}, Hoyos V, p. 72 [p. 70], ¶ 373.
{SOC/675}, p. 675 [Ch. IX, pp. 634-646], ¶¶ 2228-2264; {SOR/1059}, p. 1059 [Ch. X, pp. 27-50], ¶¶ 100-171; {CWS-24/6}, Möder V, p. 6 [p. 6], ¶ 13; {C-WS-23/5}, Loureda II, p. 5 [p. 5], ¶ 11; {C-WS-39/7}, Möder VI, p. 7 [p.
6], ¶ 23; {C-WS-42/3}, Romiti I, p. 3 [pp. 3-4], ¶¶ 11-17; {C-WS-37/6}, Loureda III, p. 6 [p. 5] ¶ 22; {C-EX-18/18},
Hart IV, p. 18 [pp. 12-14], ¶¶ 29-32; {C-EX-15/5}, Coates II, p. 5 [pp. 3-5], ¶¶ 13-17 see also {C-EX-13/12}, Hart
III, p. 12 [pp. 8-44], Tables 2.1, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 5.1, Appendices K, L, M; {C-EX-12/7}, Coates I, p. 7 [p. 7], ¶¶ 20-22.
{C-EX-28/46}, Troyano I, p. 46 [p. 46], ¶ 200; {C-EX-6/85}, Hoyos IV, p. 85 [p. 82-83], ¶ 266.
{R-P-0019/11}, ACP's Opening on ROI, p. 11 [Slide 11].
{C-LA-0263}, Decision of the Supreme Court of Panama (Civil Chamber) dated 27 Mar. 2015 (Samba Bonita); see
also {C-EX-28/44}, Troyano I, p. 44 [p. 44-45], ¶¶ 197-198; {C-EX-19/72}, Hoyos V, p. 72 [pp. 70-71], ¶¶ 373, 382;
{C-EX-6/85}, Hoyos IV, p. 85 [pp. 82-83] ¶¶ 266, 269.
See {C-EX-19/73}, Hoyos V, p. 73 [p. 71], ¶ 382; {C-LA-0281}, Decision of the Supreme Court of Justice (Art. 1) of
30 November 2010 (Aseguradora Mundial, S.A. v. Ministry of the President’s Office).
See {C-WS-42/4}, Romiti I, p. 4 [pp. 3-4], ¶¶ 11-17 (explaining that there was a noticeable “change in the attitude of
Salini-Impregilo’s top management towards new business opportunities, and how the restraints on capital limited the
ability to pursue such opportunities”); {C-WS-37/6}, Loureda III, p. 6 [pp. 5-6], ¶¶ 24-25 (explaining that Sacyr
experienced “financial strain” due to the funding of the additional costs, and confirmed “there were projects we could
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impact of the forced funding based on external sources, and confirmed the impaired capital and its impacts
on Claimants 2-4. 178 Notably, Mr Hart identified a decline in many of Claimants 2-4’s financial indicators
– including their current ratio, quick ratio, working capital, z-score, stock prices, and competitiveness –
following their financing of the additional costs.179 Specifically, Mr Hart’s comparison of Claimants 2-4’s
revenue growth in relation to their competitors (which were selected by ACP’s Mr MacGregor as
benchmark companies in the construction industry) shows that Claimants 2-4 significantly underperformed
in the years after funding the additional costs. 180
As explained by Mr Romiti, and verified by Mr Hart, the number and value of the business opportunities
aborted by Salini-Impregilo increased significantly between 2012 and 2017 due to the funding of additional
costs during the Project.181 While Claimants 2-4 do not base their damages on any specific foregone
business opportunity, the evidence clearly shows a trend of an increasing number of aborted projects during
funding of the additional costs, which further supports Claimant 2-4’s lost opportunity claims. 182
Furthermore, as explained above, the evidence of the negative impacts of funding to the Project is clearly
reflected in the contemporaneous audited financial statements of Claimants 2-4. 183 This cannot be denied.
In this context, contrary to ACP’s allegations, 184 Claimants 2-4 do not need to present evidence of any
specific project forgone either as a matter of law or from a quantum analysis perspective. 185 As explained
above, and confirmed by Justice Troyano at the Hearing, under Panamanian law, assessing the particular
characteristics of the industry in which the affected party operates and the “public financial statements”
reflecting its historical performance, supported by an expert analysis, is sufficient to determine the amount
of compensation for lost opportunity cost. 186 U.S. court decisions, similarly, confirm that basing lost
opportunity cost on a specific project foregone is not required. 187
Thus, Claimants 2-4 do not, and need not, base their damages claims on any specific foregone project.
Ignoring this fact, however, ACP insisted that Claimants 2-4 should provide evidence as to what specific
projects were aborted due to the funding of the additional costs of this Project. As Claimants explained, and
Messrs Loureda and Romiti confirmed, in conformity with industry practice, the Shareholders do not keep
contemporaneous records of top-management reasoning behind the decision not to pursue particular

178
179

180
181
182

183

184

185
186

187

not bid on”); {C-WS-25/2}, Lievens III , p. 2 [p. 2], ¶ 3 (explaining that Jan De Nul suffered similar negative impacts
due to the forced-funding that “impaired its ability to apply these additional resources in other ongoing and future
projects, as it would have done in its ordinary course of business.”).
See {C-EX-18/18}, Hart IV, p. 18 [pp. 12-14], ¶¶ 29-32; see also {C-P-0026/11}, Hart Pres., p. 11 [Slides 11-15].
{C-EX-18/25}, Hart IV, p. 25 [pp. 19-40], ¶¶ 38-83. Moreover, Mr Hart observed that contemporaneous analyst
reports reflected the negative impacts of the forced-funding to the Project and impairment of Claimants 2-4’s capital.
{C-EX-18/36}, Hart IV, p. 36 [pp. 30-37], ¶¶ 68-79.
{C-EX-18/33}, Hart IV, p. 33 [pp. 27-35], ¶¶ 61, 73, 75; see also {SOR/1070}, Ch. X, p. 1070 [Ch. X, p. 38], ¶ 128.
{C-WS-42/6}, Romiti I, p. 6 [p. 5], ¶ 19; {C-EX-18/45}, Hart IV, p. 45 [pp. 39-40], Tables 6.3, 6.4.
See, e.g.,{C-1071}, Salini-Impregilo List of Submitted Bids (2010-2017); {C-1072}, Salini-Impregilo’s Commercial
Opportunities, 2010-2014; {C-1072}, Salini-Impregilo’s Commercial Opportunities, 2010-2014
See, e.g., {C-0390}, Sacyr Construction Group Financial Statements 2012; {C-0407}, Impregilo Annual Report 2012;
{C-0375}, Jan De Nul Group Annual Report 2012.
See {Rejoinder/820}, p. 820 [Ch. IX, pp. 36, 43-47], ¶¶ 5.75, 7.4-7.18; {R-EX-13/25}, MacGregor III, p. 25 [pp. 20,
33], ¶¶ 4.48, 5.39.
See {C-P-0024/97}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 97 [Slides 96-99].
{C-EX-28/47}, Troyano I, p. 47 [p. 47], ¶ 203; {C-LA-0285}, Decision of the Supreme Court of Justice (Art. 1) of 12
September 2003 (Miguel Ángel Ardines v. M/N 2 “Ken Leader”); {C-LA-0281}, Decision of the Supreme Court of
Justice (Art. 1) of 30 November 2010 (Aseguradora Mundial, S.A. v. Ministry of the President’s Office).
As Claimants demonstrated at the Hearing, the court in Avon Excavating v. City of Parma, for example, noted that
“evidence as to [the plaintiff company’s] past expenditures and receipts and of the conditions under which the business
was carried on is frequently held to afford a sufficiently certain basis for a verdict awarding damages for profits
prevented.” {C-LA-0468/15}, Avon Excavating Co. v. City of Parma, 1980 Ohio App. LEXIS 13158, dated 31 Dec
1980, p. 15 [pp. *39-40]. In a similar case where a construction contractor sought compensation due to lost
opportunities, another U.S. court awarded compensation after “the history of [the plaintiff] as a contractor was fully
explored,” and finding that “opportunities were available for work.” {C-LA-0467/6}, Laas v. Montana State Highway
Comm’n, 157 Mont. 121, dated 1971, p. 6 [p. *130]; see also {C-P-0024/100}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p.
100 [Slide 99].
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projects. At the Hearing, ACP alleged that this was belied by Mr Lampiano’s testimony. 188 Contrary to
ACP’s allegation, however, Mr Lampiano’s testimony is consistent with this corporate practice, where the
decision not to pursue a project is communicated to the tender teams, but the specific reasons for doing so
are not documented.
In any event, Prof. Coates explained that ACP’s suggestion that Claimants 2-4 need to show specific
forgone projects is incorrect, as it would be “speculative to cherry-pick certain projects and assume that the
funds used to cover the cost overruns would have been used for one specific project.”189 Here, Claimants
2-4 calculate their damages using past ROIs from the relevant time period encompassing the performance
of the Project, ACP’s conduct, and additional costs, using audited financial statements and utilizing a
formula with mathematical certainty, fully satisfying the requisite standard of proof under Panamanian
law. 190
Claimants 2-4 are entitled to recover their lost opportunity costs, as measured by their
average historical return on investment (ROI)
(a) ROI is an accepted, reliable, and non-speculative measure of Claimants 2-4’s
opportunity costs
ROI is a measure of the profits that a company obtains from the capital it invests,191 and as Prof. Coates and
Mr Hart confirmed at the Hearing, it is the most appropriate measure of Claimants 2-4’s lost opportunity
costs. 192 Prof. Coates and Mr Hart explained that using historical ROI provides a reliable and nonspeculative measure, because it is based on the actual historical weighted average return of all projects, as
recorded in contemporaneous audited financials, and therefore accounts for both losses and profits.193 By
looking at a portfolio of projects, ROI already accounts for risk and differences in profitability, and does
not need to be discounted further.194 Indeed, as explained above, all of Claimants 2-4’s financials for the
years prior to the signing of the Contract were produced to ACP, and therefore ACP was well aware of
Claimants 2-4’s respective ROIs. The impact of the demand for funding of the overruns was thus clear and
foreseeable.
Mr Hart’s calculation of the ROI for each of Claimants 2-4 is based on Operating Profits divided by Net
Invested Capital.195 Mr Hart obtained these figures from the audited annual reports and financial
statements of Claimants 2-4 for the years at issue. 196 These annual reports and financial statements were
prepared contemporaneously, and not in connection with this dispute, and they were audited by
independent accountants. As such, they constitute a reliable, transparent, verifiable, and accurate source for
calculating the lost ROI, in accordance with Panamanian law. 197

188
189
190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

{R-P-0019/11}, ACP's Opening on ROI, p. 11 [Slide 11].
{C-EX-15/18}, Coates II, p. 18 [p. 16], ¶ 46.
Indeed, ACP acknowledged at the Hearing that “[Claimants 2-4’s] ROI calculations are not disputed as a matter of
accounting calculations.” {R-P-0019/16}, ACP's Opening on ROI, p. 16 [Slide 16].
{C-EX-15/12}, Coates II, p. 12 [p. 10], ¶ 34; {C-EX-13/29}, Hart III, p. 29 [p. 25], ¶ 54; see also {C-EX-12/15},
Coates I, p. 15, ¶ 33(c)(v); {C-LA-0211/5}, Barron’s Dictionary of Finance and Investment Terms, p. 5 [p. 586]; {CLA-0214/4}, The Market Approach to Valuing Businesses, 2nd Edition, Shannon Pratt, dated 2005, p. 4 [pp. 7-8].
{C-P-0025/11}, Coates Pres., p. 11 [Slides 11-19]; {C-P-0026/18}, Hart Pres., p. 18 [Slides 18-21]; {C-EX-15/11},
Coates II , p. 11 [p. 9], ¶ 29; {C-EX-13/29}, Hart III, p. 29 [pp. 25-27], ¶¶ 54-59.
{C-P-0025/16}, Coates Pres., p. 16 [Slides 16-19]; {C-P-0026/20}, Hart Pres., p. 20 [Slide 20]; {C-EX-15/11}, Coates
II , p. 11 [p. 9], ¶ 29; {C-EX-13/30}, Hart III, p. 30 [pp. 26-27], ¶¶ 56-59.
{C-P-0025/16}, Coates Pres., p. 16 [Slides 16-17]; {C-P-0026/20}, Hart Pres., p. 20 [Slide 20]; see also {C-EX13/32}, Hart III, p. 32 [p. 28], ¶ 60; {C-EX-18/52}, Hart IV, p. 52 [pp. 46-47], ¶¶ 96-98; {C-EX-12/17}, Coates I, p.
17 [p. 17], ¶ 39; {C-EX-15/16}, Coates II, p. 16 [pp. 14-15], ¶ 41(d).
{C-EX-13/37}, Hart III, p. 37 [pp. 33-34], ¶ 75, Table 4.1. Mr MacGregor does not contest this formula and uses it in
his alternative valuation. See {R-EX-27.AppB/3}, MacGregor IV, p. 3; see also {C-P-0024/92}, GUPC’s Opening on
Claims 2-4, p. 92 [Slide 91].
{C-EX-13/29}, Hart III, p. 29 [pp. 25-27], ¶¶ 54-59; {C-EX-13/30}, Hart III, p. 30 [p. 26], ¶ 56; {C-EX-18/203},
Hart IV, p. 203, Appendix O.9; {C-P-0024/92}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 92 [Slide 91].
See {C-EX-15/12}, Coates II, p. 12 [p. 10], ¶ 34; {C-EX-13/29}, Hart III, p. 29 [p. 25], ¶ 54.
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In this regard, it is critical to note that Mr MacGregor provided a false answer to the Tribunal’s question
regarding Jan De Nul’s financial statements.198 Contrary to Mr MacGregor’s answer, Jan De Nul, despite
being a private company, publicly publishes its annual reports and financial statements, which are prepared
in compliance with international accounting standards and have detailed information and all the inputs
necessary for the ROI (and also WACC) calculation. These reports have been in the record of this
arbitration from the outset. 199 Mr MacGregor’s answer is concerning, and calls into question the veracity
of his analyses, because Mr Hart has used the very same financials to calculate Jan De Nul’s historical ROI
and its claim for lost opportunity costs. 200
Moreover, ACP’s Mr MacGregor acknowledged that Claimants 2-4’s funding of the additional costs has a
cost, but he argues that such cost should be calculated and compensated by using an interest-based
method, 201 or WACC, because he alleges that ROI is an unsuitable measure. 202 Mr MacGregor is
incorrect. An interest-based calculation (such as pre-judgment interest based on U.S. treasury rate) would
be completely inappropriate. As Prof. Coates emphasized at the Hearing, “the legal elements underlying
pre-judgment interest [and opportunity cost of capital are] distinct.” 203 “Interest is added to a harm in a
legal case to compensate for the pure time value of money – just time. But it does not take into account the
actual harm itself.” In other words, as Mr Hart further confirmed, pre-judgment interest is not a measure of
the harm. 204
With respect to Mr MacGregor’s proposed WACC method, Prof. Coates explained that such method would
be speculative, as it is “a forward looking estimate, derived, typically, from market inputs.” 205 Indeed,
unlike ROI, WACC calculation requires making “assumptions” as its inputs include “gearing,” “beta,”
“equity risk premium,” “risk free rate.” 206 Furthermore, both ACP’s own financial reporting and Mr
MacGregor admit that WACC only measures borrowing costs, but not cost of opportunity, and therefore
awarding WACC would undercompensate Claimants 2-4’s losses. 207 Thus, as Prof. Coates concluded,
while WACC is not as improper as an interest-based method, “when you have ROI, that’s more reliable
than a WACC measure.” 208
Thus, Claimants 2-4’s quantification of their losses based on their past ROI, as Mr Hart confirms, “provides
the Tribunal with a reasonable basis for the calculation of damages.” 209 Claimants 2-4’s ROI claim also
fully satisfies the proof sought under Panamanian law to determine the amount of compensation for loss of
opportunity. 210 WACC, in contrast, would only provide the minimum level of compensation, as it would
198
199

200
201

202

203
204

205
206

207

208
209
210

{Day20/176 :7}, [176:7-177:10] (Tribunal Questions).
{C-0375}; {C-0371}; {C-0372}; {C-0377}; {C-0369}; {C-0370}; {C-0380}; {C-0381}; {C-0382}; {C-0385}; {C0386}; {C-0387}; {C-0388}.
{C-EX-18/14}, Hart IV, p. 14 [pp. 8, 117-120, 132], Table 2.1, Appendices J(u) and M.1(u).
At the Hearing, ACP’s counsel suggested that simple interest would be the appropriate compensation for Claimants 24 alleging that this is the remedy for delayed payments under the Contract. This argument is meritless as Claimants 24 are not asserting claim under the Contract, and there is no interest provision under the JSG.
{SOD/916}, p. 916 [Ch. XI, pp. 32-33], ¶ 10.1; {Rejoinder/55}, pp. 55 [Ch. IX, pp. 52-53], ¶ 8.11; {R-EX-27/10},
MacGregor IV, p. 10 [pp. 6, 25], ¶¶ 2.7, 3.87.
{Day20/109:10}, [109:10-11] (Coates Direct); see also {C-P-0025/9}, Coates Pres., p. 9 [Slide 9].
{Day20/118:14}, [118:14-17] (Coates Direct); see also {C-P-0025/23}, Coates Pres., p. 23 [Slide 23]; {C-P-0026/32},
Hart Pres., p. 32 [Slide 32].
{Day20/117:18}, [117:18-19] (Coates Direct); see also {C-P-0025/22}, Coates Pres., p. 22 [Slide 22].
{C-P-0024/106}, GUPC’s Opening on Claims 2-4, p. 106 [Slide 105]; {R-EX-13/31}, MacGregor III, p. 31 [pp. 2425], ¶¶ 4.71-4.74; {R-EX-27/29}, MacGregor IV, p. 29 [p. 25], ¶ 3.87; {R-EX-27.AppK/3}, MacGregor IV, p. 3;
see also {C-EX-15/19}, Coates II, p. 19 [p. 17], ¶¶ 48-49.
See {R-EX-27/78}, MacGregor IV, p. 78 [p. 74], ¶ 11.5; {R-EX-13/35}, MacGregor III, p. 35 [p. 28], ¶ 5.13; {C1781/315}, ACP Annual Report 2016, p. 315 [p. 313].
{Day20/118:3}, [118:3-11] (Coates Direct); {C-P-0026/22}, Hart Pres., p. 22 [Slide 22].
{C-EX-13/33}, Hart III, p. 33 [p. 29], ¶ 64; see also {C-P-0026/20}, Hart Pres., p. 20 [Slide 20].
See {C-EX-28/47}, Troyano I, p. 47 [p. 47], ¶ 203 (confirming that “if international construction companies
commonly use public financial statements to reflect their historical performance, such method may be used by a
tribunal applying Panamanian law as a proxy to determine the profits that they would have earned but for the
breach.”).
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only compensate Claimants 2-4’s “financing costs,” but not their opportunity costs, and “would therefore
destroy value, causing further harm to Claimants 2-4.” 211
(b) Claimants 2-4 are entitled to recover USD 260 million in lost opportunity costs,
arising from their funding of the Project’s costs
Mr Hart correctly quantified Claimants 2-4’s damages by first calculating the ROI for Claimants 2-4 from
2012-2019 based on their financial statements, 212 and then multiplying the respective ROIs by the amount
funded by the respective Claimant relevant to the overruns at issue in this arbitration.213 Mr MacGregor
employs the same calculation in quantifying Claimants 2-4’s damages, but instead of ROI, he utilizes each
Shareholder’s WACC. 214 Indeed, neither ACP nor Mr MacGregor has challenged the method used by Mr
Hart to quantify Claimants 2-4’s damages. In fact, at the Hearing, ACP confirmed that “[e]ach annual rate
is derived from an ROI calculation using the accounts of each shareholder [and] [t]hose ROI calculations
are not disputed as a matter of accounting calculations.” 215
As of 31 May 2019, Claimants 2-4 are entitled to recover USD 260.15 million in lost opportunity costs,
arising from their funding of the Project’s costs, as shown in the table below. If the Tribunal uses the
WACC measure proposed by Mr MacGregor, Claimants 2-4 are entitled to recover USD 173.79 million.
As requested by the Tribunal during the Hearing, Mr Hart prepared a “menu” of Claimants 2-4’s damages
(Appendix B), which allows the Tribunal to calculate the proper amount of compensation based on the
success of the underlying claims. 216

211

212
213
214
215
216

{C-EX-13/37}, Hart III, p. 37 [p. 33], ¶ 74; see also {C-P-0026/35}, Hart Pres., p. 35 [Slide 35]; {Day20/130:22},
[130:22-24] (Hart Direct).
See {C-EX-18/21}, Hart IV, p. 21 [pp. 15, 132], Tables 4.3, 4.5, Appendix M.1(u).
{C-EX-18/14}, Hart IV, p. 14 [p. 8], Table 2.1.
{R-EX-27/71}, MacGregor IV, p. 71 [p.67], Table 8.1.
{R-P-0019/16}, ACP's Opening on ROI, p. 16 [Slide 16].
Claimants should be allowed to provide the Tribunal with an updated version of this chart, reflecting Claimants 2-4’s
quantum figures as of the date of the final award or any date selected by the Tribunal.
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APPENDIX A
Chronology of Key Factual Events Related To Claimants 2-4’s Claim:
ACP wrongfully compelled Claimants 2-4 to provide USD 358 million to cover the cost overruns it had systematically rejected in bad faith

25 Feb 2013
ACP Demand: ACP demanded that Claimants 2-4 fund any “shortfall
in cash” by GUPC S.A. C-0347

ACP’s Demands for Claimants 2-4’s Performance
Claimants 2-4’s Performance And Funding of the Claims
Project Milestones related to Claimants 2-4’s Claim

24 Dec 2012
ACP Demand: ACP demanded that Claimants 2-4 "fund the position pending final
resolution of any claims." C-0124

12 Mar 2013
ACP Demand: ACP demands Claimants 2-4 to perform, reiterating that "it is the
responsibility of the Contractor and its Shareholders to fund all work under the Locks
Contract." C-0144
At the same time, ACP audited GUPC S.A.’s financials, and confirmed Claimants 2-4’s
financial contributions to the Project. C-0134; C-0138; C-0143
30 Oct 2013

GUPC continued to experience basalt degradation, which was exacerbated when
stockpiled. GUPC was forced to source aggregates from external suppliers, as well as
from Aguadulce Hill, and make adjustments to its crushing and sand treatment plants.

ACP Demand: ACP insisted that Claimants 2-4 continue to ensure GUPC’s
performance and fund the additional costs. C-0140

20 Nov 2012

10 Jan 2014
ACP Demand: ACP demanded that Claimants 2-4 perform under the JSG and
indemnify ACP against all losses, damages, costs and expenses. C-0148

ACP Demand: ACP demanded that Claimants 2-4 perform the Contract and inject
funds, maintaining that they were "fully responsible” and the “legal structure”
behind GUPC S.A. did not matter. C-0118; C-0114
1 Mar 2010
ACP's Program Management Plan:

13 May 2011
ACP Demand: ACP demanded that "senior management" of Claimants 2-4 participate
in the "solution to the problem at hand." C-0092

ACP designed and implemented a secret policy
for the administration of the Contract with GUPC.
ACP's policy required determination of "100
percent of claims . . . in favor of the ACP."
C-0416

Around the same time, GUPC S.A. also informed ACP of the unforeseeable geological
conditions encountered which required foundation treatment. C-0092; see also C0607; C-1478; C-0865; C-0614; C-0600; C-0748

Problems encountered by GUPC continued through 2013, and caused substantial and
compounding impacts on the concrete works.
14 Mar 2014
ACP Demand: ACP continued to demand that Claimants 2-4 provide additional funding.
MoU: ACP and Claimants 2-4 agreed to provide USD 100 million in cash and an additional
USD 400 million in credit facility, in exchange for moratorium on the Advance Payments.
C-0005

8 Jun 2010
ACP Demand: ACP demanded "immediate action" from Claimants 2-4 to resolve
problems encountered early on during the Works. C-0083

ACP never disclosed this document to the
Tenderers or even GUPC over the course of the
Project.

1 Aug 2014
VO108: GUPC and ACP signed Variation Agreement No. 108, implementing the MoU into
the Contract. As agreed in the MoU, Claimants 2-4 obtained a USD 400 million credit
facility for GUPC's execution of the Work. Claimants 2-4 also provided additional financial
commitments to secure the Advances. C-0006

At the time, GUPC S.A. was encountering problems during concrete aggregate
production and notifying ACP of necessary "modifications." C-1478; C-0865; C-0614

Oct 2007

Jul 2009

Oct 2009

Jan 2010

Apr 2010

Apr 2011

Jul 2011

Oct 2011

Apr 2012

Jul 2012

Oct 2012

Jan 2013

Jul 2013

Oct 2013

Jan 2014

Apr 2014

Jul 2014

Oct 2014

Apr 2015

Jul 2015

Oct 2015

Jan 2016

Apr 2016

Jan 2019

Throughout 2012
Claimants 2-4 Performance: In response to ACP's
demands, Claimants 2-4 provided USD 137
Throughout 2013
million in relation to the claims in this Arbitration.
Claimants 2-4 Performance: In response to ACP's Throughout 2014
See Hart(IV), Table 4.1 & Appendices C(u), G(u)
demands, Claimants 2-4 provided USD 63 million
Claimants 2-4 Performance: In response to ACP's
in relation to the claims in this Arbitration.
demands, Claimants 2-4 provided USD 132 million in
See Hart(IV), Table 4.1 & Appendices C(u), G(u)
relation to the claims in this Arbitration.
See Hart(IV), Table 4.1 & Appendices C(u), G(u)
Claimants 2-4 provided additional financial instruments,
further securing the Advances.
2007-2008

11 Aug 2009

31 May 2010

RFQ - RFP: ACP assured the Tenderers
that the "Contractor of the Project will not
be required to provide financing" and that
the Project would be "executed in a spirit
of mutual trust and cooperation without
litigation and adversarial attitudes."
C-0025

Contract: Acting as the GUPC Consortium,
Claimants 2-4 (and CUSA) won the tender and
signed the Contract with ACP. C-0069

JSG: Claimants 2-4 signed the JSG to assign
the Contract to GUPC S.A.

Claimants 2-4 Performance: Claimants 2-4
provided letters of credit and bonds to secure
the Advances ACP was required to make
under the Contract.

Claimants 2-4 Performance: As mandated by
ACP, Claimants 2-4 ensured GUPC S.A.'s
performance of the Project as "primary
obligors" including with respect to the Works
and payment of the Advances. R-0015; R-0016

Feb 2019
Claimants 2-4 Performance: In
response to ACP's demands, and in
compliance with the Advance Payments
Award, Claimants 2-4 fully repaid the
Advances that ACP provided over the
course of the Project (USD 920 million).

Throughout 2015
Claimants 2-4 Performance: In response to ACP's
demands, Claimants 2-4 provided USD 25 million
in relation to the claims in this Arbitration.
See Hart(IV), Appendices C(u), G(u)

29 Apr 2013

20 Dec 2014

Jun 2016

DAB Award: DAB issued its award on Referrals 1,
10, and 14B (relating to on-Site Labs claims, which
ACP had rejected in their entirety), and ordered
ACP to pay GUPC S.A. USD 21,238,187. C-0249

DAB Award: DAB issued its decision on Referral 11
(relating to CAP claims, which ACP had rejected in
their entirety), found ACP negligent, and ordered
ACP to pay GUPC S.A. USD 244,061,313. C-0246

Project Completion & Handover: By the end of
the Project, Claimants 2-4 had provided over
USD 3 billion in cumulative cash, services, and
credit. In relation to the claims in this Arbitration,
Claimants 2-4 provided USD 358 million. C-0389
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INTERNATIONAL COURT OF ARBITRATION
OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

ICC CASE NO. 20910/ASM/JPA (C-20911/ASM)
(1) GRUPO UNIDOS POR EL CANAL, S.A., (2) SACYR, S.A.,
(3) SALINI-IMPREGILO S.P.A., (4) JAN DE NUL N.V.
(“GUPC”)
Claimants

v.

AUTORIDAD DEL CANAL DE PANAMÁ
(“ACP”)
Respondent

CLAIMANTS’ FIRST POST HEARING BRIEF
CHAPTER XI – REQUEST FOR RELIEF

31 May 2019
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XI.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF
In consideration of the above, Claimants request that the Arbitral Tribunal:
• find that Respondent is liable under the Contract and/or Panamanian law for all claims covered in this
arbitration;
• award GUPC S.A. 202 calendar days of extension of the Project’s Time for Completion;
• award GUPC S.A. additional payments and/or damages from ACP in the amount of USD 426,825,912
(not including taxes, save for ITBMS already paid). Taking into account the amounts already awarded
to GUPC S.A. by the DAB and already paid by ACP, the net amount to which GUPC S.A. is entitled in
this arbitration is USD 161,526,413;
• award Sacyr S.A. (Claimant two) damages from ACP in the amount of USD 96,468,000 (not including
taxes) for the consequences of ACP’s breaches of the Contract, the JSG, and Panamanian law;
• award Salini-Impregilo S.p.A. (Claimant three) damages from ACP in the amount of USD 132,477,000
(not including taxes) for the consequences of ACP’s breaches of the Contract, the JSG, and Panamanian
law;
• award Jan De Nul N.V. (Claimant four) damages from ACP in the amount of USD 30,857,000 (not
including taxes) for the consequences of ACP’s breaches of the Contract, the JSG, and Panamanian
law;
• award Claimants interest on all sums awarded to them, running from the date of the award;
• dismiss all of Respondent’s arguments and counterclaim(s);
• order Respondent to pay Claimants their costs in this arbitration, including the fees and expenses of the
Arbitral Tribunal, the ICC’s costs and the costs of Claimants’ legal representation and experts; and
• order any other relief that the Arbitral Tribunal considers appropriate.

XII. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS
Claimants reserve their right to amend, supplement, update and extend their claims, and the relief sought,
during the course of this arbitration and related arbitrations. For the avoidance of doubt, this arbitration
does not cover the acceleration, disruption and further delays to the works suffered by the Project as a
consequence of the events covered by the present claims, which are the subject of a separate claim by the
Claimants. Similarly, GUPC’s entitlements in respect of delays to the Project caused by ACP’s breaches
(other than breaches relating to SMC mix design submission and rejection) are reserved for future
submissions due to the interrelationship between those breaches and other events not presently within the
scope of this Arbitration.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of Claimants this 31st day of May 2019.

White & Case LLP

Seyfarth Shaw LLP

Bonelli Ered

Aleman, Cordero, Galindo & Lee

Schellenberg Wittmer
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